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Preface:

Ssu-ma Kuang and the Tzu-chih t'ung-chien:

From the time that Ssu-ma C h ' i e n ^ I ^ I ^ completed his Shih
chi j*

j in the first century B.C., few historians of China were

prepared to emulate him by the compilation of another universal history.
For a thousand years, while scholars accepted the format of Shih chi,
they preferred to follow the example of the Han shu >j£||
the Former Han Dynasty" of Pan Ku $1%
dynastic history.

"History of

and restricted themselves to

As early as the eighth century, in his great

theoretical work Shih-t 'ung 3 ^ 4

» Liu Chih-chi

of the T'ang

dynasty had urged a broader view and a wider approach, and the T *ung
tien

jfe "Comprehensive Statutes" of Tu Yu^jt/j^ had discussed the

development of administrative forms and policies from the legendary age
of the Emperors Yao

and Shun

; but in all the great work

of compilation and commentary inaugurated by the historical offices of
Emperor T'ang T'ai-tsung

and continued under his successors, no

historian was prepared to break the dynastic tradition and tell the
story of the Chinese world from antiquity to the present within the
i

covers of a single book.
For the treatment of historical material, the concentration on
dynastic periods has several points in its favour, not least of them
the advantage of tabulating an otherwise overwhelming mass of information
within a recognised and coherent framework.
of the Northern Sung

Nevertheless, by the time

dynasty, scholars had begun to view history as a

continuous process, and there was increasing criticism of the arbitrary
arrangement of the accepted standard histories.

The traditional

division, inherited from Shih chi, into annals, biographies, treatises
and tables, while clearly convenient for many purposes, served also
to fragment still further the study of past events,

Among the scholars

of the tenth and eleventh centuries the need was appreciated for a new
universal history, to continue the work of Ssu-ma Ch'ien and recount in
chronicle form the whole history of the Chinese world.

(xi)

In practice,

however, the very magnitude of such a task was enough to delay its
commencement.
Ssu-ma K u a n g ^ J , % ^ j was born of a wealthy family in Hsia-hsien
in present-day Shansi Province in 1019.

He passed the chin-shih

degree, the highest of the imperial examination system, in 1038
or 1039, and in 1064, after some years as an official of the empire, he
presented his first historical work to the throne.
t 'u ^ ^ l ^ j i n five chapters (

This, the Li-nien

chuan) , was a chronological table of

events from the Warring States period of Chou ^ to the end of the Five
1
Dynasties and the beginning of Sung.
Two years later, in 1066, he
presented Emperor Ying-tsung

^

chapters entitled T 'ung-chih 5

with a more substantial work, eight
"Comprehensive Record", dealing in

detailed chronicle form with the years from 403 B.C. to the last year of
the Second Emperor of Ch'in

in 207.

Ying-tsung issued an edict that

the work should be continued, granted Ssu-ma Kuang the use of research
assistants, authorised him to have free use of the imperial libraries,
and promised to defray all the costs of paper, writing brushes and other
equipment.
Early in the next year, Ying-tsung died, and in the tenth Chinese
month of 1067 Ssu-ma Kuang attended a seminar at the imperial palace to
read his work to the young Emperor Shen-tsung

•

The new Emperor

not only confirmed the interest that his father had shown, but proclaimed
his favour by a preface which changed the title from T 1ung-chih to the
flowery and grandiloquent Tzu-chih t'ung-chien

Comprehensive

Mirror for Aid in Government",^ and for the seventeen years of his reign,
irrespective of the vicissitudes of politics, he continued to support
Ssu-ma Kuang in his project.
Such loyalty is worthy of note, for Ssu-ma Kuang soon became a
leader of the conservative faction at court, and in a series of memorials
he criticised with increasing bitterness the reforming policy of Shen-tsung's
favourite minister, Wang An-shih

&

.

By 1070, rather than share in

a government of whose actions he disapproved, Ssu-ma Kuang had refused
offers of promotion and retired from the capital.
to Lo-yang

'/%r

In 1071 he was transferred

, where he remained at leisure with an official sinecure

(xii)

and ample resources to continue his work.

Indeed, though Ssu-ma Kuang

and his Emperor were in complete disagreement on policies for the present
day, the forced period of retirement proved a blessing to the historian
and essential for the completion of the work in its final form.
Despite this perhaps unwanted freedom, Ssu-ma Kuang still needed
assistance to keep the task within manageable proportions.
Shu

and Chao Chün-hsi

ß

In 1066 Liu

, experienced historians, had

been seconded to help him, and in the first stages of the project, the
construction of a chronological survey (

ts'ung-mu) for the main

events of the period, much of the work was organised by an expert
astronomer Liu Hsi-sou
Hsiu

, who had earlier assisted Ou-yang

in the compilation of the "New History of T'ang"
.

(

r f\

Later, for the preparation of the

Long Draft

c h 1ang-pien) which was fitted into the chronological framework,

the work was roughly divided into three major sections: the earliest
period, up to the end of Later Han, was organised by Liu Pin
Liu Shu was in charge of the Three Kingdoms, the Chin dynasty, and the
Period of Division; and Fan Tsu-yü
4
for T'ang and the Five dynasties.

prepared the chronicle
The whole of this work was then

edited by Ssu-ma Kuang, who gave it a unity of style and a tightness of
presentation which had been too often missing from the collaborative
works of official histories in the past.
responsibility, the

Long Draft

As a measure of his

had concentrated on including all

relevant material from more than three hundred different books, and in
its final form it is said to have filled two entire rooms, while in
editing the T'ang section Ssu-ma Kuang reduced some six hundred chapters
of Fan Tsu-yu's original compilation to no more than eighty.

In the

final stages, as the manuscript neared completion, he was checking and
arranging one chapter every three days.
At the end of 1084, Ssu-ma Kuang announced the completion of his

5

work and presented Tzu-chih t'ung-chien to the throne.

He claimed as

he did so that he had "given his all" to the book, but by a strange
quirk of fortune the end of his labours in the field of history marked
a return to the arena of the imperial court.

(xiii)

His literary patron and

political opponent, Emperor Shen-tsung, died four months later, the Empress*

dowager, mother of Sheng-tsung, took power as regent for the boy-Emperor
Che-tsung 4*

> and within weeks of the change in government Ssu-ma Kuang

had been summoned to the capital and appointed Grand Councillor, highest
office of the empire-

For eighteen months, till his death in 1086, Ssu-ma

Kuang supervised the destruction of all the reform programmes which had been
established by his former rival Wang An-shih.

A text history of Tzu-chih t'ung-chien:

In its final form, as it was presented to the throne, Tzu-chih
t'ung-chien contained 294 chapters and covered the chronicle of Chinese
history from 40J B.C. to the end of the Five Dynasties in 960 A.D.
starting point was chosen partly because the Ch'un-ch'iu

The

and Tso-chuan

dealt with much of the earlier period, but chiefly because 403 was the
year in which the King of Chou acknowledged the division of the ancient state
of Chin

ah

between three great families, and this recognition of usurpers

marked the beginning of the desperate wars between the states which ended in
the destruction of the Chou dynasty and the foundation of Ch'in.

With a

natural tact, Ssu-ma Kuang halted his history a hundred years before-his own
time, at the very beginning of the dynasty which he served.
Besides the Tzu-chih t'ung-chien itself, Ssu-ma Kuang also presented
two supplementary works:

a K'ao-yi

"Examination of Differences",

in 30 chapters, which discussed variant readings between the original texts
on certain points in the narrative; and a Ts'ung-mu

"General Outline",

also in 30 chapters and evidently based largely on the chronological survey
which had been the first stage of compilation.

Faced with such a mass of

material in nearly three hundred chapters of the main chronicle, some such
guide to the history was obviously useful, and in the Southern Sung dynasty
the scholar Yuan Shu

fata

compiled the Tzu-chih t'ung-chien chi-shih pen-mo

"Narratives from Beginning to End" which extracted all the
material on 239 different topics and arranged them in chronological order.
The text of each "monograph" is taken straight from Tzu-chih t'ung-chien
without alteration, and it is useful primarily as a guide to particular
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sequences of events without the scattering of extraneous information
implicit in a strict chronicle form.

As such, Yuan Shu's work is

useful, and the example was applied to later histories with similar
masses of material.
Of all these guidebooks however, the Tzu-chih t'ung-chien kang-mu
of the great philosopher Chu Hsi
been far the most popular and influential.

(l 130-1200) has
In his preface to the 59

chapters of that work, dated 20 May 1172, Chu Hsi claimed his intention
was to produce a convenient abridgement to Ssu-ma Kuang's chronicle,
and later generations of scholars, both Chinese and European, have
recognised his achievement and placed his work by the side of
Tzu-chih t'ung-chien.
It should be noted however, that Chu Hsi is a different type of
historian from Ssu-ma Kuang.

The contrast between the two shows

perhaps most clearly in the controversy on the "legitimate succession*
(

St-&/L> cheng-1 ’ung)

in the time of the Three Kingdoms:

Chu Hsi

accepted the claim of Liu Pei to be the last representative of Han
and dated his years by the reign-titles of Shu-Han; Ssu-ma Kuang, in
one of his strongest essays of observation to the text, remarks that:
Your Servant has limited himself to setting forth the rise
and decline of different states, recording men's ups and downs
and leaving it to the readers themselves to draw lessons as to
which is good and which is bad, which wise and which in error,
and to draw encouragement or warning therefrom.

His intention

is quite unlike that of the Ch'un-ch'iu, which set up the norm
for praise and blame with the object of rectifying a disorderly
age.

6

This is, indeed, the difference between the two.

As Otto Franke

remarked, Chu Hsi was writing a new Ch'un-ch'iu, and he gave praise

7
and blame like a second Confucius.

Though there was less than fifty

years between the lives of the two men, the political changes from
Northern to Southern Sung and the philosophical development of
Neo-Confucianism had brought immense alterations to their view of the
present world and the events of the past.

Ssu-ma Kuang, traditional

and conservative and primarily a historian, studied events and men for
themselves.

Chu Hsi, essentially a philosopher, and deeply concerned

with cosmological speculation and patterns of morality, saw history as
the means to illustrate his theories.

Their works reveal their

disagreement.
For any reader of Tzu-chih t'ung-chien itself, however, the most
valuable aid is the commentary of Hu San-hsing

.5-/

Q

(1230-1302).

The edition which he compiled was published in the first years of the Yuan
dynasty, shortly after the destruction of Sung in 1280.

In his work,

Hu San-hsing inserted the various entries of Ssu-ma Kuang's K 1ao-yi into
their appropriate places in the main text, and he also added a great many
annotations of his own.

For his information he drew extensively on the

recognised commentaries to the standard dynastic distories, and his work
on the section of Tzu-chih t'ung-chien relating to the Later Han dynasty,
for example, often quotes directly from Li Hsien ^
t 'ai-tzu

^ 'J’J L

^

, Chang-huai

of T'ang, who had been responsible for the

commentary to the annals and biographies of Fan Yeh's } r
Hou Han shu
/A
. For place-names and administrative terms, Hu San-hsing
quotes similarly from the Hsü Han shu

^

of Ssu-ma Piao

•&]

,

whose treatises are now incorporated with the standard Hou Han shu, and
from the commentary to that work by Liu Chao

of the Liang dynasty.

He quoted also from a great number of other works, several of them no
longer extant, and he added many notes of his own, particularly dealing with
the pronunciation of obscure and difficult characters.

Since its first

publication, Hu San-hsing's commentary has been regarded as an essential
companion to the study of Tzu-chih t'ung-chien.
Besides this work, there have been other commentaries.
ti-li t'ung-shih
Wang Ying-lin

The T'ung-chien

of Hu San-hsing's contemporary

\^j
Ü$j\

(1223-1296) discusses the historical and military

geography of places mentioned in Ssu-ma Kuang's work, and at the end of
Ming the great scholar Yen Yen

(1574-1645) compiled an exhaustive

J$(

commentary entitled Tzu-chih t'ung-chien p u / f i , which was not printed
until the nineteenth century but which has been an important source of
information for modern text criticism.

For the most part however, scholars
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of Chinese history have quite naturally preferred to concentrate their
critical attention on the standard histories and the other early texts
which were the primary sources of Ssu-ma Huang's work.
Tzu-chih t'ung-chien itself was first printed, by imperial
edict, in the first years of the reign of Che-tsung.

Fragments of a

Northern Sung edition remain, but the earliest dateable manuscript,
published in the Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'an, is identified by the scholar
Chang Yü

^

as the revised reprint of an edition originally

collated and published in 1132-34, reprinted some tiijie after the
accession of Emperor Kuang-tsung

y\_>

,-j",

(dates of reign 1190-94).

Besides this however, only one other Sung edition preserves the text
of chapters 58-68.
The present translation follows the punctuated moveable-type
edition of the Ku-chi ch'u-pan-she
Peking in 1956.

, printed in

^

This excellent modern compilation is based on the

edition of 1816 by Hu. K'o-chia

(1757-1816), which

reproduced the Yuan edition of Hu San-hsing.

The modern editors have

also included the text criticism of Chang Yü to the Hu K'o-chia
edition, which notes variant readings based on Sung and Ming editions,
and also contains a summary of the annotations by Yen Yen.
For Europeans, as for most Chinese, Tzu-chih t'ung-chien and
its allied works have been the first source of information on the
history of China.

The Histoire Generale de la Chine of the Jesuit

Father de Mailla, completed in 1757 and first published in Paris in
1777-83» based its early volumes largely on Chu Hsi's Kang>-mu, and
Henri Cordier's work of the same name, published in Paris in 1920,
followed de Mailla's history often word for word.

Besides these

general works, the chronicle form and the scholarship of Tzu-chih
t'ung-chien are so convenient and so reliable that for many periods
of Chinese history it stands superior to all other sources.

In

The Chronicle of the Three Kingdoms, Professor Achilles Fang has
translated chapters 69-78 of Ssu-ma Kuang's work, being the history
of the years 220-265, and in extensive annotations he has shown the
sources which were used for the compilation and the manner in which
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they were adapted to fit the arrangement of the work.

Although Professor

Fang was concerned rather with text history than with the actual events
described, his translation represents the most detailed history of early
thill century China in any European language.
It is not the intention of the present work to emulate Professor
Fang's research into textual analysis, for such a task, so well and
thoroughly performed, needs no repetition.

Here, instead, the aim is to

present an English version of Ssu-ma Huang's chronicle with notes sufficient
to explain the text to a European reader, and it is hoped that this will
represent some contribution to the study of the events which brought the
end of China's first great empire.

Tzu-chih t'ung-chien and the history of the fall of Han:

The end of Later Han and the succeeding period of the Three Kingdoms
is the heroic age of Chinese history, comparable in the west with the
legends and fables surrounding King Arthur of Britain and the great Emperor
Charlemagne.

Four hundred years of unity and comparative peace under one

imperial house, suddenly and disastrously brought to an end within a single
generation, and succeeded by four centuries of division, foreign invasion
and civil war, left an indelible mark on Chinese history and scholarship.
In the west, the empire of Rome staggered towards its final doom for more
than a thousand years, and remnants of the tradition survived to m o d e m
times; in the Chinese world, the classical grandeur of Han splintered and
crumbled to dust in less than forty years.

Small wonder, then, that the

men who came after saw the leaders of that time rather larger than life.
One chieftain, Kuan YÜ, was worshipped as a god of war, and the novel
called San-kuo chih yen-yi

Jh. ^

a L'

"The Romance of the Three

'j'

Kingdoms", ascribed to Lo Kuan-chung

(c. 1330-c. 1400) and

certainly completed more than a thousand years after the events it
o
described, has preserved for all the Chinese people the legends of Liu Pei,
righteous heir to Han, Chu-ko Liang, the great magician, and Ts'ao Ts'ao
the tyrant and usurper.

With stories, fables and plays, the tales of the

Three Kingdoms are remembered to the present day.
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Of the historical sources on this period, the most reliable are
the two great standard histories:

Hou Han shu "The History of the

Later Han Dynasty", by Fan Yeh of the early fifth century; and
San-kuo chih "The Record of the Three Kingdoms", by Ch'en Shou of the
third century, with a commentary by P'ei Sung-chih, a contemporary of
Fan Yeh, who quoted extensively from parallel works and gave
supplementary information to Ch'en Shou's original text.
histories

Other

of the time survive, but none so full and informative as

these.
In compiling his chronicle, Ssu-ma Kuang naturally made chief
use of the standard histories, but the very form of his work made it
impossible to give equal attention to all the information at his hand.
The Hou Han shu is divided into imperial annals, biographies and
treatises on government and administration, while San-kuo chih is
essentially a collection of individual biographies.

The organisation

of such material into a year-by-year account of events was a
tremendous task, and it was inevitable that some stories, which could
not be accurately dated, had to be assigned an arbitrary place in the
text.
The same problem applies, still more strongly, to the special
subjects of government organisation.

The geography of the empire,

the ceremonial of the court, and the official ranks of the bureaucracy
were each described separately by the treatises of Hou Han shu,
and Chin shu, the history of the dynasty that succeeded the Three
Kingdoms, contains further supplementary information and in particular
a treatise on economics which incorporates a survey of the Later Han
dynasty as well.

By the requirements of the chronicle form, it was

impossible for Ssu-ma Kuang to include much of this material; the
more striking memorials and debates are represented in summary form,
but the basic administrative structure and the constitutional
development of the Chinese state must still be studied in the
treatises of the standard histories and similar technical works.
This, however, was not Ssu-ma Kuang's real concern.

Though the

record of men and their deeds is an important subject of its own,
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traditional Chinese historians have always looked upon the past as a mirror
and a guide to the present: in a practical sense, some account of
administration and policy has böen preserved so that those who discuss
similar questions in time to come may have examples before their eyes and
learn the results of each decision; and on a more idealistic plane, tales
of great men of the past may serve as an inspiration, or as a warning, to
the future.

It was with this aim in mind that Ssu-ma Kuang composed his

history, that it should present examples of upright and evil behaviour, to
show the results of different policies, and to demonstrate the lessons of
the past in a Confucian interpretation.
This does not mean that Ssu-ma Kuang falsified the texts that he
received, nor even that he distorted their meaning by his edition.

The

chronicle is admirably organised as a history, and Professor Fang's
research has shown how little the basic texts are altered to fit the scheme.
Occasionally a point may be made by juxtaposition: as when each promotion
of Ts'ao Ts'ao to Duke and King of Wei is followed by the unhappy omen of
drought, rain or flood,
man himself.

10

but more often the faults may be found in the

The events as they are recorded suffice to show the weakness

of Ho Chin and how he brought his own destruction at the hands of the
eunuchs in 189;and even in his descriptions of men whose intentions and
courage were fine, Ssu-ma Kuang is concerned to show the fatal flaws which
brought them to disaster.
Wang Yün, for example, the man who arranged the assassination of the
tyrant Tung C h o, has been celebrated as a loyal Confucian minister and is a
hero of romance.

His biography in Hou Han shu supports that image, but

Ssu-ma Kuang is concerned to find the reasons for his failure.

One incident,

not recorded in Wang Yün's own biography, but taken from the life of Ts'ai
Yung, tells how Wang Yun killed that inoffensive historian in the first
excitement after Tung Cho's death, and such vindictive cruelty brought on
distrust and led to his own destruction.^

The arrangement of the chronicle

brings out the moral, and Ssu-ma Kuang himself, in a note some pages later,
points to the fatal flaws of arrogance and pride in Wang Yün's character.

12

It was with character and personal conduct that Ssu-ma Kuang was
chiefly concerned.

With lesser attention to social structure or economics,

he saw history as the story of individuals, and many quite minor incidents
in his chronicle are illuminated by anecdotes of moral courage and honour.

Just as he was not particularly interested in the details of
administration, so he gave small account to the tales of the
supernatural which litter the San-kuo chih and the popular fiction
based upon this time.

In this he followed the tradition of Confucius,

who had taught that a sage can show his talents in any situation, and
that the gods and spirits are no concern of man.

In San-kuo chih,

the record of the death of Sun Ts'e in 200 is confused by a story
quoted in the commentary which describes the miracles of the Taoist
Yü Chi and the curse which he placed on General Sun,1^ but few such
fantasies find a place in Tzu-chih t'ung-chien.
On this line of discussion we should note, too, the contrast
with the San-kuo chih yen-yi, for by virtue of translation into
English, French and German, the fiction of the Three Kingdoms has
14
received more attention than the historical fact.
In the Southern
Sung and Yuan dynasties, when the great novel took its final form,
the Shu-Han kingdom was regarded as the rightful holder of the
Mandate from Heaven, and Liu Pei, Chu-ko Liang and Kuan Yü, leaders
of that party, were the heroes of popular imagination and were
granted magical powers to emphasize their worth.
One example, from the end of this translation, may show the
extent to which Ssu-ma Kuang's record differs from the fictional
history.

In 219, Lü Meng of Wu attacked Kuan Yü in Ching Province

while Yü was fighting Ts'ao Ts'ao, and so he destroyed Yü and
captured the province.

At the time, Lü Meng was sick, but in order

to ensure the success of his attack he accompanied the army on
campaign, wore himself out by his exertions, and died within a few
weeks of his triumphant return.

In the history, Lü Meng was a brave

and devoted general; but in the novel, by a somewhat partisan miracle,
the unworthy celebrations of Sun Ch'üan's court are interrupted in
terrifying manner when the spirit of Kuan Yü takes possession of Lü
Meng's body, hurls insults at the multitude, and leaves the
treacherous general lifeless on the floor.

15

In his editing, Ssu-ma Kuang has been criticised for a bias
towards conservatism, which may be seen as a reflection of his long
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political opposition to the reformer Wang An-shih.

It has been said that

he preferred to quote memorials favouring traditional methods rather than
those which advocated change.

He supported the authority of the ruler, he

preferred men of virtue to men of talent, and yet he remained very much
concerned with the way things really were and the way men actually hehaved.
For this, Chu Hsi and other critics who came after found him perhaps too
practical to fit with their ideal view of history and philosophy.
All such questions, however, must seem to cavil before the magnitude
of Ssu-ma Kuang's achievement.

Here, in convenient arrangement, with

perfect classical style, is one of the great works of Chinese historical
writing, and in this form, based upon the earliest sources, it is the best
and most detailed account of the last years of Han.

For a western-trained

historian, there are many questions still to answer, but as a beginning to
a full discussion of that period, we should first take note how a great
Chinese chose to describe its history.
The arrangement of the translation:
The text which is translated here is taken from the 1956 edition of
Tzu-chih t'ung-chien by the Ku-chi ch'u-pan-she of Peking, pages 1860-2174,
and the pages of this Chinese text have been used for all index and other
references.

The beginning of each Chinese page is indicated by a marginal

note to the translation.
As is well known, the lunar calendar of China does not fit perfectly
with the solar year used in the west, so the Chinese New Year's Day falls
in late January or February of Europe.

At the beginning of the chronicle

for each year, I have indicated the equivalent dates for the first and
last days, and each date in the text is identified with the Julian calendar
of the west.

At the base of each page of the translation there is an

abbreviated notation of the Chinese year, together with the western year
A.D. which was its major equivalent.

Notes to the translation are numbered

within the chronicle for each year.
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Notes:
1.

Li-nien t'u was later incorporated as chapters 11-15 of Ssu-ma Kuang's
Chi-ku lu

» which is an outline chronology of Chinese

history from the mythical Emperor Fu-hsi
the reign of Emperor Ying-tsung in 1067.

to the last year of
On its presentation, see

chapter 16 of Chi-ku lu, which is an essay on the Li-nien t'u, and
particularly p. 88a of volume 3 in the Ssu-pu ts'ung-k'an edition.
2.

According to the Ssu-k’u ch'iian-shu tsung-mu

rfl?

^

^

,

Ssu-ma Kuang received the edict authorising him to continue the work
in the second year of the Chih-p'ing
equivalent to the western year 1065-

reign-period, roughly
It is clear, however, from the

^3

Hsü Tzu-chih t'ung-chien ch'ang-pien
of Li Tao ^

Jföf)

(1115-1184) that the edict was issued in the third

year of Chih-p'ing, on the hsin-ch'ou day of the fourth month, being
equivalent to 14 May 1066.

(Chapter 107/2,pp. 2b-3a,in an old

manuscript of Li T a o 's history among the Rare Books of the National
Library of Peking, microfilmed by the Chinese Section of the Division
of Orientalia, Library of Congress, Washington D.C.).
Some scholars have accepted the inaccurate record of the Ssu-k'u
c h 'iian-shu editors and have drawn the further conclusion that this
represents the first beginning of the work by Ssu-ma Kuang.

It is,

however, obvious from the presentation of the Li-nien t'u in 1064
that the project had been planned some years before, and the eight
chapters of the T'ung-chih, though perhaps not in final form, already
covered the same ground as the first eight chapters of the present
Tzu-chih t'ung-chien.
3.

A note by Ssu-ma Kuang at the end of the imperial preface explains
that Shen-tsung composed the piece in 1067, and that he handed it to
Ssu-ma Kuang with the order that it should be included when the work
was completed in final form.

The full form of the title Tzu-chih

t'ung-chien is frequently shortened to T'ung-chien.
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4.

This statement is made by the preface of Hu San-hsing to his
annotated edition of

Tzu-chih t'ung-chien, and is evidently based

on the evidence of Ssu-ma Huang's son K'ang ^
Wen-hsien t'ung-k'ao

, quoted in

chapter 193-

It seems

likely, however, that the organisation was less rigid than that
would imply, and for a further analysis see note 54 to Professor
E.G. Pulleyblank's valuable article on "Chinese Historical
Criticism: Liu Chih-chi and Ssu-ma Huang", in Historians of

China

and Japan, edited by W.G. Beasley and E.G. Pulleyblank, London,
1961, pp.135-166.
5.

The Chinese year was the seventh of the Yüan-feng
period, generally equated to the western year 1084.

reignSsu-ma Huang's

memorial is dated in the eleventh month, but the annals of Sung shih
/jC

(Chapter 16, p. 13a of the Po-na edition) state that it was

received at court on the day wu-ch'en of the twelfth month, which
was the first of January 1085•
6.

TCTC p. 2187, translated by

Achilles

Fang in The Chronicle of the

Three Kingdoms, pp. 46-47•
7.

Otto Franke, "Das Tse tschi t'ung kien und das T'ung kien kang-mu,
ihr Wesen, ihr Verhältnis zueinander und ihr Quellenwert", p. 126.
The whole of this article, pp. 103-144 of Sitzungsberichte der
Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften: philosophisch-historischen
Klasse, Berlin, 1930, is an essential study for the relationship
between the two works.

8.

See the discussion of

Chang YÜ on Hu K'o-chia's edition reproduced

on pp. 15-16 of the preface to the 1956 edition of TCTC.
9.

On Lo Kuan-chung and his work, see Liu Ts'un-yan, "De 1'Authenticite
des romans historiques de Lo Guanzhong," to appear in the second
volume of Melanges de

Sinologie offerts a Monsieur Paul

Demieville,
/

published for the Bibliotheque de 1'Institut des Hautes Etudes
Chinoises by the Presses Universitaires de
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France, Paris.

10.

TCTC pp. 2119-20, 2126, and cf. HHS annals 9, pp. 10b, 11a.

11.

TCTC pp. 1934 ff. HHS 56, p. 12b and HHS 50B, pp. 19b-20a.

12.

TCTC p. 1939.

15.

SKWu 1, pp. 16b-17a PC, quoting the Sou-shen chi
v

by Kan Pao ~f W
14.

of the Chin dynasty.

Lo Kuan-chung's Romance of the Three Kingdoms (San Kuo Chih Yen Y i )
translated by C.H. Brewitt-T,..ylor, 2 volumes, Tuttle, Rutland,
Vermont and Tokyo, Japan, 1959 (first published Kelly and Walsh,
Shanghai, 1925); Die Drei Reiche (San Kwo Tschi), Roman aus dem
Alten China .[übertragen von Franz Kuhn], Kiepenheuer, Weimar, 1952:
Les trois royaumes.... traduction originale, notes et commentaires
de Nghiem Toan et L. Ricaud, 5 volumes, Societe des fitudes
Indochinoises, Saigon, 1960-63.
The English translation is largely complete, but the German covers no
more than the first thirty-eight chapters, and the French has so far
reached only Chapter XLV of the whole novel in 120 chüan.

15*

Compare TCTC p.2171 below with Brewitt-Taylor, volume II pp. 180-181.
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Introduction:

The reign of Emperor Ling:

Liu Hung, known to history as Emperor Ling of Later Han, was born
in 157 A.D. and came to the throne in 168.
grandson of Emperor Chang

He was a great-great

, who had reigned from 76 to 89, but he

came from a cadet branch of the imperial family, and at the time he was
called to the throne, he held rank only as Marquis of Chieh-tu t'ing
in Ho-chien commandery.
The party which chose Liu Hung to become Emperor

was headed by
was supported

, C h ’en Pan

.

Emperor Huan had died without children, and it was recognised practice
that on such occasions the selection of a successor from the male members
of the imperial clan was the right of the Empress-dowager.

The Lady Tou

chose a twelve-year-old boy because by doing so she and her supporters
would continue to hold power by a regency for several years to come.
A few years earlier, in 159, Emperor Huan had destroyed the
power of the great Liang

clan, who were imperial relatives by marriage

but whose influence rivalled the throne and oppressed his rule.

In the

coup d'etat, his chief help had come from the eunuchs of the imperial
palace, and in gratitude for their loyal services he treated them as
his favourites and allowed them influence in his administration.

Since

that time, the leaders of the regular Confucian bureaucracy, represent
atives of the great gentry families of the empire, had attempted to
oppose the powers of the palace favourites, and a great purge of
166-167 had seen many of these ’'men of faction" imprisoned and prescribed
as opponents of the Emperor.

Now, with the death of Emperor Huan and

the accession to power of the Tou clan guided by Ch'en Pan, the opponents
of the eunuchs looked forward to a new era of reform.
Their hopes, however, proved vain.

One of the first acts of the

new government was to be the punishment and execution of the palace
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eunuchs, but the Lady Tou was reluctant to see her servants killed, and
Tou Wu delayed too long.

The eunuchs got wind of the plot, kidnapped the

Emperor, and used his authority to destroy Tou Wu and Ch'en Fan.

A second

purge killed or exiled many of the officials, and great numbers were
proscribed from holding office.

Within a few months after Ling came to

the throne, the government was once more in the hands of eunuchs, and
their authority became greater than ever before.

With the favour of the

young Emperor, they ruled in China for twenty years, and by the year 180
they had reached the acme of their power and influence.
At the time our chronicle begins, Emperor Ling was twenty-four years
old and had occupied the throne for twelve years.

Some time earlier a

concubine nee Ho, from humble origins, had been brought to the palace in a
general recruitment for the imperial harem and had been introduced to the
Emperor's bed.

She was a woman of striking appearance, the young Emperor

fell into love with her, and in 176 she gave birth to an imperial son,
Liu Pien.

In the third

year of the Kuang-ho reign-period, 180 by western

reckoning, the Lady Ho was named as Empress.

The eunuchs, who had been

influential in her rise to such high rank, had now strengthened their
position within the harem and had also gained considerable power over the
bureaucracy outside.

As the first items of the chronicle reveal, the

palace servants and their supporters occupied many positions in the
imperial civil service, and regular officials appointed to even the highest
ranks were humiliated by the need to pay fines and bribes before they were
permitted to enter upon their duties.

With the favour of an inexperienced

and irresponsible young ruler, and with the gratitude of the Empress and
her family, the eunuchs could look forward to a long career of steadily
increasing power and wealth.
This apparent peace and security was shattered in 184 by two great
rebellions, the Yellow Turbans in the east of the empire and the frontier
troops of the northwest.

The power of Han, which had seemed so solid, was

now shown brittle and hollow, the authority of the central government
steadily declined, and in the massacre and chaos that followed the death of
Emperor Ling in 189 the unity of the empire was finally destroyed.

For

thirty years, generals turned China into a battlefield, each claiming that
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he sought power only to serve the Emperor as a hegemon king, but each
in reality dividing the empire and rendering impossible the restoration
of the dynasty.

The chronicle translated here begins with the year 181,

three years before the outbreak of the Yellow Turban rebellion, and the
first pages describe the birth of Liu Pien, younger son of Emperor Ling,
who was destined to succeed his father and to preside powerless over
the ruin of Han.
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C h ro n o lo g ic a l T ab le

181-220 A.D.

:

C h a p te r 58:
Kuang-ho

4 (181 / l 82)

TCTC

p. 1859

b i r t h o f L iu H sie h , son o f Emperor L in g and th e Beautynee Wang; m urder o f th e Lady Wang by th e Em press nee Ho

61

Kuang-ho 5 (1 8 2 /1 8 3 )

1862

Kuang-ho 6 (1 8 5 /1 8 4 )

1864

C h u n g -p 'in g

xjf J p

1 (1 8 4 /1 8 5 )

1865

Y ellow T urbans r e b e l u n d e r Chang Chiieh —

1865

am nesty f o r P r o s c r ib e d F a c tio n

66

d e s t r u c t i o n o f Chang Chiieh

72

r e b e l l i o n i n L ian g P ro v in c e

73

C h u n g -p 'in g 2 (1 8 5 /1 8 6 )

1876

r i s e o f th e B lack M ountain b a n d its u n d e r Chang Yen

78

e x p e d itio n a g a i n s t th e r e b e l s i n L ian g P ro v in c e

79

d e f e a t o f th e L ian g -ch o u r e b e l s a t M ei-yang

81

C hung-p’in g 5 (1 8 6 /1 8 7 )

1882

C h u n g -p 'in g 4 (1 8 7 /1 8 8 )

1884

L ian g -ch o u r e b e l s i n H an-yang

84

r e b e l l i o n o f Wu-huan i n L ia o - h s i

85

r e b e l l i o n o f th e Chii-ko t r i b e o f th e H siu n g -n u

86

C h a p te r 59:
C h u n g -p 'in g 5 (1 8 8 /1 8 9 )

1887

a p p o in tm e n ts o f G overnors f o r p r o v i n c i a l a d m in is tr a t io n

89

th e e i g h t C o lo n e ls o f th e W estern G arden

90

C h u n g -p 'in g 6 (1 8 9 / l 90)

1892

d e a th o f Em peror L in g and s u c c e s s io n o f L iu P ie n

94

d e s t r u c t i o n o f th e Tung fa m ily by th e Ho c la n

95

m urder o f Ho C hin by th e p a la c e eunuchs
m a ssacre o f th e eunuchs
v/

Tung Cho ta k e s power

i n Lo-yang

1900
01

i n L o-yang

02

L iu P ie n i s deposed and L iu H sie h , Emperor H sie n , comes
to th e th ro n e

04

( x x ix )

destruction of the Ho clan by Tung Cho
alliance in the east against Tung Cho, headed by
Yuan Shao
Ch'u-p'ing

-ftfl

1 (190/191)

1904
08
1908

Tung Cho shifts the capital to Ch'ang-an

12

the alliance against Tung Cho breaks up

15

Kung-sun Tu independent in the northeast

17

Chapter 60:
Ch'u-p'ing 2 (19l/l92)

1918

Sun Chien captures Lo-yang

*20

Yuan Shao seizes Chi Province

24

Ts'ao Ts'ao in Tung commandery

25

fighting between Yuan Shao and Yuan Shu

26

Sun Chien killed in an attack on Liu Piao in Ching
Province

28

Chang Lu establishes an independent religious state
in Han-yang commandery

28

Ch'u-p’ing 3 (192/193)

1931

Yuan Shao defeats Kung-sun Tsan

31

Tung Cho killed by Wang Yün and Lü Pu

34

Ts'ao Ts'ao takes over Yen Province

35

Li Chiieh's party captures Ch'ang-an and destroys Wang Yün

38

Lü Pu flees to Yuan Shao

39

Chu-p'ing 4 (193/194)

1942

Yuan Shu driven into Yang Province

42

Ts'ao Ts'ao attacks T'ao Ch'ien in Hsü Province

45

Kung-sun Tsan destroys Liu Yü in YuProvince

46

Chapter 61:
Hsing-p'ing

1 (194/195)

1949

Liu Pei becomes Inspector of Yü Province

49

Chang Miao and Lü Pu take Yen Province from Ts'ao Ts'ao

50

Liu Chang succeeds Liu Yen as Governor of Yi Province

56

Liu Pei takes over Hsü Province

1957

Liu Yao fights Yüan Shu for Yang Province
Hsing-p'ing 2 (195/196)

59
1959

Liu Chüeh and Kuo Ssu fight in Ch'ang-an

60

Ts'ao Ts'ao recapturesYen Province

64

the Emperor escapes from Ch'ang-an

65

Sun Ts'e south of the Yangtse

71

Yu Province rebels against Kung-sun Tsan

77

Chapter 62:
Chien-an

1 (196/197)

1979

Yüan Shu, Liu Pei and Lü Pu fight for Hsü Province

80

the Emperor returns to Lo-yang

81

Sun Ts'e independent of Yüan Shu

85

Ts'ao Ts'ao brings the Emperor to Hsü city

85

Sun Ts'e takes K'uai-chi

86

Liu Pei flees to Ts'ao Ts'ao

91

Chien-an 2 (197/198)

1994

Ts'ao Ts'ao attacks Liu Piao in Ching Province

94

Yüan Shu names himself emperor

96

Lü Pu defeats Yüan Shu

98

Ts'ao Ts'ao drives Yüan Shu south of the Hwai
Chien-an 5 (198/199)

2000
2002

Ts'ao Ts'ao destroys Lü Pu in Hsü Province

06

Sun Ts'e takes control of the lower Yangtse valley

10

Chapter 65:
Chien-an 4 (199/200)

2012

Yüan Shao destroys Kung-sun Tsan in Yu Province

12

death of Yüan Shu

14

Yüan Shao prepares to attack Ts'ao Ts'ao

15

Ts'ao Ts'ao settles the land within the passes

18

Sun Ts'e seizes Lu-chiang

20
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Sun Ts'e takes Yü-chang

2022

Liu Pei rebels against Ts'ao Ts'aoin Hsü Province 23
Chien-an 5 (200/201)

2024

Ts'ao Ts'ao defeats Liu Pei

24

Ts'ao Ts'ao defeats Yuan Shao's forcesat Po-ma
death of Sun Ts'e, succeeded by

Sun Ch'üan

26
29

Yuan Shao besieges Ts'ao at Kuan-tu

32

Ts'ao Ts'ao defeats Yuan Shao

35

Chapter 64:
Chien-an 6 (201/202)

2041

Liu Pei flees to Liu Piao in YiProvince
Chien-an 7 (202/203)

41
2044

Yüan Shao dies, succeeded by his youngest son
Shang
Chien-an 8 (203/204)

44
2048

Ts'ao Ts'ao defeats the Yuan brothers, then
withdraws

48

Yuan T'an asks Ts'ao Ts'ao for help against his
brother Shang

50

Sun Ch'üan attacks Huang Tsu and destroys his
fleet at Chiang-hsia

52

Chien-an 9 (204/205)

2052

Ts'ao Ts'ao besieges Yeh
Ts'ao Ts'ao defeats Yuan Shang andcaptures Yeh

55
55

Ts'ao Ts'ao attacks Yuan T'an

57

Kung-sun Tu dies in Liao-tung, succeeded by his
son K'ang

57

Chien-an 10 (205/206)

2059

Ts'ao Ts'ao destroys Yuan T'an
Yüan Shang and Yüan Hsi flee to the Wu-huan
in Liao-hsi
Ts'ao Ts'ao drives the Wu-huan across the
frontier
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60
61
61

Chapter 65:
Chien-an 11 (206/207)

2066

Ts'ao Ts'ao defeats Kao Kan and settles Ping Province
Chien-an 12 (207/208)

66
2070

Ts'ao Ts'ao attacks and defeats the Wu-huan

70

Yuan Shang and Yuan Hsi are killed by Kung-sun K'ang

73

Chien-an 13 (208/209)

2076

Sun Ch'iian defeats and destroys Huang Tsu

78

Ts'ao Ts'ao becomes Lieutenant-Chancellorof Han

79

Ts'ao Ts'ao attacks Liu Piao in Ching Province

80

Liu Piao dies, his son Tsung surrenders to Ts'ao Ts'ao

82

Liu Pei and Sun Ch'üan form alliance to oppose Ts'ao Ts'ao

92

Liu Pei and Chou Yü destroy Ts'ao Ts'ao's army at the
Red Cliffs

93

Chapter 66:
Chien-an 14 (209/210)

2097

Sun Ch'üan besieges Ho-fei without success

98

the Wu army takes Nan commandery

98

Chien-an 15 (210/211)

2100

Liu Pei in southern Ching Province

03

Chien-an 16 (211/212)
Han Sui, Ma

2106

Ch'ao and others rebel in the northwest

06

Ts'ao Ts'ao defeats Han Sui, Ma Ch'ao and the others and
recaptures the territory about Ch'ang-an

08

Liu Chang calls Liu Pei into Yi Province to help against
Chang Lu

10

Chien-an 17 (212/213)

2112

Ts'ao Ts'ao attacks Sun Ch'üan

14

Liu Pei quarrels with Liu Chang

18

Chien-an 18 (213/214)

2118

Ts'ao Ts'ao

returns from campaign to his capital atYeh

18

Ts'ao Ts'ao

is enfeoffed as Duke of Wei

19

Ma Ch'ao driven from Liang Province to join Chang Lu

23
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Chapter 67:
Chien-an 19 (214/215)

2125

Hsia-hou Yüan defeats the rebels in Liang Province

26

Liu Chang surrenders to Liu Pei and Pei takes Yi Province

28

Ts'ao Ts'ao kills the Empress and two imperial children

54

Chien-an 20 (215/216)

2155

Ts'ao Ts'ao's daughter becomes Empress

55

Sun Ch'üan attacks Liu Pei's territory in Ching Province

56

Liu Pei cedes Ch'ang-sha, Chiang-hsia and Kuei-yang to
Sun C h ’üan

58

Ts'ao Ts'ao attacks Chang Lu in Han-yang

58

Chang Lu surrenders to Ts'ao Ts'ao

42

Chien-an 21 (216/217)

2144

Ts'ao Ts'ao becomes King of Wei

44

Chapter 68:
Chien-an 22 (217/218)

2148

Ts'ao Ts'ao attacks Sun Ch'üan

48

Sun Ch'üan makes a formal surrender and Ts'ao Ts'ao
retires

49

Ts'ao Ts'ao names Ts'ao P'i as hisHeir-apparent

50

Chien-an 25

(218/219)

2154

Chien-an 24

(219/220)

2156

Liu Pei

defeats Hsia-hou Yüan in Han-chung

57

Liu Pei

captures Han-chung commandery

58

Liu Pei

proclaims himself King of Han-chung

59

Kuan Yü

besieges Ts'ao Jen in Fan city

61

Lü Meng leads the Wu army to attack Ching Province
behind Kuan Yü

68

Kuan Yü is defeated and killed, Sun Ch'üan holds
Ching Province

70
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THE P R O V I N C E S OF THE LATER HA N EMPIRE
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CHAPTER 58

Kuang-ho 4th year [2.11.181-20.11.182]

In the spring, in the first month, there was appointed for

1859

the first time an Assistant of the Stables for Splendid Horses,
responsible for collecting horses from among the commanderies and
kingdoms.

The men of great family exploited the market, and the

price of a single horse rose to two million cash.
In the summer, in the fourth month, on the day keng-tzu [9-V ?]^
2
there was an amnesty for the empire.
The Wu-hu barbarians of Chiao-chih had long been making
trouble, and the provincial and commandery administrators could do
nothing to control them.

3

Liang Lung and other men of Chiao-chih

also made a rebellion, and they attacked and occupied several
commanderies and prefectures.

An edict appointed Chu Chün of

K'uai-chi from Prefect of Lan-ling to Inspector of Chiao-chih.

4

He attacked Liang Lung and beheaded him, he captured several tens
of thousands of men, and in a few weeks everything was settled.
Because of this good work, he was enfeoffed as Marquis of a Chief
Commune

5

and was summoned to court as Crandee Remonstrant and

Consultant.
In the sixth month, on the day keng-ch’en [l8.VIl]

there

were hailstones as big as hens’ eggs.
1860

In the autumn, in the ninth month, on the day keng-yin,
the first day of the month [26.ix], there was an eclipse of the
sun.
The Grand Commandant Liu K ’uan left office.

The Commandant

of the Palace Guard Hsü Yü became Grand Commandant.
In the intercalary month, on the day hsin-yu [27.10]

there

was a fire in the offices of the Lateral Courts and the Long Lanes,
at the east of the Northern Palace.

KH4:181

1

ß

The Minister over the Masses Yang Tz'u was dismissed.

In the

winter, in the tenth month, the Grand Master of Ceremonies, Ch'en Tan
became Minister over the Masses.
The Hsien-pi ravaged Yu and Ping provinces.
and his son Ho-lien succeeded him.

T 'an-shih-huai

7

died

Ho-lien was neither so capable nor

so strong as his father, and he was greedy and licentious.

Later he led

a raid on Pei-ti, and a man of that commandery shot him and killed him.
His son Ch'ien-man was still a child, so Ho-lien*s nephew K'uei-t'ou
took the throne.

When Ch'ien-man grew up he fought against K'uei-t'ou

and the people were scattered.

K'uei-t'ou died and his younger brother

Pu-tu-ken took the throne.
In this year, the Emperor ordered a market set up in the harem
apartments and had all his women trading there.

They robbed and fought

one another, and the Emperor dressed up as a peddler, joined the crowd,
and drank wine and feasted with them.

On another occasion, they played

with dogs in the Western Garden, and the Emperor put on the Cap of
Worthy Advancement with its tassel.

He rode in a chariot drawn by four

donkeys, managed the reins himself, and raced around the park.

All the

capital imitated the new fashion, and the price of donkeys rose to equal
the price of horses.
The Emperor was in the habit of laying by money and treasure for
himself.

He collected all the valuable goods from the empire and all

the tribute sent in from the commanderies and kingdoms, and he had them
sent first to the inner palace, taking out a share for himself and
calling it his

commission . The Palace Regular Attendant Lü Ch'iang

sent in a memorial to protest:

"The wealth of the empire all comes

from the benevolence of nature and then is brought to your majesty.
How can you divide it up into public funds and private reserves?

Now

g
the Office of the Palace Workshop

appropriates valuable goods sent in

by the commanderies and the Office of the Imperial Wardrobe is gathering
silk from the tribute of the empire.

The offices in the Western Garden

Q

withdraw funds from the treasury of the Minister of Agriculture, and the
palace stables take in the horses which should belong to the Grand
Coachman.^

KH4:181

And even from these offices again you subtract your personal

2

share.

You are raising the burden of taxation and making things

more difficult for the people, and the local expenditure is
increasing without any gain in revenue.

Dishonest ministers can

make their profits, and the common people of the empire must
suffer the loss.

Besides, the ministers who flatter you will be

only too glad to offer you treasures from their private hoards
so that they may oEfrry favour and gain advancement.

According

to the old regulations, the selection of officials was the
particular responsibility of the three Dukes' offices.

All that

the Masters of Writing were supposed to do was to pass on
memorials to the throne.

In testing candidates for office, and

in appointing officials, they relied on proven worth, and if a
man failed to do well he would be handed over to the Masters of
Writing for impeachment and was then sent to the custody of the
Commandant of Justice.

It was the Commandant of Justice who

carried out the further investigation and administered punish
ment.

In that way, the three Dukes were always responsible

for appointments to office, they constantly consulted their
subordinates, and they took note of the conduct and the
abilities of their candidates.

Even then, despite their care

and consideration, there were still cases where officials
failed to fulfil their responsibilities and the administration
became weakened.

Now, however, the only people consulted are

the Masters of Writing, and there are some cases where imperial
orders are dispatched without the knowledge of the three Dukes
nor of the Masters of Writing.

This way, the three Dukes have

been relieved of their duty for selection and appointment to
office, and if anyone behaves badly, the Masters of Writing are
no longer concerned.

As a result, nobody can be held

responsible, and why should officials do a difficult job if
11
there is no incentive of reward or punishment?"
The
memorial was sent in, but nothing happened about it.
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The Empress nee Ho was a jealous woman.

The Beauty nee Wang, in

the harem apar.tments, gave birth to an imperial son, Hsieh.
poisoned her.

The Empress

The Emperor was furious and intended to depose the Empress,

but all the eunuchs spoke for her and dissuaded him.
The Grand Prolonger of Autumn
died.

12

Ts'ao Chieh, Marquis of Hua-jung,

The Palace Regular Attendant Chao Chung took his place as Grand

Prolonger of Autumn.

Kuang-ho 5th year [21.II.182-9.II.183]

2

In the spring, in

the first month, on the day hsin-wei [6.Ill]

there was an amnesty for the empire.
Because of rumours, an edict commanded the dukes and the ministers
to impeach those of the Inspectors of provinces and heads of commanderies
and kingdoms who were corrupt and were exploiting the people.

The Grand

Commandant Hsü Yii and the Minister of Works Chang Chi always tried to do
as the eunuchs would wish, and they regularly took bribes.

Relatives

and friends of the eunuchs were corrupt and undisciplined, but nothing
was asked about them.

On the other hand,

border commanderies, who

some twenty-six

were known to be pure and honest

the people, were threatened with punishment.

men of the
and loved by

The officers and people

came to the capital to plead for them, and the Minister over the Masses
Ch'en Tan sent in a memorial saying:

"The candidates recommended for

office by the dukes and ministers are members of their own factions and
they have promoted them to serve their own advantage.
setting free the kite and caging the phoenix."

This is like

The Emperor accordingly

condemned Hsü and Chi, and all those who had been summonsed to the
capital on account of the rumours were instead made Gentlemen-consultants.
In the second month there was a great plague.
In the third month the Minister over the Masses Ch'en Tan left
office.
In the summer, in the fourth month, there was a drought.
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The Grand Master of Ceremonies Yiian Wei became Minister over
the Masses.
In the fifth month, on the day keng-shen [13-^H]

there was a

fire in the offices of the Yung-lo Palace.'1’
In the autumn, in the seventh month, there was a comet in the
T 'ai-wei.^
The barbarians of Pan-shun
commandery.

3

were raiding

and plundering Pa

Campaigns had been sent against them year after year,

but they had not been subdued.

The Emperor wanted to make a great

levy of troops, and he asked the opinion of Ch'eng Pao of Han-chung,

4
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the Reporting Officer from Yi Province.

Pao replied:'

"The seven

clans of Pan-shun have been good allies of the empire since the time
of the Ch'in dynasty, and for this reason they have always been
exempt from tribute and taxes.
fighters.

Their men are brave and excellent

In the Yung-ch'u period [107-113 A.D.], when the Ch'iang

barbarians invaded the Han valley and all the commanderies and
prefectures were destroyed, the Pan-shun people came to help us.
All the Ch'iang were killed or driven away, and the Ch'iang talked
of the Pan-shun soldiers as 'devil troops'.

They told the story to

their fellow-tribesmen, and warned them never to go south again.
Later, in the second year of Chien-ho [148], when the Ch'iang made
another great invasions, it was the Pan-shun people who helped us
break up their attacks and defeat them.

When the General of the

Van Feng Kun made his southern campaign into Wu-ling, [in 160],^
it was once again the Pan-shun people that helped him to success.
Quite recently, when there was trouble in Yi-chou, the Grand
Administrator Li Jung; had the Pan-shun people to help him put it
down.

When a people have shown themselves so loyal to us and so

valuable as this, they would not rebel without good cause.

Now the

local and district officials are taking heavy taxes from them and
they are sent to labour service and are flogged worse than slaves
or criminals.

They are forced to give their wives to others and

to sell their children, and some even cut their own throat.
Though they have complained of the suffering and injustice to their
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commandery or provincial offices, the administrators neither forward their
petitions nor do anything to help them.
their voice is unheard.
redress.

They are far from the court and

They sigh and groan but find no-one to grant them

That is why they have gathered in rebellion, not because they

have some great leader who wishes to usurp the government and defy the law.
All that needs to be done is to choose wise and competent men for the
administration and everything will be settled quite simply.
cause for a military campaign."

The Emperor took his advice.

There is no
Ts'ao

Ch'ien was appointed Grand Administrator and an edict was proclaimed to
grant an amnesty.

All the people came at once to submit.

In the eighth month it was ordered that an observation tower should
be built, four hundred feet high, on the A-t’ing road.
In the winter, in the tenth month, the Grand Commandant Hsii Yii was
dismissed from office.

The Grand Master of Ceremonies Yang Tz'u became

Grand Commandant..

g

The Emperor went on a hunting expedition to the Shang-lin Park.
He travelled by way of the Han-ku Pass and he also made a tour to the
Kuang-ch'eng Park.

In the twelfth month he returned to the capital and

paid a visit to the Imperial University.
Huan Tien became Attendant Imperial Clerk.
uneasy at his appointment.

7

The eunuchs were

Tien always rode a piebald horse and there

was a saying about him in the capital:
"Walking, walking, better watch your step,
Beware the Imperial Clerk on the piebald horse."
Tien was a grandson of Yen.

Kuang-ho 6th year [9.11*183-30.1.184]

In the spring, in the third month, on the day hsin-wei [30.IV]
there was an amnesty for the empire.
In the summer, there was a great drought.
The mother of the Empress was granted the title Lady of Wu-yang.
In the autumn the Yellow River broke its banks in Chin-ch’eng and
flooded more than twenty li.
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There was an avalanche in the Wu-yiian mountains.
Before this, Chang Chüeh of Chu-lu had worshipped the Yellow
Emperor and Lao-tzu

1

and had preached magic and devilry among the

people, calling his doctrine

The Way of Great Peace . He used

charmed water to treat illness, and he made those who were sick
kneel down and confess their faults.

Sometimes they got better,

and then people worshipped him and believed him.

Chüeh sent out

disciples to travel in every part of the empire and to preach his
false doctrines.

In rather more than ten years they had gained

immense influence among the people of the eight provinces of Ch'ing,
Hsu, Yu, Chi, Ching, Yang, Yen and Yü.

Some people sold up all
-?

their property and left their homes to follow him.

The pilgrims

blocked the roads, and those who became ill and died before they
reached him were numbered by the tens of thousands.

The officials

in the commanderies and prefectures did not understand what was
really going on, and instead they reported that Chüeh reformed
men by his fine teaching and that this was why the people turned
to him.
The Grand Commandant Yang Tz'u was at this time still
Minister over the Masses.

He sent in a memorial to say:

"Chüeh is deceiving and exploiting the common people.

When

amnes.ties are granted, instead of repenting himself, he spreads
his evil influence even wider.

If orders are sent to the

provincial and commandery administrations to arrest him and
punish him, I am afraid that might only increase the confusion
and would hasten on disaster.

The first thing to do is to

give strict orders to the Inspectors and the heads of commanderies
and kingdoms that they must stop people wandering about and send
them back to their own territory.

This way we will isolate his

party and then we can punish the ringleaders.
be settled without trouble.”

Everything would

However, it was about this time

that T z ’u was dismissed, and so the matter was simply pigeon
holed.
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Liu T'ao, a Head Clerk under the Minister over the Masses,
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5 then sent in another memorial, repeating Ts'u's suggestions, and also:
"Chüeh*s secret plans become increasingly dangerous.

The empire is

full of whispers and rumours, and it is claimed that Chüeh and his
followers have gained entry into the capital and have spies within the
court.

They twitter like birds, they have the hearts of wild beasts,

and they make plots together.

The provinces and commanderies have put

the whole question under a taboo:

they compare notes with one another

privately, but they are reluctant to say anything in the open.

Your

majesty should issue a clear edict, calling for the arrest of Chüeh and
his supporters, and promising rewards of land from the state for those
who capture them.

If any should dare to evade your call, they can share

the same punishment."

The Emperor did not take it seriously, and just

at that time an edict commissioned T'ao to write a commentary on the
Spring and Autumn Annals called Ch'un-ch'iu t'iao-li.
Then Chüeh set up thirty-six Divisions [fang].
the equivalent of an army under a general.

A Division was

A Large Division had more

than ten thousand men, a Small Division had six or seven thousand men,
and each of them had appointed leaders.

They spread the story that

"The blue Heaven is dead, and a yellow Heaven will take its place.
When the year is chia-tzu,

2

great fortune will come to the world."

They used chalk to write the characters Chia-tzu on the walls of the
capital city and gates of the offices and on the yamen of the provincial
and commandery administrations.

The Large Division Leader Ma Yüan-yi,

with some others, had collected several ten thousand men in Ching and
Yang provinces, and they had arranged a date for a rising at Yeh.
Yüan-yi came in and out of the capital several times, he gained the
support of the Palace Regular Attendants Feng Hsü and Hsü Feng, and they
agreed at the fifth day of the third month [3 -IV.184] for a coup on the
inside and an attack from without.
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Chung-p'ing 1st year [31.1•18 4 -1 7 II 18 5 ]
•

•

In the spring, one of Chüeh's disciples, T'ang Chou of Chi-nan,
sent a message to the court telling of the plot.

Ma Yüan-yi was

arrested and was torn asunder by chariots at Lo-yang.

An edict ordered

the three Dukes and the Colonel Director of the Retainers

to arrest

and question all those attendants and guards of the palace and the
common people of the capital district who were followers of Chang
Chüeh's teaching.

More than a thousand people were executed.

Orders

were sent to Chi Province that Chüeh and his followers should be
arrested, but Chüeh's people knew that their plans had been discovered,
and they sent messengers riding day and night with orders for their
Divisions to rise together.

They all wore pieces of yellow cloth as

a badge, and the people of that time called them the

Yellow Turban

rebels.
In the second month, Chüeh named himself as Lord of Heaven
General, his younger brother Pao was named Lord of Earth General, and
Pao's younger brother Liang was named Lord of Man General.
1866

Every-

where the government offices were burnt and destroyed and the towns
and villages were looted.

The provincial and commandery administrations

---- — — r*—

abandoned their offices and most of the officials ran away.

In a few

weeks the whole empire had joined the rebellion^and the capital was
in fear and trembling.

The people of An-p'ing and Kan-ling seized

their kings and made cause with the rebels.2
In the third month on the day wu-shen [2.IV], the Intendant of
Ho-nan Ho Chin was made General-in-Chief and was enfeoffed as Marquis
of Shen.

He took command of the guards of the divisions of the Right

and of the Left and of the Feathered Forest troops, together with the
five regiments[of the Northern Army ]and led them to camp at Tu-t'ing.
There they prepared weapons and equipment to keep order in the capital.
Chief Commandants were appointed for the eight passes of Han-ku,
T'ai-ku, Kuang-ch'eng, Yi-ch'üeh, Huan-yüan, Hsüan-men, the Meng Ford
and the Hsiao-p'ing Ford.
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The Emperor summoned, all his ministers to a council.

The Grand

Administrator of Pei-ti, Huang-fu Sung, gave his opinion that the
4
proscription of officials should he ended, and that the resources of

5

the palace treasury and the horses in the Western Garden stables, should
c

be distributed to equip the army.

Sung was the nephew of Kuei.

The

Emperor asked the Palace Regular Attendant Lü C h ’iang what he thought
about the proposal, and Ch'iang replied: "The proscription has been
maintained for a long time and the people have been made angry and
resentful.

Unless they are given a pardon, they may be foolish enough

to join Chang Chiieh.

The rebellion would become very much more serious

and it would be too late to do anything about it.

I would ask now that

you first execute those of your attendants who are greedy and corrupt,
issue a complete amnesty for all the men of faction, and examine all
the Inspectors and the heads of commanderies and kingdoms to see which
are competent to do their job.
from rebels.”

After that, there will be no more trouble

The Emperor was frightened and accepted his policy.

the day jen-tzu

[5*iv],

On

an amnesty was issued for all the men of faction

in the empire, and those who had been exiled were allowed to return home.
Only Chang Chüeh was omitted from the amnesty.

Trained soldiers were

raised from the empire and the General of the Gentlemen of the Household
of the North Lu Chih was sent to attack Chang Chiieh.

Huang-fu Sung, as

General of the Gentlemen of the Household on the Left, and the General
of the Gentlemen of the Household on the Right Chu Chün were sent to
attack the Yellow Turbans of Ying-ch'uan.

7

At this time, the Palace Regular Attendants Chao Chung, Chang
Jang, Hsia Yiin, Kuo Sheng, Tuan Kuei and Sung Tien had all been enfeoffed
as marquises and treated with great favour.
>7

say:

The Emperor would often

"Regular Attendant Chang is my father and Regular Attendant Chao is

my mother."

From this, the eunuchs became completely confident of their

position, and they built themselves great houses that rivalled the
imperial palace.

There was one occasion that the Emperor wanted to climb

the look-out tower in the Yung-an Buildings.

The eunuchs were frightened

that he would see their mansions, and so they sent the harem attendant
Shang Tan to say: "The Son of Heaven must

10

never climb high, for if he

should do so his people will be impoverished and scattered.”

From

g

this time on, the Emperor never climbed a lookout tower again.
However, when Feng Hsü and Hsu. Feng were found out, the Emperor
turned on his eunuch attendants and said: "You people always said
it was the men of faction who plotted rebellion, and you had me
proscribe them from office and some of them were executed.

But now

it appears that the men of faction are servants of the state and
it's you people that follow Chang Chüeh.
beheaded?”

The eunuchs kowtowed and said:

g

of Wang Fu and Hou Lan.”

Why shouldn't I have you
"This was all the fault

Then one by one they asked permission

to resign, and they sent messages to recall their relatives and
fellow-clansmen who held positions in the provinces and commanderies.
Chao Chung, Hsia Yün and some others made false reports
against Lü Ch'iang, saying that he had been discussing affairs of
state with the men of faction, that he had read and re-read the
biography of Huo Kuang,

10

and that he and his brothers spread.dirt and

corruption everywhere they went.

The Emperor sent the Palace

Attendants Within the Yellow Gates, bearing arms, to bring Ch'iang
to the court.
angry and said:

When Ch'iang received the Emperor's summons, he was
"When I die, disorder is come.

If a man gives all

his loyalty to the state, why should he have to answer to a jailer?"
He killed himself.

Chung and Yün added further slanders:

"When

Ch'iang was called to court, he had no idea what questions would be
put to him, but he went straight outside and killed himself.
only too clear that he was guilty."

It's

All Ch'iang's family were put

in prison and their property was confiscated.
The Palace Attendant Hsiang Hsü of Ho-nei sent in a
memorandum criticising the Emperor's close attendants.

Chang Jang

made false accusation against him, saying that he was a supporter
of Chang Chüeh and planned to act as traitor within the gates.
He was arrested and sent to the Northern Jail of the Yellow Gates
and was killed there.

The Gentleman of the Palace Chang Chun of

Chung-shan sent in a memorial:

"It is my humble opinion that the

reasons Chang Chüeh was able to raise soldiers and make his
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rebellion are that the people loved him and trusted him, and
12
because your ten Regular Attendants
have sent out the members
of their family, their relatives and their dependants to take
over control of the provinces.

They steal the wealth of the people

"by cruel taxation and they plunder and rob the poor.

The people

have no way to tell of their grievances, and so they make plans for
rebellion and they gather together as bandits.

You should cut the

heads off your ten Regular Attendants, hang them along the southern
walls of the city as a sign of apology to the empire, and send
messengers to proclaim the news throughout the country.
would be no further need for an army."

There

The Emperor showed Chun's

memorial to his attendants, and they all took off their caps and
came barefoot to bow before him.

They asked to be sent to the

Imperial Jail in Lo-yang, and they offered all their property for
the use of the army.

The Emperor told them to put their caps and

shoes on again and continue to serve him as they had always done.
He was angry with Chün, and said:

"The man's a fool.

say that all my Regular Attendants are bad?"

How could he

The [Palace

Assistant] Imperial Clerk saw the way he felt, so he sent in a
false report that Chün had studied the teachings of the Yellow
13
Turbans. Chün was arrested and flogged. He died in prison.
On the day keng-tzu [23.iv]“*
-^ the Yellow Turban of Nan-yang.
Chang Man-ch'eng, attacked and killed the Grand Administrator
Ch'u Kung.
The Emperor asked the Grand Commandant Yang Tz'u for his
opinion of the Yellow Turban outbreak.

Tz'u replied straight

forwardly and very much to the point, and the Emperor was not
pleased.

In the summer, in the fourth month, Tz'u left office

because of the rebellion.

Teng Sheng of Hung-nung was appointed

from Grand Coachman to Grand Commandant.

Some time later, the

Emperor was looking over some earlier records when he found the
memorials written by Yang Tz'u and Liu T 'ao to warn against
Chang Chüeh.

He enfeoffed Tz'u as Marquis of Lin-chin and T'ao

as Marquis of Chung-ling district.
The Minister of Works Chang Chi was dismissed and Chang Wen
was appointed from Grand Minister of Agriculture to Minister of
Works.
CPI:184
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Huang-fu Sung and Chu Chün had combined forces of more than
forty thousand flien and they marched together, each with one army,
to attack Ying-ch'uan.
was defeated.

Chün fought with the rebel Po Ts'ai and

Sung went forward to hold Ch'ang-she.

The Yellow Turbans of Ju-nan defeated the Grand Administrator
1869

Chao Ch'ien at Shao-ling.
the Inspector

The Yellow Turbans of Kuang-yang killed

of Yu Province Kuo Hsün and the Grand Administrator

Liu Wei.
Po Ts'ai besieged Huang-fu Sung at Ch'ang-she.

Sung had

fewer soldiers under his command than his opponent, and everyone in
his army was afraid.
and bushes.

The enemy had built their camp out of grass

A strong wind came on to blow, and Sung told his men to

mount the walls with tinder-grass in their hands.

He sent a forward

party of his strongest men to travel by hidden paths and get outside
the siege-lines, and then they set great fires and sounded their
battle-cry.

The men on the walls raised their torches in reply.

Sung led soldiers from the city with drums and shouts, and they
charged the enemy lines.

The rebels were terrified and fled in

disorder.
Soon afterwards, the Chief Commandant of Cavalry, Ts'ao Ts'ao
of P'ei state, arrived with reinforcements, and in the fifth month
Sung, Ts'ao and Chu Chün combined their armies and returned to the
attack.

They completely defeated the rebels, cut off heads by the

tens of thousands, and Sung was enfeoffed as Marquis of a Chief
District.
Ts'ao Ts'ao's father Sung was the adopted son of the regular
Attendant Ts'ao T'eng.

There is no way to tell his family origins,

although some said that he was a member of the Hsia-hou clan.

When

Ts'ao Ts'ao was young he was clever and ingenious and could adapt
himself to any situation, but he sometimes took the law into his
own hand, and was casual or frivolous, and he paid little
attention to his duties.

Few people of that time saw anything

remarkable about him, and only the Grand Commandant Ch'iao Hsüan
and Ho Yung of Nan-yang admired him.
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Hsüan said to Ts'ao:

"The empire will fall into disorder and only a man with ability to
command the age will be able to deal with it.
will restore the peace."

You are the man that

Yung saw T s ’ao and he sighed and said:

"The house of Han is falling, and this is the man who will give
peace to the empire."
for yourself yet.

Hsiian said to T s ’ao:

You

should

"You have made no name

get in touch with Hsü Tzu-chiang."

This Tzu-chiang was Hsü Shao, the nephew of Hsün.

15

He was fond of

people and had an appreciative eye for other's good qualities.
and his cousin Hsü Ching had both gained high reputations.

He

They

were interested in people from the local communities, and every month
they would prepare a new table of merits.

As a result, in Ju-nan, at

the beginning of each month, all the people joined in moral criticism.
At one time Shao became Officer of the Department of Merit in the
commandery, and when the officers in the administration heard about it
they all became most careful and diligent in their conduct.
went to see Shao and asked him:

"What sort of man am I?"

despised him and refused to answer.
Shao replied:

"You?

Ts ’ao
Shao

Ts'ao pressed him again, and then

A good servant in time of peace, a dangerous

chieftain in time of trouble."

Ts'ao left, feeling very pleased.

When Chu Chün attacked the Yellow Turbans his Major Commissioner
over the Army,^ Fu Hsieh of Pei-ti, sent a memorial to say:

"I have

heard that the misfortunes of the empire come not from the outside but
from within.

This is why Yu Shun first banished the four criminals

before he appointed the sixteen chancellors.

17

He understood well that

if the evil-doers had not been driven away the good men would never
come forward.

Now Chang Chüeh has led a rebellion in Chao and Wei, and

these are illustrations of the way troubles can begin at home and spread
through all the world.

We have received your commission to attack and

destroy the criminals and we obey your commands.

Since we first entered

Ying-ch'uan we have been successful in every battle.

Though the Yellow

Turbans are numerous they are nothing to give anxiety to your court.
What I am really worried about, however, is that we may be controlling
the waters, but we are doing nothing about the source, and the spread
of the flood may yet do more damage.
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Your majesty is loving and
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virtuous, generous and forgiving, you cannot bear to be too strict,
and so your eunuch servants have usurped power and your loyal
ministers are unable to come forward.

Even when Chang Chiieh has

been beheaded and his followers have returned to plain clothing
and submitted to law and order, your servant will still be anxious
that things may get worse.

How should that be?

In just the same

way as one vessel should not contain charcoal and ice, so evil men
and virtuous men should not share in government.

When the evil

men realise that a good man's work has been noticed and the signs
of their own destruction can be seen from this, they will work
deceits and falsehood and they will combine to create distrust
and hypocrisy.

A mother will doubt her own true son , and three

men will set a tiger in the market-place.

18

Unless you are

careful to test whether you are being told truth or lies, your
loyal subjects will find themselves in the predicament of Po Ch'i
19
at Yu-yu.
Your majesty should remember how Yu Shun dealt with
those four wicked men and you should quickly arrange the execution
of your false advisers.

Then good men will be glad to come

forward and evil will naturally disappear."
memorial and was most annoyed.
1871

Chao Chung saw this

When Hsieh attacked the Yellow

Turbans he gained great success, and it was felt that he deserved
enfeoffment.

Chung, however, made false accusations against him.

The Emperor remembered Hsieh's memorial, he did not punish him,
but he did not enfeoff him either.
Chang Man-ch'eng had been camped in the vicinity of Wan
for about three months, but in the sixth month the Grand
Administrator of Nan-yang, Ch'in Hsieh, attacked him and killed
him.
The region of Chiao-chih produced many precious commodities,
and over the years many of the Inspectors had been dishonest in
their administration and then whenever they had grabbed enough
money they would transfer to another post.

The officers and

people were angry and made a rebellion, and they seized the
Inspector, and the Grand Administrator of Ho-p'u Lai Ta, and they
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named their leader General Who is Pillar of Heaven.

The central

administration sent the Prefect of Ching, Chia Tsung of Tung commandery,
to be Inspector of Chiao-chih.

When Tsung reached his province, he

enquired about the reasons for the rebellion.

Everyone told him:

"The

taxation requirements were far too heavy and they took everything the
people had.

The capital is a long way away and there was no-one to

hear their complaints.

The people had nothing to live on and that's

why they have gathered together as rebels."

Then Tsung sent round a

proclamation to say that everyone was to carry on his own occupation
in peace, and he received and comforted the homeless refugees and
remitted the taxes and the corvee services.

The only people to be

executed were the ringleaders who had caused the most trouble.

He made

careful examination and chose the best officers to show their ability
as heads of prefectures.

Within a year, the disturbance was settled,

and all the people were at peace.

There was a popular song in the

streets and elley-ways:
"Father Chia came too late,
Or we would never have made rebellion.
Now all is

peace and content,

And officials dare not feed at our expense."

20

Huang-fu Sung and Chu Chün followed up their success with
campaigns against the Yellow Turbans of Ju-nan and Ch'en state.

They

chased Po Ts'ai as far as Yang-ti, and they attacked P'eng T'o at
Hsi-hua, and they defeated both of them.

The remnants of rebels either

surrendered or scattered and three commanderies were pacified.

Then

Sung sent in a report to the throne, giving credit to Chün for his work,
and Chün was advanced in fief to be Marquis of Hsi-hsiang and was
transferred to General of the Gentlemen of the Household Who Maintains
the Rebels in Order.

An imperial edict ordered Sung to attack Tung

commandery and Chün to attack Nan-yang.
Lu Chih, General of the Gentlemen of the Household of the North,
had attacked Chang Chüeh and defeated him in one battle after another,
and had cut the heads off or taken prisoner more than ten thousand men.
Chüeh and his followers fled to take refuge in Kuang-tsung.
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Chih built

a siege-wall, dug a moat around the city, and constructed scaling
ladders.

He was all ready for the final attack when the Emperor

sent Tso Feng, Junior Attendant of the Yellow Gates,to see how things
were going.

Someone told Chih that he should prepare presents for

Feng when he left, but Chih refused to do so.
the capital he said to the Emperor:

When Feng returned to

"It would be easy to destroy

the rebels in Kuang-tsung, but General Lu allows his army to rest
1872

behind strong defences, just waiting for some punishment from Heaven
to befall the rebels."

The Emperor was angry, and a cage cart was

sent to bring Chih back to the capital.

He was sentenced to death

but commuted to one degree, and the General of the Gentlemen of the
Household of the East, Tung Cho of Lung-hsi, was sent to take his
place.
Chang Hsiu
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of Pa commandery had cured people's sickness

by magical tricks, and his teaching was in many respects like that
of Chang Chüeh.

He ordered families where there was sickness to

offer up five pecks of rice, and he was called the
Rice Teacher

[wu-tou-mi shihl . ^

Five Pecks of

In the autumn, in the seventh

month, Hsiu gathered his followers and made rebellion and they
raided the commanderies and prefectures.
called them the

The people of that time

Rice Rebels.

In the eighth month Huang-fu Sung fought with the Yellow
23
Turbans at Ts.hng-t'ing and captured their leader Pu Ssu.
Tung Cho had attacked Chang Chüeh without success and he was
condemned for his failure.

On the day yi-ssu [25.IX], an edict

ordered Sung to attack Chüeh.
In the ninth month King Hsü of An-p'ing was found guilty of
impious conduct and was executed.
Before this, Hsü

His state was abolished.

had been kidnapped by the Yellow Turbans,

and the people of his state had paid a ransom to get him back.
The Court was of the opinion that he should be restored to his
kingdom, but the Gentleman-consultant Li Hsieh said "Hsü has been
found incapable of fulfilling his duty as a vassal lord.
injured and brought disgrace to your sacred dynasty.
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He has

He should

not be returned to his kingdom."

Hsieh was overruled, he was found

guilty of slandering the imperial clan and was made a convict under the
24
Controller of the Left.
In less than a year, the King had been
executed and Li Hsieh was restored to his former post.

There was a

saying in the capital that "The father was unwilling to set up
emperors, the son was unwilling to set up a king."
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In the winter, in the tenth month, Huang-fu Sung fought with
Chang Chueh's younger brother Liang at Kuang-tsung.

Liang's forces

were well-trained and courageous, and Sung could make no. headway.
On the following day, he kept the gates of his camp closed, gave his
soldiers a rest and waited to see what would happen.

He realised that

the enemy would now be less keyed-up and ready for him, and so during
the night he prepared his men for a sortie.

At cock-crow, they charged

the enemy lines, they fought through the morning and into the afternoon,
and then they completely defeated the rebels.

They cut off Liang's

head and took thirty thousand others and there were more than fifty
thousand people that fled to the Yellow River and drowned.

Chang

Chiieh was already dead from an illness, but they broke open his coffin
and defiled his corpse, and his head was sent post-haste to the capital.
5

In the eleventh month, Sung made an attack on Chueh's younger brother
Pao, at Hsia-ch'ü-yang, and cut off his head and killed or captured
more than a hundred thousand others.

Then Sung was appointed General

of Chariots and Cavalry on the Left and Governor of Chi Province,
and he was enfeoffed as Marquis of Huai-li.
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Sung was a leader that

could understand and sympathise with his soldiers.

Whenever his army

halted to make camp he saw that all the tents were set up in order
before he went to his own quarters, and his soldiers were issued with
food before he had his own.

It was for this reason that he was

successful everywhere he went.
The Hsien-lien Ch'iang of Pei-ti joined with the bandits in
Fu-han and Ho-kuan to make a rebellion.

Pei-kung Po-yu and Li Wen-hou,
27
of the Obedient Barbarians from Huang-chung,
were elected generals
of the combined forces.

Ch'iang Ling Cheng.
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They killed the Colonel Protector of the

Pien Chang and Han Sui, men of Chin-ch'eng, were
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well-known in the western provinces, and the rebels persuaded them
to join their army and gave them positions among the leaders with
particular responsibility for military affairs.

Ch'en Yi, the

Grand Administrator of Chin-ch'eng, was killed, and the commandery
and provincial headquarters were attacked and burned.
Before this, the Grand Administrator of Wu-wei was a man who
presumed on his high position to indulge his lust and greed.

The

Attendant Official of Liang Province, Su Cheng-ho of Wu-tu, had sent
in a report of his crimes, but the Inspector Liang Ku was frightened
and wanted to kill Cheng-ho in order to rid himself of the
28
responsibility.
He asked the advice of the Chief Clerk of
Han-yang, Ho Hsün of Tun-huang.

Cheng-ho had once played Hsün a

bad turn, and someone suggested to him that now was the time for
Hsün to repay the injury.

Hsün said:

"If my official advice should

harm a good man, that would not be loyal.

If I took advantage of

another’s time of danger, that would not be kind.”

So he dissuaded

Ku from his plan, saying: "If you keep a hawk on a string and feed
it, it can catch birds for you, but what is the point if you cook the
hawk and eat it yourself?"

Ku gave up the idea.

Then Cheng-ho went

to see Hsün to offer him thanks, but Hsün refused to see him, saying:
"I gave advice for Commissioner Liang, not for Su Cheng-ho."

And he

liked him no better than before.
Later, the Inspector Tso Ch'ang embezzled great quantities
of grain from the military supplies, and Hsün remonstrated with him.
C h ’ang was angry, and he sent Hsün with the Attendant Officials Hsin
Tseng and K'ung Ch ’ang to make a separate camp and face the rebels
near A-yang.

He expected that Hsün would make mistakes in military

affairs and that he would then be able to punish him, but Hsün
instead fought a number of successful battles.

When Pei-kung Po-yü

was moving to attack Chin-ch'eng, Hsün urged Ch'ang to send troops
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to their relief, but Ch'ang refused to do so.

Ch'en Yi died, and

Pien Chang and the others came forward to besiege Ch'ang in Chi.
Ch'ang sent orders to Hsün and the other outlying troops to come to
help him.
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Hsin Tseng and the other leaders were doubtful and
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unwilling to go, but Hsün was angry with them:

"In ancient times, when

Chuang Chia was late for his appointment Ssu-ma Jang-chü put him to the
29
sword.
Do you think you're more valuable than Chuang Chia?"
Tseng
and the others were frightened, and they followed him.

Hsün came to Chi,

and he scolded Pien Chang and his followers for their mutiny and their
rebellion.

All replied:

"If Commissioner Tso had listened to what you

said the first time and had sent soldiers to us, we might have been able
to maintain our allegiance.
cannot surrender."

But now things have gone too far, and we

They broke off the siege and went away.

The rebel Ch'iang were besieging the Colonel Hsia Yü in the
30
Herding Office,
and Hsün gathered troops from the provinces and the
commanderies to relieve him.

They came as far as Hu-p'an but there they

were defeated by the Ch'iang.

Hsün had no more than a hundred men left

with him, and he himself had been wounded three times.

He sat down and

refused to move, and he pointed to a wooden mile-pillar, saying: "Let my
body rest here."

Tien-wu, of the Kou-chiu tribe of the Ch'iang, held

the rest of the enemy
a worthy man.
Heaven."

at bay with his sword, saying:

If one of you should kill him it would be a crime against

Hsün looked up and cursed him:

"You dog of a rebel, what do

you know about it? :.Come and kill me quickly."
in amazement.

"Chief Clerk Ho is

All looked at one another

Tien-wu got down from his horse and offered it to Hsün,

but Hsün refused to mount and so he was captured by the Ch'iang.

The

tribesmen admired his loyalty and his courage, and they did him no harm
but sent him back to Han-yang.

Later, the Inspector Yang Yung

recommended him as Grand Administrator of Han-yang.
The remnants of Chang Man-ch'eng's party elected Chao Hung as
their leader, and their strength once again increased until they numbered
more than a hundred thousand.

They occupied Wan city.

Chu Chün and

other local commanders led by the Inspector of Ching Province, Hsü Ch'iu,
collected forces together and besieged the rebels.

They had attacked the

place from the sixth month to the eighth month without success, and the
chief ministers at the capital memorialised that Chün should be recalled.
The Minister of Works Chang Wen wrote in to the Emperor:
times, Ch'in used Po Ch'i and Yen gave office to Yüeh Yi.
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"In ancient
Both of them

spent years doing nothing, but when it came to the end their enemies'
1875

were defeated.
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Chün has already had considerable success in

Ying-ch'uan, and now

he is leading

his plans are all arranged.

his army against the south and

All the military writers caution against

changing command in the middle of a campaign.

We may wait for days

of even months, but in the end he will produce results."

So the

Emperor kept Chün in his command, and then Chun attacked Hung and cut
off his head.
The rebel leader Han Chung reoccupied Wan and opposed Chün
once more.

Chün sent in an attack, with battle-cries and drums, from

the southwest, and all the enemy went to deal with it.

Chün himself

led picked troops secretly to the northeast, and they climbed the
wall and got into the city.

Chung then retreated to hold the citadel,

and he was now frightened and asked to surrender.
thought they should accept his

All the officers

plea, but Chün said:

"In warfare,

things may look the same but be quite different in reality.

In

ancient times, when the Hsiang family opposed the Ch'in dynasty, the
people had no recognised ruler, and each side gave rewards to
32
encourage new recruits.
At the present day, all the world is
united in our empire, and it is only the Yellow Turbans who make
rebellion.

If we accept their surrender, it will be no encouragement

to people that they should practise virtue; but if we kill them it
will be sufficient warning to everyone that they should avoid evil
conduct.

If we take them in now, we will be opening the way to

ideas of rebellion.

When bandits see advantage, they will come

forward to attack us, and when they feel they are in difficulties,
they will simply ask to surrender.

The enemies of the state

everywhere will become bolder and more dangerous.
a good plan."

This would not be

So he continued to press his attacks, but after

several battles he had still not captured the fortress.
Chün climbed a hill of earth to look over the scene, and he
turned to his Major Chang Ch'ao and said:

"I've got it!

The enemy

have a tight siege-ring around them, and inside their camp they must
be quite desperate.
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They have asked to surrender and it has been
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refused, they want to break out

but they find it impossible.

know they must fight to the death.

So they

Ten thousand men with one idea in

their minds would be too much to handle, and now we've got a hundred
thousand to deal with!

The best thing to do is to break off the siege

and combine our forces to enter the city.

When Chung sees that the

siege has opened he will certainly come out, and when he comes out of
his defences he will become less vigilant, and that is the way to his
destruction."
fight.

So they opened the siege, and Chung did come out to

Chiin attacked him and completely defeated him and they took

more than ten thousand heads.
Ch'in Hsieh, the Grand Administrator of Nan-yang, killed Chung,
and the remaining rebels chose Sun Hsia as their leader.
to camp in Wan.

He went back

Chiin pressed his attacks more fiercely, and the Major

Sun Chien led his troops and was first to climb the walls.
k'uei-ssu [l 1.1.185], they stormed Wan city.

On the day

Sun Hsia fled, Chiin chased

him as far as the Ching Hills in Hsi-e, and he defeated him once more
and cut off another ten thousand heads.
At this, the Yellow Turbans were defeated and scattered.

The

remainder of them were dealt with by the commanderies and provincial
governments, thousands of people being executed in each commandery*
In the twelfth month, on the day chi-ssu [l6.II.l85], there was
33
an amnesty for the empire, and the reign-title was changed.
6

The Inspector of Yii Province, Wang Yiin, defeated the Yellow
Turbans and obtained letters written to them from supporters and clients
of Chang Jang.

He sent them to the Emperor.

The Emperor was furious

with Jang, but Jang kowtowed and begged for pardon, and in the end he
managed to avoid any punishment.

As a result of this, Jang found some

’way to get Yiin into trouble, and Yiin was sent to prison.

Soon afterwards,

an amnesty was issued and he was re-appointed Inspector.

Little more than

a week later he was arrested on another charge.

Yang Tz'u, unwilling that

he should suffer ignominy and disgrace, sent one of his attendants to Yiin
to say to him with many apologies:

"It is because of Chang Jang that you

have been summonsed like this twice in a single month.

Evil and difficulty

crowd around you and the best thing you can do is to take your own life
first."

Some of his Attendant Officials thought to bring matters to a
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crisis point, and together, with tears in their eyes, they came to
offer him a draught of poison.
Emperor’s servant.

Yün growled to them:

"I am the

If I have done wrong in his eyes, then I must

accept his punishment of death and confess my faults before all
the world.

How can I seek for death by taking poison?"

the cup aside, got up and went out to the cage cart.

He tossed

When he came

to the capital, the General-in-Chief Ho Chin sent in a memorial
jointly with Yang Tz'u and Yüan Wei to plead for his life, and they
obtained a remission of his charges.

Chung-p'ing 2nd year [l8.II.185-6.II.186]:

In the spring, in the first month, there was a great plague.
In the second month, on the day chi-yu [28.Ill]
fire in the Cloud Terrace of the Southern Palace.

there was a

On the day

keng-hsü [29.Ill] there was a fire at the Lo-ch'eng Gate.
The Palace Regular Attendants Chang Jang and Chao Chung encouraged
the Emperor to make a levy of ten cash on every mou ^

of cultivated

land in the empire and to use the money for the repair of the palace
buildings and for the casting of bronze statues.

The Grand

Administrator of Lo-an, Lu K'ang, sent in a memorial to protest:
"In ancient times, when Duke Hsüan of Lu set a tax on the arable land,
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a plague of locusts made their appearance.

2

When Duke Ai increased

the taxes, Confucius himself disapproved of it.

3

Surely it will be

even worse if you should seize the people's goods to make these
useless statues.

You would be ignoring the warnings of the sages and

you would follow the mistaken patterns of weak rulers."

The Emperor's

close attendants slandered K'ang, saying that he was comparing the
sacred government of the Emperor with the ruined states of the past;
utterly disrespectful.

A cage-cart was sent to bring him to the

Commandant of Justice.

The Attendant Imperial Clerk Liu Tai sent in

a memorial to explain his case, and K'ang was allowed to retire to his
4
own village. K'ang was a grandson of Lu Hsü.
CP2:185
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Another edict demanded that the provinces and commanderies each
send a quota of timber and patterned stone to the capital.

The eunuchs

repeatedly claimed that quantities of the material were sub-standard.
They forced the price down to only one-tenth of its original cost, and
then they resold

it.

Again, the eunuchs would delay their acceptance

of the goods, so the timber was left in heaps to rot, and for year after
year the palaces remained unfinished.

The Inspectors and Grand

Administrators also took their cut;, and the people groaned under the
burden.

It was further ordered that cavalry-men of the Western Garden

5

should travel among the provinces and commanderies to speed up the
transport.

They disturbed the local administrations, and they too

collected bribes.
Every official, from Inspector and Grand Administrator down to
Accomplished Talent and Filially Pious and Incorrupt candidates,
whenever they were appointed or promoted, they had to contribute cash
for the army funds or for the repair of the palace buildings.

A man

appointed to a large commandery had to pay twenty or thirty million cash,
and the smaller commanderies were in proportion.

Those who were due to

receive office had first to go to the Western Garden to negotiate the
price before they could take up their posts.

The more honest of them

begged for permission not to go, but all were compelled to do so.

Then

Ssu-ma Chih of Ho-nei was appointed the new Grand Administrator of Chü-lü.
He was known as a poor and honest man, and so his fee was diminished to
three million cash.
"I should be

When Chih received his orders, he sighed and said:

the father and mother of my people, and yet instead I am

supposed to rob my flock because of present custom.

I can't do that."

He made excuses and said he was sick, but the court refused to accept his
resignation*

He travelled as far as Meng-chin, and from there he sent in

a memorial setting out in the strongest terms what was wrong with the
whole system, and then he took poison and committed suicide.

The memorial

came before the throne, and the Emperor called a halt to the collection
of money for the

palace building fund.

Chu Chiin was made General of Chariots and Cavalry on the Right.
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From the time of Chang Chüeh's rebellion, bandits and rebels
had sprung up everywhere.

There was Ox-horn Chang of Po-ling,

Flying Swallow Ch'u of Ch'ang-shan, and there were innumerable
groups under such leaders as Yellow Dragon, Controller of the Left,
Yü Ti-ken, White Horse Chang, Liu Shih, Tso with the Eighty-foot
Moustache, Grand Design to Pacify Han, Director of Retainers who
climbs the City Wall, Lord of Thunder, Floating Clouds, White
Sparrow, Phoenix Yang, Poison Yü, Five Deer, Big-eyes Li, Po Jao,
Sui Ku and Dry Crab.

The larger of them would control twenty or

thirty thousand men, the smaller only six or seven thousand.
Ox-horn Chang and Flying Swallow Ch'u combined their forces
to attack Ying-t'ao, but Ox-horn was struck by an arrow and
mortally wounded.

Before he died, he ordered all his followers to

obey Flying Swallow as their leader, and Flying Swallow changed his
surname to Chang.

Flying Swallow's personal name was Yen [meaning

a swallow], but he was quick and agile and brave, and so the men
of his army called him

Flying Swallow.

Many of the bandits and

robbers in the hills and valleys came to join him, his forces grew
steadily in numbers till they even reached a million, and they were
known as the Black Mountain bandits.

7

All the commanderies north

of the Yellow River were exposed to their attacks and the court could
do nothing to stop them.

Then Yen sent messengers to the capital

with a memorial asking to surrender, and he was appointed General
of the Gentlemen of the Household Who Pacifies Disorder and was
given charge of all the affairs of the hills and valleys ‘north of
the Yellow River.

Every year he was entitled to nominate Filially

Q

Pious and Incorrupt candidates and to send in Reporting Officers.
The Minister over the Masses Yuan Wei left office.

In the

third month the Commandant of Justice Ts'ui Lieh became Minister over
the Masses.

Lieh was a cousin of Shih.

Q

At this time it was common practice for the three Dukes to
obtain their appointments by submitting money to the Western Garden
through the Regular Attendants and the imperial nurses.

Tuan Chung,

Chang Wen and others, although they had great achievements and a
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fine reputation, they still had to pay their money before they could
receive promotion to the highest rank.

Lieh submitted five million

cash through a nurse, and only then was he made Minister over the
Masses.

On the day that he was inaugurated, with the Emperor in

attendance and all the court gathered for the ceremony,
turned to his favourites and said:
him waiting a bit longer.
179

The Lady Ch'eng,

10

the Emperor

"I'm afraid we should have kept

We could have got ten million out of him."

standing

beside him, replied:

"Lord Ts'ui is one

of the leading men of Chi Province, why should he be prepared to buy
his office?

You don't realise how lucky you are, it was only through

my work that you got anything at all."

From this time, Lieh's

reputation suffered a considerable decline.
Pei-kung Po-yit and his forces plundered in the Three Adjuncts,
and an edict ordered Huang-fu Sung,

the General of Chariots and Cavalry

on the Left, to move into Ch'ang-an and attack them.
At this time, the whole of Liang Province was in continual
disorder and rebellion, and the court had to call again and again on
the corvee services and the taxes.

Ts'ui Lieh proposed that Liang

Province should be abandoned, and the Emperor called a council of the
dukes, ministers and all court officials to discuss the question.
The Gentleman-consultant Fu Hsieh spoke most vehemently against the
idea, sayings

"If only the Minister over the Masses was executed,

all the troubles of the empire would be at an end."

The Masters of

Writing protested to the Emperor that Hsieh had abused a great minister
in open court.
replied:

The Emperor asked Hsieh to justify himself, and Hsieh

"Fan K'uai considered Mo-tun to be treacherous, and he gave

his opinion very forcefully.

In no way did he offend the correct

conduct of a .subject, but Chi Pu could still say:

'K'uai should be

11
executed.'

Now Liang Province is one of the most important and valuable

districts of the empire, and a bulwark of our state.

When Kao-tsu first

came to power, he sent Li Shang on a special mission to settle the lands
west of the Lung Mountain.

12

When Emperor Wu held the government, he

established four commanderies in that region, and all agreed that this
was like cutting off the right arm of the Hsiung-nu.
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Now the official

administrators have lost control, and they have let the whole
province fall into rebellion.

Lieh is one of the highest

ministers, yet he takes no thought to the real needs of the
state and he makes no plan for restoring order.
prepared to abandon ten thousand li of territory.
gravest doubts of his plan.

Instead he is
I have the

Should this region be occupied by the

barbarians, so they could cause trouble by their great military
strength, then this would be of the utmost danger to our empire and
a serious loss to the nation.

If Lieh did not realise the

consequences of his proposal, he is a fool.
saying, he is a traitor.”

If he knows what he is

The Emperor thought Hsieh’s argument

excellent, and he rejected Lieh’s proposal.
In the summer, in the fourth month, on the day keng-hsü
[28.v]

there was great rain and hail.
In the fifth month the Grand Commandant Teng Sheng was

dismissed.

The Grand Coachman Chang Yen of Ho-nan was made Grand

Commandant.
In the sixth month Chang Jang and eleven other Palace Regular
Attendants were enfeoffed as full marquises for their good work
against Chang Chüeh.
1880

In the autumn, in the seventh month, there was a plague of
locusts in the Three Adjuncts.
When Huang-fu Sung had been fighting Chang Chüeh, he passed
through Yeh and saw that the mansion of the Palace Regular
Attendant Chao Chung was far more luxurious than the regulations
allowed.

He sent in a memorial and it was confiscated.

On another

occasion, the Palace Regular Attendant Chang Jang had privately
solicited a bribe of fifty million cash and Sung refused to give it.
As a result, both Chung and Jang sent in memorials saying that Sung
had been fighting one battle after another, had gained no success,
and was wasting his resources.

Sung was recalled, his seal and

tassel as General of Chariots and Cavalry on the Left were taken
away from him, and the value of his fief was reduced by six thousand
households.
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made General of Chariots and Cavalry, with the Bearer of the Golden
Mace Yuan P'ang as his assistant, and was sent against Pei-kung Po-yü.
The General of the Gentlemen of the Household [of the East] Tung Cho
was made General Who Routs the Caitiffs and was ordered, with Chou Shen
the General Who Terrifies Criminals, to act under Wen's command.
In the ninth month, by special decision of the Emperor,
Yang Tz'u became Minister of Works.
month, Yang Tz'u died.
posthumous title was

In the winter, in the tenth

He held the marquisate of Lin-chin, and his
Brilliant cultivation.1 The Imperial Household

Grandee Hsü Hsiang became Minister of Works.

Hsiang was a son of

Hsün .14
The Grandee Remonstrant and Consultant Liu T'ao sent in a
memorial to say: "A little while ago the empire suffered the disorders
of Chang Chüeh, and more recently we have the rebellion of Pien Chang
on our hands.

The rebel Ch'iang on our west have already invaded Ho-tung,

and I am afraid they may grow so strong they can even attack the capital
itself.

Our own people are always prepared to flee before them, never to

stand and fight.

The rebels are advancing steadily, and the Chariots

and Cavalry General is isolated and in considerable danger.

If he should

happen to be defeated, there would be no way to rescue him.

I realise

that I may be speaking too much on this, and so cause you displeasure,
but I feel I must give you my opinion.

When the

state is at peace, a

minister may enjoy the good fortune, and when the state is in danger he
must also be prepared to sacrifice himself.
these eight immediate and urgent points."

I respectfully resubmit
In the rest of the document,

he set out the general argument that the troubles of the empire all came
from the eunuchs.
The eunuchs spoke against T'ao: "When the Chang Chüeh business
hrose, imperial edicts displayed your majesty and grace, and since that
time all the rebels have repented.

Now the world is at peace, and yet

T'ao casts a slur upon your sage-like government and he takes it upon
himself to speak heresy and evil.

There have been no reports from the

provinces or commanderies, so where does T'ao get his information from?
He's probably in league with the rebels."

T'ao was arrested and

sent to the Northern Jail of the Yellow Gates,
every day with steadily increasing tortures.
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and was questioned
He said to the messengers:

"I am sorry that I cannot match the performances of Yi Yin of Shang nor
1
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ft

Lü Shang of Chou;
it seems my lot resembles the three virtuous men of
17
Yin.
Above you kill your ministers who give honest advice, below you
cause suffering and distress to your people.
longer, it will be too late to repent."

If this goes on much

He choked and died.

The

former Minister over the Masses Ch'en Tan was a loyal and upright man,
but the eunuchs hated him and slandered him and he died in jail.
Chang Wen led more than a hundred thousand men, horse and foot
gathered from several different commanderies, and set his camp at
Mei-yang.

Pien Chang and Han Sui also brought their troops to Mei-yang,

and Wen fought them but without success.

In the eleventh month

Tung Cho combined forces with Pao Hung of Yu-fu-feng and they attacked
Chang and Sui together and completely defeated them.

Chang and Sui

fled to Yü-chung.
Wen sent Chou Shen to lead thirty thousand men in pursuit of
18
the rebels. Sun Chien, Adviser to the Army,
said to Shen: "The
enemy have no supplies of grain in the city and they will have to
collect it from outside.

Let me have ten thousand men and I can cut

off their supply routes.

You, my general, follow behind me with the

main body of the army, and the enemy will be reduced to distress
and will not dare to fight.

They will run away to the Ch'iang, and

then we can combine our forces to attack them and all Liang Province
will be settled."

Shen would not agree, and he led his whole army to

besiege Yü-chung city. Then Chang and Sui sent soldiers out to camp
19
at K'uei-yüan Gorge,
and they were able to cut Shen's supply lines
instead.

Shen took fright, abandoned his baggage train and fled.

Wen also sent Tung Cho forward with thirty thousand men to
attack the Hsien-lien Ch'iang, but the Ch'iang and some other
barbarians from the north surrounded Cho north of Wang-yuan.
supplies were cut off and running short.

His

There was a river crossing

nearby, and there he built a dam as if he was going to use it to catch
fish, but instead he quietly moved his army to the other side of the rivei
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By the time the enemy came after them, he had let out the water and
there was no way to cross.

382

Then he made his way back to Fu-feng.

Chang Wen sent orders by imperial authority to call Cho to his
presence, but Cho delayed a long time before he went to see him.
reprimanded Cho, but Cho answered back.
whispered to Wen:

Wen

Sun Chien came forward and

"Cho has no fear that he may be punished, so he acts

proud and talks big.

Because he failed to answer your summons in time,:

you should execute him according to military law."

Wen said:

"Cho has

made a great name for himself in the territory between the Yellow River
and the Lung Mountain.

If I kill him now, we will have no support when

our army moves to the west."

Chien said:

"Your excellency, you are

the leader of the imperial army and your authority makes all the empire
tremble.

Why must you rely on Cho?

Look at what he says:

even pretend to courtesy towards you.
and has no sense of respect.

he does not

He treats his superiors lightly

This is one crime.

Pien Chang and Han Sui

have defied the law for more than a year and now is the time that we
should advance to punish the rebels, yet Cho says we can't go.
the army and makes the people uncertain.
holds an official position but he has

He delays

This is a second crime.

Cho

nothing to show for it, he waited

a long time before he answered your summons, he acts with cruelty and
holds himself high.

This is the third crime.

The famous leaders of the

past were given an axe to rule their armies, any of them would have cut
off a man's head if it served his purpose.

20

Yet now you extend your

consideration to Cho and you refrain from punishing him.
you will lose and destroy the authority of the law."
bear to act like that, and he said to Chien:
get suspicious."
In this

This is where

Wen could not

"You go back or Cho will

So Chien left the hall.
year the Emperor built the Golden Treasury Hall in the

Western Garden, and brought all the gold and cash and silk of the Ministry
of Agriculture to store it there.

He also deposited tens of millions of

cash with his Junior Attendants of the Yellow Gates and his Regular
Attendants so they should store the money for him in their own homes.
In Ho-chien he bought land and houses and built a pleasure palace for
himself.^
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Chung-p'ing 3rd year [7.I I .186-26.I .187]

In the spring, in the second month, Chao Tz'u, a soldier in
Chiang-hsia, led a mutiny and killed the Grand Administrator of
Nan-yang, Ch'in Hsieh.
On the day keng-hsü [24.Ill]

there was an amnesty for the

empire.
The Grand Commandant Chang Yen was dismissed.

A messenger

was sent with credentials to go to Ch'ang-an and appoint Chang Wen
as Grand Commandant.

This was the first occasion that one of the

three Dukes had held his appointment outside the capital.
The Palace Regular Attendant Chao Chung was made General of
Chariots and Cavalry.

The Emperor ordered him to prepare a list of

those who had done good work in the wars against the Yellow Turbans.
Chen Chü, the Bearer of the Golden Mace, said to Chung:

"Fu Nan-jung

was with the armies in the east and did well, but he never received
a marquisate

1

and many people in the empire were discouraged at

such a worthy man failing to gain recognition.
hold a most important post.
1883

Now you, my general,

You should bring this worthy man forward

to notice and right the wrong that has been done him.
sort of thing that people like to see.”

This is the

Chung accepted this idea,

and he sent his younger brother Yen, who was Colonel of the City
Gates, to give compliments to Fu Hsieh, and say to him:

"Nan-jung,

just make a bit of response to my brother, and a marquisate with ten
thousand households is all yours.”
expression, turned him down:

”If I did well and no-one took note

of it, that's just a matter of luck.
reward by underhand means?”

Hsieh, showing no change in his

But how can I seek for a

Chung was extremely angry, but he was

afraid of Hsieh's reputation and did not dare to harm him.
was sent out

Hsieh

to be Grand Administrator of Han-yang.

The Emperor told

the Prefect Intendant

of the Imperial

Palace Parks Sung Tien to repair the Jade Hall in the Southern
Palace, and he set the Prefect of the Lateräl-.Courts Pi Lan to cast
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four bronze statues and four bells, and both officers were issued with
two thousand bushels of grain.

There were also images cast of heavenly

deer and frogs which jetted water and these were set up at the east of
the bridge outside the P'ing Gate
had water wheels and a

2

to bring water into the palace.

thirsty crow

3

He

set up at the west of the bridge,

and water was sprayed down the north-south roads of the suburbs.

The

Emperor planned that this should save his people the expense of scatter
ing water to lay the dust.
In the fifth month, on the day jen-ch'en, the last day of the
month [4.VIl], there was an eclipse of the sun.
In the sixth month the Inspector of Ching Province Wang Min
attacked Chao Tz'u and killed him.
The General of Chariots and Cavalry Chao Chung was dismissed.
In the winter, in the tenth month, the barbarians of Wu-ling
rebelled.

The commandery troops attacked them and defeated them.

Chang Yen, the former Grand Commandant, was slandered by the
eunuchs and was sent to prison and died.
In the twelfth month the Hsien-pi raided the two provinces of Yu
and Ping.
Chang Wen was recalled to the capital.

Chung-p'ing 4th year [27.1.187-14.11.188]:

884

In the spring, in the first month, on the day chi-mao [l6.Il]
there was an amnesty for the empire.
In the second month the bandits of Jung-yang killed the Prefect
of Chung-mou.

In the third month the Intendant of Ho-nan, Ho Miao,

attacked the bandits and destroyed them.

Miao was appointed General of

Chariots and Cavalry.
Han Sui killed Pien Chang, Pei-kung Pö-yü and Li Wen-hou, took
over all their forces to command more than a hundred thousand men, and
then went forward to besiege the headquarters of Lung-hsi commandery.
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The Grand Administrator, Li Hsiang-ju, rebelled against the Han and
made ah alliance with Sui.
Keng Pi, the Inspector of Liang Province, led the troops of
six commanderies to attack Sui.

Pi had appointed Ch'eng Ch'iu as his

Attendant Official at Headquarters, but Ch'iu was in league with a
gang of profiteers and extortioners, and the lower officials and the
common people hated him.
Fu Hsieh said to Pi:

The Grand Administrator of Han-yang

"Commissioner, you have not had much experience

in administration, and the people are not yet accustomed to you.
When the rebels hear that your powerful army is approaching, they
will all be united against you.

Those men from the border country

are excellent fighters, and it will be hard to match their attacks.
On the other hand, our men have only recently been gathered together,
and the officers and soldiers are not yet used to one another.

If

there should be some trouble within our ranks it will be too late
for regrets.

The best thing to do is to let the army halt a while

and build up morale.
certain.

Make your rewards clear and your punishments

When you take the pressure off the rebels like this, they

are sure to say to themselves that we are afraid of them.

Evil men

such as they are will certainly struggle for power, and they will
soon quarrel among themselves.

After that, you will be leading

people who know what they are fighting for, and bringing them against
an enemy who is completely disorganised.
and success will come."

You need only feit and wait,

Pi would not accept his advice.

In the

summer, in the fourth month, Pi came to Ti-tao, and then his Aide-deCamp led a mutiny and joined the rebels.
Ch'iu and then they killed Pi.
Han-yang.

First they killed Ch’eng

The rebels came forward to besiege

In the capital of Han-yang

2

there were few soldiers and

no reserves of food, but Hsieh still held firm.
At this time, there were several thousand barbarian horsemen
from Pei-ti who had followed the rebel army and were now involved
in the attack on Han-yang.

In the past they had been well-treated

by Hsieh, and now they came and made the kowtow outside the walls
of the city and asked Hsieh to accept their escort back to his
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native village.

Hsieh's son Kan, thirteen years old, said to his father:

"The nation is in confusion and disorder, and that is why you have
never received your true deserts from the court.

You have too few

soldiers now to maintain your defence, and you should accept the
invitation of these Ch'iang and other tribes-people and go back to our
homeland.

Wait until a worthy man appears, and then join him.”

Even

before he had finished speaking, Hsieh sighed miserably and said:
>85

know that I must die.

’’You

A sage is equal to any position, and even a

lesser man should not fail his responsibilities.

3

Chou of Yin was cruel

and tyrannical, yet Po-yi died for him because he could not eat the
millet of the conquering Chou dynasty.

4

I have met with a time of
5
disorder and I cannot fulfil my true ambition. I have taken his salary,
so how can I seek to avoid his time of danger?
I must die here!

your best.

Where else can I go?

You have talent and understanding, I hope you will do

Yang Hui, the Master of Records, will act as my Ch’eng Ying.”

Wang Kuo, a man of Ti-tao, sent the former Grand Administrator of
Chiu-ch'üan Huang Yen to say to Hsieh:
the government of Han.
leader?”

’’The empire is gone forever from

Magistrate, would you be prepared to become our

Hsieh put hand to his sword and shouted at Yen:

"You, an

official with a seal, have become the message-boy for a gang of rebels."
Then he led out his soldiers in a charge, and he died in the thick of
the fray.

Ma T'eng of Fu-feng, who had been Major under Keng Pi, also

encouraged his troops to rebel, and he joined forces with Han Sui.
They made Wang Kuo their leader, and they plundered the Three Adjuncts.
Because the bandits and the rebels had not been pacified, the
Grand Commandant Chang Wen left office.
Ts'ui Lieh became Grand Commandant.

The Minister of the Masses

In the fifth month the Minister

of Works Hsu Hsiang became Minister over the Masses and the Super
intendant of the Imperial Household Ting Kung of P'ei state became
Minister of Works.
Before this, Chang Wen had raised three thousand shock cavalry
from the Wu-huan of Yu Province to use them against Liang Province.
The former Chancellor of Chung-shan, Chang C h ’un of Yü-yang, asked to
be given the command, but Wen turned him down and appointed the Prefect
of Cho, Kung-sun Tsan of Liao-hsi.
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the Wu-huan found that none of their supplies had been issued, and
1886

many of them mutinied and went back home.

Chang Ch'un, who was

annoyed that he had not been given the command, now made an
alliance with Chang Chü, a man from the same commandery, who had
once been Grand Administrator of T'ai-shan, and with a chieftain of
the Wu-huan, C h 'iu-li-chü.

Together they raided Chi.

They killed

the Colonel Protector of the Wu-huan, Kung-cfy'i Ch'ou, the Grand
Administrator of Yu-pei-p'ing, Liu Cheng, and the Grand
of Liao-tung, Yang Chung.

Administrator

Their forces now numbered more than a

hundred thousand, they set their base at Fei-ju, and Chang Chü was
proclaimed Emperor.

Ch'un took the titles of General Who Governs

the Universe and King of An-ting.

They sent a letter to the provinces

and commanderies to say that Chü was destined to succeed the Han, that
the Son of Heaven should leave his place, and that he should send his
dukes and ministers to receive the new ruler.
In the winter, in the tenth month, the bandit Ou Hsing of
Ch'ang-sha gave himself the title of General.
of more than ten thousand men.

He commanded an army

An edict appointed the Gentleman-

consultant Sun Chien as Grand Administrator of Ch'ang-sha, and he
attacked the bandits and pacified them.

Chien was enfeoffed as

Marquis of Wu-ch'eng.
In the eleventh month the Grand Commandant Ts'ui Lieh was
dismissed.

The Grand Minister of Agriculture Ts'ao Sung was made

Grand Commandant.
In the twelfth month Chü-ko barbarians

7

rebelled.

g

In this year Marquisates of the Imperial Domain

were sold

for the price of five million cash.
Ch'en Shih, former Chief of T'ai-ch'iu, died.

More than

thirty thousand men came from every part of the empire to attend
his funeral.

In his own village, Shih would deal with every problem

calmly and equitably.

If there was some dispute, people would always

come to ask his judgment, he would explain who was right and who was
wrong, and no-one ever went away dissatisfied with his decision.
People would sigh and say:
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than to have Master Ch'en despise you.”

When Yang Tz'u and Ch'en Tan

were appointed as dukes and ministers, and all the officials paid them
respects, they would sigh that Shih was the man worthy of the highest
positions, and they were ashamed to take precedence over him.
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CHAPTER 59

Chung-p'ing 5th year [l5•II•188-5.II.189]:

1887

In the spring, in the first month, on the day ting-yu [29.Il]
there was an amnesty for the empire.
In the second month there was a comet in Tzu-kungJ
Some remnants of the Yellow Turban rebels under Kuo T'ai made
a rising at Po-po valley in Hsi-ho.^

They ravaged T'ai-yüan and

Ho-tung commanderies.
In the third month the Chii-ko barbarians attacked and killed
Chang Yi, the Inspector of Ping Province.
The Grand Master of Ceremonies Liu Yen of Chiang-hsia, seeing
the many difficulties of the imperial house, made a proposal:
all directions there are soldiers and bandits.

"In

Since the authority

of the Inspectors is too slight there is no means of preventing
this.

Moreover, since unworthy men are appointed to office, this

represents further cause for rebellion.

The office of Inspector

should be changed to Governor, and strong ministers of good reputation
should be selected to occupy these posts."
For himself, Yen hoped to be appointed Governor of Chiao-chih.
1888

The Palace Attendant Tung Fu of Kuang-han spoke privately to Yen and
said:

"The capital district will fall into disorder, and the

territory of Yi Province has omens of the Son of Heaven."

So Yen

changed his plans and asked for Yi Province.
About this time, Ch'ih Chien, the Inspector of Yi Province,
was causing unrest by his levies for government service, and reports
were heard far off.

Then Keng Pi and Chang Yi were killed by bandits;

and so the court followed Yen's advice.

They chose men of ministerial

rank and from the Masters of Writing to be Governors of Provinces,
1889

each to hold office according to his original salary.

Yen was made

Governor of Yi Province, the Grand Coachman Huang Wan became Governor
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of Yü Province, and the Superintendant of the Imperial House Liu Yü of
Tung-hai became Governor of Yu Province.
the provinces begins from this.

3

The importance of office in

Yen was a descendant of the

Respectful King of Lu, Yü was a grandson in the fifth generation from
4
the Respectful King of Tüng-hai.
Yü had once been Inspector of Yu
Province, the barbarians and the people had admired his grace and
honesty, and so he was given the post.

Tung Fu and the Prefect of the

Grand Granary Chao Wei both left their offices and followed Yen into
Shu.
An edict ordered that the troops of the Southern Hsiung-nu
should be sent to help Liu Yü attack Chang Ch'un, and the Shan-yü
Ch'iang-chü sent the Worthy King of the East to lead cavalry to Yu
Province.

The people of the kingdom were afraid that there would be

no end to the levy of soldiers, and for this reason the Yu-pu hsi-lo

5

rebelled, joined up with the Chü-ko barbarians, more than a hundred
thousand men altogether, and attacked and killed C h ’iang-chü.

The

people of the kingdom set up his son the Worthy King of the West
Yü-fu-lo as Chih-chih-shih-chu-hou Shan-yü.
In the summer, in the fourth month, the Grand Commandant
Ts'ao Sung left office.
In the fifth month the Privy Treasurer of the Yung-lo Palace
Fan Ling of Nan-yang became Grand Commandant.
In the sixth month he left office.
Ma Hsiang, Chao Chih and other bandits of Yi Province raised
troops at Mien-chu, called themselves Yellow Turbans, and killed the
Inspector C h ’ih Chien.

They went forward and attacked Pa commandery

and Chien-wei, and in the space of ten days to a month they had
defeated and destroyed the forces of three commanderies.

Their army

was several ten thousand men, and Hsiang called himself Son of Heaven.
Chia Lung, an Attendant Official of the province, led officers and
people to attack Hsiang and the others.

After several days the rebels

were defeated and fled, the territory of the province was at peace,
390

and Lung collected his troops to receive Liu Yen.

Yen shifted his

administration to Mien-chu, settled the unrest, and was careful to
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act generously and to obtain the support of the people.
Seven of the commanderies and kingdoms had great floods.

7

Q

The son Yi of the former Grand Tutor Ch'en Pan
master of magic Hsiang K'ai
of Chi Provinca K'ai said:
eunuchs.

9

met the

at the residence of Vang Fen, Inspector

"The stars are not favourable to the

All the Yellow Gates and the Regular Attendants will surely

be destroyed."

Yi was glad of it.

happen, let us take the lead."

Fen said:

"If that is going to

So they called together the powerful

local families and sent a message to the capital to say that the
Black Mountain bandits were attacking commanderies and prefectures
and that they would need to raise troops.

At this time the Emperor

was intending to go on a tour of the north, to his old home in
Ho-chien.

Fen and the other conspirators planned to intercept the

party with their soldiers, kill all the Regular Attendants and the
officers of the Yellow Gates, and then depose the Emperor and set up
the Marquis of Ho-fei.*'<“>
consultant Ts'ao Ts'ao.

They told their plan to the GentlemanTs'ao said:

"Now to depose one emperor and

set up another is a most unfortunate business for the empire.

In

earlier times there were men who calculated success and failure,
worked out their policy and followed it through:
and Huo [Kuang].^

these were Yi [Yin]

Yi and Huo both acted honestly and with complete

loyalty, they held position as chief ministers and so held the power
of the government, and they were in agreement with the wishes of the
people.

For

these reasons they were able to calculate their

following and carry out the enthronement.

Now you are looking only

at the easy points of the past and you do not recognise the difficulties
of the present.

So you plan to do something out of the ordinary and

you are confident that it will succeed.

Isn't that dangerous?"

Fen

also spoke and discussed plans with Hua Hsin of P'ing-yuan and
T'ao-ch'iu Hung.
saying:

"A coup such as this is a great matter, even Yi and Huo found

it difficult.
fail."

Hung was prepared to join in, but Hsin stopped him,

Fen is inefficient, and no fighting man.

So Hung gave up the idea.

He is sure to

About this time, in the middle of

the night, there was a red light in the north stretching across the
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sky from east to west.

The Grand Clerk sent in a memorial:

"The north

conceals some secret plot, the Emperor should not travel there."
Emperor did not go.

The

Fen was ordered to disband his soldiers, and soon

afterwards he was recalled to the capital.
seal and tassel of office and fled.

Fen was afraid, he left his

He came to P'ing-yiian and killed

himself.
In the autumn, in the seventh month, the Colonel of the Archers
Who Shoot at a Sound Ma Mi-ti became Grand Commandant.
clansman of [Ma] Jung.

Mi-ti was a

12

In the eighth month there was established for the first time
the eight Colonels of the Western Garden:
391

the Junior Attendant of the

Yellow Gate Chien Shih was made Colonel of the First Army, the General
of the Gentlemen of the Household As Rapid As a Tiger Yuan Shao was
made Colonel of the Centre Army, the Colonel of the Garrison Cavalry
Pao Hung became Colonel of the Lower Army, the Gentleman-consultant
Ts'ao Ts'ao became Colonel Who Arranges the Army, Chao Jung became
Colonel of the Left Assisting the Army, Feng Fang became Colonel of the
Right Assisting the Army, the Grandee Remonstrant and Consultant Hsia
Mou became Colonel of the Left, and Ch'un-yii Ch'iung became Colonel of
the Right.

All were under the command of Chien Shih.

From the time of

the Yellow Turban rebellion the Emperor had paid attention to military
affairs.

Shih was strong and active and good at planning for war, the

Emperor himself appointed him and even the General-in-Chief was under
his orders.^
In the ninth month the Minister over the Masses Hsii Hsiang left
office, the Minister of Works Ting Kung was made Minister over the
Masses, and the Superintendant of the Imperial Household Liu Hung of
Nan-yang became Minister of Works.
The Commandant of the Palace Guard Tung Chung, Marquis of T'iao,
was made General of the Agile Cavalry.

Chung was the son of the elder

brother of the Yung-lo Empress-dowager.
In the winter, in the tenth month, the Yellow Turbans of Ching
and Hsii made another rising, and ravaged commandery and prefecture.
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Those who studied omens considered that the capital district would
have great military affairs, and that the two palaces would flow in blood.
The Emperor wanted to avoid this and he made a great levy of soldiers
from all directions and held manoeuvres below the P'ing-lo Observatory.

14

A great platform was set up, twelve ceremonial umbrellas were put on top
of it, with each umbrella a hundred feet high.

Northeast of that was a

smaller platform, again with nine ceremonial umbrellas, each ninety feet
high.

Several tens of thousands of infantry and cavalry were drawn up,

they made defended camps and formed line of battle.

On the day chia-tzu

[22.Xl], the Emperor himself came out to the army and halted below the
great umbrellas, while the General-in-Chief [Ho] Chin took his stand
below the smaller umbrellas.
horse, and he was hailed as

The Emperor wore armour and rode a mailed
General Supreme .

He went about the army

three times, then came back and handed the soldiers over to Chin.
The Emperor asked the Colonel Who Exterminates the Caitiffs.
Ho Hsiin:

"If I practise for war like this, what do you think of it?"

He replied:

"Your subject has heard that the former kings were

brilliant in their virtue and took no thought of weapons, but now there
are bandits far away and an army is raised close at hand.

That is no

way to show bravery, it is nothing but a waste of effort."
Emperor said:

"Excellent.

I am sorry you did not come earlier, for

not one of my ministers has said this before."
1392

The

Hsün said to Yuan Shao:

"The Emperor has a clear understanding, hut he is deceived by those
about him", and he made
Chien

plans with Shao to kill the favourites.

Shih was afraid and sent Hsiin off.to be Intendant of Ching-chao.
In the eleventh month Wang Kuo besieged C h 'en-ts'ang.

An edict

ordered that Huang-fu Sung be again appointed as General of the Left,
to take command over the General of the Van Tung Cho and to combine
forces and oppose Kuo with forty thousand men.
Chang Ch'un and Ch'iu-li Chü plundered in the four provinces of
Ch'ing, Hsii, Yu and Chi, and an edict ordered the Chief Commandant of
Cavalry Kung-sun Tsan to attack them. Tsan fought them at Shih-men,
15
in the dependent state.
Ch'un and his forces were completely
defeated and he abandoned his wife and children and fled across the
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border.

All the men and women that he had kidnapped were recovered.

Without waiting for reinforcements Tsan advanced deep into enemy
territory but then the tables were turned and he was besieged at
Kuan-tzu fortress in Liao-hsi by Ch'iu-li-chü and his army.

In more

than two hundred days, with his army scattered and his supplies
exhausted, five or six out of ten of his officers and men died.
Tung Cho said to Huang-fu Sung:

"Ch'en-ts'ang's position

is extremely dangerous, I beg to go quickly to relieve it.”
said:

Sung

"No, one may fight a hundred battles and be a hundred times

victorious, but it is far better to make the other man's soldiers
surrender without any fighting.

Although Ch'en-ts'ang is small, its

defences are strong and in good order
capture.

and it will not be easy to

Though Wang Kuo is strong, when he has attacked Ch'en-ts'ang

and has failed to take it, his army will certainly be in low spirits.
That is the way"to

When they are discouraged, we will attack them.
complete success.

Why would you relieve the city?"

Kuo attacked

Ch'en-ts'ang for more than eighty days, but he did not capture it.

Chung-p’ing 6th year [4.II.189-22.II.190]:1

In the spring, in the second month, Kuo's army was discouraged
amd wohn out.

He raised the siege and went

his men forward to attack him.

off.

Tung Cho said:

Huang-fu Sung sent

"You cannot do that.

By the rules of warfare, a desperate bandit is not pressed, a retreating
army is not pursued."

Sung said:

"No.

At first, I did not attack

because I wanted to avoid their early strength.
to take advantage of their weakness.
$93

Now I am attacking them

What I am attacking is an army

that is discouraged, not an army that is in retreat.

Moreover, Kuo's

army is running away and they have no intention of fighting.

With

disciplined troops we strike at confused ones, and this is no matter of
desperate bandits."
rear-guard.
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He went on alone to attack them and set Cho as the

In several battles he completely defeated them, and cut off
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more than ten txiousand heads.

Cho was ashamed and angry, and from

this time he had a grudge against Sung.
Han Sui and other leaders deposed Wang Kuo and forced the former
Prefect of Hsin-tu, Yen Chung of Han-yang, to take command of all their
forces.

Chung took ill and died, and Han and Sui and the others

struggled for power and began to kill one another.

From this they

gradually became weakened.
Liu Yü, Governor of Yu Province, arrived in his territory and
sent messengers with warnings among the Hsien-pi.

He demanded that

they send the heads of Chang Chü and Chang C h ’un, and they would be
well rewarded.

C h ’iu-li-chü and his allies heard that Yü had come

and were glad of it.
home.

Each sent messengers and they all went back

Chü and C h ’un fled across the border and all their followers

surrendered or scattered.

Yü sent in a memorial that all the troops

in camp should be disbanded, leaving only the Colonel Who Brings the
Caitiffs to Surrender Kung-sun Tsan in command of ten thousand horse
and foot camped in Yu-pei-p’ing.
In the third month Wang Cheng, a retainer of Chang C h ’un,
killed Ch'un and sent his

head to Yü.

Kung-sun Tsan wanted to

destroy the Wu-huan completely, but Yü planned to bring them to
submission by generosity and good faith.

As a result there was

enmity between him and Tsan.
In the summer, in the fourth month, on the day ping-tzu
[which is a mistake for ping-wu, 3 .III],

the first day of the

month, there was an eclipse of the sun.
The Grand Commandant Ma Mi-ti was dismissed: messengers were
immediately sent to appoint Liu Yü, the Governor of Yu Province, as
Grand Commandant.

4

He was enfeoffed as Marquis of Jung-ch'iu.

Chien Shih hated the General-in-Chief [Ho] Chin, and with all
the Regular Attendants he urged the Emperor to send Chin west to
attack Han Sui.

The Emperor agreed.

Chin learnt privately of the

plot, and he sent in a memorial that Yüan Shao should be sent to
collect the soldiers of the two provinces of Hsü and Yen.

In this

way he delayed action, because Shao had to come back before he
himself went to the west.
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Before this, several of the Emperor's children had died in childhood.
The Empress nee Ho gave birth to a son Pien, and he was brought up at the
house of a Taoist named Shih Tzu-iniao.
94

He was called Lord Shih.

The

Beauty nee Wang gave birth to a son Hsieh, and the Empress-dowager nee
Tung brought him up herself.

He was called Lord Tung.

asked that an Heir-apparent be named.

5

All the ministers

The Emperor held that Pien was

frivolous and without dignity, he intended to give the succession to Hsieh,
but he had not yet finally decided.

About this time he became very ill,

and he entrusted Hsieh to Chien Shih.

On the day ping-ch'en [13-V ], the

Emperor died in the Chia-te A.partments.
At this time Shih was in the palace, and he planned first to kill
Ho Chin and then to enthrone Hsieh.

He sent an invitation to Chin to come

and make plans with him, and Chin immediately mounted his chariot to go to
the palace.
Chin.

P'an Yin, a major in Shih's command, was an old friend of

He went to meet him and gave a warning look.

Chin took fright,

galloped straight back to his quarters and led the soldiers to camp at
7

Po-chün-ti.

There he announced that he was ill and could not come to

the palace.
On the day wu-wu [15-V ]
His age was fourteen sui.
held court.

Prince Pien was established as Emperor.

The Empress was honoured as Empress-dowager and

An amnesty was proclaimed for the empire and the reign-title

was changed to Kuang-hsi.

The Emperor's younger brother Hsieh was

enfeoffed as King of Po-hai.

Q

Hsieh was aged nine sui.

The General of

the Rear Yuan Wei was made Grand Tutor and took part in the control of
the affairs of the Masters of Writing with the General-in-Chief Ho Chin.
Chin controlled the government of the court.

Q

He was angry at Chien

Shih's plot against himself, and he secretly planned to kill him.

Yiian

Shao, through Chin's close dependent Chang Chin, urged Ho Chin to kill
all the eunuchs.

Because the Yüan clan had been honoured for generation

after generation, and because Shao and his younger cousin the General of
the Gentlemen of the Household As Rapid As a Tiger [Yiian] Shu were both
respected by the great families, Chin trusted them and gave them office.
He also made wide levy of men who were wise and able in planning:
Hsün Yu, Cheng T'ai of Ho-nan and others, more than twenty men.
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Ho Jung,
Jung was

made Palace Captain of the Northern Army, Yu was Gentleman in
Attendance
Writing.

the Yellow Gates, and T'ai became a Master of
Ho Chin trusted these men completely.

11

Yu was a great-

nephew of Shuang.
Chien Shih was anxious and uneasy.

He wrote to the Palace

Regular Attendants Chao Chung and Sung Tien:

’’The General-in-Chief

and his relatives have seized the state and usurp authority in the
1895

court.

Now, with the men of faction in the empire, they plan to kill

the attendants of the late Emperor and to destroy all our people.
He only hesitates because I control the imperial troops.

You two

should lock the doors of the palace, take him quickly, and kill him.”
The Palace Regular Attendant Kuo Sheng came from the same commandery
as Chin.

He had played some part in the fortunes of the Empress-

dowager and Chin, and he was a close ally of the Ho clan.
the discussions with Chao Chung and

He joined

his party, persuaded them to

reject Shih's plan, and then showed the letter to Chin.
keng-wu [27.v] Chin sent the Prefect of the Yellow Gates

On the day
to

arrest Shih and execute him, and then he took over his troops in
camp.
The General of the Agile Cavalry Tung Chung had made some
opposition to Ho Chin's authority, and the palace officers now made
him the figurehead of their party.

Whenever the Empress-dowager nee

Tung wanted to interfere in matters of government the Empress-dowager
nee Ho always stopped her.
her:

The Lady Tung was furious and shouted at

"Now you are powerful, you rely on your brother.'

I can order

the General of Agile Cavalry to cut; off Ho Chin's head as easily as
I turn my hand.'”

The Empress-dowager nee Ho heard this, and told

Chin of it.
In the fifth month Chin with the three Hikes memorialised:
"The Empress Hsiao-jen [i.e. the Empress-dowager nee Tung] ordered
the former Palace Regular Attendant Hsia Yiin and others to communicate
to the provincial and commandery governments that they should estimate
13
the taxes and send them all to the western palace.
According to
precedent, the retired empress should be ordered to leave the capital
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district,

and we request now that she shift residence to her own state.”

The memorial was approved.

On the day hsin-ssu [7.Vl] Chin raised troops

and surrounded the office of the General of Agile Cavalry.

He captured

Tung Chung, stripped him of his appointment, and Chung killed himself.
In the sixth month on the day hsin-hai [7-VIl] the Empress-dowager
nee Tung died suddenly from grief and fear.

Because of this the people

no longer accepted the Ho clan.
On the day hsin-yu [l7.VIl]
at Wen-ling.

the Hsiao-ling Emperor was buried

Ho Chin, taking warning from Chien Shih's plot, announced

that he was sick and neither attended the mourning nor accompanied the
funeral.
There were great floods.

15

In the autumn, in the seventh month, King Hsieh of Po-hai was
transferred to be King of Ch'en-liu.

The Minister over the Masses Ting

Kung left office.
Yuan Shao said to Chin:

"In the past, Tou Wu planned to kill the

palace favourites but he himself came to grief.
that he allowed word to leak out.

The only reason was

The soldiers of the five regiments

were all -afraid and submitted to the eunuchs, yet Tou relied on them and
so brought misfortune to himself.

16

[Miao] both control strong forces.

At the moment, you and your brother
Your leaders and the officers of

divisions are all men of brave and fine reputation, and they are ready
to do their utmost in carrying out your orders.
hands, this is opportunity sent by heaven.

Everything is in your

You, my general, should at

one stroke remove the evil from the empire, and so leave a name for
later generations.

You cannot let this chance slip."

Then Chin spoke

to the Empress-dowager, and he asked to dismiss all the Palace Regular
Attendants and those of lower rank, and to appoint Gentlemen of the
17
Household to fill their places.
The Empress-dowager would not hear
of it, and said:

"The eunuchs' control of the: forbidden apartments has

been a custom of the Han house from ancient times until now.
do away with it.

You cannot

Moreover, the late Emperor has only just left the world,

and how can I maintain dignity and respect if I deal with strange men face
to face?"
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Chin found it difficult to disregard the Empress-dowager's
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feelings, and yet he still wanted to punish the evil-doers.

Shao argued

that the eunuchs were close to the Emperor, sending out and taking in
orders, and unless this was stopped right away it would certainly cause
trouble later.

But the mother of the Empress-dowager, the Lady of

Wu-yang, and Ho Miao often received bribes and gifts from the eunuchs.
They knew Chin wanted to kill the attendants, and they spoke several
times to the Empress-dowager so that she would give protection.
also said:

They

"If the General-in-Chief takes action on his own authority

and kills eunuchs, he will be usurping power and will weaken the
government."

The Empress-dowager suspected this was true.

Chin had

only recently come to high position, and up to this time he had always
respected the eunuchs.

Though outwardly he seemed to be in pursuit of

a great name, inwardly he lacked decision, and so the matter remained
for a long time unsettled.
Shao and

the others again made plans, and called out the brave

leaders and the fighting men from all parts of the empire, and had
them lead troops towards the capital, to threaten the Empress-dowager.
Chin approved it.

His Master of Records Ch ’en Lin of Kuang-ling said:

"There is a proverb about

closing the eyes to catch a bird.

18

Now

if in small things one cannot use deceit to get what one wants, surely
this applies still more strongly in the great affairs of state?
can such things be done by trickery?

How

You hold all the imperial

authority, you hold all the essential military strength.

With the

leap of a dragon and the paces of a tiger, you may act as you will.
It is like pumping up a fire in a stove, to singe a hair.
only to be quick and display the thunder of your power.
1897

You have
Use your

judgment to make a decision and both heaven and man will approve it.
But if you let go your own strength and call in outside help, then
great military forces will collect and the strongest will be the best.
That can be described as turning a spear against yourself and passing
the handle to someone else.
are the steps to disorder."

Your plans will surely fail, and these
Chin would not listen.

The Colonel Who

Arranges the Army-TgJa'Q, Ts'ao heard, of it and lhpighed', paying: "The
offices of eunuchs, both ancient and modern should have them, but the
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lords of the time should not grant them such authority and favour, and
so let them come to this.
criminals among them.

To correct the trouble he must remove the

One jail officer is enough for that, so why is

he confused and calling soldiers in from outside?

If he plans to kill

them all, the affair will certainly leak out, and I can already see
his failure."
Before this, Emperor Ling had summoned Tung Cho to become Privy
Treasurer but Cho sent in a memorial saying:

"My Huang-chung auxiliaries

and the northern barbarians all came to me and said
been paid and our supplies have not come through.
are hungry and cold.'

'Our wages have not
Our wives and children

They pulled at my carriage so it could not move.

These barbarians have evil hearts and have as little patience as a dog;
I cannot control them, so I have stayed with them to keep them quiet.
there is anything different or unusual, I will report again."
court could do nothing.

20

If

The

Then the Emperor became seriously ill and an

imperial letter made Cho Governor of Ping Province and ordered him to
put his soldiers under Huang-fu Sung.

Cho sent another memorial:

"Undeservedly I have received your heavenly favour, I have held military
command for ten years, my

officers and soldiers

close in affection for a long tipe.

great and small have been

They are fond of my generous care,

and they would perform my commands at any emergency.

I beg to lead them

to the northern provinces, to work in the defence of the border."
nephew Li said to Sung:

"The control of the soldiers of the empire rests

between you and Tung Cho.There is already bad
one of you must lose out.

feeling between you, and

Cho has been ordered to hand his men over,

but he has sent a message to beg himself off:
imperial order.

this is disobeying an

He counts on the disordered government of the capital

and therefore he dares to delay and refuses to come:

898

wrongdoing.

These two things are unpardonable.

and perverse and has no loyal friends.
follow him.

Sung's

this is to embrace

Moreover, he is cruel

His officers and men will not

You are now the senior general.

If you punish him by the

authority of the state, above you will be brilliantly loyal, below you
will wipe out evil and harm.
Sung replied:
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This would be a 'good thing in every way."

"Though it is wrong to disobey commands, to punish on my
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own authority would also be worthy of blame.

It is best to send up a

clear account of this matter, and let the court decide it.“

He sent

in a memorial to report the situation, and the Emperor scolded Cho.
Cho paid no attention to the letter but lodged his troops in Ho-tung
to wait for the changes of time.
Ho Chin called on Cho to bring officers and men to the capital
district.

The Attendant Imperial Clerk Cheng T'ai protested, saying:

"Tung Cho is very hard and not very just, his ambitions have no limit.
If you use him for the imperial government and entrust him with great
affairs you will lose control over his evil intentions and you will
certainly endanger the court.

You yourself, by the force of your

close relationship to the throne and your virtue, hold the authority
of an 0-heng.

21

Make your decision and take action on your own to

destroy the criminals.

You can’t ask help from Cho.

delay the thing, changes will come.
far off,

22

Besides, if you

The example of the Yin is not 1

and you must make your 'mind up soon.

"

The Master of

Writing Lu Chih also said not to call on Cho, but Chin would follow
neither of them.
to Hsiin Yu:

T'ai resigned his office and went away, and he said

"It is not easy to assist Lord Hoi"

Chin's departmental officer Wang K'uang and the Chief
Commandant of Cavalry Pao Hsin both came from T'ai-shan.

Chin sent

them back to their own districts to raise troops, and at the same
time he ordered the Grand Administrator of Tung commandery, Ch'iao Mao,
to camp at Ch'eng-kao, and he sent the Chief Commandant Who is Martial
and Brave Ting Yuan to lead several thousand men to ravage Ho-nei and
23
burn Meng-chin.
The fire could be seen from the city. All was
under the pretext of punishing the eunuchs.
Tung Cho received the summons and set out at once.
sent another memorial:

"The Palace Regular Attendants Chang Jang and

others have usurped favour and played for advantage.
corrupted and disordered all within the seas.
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He also

They have

I have heard of men

fanning the fire to stop soup from boiling, but it is far better to
24
take away the firewood.
Though it may be painful to burst an abscess,
it is better than a cancerous growth.
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In ancient times Chao Yang raised

the armed men of Chin-yang to drive out the evil by the side of his
lord.

Now I sound the bells and the drums and go to Lo-yang..

25

I beg to arrest Jang and the others and so clear out evil and unclean
ness

The Empress-dowager still would not approve.

Chin and said:

/

"When we first came from. Nan-yang we none of us had

much money, and it was through the eunuchs of the inner palace that we

26
came to wealth and honour/'
lightly?

/

Ho Miao spoke to

In affairs of state how can you act

Water tipped out cannot be collected.

Think hard about it,

and then make peace with the eunuchs."
Cho came to Min-ch'ih, but then Chin became uncertain and sent
the Grandee Remonstrant and Consultant Ch'ung Shao with an imperial
order that he should halt.
continued on into Ho-nan.

Cho refused to accept the order and
Shao escorted him politely, and then again

showed him the order to withdraw his army.

Cho suspected there was

some trick and sent some of his men to frighten Shao, but Shao was angry
and abused them, for defying the imperial command.

All the soldiers

scattered, and then he went on, faced up to Cho and accused him of
disloyalty,

Cho was quite taken aback, and he led the army away to

Hsi-yang village.

Shao was the grandson of [Ch'ung] Hao.^ 1

Yuan Shao was afraid Chin would change his plans, so urged him
on saying:

"The battle-lines are drawn.

The plans are known, how can

you go on waiting and not make up your mind?

If the affair is delayed

too long, things will change and you will be a second Tou Wu."

Chin

made Shao Director of the Retainers and granted him credentials with
28
authority to execute and to decide cases on his own.The Gentleman
of the General Staff Wang Yün became Intendant of Ho-nan,

Shao

ordered those military officers of Lo-yang who were expert in strategy
to make examination of the eunuchs, and he encouraged Tung Cho and the
other leaders to send in memorials post-haste, asking to come forward
to the P ’ing-lo Observatory,

The Empress-dowager was afraid.

She

dismissed all the Palace Regular Attendants and the Junior Attendants
of the Yellow Gates, and ordered them to return to their own homes.
There only remained the family retainers, set by Chin to guard the
inner apartments.
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The eunuchs all went to Chin and apologised and said
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they would be at his service.

Chin said to them:

danger, and it's all your fault.
1900

had better go home quickly."

Now Tung Cho is coming, and you

Yuan Shao urged Chin to take the

opportunity and settle with them.
would not have it.

"The empire is in ^

He repeated three times, but Chin

Then Shao wrote more letters to all the provincial

and commandery governments.

He pretended that he was writing at Chin'

orders, but had them seize and hold the eunuchs'

families.

eunuchs became frightened and thought of rebellion.

Chang Jang's

son's wife was the younger sister of the Empress-dowager; Jang faced
his daughter-in-law and kowtowed and said:

"I am old and I am at

fault, I should go back with you to a private life.

But my family

have received imperial favour for generations, and even though I must
leave the palace apartments my heart still holds a great attachment
to them.

I wish to go once more into the forbidden palace,

to be able

for a moment to behold far off the countenance of her majesty,
Empress-dowager.

Then I would retire

due without regret."

the

to the mud of the ditches and

His son's wife spoke to the Lady of Wu-yang,

and she went in and told the Empress-dowager, and then it was ordered
that all the eunuchs could return to their apartments.
In the eighth month, on the day wu-ch'en [22.IX] Chin went
29
into the Ch'ang-lo Palace,
spoke to the Empress-dowager and asked
that all the eunuchs be executed.

The Palace Regular Attendants

Chang Jang and Tuan Kuei spoke to one another and said:
General-in-Chief said he was ill.

He did not attend the mourning,

and did not accompany the funeral.
palace, what does this mean?

"The

Now he has suddenly come to the

Is the Tou business coming again?"

They sent someone to hide and listen and he heard everything that was
said.

Then they led several tens of men of their party to take

weapons and enter quietly from a side-room and hide behind the palace
door.

Chin came out, and they pretended to have the Empress-dowager's

orders to call him back, and he went in and sat by a side-entrance to
the apartments.

Jang and the others said to him:

disorders did not come by our fault.
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"The empire's

When the late Emperor was angry

with the Empress-dowager and she was on the brink of destruction, we
managed with tears to save her and each of us gave thousands and tens
of thousands of our family wealth to bring harmony and pleasure to the
Emperor’s mind.
/

All we wanted was to be under the patronage of your

.

house.

And now you want to destroy us and our families, isn't this too

much?"

Then Ch'ii Mu, Supervisor .of the

lace:.-Workshop, drew a .sWord and

cut off Chin's head before the Chia-te Apartments.

Jang, Kuei and the

others composed an edict appointing the former Grand Commandant Pan
Ling as Colonel Director of the Retainers and the Privy Treasurer Hsii
Hsiang as Intendant’’of Ho-nan.
edict block they questioned it:

When the Masters of Writing got the
"We ask that the General-in-Chief

come out and talk this over with us."
901

The Palace Attendants Within the

Yellow Gates took Chin's head and tossed it to the Masters of Writing
and said:

"Ho Chin planned to rebel, he has already been executed."

Wu K'uang and Chang Chang, officers of Chin's forces, were
outside the palace when they heard that Chin had come to harm.

They

wanted to lead soldiers inside, but the palace door^ were closed.
The General of the Gentlemen of the Household As Rapid As a Tiger Yuan
Shu joined K'uang and chopped and attacked them.
weapons and defended the doors.
Shu set fire to the Ch'ing-so
out Jang and the others.

The eunuchs took up

Just then the sun went down, and
Gate of the Southern Palace to frighten

Jang and his party went in to tell the

Empress-dowager, and said that the troops of the General-in-Chief were
in rebellion, burning the palace and attacking the gate of the Office
of the Masters of Writing.

Then they led the Empress-dowager, the

Little Emperor and the King of Ch'en-liu, compelling the subordinate
officers of the palace to assist them, and they followed a covered way
30
and fled to the Northern Palace.
The Master of Writing Lu Chih held
a halberd below the window on the path and looked at Tuan Kuei and told
out his crimes.

Kuei was afraid and let go the Empress-dowager, and

she ran through a side-door and escaped.
Yüan Shao and his uncle Wei forged imperial orders, summoned up
Fan Ling and Hsü Hsiang and beheaded them.

Shao and Ho

troops and camped below the Chu-ch'iieh Tower.
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Miao led

They caught Chao Chung

and some others and cut off their heads.

Wu K'uang had earlier been

angry that Ho Miao had not agreed with Chin, and he also suspected
that he had planned things with the eunuchs, so he issued an order to
the army saying:

’’The man that killed the General-in-Chief was the

General of Chariots and Cavalry [Ho Miao].
can't you take revenge on him?"
our lives for it."

You officers and soldiers,

All wept and said:

"We would give

Then K'uang led troops, with Tung Cho's younger

brother Min, Chief Commandant of the Emperor's Equipages, and they
attacked Miao and killed him and exposed his body in the park.
Then Shao closed the gates of the Northern Palace and urged
his soldiers to seize all the eunuchs, without respect for young or
old, and to kill them.

Altogether some two thousand people '[died].

Some men with, no beards ? were killed by mistake.

Shao sent soldiers

forward to clear the palace, and some climbed the Tuan-men Buildings
to attack the inner apartments.
On the day keng-wu [24.IX] Chang Jang, Tuan Kuei and others
were in difficulty and distress, so they led the Emperor and the King
31 '
of Ch'en-liu and several tens of men on foot out of the Ku Gate
and they came by night to the Hsiao-p'ing Ford.

[The Emperor had
1
32
come in such haste he couldj not bring the six seals with him.
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None of the dukes or ministers could follow, only the Master of Writing
33
Lu Chih and the Head of the Central Precinct of Ho-nan
Min Kung
came by night to the river.
and the others, saying:
you."

With a stern voice Kung confronted Jang

"Now, unless you die quickly, I will kill

He drew his sword and beheaded several men.

Jang and the

others, in fear and dread,clasped fingers and bowed twice and kowtowed
towards the Emperor and said:
take care of yourself."

"Now we must die.

May your majesty

They threw themselves into the river and

drowned.
Kung helped the Emperor and the King of Ch'en-liu to go on foot,
following the light of glow-worms, southwards by night.

They wanted

to return to the palace, and after several li they found a commoner's
open cart and rode in it together.
stopped.
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When they came to Lo-she they

On the day hsin-wei [25*ix] the Emperor rode by himself on
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one horse, the King of Ch'en-liu and Kung rode together on another and
they went south from Lo-she.

Then some of the dukes and ministers made

their appearance.
Tung Cho had come to the Hsien-yang Park and far off he had seen
fires rise up.

Realising there was a revolt, he led his troops quickly

forward and came to the west of the city before it was light.

There he

learnt that the Emperor was in the north, and with the dukes and
ministers he went to offer a welcome below the Pei-mang Slope.

The

Emperor saw Cho come up suddenly, leading armed men, and he was frightened
and wept.

The Dukes said to Cho:

troops."

Cho said:

"There is an imperial order to withdraw

"You are all great ministers of the state, but you

cannot put the royal house in order.You have brought the Emperor to
a homeless wanderer, what is this about withdrawing troops?"

be

Cho spoke

with the Emperor, but could not get a clear explanation, then he spoke
with the King of Ch'en-liu and asked the reason for the misfortune and
disorder.

The King described events

from first to last with nothing

left out.

Cho was very pleased.

was impressed with the King, and

He

moreover since he had been brought up by the Empress-dowager nee Tung,
and since Cho himself was of the same clan as the Empress-dowager,

34

he

then had the idea of dismissing the Emperor and setting up the King.
On this day [hsin-wei, 25.IX] the Emperor returned to the palace.
There was an amnesty for the empire and the era Kuang-hsi became
Chao-ning.

The Great Seal of State

seals were recovered.
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had been lost but all the other

Ting Yüan was made Bearer of the Golden Mace.

The Chief Commandant of Cavalry Pao Hsin had enlisted soldiers from
T'ai-shan and had just come back.

He spoke to Yuan Shao and said:

"Tung Cho holds a strong force, and he will be inclined to rebellion.
If you don't make plans against him soon you will certainly fall into his
hands.

When he first comes he will be weary and exhausted, attack him

and you can take him."
503

Shao was afraid of Cho and did not dare to act.

So Hsin led his soldiers back to T'ai-shan.
When Tung Cho came into the capital his footsoldiers and horsemen
were no more than three thousand.

He was worried that his soldiers were

too few and he was afraid that they would not be widely respected.
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So

for four or five days on end he sent out the army by night into camp
and then at daybreak they returned in great array with flags and
drums, to look as if further troops were coming up from the west.
Nobody in Lo realised the trick.

In a short time the followers of

Ho Chin and his brother Miao had all turned to Cho, and Cho also
arranged in secret for Ting Yuan's own follower, Major Lü Pu from
Wu-yiian, to kill Yuan and take over his forces.
army became very much stronger.
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At this Cho's

Then he hinted to the court that

since it had been raining for a long time the Minister of Works Liu
Hung should be dismissed.

An order was issued to this effect and

Tung Cho was given the vacant post.
Before this, Ts'ai Yung had been banished to the north;
shortly afterwards there was an amnesty and he was able to return.
Wang Chih, Grand Administrator of Wu-yiian and younger brother of
Wang Fu, reported that Yung had spoken against the court.

Yung then

fled -to the southern rivers and the sea, and he was an exile for
twelve years.
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Tung Cho heard his reputation and summoned him, but

he pleaded sick and would not come.
"I can destroy a man's family."

Cho was angry and swore:

Yung was afraid and obeyed the order,
70

and when he arrived he was appointed Libationer.
with the greatest respect and rose to high rank.

He was treated
In the space of

three days he passed through three offices, and he was appointed a
Palace Attendant.
Tung Cho spoke to Yuan Shao:

"The master of the empire

should be worthy and understanding: whenever I think of Emperor Ling
I get angry.

Lord Tung [Liu Hsieh] seems possible.

If I should

give him the throne, would he be better than Lord Shih [Liu Pien]?
Some men may show a little wisdom in some things but great foolishness
in others, yet they always look capable and wise.

39
clan is no longer fit to govern."

Shao said:

Perhaps the Liu
"The house of Han

has ruled the empire for more than four hundred years, its grace and
favour have penetrated all through the realm, and the people look up
to it.

Now the Emperor is rich in years, and he has not yet shown

the empire anything less than perfection.
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You want to do away with

the son of the legal wife and set in place the son of the concubine, but
I am afraid the people will not follow your argument."
sword and shouted at Shao:

"You fool to dare act like this.

of the nation, aren't they my concern?
contradict me?

If I want to do it, who shall
Shao

"The strong men of the empire, are they only Lord

He drew the sword from his belt, gave a casual salute, and went

straight out.
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The affairs

Are you saying Tung Cho's sword is not sharp?"

flew into a rage:
Tung?"

Cho took his

Cho was new come to power, and he realised that Shao came

from a great family and so he did not dare to harm him. Shao hung his
40
tokens of office on the Shang-tung Gate
and fled to Chi Province.
In the ninth month,on the day kuei-yu [27-IX] Cho held a great
assembly of the officials, raised his head and said: "The Emperor is
ignorant and weak, he cannot maintain the imperial temples nor act as
master of the empire.

Now I plan to follow the examples of Yi Yin and

Huo Kuang and set up the King of Ch'en-liu.

What about it?"

The dukes,

the ministers and the lowe'r officers were all afraid and flustered and
no-one dared to oppose it.

Cho said again:

policy and [T'ien] Yen-nien held the sword.^

"Formerly Huo Kuang settled
Anyone who dared injure

the great design was dealt with by military law."
were shaken.

All those present

Only the Master of Writing Lu Chih said:

"Formerly

T'ai-chia held position and had no understanding, the faults of Ch'ang-yi
42
were more than one thousand, so there was reason for the deposition.
Now the

Emperor is rich in years and in

lack of virtue.

his actions there has been no

This does not match the affairs of the past."

was extremely angry and left his seat.

Cho

He was going to kill Chih but

Ts'ai Yung pleaded for him and the Gentleman-consultant P'eng Po also
argued:

"Lu the Master of Writing is one of the leading scholars of the

empire,

and men look up to him.

tremble

for fear."

from office.

If you harm him the whole country will

So Cho stopped, and

did no more than dismiss Chih

Chih fled secretly to Shang-ku.

for deposition to the Grand Tutor Yuan Wei.

Cho showed his arguments
Wei said that he approved.

On the day chia-hsü [28.ix] Cho again called together all the
officers to the front apartments of Ch'ung-te, and then he compelled
the Empress-dowager to arrange the dismissal of the Little Emperor.
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He said:

"The Emperor in mourning lacked the feeling of a son, his

dignity and his manners are not worthy of a ruler.

We depose him

now to be King of Hung-nung and we establish King Hsieh of Ch'en-liu
Emperor."

Yuan Wei then took off the Emperor's seal and ribbon and

presented them to the King of Ch'en-liu.

He assisted the King of

Hung-nung to descend the hall, face to the north and proclaim
himself subject.

The Empress-dowager muffled her sobs, all the

ministers restrained their grief, and no-one dared to speak.
Cho also announced:

"The Empress-dowager made the Lady of

the Yung-lo Palace uneasy and miserable and she even had her die
of grief, against the true behaviour of daughter-in-law to mother."
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He shifted the Empress-dowager to the Yung-an Palace.
There was an amnesty for all the empire and the era was
changed from Chao-ning to Yung-Han.

On the day ping-tzu [3 0 .IX]

Cho poisoned and killed the Empress-dowager nee H o . The dukes and
ministers and other officers did not wear linen clothes and at her
44
burial ceremony there was only white clothing.
Cho also tore
up Ho Miao's coffin, took out his body, broke up the joints and
abandoned it on the roadside.
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He killed Miao's mother the Lady of

Wu-yang and abandoned her body in a hedge of brambles in the park.
The sons and younger brothers of dukes and ministers and
lower officials were summoned and appointed as Gentlemen to take
the place of the eunuchs and to be in attendance at. the palace.
On the day yi-yu

[lO.x]

made Commander-in-Chief 45

the Grand Commandant Liu Yii was

and enfeoffed as Marquis of Hsiang-fei.

Tung Cho made himself Grand Commandant and took control of the
affairs of the General of the Van.

He also took Seal and

Credentials of authority, Battle-axe and Ceremonial Axe, and
46
Gentlemen As Rapid As a Tiger.
His fief was changed to the
marquisate of Mei.
On the day ping-hsü [11.X ] the Grand Palace Grandee Yang Piao
was made Minister of Works.

On the day chia-wu [19-X] the Governor

of YÜ Province, Huang Wan, was made Minister over the Masses.
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Tung Cho made all the dukes send in memorials to justify the
actions of Ch'en Fan, Tou Wu and the other men of faction.

All their

titles were restored to them, messengers were sent to mourn and make
sacrifice, and their sons and grandsons were selected for office.
From the sixth month until this month it was raining.
In the winter, in the tenth month, on the day yi-ssu [29.x] they
47
buried the Empress Ssu of Emperor Ling.
The Po-po bandits ravaged Ho-tung and Tung Cho sent his officer
Niu Fu to attack them.
Before this, the Southern Shan-yü Yii-fu-lo had come to power, but
those of the state who had killed his father made a rebellion and set up
Hsii-pu-ku-tu-hou as Shan-yii.
help.

Yii-fu-lo came to the capital to ask for

Shortly afterwards Emperor Ling died and the empire was in great

disorder.

Yii-fu-lo led several thousand horsemen, joined forces with

the Po-po bandits, and plundered commanderies and prefectures.

All the

people gathered together for protection, there was no profit in plunder,
and the soldiers were often defeated and suffered several casualties.
They wanted to go back to their own country, but the people there refused
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to take them in, so they camped at P'ing-yang in Ho-tung.
year as Shan-yii, Hsii-pu-ku-tu-hou died.

After only one

So the southern court had no-one

in the office and an old king carried out the affairs of the state.
In the eleventh month Tung Cho was made Chancellor of State,
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with authority to perform obeisance without calling his own name, to enter
court without quickening step, and to be in the hall of audience with
sword and shoes.
In the twelfth month, on the day wu-hsii [19-H.190] the Minister
over the Masses Huang Wan was made Grand Commandant, the Minister of Works
Yang Piao became Minister over the Masses and the Superintendant of the
Imperial Household Hsün Shuang became Minister of Works.
Before this, the Master of Writing

Chou Pi of Wu-wei and the Colonel

of the City Gates Wu Ch'iung of Ju-nan had suggested to Tung Cho that he
should reform the government of Emperors Huan and Ling, and that he should
give office to the famous scholars of the empire in order to gain the
hearts of*the people.
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He commissioned Pi and

Ch'iung, with the Master of Writing Cheng T'ai and

the Chief Clerk

Ho Jung, to sift out the dishonest and wicked men and to bring
forward those who were unjustly neglected in the past.
Summons were sent to those scholars of local reputation
who had yet received no official rank, Hsün Shuang, Ch'en Chi, Han
Jung and Shen-t'u P'an.

Shuang was appointed Chancellor of P'ing-yuan,

he was transferred to Wan-ling and then shifted to

be Superintendant

of the Imperial Household; in that post he attended to his duties for
three days and was then advanced to be Minister of Works.

From the

time he received the summons to his promotion to ducal rank was
altogether ninety-three days.

Chi became General of the Gentlemen of

the Household for All Purposes and Jung became Grand Herald.
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the son of Shih, Jung was the son of Shao.

Chi was

Shuang and the others

all feared Cho's cruelty and none dared to refuse.

Only Shen-t'u P'an,

when he received the order of summons and was urged to go, laughed and
made no further reply.

In the end Cho could not force him to come:

he was over seventy years, and he died of old age.

Cho also made the

Master of Writing Han Fu Governor of Chi Province, the Palace Attendant
Liu Tai Inspector of Yen Province, and K'ung Chou of Ch'en-liu
Inspector of Yu Province.

Chang Miao of Tung-p'ing became Grand

Administrator of Ch'en-liu, Chang Tzu of Ying-ch'uan became Grand
Administrator of Nan-yang.

Cho's personal favourites were not given

important posts, they only became Generals of the Gentlemen of the
Household or Colonels.
An edict abolished the three era-names of Kuang-hsi, Chao-ning
and Yung-Han [so the year was again counted as the sixth of Chung-p'ing].
Tung Cho by nature was cruel and vindictive, he had come suddenly
to supreme power and he controlled all the armour and weapons and
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valuables of the empire.

His authority made all men tremble, and his

ambitions knew no limit.

He said to his attendants:

"It is written
50
on my countenance that I should gain the highest honours."
When the

Attendant Imperial Clerk Jao-lung Tsung went to Cho to make a report,
he failed to take off his sword.

He was at once beaten to death.

At

this time, in Lo-yang the mansions of the nobility and of the imperial
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relatives stood one beside another, and every house was filled with
treasure of gold and silk.

Cho let loose his soldiers to break into

their buildings, to rob and plunder their property and to seize and
force into marriage their wives and daughters, not sparing high
position nor relationship to the Emperor.

The people’s spirits were

fallen in terror and there was no certainty from dawn to dusk.
Cho offered rewards and tried eagerly to capture Yiian Shao.
Chou Pi and Wu Ch'iung argued with Cho:

"To dismiss one emperor and

set up another, these are great matters, quite beyond the powers of
ordinary men.

Yuan Shao could not appreciate such a great action,

and he fled away because he was frightened, not because he had any
idea of rebellion.

But if you continue to seek him so anxiously this

will certainly make him think of opposing you.

The Yüan family has

been distributing favours for four generations.

Their clients, and

people who have served under them, are everywhere in the empire.
If he calls for fighting men to collect and for an army to follow him,
bold warriors will come with him and make a rising, and you will hold
nothing to the east of the mountains. 51
Ihr the best policy would be
to pardon him and appoint him Administrator of a commandery.

Shao

will be pleased to escape punishment and will certainly cause no
trouble."

Cho accepted this and at once made Shao Grand Administrator

of Po-hai and enfeoffed him as Marquis of K ’ang-hsiang.

He also appointed

Yuan Shu as General of the Rear and Ts'ao Ts'ao as Colonel of Resolute
Cavalry.
Shu was afraid of Cho and fled to Nan-yang.
name and escaped towards the east.

As he passed through Chung-mou, the

Chief of a commune became suspicious of him.
him to the office of the prefecture.

Ts'ao changed his

He arrested Ts'ao and sent

The prefecture had already received

Cho's letter, but everything was in confusion and only the Officer of the
Department of Merit knew that this man was Ts'ao.
one of the foremost men in the empire should
the Prefect to release him.

He felt it wrong that

be a prisoner, and he told

Ts'ao came to Ch'en-liu, sold off his family

property, and collected together five thousand soldiers.
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At this time many of the fighting men of the empire were
planning to rebel against Cho.

Yuan Shao was in Po-hai, but Han Fu,

Governor of Chi Province, sent a number of Attendant Officials to
the commandery to keep him under control, and Shao could make no move.
The Grand Administrator of Tung commandery, Ch'iao Mao, forged
letters as sent by the three Dukes in the capital to the provinces
and commanderies, setting out C ho's faults and crimes, and saying:
"We are oppressed and can do nothing to help ourselves.

We look

eagerly for loyal troops to free the state from harm and danger."
1908

Fu received one of these letters and he asked the members of
staff:

"Now, should we help the Yüan clan or the Tung clan?"

Attendant Official at Headquarters Liu Tzu-hui said:

Tzu-hui went on:

The

"You raise

soldiers for the state, how can you talk of Yuan and Tung?"
in shame.

his

Fu blushed

"War is bad, and you shouldn't start it.

Wait and see what the other provinces do.

If they take action, you can

join them, and since Chi Province is one of the most powerful, you will
always be entitled to a position of importance."

Fu agreed.

Then he

wrote to Shao, discussing C h o 's wrong-doing, and approving Shao's levy
of troops.

Ch'u-p'ing 1st year [23*11•190-11.II.191]:

In the spring, in the first month, all the provinces and
commanderies east of the passes raised troops to attack Tung Cho.

Yuan

Shao, Grand Administrator of Po-hai, was elected leader of the alliance.
Shao named himself General of Chariots and Cavalry, and the other
1
leaders also gave themselves temporary commissions.
Shao and the
Grand Administrator of Ho-nei, Wang K'uang, camped in Ho-nei, while the
Governor of Chi Province, Han Fu, stayed at Yeh to attend to the
provisions of the army.
in Ying-ch'uan.

K'ung Chou, Inspector of Yu Province, camped

The Inspector of Yen Province, Liu Tai; the Grand

Administrator of Ch'en-liu, Chang Miao;

Miao's younger brother Ch'ao,

the Grand Administrator of Kuang-ling; the Grand Administrator of Tung
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commandery, Ch'iao Mao; the Grand Administrator of Shan-yang, Yuan Yi;
the Chancellor of Chi-pei, Pao Hsin; with Ts'ao Ts'ao all camped at
Suan-tsao.

The General of the Rear Yüan Shu camped at Lu-yang.

of the armies numbered several tens of thousands.

Most of the warriors

had turned to Yuan Shao, only Pao Hsin said to Ts'ao Ts'ao:
ability to make good plans is very rare.

Each

"The

You are the one man who can

end the confusion and bring order in its place.

Shao is not the right

man, and even though he is powerful, he will come to nothing in the end.
But you have come like a sign from heaven."
On the day hsin-hai [4.Ill] there was an amnesty for the empire.^
'Z

[in the second month] on the day kuei-yu [26.Ill]
the Prefect of the Gentlemen of the Palace

4

Tung Cho had

Li Ju poison and kill King

Pien of Hung-nung.
Cho was considering a great levy of troops to attack east of the
mountains, but the Master of Writing Cheng T'ai said: "Government lies in
virtue, not in armies."

Cho was not pleased, and said:

that way, do you mean that soldiers are useless?"

"When you talk

T'ai said:

"I didn't

say that but I don't think that there is any need to send a large army
against the rebels east of the mountains.

You came from the western

provinces, you commanded soldiers when you were still young, and you
are well trained in the arts of war.

Yuan Pen-ch'u [i.e. Yüan Shao] is a

descendant of great ministers, he was born at the capital and he has
always lived there.
Tung-p'ing.
audience.

Chang Meng-cho [i.e. Chang Miao] is an old man from

All he knows about is how to sit politely in the halls of
K'ung Kung-hsü [i.e. K'ung Chou] has pure conversation and

impressive talk, so eloquent that he can bring withered things to life
just by breathing on them.

But none of them are any use in dealing with

military affairs, and now they have taken up arms against you they are
simply not in your class.

Further, they have no authority from the

Emperor, and their ranks are in complete disorder.

Each of them will

rely on his own strength, and each will stand by like a chess-man to see
what happens to the others.
in their attacks.
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They will never agree on plans nor co-operate

And besides all this, east of the mountains there has
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been peace for a long time and the people have no experience in
fighting.

West of the passes they have suffered the ravages of the

Ch'iang barbarians, and even the women and girls can carry a bow
and fight.

The men of Ping and Liang and the barbarian auxiliaries

are feared throughout the empire.

You hold them as teeth and claws,

as if you were driving tigers and rhinoceroses against dogs and
sheep, or calling up the violent wind to sweep away dead leaves.
Who will dare to oppose them?

However, if

you call up troops

unnecessarily to frighten the empire, then you will cause the people
who are afraid of being conscripted to collect together and rebel.
You would abandon virtue to rely on force,*and so you would lose
both majesty and prestige.”

Cho was pleased.

Because of the strength of the forces east of the mountains,
Tung Cho planned to shift the capital away from them.
ministers did not want it, but none dared to speak.

The dukes and
Cho recommended

that the Intendant of Ho-nan, Chu Chun, become Grand Coachman and
act as his assistant.

A messenger brought the summons to office,

but Chun excused himself and would not accept.

Then he said:

"If

the Emperor moves west, he will certainly destroy the hopes of the
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empire, because he will be confirming the rift with the east of the
mountains.

I don't see any advantage in that."

The messenger said:

"You were called on to receive an appointment and you have turned
it down.

Nothing was said about shifting the capital, and yet you

talked about it.

Why is this?"

Chen said:

"Assistant to the

Chancellor, that is not a position I am competent to fill.

Shifting

the capital is ill-considered, and that is something important.
I excuse myself from what I cannot manage, and I speak of things
that are important:

such is the duty of a subject."

So he was not

made assistant.
Cho called a great assembly of the dukes and ministers and
said:

"Kao-tsu set the capital within the passes,

5

and eleven

generations afterwards Kuang-wu made his palace at Lo-yang.
now it is again eleven generations.

Up to

According to the Shih-pao

prophecies^ we should shift the capital to Ch’ang-an to follow the
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All the officers were silent.

will of heaven and man.

over the Masses Yang Piao said:

"To shift the capital and to change

the laws are great affairs of the empire.
shifted to Po and the

The Minister

In ancient times P'an-keng

people of Yin all found fault.

7

In the past,

the land within the passes suffered with the ruin and destruction of
Wang Mang, and it was for this reason that Kuang-wu changed the
capital to the city of Lo.
peace and contented.

For years on end the people have been at

If you now make plans, without good reason, to

abandon the temples of the imperial clan and to leave the imperial
tombs, then I am afraid that the people will tremble in fear and it
will certainly cause confusion like a boiling broth.
prophecies are nothing but superstition.
Cho said:

The Shih-pao

How can you trust them?"

"The land within the passes is rich and abundant, and that

is why Ch'in was able to destroy all the six rival states.

Moreover,

west of the Lung mountains there is timber produced and at Tu-ling
there is the kiln and furnace of Emperor Wu.
into it, we can manage the job in a day.
about them?

If we put some effort

As for the people, who cares

If anyone stops I will drive them on with my soldiers,

and that way I could make them go all the way to the sea!"

Piao said:

"To stir up the empire is extremely easy, to soothe it down is extremely
difficult.
said:

If only you would think it over!"

Cho changed colour and

"Do you obstruct the affairs of the state?"

Huang Wan said:

The Grand Commandant

"This is a question of national importance, shouldn't

you pay some thought to Lord Yang's argument?"

Cho made no reply.

The. Minister of Works Hsün Shuang saw that Cho had already made up his
mind, and he was afraid he might harm Piao and his supporters.
spoke soothingly and said:
pleasure in this?

"How can the Chancellor of State have

The soldiers east of the mountains are in rebellion

and we can't put them down in a day.
in order to deal with them.
Former Han."

So he

We

have to shift the capital

This is just like the time of Ch'in and

Cho became a little less angry.

Wan left the assembly,

but he continued to protest.
In the second month, on the day yi-hai [28.Ill] Cho memorialised
that because of disasters and strange happenings, Wan and Piao and some
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others should be dismissed.

The Superintendant of the Imperial

Household Chao Ch'ien was made Grand Commandant and the Grand
1911

Coachman Wang Yün was made Minister over the Masses.

The Colonel of

the City Gates Wu Ch'uang and the Colonel Who Controls the Army Chou
Pi strongly opposed shifting the capital.

Cho was very angry and said:

"When I first came to court you urged me to use fine scholars.

I

accepted your advice and all these men came to office, and now they
have raised troops against me.

You let me down.

people who are untrustworthy?'*

On the day keng-ch'en

arrested Ch'iung and Pi and had them beheaded.

How can I use

[2.ix] he

Yang Piao and Huang

Wan were frightened, and they went to apologise to Cho.

Then Cho

was sorry that he had killed Ch'iung and Pi and he recommended that
Piao and Wan be restored to office as Imperial Household Grandees.
Cho summoned the Intendant of Ching-chao, Ho Hsiin, to be
Gentleman-consultant.

At this time the General of the Left

Huang-fu

Sung held command of thirty thousand soldiers at camp in Fu-feng.
Hsün made secret plans with Sung to attack Cho.

Shortly afterwards

Cho also called Sung to become Colonel of the City Gates.
Chief Clerk Liang Yen said to Sung:

Sung's

"Tung Cho ravages and plunders

the capital city, he dismisses and sets up according to his whim.
Now he has called for you.

If things turn out badly, you will suffer

danger and ill fortune, and at the very least you will surely be
humiliated and made miserable.

Take your opportunity now, while Cho

is still in Lo-yang and the Son of Heaven is coming to the west.
Lead your men to receive the Emperor, accept a command to attack the
rebels, summon troops and assemble leaders.

Then the Yuan will press

on the east of him and you will be attacking him from the west.
That will catch him'" * Sung did not agree, and he went to obey the
summons.

Because his forces were too weak to stand alone Hsün also

went back to the capital district.
Cavalry.

Cho made Hsün Colonel of the Elite

The Intendant of Ho-nan, Chu Chün, spoke to Cho on military

matters, but Cho cut him short, saying:

"I have fought a hundred

battles and gained a hundred victories.

My mind is made up.

more of your nonsense and I will dirty my sword on you."
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Ho Hsün said:

"In ancient times, Wu-ting had understanding but he still sought wise

g

rebuke.

This is still more true for one like you, but yet you want

to silence men's mouths."

Cho agreed that he had been wrong.

Cho sent an army to Yang-ch'eng.

The people had gathered for

a village meeting and the soldiers beheaded them all.
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They took the

heavy carts, loaded on the women and girls, bound the heads to the
shafts, and returned singing and shouting to Lo to say that they had
attacked bandits and taken a great number of prisoners.

Cho set fire

to the heads and burnt them, and made the women and girls become maid
servants and concubines for his soldiers.
On the day ting-hai [9 .IV] the Emperor moved west.

Tung Cho

arrested all the men of wealthy houses, put them to death for wrongdoing
and evil, and confiscated their property.

The dead could not be counted.

All the rest of the people, millions of them, were driven to Ch’ang-an.
Horsemen and foot-soldiers hurried them on, they trod one another down
in confusion.

Starving and hungry they ravaged and plundered, piled

up corpses filled the roads.
Pi-kuei Park.

Cho himself stayed on in camp in the

He burnt all the palaces and temples, the government

offices and the people's houses.

Every building within two hundred li

was destroyed, not a dog or a chicken remained.

He also sent Lü Pu to

break open the tombs of the emperors and the burial mounds of the dukes,
ministers and lower officials, and collect their treasure.
Cho captured some soldiers of the east of the mountains.

He took

lard and daubed it on pieces of cloth, bound the cloth to their bodies
and then lighted them, beginning from the feet and going up.
In the third month,on the day yi-ssu [27.IV] the Emperor came to
Ch'ang-an and occupied the official residency of Ching-chao commandery.
It was only later that the palace buildings were put sufficiently into
repair so that he could live in them.

Tung Cho had not yet arrived,

and the imperial government in matters large and small was left to Wang Yün.
Outwardly Yün kept very quiet, but secretly be planned to help the Emperor.
He had all the ability worthy of a great minister, and from the Son of
Heaven to his courtiers, everyone looked to Yün.

Yün hid his feelings

and served Cho, Cho in turn treated him well and trusted him.
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Because of Yuan Shao, on the day wu-wu

[lO.v],

Cho killed the

Grand Tutor Yuan Wei, the Grand Coachman Yiian Chi, and their families
from babies up, more than fifty people.
Some time before this, Wang Jui, Inspector of Ching Province,
had joined with the Grand Administrator of Ch'ang-sha, Sun Chien, to
1913

attack the bandits of Ling-ling and Kuei-yang.

Because Chien held a

military appointment, Jui had spoken somewhat slightingly of him.
When the provinces and commanderies raised troops to attack Tung Cho,
Jui and Chien also raised soldiers.

Jui had quarrelled with the

Grand Administrator of Wu-ling, Ts'ao Yin, and he had announced that
the first thing he would do would be to kill Yin.

Yin was frightened.

He forged an order from a censor and sent it to Chien.

The order

listed Jui's crimes and faults and authorised Chien to arrest him,
execute him, and then submit a report.

Chien received the order and

at once led his soldiers against Jui.^

When Jui heard the soldiers

had come, he climbed a tower and looked out, and then sent to ask:
"What do you want?"

Chien*s advance division replied:

'‘The soldiers

have been suffering the toil of fighting and labour for a long time,
they want to ask you for reward."

Then Jui saw Chien, and he was

alarmed and said: "The soldiers may want rewards, but what is
11
Magistrate Sun
doing here?" Chien said: "A summons has been brought
me to execute you."

Jui said:

"What is my crime?"

Chien said:

"You are guilty simply for being ignorant of affairs."

Jui was in the

utmost distress, he scraped gold and drank it and died.
Chien went forward to Nan-yang
several ten thousand men.

12

and his army already numbered

Chang Tzu, Grand Administrator of Nan-yang,

refused to give provisions for the army.
him beheaded.

Chien tricked him and had

In the commandery there was fear and trembling, and

they were given everything they asked for.

He went on to Lu-yang and

joined forces with Yuan Shu, and so Shu gained control of Nan-yang.
He recommended Chien as acting General Who Routs the Caitiffs and
Inspector of Yü Province.
An edict appointed the Palace Captain of the Northern Army Liu
Piao as Inspector of Ching Province.
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At this time robbers and bandits

ranged in all directions and the roads were blocked.

Piao rode a horse

alone to Yi-ch'eng and asked the famous scholars of Nan-yang
Liang and K'uai Yüeh to make plans with him, saying:
Chiang there are a great number of clan armies.

K'uai

"South of the

Each have their own

followers, and none have shown any loyalty to the state.

If Yiian Shu

can make use of them they will cause tremendous trouble.

I want to

raise soldiers, but I am afraid that I will not be able to collect them.
What shall I do?"

K'uai Liang said:

"If the people do not come to you

that is because your humanity is not sufficient.
unruly, then your justice is not sufficient.

If they come, but act

All you have to do is to

follow the road of humanity and justice and the people will turn to you
like water hurrying downwards.

What need have you to worry that soldiers

may rally to you?"

K'uai Yüeh said:

sense of planning.

The leaders of private armies are often greedy and

cruel and treat their own men badly.

"Yuan Shu is arrogant and has no

If you send someone to explain

the advantages to them, the people will come in crowds.

If you punish

the wicked ones and cherish the others and give them posts, the people
of the Thole province will feel contented and secure.

When they learn

of your virtues, they Till come with their children strapped to their
backs.

Your soldiers will assemble and your people Till fight for you.

South you can hold Chiang-ling, north you will guard Hsiang-yang.

You

need only give your orders, and the eight commanderies of Ching
Province 9 will be settled.

Even if Kung-lu [i.e. Yuan Shu] should

come, there will be nothing he can do."

Piao said: "Excellent!"

sent Yüeh to trick the clan leaders to come to him.

So he

Fifty-five men who

arrived were all beheaded and their forces were taken over.

Then he

shifted his government to Hsiang-yang, kept the commanderies and
prefectures in order and looked after them, and all south of the Chiang
was settled.
Tung Cho was at Lo-yang and Yüan Shao and the other armies were
all afraid of his strength and none dared to go forward.
said:

Ts'ao Ts'ao

"You have raised loyal forces to destroy oppression and disorder,

a great army is already collected, why do you hesitate?

In the

beginning, if Cho had relied on the royal house, occupied the old
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capital [Lo-yang] and turned east to take the offensive against the
rest of the empire, though he was acting without the Right it would
still make things difficult.

But now he is burning the palaces and

houses, he has kidnapped and shifted the Son of Heaven, everything
within the seas is in disorder and no-one knows where to turn.
is the time when he is condemned by Heaven.
empire is settled.”
Ch'eng-kao.

This

One battle and the

So he led his soldiers west, intending to occupy

Chang Miao sent his officer Wei Tzu with a detachment

of his troops to follow him.

He went forward to the Pien River at

Jung-yang and met with Cho's officer Hsü Jung of Hsüan-t'u:
fought and Ts'ao's men were defeated.

they

[Ts'ao] was hit by a stray

arrow, and his horse was wounded under him.

His younger cousin Hung

gave his horse to Ts'ao, but Ts'ao would not accept it.
"The empire can do without me, it cannot do without you."
followed Ts'ao on foot and they withdrew by night.

Hung said:
Then he

Jung saw that

Ts'ao had few soldiers in his command, but they had maintained the
battle all through the day.

He felt that Suan-tsao would not be easy

to attack, and he also drew back.
Ts'ao returned to

Suan-tsao.

The whole army, hundreds of

thousands of men, laid out wine every day to hold feasts, and they
made no plans for attack.
and said:

Ts'ao reproached them.

"Listen to what I suggest.

Then he made plans

Let the Grand Administrator of

Po-hai [Yüan Shao] lead the Ho-nei army forward to the Meng Ford.

1915

Have the officers at Suan-tsao guard Ch'eng-kao, occupy Ao-ts'ang and
14
block Huan-yiian and T'ai-ku, so that all the passes are held.
Let
General Yüan [Shu] lead the Nan-yang armies to

Tan[-shui], Hsi and
15
into the Wu Pass to make the Three Adjuncts tremble.
Then they can

all prepare strong points, and take position behind high walls and deep
trenches.

We avoid fighting, but we look as if we are on the move.

This will show to all the world that we are righteous men destroying
the rebels.

Then things will settle themselves.

16

Our soldiers came

to us because our cause is just, but if we hesitate and delay we will
lose the hopes of the empire.

I really feel you should be ashamed."

Miao and the others would not accept his plans, so Ts'ao went with the
major Hsia-hou Tun of P'ei state and others to Yang Province.
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He made

a levy of troops, collected more than a thousand men, and went back to
camp in Ho-nei [with Yiian Shao].
Shortly after this, the armies at Suan-tsao ran out of food and
the forces dispersed.

Liu Tai was on bad terms with Ch'iao Mao, and

Tai killed Mao and appointed Wang Kung Grand Administrator of Tung
commandery.
The Inspector of Ch'ing Province, Chiao Ho, had also raised
troops to attack Tung C ho.

He felt it was essential to join the other

leaders in the march to the west, but he made no defence for his own
people, and when his soldiers crossed the Yellow River the Yellow
Turbans

17

had already entered his borders.

Up to this time Ch'ing

Province had been wealthy, and protected by armed men, but whenever Ho
caught sight of the rebels, he would always make a retreat, and he had
never tried the winds and dust of campaigning nor the clash of banners
and drums in battle.
and spirits.

He liked divination, and he believed in ghosts

If you pay a visit on a man like that you find excellent

talk to reach the clouds; but when you look at his administration you
find the rewards and punishments are confused and the province is
bleak and desolate, with wilderness everywhere.
Ho took ill and died.

Shortly afterwards

Yuan Shao sent Tsang Hung of Kuang-ling to govern

Ch'ing Province and settle it.
In the summer, in the fourth month, Liu Yü, Governor of Yu
Province, was made Grand Tutor.

The roads were blocked, and the letter

of authority never reached him.

In the past, Yu Province had to deal

with the people from outside the frontiers.

The expenses were extremely

great, and every year more than two hundred million cash was taken from
the taxation of Ch'ing and Chi provinces to make up [the deficit of Yu
Province].

At this time, all communications were cut off, the grain

transport could not arrive, and so Yii wore old clothes and rope sandals,
had only a single dish of meat at any meal, and held it essential to
maintain a lenient administration.

He encouraged the farming of

mulberries and he opened a prosperous trade at a market with the
I

barbarians of Shang-ku, and brought in the surplus salt and iron from
Yü-yang.

18
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The people enjoyed the harvest, and a picul of grain was
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thirty cash, and more than a million gentry and commoners of Ch'ing
and Hsu fled from the troubles and came to Yu,

He took them in and

looked to them with warm sympathy, settled them and set them in a
1916

livelihood.

All the refugees forgot their exile.

In the fifth month the Minister of Works Hsiin Shuang died.
In the sixth month on the day hsin-ch'ou [21.VIII] the Imperial
Household Grandee Ch'ung Fu became Minister of Works.

Fu was the

father of Shao.
Tung Cho sent the Grand Herald Han Jung, the Privy Treasurer
Yin Hsiu, the Bearer of the Golden Mace Hu-wu Pan, the Court Architect
Wu Hsiu and Colonel of the Elite Cavalry Wang Kuei to make peace with
the east of the mountains and to explain things to Yuan Shao and his
allies.

Hu-wu Pan, Wu Hsiu and Wang Kuei came to Ho-nei.

Yuan Shao

sent Wang K'uang and he captured them all and killed them.

Yüan Shu

also killed Yin Hsiu, only Han Jung escaped because he was known for
his virtue.
Tung Cho destroyed the Wu-shu coinage
casting small coins.

19

and changed to

He took the copper images such as Bronze Men

from Lo-yang and Ch'ang-an, the Chung-chu, the Fei-lien and the
Bronze Horses

20

to cast the new coins.

From this, things of

exchange were held lightly and goods became dear.

The price of a

picul of grain rose to be several ten thousand cash.
1917

In the winter, Sun Chien and his subordinate officers held a
drinking party east of Lu-yang city.

Without warning, there arrived

several tens of thousands of Tung Cho's horsemen and footsoldiers.
Chien still passed the wine and talked and laughed.

He gave orders

for his men to form their divisions and refused to let them charge
the enemy.

As the horsemen gradually increased, Chien quietly left

his seat to lead his men back into the city.

Then he explained:

"The reason why I didn't get up straight away was that I was afraid
the soldiers would rush and trample on one another and you would
not be able to get in."

Cho's soldiers saw the discipline, they did

not dare to attack, and they went back.
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Wang K'uang camped at Ho-yang Ford.

Tung Cho made a sudden

attack and completely defeated him.
The General of the Gentlemen of the Household on the Left Ts'ai
Yung advised:

"The emperors from Hsiao-ho on who possess the temple

name 'Exemplar' should all have them removed, in order to honour the
earlier records."

This was done.

22

The General of the Gentlemen of the Household Hsü Jung recommended
Kung-sun Tu, a man of his own commandery, and former Inspector of Chi
Province, to Tung Cho.

Cho made him Grand Administrator of Liao-tung.

Tu came to office, and punished by law and wiped out more than a
hundred of the great and famous families in the commandery.
commandery trembled for fear.

The

In the east he attacked Kao-chü-li

and in the west he attacked the Wu-huan.

23

He spoke to those officers

closest to him, Liu Yi, Yang Yi and some others and said:
reign is about to end.

"The Han
24
I wish with you to plan for a kingdom."

At this he divided Liao-tung into Liao-hsi and Chung-liao commanderies
25
and appointed a Grand Administrator to each of them.
Across the sea
he collected all the prefectures of Tung-lai and set up an Inspector of
26
Ying Province.
He appointed himself Marquis of Liao-tung and
Governor of P'ing Province.

He set up temples to the two Han ancestors

[Kao-tsu and Kuang-wu], took the authority to hold state sacrifice to
Heaven and Earth, ploughed the imperial field, rode in a phoenix
chariot and established Cavalry of the Yak-tail Banner and the
27
Feathered Forest.
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CHAPTER 60

Ch'u-p’ing 2nd year [12.II.191—31.1.192]:

1918

In the spring, in the first month, there was an amnesty for
the empire.
All the leaders east of the passes held council.

Since the

Emperor was young and weak, was oppressed by Tung Cho, and was far
off and separated by the passes, they did not even know whether he
was still alive.

Liu Yüy Governor of Yu Province, was a member of

the imperial clan and was worthy and able.
up as the ruler.

T s ’ao Ts'ao said:

"We have raised loyal troops,

and people everywhere have supported us.
cause is just.

They planned to set him

That is only because our

Now the young ruler is feeble and weak and is

controlled by evil ministers.
Ho forfeited his throne.

1

the empire can be at peace?

This is not the fault for which Liu

If there is some sudden change, who in
You all look to the north [to Liu Yü],

but I turn to the west [to the Emperor at C h ’ang-an]."
Han Fu and Yuan Shao wrote to Yuan Shu to say:
is not the rightful son of Hsiao-ling.

"The Emperor

We want to act like [the

Marquis of] Chiang and Kuan [Ying] in former times, to punish and

2

depose the puppet and to welcome and establish the King of Tai.
We plan to set up the Commander-in-Chief Liu Yü as Emperor."

Secretly, Shu wanted the throne for himself, and he realised that
this would become difficult if the state had a strong ruler.

As a

result, he argued, on the best principles, against the proposal.
Shao wrote again to Shu and said:

"Now in the west there is

a puppet Emperor, without any relationship by blood to the imperial

1919

clan.

All the officials, high and low, are serving Tung Cho.

can we continue to trust them?

How

We need only send troops and camp

at the passes and strategic points, and all [the supporters of
Tung Cho and the Emperor] would be cramped and die.

If a sage ruler

is set up in the east, then we can hope for great peace.
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How can you

still have doubts?

Besides, the people of our clan have been slaughtered.

Do you not remember [Wu] Tzu-hsü?
replied:
of Chou.

How can you serve the Emperor?”

Shu

"The Emperor is wise and capable, with the nature of King Ch'eng
4

The bandit Cho has taken advantage of a temporary confusion

and has compelled the officials to obey him, so this is a moment of slight
difficulty for the house of Han.

Now you say that the Emperor 'has no

relationship by blood, ' but that is simple slander.

You say,

'Our house

has been slaughtered, how can you still serve that Emperor?' but this is
something that Cho has done, how could the Emperor have anything to do with
it?

Indeed my mind is to the distruction of Cho, and I refuse to think of

anything else!”
In the end, Fu and Shao sent the former Grand Administrator of
Lo-lang, Chang Ch'i with a deputation to offer Yü the imperial title.
Yü saw Ch'i and the others, he rebuked them sternly:

When

"The empire has

fallen into disorder, and the ruler is forced into exile.

I have received

great favours from the throne, but yet I cannot clear away the disgrace
from our state.

You hold provinces and commanderies, and you should join

all your forces to save the royal house.
rebellion, and you want to concern
firmly refused them.

Instead, you have made plans of

me in your shameful dealings}"

He

Then Fu and his associates asked Yü to take control

of the affairs of the Masters of Writing and to hold the authority to make
appointments.

Still he would not hear of it, and he was prepared to take

refuge among the Hsiung-nu
proposals.

in order not to become involved

in such

So Shao and the others stopped.

In the second month, on the day ting-ch'ou [25.H i ] Tung Cho was
made Grand Master, with rank above the kings.

5

Sun Chien shifted camp to the east of Liang, and was defeated by
Cho's officer Hsü Jung.

He reassembled his scattered troops and went

forward to camp at Yang-jen.

g

Cho sent his Grand Administrator of Tung

commandery, Hu Chen, to lead five thousand infantry and cavalry to attack
him.

Lü Pu commanded the cavalry.

Chen and Pu quarrelled.

Chien came

out to attack them, completely defeated them, and cut off the head of
their Chief Controller Hua Hsiung.^
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Someone said to Yuan Shu:

"If [Sun] Chien captures Lo-yang,

you will not be able to control him.
obtain a tiger."
supplies.

Shu

Chien rode

became suspicious, and he did not send the army
fast by night to see Shu, drew

show his plans, and said:
1920

This is to destroy a wolf and

on the ground to

"Above I am attacking a rebel for the

Emperor, below I give

some help in a private revenge of your house.

Those are the reasons

I have taken service with you,and I think

nothing of my own safety.
with Cho.

It's not as if I had any personal quarrel

Yet you attend to the sneaking words of liars, and now

you have become suspicious of me.

Why is that?"

Shu was embarrassed,

and he sent off at once the supplies for the army.
Chien went back to camp, and Cho sent his general Li Chüeh to
treat with him and to try to make peace and arrange a marriage
alliance.

He told Chien to recommend his relatives for appointment

as Inspector or as Grand Administrator and promised to urge that they
be given office.

Chien said:

"Cho opposes Heaven and defies the law.

Until I have killed you and all your family, and shown your heads to
all the four seas, I will not be able to die and close my eyes in
peace.

How can there be peace and marriage with you?"

He went

Q

forward to Ta-ku,

ninety li from Lo-yang.

fought with Chien among the burial-mounds.

Cho came out himself and
Cho was defeated and fled,

he took back his camp to Min-ch'ih and collected soldiers in Shan.
Chien went forward to Lo-yang, attacked Lü Pu, and again defeated him
and put him to flight. Then Chien cleared out the imperial temples
and held a great sacrifice of the three types of animal.

9

He found

the Great Seal of State in a well in the Pottery Office south of the
city.

10

Part of his force was sent on ahead to Hsin-an and Min-ch'ih

so as to threaten Cho's defences.
Cho spoke to his Chief Clerk Liu Ai and said:

"The armies

east of the passes have often been defeated, and all are afraid of me.
There is nothing they can do.
quite good at using men.

Only Sun Chien, the little fool, is

You should speak to all the officers to let

them know they should be careful of him.

I once went west with Chou

Shen to attack Pien [Chang] and Han [Sui] at Chin-ch'eng; I spoke to
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Chang Wen and wanted to lead my soldiers as a rearguard for Shen.
would not allow it.

Wen

Then Wen sent me to attack the rebel Ch'iang of

Hsien-lien.

I knew it wasn't possible but I couldn't avoid it, and so

we marched.

I left the Major With a Separate Command Liu Ching to lead

four thousand horse and foot and camp in An-ting to give a show of
strength.

The rebel Ch'iang were going to cut off my road but I opened

it with a small attack.

The reason [i could do this so easily] was

that they were afraid of the soldiers in An-ting.

The enemy thought

that An-ting would have several ten thousand men and they didn't
realise that only Ching was there.

Again,' when Sun Chien was with Chou

Shen, he suggested that he should lead ten thousand men forward to
Chin-ch'eng, while Shen with twenty thousand men acted as rearguard.
Pien and Han would have been afraid of Shen's great force.

They would

not have dared to hurry into a fight with Chien, but Chien's troops would
be enough to cut their line of supplies.

If the officers had used our

suggestions, then Liang Province could have been settled.

As Chang Wen

could not use me, so Chou Shen could not use Chien, and in the end they
were defeated and went back.

So when he was Associate Major, Chien saw
11
things the same way I did, and I respect him for that.
Yet now for

no good reason he has joined the Yiian gang and in the end he will die
too."
Cho sent the General of the Gentlemen of the Household of the
East Tung Yiieh to camp at Min-ch'ih, the General of the Gentlemen of the
I

Household Tuan Wei to camp at Hua-yin, and the General of the Gentlemen
of the Household Niu Fu to camp at An-yi.

The rest of his commanders

were spread out among the prefectures to block any attack from the east
of the mountains.
to Ch'ang-an.

Fu was Cho’s son-in-law.

Cho led his own troops away

Sun Chien repaired all the grave-mounds and took his

army back to Lu-yang.
In the summer, in the fourth month, Tung Cho came to Ch'ang-an.
The dukes and ministers all welcomed him and bowed before his carriage.
Cho clapped his hands and said to the Palace Assistant Imperial Clerk
Huang-fu Sung:

"Yi-chen,

are you afraid?

Sung said:

"If your

excellency uses virtue to maintain the court, this will indeed be a time
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of great blessing, and why should I be afraid?

If you act arbitrarily

and with an evil rule, why should I be the only one that is frightened?"
Cho's party wanted to honour Cho like the T 1ai-kung and give him the
title of Great Father.

12

Cho asked Ts'ai Yung about it.

"Your excellency's majesty and virtue, truly how imposingl

Yung said:
But

comparison with the T'ai-kung, that in my humble opinion is not yet
possible.

You should wait until the east of the passes is settled

and at peace and the Emperor is returned to his former capital, and
then we can talk about it."

So Cho stopped.

Cho sent the Colonel Director of the Retainers Liu Hsiao to
arrest those of the officials and people who had not been respectful
sons, loyal subjects, honest officials or obedient younger brothers.
All were executed and their wealth was confiscated.

At this people

made false accusations of one another, and those put to death without
good cause were numbered by the thousands.

The people were disturbed

and frightened and on the roads they did no more than exchange glances
[not daring to speak].
In the sixth month, on the day ping-hsii [l.VIIl] there was an

1922

earthquake.
In the autumn, in the seventh month, the Minister of Works
Ch'ung Fu was dismissed and the Imperial Household Grandee Ch'un-yii
Chia of Chi-nan was made Minister of Works.

The Grand Commandant

Chao Hsien left office and the Grand Master of Ceremonies Ma Mi-ti
was made Grand Commandant.
Before this, Ho Chin had sent Chang Yang of Yiin-chung to go
back to Ping Province and raise troops.

Shortly afterwards Chin came

to grief, and Yang stayed at Shang-tang with a force of several thousand
men.

When Yuan Shao was in Ho-nei Yang went to join him and camped with

the Southern Shan-yü

Yü-fu-lo at the Chang River.

13

Han Fu was

jealous because many brave men turned their affections to Yuan Shao,
and he secretly cut down on his military supplies, hoping that his army
would separate and scatter.

Shortly afterwards Fu's officer Ch'ü Yi

rebelled, Fu fought him and lost, and Shao then made an alliance with Yi.
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Shao's follower P'ang Chi said to Shao:

"You have undertaken a

great work and yet you rely on others for assistance.

Unless you

occupy an entire province for yourself, you can never be self-sufficient.
Shao said:

"The soldiers of Chi Province are strong and my troops are

hungry and weary.

If we fail we will be left with nothing."

"Han Pu is a very ordinary fellow.

Chi said:

If we make a secret agreement with

Kung-sun Tsan to have him take Chi Province, Pu will certainly be
startled and frightened.

Then you send soneone who can argue a case

well, to explain the situation to him.

Fu will be under pressure, he

will get flustered and he will certainly be willing to yield."
wrote at once to Tsan.

Shao

Tsan approved, and he came up with his troops.

He pretended he was going to attack Tung Cho but he really planned to
attack Fu.

Fu fought him but without success.

Cho entered the passes to Ch'ang-an.

About this time Tung

Shao brought his soldiers back to

the Yen Ford and sent his nephew Kao Kan of Ch'en-liu with F u ’s friends
Hsin P'ing of Ying-ch'uan, Hsün Shen and Kuo T'u and others to say to
14
Fu: "Kung-sun Tsan is bringing soldiers from the north
and he will
follow his success with a further advance.

All the commanderies will

join him, and you have no match for his strength.

Yuan the Chariots

and Cavalry General is leading his army east, and we con’t tell what he
will do.

I think that you're in trouble!"

"But what can be done?"

Shen said:

Fu was frightened and said:

"You estimate yourself, in

generosity and charity, a leader of men, admired by everyone, how do
you compare with Yüan?"

Fu said:

"I cannot compare with him."

"For

making plans in time of emergency, in wisdom and courage surpassing
others:

again how do you compare with Yüan?"

Fu said:

"I cannot

compare with him." "Generations of his family have displayed their grace
and virtue, and all the empire has received their favour:
you compare with Yuan?"
said:

Fu said:

again how do

"I cannot compare with him."

Shen

"Yuan is the hero of the time; your abilities in these three ways

are not equal to his fine qualities.

For a long time, you have held

place above him, but he surely cannot be satisfied to remain your
subordinate.

Now Chi Province is

an important property of the empire.

If he and Kung-sun Tsan join forces to seize it then danger and loss
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can be expected any moment.
sworn ally as well.

But Yuan is an old friend of yours and a

Here is the right plan for this time:

Province and cede it to Yuan.

Take Chi

He will certainly be grateful to you,

and Tsan cannot compete with him.

So you will have a reputation

for yielding place to a worthier man and you will personally be as
15
safe as Mount T'ai."
Fu was timid and so he followed this plan.
Fu's Chief Clerk Keng Wu, his Aide-de-Camp Min Ch'un and his
Attendant Official at Headquarters Li Li heard of this and objected,
saying:

"Chi Province has a million armed men and supplies of grain

to last for ten years.

Yüan Shao leads an army isolated, dependent

and poor, he relies on us for everything.

Like a child on the lap,

if you end its suckling then it will starve and die.
want to give him the province?"

Why do you

Fu said: "I am a former officer of

the Yuan, and my ability is not equal to that of Pen-ch'u's
[i.e. Yuan Shao].
it to* him.

I have taken account of his virtue, and so I cede

The men of ancient times saw honour in this, why do you

alone find fault with it?"
Before this, Fu's Attendant Officials Chao Fu and Ch'eng
1924

Huan had led ten thousand Strong Bowmen to camp at the Meng Ford.
They heard about what was going on and brought the soldiers quickly
back.

Shao

at this time was by the Ch'ing River in Ch'ao-ko.

16

[Chao] Fu and the others came behind him with several hundred boats
and a force of over ten thousand men, and they set their weapons
and drums in order and passed Shao's camp by night.
annoyed at it.
Fu:

Shao was very

Chao Fu and his companions came and spoke to Han

"Yuan Pen-ch'u's army has not even a bushel of grain, they are

already breaking away and scattering.

Though Chang Yang and Yü-fu-lo

have joined him they are not willing to take his orders.
match for us-

He is no

We beg to resist them with the troops under our

present command.

In the space of ten days he will certainly be

like fallen earth and flying tiles.

You, wise general, can leave

your doors open and sleep on a high pillow [in security].
you be depressed, why should you be afraid?"

Why should

Han Fu still yrould not

listen, and he left his position and went out to live in the former
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mansion of the Palace Regular Attendant Chao Chung, and he sent his son
to take seal and tassel and hand them to Shao.

When Shao was on his

way and ten members of Han Fu's staff wanted to leave him, Keng Wu and
Min Ch'un alone faced them with swords, but they could not hold them
back, and they had to let them go.

Shao killed both of them.

Then Shao took over as Governor of Chi Province.
authority to make

Han

He took the

Fu General Who Displays Majesty, but Fu had no

command and no official subordinates.

Shao made Chü Shou of Kuang-p'ing

General Who Displays Firmness, set him to oversee all the officers and
treated him with great favour.

Shen P'ei of Wei corilmandery and T'ien

Feng of Chü-lu had both failed to obtain their ambitions under Han Fu
because of their upright conduct.

Shao made Feng Aide-de-Camp and P ’ei

Attendant Official at Headquarters.

Hsu Yu of Nan-yang, P'ang Chi and

Hsün Shen of Ying-ch'uan all became councillors.
Shao appointed Chu Han of Ho-nei Attendant Over the Officers of
the Capital.

17

Han had been badly treated by Fu in the past, and he

wanted to anticipate Shao's intentions.

Without authority he raised

troops and surrounded F u ’s house, took up a sword and climbed into the
building.

Fu fled to the upper storey, but Han seized his eldest son

and beat him and broke both his legs.

Shao immediately arrested Han

and killed him, but Fu was still anxious and afraid.

He asked Shao

for permission to leave, and he went to stay with Chang Miao.

Some

time later, Shao sent a messenger to Miao to discuss some plans with
him, and he whispered inMiaofeear while Fu was sitting there.

Fu said

that plans were made against him, and soon afterwards he got up and went
25

to the lavatory and killed himself with a stylus.
Pao Hsin said to Ts'ao Ts'ao:

18

"Yuan Shao is the leader of the

alliance and he uses the authority for his own advantage.
to make his own rebellion and become another Tung Cho.

He is going
If you try to

restrain him, you will not be strong enough to keep him under control,
and it will only bring on difficulties.

What you can do is to get control

south of the Yellow River and wait for the changes."
an excellent idea.
Poison Yü,
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Ts'ao thought this

Shortly afterwards the Black Mountain bandits

po Jao, Sui Ku and their followers

80

plundered in Tung

commandery, and Wang Kung could not keep them out.

Ts'ao Ts'ao led

troops into Tung Commandery, attacked Po Jao at P'u-yang and defeated
him.

Then Yuan Shao recommended Ts'ao as Grand Administrator of Tung

commandery.

He made his capital at Tung-wu-yang.

The Southern Shan-yü [Yü-fu-lo] compelled Chang Yang to join
him in: rebellion against Yuan Shao, and they camped at Li-yang.
Tung Cho appointed Yang General Who Establishes Righteousness and
I

Grand Administrator of Ho-nei.
The Grand Clerk examined the omens, and said that some
great minister would be executed.

Tung Cho set men to make false

accusation that the Commandant of the Palace Guard Chang Wen had been
in communication with Yuan Shu.

In the winter, in the tenth month,

on the day jen-hsu [5.Xl] Wen was flogged to death in the market-place
to fulfil the prophecy.
The Yellow Turbans of Ch'ing Province ravaged Po-hai with a
force of three hundred thousand men and they planned to join forces
with the Black Mountain bandits.

Kung-sun Tsan led twenty thousand

infantry and cavalry to intercept them, and he attacked them south
of Tung-kuang.

He completely defeated them and cut; off more than

thirty thousand heads.

The rebels left their baggage and fled to

the Yellow River, but Tsan caught up with them when they were half
across.

The rebels were again defeated, the dead were several ten

thousands, blood flowed and the water was red.

He captured more than

seventy thousand alive, and it was impossible to count the quantity
of chariots and armour and treasure.

The fear of his name spread

wide.
Liu Yu's son Ho was a Palace Attendant.

The Emperor hoped to

return to the east, and he sent Ho to pretend that he was escaping
from Tung Cho, to go in secret out the Wu Pass, and take a message to
1926

Yü that he should lead troops to come and receive the Emperor.

Ho came

to Nan-yang, but Yuan Shu held him as a hostage to influence Liu Yü,
and he would not let him go on.

He promised that when soldiers came

they would advance to the west [together, and he made Ho write a
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letter to Yü.
go to Ho.

Yü got the letter and sent several thousand cavalry to

Kung-sun Tsan knew that Shu had ideas of rebellion and

urged Yü not to send them, but Yü would not listen.

Tsan was afraid

that Shu would hear about this and be angry so then he sent his own
cousin Yüeh to lead another thousand horsemen to Shu.

And secretly

he encouraged Shu to keep hold of Ho and take the soldiers for himself.
So Yü and Tsan had a grudge against each other.

Ho fled from Shu, and

got away to the north, and he was kept by Yuan Shao.
By this time, all the rulers of provinces and commanderies east
of the passes were trying to take one another's territories and so
make themselves more powerful.
one another.

Yüan Shao and Yuan Shu did not trust

Shu had sent Sun Chien to attack Tung Cho, and before he

had come back Shao appointed Chou Ang of K'uai-chi as Inspector of Yü
province.

Ang attacked Chien's camp at Yang-ch'eng and captured it.

Chien sighed and said:
save the empire.

"Together we raised loyal troops, intending to

The rebels and bandits are almost destroyed, and yet

each can act like this.

Who can I work with?"

He led his troops to

attack Ang, and put him to flight.
Yüan Shu had sent Kung-sun Yüeh to help Chien attack Ang, but
Yüeh was hit by a stray arrow and died.

Kung-sun Tsan was angry and

said:

"My cousin is dead, and Shao is to blame." He led out his army
19
and camped at the Pan River.
He sent in a memorial to the Emperor
telling of Shao’s crimes and wrongdoings, and then he led his soldiers
forward to attack Shao.

Many of the cities of Chi Province rebelled

against Shao and followed Tsan.

Shao was afraid.

He had still kept

the ribbon and tassel of the Grand Administrator of Po-hai, so he
gave this to Tsan's younger cousin Fan, and sent him out to the
commandery,

20

but Fan turned against Shao and brought the soldiers of

Po-hai to help Tsan.
his officers:

Tsan took the authority to give appointments to

Yen Kang as Inspector of Chi Province, T'ien K'ai as

Inspector of Ch'ing Province, and Shan Ching as Inspector of Yen
Province.

He also changed all the chief posts in the commanderies and

prefectures.
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Before this, Liu Pei of Cho commandery was a descendant of the
1927

Tranquil King of Chung-shan.

21

When he Was young he was orphaned and

poor, and he and his mother made a living by selling sandals.

He was

seven feet and five inches tall, his hands hung below his knees, he
could glance around and see his ears.

22

He was a man of great

ambitions but few words, and whether he was pleased or angry it did
not show in his expression.

He had once studied with Kung-sun Tsan

under Lu Chih, and for this reason he went to join Tsan.
Pei with T ’ien K'ai to attack Ch'ing Province.
Chancellor of P ’ing-yuan.

Tsan sent

He did well and was made

When Pei was young he had become good friends

with Kuan Yü of Ho-tung and Chang Fei of Cho commandery.

He made Yü

and Fei Majors With Separate Commands and shared his troops with them.
Pei would sleep with these two men in the same bed

and he treated them

with the favour of brothers, but when there was a crowd of other people
about, they would stand in attendance all day.

They followed Pei

everywhere, and they would undertake anything for him, no matter how
difficult or dangerous.
Chao Yün of Ch'ang-shan brought officers and men from his native
commandery to join Kung-sun Tsan.

Tsan said to him:

"I have heard

that the men of your worthy province all follow Yuan, why do you alone
urge them the other way?"

Yuan said:

"The empire is in uproar, one

cannot know who is right, and the people are as miserable as if they
were hanging upside down.

In my poor province we discussed affairs,

and we turned to the place where there is fair government.

It is not

that we despise Lord Yuan, nor are we particularly biassed towards
you."

Liu Pei saw him and admired him

friendship,

and he showed Yün particular

Yün followed Pei to P'ing-yuan and commanded cavalry for

him.
Before this, Yuan Shu had gained Nan-yang, with a population of
several million, but he acted wastefully and plundered at will, and he
raised levies without restraint.
they gradually drifted away.

The people suffered from this, and

When he quarrelled with Shao they each

set up parties to make plans against one another.

Shu joined Kung-sun

Tsan, and so Shao made an alliance with Liu Piao. Many of the Yüan
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clan retainers went to Shao, and Shu was angry and said:

"These worthless

fellows do not follow me, but they follow our family slave."
letter to Kung-sun Tsan saying:

He wrote a

"Shao is not a son of the Yuan clan."

Shao heard about this and was very angry.
Shu sent Sun Chien to attack Liu Piao.
)28

Tsu to meet him between Fan and Teng.
besieged Hsiang-yang.

Piao sent his officer Huang

Chien attacked him and then

Piao sent Huang Tsu to make a surprise sortie

during the night, but when Tsu was going back Chien faced him and fought
with him and Tsu was defeated and fled.

He escaped into the Hsien Hills.

Chien took advantage of his victory and pursued Tsu by night, but a soldier
of Tsu's force hid in a bamboo grove and shot Chien and killed him.
Huan Chieh of Ch'ang-sha, who had been recommended by Chien as
Filially Pious and Incorrupt, went to Piao and asked for Chien's body.
Piao approved.

23

Chien's elder brother's son Pen led the army back to Yuan

Shu, and Shu again recommended that Pen become Inspector of Yii Province.
Because of Chien's death, Shu was unable to conquer Piao.
Before this, when Tung Cho entered the passes to Ch'ang-an he left
Chu Chün to guard Lo-yang.

However, Chün had been in secret communication

with the leaders east of the mountains, and he became worried that Cho
would attack him and fled to Ching Province.
Hung-nung Intendant of Ho-nan.
Yi and put him to flight.

Cho made Yang Yi from

Chün led soldiers back to Lo, attacked

Ho-nan was in ruins and had nothing of value

so Chün went east and camped at Chung-mou.

He sent round letters to the

provinces and commanderies asking for soldiers to attack Cho.

T'ao Ch'ien,

Inspector of Hsü Province, recommended Chün as acting General of Chariots
and Cavalry, and sent three thousand trained soldiers to help him.
other provinces and commanderies also sent troops.
Tan-yang.

The

Ch'ien was a man from

Since the Yellow Turbans had been plundering and making trouble

in Hsü Province, the court made him Inspector.

When Ch'ien arrived he

attacked the Yellow Turbans, completely defeated them and put them to
flight.

The territory of the province was at peace.
Liu Yen in Yi Province made secret plans of rebellion.

Chang Lu

was officially a man from P'ei, but the leadership of the Wu-tou-mi sect
had been with his family since the time of his grandfather Ling, and they
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had all migrated to live in Shu.

Because of her devilish teachings,

Lu's mother was a frequent visitor at Yen's house, and Yen made Lu
Major Who Controls Justice and appointed Chang Hsiu Major With a
1929

Separate Command.

These two joined forces to surprise and kill the

Grand Administrator of Han-chung, Su Ku, and to block the Hsieh-ku
Pass, and they killed the messengers from the Han Court.
Yen sent in a memorial:

"The

Rice Rebels

road and there is no way to get through."

have blocked the

He took advantage of the

rebellion to kill Wang Hsien and Li Ch'üan and several others, the
most powerful men of the province, and all the people were afraid of
his punishments.

The Grand Administrator of Chien-wei, Jen Ch'i,

and the Colonel Chia Lung raised troops to attack Yen.
Ch'i and Lung and killed them both.

Yen attacked

Yen gradually became more

ambitious, and he had made more than a thousand state coaches and
24
carriages.
Liu Piao sent in a memorial saying that "Yen is like
Tzu-hsia, and the people west of the River mistake him for the sage."

25

At this time, of Yen's sons, Fan was General of the Gentlemen of the
Household on the Left, Tan was Imperial Clerk Preparer of Documents,
and Chang was Colonel Who Serves the A m y .
Emperor to Ch'ang-an.

All had followed the

Only the youngest son, the Major With a

Separate Command Mao, had stayed with Yen.
to re-establish contact with Yen.

The Emperor sent Chang

Yen kept him and did not send

him back.
Kung-sun Tu's authority was respected beyond the seas, and
many of the men of China proper fled the disorders and came to him.
Kuan Ning of Pei-hai, Ping Yuan and Wang Lieh all joined him.
Ning was young he was a friend of Hua Hsin.

When

On one occasion he was

hoeing a vegetable plot with Hsin and they saw some gold in the
ground.

Ning continued hoeing and did not turn to look at it, as if

it was nothing different from a'tile or a stone.
and then threw it away.

Hsin picked it up

From this everyone realised their quality.

Ping Yuan travelled far off in search of learning, and after eight or
nine years he was due to go home.

Because he did not drink wine, his

teachers and school fellows prepared only rice and meat for the
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farewell party.

Yuan said:

"I used to drink wine, but I stopped

because it confused my thoughts and prevented me from working.

But

now that I will be leaving

you for such a long time, I can drink and

feast just once.'*

sat and drank wine, and after a whole day

So they

he was not drunk.
Both Ning and Yuan had become well-known for their conduct,
and Tu kept an empty lodging-house always ready for them.
came to Tu, and he built a hut in a mountain valley.

Then Ning

At this time

those who had fled the dangers generally lived in the south of the
commanderies, only Ning lived in the north as a sign that he had no
intention of going back.

Later, the other refugees gradually came to

join him, and in a very short time there was a complete city.
Ning saw Tu, he spoke onlyof the classics and
no mention of the affairs of the day.

Whenever

the histories, he made

When he went back to the hills

he talked of nothing but the Odes and the Documents and he carried out
the worship and the sacrifices.
to see him.

Unless a man was a scholar he refused

Because of this, Kung-sun Tu was pleased at his worth and

the people were influenced by his virtue.
principles.

Ping Yuan had strict

He spoke out clearly to set things right, and everyone

from Tu down was wary of him.

Ning said to Yuan:

"A hidden dragon

fulfils its virtue by not being seen; [if a hidden dragon calls
attention to itself] and if you should make some similar mistake, these
are ways to bring on misfortune.”
home.

Secretly he persuaded Yuan to return

Tu heard of it but he made no attempt to fetch him back.
Wang Lieh's ability and insight passed that of others and when

he was young his fame was higher than either Ning or Yuan.
extremely good at reforming by his teaching.

There was a man in his

village who stole cattle, and the chief caught him.
and said:

He was

The robber confessed

"The punishment of death would be sweet, so long as you don't

tell Wang Yen-fang."

Lieh heard of this, and he sent a man to thank him,

and also gave him a bolt of cloth.

Someone asked him why, and Lieh said:

"The robber was afraid that I would hear of his wrongdoing.

Now that he

has a sense of shame then his latent good can be brought to life.
gave the cloth to encourage his feelings towards virtue."
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So I

Later there

was an old man who left a sword on the road and a man passed by, and
saw it and stayed by it.

When it was dusk the old man came back and

looked for the sword and found it.

He thought this was remarkable

[of the man to have looked after his sword for him] and he told Lieh
about it.

Lieh asked who the man was and it turned out to be the

former cattle-thief.

All who had quarrels or disputes of right and

wrong would have them judged by Lieh.

Some would turn back on the

way, some would see his house and turn back [because they felt they
were in the wrong].

All urged one another to act rightly.

not dare to have Lieh hear a bad report.
Clerk.

Lieh refused it.

himself,

They did

Tu wanted to make him Chief

He became a merchant, and so degraded

and by this means he escaped the summons to office.

26

C h ' u - p 'ing 3rd year [l.II.192-18.11.193]:

1931

In the spring, in the first month, on the day ting-ch'ou
•j

[? hsin-ch'ou 12.Il]

there was an amnesty for the empire.

Tung Cho sent Niu Fu to lead troops and camp at Shan.

Fu

divided his army and sent the colonels Li Chiieh of Pei- t i , Kuo Ssu
of Chang-yeh and Chang Chi of Wu-wei to lead several ten thousands
of foot soldiers and horsemen to attack and defeat Chu Chiin at
Chung-mou.
Ying-ch'uan.

They plundered all the prefectures in Ch'en-liu and
Wherever they passed they killed and took prisoners

and nothing was left.
Before this, Hsün Shu

2

had a grandson called Yü, who was

well-known for his ability when he was still young.
and admired him and said:

Ho Jung saw him

’’Here is talent to aid a king!”

empire was in disorder Yü spoke to his elders and said:
is exposed to attack from all four sides.

When the

"Ying-ch'uan

We should leave quickly."

Many of the people loved their homeland and refused to g o , so Yü
alone led his family off to join Han Fu.

By this time Yüan Shao had

already taken over Fu's position* and he treated Yü as an honoured
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guest.

Yü reckoned that Shao would never be able to gain the empire.

Then he heard that Ts ’ao Ts'ao was brave and ingenious and so he left
Shao and followed Ts'ao.
said:

Ts'ao spoke with him and was very pleased and

"You are my Tzu-fang'"

3

He made him Major Displaying Firmness.

A great number of his fellow-villagers who had stayed behind were killed
by Chüeh and Ssu.
Yuan Shao himself led out soldiers to attack Kung-sun Tsan, and
they fought with Tsan twenty li south of Chieh Bridge.
thousand soldiers and his attack was very fierce.

Tsan had thirty

Shao ordered Ch'ü Yi

to take command of eight hundred good soldiers and go up first.
thousand Strong Crossbows supported them from two sides.

A

Tsan thought

little of [Yi's] few soldiers, and set loose his cavalry to put them
to flight.

Yi's men hid below their shields and made no move.

Then,

when the enemy were still ten or twenty yards away, at once and together
they rose up, shouted to shake the ground, and completely defeated
Tsan's army.

They cut off the head of Yen Kang, the Inspector of Chi

Province appointed by Tsan, and they took more than a thousand armour
and heads.

They maintained the pursuit to the Chieh Bridge.

collected soldiers to turn and fight, Yi defeated him again.

Tsan
Then they

came to Tsan's camp, captured his standard, and all the rest of his
army took to flight.
Before this, Liu Tai, Inspector of Yen Province, had been on good
terms with both Shao and Tsan.

Shao had sent his wife and sons to live

with Tai, and Tsan had sent his Attendant Official Fan Fang to lead
cavalry to help Tai.

Then Tsan attacked and defeated Shao's army and

told Tai to send Shao's wife and children home.
order to Fan Fang:

He sent a separate

"If Tai does not send Shao's family away, bring the

cavalry back.

I will deal with Shao first and then bring more troops

against Tai."

Tai talked things over with his subordinates, and for days

on end they could not decide.

They heard that Ch'eng Yü of Tung

commandery was wise in planning, and they called him and asked him.
said:

Yü

"If you give up the alliance with Shao who is close at hand and

look for the distant aid from Tsan, that's like getting help from a man
in Yüeh when your son is drowning.
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Kung-sun Tsan is no match for Shao,

and although he has beaten Shao's army this once, Shao will get him
in the end."

Tai followed this.

Fan Fang led his cavalry back, but

before he got there Tsan had been defeated.
Ts'ao Ts'ao was camped at Tun-ch'iu, and Boison YÜ with the
other bandits attacked Tung-wu-yang.

Ts'ao led his soldiers west of

the mountains to attack Poison's base camp.
him to relieve Wu-yang, but Ts'ao said:

All his officers urged

"If the enemy hear that I

have gone west and so come back, Wu-yang will automatically be
relieved.

If they do not come back, then I can destroy their base

camp and ..they will certainly not be able to take Wu-yang."
marched.

So he

Poison heard about it, gave up Wu-yang, and came back.

Then Ts'ao moved to Nei-huang and attacked Sui Ku and Yü-fu-lo of the
Hsiung-nu.

He completely defeated them.

Tung Cho made his younger brother Min General of the Left, and
Huang, the son of his elder brother, became Colonel of the Centre
Army.

Both had control over military affairs.

All the members of

the clan or relations by marriage held rank at court.

Cho's sons,

even in the arms of his maidservants and concubines, were enfeoffed
as marquises and played with gold seals and purple tassels.
ornaments of Cho's chariot were like the Emperor's.

The

He would summon

the officials of the three terraces, Masters of Writing and below,
4
and they would all go to Cho's offices for their instructions.
He
also built a wall at Mei, seventy feet high and seventy feet broad,
and stored grain for thirty years supply.
1933

well, I shall be master of the empire.

He said:

"If things go

But even if I fail, I can

still hold out here and enjoy myself till I die of old age."
Cho was relentless in his punishments.

If any of his

officers said the wrong thing, he was killed on the spot.
was frightened.

Everyone

The Minister over the Masses Wang Yün, with the

Colonel Director of the Retainers Huang Wan, the Supervisor Shih-sun
Jui

5

Cho.

and the Master of Writing Yang Tsan made secret plans to kill
The General of the Gentlemen of the Household Lü Pu was an

expert with the bow and with a horse, and he was stronger than other
men.

Because Cho realised that he treated men insolently, he kept Pü
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as a guard at all times and in all places, and loved and trusted him
completely.

They took oath as father and son.

was pig-headed and overbearing.

However, Cho by nature

On one occasion Pu had some slight

argument with Cho and Cho grabbed a hand axe and threw it at Pu.
ducked quickly and dodged it.
and Cho’s anger left him.

Pu

Then he changed his tune and apologised

However, Pu now had a grudge against Cho.

Moreover, Cho had ordered him to guard the palace doors, and he took the
opportunity to seduce one of the maid-servants.
guilty conscience.

So now Pu also had a

Wang Yün had always behaved very well towards Pu,

and Pu told Yün how Cho had nearly killed him.

Then Yün told him about

the plan against Cho and asked him to act as the agent from within.
Pu said:

"But if we are like father and son?"

Yün replied:

of the Lü surname, and he is no real relation by blood.

"You are

And now, when

you are afraid of death, how can you talk of father and son?

When he

threw the axe at you,where was the feeling of father and son?"

So Pu

agreed to it.
In the summer, in the fourth month, on the day ting-ssu
[miswritten for hsin-ssu, 22.v] 6

when the Emperor had been ill and

was just recovered, there was a great assembly in the Wei-yang Apartments.
Cho rode up in a chariot and came in wearing his robes of state.

Soldiers

were drawn up to line the road from the camp to the palace, with foot
soldiers on the left and horsemen on the right, and with camps and guards
all around.

Lü Pu and some others were ordered to act as escort in front

and behind.

Wang Yün had Shih-sun Jui write an imperial order for Pu,

and Pu ordered the Chief Commandant of Cavalry Li Su, a man from his own
commandery, with the Swordsmen Ch'in Yi, Ch'en Wei and about ten other
men, to disguise themselves in guards' uniforms and stand behind the
Northern Side-gate to wait for Cho.
him with a lance.

Cho came to the gate and Su stabbed

Cho had hidden armour, so the lance did not go in,

but it wounded him in the arm and he fell from his chariot.
round, and called out:

"Where is Lü Pu?"

kill a rebel minister."
this?"
34

Cho cursed him:

Pu said:

He looked

"I have an order to

"Common dog, you dare to do

For reply, Pu stabbed Cho with his spear and ordered the soldiers

to cut his head off.
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The Masterwof Records T'ien Yi, and the Chief of Cho'
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granary went forward to attend his corpse and Pu killed them as well.
Altogether, three men were killed.
Pu took the edict-block from his breast and used it to take
command of the officers and soldiers, saying:
Cho must be executed, but that is all.
questions asked."

"The order says that

For the rest, there are no

The officers and soldiers stood fast and made no

move, but they all cried out, "Ten thousand years!"

The people sang

and danced in the streets, the shops in Ch'ang-an were filled with
men and women who sold their pearls and jade and their dresses and
clothing to buy wine and meat in celebration.

Cho's younger brother

Min, his nephew Huang and other members of the clan were in Mei, and
they were all cut down or shot and killed by the men of their command.
C h o 's body was shown in the market-place.

The weather began

to get hot, and Cho had been big and fat and his fat flowed onto the
ground.

The men guarding the corpse made a great lamp and set it up

on Cho's navel and lit it, and it burned clear and bright till dawn.
This went on for several days.

All the dependents of the Yüan family

collected the corpses of the Tung clan and burnt them and scattered
the ashes on the roads.

In the enclosure [at Mei] there were twenty

or thirty thousand catties of gold, eighty or ninety thousand catties
of silver, and brocade and fine silk and rare ornaments piled up like
mounds and hills.

Wang Yün was put in charge of the affairs of the

Masters of Writing, while Lü Pu became General Who Displays Majesty,
held credentials, and received the ceremonial of the three Dukes.
He was epfeoffed as Marquis of Wen and shared the administration
with Wang Yün.
At Cho's death Ts'ai Yung, the General of the Gentlemen of the
Household on the Left and Marquis of Kao-yang, was sitting with Wang
Yün.

He heard the news and he was frightened and sighed.

angry and scolded him:

"Tung Cho was the great bandit of the empire

and almost destroyed the Han house.
should share our hatred for him.
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You are a royal servant and

But you hold your private

friendship, and now you are mourning.
a rebel as well?"

Yün was

Why should you not be considered

He arrested him and handed him over to the Commandant
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of Justice.

Yung begged his excuses; "Indeed I am disloyal, but the

great principles of ancient times and the present day, these are
what the ear is glad to hear and the mouth delights to tell.
then could I work for Cho and neglect my duty to the state?

How
Let me

have my face branded and my feet cut off, anything but to interrupt
7
the ’History of the Han'. Many of the high officials and grandees
were sympathetic and interceded for him, but they could do nothing
to save him.

The Grand Commandant Ma Mi-ti said to Yün: "Po-chieh

has rare and unusual talent among the men of our time, he knows a
great deal of the affairs of Han, and he should continue and complete
the later history.

This is one of the great works of our times.

His

fault is very slight.

If you punish him, won't this cause people to

lose regard for you?"

Yün said:

"In former times Emperor Wu did not

kill Ssu-mu Ch'ien, and allowed him to write a book of slander which
was passed down to later times.

Just now, when the fortunes of the

Q

Emperor are in a decline and war-horses are in the suburbs,

we

cannot let a deceitful minister continue to hold his brush among the
attendants to a young ruler.

It would be no advantage to the sage

virtue but would cause our party to suffer from argument and slander."
Mi-ti went out and said to others: "Lord Wang will have no
descendants!

Good men are the foundation of the state, history is

the code of the nation: if he destroys the foundations and does
away with the code, how can he last for long?"

Yung died in prison.

Before this, the Gentleman in Attendance of the Yellow Gates
Hsün Yu, the Master of Writing Cheng T'ai and the Palace Attendant
Ch'ung Chi and others had made plans and said: "Tung Cho is conceited
and relentless and has no allies or friends that he can trust.
Although he relies on a strong army he is still only one man, and he
can be killed with a single blow."

Their plans were almost complete

when the affair leaked out and was discovered.
put in prison and T'ai fled to Yüan Shu.
as usual.
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Yu was arrested and

Yu spoke and ate and drank

Soon afterwards Cho died and he was released.
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The Yellow Turbans of Ch'ing Province plundered in Yen.
Liu Tai wanted to attack them, but the Chancellor of Chi-pei, Pao Hsin,
argued: "The bandit army numbers a million and our people are
trembling with fear.

Our officers and soldiers have no intention of

fighting, and we are no match for the enemy.

On the other hand, the

bandit force has no baggage, nothing but what they can steal.

The

best thing to do is to get all your men together and first make a
firm defence.

The enemy will want to fight and will not be able to,

they will attack and they cannot succeed.
up.

Their army is sure to break

Let that happen first, then choose your best man to occupy the

important

places and attack them. This way you can win."

not follow this advice.

He fought

Tai would

with them and hewas killed.

Ts'ao Ts'ao's divisional commander, Ch'en Rung of Tung
commandery, said to him: "The province has no master, and the royal
mandate is broken.

Let me talk to the subordinate officers of the

province,

and then your excellency can come and act as Governor.

From this

base you can receive the empire.

hegemon kings."

9

This is the method of the

So Rung went and spoke to the Aide-de-Camp and to the

Attendant Official at Headquarters and said to them: "The empire is
divided and our province has no master.
the ability to command the world.

Ts'ao of Tung commandery has

If you invite him to become

Governor of the province he will certainly give peace and life to the
people."

Pao Hsin and his colleagues agreed, and with the provincial

officers Wan Ch'ien and others they came to Tung commandery and asked
Ts'ao to take over as Governor of Yen Province.
1936

Ts'ao then led his soldiers forward to attack the Yellow
Turbans east of Shou-chang, but without success.

The rebel army was

strong and fierce and Ts'ao's soldiers were few and weak, so Ts'ao
looked after them and encouraged them, made open rewards and clear
punishments, and took advantage of enemy weaknesses to spring his own
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surprises.

They fought day and night and each time he fought he

captured some prisoners.
died in battle.

The rebels retreated and fled. Pao Hsin

Ts'ao looked for his body but could not find it,

and then he carved a piece of wood to look like Hsin, and made
sacrifice and mourned before it.

An imperial edict had appointed

Chin Shang of Ching-chao the Inspector of Yen Province, but
before he could enter his territory Ts'ao came to attack him,
and he fled to Yüan Shu.
In the fifth month the General Who Subdues the West
Huang-fu Sung was made General of Chariots and Cavalry.
Before this, Lü Pu had urged Wang Yün to kill all Tung
Cho's followers.
wrong."

Yün said: "I can't.

They have done nothing

Pu wanted to take Cho's treasure and divide it among the

dukes and ministers and the generals and colonels.
would not do it.

Again Yün

Up to now Yün had treated Pu only as a swordsman,

but Pu was proud of his service and often boasted about it.
he had been disappointed he began to look discontented.
hard, stern man and hated evil.

After

Yün was a

Earlier, he had feared Tung Cho,

and so he had humbled himself and obeyed him.

Now that Cho was

destroyed, Yün felt that he had nothing more to worry about.
He began to act arrogantly and the officials did not feel any
particular loyalty to him.
At first Yün talked with Shih-sun Jui about a special edict
to pardon Cho's followers, but then he became doubtful and said:
"The army followed their master, and that was all.

If we now name

them as evil and rebellious and then pardon them, I am afraid that
they will simply become uncertain.
So he didn't issue the edict.

That is no way to settle them."

Then he considered disbanding the

armies, but someone said to Yün: "Up to now the men from
Liang Province have dreaded the Yüan and feared the east of the
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passes.

If you disband the armies and open the passes, all the people

will feel they are in danger.

Make Huang-fu Yi-chen [i.e. Huang-fu

Sung] a general, put him in command of their forces and let him stay
in Shan to keep them peaceful and secure.'*

Yün said: **No, those

from the east of the passes who have raised loyal troops are all our
supporters.

If we now block the passes and camp in Shan, although

we would settle the people of Liang Province, yet we would make the
people east of the passes suspicious.

We can't do that."

At this time there were false stories among the people that
all the men of Liang Province were to be killed.

Cho's former

generals and colonels turned to one another in their anxiety, and
1937

collected their soldiers to defend themselves.

They said to each

other: "Ts'ai Po-chieh [i.e. Ts'ai Yung] was found guilty merely
because Tung Cho had favoured him.

They have issued no pardon for us

and yet they want to disband our troops..
today we'll be fish-meat tomorrow."

If we dismiss our soldiers

Lii Pu sent Li Su to Shan with

orders to punish Niu Pu, but Fu and his officers rebelled and
attacked Su.

Su was defeated and fled to Hung-nung and Pu had him

arrested and killed him.

Then Fu became frightened and lost control,

and there was a sudden panic in his camp.

Fu tried to run away and he

was killed by his own men.
By the time Li Chiieh and the others came back [from Ying-ch'uan
and Ch’en-liu] Fu was already dead.

Chiieh and the others had nowhere

to go^so they sent a messenger to Ch'ang-an to ask for a pardon.

Wang

Yün said: "There cannot be two amnesties in a single year."^ And he
refused them.

Chüeh and the others were more and more worried.

They

did not know what to do, and they were going to scatter and hurry by
side paths back to their homes.

The Colonel Who Exterminates the

Caitiffs Chia Hsü from Wu-wei said:

"If you leave your armies and

travel alone, then the chief of a single village can arrest you.
best thing to do is to move west together, attack Ch'ang-an and
avenge Tung Cho.

If we're successful we can serve the royal house

and set the empire to rights.
still run away."
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If it doesn't work out we can

Chüeh and the others agreed, and they
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The

made a convenant together, and led their forces of several thousands
marching west day and night.

Both Hu Wen-ts'ai and Yang Cheng-hsiu

were important men of Liang Province.

12

Wang Yün ordered them to go east.

They were not supposed to make any attempt to be friendly, but simply to
call the mutineers to order. Yün said: "Those rats from east of the
13
passes,
what do they want to do? You go and ask them." The two men
went off, but all they did was to call up their own soldiers and go back
to their province.
Chüeh recruited soldiers as he marched, and by the time he came to
Ch'ang-an he had already more than a hundred thousand men.

He joined

Cho's former followers Fan Ch'ou and Li Meng and they besieged the walls
of Ch'ang-an. The walls were too steep for storming, and the city held
out for eight days.
Lü Pu's army had soldiers from Shu
inside the city.

14

and these men staged a mutiny

In the sixth month, on the day wu-wu [28.Vl] they brought

Chüeh's army in, and the soldiers were let loose to plunder.
them within the walls but could do nothing to stop them.

Pu fought

With Cho's head

tied to his horse's saddle and with several hundred horsemen, he fled
15
from the city. He halted his horse below the Ch'ing-so Gate
and called
Wang Yün to come away with him.

Yün said: "If I have received the blessing

of the national altars, then my only wish would be to give peace to our
country.

If I have not received it, then I offer myself to die for him.

The Emperor is young and weak, and he trusts in me.
I can't run away from it.
passes.

Try to get help from the leaders east of the

Urge them to think of the nation."

Ch'ung Fu said:

When danger comes,

The Grand Master of Ceremonies

"We are the chief servants of the state, but we could

neither prevent violence nor resist insult.
swords face the palace.

Because of our failure, naked

If I leave here, where can I go?"

He died in

the fighting.
Li Chüeh and Kuo Ssu camped near the Lateral Gates of the Southern
Palace.

They killed the Grand Coachman Lu K'uei, the Grand Herald

Chou Huan, the Colonel of the City Gates Ts'ui Lieh and the Colonel
of the Elite Cavalry Wang Ch'i.

The officials and commoners that died

were more than ten thousand and bodies were scattered in the streets.
Wang Yün helped the Emperor to climb the tower of the Hsüan-p'ing Gate
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to escape the soldiers.

Chüeh and the others came to the gate, fell to

the ground and made the kowtow.

The Emperor said to them: "Gentlemen,

you have set loose soldiers everywhere, what do you want?"
the others replied:

"Tung Cho was loyal to your majesty and Lü Pu

killed him without good cause.
make rebellion.

Chüeh and

We avenge Cho, we would not dare to

We beg to finish this business and then we will go to

the Commandant of Justice for punishment."

They surrounded the gate-

tower and asked that the Minister over the Masses Wang Yün come out,
saying:

"What fault had the Grand Master [Tung Cho]?"

alternative and he went down and saw them.
there was an amnesty for the empire.

Yün had no

On the day chi-wei [29.Vi]

Li Chüeh was made General Who

Manifests Firmness, Kuo Ssu became General Who Manifests Courage.
Fan Ch ’ou and the rest all became Generals of the Gentleman of the
Household.

Chüeh and his men arrested the Colonel Director of the

Retainers Huang Wan and killed him.
Before this, Wang Yün had appointed Sung Yi of his own commandery
as the Eastern Supporter and Wang Hung was the Western Sustainer. Chüeh
and the others wanted to kill Yün but they were afraid the two commanderie;
would make trouble, so they sent a summons for Yi and Hung.
a messenger to say to Yi:

Hung sent

"The only reason why Kuo Ssu and Li Chüeh

have not yet killed Lord Wang is because you and I still at large.
If we answer the summons today, they will destroy us all tomorrow.
Do you think we should go?" Yi said:

"Though it is difficult to decide

the rights and wrongs of the case, the first principle is to obey the
royal command.“ Hung said:
bubbling like a cauldron.

"The loyal armies east of the passes are
They always wanted to destroy Tung Cho, and

now that Cho is dead it should be easy to deal with his followers. If
we raise troops to attack Chüeh and the others, making alliance with
the east of the mountains, this is an opportunity to turn ill fortune
into good."

Yi refused to join him, and Hung could not act alone, so

they both obeyed the summons.
1939

On the day ^chia-tzu [4 .VII] Chüeh

arrested Yün with Yi and Hung and killed them all.
family died too.

Yün's wife and

When Hung came to his fate he cursed and said:

"Sung Yi was a weakling, not fit to discuss great plans."
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Chüeh left Yün's body in the market-place and no-one dared
to collect it.

Then Chao Chien of Ching-chao,

the Prefect of

P'ing-ling, a former officer of Yün, left his office to take it
away and bury it.
for killing Cho.

Before this, Yün had claimed all the rewards
Shih-sun Jui refused any credit and rejected a

fief as a marquis.

So he now escaped misfortune.

Your servant Kuang says:

The Yi-ching claims:

'The

superior man of humility and merit will maintain his success
17
to the end and will receive good fortune.'
Shih-sun Jui
had achievement but did not boast of it, and so he preserved
his life.

Can that not be called wisdom?

Chüeh and the others made Chia Hsü the Eastern Supporter
and wanted to make him a marquis.

Hsü said:

"This was just a

plan to save my own skin, what have I done to deserve a reward?"
He refused to accept it.
Masters of Writing.

Then they made him Supervisor of the

Hsü said:

"Supervisor of the Masters of

Writing is the senior office of all, the whole empire looks to
it.

My name has not been important before, and people will not

respect it."

He became a Master of Writing.

Lü Pu fled from the Wu Pass to Nan-yang, and Yüan Shu
treated him extremely well.

But Pu presumed on his credit with

the Yüan clan and let his soldiers plunder and rob.
annoyed at this and Pu became uneasy.
Chang Yang in Ho-nei.

Shu was

He went off to join

Li Chüeh and the others offered a great

reward for Pu and Pu fled once more to Yüan S h a o .
On the day ping-tzu

[16.VII ] the General of the Van

Chao Ch'ien became Minister over the Masses.
In the autumn, in the seventh month, on the day keng-tzu
[9*VIIl] the Grand Commandant Ma Mi-ti was made Grand Tutor with
control of the affairs of the Masters of Writing.
In the eighth month the General of Chariots and Cavalry
)40

Huang-fu Sung was made Grand Commandant.

An edict ordered the

Grand Tutor Ma Mi-ti and the Grand Coachman Chao Ch'i to take
18
credentials and make peace with the east of the passes.
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In the ninth month Li Chüeh was made General of Chariots and
Cavalry and given command as Colonel Director of the Retainers with
credentials.

Kuo Ssu became General of the Rear, Fan Ch'ou became

General of the Right and Chang Chi became General of the Agile
19
Cavalry.
All were enfeoffed as marquises. Chüeh, Ssu and Ch'ou
controlled the court government.

Chi went out and camped in Hung-nung.

The Minister over the Masses Chao Ch'ien left office.
On the day chia-shen [21.Xl] the Minister of Works
Ch'un-yii Chia became Minister over the Masses, the Imperial
Household Grandee Yang Piao became Minister of Works, and they shared
*

control of the affairs of the Masters of Writing.
Before this, when Tung Cho entered the passes [to Ch'ang-an],
he had persuaded Han Sui and Ma T 'eng to join him in dealing with
the east of the mountains.
Ch'ang-an.

Sui and T'eng brought their forces to

Cho died soon afterwards and Li Chüeh and the others made

Sui General Who Maintains the West in Peace and sent him back to
Chin-ch'eng, while T'eng became General Who Subdues the West and was
sent to camp at Mei.
In the winter, in the tenth month, Liu Piao, Inspector of
Ching Province, sent up tribute.

Piao was made General Who Maintains

the South in Peace, Governor of Ching Province, and was enfeoffed as
Marquis of Ch'eng-wu.

20

In the twelfth month the Grand Commandant Huang-fu Sung was
dismissed and the Imperial Household Grandee Chou Chung was made
Grand Commandant and shared in the control of the affairs of the
Masters of Writing.
Ts'ao Ts'ao pursued the Yellow Turbans to Chi-pei and they all
surrendered to him.

He gained more than three hundred thousand soldiers

and more thana million men and women.
and called them the Ch'ing-chou troops.

He chose out the best fighters

21

Ts'ao appointed Mao Chieh of Ch'en-liu as Attendant Official
at Headquarters.

Chieh said to Ts'ao: "The empire is divided and

falling, the Emperor is in exile and the people have left their
occupations: they hunger and wander and die.

The goverment has less

than a year's reserve of food and the people have no sense of security.
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Things cannot stay like this.

Now, men who are fighting for the

right make the best soldiers, and if they can be sure of their
supplies they will hold their positions.

You must serve the Son of

Heaven in order to gain authority over those who would not submit to you
otherwise, and you should put farming in order so as to store up military
supplies.

If you do this, you can achieve the position of a hegemon king.”

Ts'ao accepted what he said, and he sent a messenger to Chang Yang, the
Grand Administrator, of Ho-nei, asking permission to travel west to Ch'ang-an.
Yang refused.
Tung Chao of Ting-t'ao [in Chi-yin commandery] said to Yang: ’’Though
Yuan and Ts'ao

are

allies, they won't stay together for long.

Ts'ao is weak,

but

he is still one

of the few great men in the empire, and

you should look for some opportunity to get on good terms with him.
have a really good chance.
besides.

At themoment

Now you

Send through his memorial, and recommend him

If things turn out well there will be a permanent bond between you."

So Yang sent Ts'ao's memorial to the capital with a strong recommendation, and
Chao wrote on Ts'ao Ts'ao's behalf to Li Chiieh and Kuo Ssu and the others,
varying his compliments to suit each man.
Chüeh and Ssu received Ts'ao's messenger, but they were sure that the
rebels east of

the

passes wanted to set up an emperor for themselves,and

although Ts'ao

had

sent for orders they were convinced there was sometrick.

They considered keeping Ts'ao's messenger back.

The Gentleman in Attendance

of the Yellow Gates Chung Yao spoke to Chiieh and Ssu and said: "At this time
all the fighting men rise up together and each claims the mandate to rule
on his own.
house.

Ts'ao of Yen Province is the only one who cares for the imperial

If you reject his loyalty this is no way to encourage people to look

to you in the future."

So Chiieh and Ssu made a generous reply.

Yao was the

22

great-grandson of [Chung] Hao.

The Inspector of Hsu Province, T'ao Ch'ien, with all the chief officials
of his commanderies and kingdoms, sent in a memorial to recommend that
23
Chu Chiin become Grand Master.
Then they wrote to the other heads of province;
and urged that they make a joint attack on Li Chiieh and his followers and then
offer a welcome to the Emperor.

Li Chiieh followed a proposal of the Grand

Commandant Chou Chung and the Master of Writing Chia Hsu and summoned Chun
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to court.

So Chun declined Ch'ien's recommendation and answered

the summons instead. He was again made Grand Coachman.
Kung-sun Tsan sent more soldiers to attack Yüan Shao.
1942

They came to Lung-ts'ou and Shao attacked them and defeated them.
Tsan went back to Yu Province and did not dare come out again.
Ch'en Wen of Ju-nan, Inspector of Yang Province, died, and
Yuan Shao sent Yuan Yi to take over Yang Province.
attacked him and defeated him.
his own soldiers.

Yuan Shu

Yi fled to P'ei and was killed by

Shu made Ch'en YÜ of Hsia-p'i Inspector of

Yang Province.

Ch'.'ü-p'ing 4th year [19.II •193-8*11 •194]:

In the spring, in the first month, on the day chia-yin [l9.Il],
the first day of the month, there was an eclipse of the sun.
On the day ting-mao [4.Ill] there was an amnesty for the empire.
Ts'ao Ts'ao's army was at Chüan-ch'eng.

Yüan Shu, under

pressure from Liu Piao, led his men to camp at Feng-ch'iu, and he was
joined by a group of the Black Mountain bandits and also by
Yu-fu-lo of the Hsiung-nu.

Ts'ao Ts'ao attacked Shu's army and

defeated it and then beseiged Feng-ch'iu.
and then to Ning-ling.

Shu retreated to Hsiang-yi

Ts'ao continued the pursuit and defeated him

in one battle after another.

Shu fled into Chiu-chiang.

Ch'en Yü,

the Inspector of Yang Province (who had been appointed by Shu] turned
against him and refused to let him in.

Shu retreated to Yin-ling,

collected his forces north of the River Huai and again went forward
against Shou-ch'un.^

Yü took fright and went back to Hsia-p'i.

Then Shu took over his territory and claimed the additional title
1943

"Lord of Hsü Province",

Li Chüeh wanted to make an alliance with

Shu, so he appointed Shu General of the Left and enfeoffed him as
Marquis of Yang-ti, granting him credentials.
Yüan Shao and T'ien K'ai, the Inspector of Ch'ing Province
appointed by Kung-sun Tsan, had fought continually for two years.
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The soldiers were tired and weak and supplies were completely
exhausted on both sides.

They had plundered one another's people

until the land was a wilderness without a single green plant.
Shao made his son T'an Inspector of Ch'ing Province.
him but had no success.

K ’ai fought

Then Chao Ch'i came to make peace in the

east of the passes, and Tsan accepted a truce with Shao and each
side led their troops away.
In the third month Yüan Shao was at the Po-lo Ford.

The

soldiers in Wei commandery rebelled and joined Poison Yü and the
Black Mountain bandits to make a force of several ten thousand men.
They stormed Yeh city [the capital of Wei commandery] and killed
the Grand Administrator.

Shao went back to camp at Ch'ih-ch’iu.

In the summer, Ts'ao Ts'ao led his army back to Ting-t'ao.
Wang Lang of Tung-hai, Attendant Official at Headquarters
in Hsü Province, and the Aide-de-Camp Chao Yü of Lang-yeh suggested
to their Inspector T'ao Ch'ien: "If you wish to be recognised as
a feudal lord, the best way is to take up arms and defend the
throne.

Now that the Son of Heaven is away in the western

capital you should send in a messenger to take tribute."
sent Yü to take a memorial to Ch'ang-an.

So Ch'ien

An imperial edict

promoted Ch'ien to be Governor of Hsü Province with the additional
title of General Who Gives Tranquillity to the East and enfeoffed
him as Marquis of Li-yang.

He made Yü Grand Administrator of

Kuang-ling and Lang Grand Administrator of K'uai-chi.
Up to this time the people of Hsü had been prosperous, the
crops were abundant, and many people had come to take refuge there.
But then Ch'ien began to put his trust in slanderers and criminals,
granting them official posts and keeping loyal and upright men at
a distance.

The laws and the government were not well administered,

and Hsü Province gradually fell into disorder.

Hsü Shao had left

his home to come to Kuang-ling and Ch'ien received him with the
utmost courtesy.

Shao, however, said to his followers: "T'ao

Kung-tsu [i.e. T'ao Ch'ien] pretends to admire my reputation, but
he is not a really honest man.
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he will not always be in such a good mood."

So he left him.

Later,

when Ch'ien arrested all the scholars living in his province, then
people admired Shao's foresight.
In the sixth month there was great rain and hail in Fu-feng.
1944

There was a rock-fall on Mount Hua.
The Grand Commandant Chou Chung was dismissed.

The Grand

Coachman Chu Chün became Grand Commandant with control of the
affairs of the Masters of Writing.
Ch'üeh Hsüan of Hsia-p'i collected a force of several thousand
men and named himself Son of Heaven.

T'ao Ch'ien attacked him and

killed him.
There were great rains day and night for twenty days and more,
and the floods destroyed people's houses.
Yüan Shao led out his army and entered the Lu-ch'ang hills in
Ch'ao-ko [prefecture].

He attacked Poison Yü, beseiged him for

five days and defeated him.
ten thousand of his army.

He cut off the heads of Poison and over
Then Shao went north through the mountains,

attacked the bandit Tso with the Eighty-foot Moustache and his group
and beheaded them all.

He also attacked Liu Shih, Green Ox-Horn,

Yellow Dragon, Colonel on the Left, Kuo Great-Virtue, Big-Eyes Li
and Yü Ti-Ken, and again cut off several ten thousand heads and
destroyed all their camps and fortifications.

Then he fought in

Ch'ang-shan with the Black Mountain bandit Chang Yen and four
detachments of the Chu-ko and the Wu-huan from Yen-men.

Yen had

several ten thousand good soldiers and several thousand horsemen.
Shao and Lü Pu attacked Yen and they fought continually for more than
ten days.

Though many of Yen's troops were killed or wounded, Shao's

army was also exhausted, and they both drew back.
Many of Lü Pu's officers and soldiers had acted cruelly, and
Shao was angry about it.

ThaiPu asked to go back to Lo-yang.

Shao

claimed the authority to appoint Pu Colonel Director of the
Retainers, and sent a strong escort to accompany him.
however, he made plans to kill him.
1945

his tent,

2

Secretly,

Pu sent a man to strum music in

but he himself went away into hiding.

During the night,

the men in the escort got up and hacked the tent and coverlets and
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destroyed everything inside.

Next day, when Shao learnt that Pu

was still alive, he was so frightened that he closed the gates of
the city to defend himself.

Pu led his army back to join Chang

Yang [in Ho-nei].
The former Grand Commandant T s 'ao Sung had taken refuge in
Lang-yeh.

His son Ts'ao ordered Ying Shao, the Grand Administrator

of T'ai-shan, to invite him over.
more than a hundred carts.

Sung's travelling baggage needed

T'ao Ch'ien's subordinates were

stationed at Yin-p'ing, and the soldiers were greedy for Sung's
treasure.

They made a surprise attack on Sung between Hua and Pi

and killed him, together with his younger son Te.

3

In the autumn, Ts'ao led his men to attack Ch'ien, stormed
more than ten cities, and came to P 'eng-ch'eng.

There was a great

battle, Ch'ien's army was defeated and he fled to guard T'an.
Before this, when the capital [Ch'ang-an] and Lo-yang had
suffered the disorders of Tung Cho the people had migrated to the
east, and many had come to Hsü.

When Ts'ao arrived there were

several hundred thousand men and women trapped and killed at the
Ssu River, so many that the water did not flow.
Ts'ao attacked T'an but could not take it, and then he
4
went off. He attacked Ch'ü-lu, Sui-ling, and Hsia-ch'iu and
destroyed all of them.

Even the chickens and dogs were gone.

He

laid waste the cities and there were no living men any more.
In the winter, in the tenth month, on the day hsin-ch'ou
[3.XIl] there was an earthquake in the capital district.
There was a comet in the T'ien-shih.
946
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The Minister of Works Yang Piao was dismissed.

On the day

ping-wu [8.XIl] the Grand Master of Ceremonies Chao Wen became
Minister of Works and controlled the affairs of the Masters of
Writing.
Liu Yii^ and Kung-sun Tsan had been on bad terms for a
long time.

Tsan had often attacked Yüan Shao, and though Yü had

forbidden it he was not able to enforce his orders, so he now cut
down a little on Tsan's supplies.
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He repeatedly

disobeyed instructions and he plundered the people.

Yü could

no longer control him, and he sent a courier to take a

memorial to the

Emperor setting out [Tsan's] crimes of cruelty and robbery.
his side complained that Yü was sending inadequate supplies.

Tsan on
The two

memorials were presented, accusing one another, and the court replied
in vaguely favourable terms

to each of them, taking no action.

Tsan built a small fort in the southeast of Chi city and

ß

occupied it.

Yü asked several times to meet him, but Tsan claimed he

was ill and would not accept.

Yü suspected he was preparing to rebel,

and so he collected the soldiers of his province, a hundred thousand
men, and attacked him.

At this time, Tsan's forces were scattered,

away from their posts.

In their haste to retreat, they even tried to

break down the eastern wall of the city.

Yü's soldiers, however, had

no organisation and no. training in battle.

He respected the houses of

the civilians and would not hear of orders to burn them.

He warned

the officers of his army: "We are not to harm other people, we are
only to kill one Po-kuei [i.e. Kung-sun Tsan]."
beseiged the fort but could not capture it.

They attacked and

Then Tsan picked several

hundred of his best men, took advantage of the wind to set a fire, and
charged straight through the enemy lines.

Yü's forces disintegrated.

Yü and his officers fled north to Chü-yung, Tsan pursued him and
attacked him, and after three days the city fell.

He captured Yü

and his wife and children and brought them back to Chi, still keeping
him in nominal charge of the civil administration of the province.
At this time an edict sent the messenger Tuan Hsün to grant
Yü a larger fief with more towns, and to give him command over the
government of six provinces.

Tsan was to be made General of the Van

and enfeoffed as Marquis of Yi.

Tsan claimed, falsely, that Yü had

once made plans with Yüan Shao to take the imperial title, and he
forced Hsün to have Yü and his family executed in the market-place
at Chi.

Sun Chin, former Chancellor of Ch'ang-shan»joined the

officers Chang Yi and Chang Tsan and went to Yü.

They put every

curse on Tsan that they could think of and then they died together.
Tsan sent Yü's head to the capital.
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Wei Tun, a former official of Yü,

stole Yu's head from the couriers and brought it back and buried
it.

By his grace and generosity, YÜ had gained the affection of

his people, and in the northern province

not one of those who had

migrated [into Yu] or who were native [to Yu] failed to mourn for
him with bitter grief.
Earlier, when Yu had wanted to send a messenger to take a
report to Ch'ang-an, he found it difficult to decide on the right
man.

Everyone said: "T'ien Ch'ou of Yu-pei-p’ing is only

twenty-two, but although he is young he is remarkably able."

So

Yü sent him a polite invitation and asked him to become his
officer.

He had already prepared chariots and cavalry for the

trip, but Ch'ou said: "The road is blocked and there are robbers
and bandits everywhere.

If you call me an officer and give me a

commission, everyone will notice me.

I want to go privately, and

with a bit of luck I can get through."

Yü agreed.

Ch'ou

collected twenty horsemen from his own family retainers, they
went together up to the western pass, across the frontier,
through the northern mountains, then straight to Shuo-fang.

7

From

there they travelled on sideroads to Ch'ang-an and delivered the
message.
An edict appointed Ch'ou Chief Commandant of Cavalry.
Because the Emperor at that time was a wanderer and had lost the
throne, Ch'ou felt this was no time for a subject to receive
favours and rewards, and he could not accept the honour.

He

refused it firmly, and as soon as he had a reply to Yü's message
he hurried back.

Yü, however, was dead before he arrived. Ch'ou

went to Yü's grave and sacrificed there, displayed the message
that he had been entrusted with, then wept and went away.
Kung-sun Tsan was angry.
and then he asked him:
Ch'ou said:
of rebellion.

He offered a reward and captured Ch'ou,
"You did not send the message

to me, why?"

"The Han house is declining and the people have ideas
Lord Liu was the only man who never let slip his

loyalty or his honour.

The message

I carried was hardly

flattering to you, and I am afraid you would not have been pleased
to hear it.
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Besides, you have just

destroyed an innocent lord and you are at war against an honest
minister.

I am afraid that the men of Yen and Chao

the Eastern Sea and die rather than follow you.”
Ch'ou went back north to Wu-chung.

8

would jump into

Tsan let him go.

There'he led several hundred

of his clan and others that came to him, cleared the ground and made
a covenant to say:

"Unless my lord's enemy suffers vengeance I can

remain no longer in the world."

Q

They went into the Hsii-wu hills ,

made camp in some flat open land among steep passes and lived there.
Ch'ou himself tilled the ground to keep his father and mother.

The

people came to him, and in several years their numbers grew until
there were more than five thousand families.
Ch'ou spoke to the elders and said: "Now the people here are
as many as a city, yet there is no single government for them and
there are no laws to guide them.
our peace.

I fear this is not the way to keep

Now I have a foolish plan, and with your help I would like

to put it to effect.

May I do so?"

They all said: "Do so."

Then

Ch'ou made his code.

Those who killed or wounded one another, those

who robbed and those who quarrelled should answer for their fault
according to how serious it was.

The heaviest penalty was death, and

altogether there were about ten articles.
1948

He also set out ceremonies

of marriage and the courses taught in the schools.

He proclaimed these

among the people, and all found them easy to follow.

Eventually the

government was so good that things found in the road were never
touched [but left there for their owners to collect].

All in the

north had trust in him and submitted to his authority, while both the
Wu-huan and the Hsien-pi sent messengers with presents of food. Ch'ou
treated them well and accepted

them, and ordered them not to invade

the borders.
In the twelfth month, on the day hsin-ch'ou [l.II.194] there
was an earthquake.
The Minister of Works Chao Wen was dismissed.

On the day

yi-ssu [4.1l] the Commandant of the Palace Guard Chang Hsi was
made Minister of Works.
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CHAPTER 61

Hsing-p'ing 1st year [9•II•194-28.1.195]:
In the spring, in the first month, on the day hsin-yu
[21.Il] there was an amnesty for the empire.

On the day

chia-tzu [24.Il] the Emperor took the cap of manhood.
In the second month, on the day wu-yin [10.Ill]the high
officials recommended that a Ch'ang-ch'iu Palace be set up.

2

An edict said: "The burial ground for my late mother has not yet
been settled.

How can I bear to talk of choosing for my harem?'1

On the day jen-wu [l4.IIl] the three Dukes recommended that the
grave of the Emperor's dead mother the Lady Wang be changed, and
that she be given the posthumous title of Empress Huai of
Emperor Ling.

3

T'ao Ch'ien told T'ien K'ai of his danger [from Ts'ao
Ts'ao] and K'ai brought him help, with the Chancellor of
P'ing-yiian, Liu Pei.

Pei himself had several thousand soldiers,

and Ch'ien gave him four thousand more stationed at Tan-yang,
and then Pei left K'ai and joined Ch'ien.

Ch'ien recommended him

as Inspector of Yü Province and he camped at Hsiao-p'ei.

Ts'ao

Ts'ao's supplies were exhausted and he led his men back.
Ma T'eng had some privata request of Li Chüeh, but he did.
not get what he wanted.

He became angry, and he planned to raise

soldiers and attack the capital.

The Emperor sent messengers

to bring about a reconciliation, but T'eng would not listen.
Han Sui brought up his forces to come and make peace between T'eng
and Chiieh, but then he also joined T'eng.

The Grandee Remonstrant

and Consultant Ch'ung Shao, the Palace Attendant Ma Yü. and the
General of the Gentlemen of the Household on the Left Liu Fan made
plans to have T'eng attack Ch'ang-an and then to act as his
supporters inside the city and kill Chüeh and his allies, [in the
third month] on the day jen-shen T'eng brought his soldiers to
camp at Ch'ang-p'ing Observatory.

4

Shao and his fellow-conspirators

were discovered and fled to Huai-li.

Chüeh sent Fan Ch'ou,
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Kuo Ssu and his elder brother's son Li to make an attack. T'eng was
defeated and fled, and went back to Liang Province.

Then the army

attacked Huai-li, and Shao and the others were all killed.

On the

day keng-shen an edict was issued to pardon T'eng and his supporters.
In the summer, in the fourth month,

Ma

5

T'eng was made

General Who Gives Tranquillity to the Northern Barbarians and

Han

Sui was made General Who Gives Tranquillity to the Submissive.
Ts'ao Ts'ao sent his Major Hsiin Yu, with Ch'eng YÜ, the
Prefect of Shou-chang, to hold Chüan-ch'eng.
to attack T'ao Ch'ien.

He himself again went

He seized territory as far as Lang-yeh and

Tung-hai, and he destroyed everything he passed.
and defeated Liu Pei east of T'an.

Then he turned back

Ch'ien was frightened and wanted

to run back home to Tan-yang, but just at this time the Grand
Administrator of Ch'en-liu, Chang Miao, rebelled against Ts'ao and
called in Lü Pu, and so Ts'ao led his army back*
Before this, when Chang Miao was young, he enjoyed acting as
c

a knight errant.
of his.

Yuan Shao and Ts'ao Ts'ao were both good friends

When Shao was the leader of the alliance [against Tung Cho]

he became arrogant, and Miao spoke straight and told him so.
was angry and told Ts'ao to kill him.
[i.e. Chang Miao] is a good friend.
him tolerance.

Ts'ao refused: "Meng-cho
Right or wrong, we should show

Now, while the empire is still not settled, how can

we cause danger to one another?"
1951

Shao

When Ts'ao first attacked

T'ao Ch'ien, feeling sure that he would be killed he gave orders to
his family: "If I do not return, go and attend Meng-cho."

Later he

came back and saw Miao, and they wept for emotion.
Kao Jou of Ch'en-liu spoke to his country-men and said:
"General Ts'ao only holds Yen Province now, but at heart he has
plans to take over everything.
here.

He will never be content to stay

At the same time, Magistrate Chang, with all the wealth of

Ch'en-liu, is just waiting for the opportunity to make a rebellion. I
think we had better get out of this.

What do you say?" Everybody

thought that Ts'ao and Chang were close friends and Jou was young, so
they would not follow his suggestion.

Then Jou's elder cousin [Kao]

Kan invited him to come north of the Yellow River [into Chi Province]
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and so Jou took his family and went to join him.
When Lu Pu left Yuan Shao for Chang Yang, he stayed with
Miao on the way.

When he was about to go they held hands and made

an oath together.

Shao heard about this and was very angry.

Miao

was afraid that in the end Ts'ao would kill him as a favour to Shao,
and he was not easy in his mind.

Once before, when the Grand

Administrator of Chiu-chiang Pien Jang of Ch'en-liu had criticised
Ts'ao, Ts'ao came to hear of it and killed Jang with all his family.
Up to that time Jang had been well known for his ability, and so all
the leading men of Yen Province were frightened.
nature was upright, strong and impetuous.

Ch'en Kung by

He too was secretly unsure

of his position, and with the Gentlemen of the General Staff Hsü Ssu,
Wang K'ai and Miao's younger brother Ch'ao he made plans for a
rebellion against Ts'ao.

Kung said to Miao: "The empire is divided

and fallen and the brave men rise up together.

With the forces of

a thousand li you stay in a place open on four sides to war.

You

hold your sword and you look around proudly, and you are good enough
to be a leader of men.
another.

Yet you prefer to take your orders from

Isn't that pretty meanspirited?

Now the provincial army

is away in the east and this place is empty.
soldier and a superb fighting man.

Lii Pu is a strong

You call him in for a while, rule

Yen Province together, watch the situation of the empire and wait for
the changes of time and circumstance.
such a strategic move."

This is the very moment for

Miao agreed.

At this time, Ts'ao had ordered Kung to lead a force into camp
in Tung commandery.

Then Kung took his army and secretly invited Pu

to come and take over as Governor of Yen Province.

Pu came up, and

Miao sent his follower Liu Yi to tell Hsün Yü: "General Lü has come
to help Commissioner Ts'ao

7

attack T'ao Ch'ien.

provisions ready for his army."

You must quickly get

People were doubtful, and Yü

realised that Miao planned to rebel.

At once, he ordered his men to

make preparations and hastily called up the Grand Administrator of
Tung commandery, Hsia-hou Tun, from P'u-yang.
occupied P'u-yang.
T'ao Ch'ien,
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Tun came and then Pu

At this time Ts'ao's whole army was attacking

there were few soldiers left on guard and many of the
110

Commanders and senior officials had been in correspondence with
Miao and Kung.
1952

The same night that Tun arrived, he executed several

tens of those who had planned rebellion, and the army was settled.
The Inspector of Yü Province, Kuo Kung, brought an army of
several ten thousand men below the walls of [Chüan-ch'eng] city.
Some said that he was in the plan with Pu, and the people were very
frightened.

Kung asked to see Hsün Yü.

Yü was prepared to go, but

Tun and the others said: "You are the guard of the whole province.
If you go you will certainly be in danger.

You can't do it."

Yü

said: "Kung knows almost nothing about Miao's party, because they
have had little to do with each other in the past.

He has only just

arrived and he certainly has not made up his mind what he is going to
do.

If we talk to him while he is still undecided, even if we can't

get him to join us, at least we can persuade him to stay neutral.
On the other hand, if we make him suspicious he will only get angry
and then he will complete the plan to rebel."

Kung saw that Yü was

quite unafraid, and he felt that Chüan-ch'eng would be difficult to
attack, so he led his men away.
At this time all the commanderies and prefectures of Yen
Province followed Pu, only Chüan-ch'eng, Fan and Tung-a stayed loyal.
Deserters from Pu's army said: "Ch'en Kung is going to come himself
to take Tung-a, and he will send Fan Yi to take Fan."
officers and people were frightened.

All the

Ch'eng Yü was originally a

man from Tung-a, and Hsün Yü said to him: "The whole province is in
rebellion and only these three cities remain.
will attack them with a strong force.

Kung and his fellows

Unless we have something to

hold them, all three will certainly change sides.
up to you.

You go and make friends with them."

On his way home, Yü passed by Fan.
Chin Yün:

The people look

"I have heard

that Lü Pu holds your mother and your

younger brother and your wife and children.
can you accept this?

He spoke to the Prefect

As a filial son, how

But now the empire is in great disorder, and

brave men rise up against one another.

What a wise man should judge

and choose is the leader who can really take control and can end the
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disorders of the empire.

The man who finds his true lord will

prosper, and the man who makes a bad choice will die.

Ch'en Kung

has rebelled and brought in Lii Pu, and all the cities have
followed.

It certainly seems as if they can take everything

over, but if you think about it, what sort of a man is Pu?
rough, with little affection for anyone else.
arrogant.

Pu is

He is brutal and

This is the strength of a common fellow.

For the time

being, Kung and the others are compelled to be friendly with him,
but they will never accept him as a chief.

Though he has many

soldiers, in the end he will come to nothing.

The wisdom and

strategy of Commissioner Ts'ao are not of this world, but rather
received from Heaven.
253

You must keep Fan firm, I will guard

Tung-a, and then we will have achieved the good work of T'ien

Q

Tan.

How can you abandon loyalty and follow evil, and so bring

mother and son both to die?

If you would only think it over.”

Yün wept and said: "I do not dare to have a double heart [and
act unfaithfully]."
prefecture.
in an ambush.

At this time Fan Yi was already in the

Yün received him, and had him killed by soldiers
Then he went back and prepared his troops to defend

themselves in Fan.

Hsü Chung's criticism

Q

says: "Yün had no

responsibility as Lord Ts'ao's subject, and his mother was
his closest relative.
should have gone away.

According to moral standards, he
When K'ai Fang, the kung-tzu of

Wei, went to office in Ch'i and did not return for several
years, Kuan Chung held that as he did not care for his own
family, how could he care for his ruler?^

This means

that one looks for a loyal official essentially at the door
of a filial son.
relative.

Yün should first have rescued his closest

When Hsü Shu's mother was held by Lord Ts'ao,

Liu Pei sent Shu back to the n o r t h . A man with imperial
ambitions should have sympathy with the feelings of a son.
Lord Ts'ao should also have sent Yün away."
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Ch'eng Yü also sent a detachment of cavalry to hold the
Ts'ang-t'ing Ford, and when Ch'en Kung came up he could not cross.
By the time Yü came to Tung-a the Prefect there, Tsao Chih of
Ying-ch'uan, had already taken command of the officers and people
and trained them to guard the walls and hold firm.
to keep all three cities safe for Ts'ao.

So Yü managed

Then Ts'ao came back, and

he took Y ü ’s hand and said: "But for your strength, I would have had
no place to return to."
to garrison Fan.

He recommended Yü as Chancellor of Tung-p'ing

Lü Pu had attacked Chüan-ch'eng but could not

capture it, and he went back west to camp at P'u-yang.

Ts'ao Ts'ao

said: "Pu obtained the province in a single day, but instead of
seizing Tung-p'ing so as to break the road between K'ang-fu and
T'ai-shan and hold the passes and important places against me, he
has gone to camp at P'u-yang.

Now I know he is incompetent."

He

went forward and attacked him.
In the fifth month the General Who Manifests Firmness Kuo Ssu
was made General of the Rear and the General Who Gives Tranquillity
1954

and Collects the Empire Fan Ch'ou became General of the Right.

Both

opened offices like the three Dukes, and joined [with the three
Dukes and Li Chüeh] to form the six offices. ^
and recommendations of officials.

All made selections

Li Chüeh and the others always

wanted, their proteges to be given office, and if anyone opposed them
they were angry and had no hesitation in showing it.

The people in

charge were troubled at this, and they gave office to the candidates
in order of preference.

First they would take Chüeh's nominees, then

Ssu's and then Ch'ou's.

None of the men the three D.ukes recommended

were ever given a post.
The four commanderies west of the Yellow River were a long
13
way from the headquarters of Liang Province
and were cut off by
pirates on the rivers.

A memorial was sent to ask that they be set

up as a separate province.

In the sixth month on the day ping-tzu

[6.VII ] an edict made Han-tan Shang of Ch'en-liu Inspector
14
of Yung Province, to administer this new region.
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On the day ting-ch'ou [7.VIl] there was an earthquake in
the capital district, and on the day wu-yin [8.VIl] there was
another earthquake.
On the day yi-yü [miswritten for y i - s s u ] ^ the last day
of the month [5-VIIl] there was an eclipse of the sun.
In the autumn, in the seventh month, on the day jen-tzu
[ll.VIIl]the Grand Commandant Chu Chiin was dismissed.
On the day wu-wu [17 .VIII] the Grand Master of Ceremonies
Yang Piao was made Grand Commandant and controlled the affairs
of the Masters of Writing.
On the day chia-tzu [23 .V I I I ] the General Who Maintains
the South in Peace Yang Ting became General Who Gives
Tranquillity to the West and opened an office like the three
Dukes.
From the fourth month to this [seventh] month there was
16
no rain, and a bushel of grain cost 500,000 cash.
People in
Ch'ang-an ate one another.

The Emperor ordered the Attendant

Imperial Clerk Hou Wen to give out grain and beans from the
great granary for the people to make gruel, but the people
starved and died as before.
not been correctly made.

The Emperor suspected the issue had

Five pints of each of the grain and

beans were brought to his presence to make gruel and only two
dishes were obtained.

Then Wen was beaten fifty times, and after
17
that everyone got full measure.
In the eighth month the Ch'iangof P'ing-yi [i.e.

.955

Tso-p'ing-yi commandery] plundered in the subordinate
prefectures.

Kuo Ssu, Fan Ch'ou and the others led out their

troops and defeated them.
Lü Pu had an outpost to the west of P'u-yang.
Ts'ao Ts'ao attacked it by night and destroyed it.

Before he

had got back to his own lines, Pu came up himself.

From

daybreak to sunset their soldiers fought time and again, and
the battle was desperately even.
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into the enemy line, and the Major Tien Wei of Ch'en-liu led out a
group of volunteers.

Pu's bows and crossbows were firing from every

direction and arrows were coming down like rain.

Paying no attention

to them, Wei said to his men: "When the enemy are ten paces away,
then report it."

The other men said: ’’Ten paces I"

"Tell me when it's five paces."

The others were frightened and

shouted at once: "They're here."
roared defiance.
his blow.

He said again:

Holding a halberd, Wei rose up and

Whenever he struck there was none could stand against

Pu's forces retreated.

was able to draw back and get away.

Then the sun went down, and Ts'ao
He made Wei Chief Commandant and

ordered him always to act as guard on his great tent with several
hundred of his own soldiers.
The powerful Tien clan of P'u-yang changed sides, and Ts'ao
was able to get into the city.

He set fire to the east gate to show

he had no intention of turning back, but then he fought and his army
was defeated.
it.

Some of Pu's cavalry captured Ts'ao but did not realise

They asked him: "Which is Ts'ao Ts'ao?" and Ts'ao replied:

"That man on the bay horse riding away."
go and chased the man on the bay.
got out.

So Pu's cavalry let Ts'ao

Ts'ao rushed through the fire and

He came to his camp and hastily encouraged the army,

ordered the men to make quick preparations for an attack, and went
forward again to the charge.
than three months.

He and Pu were face to face for more

Then locusts came and there was a great famine.

The supplies in Pu's army were also exhausted, and they both drew
away.
In the ninth month Ts'ao returned

to Chüan-ch'eng.

Pu went

to Sheng-shih, but he was defeated by Li Chin of that prefecture,
and he went east to camp in Shan-yang.
tenth month, Ts'ao came to Tung-a.

In the winter, in the

Yuan Shao sent someone to

I

suggest to Ts'ao that he send his family to stay at Yeh.

Ts'ao had

just lost Yen Province, his army's food was finished, and he was
going to accept the offer.

Ch'eng Yu said: "It seems, my general,

that when the pressure comes on you get flustered.
how could you make such stupid plans?
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Otherwise,

Yuan Shao has ambitions

for all the empire, but he's not nearly clever enough for that.
Could you really put up with him as a leader?

You have the

majesty of a dragon or a tiger, and are you ready to play the
part of Han [Hsin] or P'eng [Yüeh]?

Even though Yen Province

is lost, you still have the thiee cities and at least ten
thousand fine soldiers.

With your military genius, and with

Wen-jo [i.e. Hsün Yü] and myself and others to use them for
you, you can become a hegemon king.

You think it over again."

So Ts'ao gave up the idea.
In the twelfth month the Minister over the Masses
Ch'un-yii Chia left office.

The Commandant of the Palace Guard

Chao Wen was made Minister over the Masses and controlled the
affairs of the Masters of Writing.
When Ma T'eng attacked Li Chüeh both the two sons of
Liu Yen, Fan and Tan, had been killed.

The Gentleman-consultant

P'ang Hsi from Ho-nan had always been a friend of Yen, and he
collected all Yen's grandchildren and brought them into Shu.

At

that time a fire from heaven had burnt the city [of Mien-chu]
and Yen shifted his capital to Ch'eng-tu.
appeared on his back and he died.

A malignant growth

Chao Wei and other senior

officials of the province knew that Yen's son Chang was lenient
and gentle,so they joined together to set up Chang as Inspector
of Yi Province.

An imperial edict had appointed Hu Mao from

Ying-ch'uan as Inspector, and Chang's officers Shen Mi, Lou Fa
and Kan Ning rebelled and attacked Chang.

They gained, however,

no success, and they fled to Ching Province.
edict made Chang the Governor of Yi Province.

Then another
Chang appointed

Wei as General of the Gentlemen of the Household Who Subdues
the East, and he led an army to attack Liu Piao [in Ching
Province] and camped at Ch'ü-jen.
T'ao Ch'ien, Governor of Hsu Province, was seriously ill,
and he said to his Aide-de-Camp Mi Chu from Tung-hai: "No-one
but Liu Pei can ever give peace to this province."

Ch'ien died,

and Chu led the people of the province to invite Pei.
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Pei did

not dare to accept, saying: HYüan Kung-lu [i.e. Yuan Shu] is close by
in Shou-ch'un.

Give the province to him."

The Colonel in Charge of

Agriculture Ch'en Teng of Hsia-p'i said: "Kung-lu is proud and
1957

warlike, he is not the ruler to cure disorders.

Now we ask the

Commissioner [i.e. you, Liu Pei, the Governor] to collect a hundred
thousand horse and foot.

Above, you will give help to the ruler and

relief to the people, below you can share out the land and guard the
boundaries.

Even though you refuse to listen, I can't let you, turn

the job down!"

The Chancellor of Pei-hai, K'ung Jung, said to Pei:

"Yüan Kung-lu, is he the man to care about the state?
forget his family?

Can he ever
19
Dry bones from a tomb, why bother about them?

The affairs of the present day, the people give them to the able man.
If you fail to take this gift from Heaven, you will regret it but it
will be too late."

So Pei took over Hsu Province.

Before this, the Grand Tutor Ma Mi-ti had come with Chao Ch'i
as messengers to Shou-ch'un.

20

Ch'i kept his dignity without

wavering, and Yuan Shu was afraid of him.

But when Mi-ti had some

slight request of Shu, Shu browbeat him and jeered at him.

He

borrowed the imperial credentials from Mi-ti to have a look at them,
then kept them by force and refused to give them back.

He ordered

ten of his soldiers to bully Mi-ti, harry and frighten him.

When

Mi-ti asked to leave, Shu held him and refused to let him go on.
He wanted to force Mi-ti to act as his Master of the Army.
was furious at himself for losing the credentials.
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Mi-ti

He vomited blood

and died.
Before this, Sun Chien had married a woman of the Wu clan
from Ch'ien-t'ang, and had four sons, Ts'e, Ch'üan, Yi and K'uang,
and one daughter.

When Chien went away with the army he had left his

family at Shou-ch'un, and while Ts'e was still in his teens, he had
already made friends with well-known men.

Chou Yu of Shu [prefecture in

Lu-chiang] was the same age as Ts'e, and his ability too came early
to fulfilment.

He heard Ts'e's reputation, he came from Shu to visit

him, and he made friends with him.
Shu, and Ts'e did so.
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as a present to T s ’e, he went to Ts'e's home to pay respect to
Ts'e's mother, and what they had and what they lacked were shared
together.

Then Chien died.

for the burial at C h ’ü-a.

Ts ’e was seventeen, and he went back
From there he went across the Chiang,

settled in Chiang-tu, made friends with fighting men, and kept
still to his aim of revenge [for his father's death from Huang
Tsu].
The Grand Administrator of Tan-yang, Chou Hsin of K'uaichi, was on bad terms with Yüan Shu.

Shu serrfc Ts'e's maternal

uncle Wu Ching to take over as Grand Administrator.
958

He attacked

Hsin, seized his commandery, and made Ts'e's elder cousin [Sun]
Pen Chief Commandant of Tan-yang.

Ts'e entrusted his mother and

younger brothers to Chang Hung of Kuang-ling and went straight to
Shou-ch'un to see Yuan Shu.

He wept and said: "When my late

father came from Ch'ang-sha to attack Tung Cho, he met you at
Nan-yang and he made alliance with you and became your friend.
Through ill fortune he met with death, and his loyal work could
not be completed.

In consideration of the past favours to my

late father, I would like to offer my services to you.
Commissioner, please examine my sincere request."

Honourable

Shu was most

impressed with him, but he was not prepared to give him back his
father's soldiers, so he said to Ts'e:. "I am using your worthy
uncle as Grand Administrator of Tan-yang, and your excellent
cousin Po-yang [i.e. Sun Pen] is Chief Commandant.

That is the

place of the best soldiers, you can go back and join them and
collect your own troops."
So Ts'e went with Lü Fan of Ju-nan and his clansman Sun Ho
to escort his mother to Ch'ii-a to stay with his maternal uncle's
family.

Taking whatever was offering, he had slowly got together

a few hundred men when he suffered a surprise attack from the
chieftain Tsu Lang of Ching prefecture.

He was almost killed,

and at this he went back again to see Shu.

Shu gave him about a

thousand of Chien's old soldiers, and recommended him as
Colonel Who Cherishes Righteousness.

A cavalryman of Ts'e was

guilty of some fault, and he ran away to Shu's camp and hid
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in the headquarters stables.

Ts'e sent men to go and behead him, and

when it was done he went to Shu to apologise.

Shu said: ’’Soldiers

love to make mutiny, and we should both be angry at it, how is there
any cause for apology?"

From this the men in the army feared and

respected him still more.
Before this, Shu had promised to make Ts'e Grand Administrator
of Chiu-chiang, but then he changed his mind and appointed Ch'en Chi
of Tan-yang.

Later, Shu planned to attack Hsü Province and asked some

thirty thousand bushels of grain from Lu K'ang, Grand Administrator
of Lu-chiang.

K'ang turned him down.

Shu was very angry and sent

Ts'e to attack K'ang and said: "That other time I got confused and
used Ch'en Chi, and I have always been annoyed that my original idea
did not work out.
be yours."

Now if you get K'ang then Lu-chiang will certainly

Ts'e attacked K'ang and captured him; but once again Shu

used his former officer Liu Hsün as Grand Administrator.

Ts'e became

more and more disillusioned.
The Attendant Imperial Clerk Liu Yao was younger brother of Tai.
Earlier, he had made a fine reputation, and an imperial letter had
appointed him Inspector of Yang Province.

The province administration

was originally at Shou-ch'un, but Shu had already occupied it, so Yao
planned to go south across the Chiang.
him and set him up at Ch'ü-a.

Wu Ching and Sufi Pen received

Then Ts'e attacked Lu-chiang, and Yao

heard of it, and because Ching and Pen had originally been appointed
by Shu he was afraid that the Yüan and Sun clans would make an
alliance against him.
1959

He stirred up trouble so that Pen and Ching

had to leave, and thqywent away to camp at Li-yang.

Then Yao sent

his officers Fan Neng and Yü Mi to camp at Heng-chiang, and
Chang Ying to camp at Tang-li-k'ou, to hold them off.
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Shu named

his former officer Hui Ch'ü as Inspector of Yang province and
appointed Ching General of the Gentlemen of the Household Controller
of the Army.

Together with Pen, they went to attack Ying and the

others.
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üsing-p'ing 2nd year |_2y.l .lyy-lb.1 1 .iyb j:
In the spring, in the first month, on the day kuei-ch'ou
[7*Il] there was an amnesty for the empire.
Ts'ao Ts'ao defeated Lü Pu at Ting-t'ao.
An edict appointed Yüan Shao General of the Right.^
When Tung Cho died, the people of the capital district still
numbered hundreds of thousands of households.

But Li Chüeh and his

armies had plundered far and wide, and. then there was a famine, and
in the space of two years the people had been reduced to eating
human flesh and almost all of them had gone away or died of
starvation.

Li Chüeh, Kuo Ssu and Fan Ch'ou boasted of their

achievements and struggled together for power.
on the verge of quarrelling.

They were always

Chia Hsü constantly reminded them to

think of the state as a whole, and so although in private they
squabbled between themselves, they acted with some restraint
towards one another in public.
When Fan Ch'ou attacked Ma T'eng and Han Sui, Li Li
[Chueh's nephew] had fought badly.

Ch'ou swore at him: "These men

want to cut your uncle's head off.

How dare you act like this?

Don't I have the authority to execute you?"

T'eng and Sui were

defeated and fled, and Ch'ou chased them to Ch'en-ts'ang.

Sui

said to Ch'ou: "We may be fighting a war, but there's nothing
personal to it.

We both come from the same district

like to have a chat with you in private."

2

and I would

They each rode to one

side, went forward and held their horses, linked arms and talked
for a long time together and apart.

The army went back, and

Li Li told Chüeh: "Han and Fan met on horseback and talked; I
do not know what was said, but they looked very friendly and it
was all very private."

In any case, Chüeh had always been

jealous of Ch'ou because he was brave and had collected a
considerable following.

Ch'ou wanted to lead soldiers eastwards

out of the passes, and he asked Chüeh for more soldiers.
In the second month Chüeh asked Ch'ou to come and talk to
him, and then he killed him where he sat.
began to distrust one another.
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So all the leaders

Chüeh often asked Kuo Ssu to come and drink with him and
sometimes he would keep Ssu to stay overnight.

Ssu's wife

suspected that he was having an affair with one of Chueh's servantgirls, and she was determined to break it up.

Then Chüeh happened

to send a present of food, and Ssu's wife made salted beans into a
poisonous drug, and picked them out as if they had come with the
present.

Showing them to Ssu, she said: "Two cocks can't roost on

the same branch.
Lord Li."
very drunk.

I really don't think you should be so trusting of

Soon afterwards, Chüeh invited Ssu again, and Ssu became
He suddenly suspected that he had been poisoned, so he

made an emetic from diluted excrement and drank it.

3

At this, each

gathered his troops to attack.
The Emperor sent Palace Attendants and Masters of Writing to
make peace between Chüeh and Ssu, but neither would agree.

Ssu was

going to take the Emperor to his camp, but one of his soldiers
deserted in the night and told Chüeh.
In the third month on the day ping-yin [22,IV] Chüeh sent
his nephew Hsien to lead several thousand men to surround the palace,
and to bring three chariots to escort the Emperor.

The Grand

Commandant Yang Piao said: "Since ancient times, it has been the
rule that emperors and kings never reside in other men's houses.
You are engaged now in a great cause, and how can you act like this?"
Hsien said: "The general's plans are settled."

All the ministers

walked after the imperial carriage, and the soldiers immediately
went into the palace, plundered all the insignia and imperial
possessions, and took the palace women away with them.

The Emperor

came to Chüeh's camp, and Chüeh also took the gold and the silk
brocade of the imperial treasury into his own hands.

Then he set

fire to burn the palaces and apartments, the offices and the
people's houses.

Everything was destroyed.

Again the Emperor sent dukes and ministers to make peace
between Chüeh and Ssu, but Ssu detained Yang Piao, the Minister of
Works Chang Hsi, the Master of Writing Wang Lung, the Superintendent
4
of the Imperial Household Liu Yüan, the Commandant of the Palace
Guard Shih-sun Jui, the Grand Coachman Han Jung, the Commandant of
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Justice Hsüan Fan, the Grand Herald Jung K o , the Grand Minister of
Agriculture Chu Chun, the Court Architect Liang Shao, and the
Colonel of the Garrison Cavalry Chiang Hsüan and held them in his
camp as hostages.

Chu Chün was so furious he became ill and died.

In the summer, in the fourth month, on the day chia-tzu
[miswritten for chia-wu, 20.v]^ the Honoured Lady of the Fu clan
from Lang-yeh was made Empress, and the Empress' father the
Palace Attendant [Fu] Wan was made Bearer of the Golden Mace.
Kuo Ssu gave a feast to the dukes and ministers, and
discussed an attack on Li Chüeh.

Yang Piao said: "All the imperial

subjects are fighting together, one man has kidnapped the Son of
Heaven and another holds the dukes and ministers as hostages.
1961

sort of situation is this?"
take a sword to him.

What

Ssu was furious, and he was about to

Piao said: "You still think nothing of

service to the state.

What have I to live for?" but the

General of the Gentlemen of the Household Yang Mi protested
violently, and so Ssu stopped.
Chüeh recruited several thousand men of the Ch'iang tribes
and the northern barbarians.

First he gave them imperial goods,

silks and embroideries, and promised them women from the palace
for their slaves, and then he wanted them to attack Kuo Ssu.

Ssu
*

made plans with the General of the Gentlemen of the Household
Chang Pao, in Chüeh's party, for a secret attack.

On the night

of ping-shen [22.v] Ssu led soldiers to attack Chüeh's gates.
An arrow came through the curtains of the Emperor's tent and hit
Chüeh in the right ear.

Pao and the others set fire to houses,

but the fires would not take.

Yang Feng drove off Ssu's main

attack, and Ssu's men retreated.

Pao and his friends, with the

soldiers under their command, went over to Ssu.
On this day [i.e. 23.v], Chüeh shifted the Emperor once
more, to the Northern Fort.^
gate and the Emperor

He appointed a colonel to keep the

was completely isolated.

All his personal

attendants had the look of hunger on their faces.

The Emperor

asked five bushels of grain and five sets of cattle-bones to
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give to his attendants.
up food.

Chüeh said: "Morning and evening we have sent

What do you want grain for?"

old hones.

And he gave him nothing hut

The Emperor was very angry and wanted to shout at him, but

the Palace Attendant Yang Ch'i advised against it: "Chüeh knows he
is acting like a rebel.

He wants to shift Your Majesty to

Huang-po-ch'eng in Ch'ih-yang.
insolence."

7 I beg your majesty to put up with this

So the Emperor stopped.

The Minister over the Masses Chao Wen sent a letter to Chüeh
saying: "You began by killing and plundering in the imperial city and
you slaughtered the great ministers.

Now you have quarrelled over

some trivial insult and have made it a battle of life and death.

The

court has tried to get you to make peace, but the imperial orders have
no effect.

You want to shift the Emperor to Huang-po-ch'eng, and I

really don’t understand it.

In the Book of Changes, once is a mistake,

twice is going further in, and if the third time there is still no

g

change overwhelming misfortune will come.

The only thing to do is

renew the alliance as quickly as possible."
wanted to kill Wen.

Chüeh was very angry and

His younger brother Ying opposed it and after

several days he gave up the idea.
Chüeh was a believer in the arts of witches and wizards and
in the use of black magic to get rid of people.

He often made

sacrifice to Tung Cho with the three kinds of animals outside the gate

9
1962

of the palace.

Whenever he advised the- Emperor, he always used such

terms as: "Wise Majesty" or "Wise Emperor", and he described Kuo Ssu
to the Emperor as a rebel and a bandit.
opinion and made suitable comments.

The Emperor followed his

Chüeh was pleased, and thought

that he had gained the Emperor's favour.
In the intercalary [fifth] month, on the day chi-mao [4.VIl]
the Emperor sent the Supervisor of the Internuncios Huang-fu Li to
make peace between Chüeh and Ssu.
accepted the message.

Li went first to Ssu, and Ssu

Then he went to Chüeh but Chüeh refused, and

said: "Kuo T o ^ is a brigand and a horse-stealer.
to rank with me? I will certainly punish him.
and my army.

How dare he seek

You see my planning

Are they or are they not sufficient to deal with Kuo To?

Besides, Kuo To has kidnapped the dukes and mi.nisters and holds them
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as hostages.

He acts like this and you still want to help him?"

Li said: "You know how strong was Tung Cho a little while ago.
Lü Pu was his favourite but still he led a plot against him.
It was a very short time before Cho's body and his head were in
different places.

This is the result of bravery without planning.

Now you are a great leader, and you possess the favours and the
honours of the state.
Emperor.

Ssu may hold hostages but you control the

Which is the more important?

Chang Chi and Ssu have

made plans together; Yang Feng is no more than a leader of the
Po-po bandits but even he knows that what you are doing is wrong.
You may have treated them well, but they won't obey your orders.”
Chüeh cursed him and told him to go.

Li went to the palace gate

and told the Emperor: "Chüeh is not willing to accept the imperial
orders.

His words were disobedient.”

The Emperor was afraid that

Chüeh would hear about this, and he ordered Li to go away at once.
Chüeh sent Wang Ch'ang, one of the Guards As Rapid As a Tiger,
and ordered him to call Li back.

He intended to kill him, but

Ch'ang knew that Li was loyal and honest, so he let him go and
then reported to Chüeh that ”We chased him but we could not catch
him."
On the day hsin-ssu [ö.VIl] the General of Chariots and
Cavalry Li Chüeh became Commander-in-Chief, with rank above the
three Pukes.
Lü Pu's officers Hsüeh Lan and Li Feng were camped at
Chü-yeh and Ts 'ao Ts'ao attacked them.

Pu went to relieve Lan,

but he failed to break through and was compelled to retreat.
cut off the heads of Lan and his followers.
Sheng-shih.

Ts'ao

Ts'ao's army came to

Since T'ao Ch ’ien was already dead, someone suggested

that T s ’ao should take Hsü Province before he turned back to
settle Pu.

Hsün Yu said: ”In earlier times, Emperor Kao-tsu held

the land within the passes, and Emperor Kuang-wu occupied

Ho-nei

Both set their control of the empire on deep roots and a secure
base.

When they advanced they could defeat their enemies, and

when they wanted to go back they could still hold their own.
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Even

though they were sometimes defeated, in the end they achieved the
great work and conquered the empire.

Originally, when you were chief

in Yen Province, you settled the difficulties of the east of the
mountains.

All the people turned their hearts to you and were glad

to submit.

Besides, the Yellow River and the Chi [the borders of

Yen] are strategic places of the empire, and although the country is
now in ruins, it is still easy to hold yourself there.
your 'land within the passes' and your 'Ho-nei'.
first.

Here now is

You must settle it

You have already defeated Li Feng and Hsüeh Lan, and if part

of your army goes east to attack Ch'en Rung then he will certainly not
dare to come over here.

Take the opportunity to have the soldiers

bring in the harvest, collect the food and store the grain, and with
this one move Pu can be defeated.

Once you have dealt with Pu, then

you can make an alliance in the south with [Liu Yao of] Yang Province,
attack Yuan Shu and move to the Huai and the Ssu.

.

"But supposing you leave Pu now and go east [to Hsu Province]:
if you left many soldiers here you would not have enough to be any
use; and if you left only a small defence force then the people will
keep to the cities, they will not be able to gather the harvest,
and Pu will take advantage of their weakness to rob and to plunder.
The people's affections will be more and more uncertain.

Only

Chüan-ch'eng, Fan and Wei"^ would hold, the rest would be lost to
us.

So you wouldn't have Yen Province, and if you failed to take

Hsu. Province where would you turn?
dead, Hsü is not so easy.

Besides, though T 'ao Ch'ien is

They will take warning from the defeats

in the past, and they will be frightened and will join together as
closely as a jacket and its lining.

The eastern lands have already

collected their harvest, and they will be waiting for you with
strong walls and empty fields.

You won't be able to capture

anything, and you will get nothing by plunder.

In no more than ten

days, an army of hundred thousand men would be in trouble before
ever it began to fight.

When you attacked Hsü Province before,

your majestic punishment was applied too harshly.

The sons and

younger brothers will remember the shame of their fathers and older
brothers.
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to surrender.

You may be able to defeat them but you still won't

be able to hold them.
"In every decision, there comes a time when you must take
one thing and leave the other.
rather than danger.

It is always better to take peace

And it is always better to judge carefully

the situation of the time and to make no move that will endanger
your base of operations.

Yet your present plan has no connection

to these three good principles.
over."

If only you would think this

So Ts'ao gave up the idea.
Pu came again from Tung-min, joined up with Ch'en Kung and

led some ten thousand men to come and fight.

Ts'ao's soldiers

were all out gathering the harvest, and with no more than a
thousand men on the spot, the camp was very lightly defended.
West of the camp there was a large dyke, and south of the dyke the
woods were very thick.

Ts'ao hid soldiers behind the dyke and

drew up only half his force in the open.
he sent out skirmishers.

As Pu's army came closer

The moment the two lines met, the men

that had been hidden climbed the embankment and charged together
horse and foot.

They completely defeated the enemy, chased them

all the way up to their camp, and then they came back.
retreat by night.

Pu made a

Ts'ao returned to the attack and took Ting-

t'ao, and then he sent off detachments to settle all the other
prefectures [in Yen Province].

Pu fled east to Liu Pei

[in Hsü Province], and Chang Miao followed Pu and sent his younger
brother Ch'ao to lead the family forces and hold Yung-ch'iu.
When Pu first saw Pei he treated him with the utmost
respect.

He said to Pei: "You and I are both men of the borders.
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I saw that the east of the passes were raising soldiers because
they wanted to attack Tung Cho.

I was the man who killed Cho. But

since I came to the east not one of the leaders there has treated
me well.

Everyone wants to kill me." He invited Pei to his tent,

sat on his wife's bed and ordered his wife to make obeisance.

He

poured out wine and they ate and drank together, and he called Pei
his younger brother.

Pei felt that Pu's words were disjointed.

pretended to be pleased to see him but privately he was quite
put off.
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He

Li Chüeh and Kuo Ssu had fought each other for months on end,
and the dead were numbered in tens of thousands.

In the sixth month

Chüeh's officer Yang Feng made plans to kill Chüeh.

The plot was

discovered, but Feng led his men in a mutiny and so Chüeh's army was
somewhat weakened.

On the day keng-wu[?]^ the General Who Maintains

the East in Peace Chang Chi arrived from Shan.

He wanted to make

peace between Chüeh and Ssu and to shift the Emperor to Hung-nung.
The Emperor was thinking of the old capital [at Lo-yang], and he also
sent messengers to proclaim [his wish for peace].

After ten exchanges,

Ssu and Chüeh agreed to make peace, but each was to give his favourite
son as a hostage.

Chüeh's wife loved her son, so the negotiations

came to a standstill.

The Ch'iang tribesmen and the other barbarians

were constantly coming to look at the gates to the Emperor's lodging,
saying: "Is the Son of Heaven there?

General Li promised to give us

the palace maidservants, but where have they all gone?"

The Emperor

was troubled by this, and he sent the Palace Attendant Liu Ai to say
to the General Who Proclaims Righteousness Chia Hsü: "You used to be
a loyal officer and you have received praise and honour.
and the northern barbarians are everywhere.
1965

something to do about it."
gave them wine and food.

Chüeh agreed to it.

You should think of

So Hsü called in their chieftains and
He promised to enfeoff them and reward them,

and then all the barbarians went away.
now isolated and weak.

Now Ch'iang

Because of this, Chüeh was

When there was further talk of reconciliation,

Each took a daughter as hostage.

In the autumn, in the seventh month, on the day chia-tzu[?]
14
the Emperor came out of the Hsüan-p'ing Gate.
As he was about to
cross the bridge, several hundred of Ssu's men blocked the way and
said: "Isn't this the Son of Heaven?"

Several hundred of Chüeh's

men, all holding great halberds, were marching in front of the
imperial carriage.

The soldiers were about to fight when the

Palace Attendant Liu Ai called out in a loud voice: "This is the
Son of Heaven!"

He had the Palace Attendant Yang Ch'i raise up the

curtains of the carriage, and the Emperor said: "You soldiers, how
dare you crowd us?"
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crossed the bridge they all cried out: "Ten thousand years!"

At

night they came to Pa-ling.

All the followers were hungry and

Chang Chi gave out rations.

Chüeh came out and camped at

Ch'ih-yang.
On the day ping-yin[?] Chang Chi was made General of the
Agile Cavalry, with offices like the three Pukes.

Kuo Ssu became

General of Chariots and Cavalry, Yang Ting became General of the
Rear, Yang Feng became General Who Brings Righteousness to Flourish
and all were enfeoffed as marquises.

Tung Ch'eng, former retainer

of Niu Fu, became General Who Gives Tranquillity and Collects the
Empire.
Kuo Ssu wanted to have the Emperor go to Kao-ling.

The

dukes and ministers and [Chang] Chi thought he should go to
Hung-nung.
was decided.

There was a great meeting to discuss it, but nothing
The Emperor sent a messenger to say to Ssu:

"Hung-nung happens to be close to the temple for sacrifices to
Heaven.
agree.

There is nothing to be suspicious about."

Ssu would not

Then the Emperor refused food for a whole day.

about this, but said: "He can still go to a prefecture

Ssu heard
near by

here."
In the eighth month, on the day chia-ch'en [27.IX] the
Emperor went to Hsin-feng.

On the day ping-tzu [?ping-wu, 28.IX

Kuo Ssu again planned to force the Emperor to come back and take up
residence at Mei.

The Palace Attendant Ch'ung Chi learnt of it,

and secretly told Yang Ting, Tung Ch'eng and Yang Feng to meet at
Hsin-feng.

Kuo Ssu realised his plan had been found out and then
16
he led his troops away and went into the southern hills.
Ts'ao Ts'ao besieged Yung-ch'iu.

Chang Miao went to Yuan

Shu to

ask help [for his brother Chang Ch'ao in that city] but

before

he arrived he was killed by his own

men.

In the winter, in the tenth month, Ts'ao Ts'ao was appointed
Governor of Yen Province.
On the day wu-hsü
Kao Shih and others were

[20.Xl] Kuo Ssu'spartisans Hsia Yu,
planning to force

the Emperor toturn west.

The Palace Attendant Liu Ai saw fires flaring up one after another,
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and he asked the Emperor to choose one of the camps as a refuge.

17

Yang Ting and Tung Ch'eng led their soldiers to receive the Emperor
and escort him to Yang Feng's camp.
men on to stop the Emperor by force.

Hsia Yu and the others urged their
Yang Ting and Yang Feng fought

strongly and defeated them, and he was able to get away.

On the day

jen-yin [24.Xl] the Emperor came to Hua-yin.
The General of Peace and Harmony, Tuan Wei, prepared all his
clothing and possessions for the Emperor and made ready provisions
for the dukes and ministers and officials.
come to his camp.

He wanted the Emperor to

Wei was on bad terms with Yang Ting, and Ting's

followers Ch'ung Chi and Tso Ling said that Wei was planning to rebel.
The Grand Commandant Yang Piao, the Minister over the Masses Chao Wen,
the Palace Attendant Liu Ai and the Master of Writing Liang Shao all
said: "Tuan Wei will not rebel.

We would stake our lives on it."

Then Tung Ch'eng and Yang Ting forced one of the Investigators of
18
Hung-nung
to say that Kuo Ssu had come and was in Wei's camp.
The Emperor was uncertain, and so he went to stay to the south of the
road without shelter.
On the day ting-wei [29.Xl] Yang Feng, Tung Ch'eng and
Yang Ting intended to attack Wei, and they got Ch'ung Chi and Tso Ling
to ask the Emperor for an edict against him.

The Emperor said: "There

is no evidence that Wei has done anything wrong, yet Feng and the
others are going to attack him.
it?"

And you want me to give an edict for

Chi asked persistently, even up to midnight, but he still

refused.

Then Feng and his friends attacked Wei's camp without any

authority, but even after ten days they had not captured it.

Wei

kept ready provisions for the Emperor and supplies for the officials.
He never wavered in his loyalty.

An edict ordered the Palace

Attendants and the Masters of Writing proclaim to Ting and the
others that they should make peace with Wei. Ting and his fellows
accepted the edict and, went back to their camps.
Li Chüeh and Kuo Ssu were annoyed that the Emperor had gone
east.

When they heard that Ting had attacked Wei, they came together

to help him and they planned to force the Emperor to turn back west.
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When Yang Ting heard that Chüeh and Ssu were coming up, he wanted
to go back to Lan-t'ien.

Ssu cut him off, and he escaped to

Ching Province alone and on horseback.

Chang Chi had been

continually quarrelling with Yang Feng and Tung Ch'eng and he
joined up again with Chüeh and Ssu.
In the twelfth month [miswritten for the eleventh]1^ the
967

Emperor came to Hung-nung.

Chang Chi, Li Chüeh and Kuo Ssu pursued

the Emperor together, and there was a great battle at Tung-chien
in Hung-nung.

Ch’eng's and Feng's armies were defeated.

The

officials and lower officers and commoners that died could not
be counted.

They abandoned the imperial insignia and tallies, the

tablets for appointment, the records and books.
remained.

Hardy anything

The Colonel of the Archers Who Shoot at a Sound

Chü Chün was wounded and fell from his horse.
attendants: "Can he still live?"

Chüeh said to his

Chün cursed him and said: "You

and your fellows have brought evil and rebellion.

You press on

the Emperor and kidnap him, you have brought harm to the dukes
and ministers, the people of the palace are wandering and
scattered.
this."

Of all traitors and rebels,none before has acted like

So Chüeh killed him.
On the day jen-shen [24.XII] the Emperor came without

shelter to Ts'ao-yang.

Then Ch'eng and Feng pretended to make

peace with Chüeh and the others, but they sent away secretly to
Ho-tung, to call on the former leaders of the Po-po bandits Li Lo,
Han Hsien and Hu Ts'ai, and the Worthy King of the West of the
Southern Hsiung-nu, Ch'ü-pei.
thousand horsemen.

All came with their armies, several

They joined Ch'eng and Feng to attack Chüeh

and his allies, completely defeated them, and cut off several
thousand heads.
Because of this new defeat of Chüeh and his fellows,
Tung Ch'eng and the others could again go east.
keng-shen

On the day

the Emperor came out and went east [from Ts'ao-yang].

Tung Ch'eng and Li Lo guarded the imperial carriage, Hu Ts'ai,
Yang Feng, Han Hsien and the Worthy King of the West of the
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Hsiung-nu were in the rear as guards.

Chüeh and his allies came again

and fought, and Feng and the others were utterly defeated.
were more than at Tung-chien.

The dead

The Superintendent of the Imperial

Household Teng Yiian, the Commandant of Justice Hsüan Fan, the Privy
Treasurer T 'ien Fen, and the Grand Minister of Agriculture Chang Yi
all died.

The Minister over the Masses Chao Wen, the Grand Master of

Ceremonies Wang Chiang, the Commandant of the Palace Guard Chou Chung
and the Colonel Director of the Retainers Kuan Ko were captured by
Chüeh and he was about to kill them.

Chia Hsü said: "These are all

great ministers, how can you harm them?"
1968

said: "The situation is serious.

So he let them go.

Li Lo

Your majesty should get on a horse."

The Emperor said: "What have my ministers done wrong that I should
desert them and run away?"

The soldiers kept up a running fight for

forty li, then they came to Shan and made camp to defend themselves.
At this time, after the destruction and defeat, there remained
not so many as a hundred men of the imperial Guards As Rapid As a
Tiger or the Feathered Forest.

The soldiers of Chüeh and Ssu were

shouting all round the camp, the officers and soldiers turned pale
for fear, and everyone was thinking how to desert and make his
escape.

Li Lo was frightened, and he wanted the Emperor to take a

boat past Ti-chu and out by the Meng Ford.

21

Yang Piao thought that

the Yellow River was dangerous and difficult and the Emperor should
not travel it.

So he had Lo go across the river at night, get a boat

ready quietly and then light a fire as a signal.
The Emperor and his dukes and ministers came out of the camp
on foot.

The Empress’s elder brother Fu Te was escorting the Empress,

but with one hand he had taken ten pieces of thin silk.

Tung Ch'eng

sent the Prefect of Insignia and Credentials Sun Hui to cut him down
in the midst of the crowd, [and] they killed one of the attendants
and blood splashed on the Empress's clothes.

22

The river bank was

more than thirty feet high and the people could not get down.

A

hand carriage was made from the silk, the men in front carried the
Emperor, and the rest all scrambled down.
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Some jumped from above,

and their caps and turbans were all destroyed.

Then they came to

the river's edge, and officers and soldiers struggled to get into
the boat.

Tung Ch'eng and Li Lo took dagger-axes to fight them

off, and the fingers cut off in the boat could be gathered by
handfuls.

Then the Emperor got into the boat, and those that

crossed with him were the Empress, and Yang Piao, and a few tens
of others.

Those palace women and officers and people that could

not get across were robbed by the soldiers.
was taken and even their hair was cut off.

All their clothing
More people died of

the cold than could be counted.

The Commandant of the Palace
23
Guard Shih-sun Jui was killed by Li Chüeh.
Chüeh had seen the fire north of the Yellow River, and he
sent horsemen to find out about it.

They saw the Emperor crossing

the river and called out: "You are leading the Emperor away!"
Tung Ch'eng was afraid they might shoot, and he made a screen of
clothing [to cover the Emperor].
Emperor went to Li Lo's camp.

When they came to Ta-yang the

The Grand Administrator of Ho-nei,

Chang Yang, sent several thousand men to bring grain as tribute
and food.

On the day yi-hai [27-XII?] the Emperor came to An-yi

riding in an oxcart.

The Grand Administrator of Ho-tung,

Wang Yi, offered tribute of cotton and silk, which was all given
to the dukes and ministers and lower officers, and Yi was
enfeoffed as a marquis.

Hu Ts'ai was made General Who Subdues

the East.

Chang Yang became General Who Gives Tranquillity to
24
the State, and both held credentials and opened offices.
Every
leader with a troop of soldiers under his command competed in
seeking appointments and offices.

There was a great demand for

seals, and because of the shortage of engravers some were
inscribed with an awl.
The Emperor lodged among thorns and wattles and his gates
could not be fastened.

When the Son of Heaven met with all his

ministers, the soldiers would hide

in the wattles to watch, and

push and jostle one another to make a laugh.
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The Emperor once more sent the Grand Coachman Han Jung to go
to Hung-nung and make peace with Chüeh and Ssu.

Chüeh released and

sent off the dukes and ministers and other officials that he had
held prisoner, and he gave back some of the palace women, with the
carriages,robes, insignia and other goods that had been seized
from the court.

The supplies of grain had already been used up, and

all the attendants ate vegetables and fruit.
On the day yi-mao [?] Chang Yang came from Yeh-wang to pay
court, and he planned to escort the Emperor to Lo-yang.

The generals

would not hear of it, and Yang went back again to Yeh-wang.
By this time Ch'ang-an city had been empty for. than forty days.
Those who were able to had scattered in all directions, and the
starving people ate one another.

In the space of two or three years

there was no more trace of man within the passes.
Chü Shou spoke to Yuan Shao: "Your clan has given honoured
assistants to one ruler after another, and each generation has
contributed loyalty and brave deeds.

Now the court is wandering and

in flight, and the imperial ancestral temples have been destroyed.
If you look at the provinces and the commanderies, they pretend to
1970

hold their troops for the Emperor, but secretly they are making
plans against one another.

There is no-one that will care for the

national altars and keep them, nor anyone who will give rest to the
people.

This province [of Chi]: the borders are fairly peaceful,

the soldiers are strong and the gentry support you.

Go west to
25
receive the imperial carriage, make the palace at Yeh-tu,
hold
the Emperor and so command the lords, and store up men and horses
to punish those that will not pay court.

Who could dare to oppose

it?"
Kuo T'u of Ying-ch'uan and Ch'un-yü Ch'iung said: "The Han
house has long been failing.
isn't that too difficult?

Now you want to restore it, but

And brave men are rising everywhere,

each holds a province or a commandery, they join their followers
and collect their forces, and whenever they make a move they number
their troops by tens of thousands.

This is the time that the

Ch'in have lost a deer and the first to catch it will rule as king.
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If you take the Son of Heaven to you, then you will have to report
everything you do.

If you obey him your power will become less,

and if you disobey you will be opposing the mandate.
the best of plans."

This is not

Shou replied: "If you receive the court now,

you act with justice and you fulfil the needs of the present time.
If you do not decide it early, someone else will beat you to it."
Shao would not follow his advice.
Chu Chih of Tan-yang had once been a colonel under Sun Chien.
He saw that Yüan Shu was governing badly, and he urged Sun Ts'e to
go back and take over the east of the Chiang.

All this time

Wu Ching was attacking Fan Neng, Chang Ying and the others, but
after more than a year he had still not defeated them.

Ts'e said

to Shu: "My family always had some following in the east.

I would

like to help my uncle attack Heng-chiang, and when Heng-chiang has
fallen I will go and raise troops in my home commandery.

I could

bring thirty thousand soldiers to help your honour, the
Commissioner, settle the empire."

Shu knew of his resentment.

However, since Liu Yao held Ch'ii-a and Wang Lang was in K'uai-chi
he felt it unlikely that Ts'e could do very much. So he gave
permission and recommended T s ’e as Colonel Who Breaks the Enemy
Line. Ts'e led a few thousand soldiers and several tens of cavalry,
and he collected more troops as he went.

By the time he came to

Li-yang his force was five or six thousand.

At this time Chou Yü's

uncle Shang was Grand Administrator of Tan-yang.

)71

Yii led soldiers

to welcome Ts'e and again gave him help with money and food.

Ts'e

was very pleased and said: "I have found you; it's a match!"

They

went forward to attack Heng-chiang and Tang-li and captured both
places.

Fan Neng and Chang Ying were defeated and fled.
Ts'e crossed the Chiang and turned and fought, and all who

faced him were defeated.

No-one dared to match his weapons.

When

people heard that Young Gentleman Sun had come they all lost heart.
The prefects and the civil officers left the cities and fled to
hide in the mountains and open country.

However, when Ts'e

arrived, the men of the army respected orders, they did not dare to
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rob or plunder, no chickens or dogs or vegetables were stolen, and then
the people were very pleased, and they all brought in cattle and wine
as rewards for the army.

As a man, Ts'e had a handsome face and he

could laugh and talk, he was generous and prepared to listen, very
good at managing men.

That was why the soldiers and people who

saw him were all devoted to him and would gladly give their lives
for him.
T s ’e attacked Liu Yao's.camp at Niu-chu and captured all the
grain and military weapons which had been stored there.

At this

time the Chancellor of P'eng-ch'eng, Hsüeh Li, and the Chancellor of
Hsia-p'i, Chai Jung of Tan-yang, both accepted Yao as their leader.
Li occupied Mo-ling city and Jung was camped in the south of the
prefecture.
1972

Ts'e attacked both of them and defeated them.

defeated Yao's officers stationed at Mei-ling.

He also

He turned and

attacked Hu-shu and Chiang-ch'eng and over-ran both of them.

Then

he went forward and attacked Yao at Ch'ü-a.
T'ai-shih Tz'u, from the same commandery as Yao, had come from
Tung-lai to visit him.

When Sun Ts'e arrived, someone suggested that

Yao make Tz'u a general, but Yao said: "If I use Tzu-yi [i.e. T'aishih Tz'u], Hsü Tzu-chiang [i.e. Hsu Shao] would laugh at me."
simply sent Tz'u out as a scout.
into Sun Ts'e at Shen-t'ing.

He

With a single horseman, Tz'u ran

Ts'e had thirteen horsemen with him,

men like Chien’s former officers Han Tang of Liao-hsi and Huang Kai
of Ling-ling, but T'ai-shih Tz'u still went forward to fight, and
he actually came face to face with Ts'e.

Ts'e wounded Tz'u's horse,
27
and grasped the dagger above Tz'u's neck.
Tz'u got Ts'e's helmet.

A moment later horsemen came up from both sides and they broke off.
Yao fought with Ts'e and his men were defeated and fled to
Tan-t'u.
soldiers.

Ts'e entered Chü-a and gave rewards to his officers and
He made generous proclamations to tell all the prefectures:

"Of those of Liu Yao’s and Chai Jung's fellow-countrymen or former
supporters who come and surrender, nothing will be asked*.

Of those

who want to join the army, one man that goes fulfills the
requirements for his household.
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not be forced to.”

Within a few weeks, like clouds gathering

from the four directions, there appeared over twenty thousand
men and more than a thousand cavalry.

His authority made tremble

the lands east of the Chiang.
On the day ping-ch'en [6.II.196] Yuan Shu recommended Ts'e
as acting General Who Destroys the Criminals.

T s ’e 's officer

Lü Fan said to Ts'e: "Every day you become more important and
your army grows larger.

All the same, there are still a few

minor points in your administration which are somewhat slack. I
would like to act for a short time as Chief Controller and help
28
you arrange them."
Ts'e said: "Tzu-heng, as a gentleman of
family you have a great number of men under your command, and
you have already made a fine reputation for yourself on other
campaigns.

29

Why should you submit to a small appointment and

attend to the petty details of my army?"

Fan said: "No, the

reason I left my native country and came to you is not because
of my family, but because I want to help in the tasks of the
world.

It is like men sailing in the same boat: if a single

thing goes wrong everyone will drown.
not just for you!"

This is for my advantage,

Ts'e laughed and made no more objections.

Fan went out and took off his ordinary clothing, put on riding
habit, took up a whip, and then went below the council hall to
report for duty as the deputy Chief Controller.

Then Ts'e

gave official notice of his appointment and put him in charge
of all the administration of the army.

There was respect and

good feeling in the army, and all the regulations were properly
carried out.
Ts'e made Chang Hung Colonel of Upright Counsel and
Chang Chao of P'eng-ch'eng became Chief Clerk.

One of the two

always stayed at the base while the other followed the army on
campaign.

Ch'in Sung, Ch'en Tuan and other men of Kuang-ling

took part in planning.

Ts'e treated Chao as a teacher and a

friend, and would always use his advice in affairs of peace or
war.

Chao often received letters from scholars
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and gentry in

the north, and they never spoke well of anyone but Chao.

Ts'e heard

about it and he laughed and said: "In older times Kuan-tzu was
Chancellor in Ch'i.

In one thing it was Father Chung, in two it was

Father Chung, and so Duke Huan became the most distinguished of the
hegemon rulers.

Now Tzu-pu [i.e. Chang Chao] is a worthy man and

I can use him, but isn't it true that his achievements and his
reputation will always show credit on me?"
Yuan Shu made his younger cousin Yin Grand Administrator of
Tan-yang.

Chou Shang and Chou Yü both went back to Shou-ch'un.

Liu Yao was going to retreat from Tan-t'u to K'uai-chi, but
Hsii Shao said: " K Tuai-chi is rich, and that is what Ts'e wants;
and it is pressed into a corner of the sea.

You musn't go there.

The best place is Yü-chang. In the north it joins with Yü
31
territory
and in the west it connects with Ching Province.

Collect

the officers and people, send messengers with tribute, and get in touch
with Ts'ao of Yen Province.
1974

Then even though Yuan Kung-lu

[i.e. Yuan Shu] stands between you, that man is selfish and cruel as
a jackal and cannot last long.

When you receive the royal mandate

[by sending tribute to the Emperor], then Meng-te [i.e. Ts'ao Ts'ao]
and Ching-sheng [i.e. Liu Piao] will certainly send help."

Yao

followed this.
Earlier, T'ao Ch'ien:had. made Chai Jung Chancellor of Hsia-p'i
and sent him to take charge of the official grain transport to
Kuang-ling, Hsia-p'i and P'eng-ch'eng.
transport and took it for himself.

Jung intercepted the grain

He raised a great Buddhist hall

of sacrifice, encouraged men to read the Buddhist classics, and
brought in people of nearby commanderies who loved the Buddha, more
than five thousand households.

On the Day of Washing the Buddha

there were set out enormous quantities of food and drink, mats were
spread on the roada for several tens of li, and the wastage was
32
numbered in hundreds and hundreds of thousands.
Then Ts'ao Ts'ao
attacked and defeated T'ao Ch'ien, and Hsü territory had no peace.
So Jung led ten thousand men and women to Kuang-ling.

The Grand

Administrator of Kuang-ling, Chao Yü, received him with the courtesy
of a guest.
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had been pushed out by T 'ao Ch'ien and had camped at Mo-ling.
Jung was greedy for the wealth of Kuang-ling, so he killed Yü
at a drinking party.

He let loose his soldiers for a great

plundering, and then he crossed the Chiang to join Li; and later
he killed him too.
Liu Yao sent his Grand Administrator of Yü-chang, Chu Hao,
to attack Chu-ko Hsüan, the Grand Administrator appointed by
Yuan Shu.

33

Hsüan retreated to defend Hsi-ch'eng.

Then Yao went

west up the Chiang, halted at P'eng-tse, and sent Chai Jung to
help Hao attack Hsüan.

Hsü Shao said to Yao: "When Chai Jung

leads out his army, he cares little about the cause he should
fight for.
man.

Chu Wan-ming [i.e. Chu Hao] is an honest, trusting

You should warn him to be on his guard."

Jung arrived, he

did deceive Hao and killed him, and he took his place as head of
the commandery.

Yao went to attack him and Jung was defeated.

He fled into the mountains and was killed by the people there.
An edict appointed Hua Hsin, a former Head Clerk under the
Grand Tutor, to be Grand Administrator of Yü-chang.
1975

Chu Chih, the Chief Commandant of Tan-yang, attacked
Hsü Kung, the Grand Administrator of Wu commandery, and
34
occupied his territory.
Kung went south to take refuge with
Yen Po-hu, the bandit of the hills.
Chang Ch'ao was at Yung-ch’iu and Ts'ao Ts'ao beseiged
him closely.
relieve us!"

Ch'ao said: "If only Tsang Hung would come and
35

Everyone said: "Yuan and Ts'ao are at peace

right now, and Hung holds his appointment through Yüan.

He

will never destroy the good [relations between Yuan and Ts'ao]
and bring on the misfortune [of a quarrel]."

Chao said:

"Tzu-yüan [i.e. Tsang Hung] is one of the most loyal men of
the empire.

He would never turn his back on me.

The one

thing I doubt is that he might be kept away by force and could
not come to join us."
of Tung commandery.

At this time Hung was Grand Administrator
With bare feet, crying and weeping, he

asked soldiers from Shao to go to Ch'ao's relief.
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Shao refused

him.

He asked to lead his own command, but Shao would still not

allow it.

Then Yung-ch'iu was taken and Chang Ch'ao killed himself

and Ts'ao destroyed all his family.
From this Hung hated Shao.
have nothing more to do with him.

He broke off relations and would
Shao raised his troops to besiege

him but a year went by and he still held out.

Shao ordered Hung's

fellow-townsman Ch'en Lin to write to him and persuade him to give in.
Hung wrote back: "I am a mean fellow, and basically I am poor in both
ambition and ability.

I happened to meet our master [i.e. Yüan Shao]

when I was travelling as an emissary, and ever since then I have
received courtesy, favour and generous kindness.
this great province.
swords with him?

So I hold office in

Do you think I like it, to go back now and join

When I first received my appointment, I thought we

would do great things together to aid the imperial house.

I learnt

that my native province had been invaded and that the leader of my
37
commandery was in danger.
I asked for an army and I was refused.
I asked to go and I was held back.
My sincerity has no

Now my old leader has come to ruin.

way to show itself, and how can I return to the

path of true friendship?
sullied name for loyalty.

To do so now would injure still further my
This is why I bear my grief and wave a weapon

in farewell, hold back my tears and end our relationship.
K'ung-chang [i.e. Ch'en Lin].
whenever you like.
1976

Emperor.

Go away,

You may look for your own advantage

I, Tsang Hung, will devote my life to the

You, sir, follow the leader of the alliance [Yuan

I will serve [the Emperor in] Ch'ang-an.

Shao],

You say that I will die and

my name will be lost; yet I can laugh at you, for you will live in
shame and obscurity."
Shao saw Hung's letter and realised that he had no intention
of surrender.

He reinforced his men and he pressed attacks hard.

Inside the city all supplies were gone, and outside there was no hope
of relief.

Hung was sure that he would never escape, and he said

to his military and civil officers, the soldiers and the people:
"Yiian is a man without principle, and he is planning rebellion.
Moreover, he would give no help to the leader of my commandery. For
my own honour, I cannot fail to die.
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I realise that none of you

have any concern in this, and you will suffer this calamity for
nothing.

Before the city falls you must lead out your wives and

children and go.”

They all wept and said: ’’You and Yüan had no

reason to quarrel before, and now you have come to distress for
the sake of an official who was appointed by our Emperor.

Your

officers and people, how could we bear to leave you?"
At first, they could still find rats and old bones, but
after that there was nothing that could be eaten.

The Master of

Records said that there were three pints of rice in the inner
kitchen and asked a little to make porridge.
said: "How can I enjoy this alone?"

Hung sighed and

He had a thin gruel made

from it, and he shared it out to all the army.
favourite concubine to feed the officers.

He killed his

The officers were all

in tears, there was not one that could look up.

Seven or eight

thousand men and women lay dead one on another, but no-one went
away or turned against him.
The city fell and Hung was captured alive.

Shao called a

great meeting of all his chieftains to see Hung, and said to him:
"Tsang Hung, how could you be so ungrateful?
or not?"

Now, do you submit

Hung was lying on the ground, but he gazed in scorn

and said: "All the Yüan served the Han, and in four generations
there were five ducal posts.
favour.

They may be said to have received

Now the royal house is declining and weak, but you have

no thought of giving support or assistance.

You want to follow

opportunity, you hope for others’ misfortune, and you kill many
of the just and the good to set up your rule of evil.

I myself

70

heard you call Chang of Ch'en-liu [i.e. Chang Miao]

your elder

brother, and so my commandery leader [Chang Ch'ao] must be your
younger brother.

You should have joined together to save the

state from evil.

How could you hold onto your army and watch

another man being destroyed? I regret that I am so weak, that I
cannot raise my sword to avenge the wrongs of the empire.
can you talk about submission?"
•977

How

Shao was really fond of Hung,

and he had wanted to make him submit and then forgive him.

He

saw Hung’s words were firm, and he realised that he would never
serve him.
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C h ’en Jung was a man from the same town as Hung, and when he
was young he had admired Hung.

At this time he was with Shao, and he

stood up and said to him: "You have great plans.
violence in the empire.
man.

You want to end the

Yet you begin by killing a loyal, honest

How does this fit with the will of Heaven?

arms for the leader of his commandery.

Tsang Hung took up

Why should you kill him?”

Shao was ashamed; he had men lead [jung] out, and he said to him:
"You are not one of Tsang Hung's friends.

This is pointless." Jung

turned and said: "Humanity and justice have rules.
you are a gentleman.

If you follow them

If you disregard them you are a common fellow.

I would rather die on the same day as Tsang Hung than live under the
same sun as you."

He too was killed.

Everyone there sighed and

murmured to one another: "How could he kill two heroes on one day?"
When Kung-sun Tsan had killed Liu Yu, he held all the territory
of Yü Province, and his ambition became greater.

He took advantage

of his ability and his strength, he had no pity for the people, he
recorded faults and forgot good work, and he would take his revenge
for as little as an angry look.

The gentry and the good men and those

who were held in greater honour than his own were inevitably injured
by his laws, and anyone who had ability was always kept in hardship
and sent to stay in poor and bad territory.

Someone asked him why,

and Tsan replied: "Those gentry all think they are so virtuous that
any favour is theirs by right.
anything I do for them."

They are never grateful for

His real favourites were merchants and

common fellows, and he treated them like brothers, and some became
related by marriage.

These men acted like bullies, and the people

hated them.
Liu Yu's Attendant Official Hsien-yu Fu of Yü-yang and others
collected the soldiers of the province and led them to be revenged
on their enemy [Kung-sun Tsan].

Because Yen Jou of Yen State^

had earlier been generous and faithful, he was appointed Major to
the Wu-huan.

40

Jou recruited several ten thousands of the barbarians

and Chinese soldiers and he fought a battle north of Lu with Tsou Tan,
who had been appointed Grand Administrator of Yü-yang by Tsan.
cut off Tan's head and some four thousand others.
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He

King Ch'iao of the

Wu-huan came with his tribesmen, and with another seven thousand
horsemen from the Hsien-pi they followed Fu south to meet Liu Yii's
son Ho and Yuan Shao’s officer Ch'u Yi.

They combined their

armies, and a hundred thousand men attacked Tsan together.
defeated Tsan at Pao-ch'iu
thousand heads.
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They

and cut off more than twenty

Then the people of Tai commandery, Kuang-yang,

Shang-ku and Yu-pei-p’ing killed their prefects and the officials
Tsan had appointed and sent soldiers to join Hsien-yu Fu and
Liu Ho.

Tsan's army was defeated again and again.
Before this, there was a jingle that ran:
"Yen falls to the south, Chao extends to the north;
The gap between them, just the size of a grindstone;
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But only there can you take refuge from the world."

Tsan believed that this was the territory of Yi and so he
moved his headquarters there.
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He made ten moats around, within

the moats he built fortresses on hills all fifty or sixty feet
high, and on top of these he put up towers.

The wall within the

centre moat was a hundred feet high, and that was where he lived
himself.

The gates were made of iron.

He sent away all his

attendants, no man more than seven years old was allowed in, and
he lived there with his concubines.
had to be hauled up to him.

All his files and documents

He ordered his women to practise

shouting, so they could be heard several hundred yards away, and
that was how he gave his orders.

He kept his followers at a

distance, there was no-one he would trust, and his best
councillors and his generals gradually drifted away.
time on he seldom went to battle.

From this

Someone asked him why.

Tsan

said: "At first, when I drove the barbarians away beyond the
borders, and when I destroyed the Yellow Turbans at the Meng
Ford, then it was said that the empire could be settled at the
signal of a flag.

But now there are soldiers everywhere.

Looking at this, i t ’s more than I can cope with.

The best thing

to do is to leave weapons aside and put work into ploughing to
tide things over in these difficult years.
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In all the rules of

war, no-one attacks a hundred towers.

Now my camps have scores of

watchtowers and three million bushels of grain.

When all the grain

is eaten that will be time enough to study the affairs of the empire.”
The Southern Shan-yü Yü-fu-lo died.

His younger brother

Hu-ch'u-ch'üan took his place and lived at P'ing-yang.
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CHAPTER 62

Chien-an 1st year [l7•II•196-4.II.197]:
979

In the spring, in the first month, on the day kuei-yu
[23»Il] there was a great amnesty and the reign-title was
changed [to Chien-an].
Tung Ch'eng and Chang Yang wanted to have the Emperor
go back to Lo-yang, but Yang Feng and Li Lo would not agree.
All the generals were suspicious of each other.
In the second month Han Hsien attacked Tung Ch'eng,
and Ch'eng fell back to Yeh-wang [with Chang Yang].

Han Hsien

camped at Wen-hsi, Hu Ts'ai and Yang Feng went to Wu-hsiang.
Hu Ts'ai wanted to attack Han Hsien, but the Emperor sent a
man to tell him not to.
The Yellow Turbans Ho Yi and others from Ying-ch'uan and
Ju-nan came in a mass to join Yuan Shu.

Ts'ao Ts'ao attacked

them and defeated them.
Chang Yang sent Tung Ch'eng on ahead to repair the
palaces at Lo-yang.

The Grand Coachman Chao Ch'i persuaded

Liu Piao to help Ch'eng, and had him send soldiers to Lo-yang
to repair the palaces and houses.

The transports of the army

supplies were now brought forward in a steady stream.

L980

In the summer, in the fifth month, on the day ping-yin
[l5.Vl] the Emperor sent a messenger to the camps of Yang Feng,
Li Lo and Han Hsien, asking them to escort him to Lo-yang.
Feng and the others obeyed the edict.
In the sixth month on the day yi-wei [l4.VIl] the
Emperor came to Wen-hsi.
Yuan Shu attacked Liu Pei to fight for Hsü Province.
Pei set his Major Chang Fei to hold Hsia-p'i, and he himself
led a force to oppose Shu at Hsu-yi and Huai-yin.

They faced

one another for a whole month without any result.

The Chancellor

of Hsia-p'i, Ts'ao Pao, had been an officer under T'ao Ch'ien.
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He fell out with Chang Fei and Fei killed him.
the city.

There were riots in

Yuan Shu wrote to LÜ Pu to urge him to attack Hsia-p'i,

and promised him help with his'supplies.

Pu was very pleased, and

he led his army east down the river by water and land.

The General

of the Gentlemen of the Household Hsü Tan of Tan-yang, one of Pei's
officers, opened the gates and received him.
and fled.

Chang Fei was defeated

Pu captured Pei's wife and children and the families of

his military and civil officers.

Pei heard of this and came back,

but by the time he reached Hsia-p'i his army had scattered, and he
collected the remnants of his forces and went east to take Kuang-ling.
He fought with Yüan Shu, suffered further defeat, and went to camp
at Hai-hsi.

He was starving and desperate, and his officers and men

had turned to cannibalism.

His Attendant Official Mi Chu of Tung-hai

gave help to the army from his own family property.
surrender to Pu.

Pei asked to

Pu had quarrelled again with Yüan Shu because the

supplies for his army had not been maintained, and he called Pei and
restored him to his position as Inspector of Yü Province.

They

joined forces to attack Yüan Shu and Pu sent Pei to camp at
Hsiao-p'ei.

Pu named himself Governor of Hsü Province.

Pu's officer Ho Meng of Ho-nei attacked Pu by night.

Pu fled

bareheaded and without his clothing to the camp of his Chief Controller
Kao Shun.^
Meng.

Shun immediately led soldiers into the offices to attack

Meng was defeated and fled, and when the day came Meng's

officer Ts'ao Hsing cut off his head.

1981

On the day keng-tzu [l9.VIl] Yang Feng and Han Hsien escorted
the Emperor back to the east.

Chang Yang took supplies to be ready

on the road.
In the autumn, in the seventh month, on the day chia-tzu
[l2.VIII] the Emperor came to Lo-yang, and went to the mansion of the
former Palace Regular Attendant Chao Chung.

On the day ting-ch'ou

[2 5 .VIII] there was a great amnesty.
In the eighth month, on the day hsin-ch'ou [l8.ix] the
Emperor moved into the Yang-an Apartments of the Southern Palace.
Since Chang Yang felt that this was his achievement, he had named
these apartments Yang-an.
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to the Son of Heaven should be shared by everyone in the empire.
Since the court has dukes and ministers and great servants, I
shall go out to ward off troubles from the outside."
back to Yeh-wang.

He went

Yang Peng also went off to camp at Liang.

Han Hsien and Tung C h ’eng stayed together on guard.

On the day

kuei-mao [20.IX] the General Who Gives Tranquillity to the State
Chang Yang was made Commander-in-Chief, Yang Feng became General
of Chariots and Cavalry and Han Hsien became General in Chief
with authority as Colonel Director of the Retainers.
credentials and Battleaxes.

All held

2

At this time the palaces and houses were all burnt, and
the officials had to clear away the thorns and live among the
walls.

The provinces and commanderies were all crowded with

fierce soldiers, and no grain supplies arrived.

All the

officials were starving and in want, Gentlemen of the Masters
of Writing and lower officers went out themselves to gather wild
rice.

Some died of starvation among the walls, and some were

killed by the soldiers.
There was a prophecy which said: "The one that replaces
the Han will be 'high road'", and Yüan Shu said that the

3

characters of his personal name and style agreed with it.
Further, because the Yüan clan came from Ch'en, and were

descended from Shun, and because yellow took the place of red,
4
that was the next in the cycle of power.
So he made plans to
usurp the throne and rebel against Han.

When he learnt that

Sun Chien had taken over the Great Seal of State, he had held
5
Chien's wife and stole it.
Now he heard about the defeat of
the Emperor at Ts'ao-yang, and he called all his subordinates
to discuss taking the imperial title.

None of the crowd dared

to oppose it, but the Master of Records Yen Hsiang came forward
and said: "In earlier times the Chou accumulated virtue and
added good works from Hou Chi to King Wen, of the three parts
of the empire theirs were two; yet they still submitted to the
Yin.
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generations, that does not yet compare with the abundance of the
rulers of Chou; and although the Han house is weak, it does not
compare to the cruelty of the Yin."

Shu was silent.

Shu invited Chang Fan, a famous scholar in retirement.

Fan

would not go, but he sent his younger brother Ch'eng to make thanks.
Shu said to Ch'eng: "I hold broad lands and a great mass of people
and soldiers, I seek to achieve the fortune of Duke Huan of Ch'i
and the deeds of Emperor Kao-tsu.

What do you think?" Ch'eng said:

"Virtue does not lie in strength.

If you act with virtue and follow

the wishes of the empire, then although you may have only the
assistance of the commoners, there would be nothing difficult to
achieving the position of hegemon king.

But if all you want to do is

to usurp the throne, you will be going against the trends of our time,
and you will be abandoned by your people.

Who could be succesful then?"

Shu was not pleased.
Sun Ts'e heard of this and wrote to Shu: "Ch'eng T'ang attacked
Chieh and claimed 'The rulers of Hsia have many crimes', King Wu
raised an army against Chou and claimed 'Yin has many faults'.

Although

these two masters had the power of sages, if there had not been at
that time the error of losing the Way of right action, then they would
have had no cause to come and take over.
has done no wrong to the empire.

As to the Emperor now, he

It is only that he is young and

small, and he is at the mercy of mighty subjects.
to the time of T'ang and Wu.

This is different

Besides, Tung Cho was a villain, proud

and overbearing, his ambition had no restraint or limit; even he could
not do that.

All the empire agreed in hating him, and this would

apply still more to a man that imitated him and even acted far worse!
I have heard that the young Emperor is wise and intelligent, he has
a virtue which has come early to fulfilment.

Though the empire has

not yet received his grace, they all turn their hearts to him.

Just

as you have five generations succeeding one another as great ministers
of the Han, a greatness of honour and favour to which no-one can
compare, so you should express your loyalty and hold to your honour
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as a subject in order to repay the royal house.

Then you would

have the good reputation of Tan and Shih and the whole world

7
would look up to you.

There are many people of this time who

follow the words of prophecies and try to fit things with
unorthodox writings.

They think only of pleasing their master,

and they pay no attention to reality.

That is what all rulers

both in ancient times and in the present have always been
careful to avoid.

Shouldn't this be thought out properly?

Loyal words offend the ear, opinions that disagree bring
enmity, but if there is advantage to, your honour and wisdom,
I do not dare excuse myself from speaking."

Before this, Shu had

believed that he controlled the forces south of the Huai and he
had thought that Ts'e would be certain to join him.
the letter he was sad and downcast and became ill.

When he got
He would not

accept these words, and so Ts'e broke off with him.
Ts'ao Ts'ao was at Hsü, and he planned to receive the
Emperor.

Many held that:

"The east of the mountains is not yet

settled, Han Hsien and Yang Peng rely on their good work and look
at their rivals with an arrogant air.
with them quickly."

Hsün Yü said:

We won't be able to deal

"In earlier times Duke Wen of

Chin took in King Hsiang of the Chou, and all the feudal lords

Q

admired him and followed him.

Kao-tsu of Han wore mourning for

the Provisional Emperor and the people of the empire turned their
9
hearts to him.
Since the Emperor is an exile, and you command
loyal troops, then it is only because the east of the mountains
has been disturbed and disordered that you have yet had no time
to come and help.

Now the imperial carriage has returned, but

the eastern capital is overgrown and neglected.

Loyal men hope

to preserve the imperial house, and the people have sad longings
for the past.

Truly, if you take this opportunity to support the

Emperor and follow the expectations of the people, this will be in
keeping with the will of Heaven.

If you follow the cause of

justice and so make the empire submit,

that will be the great plan,

and if you support the cause of loyalty and so attract the talented
men, that will be great virtue.
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traitors in all four directions, how can they do anything?
such men as Han Hsien and Yang Feng he worth considering?

Why should
If you do not

settle it at the right time, the strong men will become ambitious, and
although you make plans later you will never have such a chance again."
So Ts'ao sent the General of the Gentlemen of the Household Who Manifests
Firmness Ts'ao Hung to lead troops west and collect the Son of Heaven.
Tung Ch'eng and the others held the passes against him, and Hung could
make no progress.
The Gentleman-consultant Tung Chao noted that Yang Feng had
strong soldiers and cavalry but few supporters at the court.

He wrote

to Feng on Ts'ao's behalf, saying: "I have heard your reputation and
admired your fine deeds, and in all sincerity I offer you my full
friendship.

You have saved the Emperor from his difficulties and

returned the court to the old capital.

Your good work in supporting

the Emperor stands above all others with no equal.
that is!

At this time there are bands of evil people making trouble in

China, and the four seas have no peace.
1984

How excellent

The imperial throne is the most

important thing, and all our work must go to giving it protection and
support.

Now is the time for all good men to make clear the imperial

way, but this is more than any one man can manage by himself.

The

heart and the belly and the four limbs really depend on each other,
and if one of them is absent, it will certainly be missed.

You be the

master on the inside, and I will act as your ally abroad.

I have

supplies and you have soldiers, we complement each other.

Whether we

live or die, let us act together."
pleased.

Feng received the letter and was

He said to the generals: "The armies of Yen Province are

close to Hsü.

There are soldiers and there are supplies.

what the Emperor should rely on."

These are

They made a joint recommendation

that Ts'ao should become General Who Maintains the East in Peace and
succeed his father as Marquis of Pi-t'ing.^
Han Hsien boasted of his good work and his behaviour had no
restraint.

Tung Ch'eng disliked it.

Secretly he called in Ts'ao

Ts'ao, and Ts'ao brought his soldiers to Lo-yang.

When he arrived he

sent in a memorial on the faults of Han Hsien and Chang Yang.

Hsien

was afraid of punishment and he fled with a single horse to Yang Feng.
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lhe Emperor ordered that nothing be said, because Hsien and Yang
had done good work in helping him.

On the day hsin-hai [28.IX]

Ts'ao Ts'ao was put in charge as Colonel Director of the
Retainers and controlled the affairs of the Masters of Writing.
At this, Ts'ao executed Feng Shih and two other Masters of
Writing, as punishment for their crimes.

He enfeoffed

General of the Guards Tung Ch'eng and twelve others
marquises, and gave rewards for good work.

the

as full

He gave the posthumous

title of Grand Administrator of Hung-nung to the Colonel of the
Archers Who Shoot at a Sound Chü Chun, to show appreciation of his
honourable death.
Ts'ao invited Tung Chao to sit beside him and asked: "Now
that I have come here, what plans should I make?"

Chao said:

"You raised loyal troops to punish cruelty and disorder, and you
have come to pay court to the Emperor and to give help to the
royal house.

This is the work of the five hegemons.

However,

each of the leaders has his own ideas, and there is no way to be
sure that they will submit and follow you.
Lo-yang, it will not be easy.
the Emperor to Hsü.

If you stay here in

The only thing to do is to shift

On the other hand, the court has been

homeless and wandering and has only just come back to the old
capital.

Far and near, the people have been waiting for this,

and they all hope that the court may gain peace.

If we shift the

Emperor again, it will give no relief to the hearts of the people.
All the same, only by an extraordinary act can you achieve an
extraordinary feat.

I want you to decide what is best."

Ts'ao

said: "This has been my aim from the beginning [i.e. to move the
Emperor to Hsü].

But Yang Feng at Liang is quite close, and I

have heard that he has good soldiers.

How can I manage not to

have him bother me?"

Chao said: "Feng has little influence and

he is allied to you.

The appointment as General Who Maintains the

East in Peace and the restoration of the Pi-t'ing marquisate were
both arranged by Feng.

Send a few messengers from time to time

with generous presents to return thanks to him, and that will set
his mind at rest.

Say to him:

'The capital has no provisions so

I would like the Emperor to stay for a while at Lu—yang,
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Lu-yang

is close to Hsü so the transport of supplies would be a little easier,
and then there would be no worry about things getting delayed or
running short.'

Feng is brave but he's not very bright.

get suspicious.

The plan will be settled as soon as the message is

delivered.

How can Feng cause any trouble?"

He sent the messengers to Feng.

He will never

Ts'ao said: "Excellent."

On the day keng-shen

Emperor went out the Huan-yiian Pass to the east.

[7.x]

the

Then he shifted

capital to Hsü.
[in the ninth month] on the day chi-ssu [l6.x]^ the Emperor
entered Ts'ao Ts'ao's camp, appointed Ts'ao General-in-Chief and
enfeoffed him as Marquis of Wu-p'ing.

For the first time the court

and the national altars were established at Hsü.
Sun Ts'e was planning to take K'uai-chi.

The men from Wu

commandery, Yen Po-hu and his allies, were camped in various positions,
each with an army of more than ten thousand men.

The officers wanted

first to attack Po-hu and his fellows, but Ts'e said: "Po-hu and those
others are nothing but mobs of bandits.
they can certainly be taken."
River.

They have no great ideas and

So he led his soldiers across the Che

YÜ Fan, Officer of the Department of Merit in K'uai-chi,

said to his Grand Administrator Wang Lang: "Ts'e is a remarkably good
general.

It would be best to make your escape."

Lang would not do

this, and he raised soldiers to oppose Ts'e at Ku-ling.
Ts'e several times tried to force a bridge-head over the
river, but he could not succeed.

Ts'e's uncle [his father's younger

brother Sun] Ching said to Ts'e: "Lang is holding to the defences
of the city and it is difficult to storm them quickly.
about twenty li south of here.
1986

Cha-tu is

If you go that way and get behind

him, then that would be attacking where he is not prepared and
breaking out where he does not expect it."

Ts'e did this.

At night

he made a great number of fires to pretend there were soldiers there,
and he sent part of his army to go towards the Cha-tu road and attack
Kao-ch'ien-t'un.

12

Lang was very startled, and he sent the former

Grand Administrator of Tan-yang, Chou Hsin, with other officers and
soldiers to oppose them.
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off their heads.

Lang fled, Yü Fan escorted Lang to camp and

then they sailed across the sea to Tung-yeh.
attacked them and completely defeated them.

13

Ts'e followed and

Then Lang came to

surrender.
Ts'e appointed himself Grand Administrator of K'uai-chi.
He kept Yü Fan as Officer of the Department of Merit and treated
him with all the courtesy of a friend.

Ts'e loved hunting, but

Fan objected: "You enjoy going out without an escort, and your
followers have no time to make suitable preparations.
officers and soldiers are worried about it.

Your

If a person who

rules men is not serious, then he will have no authority.

It was

for this reason that the White Dragon put on fish clothing and
14
was troubled by Yü Chü,
and the White Snake acted wilfully and
15
was brought to harm by Liu Chi.
Please give some attention
to it!"

Ts'e said: "You are right", but he would not change.
In the ninth month the Minister over the Masses Ch'un-yü

Chia,

16

the Grand Commandant Yang Piao and the Minister of Works

Chang Hsi all left office.
When the Emperor moved east, Yang Feng had wanted to
intercept him from Liang, but could not manage it.

In the tenth

month Ts'ao Ts'ao attacked Feng, and Feng fled south to Yüan Shu.
Then Ts'ao attacked Feng's camp at Liang and captured it.
An imperial letter was sent to Yüan Shao to scold him
because "Your lands are broad and your soldiers many, but yet you
have set up a party solely for yourself.

We do not hear of you

as a leader to give help to the true king, we only hear that you
have usurped authority and that you attack others."

Shao sent in
17
a memorial to defend himself in detail against each charge.
[in the eleventh month] on the day wu-ch'en [l4.XIl]18 Shao was

made Grand Commandant and was enfeoffed as Marquis of Yeh.

Shao

was ashamed to be lower in rank than Ts'ao Ts'ao and he was angry
and said: "Ts'ao Ts'ao was several times on the point of death,
and I was quick to help him and keep him.
of Heaven and gives me orders."
not accept the appointment.
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permission to cede the office of General-in-Chief to Shao.

On the

day ping-hsü [2.1.197] Ts'ao was made Minister of Works and acted as
General of Chariots and Cavalry.
T s ’ao made Hsün Yü Palace Attendant to hold office as Prefect
of the Masters of Writing.

Ts'ao asked Yii about scholars who could

make plans, and Yü recommended his cousin Yu, Grand Administrator of
Shu commandery, and Kuo Chia of Ying-ch'uan.

Ts'ao summoned Yu to be

a Master of Writing, spoke with him and was very pleased, saying:
"Kung-ta is not a common man.

Now that I can plan things with him,

what difficulty should the empire present?"

He made him Master of the

a
!9
Army.

Before this, Kuo Chia had gone to see Yuan Shao, and Shao
treated him with the utmost courtesy and he stayed for several weeks.
He spoke to Shao's councillors Hsin P'ing and Kuo T'u and said:
"A man that is wise takes care to examine his master, and then he will
never come to harm and will be able to set up a good reputation.
Lord Yuan wants to imitate the Duke of Chou only be being courteous
to talented people, but he doesn't know the fine points of using men.
He has many ideas but few of the essentials, he loves to make plans
1989

but he can never decide anything.

You want to work with him to save

the empire in its calamity and to help him secure the throne.
will be difficult.
master.

That

I am going to make a new start and look for another

Why don't you come away too?"

The other two said: "Yuan has

shown favour and generous deeds to all the world, and many of the
people turn to him.

Besides, he is very powerful now, and if we

leave him, where would we go?"

Chia realised they would never see his

point, and he went away without saying any more about it.

Ts'ao called

him and gave audience and discussed the affairs of the empire with him.
He was pleased and said: "This is certainly a man who can help me
achieve the empire."

Chia went out and he was also pleased and said:

"This is the master for me."

Ts'ao recommended Chia as Libationer

to the Minister of Works.^
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Ts'ao appointed Man Ch'ung of Shan-yang as Prefect of Hsu.
Some retainers of Ts'ao's cousin Hung constantly disobeyed the law
in Hsu territory, and Ch'ung arrested them and punished them.
wrote to threaten Ch'ung but Ch'ung paid no attention.

Hung

Hung told

Ts'ao and Ts'ao summoned the officers of Hsü prefecture.

Ch'ung

knew that he would want to pardon the retainers so he executed them
at once.

Ts'ao was pleased and said: "That's the way a responsible

man behaves!"
K'ung Jung, Grand Administrator of Pei-hai,

21

was a man of

haughty bearing, and he hoped to settle the disorders of the time.
He was, however, an erratic man and his ideas were too vague.
the end he achieved nothing.
teachings

22

Highflown talk about the

became the vogue in his official circle.

In

pure
The words

and the style of official documents were so refined and elegant
that they were a pleasure to read aloud; but in their discussion
of affairs and in the examination of facts they were hard to
follow right through.

His influence spread wide like a net, but

the meshes were extremely loose.

For a short time he could get

people to follow him, but they were never willing to stay with him
for long.

When he appointed people to office he loved the unusual

and chose the strange.
with small ability.

Many of them were quick and frivolous,

He respected and honoured the famous scholar

Cheng Hsüan, treated him with the courtesy of a son or grandson,
and changed the name of his village to "Village of Lord Cheng".

23

On the other hand, fine scholars such as Tso Ch'eng-tsu
-990

and Liu Yi-hsün were invited to sit with him, but that was all,

and he never discussed the affairs of government with them.

All

the same, he still said: "These are famous men and people look
up to them.

I must not lose them."

The Yellow Turbans came to plunder, and Jung fought and
was defeated.

He fled to take refuge in Tu-ch'ang.

At this time [the territories of] Yiian Shao and Ts'ao
Ts'ao and Kung-sun Tsan formed a continuous line.

K'ung Jung's

soldiers were weak and he had few supplies, he occupied a corner
by himself and he had no communication with any of them.
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Tso

Ch'eng-tsu urged Jung to trust himself to some more powerful state,
but Jung would not hear of it, and he killed him.
went away.

Liu Yi-hsün

Yüan T'an, the Inspector of Ch'ing Province, attacked

Jung and they'fought from the spring to the summer.

The fighting

men that remained to him were only a few hundred, and arrows filled
the air; but Jung still lay back on an armrest to study, and he
I

talked and laughed unconcerned.

The city fell to a night assault,

and he made his escape to the eastern hills while his wife and
children were captured by T'an.

Ts'ao Ts'ao had an old acquaintance

with Jung, and he invited him to take appointment as Court Architect.
When Yuan T'an first came to Ch'ing Province, his territory to
the west of the Yellow River extended no further than P'ing-yüan.
T'an pushed north against T'ien K'ai, and he defeated K'ung Jung in
the east, and he was respected and honoured far and wide.
he began to trust bad men and give them office.

After this

He had great

ambitions and extravagant faults, and so his reputation declined.
From the Chung-p'ing era onwards the empire had been disordered
and divided.

The people had left their work as farmers, armies rose

up in rivalry, and all were short of provisions and grain.
could be sure of supplies from one year to the next.

No-one

When men were

starving they plundered, and when they had eaten they threw the rest
aside.

The people were broken like tiles and washed away as a stream,

those who destroyed themselves without an enemy could not be numbered.
Yüan Shao was north of the Yellow River, and the men of his army ate
mulberry fruit, Yüan Shu was by the Chiang and the Huai, and his
soldiers took clams and mussels.

Many of the people ate one another,

and all the country was lonely and desolate.
The Inspector of the Guards of the Feathered Forest Tsao Chih
asked that military agricultural colonies should be set up.

Ts'ao

Ts'ao did this and made Chih Chief Commandant of the Agricultural
Colonies, and he made the Chief Commandant of Cavalry Jen Chün
General of the Gentlemen of the Household in Charge of Agriculture.
He called up people for the agricultural colonies about Hsü, and
they produced a million bushels of grain.
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At this the provinces and

commanderies each set up farming offices, and the granaries were
all filled.

Ts'ao could make campaigns in every direction and

have no trouble with his supplies, and so he could conquer all his
rivals.

The prosperity of the army and the state began with Chih
24 V
and was accomplished by Chün.
Yuan Shu was afraid that Lü Pu would be a danger to him,
so he sought a marriage alliance for his son.

Pu agreed to it.

Shu sent his officer Chi Ling, with thirty thousand infantry and
cavalry, to attack Liu Pei, and Pei asked help from Pu.

Pu's

officers said to him: "You always wanted to kill Liu Pei.
you can leave the job to Shu.”

Now

Pu said: "No. If Shu defeats

Pei, then he will join with all the leaders of Mount T'ai in the
25
north
and I would be surrounded by him. I must give help to
Pei."

He led some thousand infantry and cavalry to go to him by

forced marches.

Ling

and the others heard that Pu had come, and

they collected their troops and halted.

Pu camped southwest of

P'ei city, and sent one of his orderlies to invite Ling and the
others.

Ling and his fellows returned the invitation, and Pu

went to them, and they drank and ate with Pei.

Pu said to Ling

and his party: "Hsüan-te [i.e. Liu Pei] is my younger brother.
He is in trouble with you, and so I have come to help him.

I

am not the sort of person that loves to interfere, it is only
that I enjoy being a peace-maker."

Then he ordered a captain to

set up a halberd at the gate of the camp; Pu bent his bow,
looked around and said: "You will all see me shoot at the small
spike on that halberd.
your men.

If I hit it you will both draw back

If I miss, then you can stay to settle your quarrel."

Pu fired a single shot, and hit square on the spike of the
halberd.

Ling and the others were all amazed, and said: "My

general, you have the authority of Heaven."

On the next day

they met to drink again, and afterwards they each went off.
Pei collected troops, and got more than ten thousand men.
Pu became angry at this and he himself led out soldiers to attack
Pei.

Pei was defeated and fled to Ts'ao Ts'ao.
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Ts'ao received

him generously, and made him.Governor of Yü, but someone said: "Pei is
ambitious.

Unless you make plans to deal with him right away, he will

certainly cause trouble later."
said: "There is truth in that.

Ts'ao asked Kuo Chia about this.

Chia

On the other hand, you have called

up loyal soldiers to rid the people of oppression.

You act with honesty

and you rely on good faith to attract brave and able men, but as yet
I am afraid you haven't quite managed it.
1992

of a hero.

Now Pei has the reputation

If he comes to us in his need and thaiwe kill him, this

would only give us a bad name for injuring a worthy man.

If we should

behave like that, the wise scholars and officials would become
uncertain and would regret their choice of a master.
have left to settle the empire?

Who will you

If you eliminate the danger from one

man at the cost of losing the hopes of the four seas, that is a crisis
decision, and you must think about it hard."
"You've got a point I"

Ts'ao laughed and said:

Then he added to Liu Pei's soldiers, gave him

provisions, and sent him east to P'ei to collect his scattered men
and to make plans against Lü Pu.
Before this, Pei had been in Yü Province [as Inspector in 194],
and he had recommended Yuan Huan of Ch'en commandery as Accomplished
Talent.

Huan was held by Lü Pu, and Pu wanted to have him write a

letter to insult and abuse Pei.

Huan refused.

Twice and three times

Pu threatened him with force, but Huan would not agree.
furious.

Pu was

He took a sword and shook it at Huan and said: "If you do

it you live, if you don't do it you shall die."

Huan, unperturbed,

laughed and replied: "I have heard it said that only a man of virtue
can give disgrace to another, I have heard nothing about common abuse.
If Liu Pei is a gentleman he will not be put to shame by what you say.
If he is really a mean fellow, he will simply return your insults.
So the disgrace will lie here, not with him.
serve General Liu and now I serve you.

Besides, I used to

If I should leave here one

day and then curse you, would that be right?"

Pu was ashamed and

stopped.
Chang Chi led troops from inside the passes into the borders
of Ching Province and attacked Jang city.
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He was hit by a flying

arrow and died.

All the officers of Ching Province presented

their congratulations.

Liu Piao said: "Chi came because he was

in want and we, as the host, had no courtesy.
his people can never wish to fight them.
receive sympathy, not congratulations."
to invite [Chang Chi's] army in.

26

The 'shepherd' of

The shepherd should
He sent some of his men

The soldiers heard of this and

were glad and they all turned their hearts to him.

Chi's younger

clansman the General Who Establishes Loyalty [Chang] Hsiu took
over the command and came to camp at Wan.
Before this, when the Emperor had left Ch'ang-an, the
General Who Proclaims Majesty Chia Hsü gave up his seal and
tassel and went to stay with Tuan Wei at Hua-yin.

Hsü had made

a name for himself in the past and had been popular with Wei's
army.

Wei treated him and received him extremely well, but

secretly Hsü planned to go to Chang Hsiu.

Someone said: "Wei

treats you generously, why should you leave?"

Hsü said: "Wei

is a very suspicious man, and he is anxious about what I am
going to do.
993

Although he acts generously to me, I can't

presume on that for long or he will make plans to kill me.

If

I go he will certainly be pleased, and since he will hope that
I can negotiate a good alliance for him outside he is sure to
treat my wife and children kindly.

Hsiu has no-one to make

plans for him, and he will be pleased to have me.
and myself will all be safe."

So my family

Then Hsü went, Hsiu treated him

with the ceremony of a son or a grandson, and Wei really did
look after his family very well.
Hsü encouraged Hsiu to join Liu Piao, and Hsiu did this.
Hsü went to see Piao, and Piao treated him as an honoured guest.
Hsü said: "Piao has the abilities worthy of the three dukes in
a time of peace, but he does not realise how things change.
has many things uncertain and a few things decided.

He

He won't

get anywhere."
Liu Piao loved the people and gave thought to the
scholars.
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in his territory.

Of the scholars from the west of the passes, from

Yen and from YÜ, those that came to him were numbered by the thousands.
Then Piao set up schools to teach the classics, and he ordered the
27
former Gentleman of the Sacred Music
Tu K'uei of Ho-nan to compose
ceremonial music.

When the orchestra was ready Piao wanted to hold

audience to hear it.
of Heaven.

K'uei said: "You do not have the title of Son

To assemble an orchestra and to play in the court, isn't

that improper?"

Piao stopped.

Mi Heng of P'ing-yüan was known as a fine debater while he was
still young, but he was a proud, arrogant man.

K'ung Jung recommended

him to Ts'ao Ts'ao; Heng abused Ts'ao, and Ts'ao was angry and said
to Jung: "Mi Heng is a fool, I should kill him like a small bird or a
rat.

But I hear that this fellow has gained some reputation, though

quite undeserved, and people everywhere would say that I lacked
tolerance."

So he sent him to Liu Piao, and Piao received him as an

honoured guest.

Heng was full of praise for Piao, but he loved to

make fun of Piao's attendants and disparage them.
slandered him.

The attendants

Knowing how Heng had behaved in the past, they told

Piao: "Heng praises your humanity and says that the Lord of the West
28
does not surpass it,
but he thinks that you cannot make decisions,
and he says that this is the reason you are certain to fail in the end."
This really showed up Piao's weakness, though Heng had not said it.
Piao was angry, and because Huang Tsu, Grand Administrator of
Chiang-hsia, had a quick temper, he sent Heng to him.

Tsu also

treated him very well, but later Heng insulted Tsu in public and Tsu
killed him.

Chien-an 2nd year [5.II•197-25•I.198]:
1994

In the spring, in the first month, Ts'ao Ts'ao attacked
Chang Hsiu.

His army came to the Yu River1 and Hsiu brought all his

forces and surrendered.

Then Ts'ao took the wife of Chang Chi as a

concubine and Hsiu was very angry.

Ts'ao gave gold to one of Hsiu's

best officers, Hu Ch'e-erh,and Hsiu heard about it and became
worried and frightened.
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killed Ts'ao's eldest son Ang, and Ts'ao was hit by a flying arrow
and was defeated and fled.

The Colonel Tien Wei continued

fighting against Hsiu while almost all those about him were killed
or injured and he himself was wounded a score of times.

Hsiu's

soldiers came forward to capture him, Wei grasped two men and
killed both of them.
great curse.
to Wu-yin.

Then he died, with an angry glare and a

Ts'ao collected his scattered soldiers and came back
Hsiu led his cavalry in pursuit, but Ts'ao attacked

him and defeated him.

Hsiu retired to Jang and again joined up

with Liu Piao.
At this time all Ts'ao Ts'ao's forces were in complete
confusion, and the Colonel Who Pacifies the Caitiffs Yü Chin of
T'ai-shan was the only man able to keep his soldiers together and
make an orderly retreat.

On the way he came across some Ch'ing-

chou troops engaged in looting.
attacked them.

2

Chin told off their crimes and

The Ch'ing-chou soldiers fled and went to Ts'ao.

When Chin arrived, he set up his camp and defences before he went
to call on Ts'ao.

Someone said to Chin: "The Ch'ing-chou troops

have already made a complaint against you.
Duke at once to make your defence."

You should go to the

Chin said: "Now the enemy are

on our tails, and their pursuit will be here in no time.
we deal with them if we don't make preparations first?
the Duke is intelligent.
accusations."

How can
Besides,

He won't listen to slander and false

He made sure that the moat was cut deep, and he had

the camp completely ready, and then he went in to see Ts'ao and
made a full report.

Ts'ao was pleased and said to Chin: "In the

misfortune at the Yü River I was helpless and confused.

But you

kept control in the confusion, you have punished cruelty, and you
have strengthened our defences.

You never fail to maintain good

conduct, and how could the most famous generals of the past have
done any better?"

At this he took note of all Chin's good work,

past and present, and enfeoffed him as Marquis of Yi-shou t'ing.
Then Ts'ao led his soldiers back to Hsu.
Yuan Shao wrote to Ts'ao, and his words were proud and
contemptuous. Ts'ao said to Hsün Yü and Kuo Chia: "Now I want to
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punish his disloyalty, but I am still not strong enough.
do?"

What can I

They replied: "You know that Liu [i.e. Emperor Kao-tsu of Han]

was no match for the strength of Hsiang [Yu].

In wisdom alone was

Han Kao-tsu superior to Hsiang YÜ, and although YÜ was strong he was
1995

taken in the end. There are ten points that Shao is inferior, and there
are ten points where you are better, so although Shao may be powerful
he will never gain success.

Shao has great ceremony and many fine

manners, but you show consideration and act naturally; this is a victory
in true behaviour.

Shao is acting as a rebel, but you serve and obey

the Emperor and so command the empire; this is a victory in right
action.

Since the time of Emperors Huan and Ling the government has

declined through excessive leniency.

Shao is weak-willed and over

gentle, and so he does not keep the peace, but you keep firm hold on
your people, so that everyone knows the rules; this is a victory in good
government.

Outwardly Shao acts generously but privately he is jealous,

he uses men but he is suspicious of them, and he appoints only the sons
and younger brothers of his own or his wife’s families.

Outwardly you

are easy and simple but inside you are clever and shrewd, you use men
and trust them, it is only their ability that matters and you pay no
attention to relationship; this is the victory of a liberal mind.
Shao has many plans and few decisions, he lets things slip and acts too
late.

When you make a plan you take action quickly and you can always

cope with any changing situation; this is victory in strategy.

Shao

has high discussions and rules of ceremony in order to attract men of
good name, and many scholars who love words and ornamental show will
turn to him.

You treat men straightforward and you do not create an

empty finery, so that those scholars who have a loyal heart, who can
see things clearly and who are sincere, all want to serve you; this is
a victory in virtue and power.

If Shao sees that a man is hungry or

cold then he pities him and it shows on his face, but he only deals
with the things he can see.

Though you may sometimes disregard the

small thing before your eyes, when it comes to a great affair which
affects all the empire then you extend your grace and it passes
imagination.
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complete; this is a victory in humanity.

Shao's great officers

struggle for power with accusations, confusion and uncertainty,
but you treat your subordiantes fairly and you pay no attention
to slander; this is a victory in understanding.

No-one can ever

tell what Shao really wants, but you bring forward with ceremony
the men that are right, and you correct by the laws the men that
do wrong; this is a victory in civil rule.

Shao is fascinated by

empty show and he does not appreciate the essentials of war, but
you can defeat a mass of men with a few and you use soldiers like
a spirit.

The people of the army trust to you and the men of the

enemy fear you; this is a victory in military skill."

Ts'ao

laughed and said: "How can I be worthy of all this?"
Chia said: "Shao is going to go north to attack Kung-sun
Tsan.

You can take advantage from his absence and go east to

take Lü Pu.

If Shao takes the offensive and Pu gives him help,

it would be a considerable danger."

Yü said: "Unless you deal

with Lü Pu first, it will not be easy to make plans for the north
.996

of the River."

Ts'ao said: "Yes, but what I am worried about is

that Shao may invade the lands within the passes and make trouble
there.

If he can stir up the Ch'iang and the other barbarians in

the west and urge on Shu and Han in the south,

3

then I would be

opposing five-sixths of the empire with only Yen and Yü.
shall I do about that?"

What

Yü said: "The leaders inside the passes

are numbered by the score and no-one can get them together.
Han Sui and Ma T'eng are the only strong ones, and if they see
that there is fighting to the east of the mountains they will
certainly collect their forces and stay on the defensive.

If

you treat them with favour and authority, and send messengers to
make an alliance,

even though it won't last

very long, it will

be enough to keep

them quiet while you deal with the east.

Palace Attendant and Supervisor of the Masters of Writing
Chung Yao has an understanding of plans.

If you entrust him

with the affairs of the west you will have nothing to worry
about."

So Ts'ao

office as Colonel
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and gave him

The

credentials of authority over all the armies within the passes.

He was

given particular instructions [to act on his own initiative and] not
to be impeded by rules and procedures.

When Yao came to Ch'ang-an he

sent letters to T'eng and Sui and the others to explain things to them.
Both T'eng and Sui sent their sons to attend the Emperor.
Yuan Shu took the title of Emperor at Shou-ch'un, called his
4
new dynasty the House of Chung, and made the Grand Administrator
of Chiu-chiang the Intendant of Huai-nan.

5

He appointed his own

dukes, ministers and other officials, and he held state sacrifice and
worship to Heaven and Earth.

The Chancellor of P'ei, Ch'en Kuei, was

younger brother's son to [Ch'en] Ch'iu.
travelled with Shu.

When he was young he had

Shu sent a letter to call Kuei, seized his son

as a hostage, and felt sure that he would get him.

Kuei replied to

the letter: "General Ts'ao has restored administration and he will
disperse and pacify cruelty and evil.

I believe that you should join

forces with him, and think only of helping the house of Han.
you have been planning secret rebellion.

Instead

You will bring disaster on

yourself, and yet you want me to flatter you to serve my own advantage.
Though death may come I cannot do it."

Shu wanted to make Chin Shang,

the former Inspector of Yen Province, his Grand Commandant, but Shang
would not accept and tried to run away.

Shu killed him.

In the third month the Court Architect K'ung Jung was ordered
to take credentials to appoint Yüan Shao General-in-Chief, with
authority over the four provinces of Chi, Ch'ing, Yu and Ping.
In the summer, in the fifth month, there were locusts.
Yuan Shu sent Han Yin as an envoy to Lü Pu to explain about
his imperial claim and to ask for the marriage alliance.
to send his daughter.
1997

Pu agreed

Ch'en Kuei was afraid that Hsü and Yang

[provinces, i.e. Lü Pu and Yuan Shu] would join together and make
unending trouble.

He went and said to Pu: "Lord Ts'ao has received

the Son of Heaven and is supporting the government of the state.
You should join up with him to preserve the empire.

But now that you

are making a marriage alliance with Yuan Shu, you will certainly get
a reputation for disloyalty.
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than a pile of eggs.”

Then Pu remembered how Shu had failed to

take him in before [in 192, after he fled Ch'ang-an], and he
became angry.

His daughter was already on the road and he sent

to bring her back and broke off the marriage.

He bound Han Yin

and sent him to the court. Yin was executed and his head was
exposed in the market-place of Hsu city.
Ch'en Kuei wanted to send his son Teng to Ts'ao Ts'ao,
but Pu refused.

Then an edict appointed Pu General of the Left,

and Ts'ao also sent Pu a letter in his own hand, full of
congratulations and praise.

Pu was very pleased and at once he

sent Teng to make a memorial giving thanks for the favour, and
also a reply to Ts'ao's letter.

When Teng saw Ts'ao, he described

Pu's bravery and lack of planning, how he acted irresponsibly
in making decisions of alliance, and how Ts'ao should plan to deal
with him early.

Ts'ao said: "Pu is like a wolf-cub with a wild

disposition, it will certainly be difficult to keep him in hand
for long.
like."

You are the one man to recognise what he is really

He raised Kuei's salary to fully two thousand piculs and

he appointed Teng as Grand Administrator of Kuang-ling.

When he

went off, Ts'ao took Teng by the hand and said: "This way I am
trusting the affairs of the east to you."

He ordered him to

gather forces of his own and to act as an ally from the inside.
Before this, Pu, through Teng, had asked to be made
Governor of Hsu Province.
back Pu was angry.

7

He was turned down.

When Teng came

He took up a halbred and chopped the table,

saying: "Your father persuaded me to join with Ts'ao Ts'ao and
to break off the marriage with Kung-lu [i.e. Yüan Shu].

Now I

have not got what I wanted but you and your father both appear
important.

You have betrayed me." Teng, looking quite

unperturbed, replied in dignified fashion: "I saw Lord Ts'ao
and said that keeping you was like keeping a tiger.

It should

be given plenty of meat, otherwise it will bite the man.
The Duke said:

'That's not the way to do it.

It is like keeping

an eagle: if he is hungry then he can be used, but if he is
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well-fed he will fly away.' This is exactly what he said.” Pu was
mollified.
Yuan Shu sent his generals Chang Hsün and Ch'iao Jui to join
forces with Han Hsien and Yang Feng.

With'several tens of thousands

of horsemen and footsoldiers they advanced quickly on Hsia-p'i and
attacked Pu in seven separate columns.

Pu had three thousand infantry

and four hundred horse, and he was afraid he was no match for them.
He said to Ch'en Kuei: "This is your work, to bring on Shu’s army.
1998

What am I going to do about it?"

Kuei said: "Hsien and Feng have only

very recently joined up with Shu.

They didn't make plans in advance

and so they won't be able to co-operate very well.

My son Teng has

observed them, and compared them to chickens that can't settle on the
same perch.

We will separate them."

Pu followed Kuei’s advice, and he wrote to Hsien and Feng:
"You two gentlemen rescued
my own hand.

the Emperor, and I killed Tung Cho with

We have both made a reputation.

as rebels with Yüan Shu?

Why have you joined

Far better for us to join our forces,

defeat Shu, and remove harm form the state."
them the plunder from Shu's army.

He promised to give

Hsien and Feng were very pleased

and they changed their plans and joined Pu.

Pu brought his army

forward to a hundred paces from Hsün's camp.

Hsien's soldiers and

Feng's shouted together and fell on Hsün's camp.
forces were defeated and fled.

Hsün and his

Pu's soldiers chased them and

attacked them and cut off the heads of ten of his officers.

Almost

all of the soldiers were killed or wounded or fell in the river
and died.

Then Pu joined forces with Hsien and Feng and they all

headed for Shou-ch'un.

They advanced by land and water as far as

Chung-li and they plundered where they passed.

They turned back

north of the Huai, leaving a letter in insult to Shu.

Shu himself

led five thousand cavalry to show his arms at the Huai, but all
Pu's cavalry were north of the river, and they laughed and jeered
at them and then went back.
Tsang Pa, the bandit leader of T'ai-shan, attacked the

Q

Chancellor of Lang-yeh, Hsiao Chien,

at Chü and defeated him. Pa

captured Chien's treasure and promised to give it to Pu as a present,
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but he did not send it.

Pu went to ask for it himself.

His

commander Kao Shun objected: "Your authority and your reputation
are well-known and respected everywhere.
something and fail to obtain it?
beg for a present.
you lose face?"

How can you ask for

Yet you are going yourself to

Just suppose you don't get it.

Wouldn't

Pu would not agree, and he went to Chii.

Pa and

the others did not understand why Pu was coming against them,
and they defended their positions and forced him away.

Pu came

back empty-handed.
Shun was a man of honour, with an air of authority and
with few words.

The soldiers he led were only about seven

hundred men, but his orders were clear and whenever they fought
9
they were always successful. They were called Shock Troops.
Later Pu became less friendly with Shun, and because Wei Hsü was
a close relation he took Shun's soldiers and gave them to Hsü,
but whenever there was a battle then he put Shun in command
again.

Shun had still no feeling of resentment.

Pu was a man

who made decisions hastily and his actions were seldom consistent.
Shun constantly remonstrated with him, saying: "If you start
something, you won't think of its details.
loss or gain.

You are careless of

You are often frivolous in your actions.

make so many mistakes!"

You

Pu appreciated his loyalty, but he

could not follow his advice.
Ts'ao Ts'ao sent the Gentleman-consultant Wang P'u with an
imperial letter to appoint Sun Ts'e as Chief Commandant of
Cavalry and to succeed to the fief of Marquis of Wu-ch'eng,1^ to
give him command as Grand Administrator of K'uai-chi and to send
him with Lü Pu and the Grand Administrator of Wu commandery
Ch'en Yu against Yuan Shu.

Ts'e wanted to have the title of

general to enhance his position, and so P'u took the authority
to make him General Who Glorifies Han.
Ts'e made his preparations and marched to Ch'ien-t'ang.
YÜ planned a surprise attack on Ts'e, and he had private
communication with Tsu Lang and Yen Po-hu and others, to have
them act as his allies behind the lines.
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Ts'e learnt of this,

and sent his officers Lü Fan and Hsü Yi to attack Yü at Hai-hsi.
Yü was defeated, and he fled with a single horse to Yüan Shao.
Before this, [Liu] Ch'ung, King of Ch'en, was ä brave man and
an expert marksman with a crossbow.

When the Yellow Turbans made

their rebellion [in 184] Ch'ung had commanded his own soldiers.

The

people of the kingdom were afraid of him and did not dare to rebel.
The Chancellor of the kingdom, Lo Chün of K'uai-chi, had also shown
his authority and gained favour in the past.

At that time the kings

and marquises no longer received their revenues.^ They were often
robbed, some could eat only once in several days, and some even died
in the ditches.

Ch'en alone was wealthy and strong, and more than a

hundred thousand of the people of the neighbouring commanderies came
there.

When the soldiers of the provinces and the commanderies rose

up, Ch'ung led his forces to camp at Yang-hsia, and he named himself
General-in-Chief Who Supports Han.
from Ch'en and Lo Chün refused him.

Yuan Shu asked for provisions
Shu was furious.

He sent his

retainers to kill Ch'ung and Chün by treachery, and so Ch'en was
destroyed.
2000

In the autumn, in the ninth month, the Minister of Works
Ts'ao Ts'ao went east to attack Yüan Shu.

When Shu heard that

Ts'ao was coming, he abandoned his army and fled, leaving his
officers Ch'iao Jui and others to face Ts'ao at Ch'i-yang.

12

Ts'ao attacked and defeated Jui and his fellows and beheaded all
of them.

Shu fled across the Huai.

There was a drought at this

time and the harvest was spoilt. The gentry and the people were
cold and hungry.

From this, Shu's power steadily declined.

Ts'ao summoned Ho K'uei of Ch'en state to take a position as one
of his Head Clerks, and he asked him what Yüan Shu was like.

K'uei

replied: "To be aided by Heaven, a man must follow Heaven's will.
To be helped by men, he must be worthy of trust.

Shu is neither

obedient to Heaven nor faithful to men, and so when he looked for
aid, where should he find it?"

Ts'ao said: "When a state loses its

worthy men, it will be destroyed.

Shu never gave you a post and it

is only appropriate that he should fall."
and his officials were sometimes beaten.
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Ts'ao was a strict man,
K'uei always kept poison

by him, swearing that he would die rather than suffer such disgrace,
but it never came to that point.
Hsu Ch'u of P'ei state was braver and stronger than other
men.

He had collected several thousand young people and members

of his clan, and had made strong defences and heavy walls to keep
out bandits.. All between the Huai and the Ju, and Ch'en and Liang,
respected him and feared him.

When Ts'ao came to the Ju and the

Huai, Ch'u brought his forces to Ts'ao. Ts'ao said: "This is my
13
Fan K'uai."
At once he made him Chief Commandant and brought
him into be his guard at night, and all Ch'u's retainers were made
14
Tiger Warriors.
The'former Grand Commandant Yang Piao was a relative by
marriage of Yuan Shu.

Ts'ao Ts'ao disapproved of it, and falsely

accused Piao of planning to supplant the Emperor.

He recommended

that Piao should be arrested and sent to prison and impeached for
15
treason.
The Court Architect K'ung Jung heard of this. Without
losing time even to put on court dress, he went to Ts'ao and said:
"For four generations the Yang family have clear virtue and they
are respected within all the four seas.^
001

The Chou shu

says,

'Father and son, elder and younger brother, their crimes do not
17
affect one another.'
How can you blame Lord Yang for Yiian's
crimes?"

Ts'ao said: "This is the Emperor's idea."

Jung said:

"If King Ch'eng killed the Luke of Shao, would the Luke of Chou
18
say he did not know about it?"
Then Ts'ao set the Prefect of
19
Hsu, Man Ch'ung, to examine Piao's case.
Jung and the Prefect
of the Masters of Writing Hsün Yu both spoke to Ch'ung and said:
"You should only take his words, don't add the examination by
flogging."

Ch'ung made no reply.

He made the examination

according to law, and after several days he asked to see Ts'ao
and said to him: "Yang Piao has been examined and makes no change
in his statement.

This man has a name within all the four seas.

Unless he is clearly guilty, you will certainly lose a great part
of the people's affections if you punish him.
opinion that you should be careful."
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Ts'ao pardoned Piao and
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released him that same day.

Earlier, when YÜ and Jung heard that

Ch'ung had examined Piao by flogging, they were both angry.

However,

when this brought about his release, they became even more friendly
towards Ch'ung.

Piao realised that the Han house was weak and in

decline and that the government was in Ts'ao Ts'ao's hands.
pretended to be suffering from cramps.

He

For more than ten years, he

didn't walk, and by this means he kept himself out of trouble.
When Ma Mi-ti's body was brought to the capital the court met
and wanted to give him additional honours.

K'ung Jung said: "Mi-ti

had high position even above the dukes [i.e. he had been Grand Tutor],
and he held the responsibility of a mission with the highest imperial
credentials, but he went out of his way to please bad ministers, and
he let those people lead him around.

He was a great officer of the

imperial house, and how can we consider it any excuse to say that he
was forced to act as he did?

The Emperor may mourn for his former

minister and may have pity on him.
posthumous punishment on him.
honours."

But he should not give him additional

The court accepted this.

brought to the capital.

He may be unwilling to inflict

Chin Shang died and his body was

An edict ordered all the officials to make

sacrifices of mourning, and his son Wei was appointed a Gentleman of
the Palace.

21

In the winter, in the eleventh month, Ts'ao Ts'ao made another
attack on Chang Hsiu.
officer Teng Chi.

He stormed Hu-yang and took prisoner Liu Piao's

Then he attacked Wu-yin and captured it.

Han Hsien and Yang Feng were in Hsia-p'i and plundered between
Hsü and Yang Provinces.

Their army was short of supplies and they

asked leave of Lü Pu to go to Ching Province.
it.

Pu would not hear of

Feng knew that Liu Pei was an old enemy of Pu, and he made

secret communication with Pei, wanting to make an attack on Pu together.
Pei pretended to agree.
Feng into the city.

Feng led his army to P'ei and Pei invited

Before the eating and drinking were half through

Feng was put under arrest, bound hand and foot, and then beheaded.
Hsien had lost Feng and was left alone, he went back to Ping Province
with a few score of horsemen, and he was killed by Chang Hsüan,
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the Prefect of Shu-ch'iu.
Ho-tung.

Hu Ts'ai and Li Lo had stayed in

Ts'ai was killed by an enemy, Lo died of a sickness.

Kuo Ssu was killed by his officer Wu Hsi.
Tu Hsi, Chao Yen and P'o Ch'in had fled the troubles and
come to Ching Province.
guests.

Liu Piao received all of them as his

Ch'in was favoured by Piao, but Hsi said to him: "When

I agreed to come with you, all we planned to do was to keep
ourselves in one piece and to wait for better times.

Surely

you don't think Governor Liu is the ruler who could keep down
disturbances?
him?

How could you advise your seniors to submit to

If you go on trying to make an impression on him with

your ability, you will no longer be my companion and I will
break off from you."

Ch'in agreed readily: "I respect and

receive your command."

When Ts'ao Ts'ao brought the Emperor

to his capital at Hsü, Yen said to Ch'in: "Ts'ao the General
Who Maintains the East in Peace can surely save the empire.
I know where I'm going."

So they went back to Ts'ao, and

Ts'ao made Yen Prefect of Lang-ling.
Li T'ung of Chiang-hsia was the Chief Commandant of
Yang-an
law.

22

, and his wife's paternal uncle had disobeyed the

Chao Yen arrested him and sentenced him to death.

At

this time the final appeal on executions lay with the
Governor or Administrator.

T'ung's wife and children cried

and wept to beg his life, but T'ung said: "Now we are giving
all our strength to Lord Ts'ao.

It is not right that I

should consider private affairs at the expense of public
duty."

He praised Yen for holding to the law and not acting

in servile fashion, and he became friends with him.

Ghien-an 3rd year [26.I .198-13*II•199]

In the spring, in the first month, Ts'ao Ts'ao went
back to Hsü.
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In the third month [Ts'ao] was going once more to attack
Chang Hsiu when Hsün Yü said: "Hsiu and Liu Piao depend on each
other for allies, but Hsiu has no established base for his army.
The time will come when he will ask Piao for provisions and Piao will
not be able to supply him.

They will begin to fall out.

The best

thing is to hold your army back and wait for this, and then find some
scheme to trap him.

If you act too quickly, you will be forcing

them to help one another."

Ts'ao would not follow this advice, and

he beseiged Hsiu at Jang.
2003

In the summer, in the fourth month, the Supervisor of the
Internuncios P'ei Mou was sent with imperial orders for all the
leaders within the passes, Tuan Wei and the others, and they killed
Li Chiieh and destroyed his family.

Wei was made General Who Gives

Tranquillity to the South and was enfeoffed as Marquis of Min-hsiang.
Before this, every time Yüan Shao got an edict from the
Emperor, he was worried that it would be some disadvantage to him,
so now he

wanted to bring the Emperor to Stay by him.

He suggested

to Ts'ao Ts'ao that because Hsü was in marshy country, and Lo-yang
was destroyed, the capital should be moved to Chüan-ch'eng so as to
be closer to the source of supplies.
said to Shao:

Ts'ao refused.

T'ien Feng

"Now that this plan of shifting the capital has not

worked out, you should make early plans against Hsü and prepare to
receive the Emperor yourself.

Then you could claim that everything

you do follows

an imperial order, and in this way you would command

the four seas.

That is the peak of planning.

like that, in the end you will be taken over
it will be too late for regrets."

If you don’t do it
by someone else, and

Shao would not do this.

At this time some deserters from Shao came to Ts'ao and said
that T'ien Feng had urged him to make an attack on Hsü. Ts'ao broke
off the seige of Jang and went back, and Chang Hsiu led his forces
after him.
In the fifth month Liu Piao sent soldiers to help Hsiu.

They

camped at An-chung and guarded the passes to block the enemy's retreat.
Ts'ao wrote to Hsün Yü and said:
certain to defeat Hsiu."
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"When I come to An-chung I will be

He arrived at An-chung, and Ts'ao's army had
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enemies in front and rear, and Ts'ao dug in the pass during the
night and hid.

The armies of Piao and Hsiu came full force in

pursuit, but Ts'ao let loose his soldiers from ambush, attacked
on both sides with horse and foot and completely defeated them.'*'
Many days later Yu said to Ts'ao: "What about that time when you
knew that the enemy would be defeated.
Ts'ao said:

How could you tell?"

"The enemy had cut off my army's line of retreat

and so they gave me a 'death-place'; because of this I knew that
I would win."

2

When Hsiu was chasing Ts'ao, Chia Hsü stopped him and said:
"You musn't follow him.
be defeated."

If you go in pursuit you will certainly

Hsiu would not listen, and he sent forward his

soldiers and joined battle.
came back.

Then he suffered a great defeat and

Hsü climbed the city wall and said to Hsiu: "Follow

him again quickly. If you fight this time you are sure to win."
Hsiu thanked him:
this.
i04

"I did not use your advice and I have come to

Wow I have already been defeated, how can I go in chase

again?"

Hsü said: "War has its changes, follow him quickly."

Hsiu had always believed what Hsü said, so he collected his
scattered soldiers and went again in pursuit.
and he really did win.

3

He joined battle

Then he came back and asked Hsü: "I was

pursuing a retreating army with good soldiers and you said that
I would certainly be defeated.

I attacked a victorious army

with defeated men and you said I would certainly be successful.
Both times it turned out the way you said. How did you manage
it?"

Hsü said: "This is easy to understand.

You are very good

at using troops, but you are no match for Lord Ts'ao.

Since

Lord Ts'ao's army had just begun its withdrawal, he was sure to
be leading the rear-guard.
defeated.

So I knew that you would be

Lord Ts'ao had attacked you, nothing had gone, wrong

with his plans and he was still at full strength.

When he

suddenly drew back, it could only be some reason of his state.
So once he had defeated you he was going to hurry on to Hsü
with light-armed troops and leave his officers to hold the rear.
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Though his officers are brave they are no match for you, so despite
the fact that you were using beaten men you could fight and be sure
to win."

Hsiu was full of admiration.

Lü Pu renewed his alliance with Yüan Shu and sent his General
of the Gentlemen of the Household Kao Shun and the Grand Administrator
of Pei-ti, Chang Liao of Yen-men, to attack Liu Pei.

Ts'ao Ts'ao

sent his general Hsia-hou Tun to help Pei, but he was defeated by
Shun's forces.
In the autumn, in the ninth month, Shun and the others captured
P'ei city, seized Pei's wife and children, and Pei fled alone.
Ts'ao Ts'ao wanted to go himself to attack Pu, but all his
officers said: "Liu Piao and Chang Hsiu are behind you, and if you
go away to attack Lü Pu they will certainly become dangerous." Hsün
Yü said: "Piao and Hsiu have just been defeated.
make a move.
Yuan Shu.

They won't dare to

Pu is brave and fierce, and he is now allied again with

If he is allowed to operate at will between the Huai and

the Ssu the fighting men there will certainly join him.

Now is the

time to attack him before his rebellion gets under way and before
his army is fully organised.
Ts'ao said: "Excellent!"

If you go now you can defeat him."

As he was marching, the leaders of the

camps in T'ai-shan, Tsang Pa, Sun Kuan, Wu Tun, Yin Li, Ch'ang Hsi
and others all joined Pu.
to P'eng-ch'eng.
once.

Ts'ao met Liu Pei at Liang and went forward

Ch'en Kung said to Pu: "You should attack them at

With fresh soldiers to deal with tired ones you cannot fail."

Pu said: "It would be better to wait till he comes further forward
and then drive him down into the Ssu River."
In the winter, in the tenth month, Ts'ao stormed P'eng-ch'eng.
Ch'en Teng, the Grand Administrator of Kuang-ling, led the soldiers
of his commandery as advance guard for Ts'ao, and came up to
Hsia-p'i.

Pu led out his forces and fought with Ts'ao several times,

but he was heavily defeated in one battle after another.

He went

back to hold the city [of Hsia-p'i] and did not dare come out again.
2005

Ts'ao sent a letter to Pu,and pointed out the situation to
him.

Pu was frightened and wanted to surrender.
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Ch'en Kung said:

"Ts'ao Ts'ao has come a long way and he can't stay here
indefinitely.

If you take infantry and cavalry and go

and camp outside, I will take command of the rest of the army
and hold fast inside the city.

If he turns against you, I

will lead soldiers to attack his rear.

If he only attacks the

city, then you can give help from outside.
weeks Ts'ao's supplies will be exhausted.
you can defeat him."

Within very few
Attack him then and

Pu approved, and was going to set Kung

and Kao Shun to hold the city while he led cavalry to cut
Ts'ao's line of supply.

Pu's wife said to him: "Kung and Shun

have quarrelled in the past.

Once you have gone they will

certainly disagree about how to defend the city.

If anything

goes wrong

Besides, Ts'ao

how will you keep going by yourself?

treated Kung-t'ai [i.e. Ch'en Kung] like his own son, but he
still left him and came back to us.

You have treated Kung-t'ai

no more generously than Ts'ao did, and yet you are going to
leave him the whole city, abandon your wife and children, and
go off alone with your army.

If there is a sudden change, how

would I be your wife any more?"

So Pu gave up the idea, and he

secretly sent his secretaries Hsü Ssu and Wang K'ai to ask help
from Yüan Shu.

Shu said: "Pu did not give me his daughter, it

is right and natural that he should be defeated, why do you come
again?"

Ssu and K'ai said:

"If

our excellency does not help

Pu now you will be destroying yourself.
you will also be defeated."
some moral support.

When Pu is defeated

So Shu sent soldiers to give Pu

Pu was afraid that Shu would not send help

because the girl had failed to arrive.

He wrapped the girl with

silk and tied her to his horse, and he himself took her out of
the city by night.

They met Ts'ao's guards.

They fought and shot

arrows and he could not get past, so he came back to the city.
Chang Yang, the Grand Administrator of Ho-nei, had always
been a friend of Pu and he wanted to come to his relief.

He

could not manage this but he led out his men to make a diversion
4
at Tung-shih.
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In the eleventh month Chang Yang's officer Yang Ch'ou killed
Yang and went over to Ts'ao.

The detachment commander Sui Ku killed

Ch'ou in his turn and led the army north to join Yüan Shao.

Chang

Yang, a gentle and peaceful man, did not enforce his punishments.
Even when one of his men planned to revolt and it was discovered he
would weep for him, pardon him quickly and ask nothing about it.
So he came to disaster.
Ts'ao dug a moat around Hsia-p'i.

After a long time the

officers and soldiers of Ts'ao's army were tired and worn out and
Ts'ao planned to go back.

Hsün Yü and Kuo Chia said: "Lü Pu is

brave, but he has no sense of planning.
2006

now and has always had to retreat.

He has fought several times

He will be getting discouraged.

Armies take their leaders as their guide, and if the leader is
discouraged then the army will lose heart.
he is slow.

Ch'en Kung is wise, but

Now, before Pu recovers his spirit and while Kung's

plans are still unsettled, if you attack them quickly Pu can be
overthrown."

Then they brought the Yi and the Ssu to flood the city.

After more than a month Pu was in greater and greater trouble.

He

climbed the wall and spoke to an officer of Ts'ao's army and said:
"If you don't force me to desperation, I will surrender to your
master."

Ch'en Kung said:

he measure up to you?
egg thrown at a stone.

"That rebel bandit Ts'ao Ts'ao, where does

If you surrender to him you will be like an
How do you expect to survive?"

Pu's officer Hou Ch'eng had lost his best horse.

After a

long time he found it again and all the officers gave a party to
congratulate him.

Ch'eng shared out the wine and meat and went first

to offer a present to Pu.

Pu was angry and said: "I have forbidden

wine, and now you are all brewing wine.
people to make plots against me!"

You are using it to encourage

Ch'eng was angry and frightened.

In the twelfth month, on the day kuei-yu [7 .II.199] Ch'eng and
the officers Sung Hsien and Wei Hsü and others kidnapped Ch'en Kung
and Kao Shun and led their forces to surrender.
climbed the Po-men Tower
them.

5

Pu and his command

and the enemy soldiers were close around

Pu told his companions to cut off his head and send it
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to Ts'ao.

They could not bear to do it, and then he came down

and surrendered.
Pu saw Ts'ao and said: "Now the time has come and the
empire is settled."

Ts'ao said: "Why do you say that?"

Pu said: "I was the only man to be a danger to you and now I have
submitted.

If you put me in charge of the cavalry and you take

command of the infantry then the empire will present no
difficulties."

He looked around and saw Liu Pei and said to him:

"Hsüan-te, you are a guest in a high place and I am a captive.
The ropes are bound tight on me, can't you say one word?"
»07

Ts'ao

laughed and said: "If I bind a tiger I have to bind him tightly,"
but he gave orders to loose Pu's bonds.
cannot do that.

Liu Pei said: "You

Don't you remember how Pu treated Ting Chien-

yang [i.e. Ting Yuan] and the Grand Master Tung [Cho]?"
nodded agreement.

Ts'ao

Pu looked at Liu Pei and said? "Big-ears, you

are very untrustworthy."
Ts'ao said to Ch'en Kung: "Kung-t'ai, all your life you
have claimed to know more than others, and now you have ended
like this!"

Kung pointed to Pu and said: "This fellow would not

follow what I said, and so it has come to this.

If my words had

been followed we would probably not have been taken."

Ts'ao

said: "How about your old mother?" Kung said: "I have heard that
a man who rules the empire by his feelings as a dutiful son will
not harm another man's family.

Whether my mother lives or not,

that rests in you, not in me."

Ts'ao said: "How about your wife

and children?"

Kung said: "I have heard that a man who gives

the empire a gentle government will not cut off another man's
sacrifices [by killing his heir].
not, that rests in you, not in me."

Whether my family lives or
Ts'ao said nothing more, and

Kung asked to go to execution and he went out without looking
back.

Ts'ao wept for him.

He and Pu and Shun were all killed

by strangling, and the heads were sent to be shown in the market
place in Hsü.

Ts'ao summoned Ch'en Kung's mother and looked

after her to the end of her life.

He arranged a marriage for

Kung's daughter and cared for his family.
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In all things he was

even more generous than before.
The former Prefect of the Masters of Writing Ch'en Chi and his
son Ch'iin were both in Pu's army.
used them in office..

Ts'ao treated them with courtesy and

Chang Liao led his force to surrender and was

made General of the Gentlemen of the Household.
hiding, T s ’ao raised a search and found him.

Tsang Pa went into

He sent Pa to call

Wu Tun, Yin Li, Sun Kuan and others, and they all came to Ts'ao and
surrendered.

Then Ts'ao divided Lang-yeh and Tung-hai to form

Ch'eng-yang, Li-ch'eng and Ch'ang-lu commanderies and made Pa and the
C

others Administrators and Chancellors.
2008

Before this, when Ts'ao was in Yen Province, he had made Hsü
Hsi and Mao Hui his officers.

When Yen Province came into disorder

Hsi and Hui had both rebelled.
and Hui fled to Tsang Pa.
to send the two heads.

When Yen Province was settled Hsi

Ts'ao told Liu Pei to give orders to Pa

Pa said to Pei: "The reason that I have been

able to make a position for myself is because I have never done
things like that.

I have received the grace of life from our lord

and I do not dare oppose his commands, but a lord with royal power
can be appealed to for justice, and I ask you to speak for them."
Pei told Ts'ao what Pa had said and Ts'ao sighed with admiration and
replied to Pa:

"This is the behaviour of the men of the past, and now

you can follow it.
Administrators.

This is also my will."

He made both Hsi and Hui

On account of his good work, Ch'en Teng was promoted

to General Who Calms the Waves.
Liu Piao and Yüan Shao were in very close alliance.

The

Attendant Official at Headquarters Teng Hsi protested to Piao, but
Piao said: "Inside I do not neglect the tribute to the throne and
outside I do not turn my back to the lord of our covenant.
can see that this is right.

Why do you question it?"

Everyone

Hsi said he

was sick, and went away.
The Grand Administrator of Ch'ang-sha, Chang Hsien, was a
determined, stubborn man, and Piao did not treat him courteously.
Huan Chieh from that commandery suggested to Hsien that he should
raise the three commanderies of Ch'ang-sha, Ling-ling and Kuei-yang
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against Piao and send a messenger to Ts'ao Ts'ao. Hsien
followed this.
Sun Ts'e sent his Colonel of Upright Counsel Chang Hung
to take tribute to the court of the things from his district.
Ts'ao wanted Ts'e as an ally, and he recommended him as General
Who Exterminates the Rebels and enfeoffed him as Marquis of Wu.
He sent his younger brother's daughter to marry Ts'e's younger
brother K'uang and took Sun Pen's daughter for his son Chang.
He sent a special invitation to Ts'e's younger brothers Ch'üan
and Yi to come to court and he made Chang Hung an Attendant
7
Imperial Clerk.
Yuan Shu had made Chou Yu Prefect of Chü-ch'ao and Lu Su

Q

of Lin-huai Prefect of Tung-ch'eng.

YÜ and Su both realised

that Shu would never succeed, and they left their posts and
crossed the Chiang to follow

Sun Ts'e.

Ts'e made Yü General

of the Gentlemen of the Household Who Establishes Awe, and Su
then went to live at Ch'u-a.
Ts'ao Ts'ao recommended Wang Lang be summoned to court
and Ts'e sent Lang back.

Ts'ao made Lang Grandee Remonstrant

and Consultant and Adviser to the Army of the Minister of Works.'
Yüan Shu sent secret messengers to give seals to the clan
leaders of Tan-yang, Tsu Lang and others, that they should rouse
the Shan-yueh^ and

30 in

in attack on Sun Ts'e.

When Liu Yao

fled to Yü-chang T'ai-shih Tz'u hid among the Wu-hu mountains
and styled himself Grand Administrator of Tan-yang.

Ts'e had

already settled the area east of Hsüan-ch'eng, and only the six
prefectures west of Ching had not yet submitted.

11

Tz'u led his

forces forward to Ching prefecture and he was joined by great
numbers of the Shan-ytieh.

Then Ts'e led an attack on Tsu Lang

at Ling-yang and captured him.

Ts'e said to Lang: "Once before

you attacked me, and you chopped the saddle of my horse.

12

Now

that I am recruiting an army and building a state, I disregard
old enmities and I only take those who are able and can be of
service.

With all the empire it is the same, not just you. You

need have no fear."
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broke his fetters and had him act as Chief of Police at the Gate.

13

I

Then Ts'e attacked T'ai-shih Tz'u at Yung-li, and captured him.
He unloosed his bonds and took his hand and said: "Do you still
14
remember the time at Shen-t'ing?
If you had caught me then,
what would have happened?"

Tz'u said: "I can’t imagine."

Ts'e

gave a great laugh and said: "I intend to share all my present plans
with you.

I have heard that you are brave and loyal, and that you

are one of the wise men of the empire.
2010

found the right man to follow.

Up to now you have never

I am your close friend.

From now

on you can be sure you have found what you were looking for."

He

immediately appointed him Commander of the Guard at the Gate.

On

the way back, Tsu Lang and T'ai-shih Tz'u rode together at the front
of the army, and everyone noticed the honour.
Just at this time Liu Yao died at Yü-chang.

His army was more

than ten thousand men, and they wanted to take the Grand Administrator
of Yü-chang, Hua Hsin, as their leader.

Hsin considered: "To seize

such a chance and dare to command, that is not what a loyal servant
should do."

The army held him for several months but in the end

they let him go and they still had no-one to lead them.
Ts'e ordered T ’ai-shih Tz'u

to go and settle them, and he

said to Tz'u: "Governor Liu always resented the fact that I attacked
Lu-chiang for Yuan Shu.

My late father had several thousand soldiers

and they were all under Kung-lu’s [i.e. Yuan Shu's] command.

It was

my ambition to set up a place of my own, but how could I avoid joining
Kung-lu if I was to ask for those soldiers?

Later, when Yuan failed

to respect the proper conduct of a minister, I objected but he refused
to listen.

By any code of honour, with such a great reason, I had to

leave him.

My joining with Kung-lu and my breaking with him were like

this from beginning to end.

I am sad that I could not have explained

[to Yao] while he was still alive.
you go and see to them.

Now his children are in Yü-chang,

Tell of my feelings to his followers, and

those that want to come can come with you.

Those that do not want to

.come, make them feel at peace for the time being.
find out how well Hua Hsin manages affairs.
you want?
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At the same time

How many soldiers will

Tz'u said: "I have an

unpardonable offence, and you measure with [the great dukes] Huan
[of Ch'i] and Wen [of Chin].

I would give my life to repay your

kindness.

Now that the fighting has stopped, I won't need too

many men.

Thirty or forty will be enough."

Everyone said: "Tz'u

is sure to go off north and never come back."

Ts'e said: "If

Tzu-yi [i.e. T'ai-shih Tz'u] deserts me, who can he follow?"
held a farewell at Ch'ang-men,

15

took Tz'u by the arm as they

said goodbye, and asked him: "When can you get back?"
replied: "No more than sixty days."

I decided it carefully.

Tz'u

Tz'u left and people still

argued that it had been a bad idea to send him.
"Be quiet.

He

Ts'e said:

T'ai-shih Tzu-yi is brave

and has fierce courage, and he is not a turn-coat. His heart is
loyal and honest, and he will not give his promise lightly.

Once

he has given himself to a real friend, he will not go back on the
promise while he lives.

You need not worry."

Tz'u really did

come back in the time he had said, and he reported to Ts'e:
"Hua Tzu-yü [i.e. Hua Hsin] is a man of virtue, but he has no
plans beyond his own territory.
more.

He keeps things going and nothing

T'ung Chih of Tan-yang has seized Lu-ling for himself, and

the leaders of the Po-yang people have set up their own clan
groups, and say: 'We have established independent commanderies
16
at Hai-hun and Shang-liao.
We will not accept any orders. '
Tzu-yu just looks at it and does nothing."

Ts'e clapped his hands

and laughed aloud, and it was then that he decided to take over
Yii-chang.
Yuan Shao had attacked Kung-sun Tsan for several years
but had not been able to defeat him.

He wrote a letter to Tsan

suggesting that they end their quarrel and make peace.

Tsan did

not reply, but increased his preparations for defence.

He said to

his Chief Clerk Kuan Ching of T'ai-yüan: "Everywhere in the empire
men are fighting like tigers.

It is quite obvious that no-one can

maintain a siege against me for a whole year.

So what can Yuan

Pen-ch'u do?"
Shao raised great forces to attack Tsan.
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Before this, the

commander of one of Tsan's outlying forts had been besieged by
enemies, but Tsan had sent no help.

He said: "If I send help to

one man, then my officers will always expect to be relieved and
they won't fight so hard."

When Shao came to attack, the various

camps on Tsan's southern borders had realised that they were too
weak to hold against him, and they knew they had no chance of
being

relieved.

Some surrendered and some ran away.

Shao's

army came straight to the gates [of Tsan's fortress at Yi].
Tsan sent his son Hsu to ask help from the leaders of the
Black Mountain bandits.

He planned to lead out fast cavalry
17
towards the western hills
and join the Black Mountain armies
in an attack on Chi Province so as to cut across Yüan's rear.

Kuan Ching advised against it: "Your officers and soldiers are on
the brink of collapse, and the only reason you can still hold on
is that they are concerned for their families, and they rely on
you as their leader.

If you can withstand the long siege, then

Shao may be forced to retreat.

If you leave them and go out,

then there will be no strong guard and the fortress would fall
immediately."

So Tsan gave up the idea.

Shao gradually pressed

his attacks tighter and Tsan's forces were pressed closer every
day.
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CHAPTER 63

Chien-an 4th year [l4.II.199-3*II.200]
In the spring, in the third month'*'

Chang Yen, the leader of

the Black Mountain bandits, joined Kung-sun Hsü and led a hundred
thousand soldiers by three routes to relieve him [i.e. Kung-sun Tsan
in Yi].

Before they arrived Tsan had sent a secret messenger to

take a letter to Hsü telling him to lead five thousand armoured
cavalry into the marshes to the north and light a fire as a signal.
Then Tsan would make a sortie from inside the city.

One of Shao's

sentries intercepted the message, a.nd at the appointed time Shao's
army lit the fire.
out to fight.

Tsan thought his relief had arrived and he came

Shao laid an ambush to surprise him, and Tsan was

completely defeated and went back to take refuge behind the walls.
Shao made a tunnel, with wooden supports, under one of the towers.
They worked out when it was in the centre, and then set fire to it.
The tower collapsed, and part of the ruins even came into the
citadel.

Then Tsan realised he was doomed.

He strangled all his

sisters and his wives and children and prepared his own funeral pyre.
Shao hurried soldiers to climb the terraces, and they cut his head
off.

T'ien K'ai died in the battle.

Kuan Ching sighed and said:

"If I hadn’t persuaded the general to stay here, he might have been
saved.

I have heard that if a gentleman brings men into danger he

must share their misfortunes.

How can I be the only one to live?"

He spurred his horse against Shao's army and died.

Hsü was killed

by the Chu-ko [clan of the Hsiung-nu barbarians].
T'ien Yü of Yu-yang said to his Grand Administrator
Hsien-yu Fu: "Ts'ao supports the Son of Heaven and so commands the
lords.

In the end he will settle the empire.

first to join him."
allegiance.

You be among the

So Fu and all his forces sent messages of

An edict appointed him General Who Establishes

Loyalty and Chief Controller of six commanderies in Yu Province.
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Before this, the King of the Wu-huan, C h 'iu-li-chü, had died.
His son Lou-pan was young, and his nephew T'o-tun, who was a
warlike man, took his place and held command of the chieftains
Nan-lou from Shang-ku, Su-p'u-yen from Liao-tung and Wu-yen from
Yu-pei-p'ing.

When Yiian Shao attacked Kung-sun Tsan, T'o-tun

brought the Wu-huan to help him, and when Tsan had been destroyed
Shao took the authority to grant insigna as Shan-yü to T'o-tun,
Nan-lou, Su-p'u-yen and Wu-yen.
the affections of the Wu-huan,

3

Knowing that Yen Jou had. gained
he granted Jou favours and good

treatment in order to keep the northern borders at peace.

Later

Nan-lou and Su-p'u-yen made Lou-pan the Shan-yu and T ’o-tun
became a king, but T'o-tun still had charge of planning.
Sui Ku was camped at She-ch'uan.

In the summer, in the

fourth month, Ts'ao Ts'ao brought his army forward to the
Yellow River, and sent his generals Shih Huan and Ts'ao Jen
across the River to attack him.

Jen was Ts ’ao’s cousin.

Ku led

some of his troops north to Yuan Shao to ask for help, but Huan
and Jen intercepted him at Ch'iian-ch'eng, attacked him and
beheaded him.
She-ch'iian.

Then Ts'ao crossed the Yellow River to besiege
She-ch'uan surrendered and Ts'ao brought his army

back to the Ao Granary.
Before this, when Ts'ao was in Yen Province he had
recommended Wei Ch'ung as Filially Pious and Incorrupt.

Yen

Province rebelled and Ts'ao said: "Wei Ch'ung is the only man who
will not desert me."

Then he heard that Ch'ung had fled, and

Ts'ao was angry and said: "Ch'ung, unless you flee as far south
as the Yiieh tribes or as far north as the Hu barbarians, you
2014

will never escape me I"
taken alive.

When he captured She-ch'üan Ch'ung was

Ts'ao said: "But he's too valuable to killI"

He

took off his bonds and used him in office, making him Grand
Administrator of Ho-nei and trusting him with affairs north of
the Yellow River.
The General of the Guards Tung Ch'eng was made General
of Chariots and Cavalry.
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After Yuan Shu named himself emperor, he began to act veryextravagant ly,'and his concubines and attendants were numbered by the
hundreds.

They swathed themselves in silk and stuffed themselves

with spiked millet and meat.

The poorer people went hungry and

distressed, but he took pity on no-one.

Then his treasury was empty

and he could no longer hold his position.

He burned his palace

buildings and fled to his followers Ch'en Chien and Lei P'u in the
Ch'ien hills,

4

but Chien and the others all turned him away.

He had

come to the end of his resources, his soldiers were scattered, and he
himself was sad and depressed with no idea what to do next.

He sent

a messenger to offer the imperial title to his cousin Shao, saying:
"Prosperity has long been gone from the house of Han.

The Yuan have

received the mandate to rule; auspicious influences shine out.
hold four provinces with a population of a million families.

You
I

respectfully hand you the great mandate that you may bring it to
fulfilment."

Yuan T'an came from Ch'ing Province to receive Shu and

they hoped to go north by way of Hsia-p’i.
and his general Chu Ling of Ch'ing-ho

5

Ts'ao Ts'ao sent Liu Pei

to intercept them.

Shu could

not get through and was forced to go back to Shou-ch'un.
In the sixth month [Shu] came to Chiang-t'ing, and he sat on
a mat-bed and sighed: "Yuan Shu is come to this!"
in anger, became ill, spat blood and died.

Then he groaned

Shu's nephew Yin was

afraid of Ts'ao Ts'ao and did not dare stay at Shou-ch'un.

With his

followers, carrying Shu's coffin and bringing his wife and children,
he fled to Liu Hsün, Grand Administrator of Lu-chiang, at Wan city.
The former Grand Administrator of Kuang-ling, Hsii Ch'iu, got hold
of the Great Seal of State and sent it to the Emperor.^
When Yuan Shao had overcome Kung-sun Tsan his heart became
still more proud, and his tribute to the Emperor became infrequent
and small.

His Master of Records Keng Pao suggested privately to

Shao that he should follow the will of heaven and man and take the
imperial title.

Shao repeated Pao's suggestion to his officers in

council, but they all said Pao was out of his mind and that he should
be punished.

There was no help for it, and Shao was forced to kill

Pao in order to clear himself.
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Shao chose a hundred thousand good soldiers and ten thousand

2015

cavalry to make an attack on Hsü.

Chü Shou objected:

"You have

just attacked Kung-sun Tsan and your army has been away for several
years.

Your people are sick and distressed, the granaries and

storehouses are empty.

You can’t move now.

You should pay

attention to farming and give the people a rest.

First of all,

send a messenger to present captives to the Emperor.

If he can’t

get through then report that Ts'ao Ts'ao is blocking our way to the
Emperor.

Go forward to Li-yang to camp, and gradually set up

fortified posts south of the Yellow River.

Make more boats, put

your engines and equipment in repair, and send out detachments of
good cavalry to make raids on the borders, so that the other
fellows have no peace and ours can take their ease.
can settle the business at our leisure."
said:

This way, we

Kuo T'u and Shen P ’ei

"With your spiritual warfare, if you lead the strong

armies of the north against the Yellow River to attack Ts'ao
Ts'ao, that is easy as turning your hand.
he says?"

Why should you act as

Shou said: "Those who give help against rebels and

punish oppression, they are called loyal soldiers.

Those who

rely on numbers and trust to their strength, they are called
proud soldiers.

The loyal man has no match, but the proud man is

the first to be defeated.

Now Ts'ao Ts'ao holds the Emperor and

so gives orders to the empire.

If you raise an army against the

south, you will be putting yourself in the wrong.

Moreover, the

plans of a campaign do not rest in strength or weakness. Ts'ao
Ts'ao's laws and orders are strict, his officers and men are
fresh and drilled.
for our attacks.

This is not Kung-sun Tsan, who sat and waited
If you leave aside the plans of security and

safety, and if you raise an army without good cause, then I am
anxious for you."

T'u and P'ei replied: "When King Wu [of Chou]

attacked Chou [of Shang] that was not disloyalty.^
is this true of fighting against Ts'ao Ts'ao.
is no good cause I

How much more

Yet you say there

Besides, our lord is strong and his officers

and soldiers are in high heart.

If we do not settle the affair

now, that can be described as 'Heaven gives it and we do not
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take it.

Disaster will come in return.'

Q

This is why Yüeh became the

hegemon and how Wu was destroyed.

The Superintendant's [i.e. Chu

i9
Shou'sJ plan is too conservative.

He cannot appreciate opportunity

nor can he see how things work out."
Shao accepted what T'u said, and encouraged by this T'u and
his fellows spoke against Shou, saying: "Shou supervises things and
he has authority both inside and out.

His power overawes the army.

If he should gradually become greater, how will you keep him under
control?

If a minister wields the same power as the ruler, disaster

is sure to come.

This is what the Huang-shih [book] is cautious
10
about.
Besides, a man who controls the army outside should not know
about decisions within."
three Chief Controllers.

So Shao divided Shou's command and appointed

11

He had Shou and Kuo T'u and Ch'un-yu

Ch'iung each command one army.

The Chief Commandant of Cavalry

Ts'ui Yen of Ch'ing-ho objected: "The Son of Heaven is in Hsü, and
'16

all the people look to him.

You cannot attack."

Shao would not agree.

The officers in Hsü heard that Shao intended to attack, and
they were all frightened.

Ts'ao Ts'ao said: "I know what sort of a

man Shao is: his ideas are big, but he has small wisdom; he looks
very stern, but his courage is slight; he is envious and malicious
and has small power of command.

His soldiers are many but his plans

are confused, his leaders are proud but his government is not united.
Though his lands are broad and his supplies are plentiful, that
simply makes it worth our while to take him over."

K ’ung Jung said

to Hsün Yu; "Shao's lands are broad and his soldiers are strong.
T'ien Feng and Hsü Yu are wise men to make plans for him, Shen P'ei
and P'ang Chi are loyal ministers to act in his affairs, Yen Liang
and Wen Ch'ou are brave generals to rule his army.

This difficulty

will be hard to overcome." YÜ said: "Shao has many soldiers but his
rule is not well-ordered.

T'ien Feng is stubborn and insubordinate,

Hsü Yu is greedy and disobedient.

Shen P'ei is self-opinionated

and has no ideas, P'ang Chi is obstinate and too independent.
People like that will find it very hard to cooperate, and they
will certainly cause trouble in Shao's own camp.
Wen Ch'ou have the bravery of common fellows.
a single battle."
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Yen Liang and

They can be taken in

In the autumn, in the eighth month, Ts'ao brought his
soldiers forward to Li-yang, and he sent Tsang Pa and others to
lead picked men into Ch'ing Province to guard the east.

He

left Yü Chin in camp by the Yellow River.
In the ninth month Ts'ao went back to Hsü and left part
of his army to hold Kuan-tu.
Yüan Shao sent messengers to call on Chang Hsiu, and he
also wrote to Chia Hsü to suggest an alliance.

Hsiu was

prepared to agree, but Hsü stood over Hsiu as he sat and said
openly to Shao's messenger: "Go back and make our apologies
to Yuan Pen-ch'u.

If he couldn't stay friends with his own

cousin, then how can he cope with the leaders of the empire?"
Hsiu was startled and frightened, and said: "How did it come to
this?"

He

whispered to Hsü:

"Well, now what do we do?" Hsü

said: "The best thing is to go to Lord Ts'ao." Hsiu said:
"Yüan is strong, Ts'ao is weak, and I have quarrelled with
2017

Ts'ao.

How can we follow him?"

Hsü said: "This is why you

should follow him: Lord Ts'ao holds the Son of Heaven and
so commands the empire, that is one reason.

Shao is strong,

and if we follow him with our small forces he will certainly
not treat us with respect; Ts'ao's forces are weak, so if he
gets us he will certainly be pleased, that is a second reason.
A man who has the ambition of a ruler will certainly forget
his private enmities in order to show his virtue to all the
four seas, and that is a third reason for us to follow him.
Don't you worry."
In the winter, in the eleventh month, Hsiu led his
forces to submit to Ts'ao Ts'ao.

Ts'ao took Hsiu's hand, gave

a banquet, arranged for his son Chün to marry Hsiu's daughter,
and appointed Hsiu General Who Manifests Firmness.

He

recommended that Hsü be made Bearer of the Golden Mace, and
enfeoffed as Marquis of a Chief Commune.
The leaders within the passes stayed neutral as Ts'ao
and Shao fought, and they watched to see what would happen.
The Governor of Liang Province, Wei Tuan, sent his Attendant
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Official Yang Fu of T'ien-shui to Hsü.

When Fu came back all the

leaders west of the passes asked him: "Of Yüan and Ts'ao, who will
win and who will lose?"

Fu said: "Lord Yüan is lenient but has no

decision, he is fond of planning but he cannot make up his mind.
If he has no decision then he will have no authority, if he is slow
to make up his mind he will fail to keep up with events.

Although

he is the stronger now he will never achieve the empire.

Lord Ts'ao

is brave and thinks a long way ahead, he seizes opportunity with no
hesitation.

His rules are consistent, his soldiers are well trained,

he can appreciate the most exceptional men, and every one that he
appoints will give all his strength in his service.

There is the man

who can carry out great plans."
Ts'ao Ts'ao sent the Imperial Clerk Preparer of Documents
Wei Chi of Ho-tung to keep quiet the lands within the passes.

At

this time many refugees were trying to return to their former homes,
but the leaders within the passes compelled them to enter their
service.

12

Chi wrote to Hsün Yü to say: "The rich lands within the

passes have quickly turned into a wilderness, and more than a hundred
thousand families are wandering in Ching Province.

If these people

hear that their homeland is at peace they will all be eager to come
back.

However, those that are returning cannot attend to their own

affairs.

The local chiefs compete with one another, welcoming them

and pressing them to take service with them.

The commandery and

prefectural administrations are too weak to do anything about this,
so the fighting men are getting stronger.

If they should suddenly

turn against us, they would certainly cause trouble.

Now, salt is

the great treasure of the state, but since the rebellion it has been
left waste.

You should appoint a commissioner to supervise its sale

the way it was before, and use the profit from this to buy ploughs
and cattle.

When people come back these can supply them.

If we

encourage farming, then the grain can be collected to make the land
prosper.

People will hear about it far away and they will certainly

hurry back as fast as they can.

And send the Colonel Director of the

Retainers to set up his administration there and bring the people
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under his control.

Every day the military chieftains will become

weaker and the officials and the people will become stronger.
2018

This is the way to strengthen ourselves at the expense of our
enemies." Yü told Ts'ao about this and Ts'ao followed it.

For

the first time he sent the Supervisor of the Internuncios to
control the salt office and the Colonel Director of the
Retainers to set his administration at Hung-nung.

By this means

the lands within the passes were brought to submit and follow
Ts'ao.
Yüan Shao sent men to ask help from Liu Piao.
promised it but he never really sent anything.
he help Ts'ao Ts'ao.

Piao

Neither would

His Gentleman of the General Staff

Han Sung of Nan-yang and his Aide-de-Camp Liu Hsien of Ling-ling
said to him: "Now two warriors are at grips with one another and
the balance of the empire rests in you.

If you want something

for yourself, you can rise up and take advantage of their
difficulties.

Even if you have no ambitions of your own, you

should certainly choose one to follow.

How can you command a

hundred thousand men at arms and sit to watch the result of their
contest?

They ask for help and you refuse to help them.

which man is right, but you do not want to turn to him.

You know
Both

sides will get angry with you, and we are afraid that you will not
be able to stay neutral.

Ts'ao Ts'ao is very good at using

soldiers and many of the worthy men and the brave men turn to him.
So he is sure to defeat Yuan Shao.

After that, if he moves his

men against the Chiang and the Han we are afraid you won't be able
to deal with him.

The best plan for the present is to bring

Ching Province to join Ts'ao Ts'ao.

Ts'ao will certainly treat you

with respect and favour, you will enjoy fortune and honour for a
long time, and you will be able to hand it on to your descendants.
This is the perfect plan."

K'uai Yüeh also urged this policy.

Piao was uncertain and could not make up his mind.

He sent

Sung to go to Hsu and said: "It is not possible to know how the
empire will be settled, but Ts'ao Ts'ao holds the Emperor in his
capital at Hsü.
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tell me."

Sung said: "A sage can manage the duties of any office,

but a lesser man keeps to his own position. I am the man that keeps
13
position.
Once the name of master and servant has been settled
one holds to it to the death, and at the moment my name appears on
your service-list, I have handed in my pledge, and you are the only
14
person to command me.
Though you send me through fire and water I
would die without complaint.

As I see it, Lord Ts'ao will certainly

achieve his designs on the empire.

If you wish to support the Son of

Heaven above and Lord Ts'ao below, then send me.

If you are

undecided, and if when I come to the capital the Son of Heaven grants
me a single office and I am compelled to accept, then I will become
the servant of the Son of Heaven, and only a former officer of yours.
When I have a master, I work for him.
?019

15

So if I hold office from the

Son of Heaven it will no longer be fitting to die for you.
can remember this and do not turn against me."

If only you

Piao thought he merely

disliked the job and he insisted that Sung go.
Sung came to Hsü and the Emperor appointed him Palace
Attendant and Grand Administrator of Ling-ling.

When he came back

he praised the Emperor and the virtue of Lord Ts'ao, and he urged
Piao to send his sons to enter service.
called him a traitor.

Piao was very angry, and

He summoned a great assembly of his officials,

drew up soldiers, held his credentials of authority and intended to
execute him.
betray me?"

Accusing him, he said: "Han Sung, do you dare to
Everyone was afraid and expected Sung to confess.

Sung

was quite unmoved, but he spoke seriously to Piao: "You have turned
against me, I did not turn from you."

Then he explained what he had

said before, and Piao's wife of the Ts'ai clan protested; "Han Sung
is the hope of the Ch'u state.^^ It is quite true.
to execute him."

Piao was still angry.

You have no right

He took the men that had

accompanied Sung and examined them by torture until they died.

Then

he realised that Sung had no thought of treachery, so he did not kill
him but only put him in prison.
Cheng Pao, the bandit leader of Yang Province, was planning
to force the people living there to go to the south of the Chiang.
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Because. Liu Yeh of Huai-nan

was a famous man from a great family

he wanted to force him to set the example.

Yeh was angry.

About

this time Ts'ao Ts'ao sent a messenger to the province to hear
court cases.

Yeh invited him to his house.

Pao came to pay his

respects to the messenger, and Yeh kept them for a feast.

Then

he seized a sword and killed Pao, took off his head and gave
orders to his army: ’’Lord Ts'ao has given instructions that if
any dare to make trouble they will share Pao's punishment.”

The

whole army, several thousand men, was frightened and submitted
and made Yeh the leader.

Yeh turned the army over to the Grand

Administrator of Lu-chiang, Liu Hsün.

Hsün asked him why, and

Yeh said: ”Pao ruled lawlessly and his army found profit in
plunder.

I had no real authority but I have set them in order.

They will certainly hate me and my command cannot last long.
I am handing them to you."

So

Hsün also had a great number of

Yuan Shu's former followers, but he could not feed them.

He sent

his cousin Hsieh to ask for rice from the clan leaders of
Shang-liao, but they would not give him enough.

Hsieh urged

Hsün to attack them.

2020

Sun Ts'e was annoyed that Hsün had such a strong army, and
he pretended humility and wrote to Hsün to say: "The clan people
of Shang-liao have often invaded my commandery.
them, but the road is not easy.

I want to attack

Shang-liao is extremely rich, I

ask you to attack it, and I will bring my own soldiers to act as
your support."

He also presented Hsün with pearls and jewels and

17

Yüeh cloth.

Hsün was very pleased, and everyone congratulated

him, all except Liu Yeh.

Hsün asked him why.

He replied:

"Shang-liao may be small, but the walls are strong and the moat
is deep.

It is difficult to attack and easy to defend, and it

will take at least ten days to capture it.

When the soldiers are

worn out from fighting beyond their borders and when the state
has been left empty behind them, then if Sun Ts'e takes the
opportunity to attack us we won't be able to manage alone.

You

will have taken the offensive but gained no success, and you will
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seek to retreat and have no place to go.
disaster is coming."
Shang-liao.

If the army goes out,

Hsün refused to listen, and he attacked

By the time they came to Hai-hun the clan leaders had

heard about it.

They abandoned their walls and made their escape.

Hsün gained nothing.
At this time Ts'e was leading his soldiers west to attack
Huang Tsu.
Hai-hun.

He came to Shih-ch'eng and learned that Hsün was at
He sent his cousins Pen and Fu with eight thousand men to

camp at P'eng-tse.

Ts'e himself led Chou Yu, acting as Grand

Administrator of Chiang-hsia, with twenty thousand men in a surprise
attack on Wan city.

They captured the place, and Ts'e made prisoners

of Hsün's family and also Yüan Shu's and more than thirty thousand of
their followers.

He recommended Li Shu of Ju-nan as Grand

Administrator of Lu-chiang, gave him three thousand soldiers to hold
Wan city, and brought all the people he had captured east to Wu.
Hsün came back to P'eng-tse, Sun Pen and Sun Fu intercepted him and
18
defeated him. Hsün retreated to hold Liu-yi
and asked help from
Huang Tsu.

Tsu sent his son She to lead a fleet with five thousand

men to help Hsün.
him.

Ts'e came again to attack and completely defeated

Hsün went north to join Ts'ao Ts'ao and She also fled away.
Ts'e collected more than two thousand of Hsün's soldiers and

a thousand boats, and then he went forward to attack Huang Tsu.
In the twelfth month, on the day hsin-hai [11.1.200] Ts'e's
army came to Sha-hsien.

Liu Piao sent his nephew Hu and Han Hsi

of Nan-yang to lead five thousand spearsmen to help Tsu.

On the

day chia-yin [l4.l] Ts'e fought and completely defeated them,
killing Hsi.

Tsu ran away, but his family were captured, and six

thousand boats.

Several tens of thousands of his officers and

men were killed or drowned.
Ts'e reinforced his soldiers for an attack on Yü-chang, and
19
he made camp at Chiao-ch'iu. He said to his Officer of the
Department of Merit, Yü Fan: "Hua Tzu-yü [i.e. Hua Hsin] has a
wide reputation, but he is no match for me.

Unless he opens

his gates and surrenders the city, there are bound to be people
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killed and wounded in the fighting.
how I feel.”

You go ahead and tell him

Fan went to see Hua Hsin and said: ”1 know that

you and Magistrate Wang of my own commandery
renown in the central provinces.

20

both have wide

All within the four seas have

heard your name and although you have come down to the east
everyone looks to you with great respect.”
not equal to Wang of K'uai-chi.”

Hsin said:

Fan said again:

”1 am

”Have you

examined the wealth and resources, the tools and the weapons of
Yü-chang?

The bravery of the people, how does it compare with

my commandery?”

Hsin said:

"Considerably worse.”

Fan said:

"You say that you are not the equal of Wang of K'uai-chi, and
that is extravagant modesty.
as good as K'uai-chi,

But your best soldiers not being

that is very true.

Sun, General Who

Exterminates the Rebels, is wise in planning and excels the
world.

He uses soldiers like a spirit.

Already he has put

Liu [Yao] of Yang Province to flight, and you have seen that
for yourself.

In the south he has settled my own commandery,

and you have heard about that too.

Now you hope to hold a

single city against him, but you know yourself that your
wealth and supplies are too small.

Unless you make plans

early, you may regret it but it will be too late.
army now is camped at Chiao-ch'iu.

A great

When I go back, unless we

have a reply to our summons by midday tomorrow, then I'll say
goodbye to you now."

Hsin said: "I have been south of the

Chiang for a long time and I have always wanted to go back
to the north.

If Sun of K'uai-chi comes, I will leave.”

That night he called up his soldiers, and the next morning he
sent officers to invite Ts'e in.

Ts'e brought his army

forward and Hsin received him wearing a head-dress of fine
2022

cloth.
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Tß'e said to Hsin:

"Your name for virtue has been

respected for years and everywhere people admire you.

I am

only young, and I should act like a son or a younger brother.”
He faced Hsin and bowed, and treated him with the greatest
courtesy.
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Sun Shen says:
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Hsin lacked the spirit of

[Po]-yi and the Four Old Men, for he made no attempt to
avoid responsibility.

Yet he failed to maintain his
23
honour as a royal minister.
He lost heart at the
words of a wayward scholar [Yu Fan] and he linked
arms with a follower of oppression and plunder
[Sun Ts'e].
was lost.

His position was taken and his reputation
What could be more shameful?

Ts'e divided Yü-chang to make Lu-ling commandery.
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He made

Sun Pen Grand Administrator of Yü-chang and Sun Fu Grand Administrator
of Lu-ling.

T'ung Chih was sick, and so Fu went forward and took

Lu-ling, leaving Chou Yü to hold Pa-ch'iu.
When Sun Ts'e captured Wan city he looked after Yuan Shu's
family, and when he entered Yü-chang he collected Liu Y a o 's coffin
and treated his family very well.

The gentry and the scholars praised

him.
Wei T'eng, Officer of the Department of Merit in K'uai-chi, had
opposed Ts'e and Ts'e wanted to kill him.
a loss what to do.
and said to Ts'e:

Everyone was anxious and at

Ts'e's mother of the Wu clan stood by a great well
"You are building up the south of the Chiang, and

the task is not yet completed.

Now is the time to treat your worthy

men well and to be polite to your officers, to forget their faults and
to remember their good work.

Officer Wei was only doing his duty, and

you should kill him today, people will turn from you tomorrow.
I see disaster come, I would first jump into this well."

Before

Ts'e was very

startled and he immediately set T'eng free.
2023

Before this, the Grand Administrator of Wu commandery, Sheng
Hsien of K'uai-chi, had recommended Kao Tai as Filially Pious and
Incorrupt.

When Hsu Kung came to take over the commandery [in 195]

Tai brought Hsien to refuge at the house of the commander Hsü Chao.
Tsou T'o and Ch'ien T'ung of Wu-ch'eng, Wang Sheng of Chia-hsing“
^
and some other leaders each collected several thousand men, some as
many as ten thousand, and they refused to submit to Sun Ts'e.
brought up his soldiers and defeated them all.
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Ts'e

He went on to attack

Yen Po-hu.

Po-hu's soldiers were defeated and he fled to Yü-hang

and went to Hsü Chao.

Ch'eng P'u asked to attack Chao.

Ts'e

said: "Hsü Chao is acting right by his former lord and is
faithful to his old friend.

This is the heart of a true man.”

So he left him alone.
Ts'ao Ts'ao again camped at Kuan-tu.
Hsü T'o and others planned to kill Ts’ao.
tent and saw the Colonel Hsü Ch'u.

Ts'ao's attendants
They came into Ts'ao's

Their faces changed expression,

Ch'u realised what they intended and he killed them.
Before this, the General of Chariots and Cavalry Tung
Ch'eng claimed to have received a secret edict from the Emperor
and made plans with Liu Pei to kill Ts'ao Ts'ao.
talking casually to Liu Pei and said:
brave men in the empire.
simply don't count."

Ts'ao was

"You and I are the only

People like Pen-ch'u [i.e.: Yüan Shao]

At that moment Pei was eating, and he

dropped his spoon and chopsticks [in his flurry].

Just then

there was thunder in the sky and Pei said: "The sage has it:
'On a sudden clap of thunder, or a violent wind, he would change
26
composure.' That is very much like me ."
He made plans with
Tung Ch'eng, and with the Colonel of the Ch'ang River Encampments
Ch'ung Chi and the generals Wu-tzu Lang and Wang Fu.

About this

time Ts'ao sent Pei with Chu Ling to intercept Yüan Shu.

Ch'eng

Yü and Kuo Chia and Tung Chao all objected: "You can't send Pei."
Ts'ao changed his mind and called him back, but the messenger
could not catch him.
returned.

When Shu turned back to the south Chu Ling

Then Pei killed Ch'e Chou, the Inspector of Hsü

Province, left Kuan Yü to hold Hsia-p'i and look after the
affairs of the Grand Administrator, and he himself went back to
2024

Hsiao-p'ei.

Ch'ang Hsi, the bandit from Tung-hai, and many of

the commanderies and prefectures rebelled against Ts'ao and
turned to Pei.

Pei's forces numbered several ten thousand men,

and he sent messengers to make contact with Yüan Shao for joint
operations.

Ts'ao sent the Chief Clerk to the Minister of Works

Liu Tai of P'ei state and the General of the Gentlemen of the
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Household Wang Chung of Fu-feng to attack him, but they had no success.
Pei said to Tai and the others: "I can deal with you and a hundred like
you, but if Lord Ts'ao comes then we can't be quite so certain."

Chien-an

5th year [3.II.200-20.II.201]

In the spring, in the first month, Tung Ch'eng's plan was found
out.

On the day jen-tzu [miswritten for jen-wu, lO.Il]^ Ts'ao Ts'ao

killed Ch'eng and Wang Fu and Ch'ung Chi and destroyed their families.
Ts'ao wanted to go himself to attack Liu Pei, but all his
officers said: "It is Yüan Shao that is fighting you for the empire,
and he may come any moment.

If you turn away and go east, so he can

come in behind you, what will happen then?"
one of the bravest of men.
cause trouble later."
very hesitant.

Ts'ao said: "Liu Pei is

If I leave him now he will certainly

Kuo Chia said: "Shao is a slow thinker and

He will surely not come quickly.

Pei only made his

rising a short time ago and his army will not be fully under control.
If you attack him soon you are certain to defeat him."
went east.

So Ts'ao

The Aide-de-Camp of Chi Province, T'ien Feng, said to

Yüan Shao: "Ts'ao Ts'ao has started a fight with Liu Pei and he won't
be able to break off easily.

If you bring your army against his

rear you can settle things at the one move."
was sick, and he would not go.

Shao said that his son

Feng lifted his staff and beat the

ground and said: "Alas, in a moment of crisis he throws away
opportunity for the sake of a sick child.

The pity of it, the chance

is gone."
Ts'ao attacked Liu Pei, destroyed his army and captured his
wife and children.

He went on to storm Hsia-p'i, and he captured

Kuan Yü. ^e attacked Ch'-ang Hsi and destroyed him.

Pei fled to

Yuan T'an in Ch'ing Province and so joined Yüan Shao.

Shao heard that

Pei had come, and he came two hundred li out of Yeh to welcome him.
Pei stayed at Yeh for a month, and the officers and men he had lost
gradually came back to him.
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Ts'ao Ts'ao brought his army back to Kuan-tu, and then Shao
discussed an attack on Hsu.

T'ien Feng said: "Ts'ao Ts'ao has

just destroyed Liu Pei, and so the area around Hsü city will no
longer be empty.

Besides, Ts'ao is extremely good at using

soldiers, and you can never tell what he will do next.
his army is small he cannot be taken lightly.

Though

The best thing to

do is to keep him at a distance and make him wait.

You

occupy the

strong places of the hills and rivers and you hold the troops of
four provinces.

Keep contact with other leaders outside and

encourage farming in the territory you already possess.
your best soldiers and send out raiding parties.

Choose

Take advantage

of his weak points to break through in one place or another and
trouble Ho-nan.

If he relieves the right, then attack the left;

if he sends help to the left, you attack him on the right.

Your

enemy will be marching backwards and forwards and his people will
have no peace.
be exhausted.
effort.

We will not be tired and the others will already
In no more than three years you can win

However, if you don't hold on to this plan of

without
definite

victory, if you prefer to decide success or failure in a single
battle, then it may turn out the way you don't want.
regret it, but it will be too late."

You will

Shao would not follow this.

Feng made strong protests to Shao, Shao thought he would upset the
morale of the army, and he had him chained up.
Then Shao sent summons for war to provinces and commanderies,
listing Ts'ao's crimes and wrong actions, and in the second month
he brought his army forward to Li-yang.
As Chü Shou was about to go he called his clansmen
together, divided his possessions among them and said: "If we
survive, my authority will certainly be recognised everywhere.
we lose, I shall not escape with my life.

The pity of it!"

If

His

younger brother Tsung said: "Ts'ao Ts'ao's men and horses are no
match for ours.

Why are you afraid?"

Shou said: "Because Ts'ao

has clear plans, and because he holds the Son of Heaven.

Although

we have defeated Po-kuei [i.e. Kung-sun Tsan], our soldiers are
tired and worn out, our master is proud and his officers arrogant.
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This will cause the destruction of our army.
saying:

Yang Hsiung had the

'The six kingdoms were foolish and stupid.

They weakened

the Chi [family of the Chou dynasty] for the Ying [family of Ch'in].'^
These are words for the present time."
>026

The General Who Inspires Awe Ch'eng Yü commanded a garrison of
seven hundred men at Chüan-ch'eng.

Ts'ao Ts'ao wanted to reinforce

him with two thousand soldiers, but Yü refused: "Yüan Shao has an army
of a hundred thousand men and he is sure that nothing can stand before
him.

If he sees that I have very few men, he will certainly pay

little attention and he won't come to attack.

If you add to my

soldiers, then if he passes by he is sure to attack, and if he attacks
he will certainly win.

You and I will both lose strength.

you to have no doubts."
really did not come.

I want

Shao heard that Yü had few soldiers and he

Ts'ao said to Chia Hsü; "Ch'eng Yü is braver

than [Meng] Pen or [Hsia] Yü."^
Yüan Shao sent his officer Yen Liang to attack Liu Yen, the
Grand Administrator of Tung commandery at Po-ma.
"Liang is too careless and impatient.
manage by himself."

Chü Shao said:

He is brave, but he can't

Shao would not agree.

In the summer, in the fourth month, Ts'ao Ts'ao went north to
help Liu Yen.
the enemy.

Hsun Yu said: "Our soldiers are few and no match for

In order to win, you must divide our opponents' strength.

When you come to the Yen Ford, pretend to send men across the river
against his rear.

Shao will certainly come west to face them.

send light troops to Po-ma and surprise the enemy there.
can be taken."

Ts'ao followed this.

Then

Yen Liang

When Shao heard that soldiers

had crossed the river he immediately detached men to go west and
intercept them.
Po-ma.

Then Ts'ao led his army and made a forced march on

They were still more than ten li away when Liang, very

startled, came out to fight.

Ts'ao sent Chang Liao and Kuan Yü to

go ahead and begin the attack.
distance.

Yü saw Liang's standard in the

He whipped his horse and broke through to Liang among the

ten thousand men of his army. He cut off Liang's head and came back,
and no-one in Shao's army could resist him.

So the seige of Po-ma

was broken, and the people were shifted xirest up the Yellow River.
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Shao crossed the river to follow them, but Chü Shou objected,
saying:

"When you're fighting a war, you must be careful to think

of every possibility.

The best plan now is to stay in camp at the

Yen Ford and send an advance guard towards Kuan-tu.

If they can

capture the place you will still have time to join up with them.
However, if you go forward now and then something goes wrong, none
of the army will be able to get back."

Shao would not agree.

Shou

came to the crossing and sighed: "The master is too confident, his
servants are too ambitious.
cross it?"

0, the distant River, why should I

He pleaded sick and asked to leave.

allow it and became angry with him.
2027

Shao would not

He abolished Shou's command

and gave it to Kuo T'u.
Shao's army crossed the Yen Ford, and Ts'ao had his soldiers
in camp under the southern slope.

He sent men to look out, and

they reported: "Some five or six hundred horsemen."
time they reported again:

After a short

"Horsemen gradually increasing; more

footsoldiers than can be counted."

Ts'ao said: "No more reports."

He ordered his cavalry to get down from their saddles and to let
the horses go.

At this time the baggage from Po-ma was on the

road, and all the officers thought that since there were so many
enemy horsemen it would be better to go back and guard the camp.
Hsün Yu said:
it?"

"This is a bait for the enemy, how can you leave

Ts'ao looked at Yu and laughed.

Shao's cavalry officers

Wen Ch'ou and Liu Pei led five or six thousand horsemen and came
up together.
said:

The officers said again:

"Not yet".

"Now we can mount."

Ts'ao

There was a short pause, the cavalry came up in

greater numbers, and some split off to go for the baggage. Ts'ao
said: "Now!"

and they jumped on their horses.

They had less

than six hundred men, but they charged at speed and completely
defeated the enemy.

They took off Ch'ou's head.

Ch'ou and Yen

Liang had been Shao's most famous leaders, and in two fights they
had both been killed.

Shao's army was discouraged.

Before this, Ts'ao had always admired Kuan YÜ, but he saw
from his expression that he was not going to stay long.
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He sent

Chang Liao to ask Yü about it, and Yü sighed and said: "I know verywell how generously Lord Ts'ao has treated me, but I have received
favours from General Liu [Pei] and I swore to die with him.
turn away.

In the end I must go.

help, and then I will leave."

I want to repay Lord Ts'ao by some

Liao reported to Ts'ao what Yü had said

and Ts'ao saw the justice of it.
knew that he was sure to go.

I cannot

Then Yü killed Yen Liang and Ts'ao

He had given him great rewards, but Yü

sealed up everything he had received.

Then he wrote in to make his

excuses, and he fled to Liu Pei in Yüan's army.

Some of the

attendants wanted to chase after him, but Ts'ao said: "That man has
chosen his master.
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Let him go."

Ts'ao brought his army back to Kuan-tu, and Yen Jou sent
messengers to Ts'ao.

Ts'ao made Jou Colonel Protector of the Wu-huan.

Hsien-yü Fu came himself to meet Ts'ao at Kuan-tu.

Ts'ao made Fu

General of the Right Who Crosses the Liao River and sent him back to
settle the territory of Yu Province.

4

Ch'en Teng, the Grand Administrator of Kuang-ling, had his
capital at She-yang.

When Sun Ts'e went west to attack Huang Tsu,

Teng encouraged the remnants of Yen Po-hu's following to make trouble
behind Ts'e.

Ts'e came back and attacked Teng.

His army came to

Tan-t'u and he waited there a short time for supplies.

Before this,

Ts'e had killed Hsü Kung, the Grand Administrator of Wu commandery.
Kung's servants and followers had hidden among the people and hoped
to avenge him.

Ts'e loved to go hunting and he often went out riding.

His horse was a very good one, and none of his escort could keep up.
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Suddenly he met with three of Kung's men, and they shot him in the jaw
The escort arrived and struck them down and killed them, but Ts'e
was badly hurt.
is in confusion.

He called Chang Chao and others and said: "The nation
With the forces of Wu and Yüeh and the security

of the three Chiang [the Yangtse], we can look out on other men's
success and failure without getting involved.
to help my younger brother."

You all try your best

He called for Ch'üan, put seal and

tassel on his belt, and said to him: "To raise the forces east of the
Chiang, to decide the opportunities between two battle-lines and to
fight for supremacy in the empire; in that you are not so good as I am
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To raise the worthy and give office to able men, so that each man
gives all his efforts to keep the east of the Chiang; in that I
am not equal to you.”

On the day ping-wu [5*v] Ts'e died.

He

was then twenty-six.
Ch'üan cried for grief and would not attend to affairs.

5
Chang Chao said:

"Candidate,

is this a time for weeping?"

He

changed Ch'üan's mourning clothes, helped him to mount a horse,
and sent him out to inspect the army.
whole administration.

Chao acted as head of the

Above he reported to the court, and below

he controlled the cities, while all the military commanders were
ordered to hold their present positions.

Chou Yü brought his

soldiers from Pa-ch'iu to come to the funeral, and then he
stayed in Wu to act as Commissioner over the Army of the Centre,
and shared

with Chang

Chao in the government.

At this time,

though T s ’e had held K'uai-chi, Wu commandery, Tan-yang, Yü-chang,
Lu-chiang and Lu-ling, there was still some very difficult
country which had not been brought fully under control.
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And

there were many refugees, who came or wandered away whenever they
thought they would find good government and peace, and who had no
sense of loyalty to any ruler.

Nevertheless, Chang Chao and

Chou Yu. believed that with their help Ch'üan could maintain the
state.

They gave him their allegiance and served him.
In the autumn, in the seventh month, the E m p e r o r ’s son

P ’ing became King of Nan-yang.

On the day jen-wu [9 .V I I I ]

P'ing died.
The Yellow Turban rebel of Ju-nan, Liu P'i, turned against
Ts'ao Ts'ao to support Yuan Shao.

Shao sent Liu Pei to lead

soldiers to help P'i, and many of the commanderies and prefectures
joined him.
Shao sent a messenger to appoint the Chief Commandant of
Yang-an, Li T'ung, as General Who Subdues the South.
had also sent him a secret summons.

Liu Piao

T'ung rejected both of them.

Someone urged that he support Shao, but T'ung put his hand to his
sword and swore at him;
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r
settle the empire.
end.

Though Shao is strong, Ts'ao will take him in the

I would not change for my life."

He cut off the head of Shao's

messenger and sent to Ts'ao the seal and tassel that he had been
offered.
T'ung kept particular check of the silk tax from each family.
Chao Yen, Chief of Lang-ling, saw T'ung and said: "All the commanderies
are in rebellion and only Yang-an is still obedient.

Yet you are

urging on the collection of silk, and men of mean spirit will be glad
to make trouble.

Isn't this a bad policy?"

T'ung said: "The Duke

and Yüan Shao are fighting with all their force and now the commanderies
and prefectures have turned away into rebellion.

If the silk isn't

collected and sent to the capital, those who hear about it are sure
to say that my loyalty is doubtful and that I am waiting for the
result."

Yen said: "This is certainly a worry for you, but you think

it over, delay the tax a little, and I will get you out of trouble."
He wrote to Hsün Yü to say: "Now the people of Yang-an commandery are
poor and distressed, all the neighbouring cities are in rebellion, and
the government could easily be destroyed.
for the region here.

This is a time of crisis

Besides, the people of the commandery have held

loyal, and even in time of danger they have never been uncertain.
feel that the state should give them some consideration.
demand the silk tax from them.

I

Yet we still

What sort of encouragement is that?"

Yü spoke to Ts'ao, and all the silk was given back to the people.
Everyone was pleased and there was peace in the commandery.

T'ung

attacked the rebels under Ch'ü Kung and defeated them all, and then
he settled the territory of the Huai and the Ju.
At this time Ts'ao made new rulings on the collection of
revenue, and orders were sent out to the provinces and commanderies.
He increased the punishments for failure, and the collection of the
silk tax was strictly enforced.
Ch'ang-kuang,

7

The Grand Administrator of

Ho K'uei, said to Ts'ao:

"The former kings made

distinction between their taxation of the nine tributaries, and they
1031

took note of distances.

They maintained the three rules [of governing

according to conditions] of recent pacification, good administration
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or rebellions.

I feel that this commandery should come under the

rules for distant areas and new states, and the small affairs of
the people should be dealt with by their chiefs and civil officers
according to circumstances.

Above they will not turn away from

the correct models, and below they will be in accord with the
feelings of the people.

In three years, when the people follow

their occupations in peace, then you can govern them equally
according to law.'*

Ts'ao agreed.

Liu Pei plundered between the Ju and the Ying.

South of

Hsu. city the officers and people were unsettled and Ts'ao was
worried about it.

Ts'ao Jen said: "The people of the southern

districts know that our army is facing a crisis, and they realise
we cannot bring help to them.

If Liu Pei comes with a strong

force it is quite reasonable for them to turn away in rebellion.
But Pei has not held command of Shao's soldiers for very long
and he hasn't had time to get used to them.
can defeat him."
Pei.

If we attack him we

So Ts'ao sent Jen to lead cavalry to attack

He defeated him and put him to flight, re-captured all the

prefectures that had rebelled, and then came back.
Pei returned to Shao's army, but he secretly wanted to
get away, so he spoke to Shao of a southern alliance with
Liu Piao.

Shao sent Pei back to Ju-nan with his own men and he

joined up with a group of bandits under Kung Tu and gathered a
force of several thousand men.

Ts'ao Ts'ao sent his officer

Ts'ai Yang against Pei, but Pei killed him.
Yuan Shao's army came to Yang-wu and Chü Shou said to
Shao:

"Although the northern armies are numerous, yet their

fighting strength and spirit are not so good as the men from the
south.

9

The supplies of the southern armies are few and their

stores are not so good as the north.

The south want to fight

early, the north will gain advantage from delay.
wait a while.

Do nothing for a few weeks."

You should

Shao would not

agree.
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In the eighth month Shao brought his forces gradually
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forward.

He established a position on some sandhills stretching

several tens of li east and west.

Ts'ao also spread out his camps

to face him.
In the ninth month on the day keng-wu, the first day of
the month [26.ix], there was an eclipse of the sun.
Ts'ao Ts'ao brought out soldiers to fight with Yiian Shao,
but he had no success and he was forced back to strengthen his own
defences.

Shao made high towers, raised a hill of earth and shot

into the camp.
walk about.

Inside the camp everyone was covered by shields to

Then Ts'ao made 'thunder cars'’*’<“> to fire stones at

Shao's towers and destroyed them all.

Shao made a tunnel to attack

Ts'ao, but Ts'ao dug a long moat inside his walls to block it.
Ts'ao's army was small and his supplies were exhausted, the
officers and soldiers were sick and distressed, the people were
troubled by the taxation and levies and many turned away to Shao.
Ts'ao was worried about it, and he wrote to HsühYü to say that he
planned to go back to Hsü and make Shao's army come to fight him.
YÜ replied: "All Shao's armies are collected at Kuan-tu, he wants
to settle victory and defeat with you there.

You are opposing

great strength with great weakness, and if you cannot control him
you will be taken.

This is the great crisis of the empire.

Besides,

Shao is a common man's hero, he can collect men but he can't use
them.

With your uncanny arts of fighting and your clear understanding,

and with the help of Heaven's favour; how can you fail?

Although

your food supplies are low, you are not yet in the straits of Ch'u
and Han between Jung-yang and Ch'eng-kao.

At that time neither

Liu nor Hsiang were willing to be the first to retreat, and they
realised that the first to go would lose his power.’*’’'' Your command
is only a tenth of his, yet you have marked the ground and hold it.
You have him by the throat and he cannot get forward, and you have
managed that already for half a year.

It is becoming obvious that his

strength is exhausted and there will certainly be changes.

This is

the time to use an extraordinary strategy, don't miss your chance."
Ts'ao accepted this, strengthened his defences and held on.
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Ts'ao went to welcome the men bringing up supplies, and he
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cheered them and said: ’’After fifteen days I will defeat Shao for
you and I will trouble you no more.”

Shao's transports came

towards Kuan-tu with several thousand waggons of grain, and
Hsün Yu said to Ts'ao; "Shao has supply carts arriving very soon.
Their leader, Han Meng, is brave but he does not respect his
enemies.

If we attack him he will be destroyed.”

"Whom can we send?” .

Ts'ao said:

Yu said: "Hsü Huang can do it.”

So they

sent the Lieutenant-General Hsü Huang of Ho-tung to go with
Shih Huan and intercept Meng.

They defeated him, put him to

flight and burnt the baggage.
In the winter, in the tenth month, Shao brought up more
carts with grain supplies, and he had his commanders Ch'un-yü
Ch'iung and others, with more than ten thousand soldiers, to
escort them.

They halted for the night forty li north of

S hao's camp.

Chü Shou said to Shao: "You should send Chiang

Ch'i out separately to intercept Ts'ao's raids."

Shao would not

agree.
Hsü Yu said: "Ts'ao Ts'ao has few soldiers, and he has
brought his whole army to face us.
troops left at Hsü city.

There can't be many of his

If we send a light force to travel at

night and make a surprise attack, Hsü can be taken.

Once Hsü

is captured, then we would hold the Emperor and attack Ts'ao in
his name, and Ts'ao would be an outlaw.

Even if he was not

destroyed, we could make him rush back and forth and we would
be sure to defeat him."

Shao would not follow this but said:

"The main thing is to take Ts'ao first."

About this time one

of Yu's family disobeyed the law and Shen P'ei arrested him and
bound him.

Yu was angry and went off to Ts'ao.

Ts'ao heard that Hsü Yu had come, and he came out bare
foot to welcome him, clapped his hand and laughed: "You have
come from a long way off.

Now I am sure to succeed."

They went

in and sat down, and Yu said to Ts'ao: "Yüan has a strong army,
how can you stand up to it?
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Ts'ao

said:

"We can still manage for a year."

say it right!"

Ts'ao said: "We can last for half a year."

"Don't you want to defeat Yuan?
Ts'ao said:
month.

What shall I do?"

Yu said:

Why don't you tell the truth?"

"Before, I was joking.

isolated army.

Yu said: "That is not true,

We can actually manage for a

Yu said: "You are holding alone with an

There is no help to come from outside and your

supplies are already exhausted.

This is a very dangerous time.

Yüan Shao has more than ten thousand carts of supplies at Ku-shih and
Wu-ch'ao,
attack.

12

and the escort that is with them is quite unprepared for

If you move with light-armed soldiers and come up in surprise

you can destroy their stores,

and in no more than three days Yüan will

he defeated of himself."
Ts'ao was very pleased.

He left Ts'ao Hung and Hsün Yu to hold

the camp, and he himself took command of five thousand horsemen and
footsoldiers.

They all used the Yuan army's flags, they gagged the

soldiers and tied the horses' mouths, they went out by night and
travelled by sidepaths between the roads.
firewood.

The men carried bound

When they were questioned, they explained:

"Lord Yuan

is afraid Ts'ao may attack his afterguard, and he is sending
soldiers to add to their defences."

The people who heard this

believed it, and they all went on as before.

When they arrived they

surrounded the camp and raised a great fire and the enemy inside were
surprised and confused.

When it was light Ch'iung and the others saw

that Ts'ao had few soldiers,

and they brought out their line of

battle before the gates of the camp.

Ts'ao attacked at once, Ch'iung

retreated to the shelter of the camp, and Ts'ao followed him and
attacked him again.
Shao heard that Ts'ao had attacked Ch'iung, and he said to his
son T'an:

"Just when Ts'ao is defeating Ch'iung, I will take his camp

and he will have nothing to come back to."
Kao Lan and Chang Ko to attack Ts'ao's camp.

He sent his officers
Ko said: "If Lord Ts'ao'

best soldiers have gone he is sure to defeat Ch'iung.
is defeated then the affair is lost.

When Ch'iung

I beg to go to help him first."

Kuo T'u firmly asked to attack Ts'ao's camp.

Ko said:

"Lord Ts'ao's

camp is strong, if we attack it we will certainly not succeed.
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If

Ch'iung and the others are taken then we will all be captives.”

Shao

sent only light troops to aid Ch'iung and he attacked Ts'ao's camp
with his main force.

Thqycould not capture it.

Shao's cavalry came to Wu-ch'ao, and some of Ts'ao's
attendants said: "The enemy cavalry is coming closer, we ask to send
soldiers to hold them off."

Ts'ao was angry and said: "When the

enemy are behind our backs, then tell me."

The soldiers all fought

for their lives, and they quickly defeated the enemy.

They cut off

Ch'iung's head and others, burnt all the supplies, and killed more
than a thousand soldiers.

They took all their noses and they cut

off the lips and tongues of the cattle and the horses to show to
Shao's army.
Shao's officers and the soldiers were nervous and fearful.
Kuo T'u was ashamed that his plan had failed, and he spoke to Shao
against Chang K o , saying: "Ko is glad at the army's defeat."

Ko was

angry and afraid, with Kao Lan he burnt the machines of attack and
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went to Ts'ao's camp to surrender.

Ts'ao Hung was suspicious and

unwilling to receive them, tut Hsün Yu said: "Ko's plan was not
used.

He is angry and he has come away.

How can you have doubts?"

So they allowed them in.
At this Shao's army was startled and upset and came into
great confusion.

Shao and T'an and a few companions, wearing silk
13
scarves and riding on horses,
crossed the Yellow River with eight

hundred cavalry.

T s ’ao chased them but failed to catch them.

He

collected all their baggage, maps and books, and their treasure. All
the rest of the army that surrendered were buried alive by Ts'ao.
More than seventy thousand men were killed from first to last.
Chü Shou could not cross with Shao.

He was captured by

Ts'ao's army and cried out loud: "I do not surrender, I have been
captured!"

Ts'ao knew him before, and he greeted him: "We have been

separated under different mansions of the stars, and it is long
since our paths have crossed.
have captured you today."

It is quite unexpected that we should

Shou said: "Chi Province [i.e. Yuan Shao]

made bad plans and brought defeat upon himself.

I was neither

intelligent enough nor strong enough and it is fitting that I
should be taken."
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"Pen-ch'u had no ideas and
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he did not use your advice.

There is still disorder and confusion.

I would be glad to have your assistance."

Shou said:

"My uncle,

my mother, and my younger brother are all in Yüan's power.
be obliged if you were kind enough to kill me quickly."
sighed and said:
no worry."

I would

Ts'ao

"If I had had you early, the empire would have been

He released him and treated him generously, but later

Shou planned to go back to Yiian, and then Ts'ao killed him.
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Ts'ao collected all Shao's papers, and he got hold of letters
from men in Hsü and in his own army.

He burnt them all, saying:

"When Shao was strong, even I was not sure of myself, how much more
my a r m y ."
Many of the walled cities in Chi Province surrendered to Ts'ao.
Yuan Shao fled to the north bank by Li-yang,
his General Chiang Yi-ch'ü.
you with my head!"

and went to the camp of

He took his hand and said:

"I am trusting

Yi-ch'ü gave up his tent and set him there and

asked him to take over the command.

When the army heard that Shao

was there they gradually came back.
Someone said to T'ien Feng:
Feng said:

"You will certainly become important."

"Our lord may seem lenient, but he never forgets anything.

He doesn't trust me and I have several times angered him with advice
or warnings.

If he had won he would have been pleased and could even

have forgiven me.

But now the fight is lost and he is angry.

He will

think back on all his hidden resentment, and I do not expect to live."
Shao's soldiers all beat their breasts and wept and said:
"If T'ien Feng had been here we would never have come to this defeat."
Shao said to P'ang Chi:

"The people of Chi Province have heard that

my army is defeated and they should all remember [how they misled] me.
My Aide-de-Camp T'ien was the only one who advised me not to go.

He

didn't agree with the rest of them and I am still ashamed to face him."
Chi said:

"When Feng heard that you had retreated he clapped his

hands and laughed aloud.
he said."

He was pleased that things had happened as

Shao said to his officers:

"I did not use T'ien Feng's

advice, and so I am to be laughed at by him!"

And he killed him.

Before this when Ts'ao Ts'ao heard that Feng had not followed on the
campaign, he was pleased and said: "Shao is sure to be defeated."
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Later, when Shao fled, he said again:

"If Shao had used the

advice from his Aide-de-Camp, things would have been in the
balance even now."
Two sons of Shen P'ei were captured by Ts'ao, and Shao's
officer Meng Tai said to Shao:

"P'ei is in a position of

particular authority and he is a member of a powerful clan.
Now his two sons are in the south he is sure to have plans of
rebellion."

Kuo T'u and Hsin P'ing thought the same.

Then Shao

made Tai Superintendent of the Army to take P'ei's place in
14
guarding Yeh. The Commissioner over the Army P'ang Chi
had
always been P'ei's enemy.
said:

Shao asked him about it, and Chi

"P'ei is fiercely upright and always respects the examples

of the ancients.

He will never turn traitor just because his

two sons are in the south.

I would wish you to have no doubts."

Shao said: "Don't you dislike him?"
quarrel, that was private.
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affair of state."
P'ei.

Chi said: "Our earlier

What we are talking about now is an

Shao said: "Excellent!" and he did not dismiss

P'ei became friends with Chi after this.

Shao gradually

attacked and recaptured all the cities of Chi Province that had
rebelled against him.
As a man, Shao was generous and elegant.

He was able, and

neither pleasure nor anger would show on his expression.

Yet he

was proud, obstinate and self-satisfied, and he seldom followed
the best course.

So he came to defeat.

In the winter, in the tenth month,

15

on the day hsin-hai

[6.Xl] there was a comet in Ta-liang.
The Grand Administrator of Lu-chiang, Li Shu, had attacked
and killed the Inspector of Yang Province Yen Hsiang, and Mei
Ch'ien, Lei Hsü and Ch'en Lan of Lu-chiang each collected forces
of several ten thousands between the Chiang and the Huai. Ts'ao
Ts'ao recommended Liu Fu of P'ei state as Inspector of Yang
_
17
Province. At that time Yang Province controlled only Chiu-chiang.
Fu rode alone to the empty city of Ho-fei and set up the
provincial government there.

He called to him Ch'ien and Hsü and

the others, and they all gave tribute and made alliance.
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For

several years he acted with grace and honesty, and the wandering people
that turned to him were numbered in the tens of thousands.

He extended

the military colonies, repaired the embankments and earth-dams, and the
officers and the people

were able to store up supplies.

collected teachers and established schools.

Then he

He raised the walls of the

cities and prepared great stocks of wood and stone, making ready for
defence in war.
Ts'ao Ts'ao heard that Sun Ts'e had died, and he wanted to take
advantage of the mourning to attack them.
Chang Hung

18

protested:

The Attendant Imperial Clerk

"To take advantage of another man's mourning,

that is not in the old ways of justice, while if you should fail, you
will have made enemies and ended good feeling.
do is to treat them generously."

The best thing to

So Ts'ao recommended Ch'üan as General

Who Exterminates the Caitiffs with command as Grand Administrator of
K'uai-chi.
Ts'ao wanted to send Hung to encourage Ch'üan to close alliance
with him, so he made Hung Chief Commandant of the Eastern Region of

.19

K'uai-chi.

Hung came to Wu, and as Sun Ch'üan's mother thought

Ch'üan was too young, she commissioned Hung and Chang Chao to assist
him together.

Hung had no other thought but to give help in the

supervision and to make sure everything was done correctly.

Ch'üan's

mother asked the Chief Commandant Who Manifests Firmness Tung Hsi of
K'uai-chi: "Can we hold the east of the Chiang?" Hsi said: "The east
of the Chiang has the security of mountains and rivers,and the good
government and virtue of the General Who Exterminates the Rebels
[Sun Ts'e] have already attracted the people.

The General Who

Exterminates the Caitiffs [Sun Ch'üan] can build on these foundations,
so that great and small follow his commands.

And Chang Chao can look

after the affairs of the people, while the other officers like me act
as claws and teeth.

Then we will have both strategic advantage and

popular support, and there will be nothing to worry about."
sent Chang Hung to go to his territory.

Ch'üan

Because Hung had originally

received his appointment from the north, some people suspected that
his ideas might go further.
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Lu Su was thinking of going back north, but Chou Yü stopped
him, then recommended him to Ch'üan; "Su has ability which can
help us.

You should make a wide search for men like him to assist

your great work.”
him.

Ch'üan gave audience to Su and was pleased with

When the other guests had withdrawn he invited Su to stay

back, and they sat with their tables together and drank face to
face.

Ch'üan said: "The Han house is in danger, and I have it in

mind to follow the great examples of Huan and Wen.
you help in this?"

20

How would

Su said: "In earlier times, Emperor Kao [of

Han] wanted to honour and serve the Provisional Emperor
could not manage it.

He had Hsiang Yü as a danger.

, but he

Now Ts'ao

Ts'ao is like Hsiang Yü, and how can you manage like Huan and Wen?
As I see it, the Han house is fallen forever and Ts'ao Ts'ao is
here to stay.

Your best plan is to hold the east of the Chiang

and watch the battles of the empire.

Take advantage of the

north's preoccupations, attack Huang Tsu and drive him away, go
forward to attack Liu Piao, and then seize the full length of the
Long River, this is the task for a king."

Ch'üan said: "Now I

concentrate all my strength'to■one purpose: to help and support
the house of Han.
ability."

What you have suggested is far beyond my

Chang Chao spoke against Su, saying he was young and

irresponsible, but Ch'üan honoured him and respected him more
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and more, granted him supplies, and Su became as wealthy as he had

22

been before.

Ch'üan held examination of those junior officers who had
few soldiers and were therefore less useful, and he combined
their troops to make larger units.

The Major With a Separate

Command Lü Meng of Ju-nan had his squadron looking fresh and
well-drilled, and his men were trained.

Ch'üan was very pleased,

added to his soldiers and promoted him.
The Officer of the Department of Merit Lo T'ung urged
Ch'üan to honour worthy men, to welcome scholars and to be
diligent in seeking advice on proper conduct.

On days when

there were feasts and rewards each man should be allowed to come
forward and have personal audience.

He should ask whether his

lodgings were dry and comfortable, should show a personal interest,
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and encourage him to talk in order to find out what was on his mind.
Ch'üan did this.

T'ung was the son of Chün.

23

The Grand Administrator of Lu-ling, Sun Fu, was afraid that
Ch'üan would not be able to hold the east of the Chiang, and he sent
men in secret with letters to call Ts'ao Ts'ao.

A messenger came to

report this, and Ch'üan beheaded all Fu's close relations, redistributed
his personal followers and exiled Fu to the east.
Ts'ao Ts'ao recommended that Hua Hsin be summoned and appointed
Gentleman-consultant and Adviser to the Army of the Minister of Works.
Li Shu, the Grand Administrator of Lu-chiang, refused to submit
24
to Ch'üan and several times took in fugitives and rebels against him.
Ch'üan told Ts'ao Ts'ao of the situation and said: "Inspector Yen
[Hsiang] was appointed by you earlier, and Li Shu harmed him.
a wanton criminal act.

He should be punished and destroyed quickly.

Shu is sure to seek help once more, on false pretences.
position of 0-heng,

25

This was

You hold the

you are respected by all within the seas; I would

wish that you instruct your officers to pay no attention to him."
he raised troops and attacked Shu at Wan city.
Ts'ao but Ts'ao sent none.

Then

Shu asked help from

Then they stormed the city, cut off Shu's

head and exposed it, and took over his forces, more than twenty
thousand men.
Liu Piao attacked Chang Hsien,
make no headway.

26

but for several years he could

Then, while Ts'ao Ts'ao was facing Yüan Shao and had

no opportunity to help him, Hsien became ill and died.
)40

Ch'ang-sha set up his son Yi to succeed him.

The people of

Piao attacked Yi and

also Ling-ling and Kuei-yang and conquered all of them.

Piao's

territory now extended over several thousand li, his men at arms were
more than a hundred thousand.

He no longer sent up the tribute of an

official, he held state sacrifice and worship to Heaven and Earth and
in his lodging and clothing he usurped the regalia of an emperor.
27
Because Liu Chang was dull and weak, Chang Lu
refused to
take his orders, but attacked his Major With a Separate Command
Chang Hsiu, killed him and took over his army.
and killed Lu's mother and younger brother.
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Liu Chang was angry

Then Lu seized Han-chung

and made war on Chang.

Chang sent the General of the Gentlemen of

the Household P'ang Hsi to attack him, but without success.
Chang appointed Hsi Grand Administrator of Pa commandery,

Then

to camp

at Lang-chung and oppose Lu. Hsi, on his own authority, recruited
the Tsung people of Han-ch'ang as soldiers.

28

Someone spoke to

Chang against Hsi and Chang became suspicious of him.

Chao Wei

protested several times, but his advice was not heeded, and he too
became angry and resentful.
Before this time, several tens of thousands of families
from Nan-yang and the Three Adjuncts had wandered into Yi
Province.

Liu Yen had made them all soldiers, and called them

the Tung-chou troops.

29

Chang was lenient and weak and had no

authority, and when the Tung-chou troops plundered and oppressed
the local people he could do nothing to prevent it.
gained the people's affections in the past.

He now took advantage

of the local resentment and made a rebellion,
of thousands of soldiers to attack Chang.

Chao Wei had

leading several tens

He gave large bribes

to Ching Province [i.e. Liu Piao] and made an alliance with him.
Shu commandery, Kuang-han and Chien-wei all joined him.
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CHAPTER 64

Chien-an 6th year [21.I .201-11.II.202]:
041

In the spring, in thethird month, on the day ting-mao

[22.III?],

the first of the month, there was an eclipse of the sun.'*'
Ts'ao Ts'ao went to gather grain at An-min.

2

He planned to

follow his victory over Yuan

Shao with an attack on Liu Piao,but

Hsun Yü said: MShao has just

been defeated, and his followers will be

discontented.
for good.

You should follow your advantage and finish with him

Yet now you plan to lead the army away to the south.

If

Shao collects the remnants of his troops and attacks you from behind,
you will be done for."

So T s ’ao gave up the idea.

In the summer, in the fourth month, Ts'ao manoeuvred his troops
along the Yellow River.

He attacked Yuan Shao's army at Ts'ang-t'ing

and defeated it.
In the autumn, in the ninth month, Ts'ao came back to Hsu.
Ts'ao led his army to attack Liu Pei in Ju-nan, and Pei fled
to Liu Piao.

Kung Tu and the others were all scattered.

When Piao

heard that Pei had arrived he came himself to welcome him outside the
42

city, and he treated him as an honoured guest.
soldiers and sent him to camp at Hsin-yeh.
for several years.

He gave Pei extra

Pei stayed in Ching Province

On one occasion he was in attendance on Piao and

he got up and went to the lavatory, and when he came back he was weeping.
Piao was surprised and asked him about it.

Pei said: "I never used to

leave the saddle, and my thighs were all thin.
and they have become fat and flabby.

Nov; I ride no longer,

The days and months are like

a stream and old age will come, but I have achieved nothing.

That is

why I am sad."
Ts'ao Ts'ao had sent Hsia-hou Yüan and Chang Liao to besiege
Ch'ang Hsi in Tung-hai. After several months their food supplies
were finished, and they discussed whether to bring their army home.
Liao said to Yuan: "For the last several days, whenever I have walked
about the camp Hsi has looked at me very carefully, and there have
not been many shots fired.
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This surely means that Hsi is undecided
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and he does not have his heart in the fight.

I want to get to

talk to him, and maybe I can win him over.”

He sent someone to

say to Hsi: "The Duke [Ts'ao] has a message and has told me to
hand it to you."

Then1Hsi did come down and talk to Liao, and

Liao told of Ts'ao's brilliant strategy, how he embraced all the
world with his virtue, and how those who joined him early would
receive great rewards.

So Hsi promised to surrender.

Then Liao

alone and unescorted went up the San-kung Hill and into Hsi's
house to pay his respects to his wife and children.
pleased and followed Liao to Ts'ao.

Hsi was

Ts'ao sent him back [to

Tung-hai].
Chao Wei besieged Liu Chang in Ch'eng-tu.

The Tung-chou

men were afraid they would be punished and destroyed, and they
joined forces [with Chang].

So Wei was driven back, and they

chased him to Chiang-chou and there they killed him.

P'ang Hsi

became frightened, and he sent his subordinate Ch'eng Ch'i to go
to his father Ch'eng Chi, the Prefect of Han-ch'ang, with orders
to send the Tsung soldiers.

Chi replied [to his son]:.

"None

of our people have caused any trouble, and no matter what
slanders are spoken [to Liu Chang], we must be sure to stay
absolutely loyal. If [P'ang Hsi] has any plans for rebellion, I
would never dare to follow him."

Hsi sent Ch'i a second time to

argue with his father, but Chi said: "I have received favour from
the Governor [Liu Chang], and I will always remain loyal to him.
You are an officer in a commandery, and you should obviously do
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everything you can for the Grand Administrator.
to die than do something dishonourable."

But it is better

P'ang Hsi became angry

and he sent a messenger to Chi to say: "Unless you obey your Grand
Administrator, misfortune will come to your family."

Chi

answered: "When Yueh Yang ate his child, it was not that he lacked
the feelings of a father for his son.

There were greater

principles at stake that forced him to do such a thing. Even if
3
you made Ch'i into a soup, I would still drink it." Then Hsi
offered full apologies to Liu Chang and made his peace with him.
4
Chang promoted Chi as Grand Administrator of Chiang-yang.
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The court heard that there was trouble in Yi Province.

The

General of the Gentlemen of the Household f°r All Purposes Niu Tan
was made Inspector of Yi Province and Chang was summoned to become a
minister.

He refused the appointment.

Chang Lu taught the people superstition.

He made those who

were sick confess their sins and said prayers for them.
it was no help in curing them, but ignorant masses,
foolish, struggled with one another to serve him.

In reality,

confused and
Those who offended

the laws were allowed three pardons before they were punished.

He

did not appoint prefects or civil officers, but all were governed by
Libationers.

5

The people and the barbarians were pleased with this,

and none of the refugees that came to live in this area dared to
disobey his teachings.

Later, he attacked and occupied Pa commandery.

The court was not strong enough to fight against him, so he was given
the title of General of the Gentlemen of the Household Who Maintains
the People in Peace, and also appointed Grand Administrator of
Han-ning.

6

He sent up tribute, but that was all.

Some of the people came upon a jade seal in the ground, and
his followers wanted to honour Lu as King of Han-ning.
of the Department of Merit Yen P'u of Pa-hsi objected:

His Officer
"The people

of the Han valley are more than a hundred thousand households.
They are prosperous and the soil is rich, on four sides we have
strong barriers against attack.

If you give aid to the Son of

Heaven on the one hand, then you will be playing the part of Huan and
Wen.

The next best would be to emulate Tou Jung, and you will never

7
lack for wealth or honour.

Now you have the authority to make

appointments and you have sufficient power to keep your independence.
You have no need for the title of king, and I would wish you not to
take it at this time, for you will bring down misfortune if you do."
Lu followed this.
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Chien-an 7th year [lO.II.202-30.I.203]:

In the spring, in the first month, Ts'ao T s ’ao brought his
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army to Ch'iao, then to Chün-yi, and he set the Sui-yang Canal in
order.^
Hsuan,

He sent messengers to make great sacrifice to Ch'iao

2

and then he brought the army forward to Kuan-tu.
After his army had been defeated, Yuan Shao was ashamed

and angry.

He became ill and spat blood and in the summer, in the

fifth month, he died.
Before this, Shao had three sons, T'an, Hsi and Shang.
Shang was the favourite of Shao's later wife of the Liu clan,
and she often praised him to Shao.

Shao planned to appoint him

his successor, but he had not yet said so openly.

He had T'an

succeed to the inheritance of his [Shao's] elder brother, and sent
him out as Inspector of Ch'ing Province.

Chu Shou objected:

"There is a common saying that if ten thousand men chase a hare,
and one man catches it, the greedy ones will all stop.
because the thing is settled.

T'an is the eldest son, and he

should be your successor, but you are sending him away.
will come from this."

That is

Trouble

Shao said: "I want to have each of my sons

govern a province in order to see who is the best."

Then he made

his middle son Hsi Inspector of Yu Province and his sister's son
Kao Kan Inspector of Ping Province.
P'ang Chi and Shen P'ei had always been on bad terms with
T'an but Hsin P'ing and Kuo T'u both supported T'an, and they had
a feud with P'ei and Chi.

When Shao died, everyone wanted to set

up T'an, since he was the eldest son.

P'ei and his party were

afraid that T'an would succeed and that P'ing and the others would
do them harm.
his successor.

So they forged a will of Shao appointing Shang as
When T'an arrived he failed to gain the

inheritance, and he went to camp at Li-yang and styled himself
General of Chariots and Cavalry.

Shang gave him a few soldiers

and sent P'ang Chi to stay with him.

T'an asked for more soldiers,

but Shen P'ei and the others advised Shang not to give them to him.
T'an was angry and killed P'ang Chi.
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In the autumn, in the ninth month, Ts'ao Ts'ao crossed the
Yellow River and attacked T'an.
in trouble.
45

T'an reported to Shang that he was

Shang left Shen P'ei to hold Yeh and came himself to

help T'an against Ts'ao.

T'an and Shang were defeated in one battle

after another, and they retreated to positions of defence.
Shang sent Kuo Yüan, his Grand Administrator of Ho-tung, to
join with Kao Kan and the Southern Shan-yü of the Hsiung-nu in an
attack on that commandery.

He sent messengers to make alliance with

Ma T'eng and the other leaders within the passes, and T'eng and the
others gave secret promises.

Every city that Yuan passed fell to

him, and only the civil officer of Ho-tung commandery, Chia K'uei,
held out in Chiang.

Yuan attacked it fiercely, and when the city

was about to fall some elders made an agreement with Yüan that they
would surrender if he would promise not to harm K'uei.

Yüan agreed.

He wanted to make K'uei one of his officers, and he took a sword to
threaten him.

K'uei made no move.

The attendants brought K'uei to

make the kow-tow, but K'uei swore at them and said: "Why should an
officer of the empire bow to a brigand?"
going to kill him.
he give pardon.

Yüan

was angry and was

Someone laid his body across K'uei and asked that

The officers and people in Chiang heard that he was

going to kill K'uei, and they climbed on the city walls and cried:
"If Kuo Yüan turns his back on the agreement and kills our worthy
ruler, then it would be better that we all die."

So he put K'uei

in prison at Hu-kuan, shut him into a dungeon and closed the top with
a cartwheel.

K'uei said to his guards: "Is there jfro-one strong here,

that you should let a good man die in this?"
happened to hear what he said.

A certain Chu Kung-tao

He came by night, stole in, brought

K'uei out and broke his fetters and sent him to escape.

He would

not [at that time] give his name.
Ts'ao Ts'ao sent the Colonel Director of the Retainers
Chung Yao to besiege the Southern Shan-yii at P'ing-yang, but the
relief arrived before they had captured the place.

Yao sent the

Prefect of Hsin-feng, Chang Chi of P'ing-yi, to win Ma T'eng over.
T'eng was uncertain and could not decide who to fight for.
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Fu Kan

said to him: "The men of the past had the saying;

'The one that

accords with virtue will prosper, and the one that opposes
virtue will lose.'

3

Lord Ts'ao supports the Emperor and punishes

cruelty and rebellion.
ordered.

His laws are clear and his government is

High and low follow his commands.

he follows the true Way.

You could say that

The Yuan rely on their strength, and

they turn their backs on the royal commands.
barbarians to oppress China.
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They urge on

You can say that they oppose virtue.

Now you have always given loyal service but you have not always
4
used your full strength.
You have kept in touch privately with
both sides and you hope to sit back and watch the result.

I am

afraid that when everything is decided there will be accusations
made and punishments carried out, and you will be among the
first to be executed!"

T'eng was frightened.

Then Kan said:

"A man that is wise can change bad fortune into good.

Now Lord

Ts'ao is at grips with the Yuan, and Kao Kan and Kuo Yuan have
attacked Ho-tung together.

Although Lord Ts'ao has planned for

every possibility, he cannot be certain that Ho-tung will be
safe.

If you send soldiers to attack Kuo Yuan, he will be

attacked on two sides [with the forces of Ho-tung and with your
own], and his army is sure to be taken.

By this one blow you

will cut off an arm of the Yüan clan and free a whole district
from peril.

Lord Ts'ao will certainly feel most grateful to you,

and nothing could rival your fine reputation."

So T'eng sent his

son Ch'ao with more than ten thousand men to join Chung Yao.
Before this., all the officers wanted to abandon P'ing-yang
because Kuo Yüan's army was so strong.

Chung Yao said: "The

Yuan are strong and Kuo Yuan is coming against us.

The people

inside the passes are in secret communication with him, but the
only reason they haven't rebelled is that they still respect our
authority.

If we give up and go away it will show them that we

are weak, and all the people will turn against us.
wanted to go back, how could we make it?
defeating ourselves without even fighting.

This would be
Besides, Kuo Yüan is

an unimaginative fellow and he is used to victory.
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Even if we

He will

certainly think little of our army.

If he crosses the Fen River

to camp, and we attack him while he is part-way across, then we can
give him a great defeat."

Yüan came up, and he really did march

straight ahead to cross the Fen.
wouldn't listen.

People tried to stop him hut he

While they were still half-way across Yao attacked

them and completely defeated them.

When the fighting was ended the

men of the army all said that Yüan was dead, hut they couldn't find
his head.

Kuo Yüan was Chung Y a o 's nephew.

After dark, P'ang Te

of Nan-an, who was a colonel under Ma Ch'ao, brought out a head from
his quiver.
said:

Yao saw it and wept.

Te apologised to Yao, but Yao

"Though Yüan was my nephew, he was an enemy of the state.

have you to apologise for?"

What

After this, the Southern Shan-yü also

surrendered.
Liu Piao sent Liu Pei to make raids in the north.
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He came to

She, and Ts'ao Ts'ao sent Hsia-hou Tun, YÜ Chin and other generals
to oppose him.

Pei suddenly set fire to his camp and went off.

Tun

and the others set out in pursuit, but the Major-General Li Tien of
Chu-lu said:

"The enemy had no reason to run away, and I am, sure

they will lay an ambush.

The road to the south is very narrow and the

trees and bushes are thick.

You shouldn't follow him."

Tun and the

others refused to listen, and they set Tien to stay behind as guard
while they followed the chase.

They really did fall into an ambush

and their soldiers were completely defeated.

Tien went to rescue

them, and then Pei went back.
Ts'ao Ts'ao sent a letter to ask Sun Ch'üan to send a son as
hostage.

Ch'üan called all his ministers into conference.

Chang Chao

and Ch'in Sung and others were uncertain and could not decide.
brought Chou Yü to talk about it to the Lady Wu.

Yü said:

Ch'üan

"In the

past, when the Ch'u state was first made a fief, it had not so much
as a hundred li of territory.
were worthy and able.

The men that succeeded to the state

They enlarged the territory and expanded the

borders and so they held Ching and Yang as far as the southern sea.

5

The work was handed on and the fortune continued for more than nine
hundred years.

Now you have inherited the property of your father and

your brother and the people of all six commanderies.
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Your soldiers

are good, you have plenty of supplies, and your officers and men
obey your commands.
from the sea.

You can get copper from the hills and salt

There is wealth and abundance within.your borders

and the people have no thought of rebellion.
you?

Why should you send hostages?

What can threaten

Once hostages have gone, you

will be compelled to stay in close alliance with Ts'ao, and once
you are in close alliance, you will be always at his beck and
call.

In this way you will be under another man's control, and

in the end you will have nothing more than the seal of a marquis,
ten servants or so, a few chariots and a few horses.

Is this the

same as a seat facing south and the style of 'the solitary man'?

7

The best thing to do is to refuse his demand and sit quiet to see
what happens.

If Ts'ao can lead the loyal men and set the empire

to rights there will be plenty of time for you to join him.

If he

plans oppression and disorder, he will destroy himself very
2048

quickly.

How can he harm us?"

The Lady Wu said: "Kung-chin's

advice is right. Kung-chin is the same age in years as Po-fu
[i.e. Sun Ts'e], and only one month younger.

I look at him as a

son, and you should respect him as an elder brother."

So Ch'üan

sent no hostages.

Chien-an 8th year [31.1.203-17.11.204]:

In the spring, in the second month, Ts'ao Ts'ao attacked
Li-yang, and fought with Yüan T'an and Yuan Shang below the walls.
T'an and Shang were defeated and fled, and they went back to Yeh.
In the summer, in the fourth month, Ts'ao pursued them to
Yeh, and he gathered their harvest.

All his officers wanted to

follow up their victory and make an attack, but Kuo Chia said:
"Yuan Shao loved these two sons, but neither was set up as his
heir.

Now they are rivals for power, and each has his own party.

If we press them hard they will protect one another, but if we
go easily they will begin to quarrel.

The best thing to do is go

south against Ching Province and wait for something to happen.
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When they fall out we can attack them and take over at a single blow."
Ts'ao said: "Excellent!"
In the fifth month Ts'ao went back to Hsu, leaving his officer
Chia Hsin in camp at Li-yang.
T'an said to Shang: "My equipment is no good.
Ts'ao Ts'ao defeated me.

That was why

Now that Ts'ao's army is in retreat his

men will be thinking of going home, and if we take out soldiers to
surprise him before he is across [the Yellow River] we can completely
upset him.

We mustn't miss this chance."

gave him no extra soldiers.
was very angry.

Shang had doubts, and he

Nor did he change his equipment.

Then Kuo T'u and Hsin P'ing said to T'an:

T'an

"The thing

that made your father send you away and make you heir to your uncle,
that was Shen P'ei's planning."

T'an brought soldiers to attack Shang,

and they fought outside the gates [of Yeh city].

T'an was defeated

and brought his soldiers back to Nan-p'i.
49

The Aide-de-Camp Wang Hsiu of Pei-hai led civil officers and
people from Ch'ing Province to help T'an, and T'an planned to go back
again to attack Shang.

Hsiu said: "Elder and younger brothers are

like left and right hands.

If a man is going to fight, and he cuts

off his right hand and says, 'I am certain to win', how will that
work?

If you cannot have affection for your

brother, how will the

empire have any affection for either of you?

There are people who

speak slander and want to gain a short-term advantage by involving
you in a family quarrel, but I beg you to close your ears and not
to listen.

If you two would cut the heads off some of your false

ministers and become friends again, you could control the whole
country and act in the empire as you please."

T'an would not follow.

T'an's officer Liu Hsün raised troops at T'a-yin to oppose T'an and
all the other cities joined him.
province has rebelled.

T'an sighed and said: "Now a whole

What do I do wrong?"

Wang Hsiu said:

"Kuan T'ung is the Grand Administrator of Tung-lai.
on the coast, this man has not rebelled.
help."
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He will certainly come to

About ten days later T'ung really did leave his wife and

children and came to help T'an.
bandits.

Although he is

His wife and children were killed by

T'an made T'ung Grand Administrator of Lo-an.
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In the autumn, in the eighth month, Ts'ao attacked Liu Piao
and his army came to Hsi-p'ing.
Yiian Shang led an attack on Yuan T'an and completely
defeated him.

T'an fled to P'ing-yiian and closed the city in a

firm defence.

Shang besieged him tightly.

T'an sent Hsin P'ing's

younger brother P'i to go to Ts'ao Ts'ao and ask for help.
Liu Piao sent a letter to T'an to protest: "When a gentleman
is in difficulty he does not join up with an enemy s t a t e w h e n a
friendship comes to an end, you shouldn't abuse your former
comrades.

2

How can you turn to your father's enemy and abandon

your own family?
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You act against the moral teachings of all the

ages and you bring shame on me as sharer in the oath.

3

Even if

Chi-chou [i.e. Shang] acts insolently and fails to behave as a
younger brother, you should still bend your will and lower your
body, and think only of bringing the affair to success.

After

things are settled, have the empire decide the rights and wrongs.
Isn't that the most honourable thing to do?"
and said:

He wrote to Shang

"Metal and wood, water and fire, they complement one

another by their opposites; only when they have been brought into
agreement can they be used by men.^

Ch'ing-chou [i.e. T'an] is

sensitive and hasty, and he is confused about right and wrong,
but you should be broadminded and more than generous.

You should

be big enough to make allowances for his weaknesses and forgive
his misconduct.

First get rid of Ts'ao Ts'ao and destroy your

father's enemy.

When that is done, then you discuss the case

properly.

Isn't that best?

Unless you change your mind, even

the barbarians will despise you, and how can I, sharer in the
oath, send soldiers to help you in your wars? This is the way
that Han Lu and Tung-kuo kept each other occupied and so fell prey
to an old peasant."

5

Neither T'an nor Shang would follow.

Hsin P'i came to Hsi-p'ing.
him T'an's message.

He saw Ts'ao Ts'ao and gave

Many of the attendants held that Liu Piao

was strong and that he should be settled first, while T'an and
Shang were not enough to bother about.

Hsün Yu said: "Things are

happening everywhere in the empire, but Liu Piao just keeps
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position between the Chiang and the Han.
no ambitions anywhere else.

You can see that he has

The Yuan hold the territory of four

provinces and they have nearly half a million men at arms.

Shao

gained the people's affections by his leniency, and if his two
sons would agree and keep the inheritance there would be no end to
trouble in the empire.
do not join forces.

Now the brothers have fallen out and they

If they stuck together they would be hard to

deal with, but if you take them while they are squabbling then the
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whole empire can be settled.

We musn't lose this chance."

Tsao

agreed.
A few days later Ts'ao had changed his mind.

He now planned

to settle Ching Province first, and leave T'an and Shang to wear one
another out.

Hsin P'i was constantly watching Ts'ao's expression and

he realised what he was thinking, so he spoke to Kuo Chia.
Ts'ao, and Ts'ao said to P'i: "Can I trust T'an?
be defeated?"

Chia told

Is Shang certain to

P'i replied: "Your excellency has no need to worry

about T'an's loyalty, you need only consider his military strength.
When the Yüan brothers began to fight one another, they never thought
they were leaving an opening for anyone else.

They think they're

going to settle the empire between themselves, but now that one of
them has suddenly asked for your help, you can see from this [that
they are weak].

Hsien-fu [i.e. Shang] has Hsien-ssu [i.e. T'an] in

trouble, but he cannot defeat him.
already exhausted.

This is because his strength is

Their men-at-arms are defeated outside, their

ministers of counsel are killed within, the brothers slander and
quarrel with each other.

Their state is divided into two and they

have been at it for a year.

Their soldiers' clothes have lice, there

is drought, there are locusts and there is famine everywhere.

Disaster

comes from above, and the affairs of men are fallen in chaos.

Anyone

can see they are done for.
Yuan

Shang.

his base.

This is the time that Heaven has abandoned

If you attack Yeh now, Shang must go back to protect

When he goes back, T'an will follow on his heels.

With your

authority, attacking an enemy distressed and desperate, striking
against a rebel discouraged and weary, it will be like a stray wind
moving the autumn leaves.
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But if you should neglect this and attack Ching Province!

Ching

Province is flourishing and content and has a unified government.
Chung-hui once said: 'Take the disordered ones and harass the
ones that are going to r u i n . T h e

two Yuan pay no attention to

strategy abroad, but they make plans against one another within
their own camps.

They can be called disordered.

have no food, the refugees have no provisions.
ruined.

The settled folk
They can be called

In the morning they cannot be sure of the evening, and

the people have no means to sustain their lives.

However, if you

should fail to bring them comfort now and prefer to wait another
year, then next harvest there will be grain, and the enemy will
realise his mistakes.

They will reform their government and

revive their virtue and you will have lost the opportunity to use
your soldiers.

Follow his request and bring him help; nothing

could be better for you.

Of all your enemies none is greater than

those to the north of the Yellow River, and with the north of the
River under control then your imperial army will have gained full
strength, and all the empire will be shaken."
"Excellent!"
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Ts'ao said:

and he promised peace to T'an.

In the winter, in the tenth month, Ts'ao came to Li-yang.
Shang heard that Ts'ao had crossed the Yellow River, and he broke
off the siege of P'ing-yuan and went back to Yeh.

Shang's

officers Lii K'uang and Kao Hsiang rebelled and turned to Ts'ao
Ts'ao, but then T'an arranged for generals' seals to be carved in
secret and sent them to K'uang and Hsiang.

Ts'ao realised T'an

was dishonest, but to set T'an's mind at rest he had his son
Ts'ao Cheng take T'an's daughter in marriage, and then he led
his army back.
Sun Ch'üan went west to attack Huang Tsu.
Tsu's fleet and only his fortress still held out.

He destroyed
Then the hills

bandits made another rebellion and Ch'üan had to go back.

He

went past Yu-chang, and he sent the General of the Gentlemen of
the Household Who Subdues the Caitiffs Lü Fan to pacify Po-yang.
He sent the General of the Gentlemen of the Household Who
Terrifies Criminals Ch'eng P'u to attack Lo-an.
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T'ai-shih Tz;,u,

7

the Chief Commandant of Chien-ch'ang, took command at Hai-hun, sending
the Majors With Separate Commands Huang Kai, Han Tang, Chou T'ai and
Lü Meng to occupy the important cities as prefects and chiefs and to
attack the Shan-yiieh.

All were pacified.

The people of Chien-an,

Han-hsing and Nan-p'ing made trouble, and each district had more than
ten thousand men.

Ch'iian sent Ho Ch'i, the Chief Commandant of the

8
Southern Region from K'uai-chi, to go forward and attack them.

He

pacified all of them, he re-established the prefectures and cities and
he levied ten thousand soldiers.

He was promoted to Colonel Who

Pacifies the East.

Chien-an 9th year [18.II.204-6.II.205]:
In the spring, in the first month, Ts'ao Ts'ao crossed the
Yellow River.

He dammed the Ch'i River into the Po Canal to make a

road for his supplies.'*’
In the second month Yuan Shang made another attack on Yuan T'an
at P'ing-yüan, leaving his officers Shen P'ei and Su Yu to hold Yeh.
Ts'ao Ts'ao brought his army forward to the Yüan River.

2

Su Yu was

going to change sides, but the plan was discovered and he fled to
Ts'ao.

Ts'ao came forward to Yeh and made hills and tunnels to attack

it.
Yin K'ai, Shang's Chief of Wu-an, held a camp at Mao-ch'eng to
keep the supply road open from Shang-tang.

In the summer, in the

fourth month, Ts'ao left Ts'ao Hung to face Yeh and went himself to
attack K'ai.

He defeated him and came back.

He also attacked Shang's

officer Chü Ku at Han-tan and captured that city.
Han Fan, Prefect of Yi-yang, and Liang Ch'i, Chief of She,5
both surrendered with their prefectures.

Hsü Huang said to Ts'ao:

"The Yuan are not yet defeated, so all the cities that are thinking
of surrender will be listening carefully for news of your decision.
You should reward the two prefectures generously to encourage the
others."

Ts'ao followed this advice, and Fan and Ch'i were both

honoured as Marquises of the Imperial Domain.
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Chang Yen, the leader

of the Black Mountain bandits, sent a messenger to Ts'ao to ask
for support, and Ts'ao appointed him General Who Pacifies the
North.
In the fifth month Ts'ao destioyed his hills and tunnels,
and he dug a moat of forty li right around the city [of Yeh].

At

first he had it made shallow, to look as if it could easily be
crossed.

P'ei looked at it, laughed, and made no move to attack.

Then during a single night Ts'ao dug it further, twenty feet
wide and twenty feet deep, and he channelled in the water of the
Chang River.

4

More than half the people in the city died from

starvation.
In the autumn, in the seventh month, Shang led more than
ten thousand men. back to the relief of Yeh.

Before they arrived,

he wanted to have Shen P'ei know about the situation, and he sent
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his Master of Records Li Fu of Chii-lu to go ahead into the city.
Fu broke his staff of authority and tied it at the side of his
horse, and he put on a flat-topped turban and he led three
horsemen.

He went by night to Yeh, he called himself a Chief

Controller and passed through the northern camps of the siege,
following the signposts towards the east.

Every once in a while

he gave reprimands to the officers and men on sentry duty and
punished them according to their faults.

5

In this way he passed

through Ts'ao's camp and came to the south of the siege
emplacements opposite the Chang Gate.

Once again, he found

fault with the men on guard, and he arrested them and tied them
up.

Then he broke away from Ts'ao's lines, rode quickly to the

walls and called to the men above.
■up

The men on the walls drew him

with a rope, and so he got in.

When Shen P'ei and the others

saw Fu, they wept for joy and the drums were sounded and they
called out "Ten thousand years!"

When the news of that came to

Ts'ao's army, Ts'ao just laughed and said: "It's not only a
matter of getting in; he will soon come out again."

Fu realised

that the guard outside would now be tighter and he would not be
able to play the same trick.

He asked P'ei to send all the old

people and the weak people out of the city in order to save food.
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During the night, they chose several thousand people, made them all
carry white flags and sent them off from three gates to surrender.
Once again, Fu led his three horsemen.

They wore the same clothes

as the people that were surrendering, and they went out with them
and disappeared into the dark.

In this way they broke through the

siege and got away.
When Shang's soldiers were coming all the officers said: "This
is an army coming home, and they will be fighting for themselves.
best thing to do is to keep away from them."

7

The

Ts'ao said: "If Shang

comes by the main road we should keep away from him, but if he comes

Q

through the western hills we have got him."

Shang came through the

western hills, moved east to Yang-p'ing village, seventeen li from Yeh,

9
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and made camp by the Fu River.

He lit a fire in the night to be a

signal to the city, and the people in the city lit another fire in reply.
Intending to join Shang and break up the siege, P'ei made a sortie
to the north of the city.
defeated and went back.
Ch'ü-chang

Ts'ao faced him and attacked him and he was
Shang was also defeated, and he fled to

and made a fortified camp.

Ts'ao laid siege to him, but

before he had closed the ring Shang became frightened and sent
messengers to ask to surrender.
him still more closely.
at Ch'i Mountain. ^

Ts'ao would not accept and besieged

Shang made his escape by night and took refuge

Ts'ao went forward and besieged him again.

officers Ma Yen and Chang Yi and others came to surrender.

Shang's

Shang's

forces were completely scattered, and he fled to Chung-shan.

They got

all his baggage, his seal and tassel and his insignia and his clothing,
and they showed these to the people in the city [of Yeh].

The defenders

were very discouraged,but Shen P'ei gave an order to his soldiers:
"Hold firm and fight to the end!
[i.e. Yüan Hsi] is almost here.
your leader."

Ts'ao's army is in trouble and Yu-chou
You need not worry that you have lost

When Ts'ao came out to inspect the siege-works, P'ei had

concealed cross-bows to shoot at him, and they only just missed.
P'ei's nephew, [Shen] Jung, was Colonel at the eastern gate.
the eighth month, on the day wu-yin
night and let Ts'ao's soldiers in.
but Ts'ao's men captured him alive.
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[l3.Ix],Jung opened the gates at
P'ei fought them in the streets,

In

Hsin P'ing's family were held in the jail at Yeh and Hsin P'i
rode there at once to set them free, but P'ei had already killed
them.

Ts'ao's soldiers had tied P'ei up, and as they brought

him

to their tents they met up with P'i. P'i slashed P'ei across the
face with a whip and cursed him and said: "You slave, now you will
die."

P'ei looked at him and said: "Dog, it is only through you

that my Chi-chou has been destroyed.

I wish I could kill you.

any event, you will have no say whether I live or die."

In

A little

while later Ts'ao had him brought in, and he said to P'ei: "When
I was riding around a while ago you fired a lot of shots at me!"
P'ei said: "I am sorry they were too few!"

Ts'ao said: "You were

loyal to the Yuan, what else could you do?"

He wanted to let him

live, but P'ei was firm and proud and would neither bend nor make
excuses, and Hsin P'i and the others never ceased to beg and weep
[for his death].

So he was executed.

Chang Tsu-ch'ien was a man

from Chi Province who had surrendered earlier, and he had long
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been an enemy of P'ei.

He laughed and said to P'ei: "Cheng-nan,

I've done better than you have."

P'ei spoke harsh and said: "You

are a captive and I am a loyal minister.
I wouldn't change places with you."

Even though I must die,

When he came to execution he

swore at the man with the axe and demanded to be allowed to face
north, saying: "My master is out there."
T s ’ao went to make sacrifice at Yüan Shao’s grave, and he
wept for him so that the tears flowed.

He comforted Shao's wife,

gave their treasures back to his family, and presented them with
silk and cloth.

They were also given an allowance of grain from

the government.
Before this, when Yüan Shao and Ts'ao Ts'ao raised
soldiers together [against Tung Cho in 190], Shao had asked
Ts'ao: "If this affair should fail, what district would you take?"
Ts'ao said. "What would be your idea?" Shao said: "In the south
I would hold the Yellow River and in the north I would reach to
Yen and Tai.

Then I could bring in the barbarians of the north

and face south to fight for the empire.
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That ought to work."

Ts'ao said: "I would use the wise men and the strong men of the empire,
and I would govern them loyally and honestly.

That way, I could

manage anything."
In the ninth month an edict put Ts'ao in command as Governor
of Chi Province, but Ts'ao relinquished that office and went back to
be Governor of Yen Province.
Before this, Yuan Shang had sent his Attendant Official
Ch'ien Chao of An-p'ing to go to Shang-tang and organise the supplies
for his army.

Before he got back, Shang had fled to Chung-shan.

Chao suggested to Kao Kan that they should bring the forces of Ping
Province to receive Shang, and then combine their strengths to watch
events.

Kan would not agree, so Chao went east to join Ts'ao Ts'ao.

Ts'ao re-appointed him Attendant Official of Chi Province, and he also
appointed Ts'ui Yen as Aide-de-Camp.
Ts'ao said to Yen:

"I looked at the household registers, and

there are just on three hundred thousand families.
province."

This is a big

Yen replied: "All the empire is fallen asunder, and the

two Yuan brothers took up arms against one another.

All those people

of Chi, their bones were left bleaching in the wilderness.

I haven't

heard you make any inquiries about the customs of the people nor how
you can help them in their distress.

Instead, you make calculations

about the numbers of their armed men, and you really think that is the
most important question.
must expect from you?"
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Is this what the men and women of my province
Ts'ao looked shamefaced, and thanked him.

Because of his good work, Hsü Yu acted proudly and arrogantly.
There was a time that he was present in open assembly, and he called
Ts'ao by his childhood name and said:

12

"If it hadn't been for me

you would never have taken Chi Province."

Ts'ao laughed and said:

"You're right," but he was really rather annoyed, and in the end he
killed him.
In the winter, in the tenth month, there was a comet in
13
Tung-ching.
Kao Kan surrendered Ping Province.
Inspector.
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Ts'ao re-appointed him as

While Ts'ao Ts'ao had been besieging Yeh, Yuan T'an had
turned away and seized Kan-ling, An-p'ing, Po-hai and Ho-chien.
He attacked Yüan Shang at Chung-shan.
to Yüan Hsi at Ku-an.
to camp at Lung-ts'ou.

Shang was defeated and fled

T'an collected all his forces and came back
Ts'ao wrote to T'an and accused him of

breaking their agreement.

He cancelled the marriage alliance,

sent back T'an's daughter, and moved to the attack.
In the twelfth month Ts'ao's army was at Ch'i-men.

T'an

captured P'ing-yüan but then went back to hold Nan-p'i and set his
camp at the Ch'ing River.

Ts'ao re-entered P'ing-yüan and restored

general authority over all the prefectures.
T s 'ao recommended Kung-sun Tu as General Who is Firm and
Majestic with enfeoffment as Marquis of Yung-ning district.
said: "I rule over Liao-tung like a king.
place?"

Tu

What's this Yung-ning

He stored the seal and tassel in his arsenal.

same year Tu died and was succeeded by his son K'ang.

In this
K'ang

enfeoffed his younger brother Kung as Marquis of Yung-ning district.
Since Ch'ien Chao had held command of the Wu-huan for the
Yüan family Ts'ao now sent him to Liu-ch'eng to keep the
barbarians under control.

Just at that time King Ch'iao had

five thousand horsemen ready to help Yüan T'an, and Kung-sun
K'ang also had sent Han Chung to grant King Ch'iao the insignia
of Shan-yü.
2058

King Ch'iao held a great assembly of his leaders,

and Chung was present.

King Ch'iao asked Chao: "Once before,

Lord Yüan said that he had received the command of the Son of
Heaven to make me Shan-yü.

Now Lord Ts'ao says that he will tell

the Son of Heaven and have me made Shan-yü properly.

And besides

all this, there is an envoy with insignia from Liao-tung.
is the right one?"

Which

Chao replied: "Lord Yüan used to hold office

and had the power to make appointments, but later he opposed the
imperial commands, and so Lord Ts'ao has taken his place and is
willing to arrange that you be given title as Shan-yü from the
proper authority.

The miserable commandery of Liao-tung, how dare

they claim to grant credentials?"

Chung said: "My Liao-tung is

east of a vast sea, with millions of soldiers and with the
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services of the Fu-yü and the Hui-mo.
goes to the strong.

In the present time, honour

What makes Ts'ao Ts'ao so special?” Chao shouted

at Chung: "Lord Ts'ao is sincere and respectful, wise and understanding.
He supports the Son of Heaven, he attacks the rebels and he is kind
to those who submit.

He gives peace to the four seas.

and servant, you are stupid and disobedient.

You, master

You hide away in the

furthest corners of the empire and you turn your backs to the royal
commands.

You want to usurp appointments and you interfere in the

powers of the Emperor.

You should be killed at once.

rudely and lightly slander a great man!"

How dare you

He seized Chung by the head,

brought him to the floor, drew a sword and was just about to cut his
head off.

King Ch'iao was startled and frightened, and he ran

barefoot to hold Chao and to ask mercy for Chung.
turned pale.

All his attendants

Chao went back to his seat, and he told King Ch'iao and

the others who would win and who would lose, and what the right course
was for them to follow.

All came down from their mats and knelt in

obeisance and received his words with respect.

Then the King made

excuses to the messengers from Liao-tung, and he disbanded the cavalry
that he had ready for Yuan T'an.
Kuei Lan, the Grand Chief Controller of Tan-yang, and the
_
15
Commandery Assistant Tai Yuan
killed the Grand Administrator
16
Sun Yi. General Sun Ho was in camp at Ching city,
and he hurried
17
to Wan-ling. Lan and Yuan killed him too.
They sent a man to
invite Liu Fu, the Inspector of Yang Province [appointed by Ts'ao
Ts'aoJ to come and stay at Li-yang so that Tan-yang could join him.
Lan went in to take over the commandery offices, and he wanted
to compel Sun Yi's widow, a woman of the Hsü clan, to marry him.

The

Lady Hsü put him off, saying: "I beg to wait until the end of the
*59

month.

I will arrange the sacrifice and take off my mourning clothes.

Then I will attend your orders."

Lan agreed.

The Lady Hsü secretly

sent a man that she trusted to tell Sun Kao, Fu Ying and others, close
relatives and former officers of Yi, that they should get rid of Lan.
Kao and Ying wept and gave their promise, and they called privately
on about twenty men who had served Yi in his time and been favoured
by him.
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When the last day of the month came the sacrifice was arranged.
The Lady Hsü wept out all her grief, and when it was finished
she took off her mourning clothes and took scented herbs and
bathed herself, and she talked and laughed and was happy.
Everyone, from the highest rank to the lowest, was sick and sad,
and surprised that she could act like this.

Lan spied on her in

secret and was convinced that he could trust her.
asked

The Lady Hsü

Kao and Ying to stand inside her door, and then she sent

someone to call for Lan.

She came out of her door to greet him,

bowed just once, and then called aloud: "Gentlemen, you can show
yourselves!"

Kao and Ying came out together and killed Kuei Lan,

and the other men went off and killed Tai Yuan.

Then the

Lady Hsü went back into mourning clothes and offered the heads
of Lan and Yüan as sacrifice to Y i 's grave.

All the army was

shaken and afraid.
Sun Ch'üan had heard that there was trouble and turned
back from Chiao-ch'iu.

He came to Tan-yang and destroyed all the

remnants of Lan's and Yüan's supporters.

Kao and Ying were made

military officers and their companions were given rewards.
Shao, the son of Sun Ho, age seventeen, had collected the
remainder of H o 's forces and was camped at Ching city.

As Ch'üan

was leading his army back to Wu he came to the camp during the
night, and he made a feigned attack to surprise them.

All the

soldiers manned the walls, they sent round the summons and they
were prepared and watchful, their shouts shook the earth and they
shot several arrows at the men outside.

Ch'uan had someone

explain who it was, and then they stopped.

Next day, he saw Shao

and appointed him Colonel Who Upholds Courage, with all H o 's
forces under his command.

Chien-an 10th year [7 .II.205-26.1.206]
In the spring, in the first month, Ts'ao Ts'ao attacked
Nan-p'i.
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were killed.

Ts'ao wanted to break off for a while, but the

Gentleman-consultant T s ’ao Ch'un said: "Our army is isolated and we
have come far

into the enemy territory.

It will be difficult to

stay here for long, and once we have gone forward and then have to
go back without a victory, we will certainly lose face.”

He beat a

drum to lead the soldiers in attack, and the battle was won.

T'an

ran away and was killed in the pursuit.
Li Fu called himself Master of Records of Chi Province, and
he asked to see Ts'ao and said: "In this city, the strong oppress
the weak and the hearts of the people are troubled and disturbed.

I

suggest you give orders for someone who has just surrendered, and who
is known and trusted by the people, to announce your policy.”

So

T s ’ao sent Fu into the city to make proclamation to the civil officers
and the people, that everyone should quietly carry on as usual, and
that there should be no disturbance.

The city was at peace.

Then

Ts'ao cut off the heads of Kuo T'u and the others and all their
wives and children.
Yüan T'an had sent Wang Hsiu to Lo-an to supervise grain
transport.

When Hsiu heard that T'an was in trouble he led the

soldiers under his command to come and help him.
Kao-mi they learnt that T'an was dead.

When they reached

Hsiu got down from his horse

and wept and said: "Without a master, where shall I turn?"

Then he

went to Ts'ao Ts'ao and begged to be given T'an's body for burial.
Ts'ao agreed, and he sent Hsiu back to Lo-an to take charge of the
supplies for the army.

All the cities under T'an had submitted and

only the Grand Administrator of Lo-an, Kuan T'ung, did not surrender.
T s ’ao ordered Hsiu to take off T'ung's head, but Hsiu held that
T'ung was a loyal servant to a fallen state, and he loosed his bonds
and sent him to Ts'ao.

Ts'ao was pleased and pardoned him, and he

appointed Hsiu a Head Clerk in[his] offices as Minister of Works.
Kuo Chia encouraged Ts'ao to appoint many of the famous
scholars of Ch'ing, Chi, Yu and Ping as clerical officers to increase
the support for his administration, and Ts'ao did so.

In the

fighting at Kuan-tu, Yuan Shao had got Ch'en Lin to write his
proclamations, and Lin had accused Ts'ao of crimes and wrongdoing,
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had even attacked his family and ancestors, and had thoroughly
reviled him and abused him.

When the Yüan were defeated, Lin

came to Ts'ao, and Ts'ao said: "Before this, you were writing
proclamations for Pen-ch'u.

You needed only to insult me, so why

did you attack my father and my grandfather?"

Lin begged pardon

for his fault, and Ts'ao forgave him and had him act as the head
of his secretariat with Jüan Yü of Ch'en-liu.

2061

Before this, Wang Sung of Yü-yang had occupied Cho
commandery, and Liu Fang, a man of that commandery, now persuaded
Sung to offer his territory to Ts'ao.

Ts'ao appointed Fang

Adviser to the Army of the Minister of Works.
Yuan Hsi was attacked by his officers Chiao Ch'u and
Chang Nan, and he fled with Shang to the Wu-huan in Liao-hsi.
Ch'u proclaimed himself Inspector of Yu Province, and persuaded
the Grand Administrators and prefects in all the commanderies to
abandon the Yüan and and go over to Ts'ao.

He drew up his troops,

several ten thousands, sacrificed a white horse and prepared a
covenant, giving orders that: "Anyone who turns away will be
killed."

No-one dared to look up, and each in turn smeared the

blood on their mouths [in acceptance of the oath].

The

Aide-de-Camp Han Hang of Tai commandery said: "I have received
great favours from the lords Yüan, father and son.

Even though

they are defeated and lost, I would be lacking in honour if I was
neither wise enough to aid them nor strong enough to give my
life for them.

To face north to Ts'ao [and honour him as ruler],

that I cannot do."

All who sat there grew pale for Hang but

Ch'u said: "A great affair must be founded on justice.
will make no difference to our success or failure.

One man

Let him keep

to his principles, for he is an example of loyal service to
everyone."

So they left him alone.

Ch'u and his fellows went

over to Ts'ao, and they were all given fiefs as full marquises.
In the summer, in the fourth month, Chang Yen, the leader
of the Black Mountain bandits, led his forces to surrender,
more than a hundred thousand men.

He was enfeoffed as Marquis

of An-kuo t'ing.
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Chao Tu, Huo Nu and others of Ku-an killed the Inspector of Yu
Province and the Grand Administrator of Cho commandery, and the
Wu-huan of three commanderies^ attacked Hsien-yu Fu at Kung-p'ing.
In the autumn, in the eighth month, Ts'ao attacked Tu and his
companions, and killed them.

He crossed the Lu River to relieve

Kung-p'ing, and the Wu-huan fled across the borders.
In the winter, in the tenth month, Kao Kan heard that Ts'ao
had attacked the Wu-huan, and he made another rebellion in Ping
Province.

He arrested the Grand Administrator of Shang-tang and

2

raised troops to hold Hu-kuan-k'ou.
!062

Chin and Li Tien to attack him.

Ts'ao sent his officers Yüeh

Chang Ch'eng of Ho-nei had some ten

thousand men under arms and was plundering between the Hsiao and the
Min.

3

Chang Yen of Hung-nung raised troops to join him.
Wang Yi, the Grand Administrator of Ho-tung, was recalled,

but Wei Ku, a Head Clerk of the commandery, together with fhe General
of the Gentlemen of the Household Fan Hsien and others, all went to
the Colonel Director of the Retainers Chung Yao to ask that he stay
there.

Yao would not approve.

Ku and the others were pretending to

ask for Yi because of his good reputation, but they were actually in
private correspondence with Kao Kan.

Ts'ao Ts'ao said to Hsün Yu:

"Officially, the leaders in the west of the passes have submitted to
us, but they are secretly planning treachery.

Chang Ch'eng is

plundering and making trouble between the Hsiao and the Min and he
has joined up with Liu Piao to the south.

If Ku and the others

follow his example, they will be a considerable danger.

Right now,

Ho-tung is a key point in the empire, can you recommend a reliable
man to keep the place under control?" Yu said: "The Grand
4
Administrator of Hsi-p'ing, Tu Chi of Ching-chao, is brave enough
to cope with danger and wise enough to deal with any situation."
So Ts'ao made Chi Grand Administrator of Ho-tung.

Chung Yao urged

Wang Yi to hand over the tokens of office, but Yi took the seal and
tassel with him and went straight from Ho-pei to present himself at
Hsü.
Wei Ku and his party sent several thousand soldiers to block

5

the Shan Ford,
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months.

Ts'ao sent Hsia-hou Tun to attack Ku and the others, but

before they arrived, Chi said: "Ho-tung has thirty thousand house
holds, and they can't all want to be rebels.

With soldiers

holding them down, there is no leader for the ones that wish to
stay loyal.
Ku.

Naturally they are frightened, and so they listen to

Ku and his fellows have taken power for themselves, and they

will certainly fight to the death.^

If we attack them without

success there will be no end to the trouble.

If we attack them

and win, we will destroy the people of a whole commandery.
Besides, Ku and the others have not yet made a public brSak from
imperial authority.

They claim that they are asking for their

former master [Wang Yi], and I am sure they will not harm me if I
come as their new ruler.

I will go to them direct, without an

escort, and take them by surprise. Ku has many ideas, but he
cannot make decisions.

He will certainly pretend to accept me,

and if I can just stay in the commandery for a month that will
give me time to arrange some plan to keep them quiet."
went by side-roads and crossed the Tou Ford.
2063

So he

7

Fan Hsien wanted to kill Chi in order to frighten the
people, but he waited for the time being to watch what Chi would
do.

He beheaded the Master of Records and some thirty other

officials outside the gate, but Chi showed no change.

Then Ku

said: "If we kill him it will be no loss to Ts'ao, but will only
give us a bad name, and in any case I am sure I can keep him in
hand."

So they received him.

Chi said to Ku and Hsien: "You,

Wei and Fan, are the leading clans of Ho-tung.

I rely on you for

my administration and I have no policy of my own.

However,

there is a settled code of behaviour between ruler and minister,
so we should share things together in success or defeat, and for
all important matters we should talk things over."

He made Ku

Chief Controller, also acting as■his Assistant^ with command
over the Department of Merit.

All the officers and soldiers,

more than three thousand men, were put under Fan Hsien's command.
Ku and the others were pleased, and although they pretended to
serve Chi they paid no thought to him.
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Then Ku planned to make a

great levy of troops.

Chi was worried about it and said to him:

"A large-scale recruitment is sure to upset the people.

It would

be much better to raise troops more gradually, and pay them wages."

Q

Ku agreed, but he got very few soldiers.

Chi also said to Ku and

his fellows: "It's only human nature for a man to look to his
family. Let .your officers take it in turn to go home on leave and
you will have no trouble recalling them whenever you need them."
Ku and his party wanted to be popular, so they followed his advice.
As a result, while the loyalists outside were making secret plans
to support Chi, the rebels were divided and scattered and had all
gone back to their homes.

,9
About this time White Horse [Chang Ch'engJ
and Kao Kan entered Huo-tse.

attacked Tung-yüan

Chi realised that the prefectures would

stay loyal to him, and so he went out of the city with a few score
horsemen, occupied a strong fort, and set up his defences.

Many of

the officials and people held their cities on Chi's behalf and after
several weeks he had collected more than four thousand men.

Ku and

the others joined Kao Kan and Chang Ch'eng and attacked Chi together,
but they could not overcome him.

They went to seize the prefectures,

but they could capture none of them.

Ts'ao Ts'ao sent the Gentleman-

consultant Chang Chi to go west to raise the leaders within the
passes, Ma T'eng and his allies, and they all brought soldiers to
attack Ch'eng and his group together, and destroyed them.

They took

the heads of Ku and Yen and some others, but all the rest of their
followers were pardoned.
Then Tu Chi governed Ho-tung, and he was particularly careful
to act generously and kindly.

When people came to start a lawsuit,

Chi would tell them what was right and what was wrong and then would
send them back to think it over; and so the elders of the people would
blame themselves for any quarrel, and they no longer enjoyed going to
law.

He encouraged the planting of mulberries and gave advice on

rearing cattle, and every family became prosperous and wealthy.
After that , he established schools and chose for office only men of
filial piety and brotherly love.

He kept weapons in repair and he was

fully prepared for war, and so Ho-tung had peace.
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Chi stayed in

Ho-tung for sixteen years, and he was always judged as the best
of administrators.
The Supervisor of the Private Library and Palace

Attendant

Hsün Yüeh wrote the Shen-chien in five sections and presented it
to the throne.
brother.

Yüeh was the son of Hsün.Shuahglsiiglder

At this time Ts'ao Ts'ao controlled the government and

the Emperor was no more than a figure-head.

Yüeh

wanted to

advise the Emperor, but none of his plans could be put into effect,
and so he wrote this book.

In general outline, it said: "The art

of good government lies first in doing away with the four harmful
things and in promoting the five good points.

Falsehood disrupts

custom, selfishness destroys the law, laxity breaks the rules,
extravagance ruins government.

Unless these four are avoided no

administration can be carried on, and these are the four harmful
things.

Encouraging farming and mulberry-growing in order to

nourish the living, judging between good and bad in order to keep
tfre customs well, spreading teaching in order to manifest reform,
setting up military preparations in order to maintain authority,
making rewards and punishments clear so that the laws will all
be in the hand of the ruler; these are the five points of good
government.

If a man has no fear of death, you cannot make him

afraid with punishments, and if a man does not love his life, you
cannot encourage him with good treatment.

For this reason men

who hold high positions should first increase the people's
property, and so they settle their ambitions; this is called
'nourishing the living'.

The results of a man's work will display

his true intention, while slander or praise may be shown up by
careful enquiry, [if those who select for office are careful to]
listen to reports and also check the facts, to ensure that the
reality matches the name, then there would be no chance of
officials holding power by deceit and so disturbing the people.
Therefore, when customs have no sin or perversity, the people will
have no inclination to evil.
well'.

This is called 'keeping customs

Honour and shame are the essence of rewards and punishments.

If a gentleman is taught courtesy and trained to distinguish honour
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or shame, that will change his inner nature; and if a petty fellow is
given fetters or the whip, that will change his outward appearance.
If teaching and reform are done away with, that pushes the average
people down to the level of petty fellows.

If teaching and reform

are carried on, that brings the average people up to the path of the
gentleman.

This is called 'manifesting reform'.

Men who hold high

positions should prepare for war so that they will always be ready for
the unexpected.

When they are in peace they embody the military system

in their internal administration.^
their armies will be ready.

Then if anything should happen

This is called 'maintaining authority'.

Reward and punishment are the handles of good administration.

If the

rulers of men are sparing in their rewards, that is not because they
are greedy of their property; for if rewards are given indiscriminately
they can be no encouragement to good behaviour.

If they are sparing

in their punishments, that is not because they have pity for the people;
for if punishments were given indiscriminately they can be no
encouragement to good behaviour.

When the rewards are no incentive,

that is called 'restraining the good', and when the punishments have
no effect, that may be called 'setting loose evil'.

If those in high

positions can manage not to keep their subjects back from the good,
and not to drive them onwards to the bad, then the law of the state
is established.

This may be called 'laws in the hand of the ruler'.

If the four harmful things are done away with and the five good points
established and if they are practised sincerely and held firmly,
acting simply without being casual and lenient without being loose;
then the Emperor may sit with clothing draped and hands folded,
practising the etiquette and rules of propriety, and all within the
seas will be at peace."
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CHAPTER 65

Chien-an 11th year [27.I.206-14.II.207]:
2066

In the spring, in the first month, there was a comet in
the Pei-tou.'*’
Ts'ao Ts'ao led an attack on Kao Kan, leaving his eldest
son P'i to guard Yeh, with the Aide-de-Camp Ts'ui Yen to guide
him.
Ts'ao besieged Hu-kuan, and in the third month the city
surrendered.

Kao Kan went to the Hsiung-nu to ask for help,

but the Shan-yii would not receive him.

Kan fled with a few

horsemen, hoping to get away south to Ching Province.
the Chief Commandant at Shang-lo,
head.

2

Wang Yen,

arrested him and cut off his

The whole of Ping Province was pacified.
Ts'ao Ts'ao appointed Liang Hsi of Ch'en commandery as

Major With a Separate Command and Inspector of Ping Province.
At this time there was still some disorder.

The northern

barbarians looked threatening, and the officials and people had
2067

run away to join the tribes.

The families with armed retainers

collected forces and plundered all who remained.

When Hsi came

to office he encouraged the people to come back.

He treated

the men of great family with courtesy, recommended them for some
promotion, and sent them to attend [Ts'ao's] headquarters.

When

they had gone, he recruited all their fighting men into a
military force, and as Ts'ao's main army went out on campaign
he arranged for the officers to take them over as recruits.

When

these had left, he sent their families off to Yeh, and one way
or another he transferred tens of thousands of people there.

If

anyone disobeyed he raised troops to attack them, and he took
off more than a thousand heads.
surrendered and joined him.

Tens of thousands of others

The Shan-yii was respectful and

obedient, the tribal chieftains bowed to the ground, and they
submitted and served the empire just as if they were registered
Chinese citizens.
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extended the cultivated land.

Hsi encouraged farming and gave advice

on mulberry-growing.

Whatever he ordered was done and whatever he

forbade was stopped.

The elders sang his praise and said that of all

the officials they had heard of and known, there had never been an
Inspector like Hsi.

Hsi gave recommendations to all the scholars who

had left their homes and came to take refuge in his territory, men
like Ch'ang Lin, Yang Chun, Wang Hsiang and Hsün Wei of Ho-nei, and
Wang Ling of T'ai-yüan.

Ts'ao made them all prefects, and later

every one of them became famous.
Before this, Chung-ch'ang T ’ung of Shan-yang was a wandering
scholar, and he came to Ping Province and visited Kao Kan.

Kan

received him very well and asked him about the affairs of the day.
T'ung said to Kan: ’’You want to act the hero, but you lack the
ability for it.
wrong men.

You would like to be a leader, but you choose the

I give you strong warning."

Kan thought well of himself

and he was not pleased at what T'ung said, so T'ung left him.

When

Kan was dead, Hsün Yü recommended T'ung as a Gentleman of the Masters
of Writing.

He wrote a treatise called Ch'ang-yen which discussed

good government and disorders.

3

In general terms what he said was:

"The great man who is worthy of the mandate of Heaven starts off
without any real claim.
leaders will oppose him.

Since he has no real claim, all the other
When those who contend in wisdom are all

exhausted, and when those who contend in force are all defeated,
then they come to a situation where they can no longer resist him and
their force can no longer compete with his.
and they accept his yoke.

Then they begin to submit,

When there is a regular succession, the

leaders have no ambition, and the people's minds are settled.

The

highest position is held by the same family, and power rests with a
single man.

At a time like this, even though a man of very poor

ability holds the place, he can still be as gracious as heaven and
earth, and he will possess the authority of the spirits.

Thousands

of Dukes of Chou or Confucius could not rival his wisdom, and a
million of [MengjPen or [Hsia]Yu could not show bravery [against him].
Then a stupid ruler inherits,

and he realises that no-one in the

empire will dare to oppose him, and he thinks that his
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government can

never fail.

He lets his private desires run away with him, he

hastens on his bad purposes, and both ruler and subject show
their evil.

High and low act wrongly, the government of the

people is slack, and everything is abandoned and neglected.

The

men that he trusts and uses in office and treats as his friends
are all persuasive flatterers.

Those whom he favours and honours

are the relatives of the empress and his various concubines.

He

burns up the riches of the empire and cuts to pieces the bones
and marrows of living people.

In resentment and hatred the

people have nowhere to turn, and disasters and rebellion come
together.

The heart of the empire is disturbed and confused, and

the barbarians make raids and incursions.
falling earth and broken tiles.

The dynasty is like

It is gone in a single day.

The

people that I used to care for like children or grandchildren are
now all bandits and enemies who will drink my blood.

When it

comes about that the Mandate is shifted and the power is gone, and
yet the ruler still does not awaken and repent; isn't that because
wealth and high living foster brutality, and licence and vice
cause stupidity and hatred?

Survival and fall are the fate of

dynasties, and by this it comes that good order and rebellion
follow each other.

Such is their destiny."

In the autumn, in the seventh month, Chang Meng, Grand
Administrator of Wu-wei, killed the Inspector of Yung Province,
Han-tan Shang.
him.

Soldiers of the province attacked him and killed
4
Meng was a son of Huan.
In the eighth month Ts'ao Ts'ao went east to deal with the

pirate Kuan Ch'eng.

He came to Ch'un-yii, and dispatched his

officers Yüeh Chin and Li Tien to attack Ch'eng and defeat him.
Ch'eng fled to islands in the sea.
Ch'ang Hsi rebelled again, and Ts'ao sent Yü Chin to attack
him and cut off his head.
In this year, the son [Liu] Hsi of the former King Jung of
Lang-yeh was made King of Lang-yeh.

5

The eight kingdoms of Ch'i,

Pei-hai, Fu-ling, Hsia-p'i, Ch'ang-shan, Kan-ling, Chi-yin and
2069

P'ing-yuan were all disestablished.
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The Wu-huan took advantage of the disturbances in the empire,
and they made raids that kidnapped more than a hundred thousand
Chinese families.

Yüan Shao had set up all their chief men as Shan-yü.

He had pretended that the daughters of his personal followers were
his own children, and he had given them away to be wives for the
barbarian chiefs.

T'a-tun,

the Wu-huan of Liao-hsi, was particularly

powerful and had been very well-treated by Shao.

So Shang and his

brothers turned to him for support, and he made several incursions
over the borders in hope of helping Shang regain his former territory.
Ts'ao wanted to attack him, but he first dug the P'ing-lu Trench and

7
the Ch'üan Trench to bring up his supplies.
Sun Ch'üan attacked two camps of hills bandits at Ma and Pao

g

and pacified them.

Chien-an 12th year [15-II.207-3-II.208]:

1070

In the spring in the second month Ts'ao Ts'ao came from
Ch'un-yii back to Yeh.

On the day ting-yu [21.Ill] Ts'ao suggested

to the throne that some twenty ministers of excellent conduct should
be enfeoffed, and they all became full marquises.

He also reported

very favourably on the Marquis of Wan-sui t'ing, Hsün YÜ, and in the
third month Yü's fief was increased by a thousand households.

[Ts'ao]

also wanted to have [y ü ] rank with the three dukes but Y u sent
Hsün Yu to explain very clearly that he would decline such honour.
After more than ten attempts, Ts'ao gave up the idea.
Ts'ao Ts'ao was planning his attack on the Wu-huan, but all
his officers said:

"Yüan Shang is an enemy in flight.

The barbarians

are selfish and have no feeling of affection for him, so why should
they support him?

If we attack deep into their territory, Liu Pei is

sure to persuade Liu Piao to send a raid against Hsü. Should they
make trouble there, you will have no chance for second thoughts."
Kuo Chia said:

"Although your authority makes the empire tremble,

the northern barbarians rely on distance and they will certainly make
no preparations.
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them quickly they can be defeated and destroyed.

Besides, Yuan

Shao treated the people and the barbarians well and Shang and
his brother are still alive.

Right now the people of the four

provinces obey you only because of your military strength, and
they have not yet seen the true grace of your government.

If you

go off and campaign in the south then Shang will use the
resources of the Wu-huan and collect followers willing to die
for him.

Once the northern barbarians make a move, all the

Chinese people and the eastern barbarians will join them.

This

would give T'a-tun ideas and make it possible for him to plan
aggression.

If that should happen I am afraid both Ch'ing and

Chi would be lost to us.

But Liu Piao is just a man who sits

and talks, and he knows that his ability is no match for Liu Pei.
If he gives Pei an important post he is afraid Pei will get too
powerful, and if he gives him a poor position then Pei will be
reluctant to serve him.

Even though you will be leaving your

territory empty and will be fighting far in the distance, you
have nothing to worry about."

Ts'ao followed this.

They marched

to Yi, and Kuo Chia said: "In war, speed like a spirit is the
best.

Now you want to make a surprise attack on people a thousand

li away,* but if you have a lot of baggage it will be difficult to
move really quickly.
to make preparations.

The enemy will hear about it and will be sure
The best thing to do is to leave the

baggage and advance at double speed with lightarmed troops.

That

way, you can catch them unprepared."
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Before this, Yuan Shao had sent several messengers to ask
T 'ien Ch'ou in Wu-chung to take service with him, and he had
granted Ch'ou the seal of a general to have him keep the peace.
Ch'ou had always rebuffed him.

Then Ts'ao Ts'ao settled Chi

Province, and Hsing Yung of Ho-chien said to Ch'ou: "For more
than twenty years, since the Yellow Turban rising, the land within
the four seas has been bubbling like a cauldron, and the people
have become homeless refugees.

I have heard that Lord Ts'ao's

government is firm and strict.

The people are weary of disorder,

and now that disorder has reached its limit, it will soon be
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settled.

Let me be the first."

own village.
awaken."

Then he packed and went back to his

Ch'ou said: "Hsing Yung is the first of the people to

Ts'ao made Yung an Attendant Official in Chi Province.

Ch'ou was angry because the Wu-huan had killed many of the leaders
of his commandery, but although he wanted to attack them he did not
have enough men under his command.

Ts'ao sent messengers to summon

Ch'ou and Ch'ou hurried his servants to be quick with his packing.
The servants said: "Lord Yiian always treated you with respect and
courteous orders were brought to you five times, but you very rightly
refused to submit to him.

Now Lord Ts'ao sends you a single message

and you are acting as if you are afraid you will never get there. Why?"
Ch'ou laughed and said: "This is something you just don't understand!"
So he went with the messengers to Ts'ao's army, he was appointed
Prefect of T'iao, and he accompanied the army to Wu-chung.
At this time there were summer rains and floods.

The low-lying

areas near the sea were flooded, the roads were blocked with mud, and
the enemy held the main crossings.

The army could not get forward.

Ts'ao was worried, and he asked T'ien Ch'ou about it.

Ch'ou said:

"This road is always flooded in the autumn and the summer.

It's too

deep for carts or horses, too shallow for boats, and it has been
difficult for a long time.

In the past, Pei-p'ing commandery was

administered from P'ing-kang,
through to Liu-ch'eng.

and there was a road from Lu-lung

Since the Chien-wu period it has been broken

up and abandoned for two hundred years, but there is still a small
pathway that you can follow.

The enemy commanders will be certain

that any large army must come from Wu-chung, and that if it cannot
get forward it will have to go back.
preparations.

They will be idle and make no

If you quietly turn the army about, and go from

Lu-lung-k'ou to the narrow Po-t'an Pass,
ground.

2

you will come out into open

The road is near here and easy to get to.

unawares and T'a-tun will be taken without a fight."
"Excellent," and he led his army back.

You can catch them
Ts'ao said:

He wrote a great sign on wood

at the side of the road by the water, saying: "It is the middle of
summer, and the road is impassably.

We will wait for the autumn or

the winter and then come forward once again."
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Enemy scout-riders

saw it, and they really believed that the great army had gone
away.
Ts'ao ordered Ch'ou to lead his forces as guide.

They

climbed the Hsü-wu range, filling up gprges and gullies for
more than five hundred li, passing Po-t'an, then P'ing-kang,
through the Hsien-pi camping grounds, and heading east to
Liu-ch'eng.

3

While they were still two hundred li short, the

enemy realised what had happened.

Shang and Hsi, with T'a-tun

and the Shan-yti of Liao-hsi, Lou-pan, and the Shan-yü of
Yu-pei-p'ing, Neng-ch'en-ti-chih, all came with tens of thousands
4
of horsemen to oppose them.
In the eighth month, as Ts'ao climbed Po-lang Mountain,
he suddenly came face to face with great numbers of the enemy.
His baggage was in the rear and he had few armoured men.
about him were afraid.

All

Ts'ao climbed high up, he saw that the

enemy lines were badly arranged, and he loosed his soldiers into
the attack.

He set Chang Liao in the van, and the enemy force

was heavily defeated.

They cut off the heads of T'a-tun and many

of his tribal chieftains and lower officers.

More than two

hundred thousand barbarians and Chinese surrendered.

5

Su-p'u-wan, the Shan-yii of Liao-tung , fled with Shang
and Hsi to the Grand Administrator of Liao-tung, Kung-sun K'ang.
Their army still numbered several thousand horsemen, and some
people urged Ts'ao to follow and attack them again.

Ts'ao said:

"I am going to arrange for K'ang to cut off Shang's and Hsi's
heads and send them to me.

No need to bother soldiers."

In the ninth month Ts'ao brought his men back from Liu-

2073
ch'eng.

Kung-sun K'ang wanted to have the credit for taking

Shang and Hsi, so he first hid soldiers inside a stable, and then
he invited Shang and Hsi.

Before they had sat down K'ang called

to the men in hiding to arrest them,

and then he took the heads

of Shang and Hsi and also Su-p'u-wan's and sent them to Ts'ao.
Some of his officers asked Ts'ao: "You went back, and K'ang
beheaded Shang and Hsi.

How did you manage it?"

"He was always- afraid of Shang and Hsi.
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them they had to join forces but when I eased it they were sure to
betray one another.

That's all there was to it."

Ts'ao exposed

Shang's head, and he gave orders to the whole army that "Anyone who
dares to weep for him will be executed."
sacrifice and wept in grief.

Only Ch'ien Chao made

Ts'ao admired his loyalty, and recommended

him as Accomplished Talent.
By this time the winter had come and there was a drought.

There

was no water for two hundred li, and the army was also short of food.
They killed several thousand horses for their meat, and they dug wells
more than three hundred feet deep to get water.

Then Ts'ao went back,

and he made a list and asked for the names of all those who had given
warnings before he began the campaign.

No-one knew the reason, and

everybody was afraid, but Ts'ao gave them handsome rewards, and said:
"When I went before, I was taking risks and hoped for good results.
Although I got them I was aided by Heaven,
not be repeated too often.
for complete safety.

and I realise this should

The advice I had from you was the plan

This is why I give rewards.

Don't hesitate

to speak up next time."
In the winter, in the tenth month, on the day hsin-mao [lO.Xl]
c

there was a comet in Ch'un-wei.
On the day yi-ssu [24.Xl] the Yellow Turbans killed King Yün
of Chi-nan.
In the eleventh month Ts'ao Ts'ao came to

the Yi River.

The

Wu-huan Shan-yü P'u-fu-lo of Tai commandery and No-lou of Shang
commandery came to offer congratulations.
The army returned home, and good work was discussed and rewards
were given.

T'ien Ch'ou was made Marquis of a Commune with five hundred

households.

Ch'ou said: "When I first sought to avenge Lord Liu [Yü],

I led the people away.

But now my fine ambition has come to nothing,

7
and instead I gain a personal advantage.
He refused it firmly and would not accept.

This was not what I wanted'.'
Ts'ao realised how

strongly he felt about it, and so he did not press him.
When Ts'ao was fighting in the north Liu Pei had advised
Liu Piao to make an attack on Hsü.
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Piao would not take his advice.

Then they heard that Ts'ao was coming back, and Piao said to Pei:
"I did not do as you said, and so I have let this great chance
slip."

Pei said: "Now the empire is divided, and warfare renews

itself every day.
again?

When a chance has gone, why shouldn't it come

You take it up next time, and there will be no cause for

regret."
In this year Sun Ch'iian went west to attack Huang Tsu, and
he captured his people and came back.
Ch'dan's mother the Lady Wu was seriously ill, and she
called in Chang Chao and the others and entrusted them with the
future of the state.

And so she died.

Before this, Chu-ko Liang of Lang-yeh had been living at
Lung-chung in Hsiang-yang.

8

9

Kuan Chung and to Yüeh Y i ,

He always compared himself to
but at that time there was no-one

who would agree with him except Hsü Shu of Ying-ch'uan and Ts'ui
Chou-p'ing.

Chou-p'ing was a son of Lieh.

Liu Pei was in Ching Province, and he asked Ssu-ma Hui of
Hsiang-yang about scholars.

Hui said: "The Confucianists and

ordinary scholars, what can they know about the important affairs
of the day?

To know about the important affairs of the day,

that is limited to the exceptional men.
hidden dragon and a young phoenix."

In this place we have a

Pei asked who they were.

Hui said: "Chu-ko K'ung-ming and P'ang Shih-yüan [i.e. P'ang
T'ung]."
regard.

Hsü Shu saw Pei at Hsin-yeh, and Pei held him in high
Shu said to Pei: "Chu-ko K'ung-ming is a dragon at rest,

would you like to see him?"
you?"

Shu said: "This man you go and visit, you don't force him

to visit you.
2075

Pei said: "Can you bring him with

You must be prepared to attend

him yourself."

So Pei went to Liang, and he had to call three times
before he was allowed to see him.

Then he sent his attendants

away and said: "The Han house is almost gone and an evil minister
is stealing the mandate.

Taking no count of my poor virtue, nor

my feeble strength, I wish to extend true justice to the empire.
But my wisdom and cleverness are shallow and short, so I have
acted wildly and hastily.
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have come down to this.

Even so, my hopes are not ended.

Can

you say if I will ever be successful?" Liang said: "Ts'ao Ts'ao has an
army of a million men, and he holds the Son of Heaven and so commands
the lords.

You are no match for him.

Sun Ch'iian occupies the east of

, '10

the Chiang, and three of his family have held that power already.

The terrain is difficult, the people are loyal, and he has worthy and
able men in his service.

You can join with him for help, but you

cannot make plans against him.

The north of Ching province holds the

vital points on the Han and the Mien,'*’'*" and it stretches down to the
southern sea and gains tremendous profit there.

In the east it joins

with Wu and K'uai-chi, in the west' it reaches to Pa and Shu.

This is

a country which is valuable in war, and yet its master cannot hold it.
It is almost as if Heaven gave it to you.

Yi Province has difficult

borders, a thousand li of fertile lands, and a soil which is the
treasury of Heaven.
north.

Liu Chang is dull and weak and Chang Lu holds the

They have many people and a prosperous country, yet they show

no sympathy for their subjects.

All the wise and able men will be

dreaming of a benevolent ruler.

You are yourself a descendant of the

Han house and your sense of loyalty and honour are known to all the
world.

If you bestride Ching and Yi, hold their strategic passes;

if you deal well and peacefully with the barbarians of the east and
south and make alliance of friendship with Sun Ch'iian; if you keep
order and government inside and watch for the changes in the rest of
the empire: then the work of a hegemon may be achieved and the house
of Han can rise once more.”

Pei said: "Excellent I" and his affection

for Liang became closer every day.

Kuan Yu and Chang Fei were

jealous, but Pei explained to them: "I need K'ung-ming like a fish
needs water.

Please do not mention the subject again."

So Yu and

Fei gave up.
Ssu-ma Hui, in his judgment of men, was sensitive and clear
like a mirror.

P'ang Te-kung, from the same prefecture, had made a

great reputation, and Hui treated him like an elder brother.

Whenever

Chu-ko Liang came to Te-kung's house he would come forward alone and
make his salute at the foot of the bed, and Te-kung never objected.

12

Te-kung's nephew T'ung was a dull fellow when he was young, and no-one
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appreciated him except Te-kung and Hui.

Te-kung once described

K'ung-ming as a dragon at rest, Shih-yüan [i.e. P'ang T'ung] as a
young phoenix, and Te-ts'ao [i.e. Ssu-ma Hui] as a mirror of
water, and it was for this reason that Ssu-ma Hui used these words
when he described them to Liu Pei.

Chien-an 13th year [4.II.208-21.II.209]:

In the spring, in the first month, the Minister over the
Masses Chao Wen recommended Ts'ao Ts'ao's son P'i for office.
Ts'ao reported: "Wen has recommended one of the junior members of
my family.

This is not an honest selection.”

He made the

Emperor dismiss him.
Ts'ao Ts'ao came back to Yeh.

He built the Hsüan-wu Lake

to exercise his fleet.
Before this, Kan Ning of Pa commandery had led eight
hundred of his retainers to join Liu Piao.
and would not practise for war.

Piao was a weak man

Ning realised Piao was certain to

fail and he was afraid that when Piao's followers scattered he
would share the same fate.

He wanted to go east into Wu.

Tsu, however, was at Hsia-k'ou,1
2077

past.

Huang

and Ning's army could not get

He had to stay with Tsu for three years, and Tsu treated

him like an ordinary soldier.

Then Sun Ch'üan attacked Tsu,

Tsu's army was defeated and went back, and Ch'uan's Colonel
Ling Ts'ao led soldiers in a close pursuit.

Kan Ning was expert

with bow and arrows, and he led his own men in the rearguard and
he shot Ts'ao and killed him.

So Tsu was able to escape.

However,

back in the camp, Tsu still treated Ning the same as before.
Su Fei, Chief Controller to Tsu, recommended Ning several times,
but Tsu refused to give him a commission.

Ning wanted to go

away, but he was afraid that he would not be able to escape.

Then

Fei spoke to Tsu and Ning was made Chief of Chu, so he got away
to Sun Ch'üan.

Chou Yu

and Lü Meng both recommended him and

Ch'üan treated him with particular courtesy, just like the oldest
servants.
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Ning offered a plan to Ch'üan:

"The prosperity of the Han

declines further every day, and in the end Ts'ao Ts'ao will act the
usurper and rebel.

The southern part of Ching, with natural barriers

of hills and rivers, is the western defence-line of your state.
know Liu Piao.
too.

I

He can't plan far ahead, and his sons are poor quality

Neither of them is capable of inheriting or maintaining his

fortune.

Your excellency should plan to deal with them early, before

Ts'ao can get at them.

The first thing to do is to take Huang Tsu.

Tsu is old and senile, his treasure and food are already in short
supply, the men about him are greedy and undisciplined, and the
officials and soldiers are resentful.

His fleet and his weapons of

war are damaged and blunted and fallen into disrepair, he pays no
attention to farming and his army has neither order nor authority.
If your excellency goes to attack him now, his defeat is assured.
Once you have destroyed Tsu's army, drum the advance to the west and
occupy Ch'u-kuan.

2

Your power will grow and extend, and eventually

you will be able to take over Pa and Shu."

Ch'üan was most impressed

with this, but Chang Chao, who was in attendance at this time,
raised objections: "The people in Wu are unsettled and if the army
goes off I am afraid there will certainly be a rebellion."

Ning said

to Chao: "Our ruler has given you a post like [Kao-tsu of Former
Han gave to] Hsiao H o .^

If you are just going to sit tight and worry

about rebellions, why did you accept the job?"

Chüan raised a cup

of wine, gave it to Ning and said: "Hsing-pa, in this year I go to
the attack.

Like this wine, I have decided to give it to you.

You

just make all the necessary plans so we are certain to defeat Tsu.
Why should you object to anything Chang the Chief Clerk has to say?"
So Ch'üan went west to attack Huang Tsu.

Tsu had arranged

two boats covered with ox-hide to guard Mien-k'ou across the channel,
and he had a great rope of coir-palm fibre, with stones atta.ched' as
anchors.

Above this there were a thousand men with crossbows to

give covering fire.

The arrows poured down like rain, and the army

could not get forward.

The Lieutenant-General Tung Hsi and the Major

With a Separate Command Ling T'ung were together in the van, and
each led a hundred dare-to-dies
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all in double armour.

They boarded

4

a great barge, charged the covered boats, and Hsi himself cut the
two ropes with his sword.

The enemy boats were swept sidelong

downstream and the main body of Ch'üan's forces could now go
forward.

Tsu had ordered his Chief'Controller Ch'en Chiu to lead

his fleet into battle, but Lü Meng, Chief Commandant Who Pacifies
the North, urged on the van and himself cut off Chiu's head.

The

officers and soldiers followed up the success and advanced by
land and water.

They came to the walls, attacked them with all

their might, and so they stormed the fortress.
chased him and cut off his head.

Tsu fled and they

Several tens of thousands of men

and women were taken prisoner;. .
Earlier, Ch'üan had two boxes made, intending them for the
heads of Huang Tsu and Su Fei.

When he held the victory feast for

his officers, Kan Ning came before his mat and kowtowed.

His blood

and tears flowed together, and he said to Ch'üan: "Fei has given me
favours in the past.

But for him I would now be neglected bones in

a ditch and I could never have managed to come under your standard.
Even if Fei's crimes deserve his death, I beg you to let him keep
his head."

Ch'üan was touched and said: "If I leave him to you,

what if he runs away?" Ning said: "Fei has escaped the misfortune
of his head divided from his body and has received the gift of a
new life.
2079

Even if we chased him away he would still not go.

should he plan to escape?
his place in the box."

Why

If he does go away, my head can take

So Ch'üan pardoned Fei.

angry that Ning had killed his father, Ts'ao.

Ling T'ung was
He had always wanted

to kill Ning, but now Ch'üan ordered T'ung not to make trouble, and
he sent Ning and his soldiers to camp somewhere else.
In the summer, in the sixth month, the offices of the three
Dukes were abolished, the posts of Lieutenant-Chancellor and
Imperial Clerk Grandee were restored, and on the day’kued-s'suv [9 .VI ]
Ts'ao Ts'ao was made Lieutenant-Chancellor.^

Ts'ao appointed the

Aide-de-Camp of Chi Province, Ts'ui Yen, as Head Clerk of the
Department of the West under the Lieutenant-Chancellor, and Mao
Chieh of Ch'en-liu, who had been Head Clerk of the Department of
the East under the Minister of Works, was transferred to hold the
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same post under the Lieutenant-Chancellor.

The Prefect of Yüan-ch'eng,

Ssu-ma Lang of Ho-nei, became Master of Records, his younger brother
Yi became Head Clerk for Literary Scholarship, and the Master of Records
of Chi Province, Lu Yu, became Consultant Foreman Clerk in the Department
of Legal Administration.

Yü was a son of Chih.

Ts'ui Yen and Mao Chieh were together in charge of promotions,

7

and the men that they recommended for office were all scholars of
purity and honesty.

Although there were many men with fine, reputation

but without sincerity, none of these gained advancement.

They brought

forward the honest and the true and they dismissed the flowery and the
false; they advanced the quiet and the humble, and they repressed the
flatterers and politicians.

From this, all the scholars of the empire

acted modestly and tried to do their best.

Though a minister had

honour and favour he did not dare possess a better carriage nor finer
clothing than the regulations allowed.

When senior officials came

back from their posts they had dirty faces and thin clothing and they
rode in wood-carts, and when officers of the army came into the
administrative offices they wore their court-dress and came on foot.
The officials were incorrupt and the people kept good order.

Ts'ao

heard of it, and he sighed and said: "If the men that hold office
are like this, the people of the empire can govern themselves.

What

more need I do?"
When Ssu-ma Yi was
had ambitious plans.

young he was already intelligent, and he

T s ’ui Yen said to [Yi's] elder brother Lang:

"Your young brother has a clear intelligence and a keen sense of
30

justice, firm decision and exceptional bravery.

You're not as good

as that!" Ts'ao heard about this and appointed Yi to office, but Yi
made excuses and said he had rheumatism.
going to have him arrested.

Ts'ao was angry and was

Yi was frightened and took the post.

Ts'ao sent Chang Liao to camp at Ch'ang-she.

Just before he

set out some men in the army planned a mutiny, and during the night
they raised the alarm and started a fire, and the whole army was in
confusion.

Liao said to the men with

the whole camp in mutiny.
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to throw the others into a panic.”

He gave orders* to the army:

"Those that are loyal, stay quiet and still."

Liao led twenty or

thirty soldiers of his body-guard and took his place in the middle
of the camp.

After a little while everything was settled, and

then they got the ring-leaders and killed them.
Liao was camped at Ch'ang-she, Yu Chin was camped at
Ying-yin and Yüeh Chin camped at Yang-ti.

The three officers

acted as they pleased and refused to co-operate.

Ts'ao sent the

Master of Records under the Minister of Works, Chao Yen, to act as
liaison officer to the three armies, and to give counsel on all
matters, and then they came to agreement.
Before this, the General of the Van Ma T'eng and the
General Who Maintains the West in Peace Han Sui had been sworn
brothers, but later there were quarrels between their private
retainers and they became enemies.

The court sent the Colonel

Director of the Retainers Chung Yao and the Inspector of Liang
Province Wei Tuan to make peace between them, and T'eng was called
in to camp at Huai-li.

Ts'ao Ts'ao was intending to attack Ching

Province, and he sent Chang Chi to persuade T'eng to leave his
followers and come back to the court.

T'eng promised to do so,

but then he became hesitant, and Chi was afraid that he was going
to change his plan.

So he sent orders to the prefectures to

hurry the preparation to receive [Ma T'eng], and have the chiefs
of the commandery administrations ready to welcome him outside
their capitals.

T'eng could do nothing else but go to the east.

Ts'ao recommended him as Commandant of the Palace Guard and made
his son Ch'ao a Lieutenant-General with command of all his
forces, but he moved all his family and his dependents to Yeh.
In the autumn, in the seventh month, Ts'ao Ts'ao went
south to attack Liu Piao.
In the eighth month, on the day ting-wei [21.ix] the
Superintendent of the Imperial Household Ch'ih Lü of Shan-yang
became Imperial Clerk Grandee.
2081

On the day jen-tzu [27.IX] the Grand Palace Grandee K'ung
Jung was publicly executed.
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Jung had relied on his well-known
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ability and he had several times abused Ts'ao Ts'ao and sneered at him.
He loved to say unusual things and so he acted insubordinate and
offensively.

Ts'ao pretended to put up with this because Jung had such

a great reputation in the empire, but he really thoroughly disliked it.
Then Jung sent in a memorial: "The Emperor should follow the regulations
for the royal domains of the ancient kings.

No feudal ruler should be

Q

enfeoffed within a thousand li of the imperial capital."

Ts'ao felt

that Jung was beginning to talk too much and he disliked him still more*
Jung had quarreled with Ch'ih Lü in the past, and with Ts'ao's
encouragement, Lü now built up a case against Jung.

He had the

Libationer Planner to the Army of the Lieutenant-Chancellor, Lu Ts'ui,
send in a memorial: "When Jung was in Pei-hai

9

he saw that the royal

house was in trouble, and he called an army together and wanted to plan
against the law.

He has spoken to an envoy from Sun Ch'üan and has

slandered the court.

Moreover, he made wild talk with the worthless

scholar Mi Heng, and they praised one another.

Heng would say to

Jung:

Jung replied:

'Chung-ni [i.e. Confucius] is not dead.'

lives again.'^

This is great refractoriness and impiety.

be punished with the utmost rigour."

'Yen Hui

He should

Then Ts'ao arrested Jung and

killed him together with his wife and children.
Before this, Chih Hsi of Ching-chao had been on very good terms
with Jung and he had always warned him that his firmness to principle
went too far, that it would certainly bring him suffering and that he
would regret it.
remains.

When Jung died, no-one in Hsü dared to collect his

Only Hsi went and looked after the body, saying: "If Wen-chü

has left me and is dead, what have I to live for?"

Ts'ao arrested Hsii

and intended to kill him, but then he pardoned him.
Before this, Liu Piao had two sons, Ch'i and Tsung.

Piao had

arranged for Tsung to marry the niece of his later wife of the Ts'ai
clan, so the Lady Ts'ai loved Tsung and hated Ch'i.

Ts'ai Mao, the

younger brother of Piao's wife, and his sister's son Chang Yün had
both been favoured by Piao, and every day they would slander Ch'i and
praise Tsung.

Ch'i was worried.

He talked with Chu-ko Liang about

some way to make himself secure, but Liang would not reply.

A little

while later they climbed a high tower, and Ch'i ordered that the ladder
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be taken away.

Then he said to Liang: "Now, we are not high enough

to reach to Heaven nor low enough to reach the ground.
come from your mouth and only my ears will hear them.
something?"

Words may
Can't you say

Liang said: "Haven't you heard how Shen-ßheng stayed

inside and so came into danger, while Ch'ung-erh went away and
saved himself?"'*''*'

Then Ch'i suddenly got the idea, and he made

secret plans to leave the capital.

About this time Huang Tsu died,

and Ch'i asked to take his post, so Piao made him Grand Administrator
of Chiang-hsia.

Then Piao became very ill, and Ch'i returned to

attend his sick-bed.

Mao and Yün were afraid that he would see Piao

and that father and son would be reunited, and that Piao would
change his mind about the succession.

So they said to Ch'i: "The

General has commanded you to look after Chiang-hsia, and this is
an important post.

Now you have left your people and come back

without permission.
worse.

You will only upset him and make his illness

This is not the way of filial respect."

They stopped him

outside the doorway and refused to let him see his father.
wept and went away.

Ch'i

Piao died, and Mao and Yün and their party

had Tsung take the succession.

Tsung sent the seal of a marquis

to Ch'i, but Ch'i was furious and threw the seal on the ground.
He intended to go back for the funeral and use the chance to make
trouble, but it was at this time that Ts'ao Ts'ao's army came up,
and Ch'i fled south of the Chiang.
K'uai Yüeh, Grand Administrator of Chang-ling,

12

Fu Hsun,

the Head Clerk of the Department of the East, and other officers
urged Tsung to surrender to Ts'ao.

They said: "There are important

principles for opposition and for obedience, and there are settled
situations for strength and for weakness.

For a servant to refuse

to obey a master, that goes against the Way of right action.

With

13
a newly-created Ch'u
dangerous.
match.
him?

to resist China proper, that is sure to be

And to face up to Lord Ts'ao with Liu Pei, that is no

You are weak on all three points, how can you cope with
Besides, are you yourself the equal to Liu Pei?

If Pei is no

match for Lord Ts'ao, then even if you held all of Ch'u you could
not keep your position.
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will never consent to serve you.”

Tsung agreed.

In the ninth month Ts'ao came to Hsin-yeh and Tsung surrendered
14
his province. He brought his credentials of office
and went to
welcome Ts'ao.

Ts'ao's officers suspected a trap, but Lou Kuei said:

"The empire is fallen into confusion and each leader tries to obtain
authority from the Emperor so as to increase his power.

But Tsung

has brought his credentials, and this shows he is completely reliable."
So Ts'ao brought his soldiers forward.
All this time Liu Pei was in camp at Fan, and Tsung did not
dare to let him know about the surrender.

Eventually Pei found out,

and he sent one of his close attendants to ask Tsung what was going on.
Tsung told one of his subordinate officials, Sung Chung, to go to Pei
and tell him the news.

By this time Ts'ao Ts'ao had already reached

Wan, and Pei was very surprised and startled.
people did this, and you gave

He said to Chung: "You

me no word of warning.

everything is finished you finally let me know.
limit!"

Now that

Isn't that just the

He drew his sword and turned on Chung and said: "If I cut

your head off now, it wouldn't make me feel any better, and since we
won't see each other again anyway, a man of honour would be ashamed
to kill a fellow like you."

He sent Chung away.

Then he called his

followers to council, and some suggested that if Pei attacked Tsung
he could take over Ching Province.

Pei said: "When Liu of Ching-chou

was about to die, he trusted his orphans to me.

To turn my back on

this promise and seek my own advantage, that I will not do.

When I

die, how could I show my face

to Liu of Ching-chou?"

forces away, and as he passed

by Hsiang-yang he rode fast on horseback

to call out to Tsung.

Pei led his

Tsung was afraid and would not show himself.

Many of Tsung's attendants and the people of Ching Province turned to
Pei.

Pei passed Piao's grave and took his leave of him, he wept and

went away.

When he came to Tang-yang his followers were more than a

hundred thousand and his baggage was in several thousand carts.

He

only moved about ten li in a day, and he sent Kuan Yii separately in a
fleet with hundreds of ships to wait for him at Chiang-ling.
said to Pei: "You should go quickly to defend Chiang-ling.

Someone
Although

you have a great number of people with you, you do not have many men
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with armour.

If Lord Ts'ao's soldiers should catch you, how will

you cope with them?"

Pei said: "In carrying out a great affair,

the people are the essential thing.

Now that the people are

turning to me, how can I desert them?"

15
Hsi Tso-ch'ih discusses this and says:

When Liu

Hsüan-te was in difficulty and danger, that was the time
he really showed his loyalty and sense of honour.

His

situation was pressing and his affairs were troubled,
but his words never left the right Way.

He remembered

his last promises to Ching-sheng [i.e. Liu Piao], and the
army respected him for his feelings.

He would not

abandon the people that came to join him, and he was
prepared to share their misfortunes.

In the end he

achieved the great design, and surely he deserved it.

Liu Tsung's officer Wang Wei said to Tsung: "Ts'ao Ts'ao
has heard that you are surrendering and that Liu Pei has run away.
He will certainly relax his precautions, and he will come to meet
you with no more than a light escort.

If you give me a few

thousand soldiers I will intercept him in the passes and Ts'ao
can be taken.

When you have captured Ts'ao your authority will

make the whole empire tremble.
2084

You will be perfectly secure and

you can look for even greater things."

Tsung would not approve.

On account of the military equipment stored there, Ts'ao
was afraid Liu Pei might occupy Chiang-ling, so he left his
baggage and went to Hsiang-yang with a light-armed force.

There

he heard that Pei had already gone past, and he led five
thousand picked horsemen in close pursuit.

In a day and a night

they went more than three hundred li, and they came to the Ch'ang
Slope in Tang-yang.

Pei left his wife and children and fled with

Chu-ko Liang, Chang Fei, Chao Yün and a few score of horsemen,
and Ts'ao captured all his army and his baggage.
Hsu Shu's mother was captured by Ts'ao, and Shu made his
excuses to Pei.
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beginning, the reason that I wanted to plan with you for the hegemony
was because of this square inch of territory [i.e. his heart].
I have lost my mother, and my heart is confused.

Now

It is no help to

your affairs, and so I beg leave to go” . He went over to Ts'ao.
Chang Fei commanded twenty horsemen as rearguard.

He held

the river and broke the bridges down, he looked angry and waved his
lance and shouted: "I am Chang Yi-te.

Come and die with me." None

of Ts'ao's soldiers dared go near him.
Someone said to Liu Pei: "Chao Yün is already fled to the
north."

Pei threw a hand-axe at him and said: "Tzu-lung will never

desert me."

A little while later Yün came up and brought Pei's son

Shan with him.

They met Kuan Yu's fleet, and so crossed the Mien,

and Pei was joined by Liu Tsung and more than ten thousand men of his
army and he brought them all to Hsia-k'ou.
Ts'ao Ts'ao led his army forward to Chiang-ling.

He made Liu

Tsung Inspector of Ch'ing Province and enfeoffed him as a full marquis,
and he also made marquises of K'uai Yüeh and others, fifteen men in
all.

He released Han Sung from prison, treated him with the courtesy

of a friend, and set him to make gradings of the good and the bad
officials of the province.

All his nominees were given posts.

Sung

was made Grand Herald, K'uai Yüeh became Superintendent of the
Imperial Household, Liu Hsien became a Master of Writing and Teng Hsi
became Palace Attendant.
Wen P'ing of Nan-yang, a high military officer in Ching Province,
had kept his camp apart outside.

When Tsung surrendered he called

P'ing to join him, but P'ing said: "If I cannot keep the province intact,
then I wait for punishment [a phrase of apology and refusal]."
when Ts'ao crossed the Han did P'ing go to him.

Only

Ts'ao said: "Why do

you come late?" P'ing said: "Before this, I could not help Liu of
Ching-chou to serve the state, but although Ching-chou died, I still
hoped to hold the line of the Han and keep the borders intact.

Then,

if I lived I would not be turning my back on the orphaned and the weak,
and if I should die there would be no shame below the ground.
the decision did not rest with me, and so it has come to this.
I am sad and ashamed
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and I had no face to come earlier to audience."
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He sobbed and wept.

Ts'ao was sorry for him, and he called him

by his style: "Chung-yeh, you are truly a loyal servant."

He

treated him with great courtesy, let him keep all his former
troops, and appointed him Grand Administrator of Chiang-hsia.
Before this, when Yüan Shao was in Chi Province, he had
sent messengers to invite the gentry of Ju-nan to join him.
Ho Hsia of Hsi-p'ing considered that in Chi Province the terrain
was flat and the people were numerous, that this was what an
ambitious man would look for, and that it was a land open on all
sides to war."^

It was not as good as Ching Province, where

the territory was difficult and there were few people.

It would

be better to go there.

Piao

So he went to follow Liu Piao.

treated him as a respected;guest, but Hsia said [to his
companions]:

"The reason I didn't follow Pen-ch'u was that I

was keeping out of the area where there was going to be fighting.
The chieftains in an age of confusion, once cannot stay near
them with safety.

If one stays for a long time there are sure

to come slander and misfortune."
2086

So he went south to Wu-ling.

Piao had called Liu Wang-chih of Nan-yang to become an
Attendant Official, but two of Wang-chih's friends were executed
by Piao because of false accusations.

Since he himself had made

honest criticisms and they had not been well-received, Wang-chih
sent in a petition asking leave to go home.

Wang-chih's younger

brother Yi said to him: "When Chao killed Ming-tu, Chung-ni
17
turned away.
Now either you take Liu-hsia Hui as a model:
stay at court and maintain your virtue regardless of the evil of
18
others ; or else you follow the example of Fan Li and go away
19
and change your occupation.
Just sitting there disapproving,
that certainly won't do."

Wang-chih would not follow this, and

later he too was brought to grief.

Yi fled to Yang Province.

Han Chi of Nan-yang avoided a summons from Yuan Shu and went to
live in the Shan-tu Hills.

20

then he moved to Ch'.an-ling.

Liu Piao also called him up, and
Piao was extremely angry, and Chi

became afraid and so he obeyed the summons.
Chief of Yi-ch'eng.
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P'ei Ch'ien of Ho-tung was also treated
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with great courtesy by Piao, but C h ’ien spoke quietly to Wang Ch'ang's
21
son Ts'an
and to Ssu-ma Chih of Ho-nei and said: ’’Governor Liu has
not the ability to rule as a hegemon, but he sees himself as the Lord
of the West

22

. His destruction will come very soon.”

south to Ch'ang-sha.

So they went

Ts'ao Ts'ao now made Han Chi Subordinate Clerk

of the Department of Officials under the Lieutenant Chancellor,
P'ei Ch'ien became Adviser to the Army of the Lieutenant Chancellor,
Ho Hsia and Liu Yi and Wang T s ’an all became clerical officers, and
Ssu-ma Chih became Prefect of Chien.

This was what people wanted.

In the winter, in the tenth month, on the day kuei-wei

[27.x],

the first day of the month, there was an eclipse of the sun.
Before this, Lu Shu heard that Liu Piao was dead, and he said
to Sun Ch'iian: "Ching Province is a neighbour touching our state.
The Chiang and the mountains are dangerous to approach and secure to
defend, there are ten thousand li of fertile territory and the people
are prosperous.

If we take it and hold it, then this can be the

base for an empire.

Liu Piao has just died, his two sons are in

disagreement, and the leaders of their army are divided in loyalty.
Liu Pei is a hero of the empire.

He quarreled with Ts'ao and went to

stay with Piao, but Piao was jealous of his abilities and never gave
him an important post.

If Pei wants to join up with Piao's sons, and

if they can get their government organised, then we should keep the
peace with them and make an alliance of friendship.

However, if they

continue to disagree, we should make other plans to achieve the great
design.

I beg permission to take a message of condolence to Piao's

two sons.

While I'm there, I can show our sympathies and make friends

with the people in authority in their army, and persuade Pei to
collect Piao’s forces and to act with us against Ts'ao Ts'ao.
will certainly be pleased and will accept your call.

Pei

If he agrees,

the empire can be settled, but if I don't go right away, I am afraid
that Ts'ao will get there first."

Ch'iian sent Su off.

He came to Hsia-k'ou, and there he learnt that Ts'ao was
already moving into Ching Province.

Travelling day and night, he

reached Nan commandery, but by that time Tsung had already surrendered
and Pei had fled south.
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up with him at the Ch'ang Slope in Tang-yang.

He set out what

Ch'üan had said and discussed the situation of the empire to
explain why they should be friends.
where do you plan to go?”

Then he asked Pei: "Yü-chou,

Pei said: "I have an old friend,

Wu Chü, the Grand Administrator of Ts'ang-wu.
him."
2088
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I shall go and join

Su said: "Sun, the General Who Exterminates the Caitiffs,

is wise and generous.

He respects worthy men and he treats

gentlemen with courtesy.

All the chief men south of the Chiang

have joined him, and he already holds six commanderies. His
soldiers are well-trained, he has plenty of supplies, and he is
strong enough to maintain his independence.
a plan for you.

Now I will suggest

The best thing to do is to send a friend you can

trust to make an alliance with the Sun clan in the east, and that
way you can act together in everything.
Wu Chü.

But you want to join

Chü is an ordinary fellow, a long way away in a distant

commandery.

Sooner or later someone will take him over, and how

can you trust yourself to him?"
this argument.

Pei was extremely pleased with

Su also spoke to Chu-ku Liang and said: "I am a

friend of Tzu-yu."

They immediately became friends.

This

Tzü-yü was [the style of] Liang's older brother Chin.

He had

fled the troubles to the east of the Chiang, and he became
Chief Clerk to Sun Ch'üan.
Liu Pei followed Su's plan, and he went forward to stay at
Fan-k'ou in 0 prefecture as Ts'ao Ts'ao was about to lead his men
down the Chiang eastwards from Chiang-ling.
Chu-ko Liang said to Pei: "The matter is urgent, I beg
that you give me authority to ask help from General Sun."
went with Lu Su to Sun Ch'üan.

So he

Liang saw Ch'üan at Ch'ai-sang

and said to him: "All within the seas is in confusion.

You have

raised soldiers east of the Chiang, Liu of Yü-chou has collected
an army south of the Han, and together we are fighting Ts'ao for
the empire.

Ts'ao has cut down his most dangerous rivals, and

has settled almost all of them.

Now he has destroyed Ching

Province, and his authority makes all within the four seas tremble.
The hero has no land that he can fight from, and so Yü-chou
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[i.e. Liu Pei] has fled here.

I would want you to measure your strength

and give him a place to defend himself.

If you are ever to use the

people of Wu and Yüeh against the power of central China, then the sooner
you do it the better.

If you can't manage it, why haven't you held back

your soldiers, curbed your armoured men, and faced to the north to serve
Ts'ao Ts'ao?

You pretend that you will submit and obey, but you are

really quite undecided.

Things are pressing, and if you make no decision

then misfortune will come very quickly."

Ch'üan said: "If things are

like you say, then why doesn't Yü-chou submit to him?"

Liang said:

"T'ien Heng was a single man from Ch'i but he still protected his
honour and would not disgrace himself.

24

Liu of Yii-chou is a

descendant of the royal house, whose bravery and ability are known
through all the world, and he

is respected and admired by the people

and the gentry as naturally as water returns to the sea.

If a man like

that still cannot succeed, that may be the decision of Heaven, but
how could he submit to another?"

Ch'üan was furious, and said: "I'm

not going to collect the whole of the lands of Wu and an army of
a hundred thousand men and put them under someone else's orders.
plans are settled.
to Ts'ao.

My

If Yü-chou can't do it, then no-one can match up

And now, when Yü-chou has just been defeated, how can he

resist this threat?"

Liang said: "Though Yü-chou's army has been

defeated at the Ch'ang Slope, the fighting men who have come back to
him now, together with Kuan Yü's fleet, are ten thousand men, armed
and trained.

Liu Ch'i has joined, with fighting men from Chiang-hsia,

again no fewer than ten thousand men.

Ts'ao Ts'ao's forces have come

a long way and they are worn out and distressed.

I have heard that

when they chased after Yü-chou their light cavalry went more than three
hundred li in a single day and a night.

This is what is called:

'The

25

last flight of a strong crossbow cannot pierce plain silk from Lu',
and The Art of War forbids it, saying:
greatest general to his downfall.'

26

'This is sure to bring the
Besides, the men from the north

are not trained to fight in the river country, and the people of
Ching Province who turn to Ts'ao are compelled to do so by military
force, and not by their own will.

Now if you give orders to your

honest leaders that they should bring several ten thousand soldiers to
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join Yü-chou and ally our forces, then Ts'ao's army is certain to
be destroyed.

When Ts'ao's army has been destroyed he will have to

go back to the north, and in this way the power of Ching [under
Liu Pei] and of Wu [under Sun Ch'üan] will be greatly increased and
we can balance Ts'ao like the three legs of a tripod.
of victory and defeat rest in this day!”

The chances

Ch'üan was extremely

pleased, and he discussed it with all his ministers.
At this time Ts'ao sent a letter to Ch'üan to say: "I have
lately received the imperial command to attack all criminals.
My standards point to the south, and Liu Tsung has bound hands.
Now I control a fleet with eight hundred thousand men, and I plan
to come hunting with you in Wu."

Ch'üan showed this to his

ministers and all trembled to hear it and turned pale.

The Chief

Clerk Chang Chao and others said: "Lord Ts'ao is like a jackal or
a tiger.

He holds the Son of Heaven to justify his attacks, and

whatever he does he claims to have the support of the court.
If we oppose him now, we will be acting against the Emperor.
Besides, the Long River is your most important line of defence
against Ts'ao, but now Ts'ao has occupied Ching Province and all
its territory.
2090

Liu Piao trained a fleet with thousands of ox-

hide boats and ships of war, and if Ts'ao sails all this along
the Chiang, and supports it with his foot-soldiers, he will come
against us by land and water.

In other words he controls the line

of defence on the river as much as we do, and in sheer military
strength we simply can't compare with him.

It is my humble

opinion that the best we can do is to receive him."

Only Lu Su

did not speak.
Ch'üan got up to go to the lavatory, and Su followed him
under the eaves.

Ch'üan

knew what he wanted, and he held Su's

hand and said: "What do you have to say?"

Su said: "I have

listened to what those people suggest, and they only want to
deceive you.

You can't make any worthwhile plans with them.

could welcome Ts'ao, but you can't.

Shall I explain this?

I
If

I surrendered to Ts'ao, he would send me back to my home
27
district, and have me graded for name and rank.
At the moment,
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they would still make me a junior Attendant Official.
in an ox-drawn carriage
with the gentry.

28

I could ride

with an escort of soldiers and I could mingle

Then I would be promoted and I could be certain to

finish with a province or a commandery.

But if you surrender to Ts'ao,

where can you go? I want you to decide on this great plan in plenty
of time, and don't take those other fellows' advice." Ch'üan sighed
and said: "Those others were a disappointment to me, but now you
have described the greater plan and showed me a new ambition.

This

is just what I was hoping for."
At this time Chou YÜ was away on a mission to Po-yang, and Su
urged

Ch'üan to call him back.

Yü arrived and said to Ch'üan:

"Though Ts'ao pretends to be a minister of the Han, he is really their
enemy.

By your spiritual warfare and your heroic talents, and relying

on the great work of your father and your brother, you have taken the
east of the Chiang.

Your territory is several thousand li, your

soldiers are well-trained, you have adequate supplies, and your men
are glad to serve you.

You should march across the empire and act for

the house of Han, to do away with oppression and to drive out disgrace.
Moreover, Ts'ao is bringing his own destruction, why should you
surrender to him?

Let me put things this way: the north is in

disturbance, Ma Ch'ao and Han Sui are still west of the passes, and
they are a danger to Ts'ao's rear.

Ts'ao is leaving his saddled

horses and taking to boats and oars to contend with Wu and Yüeh.

We

are in the depths of winter, and his horses will have no fodder.

He

is forcing an army from central China on long marches to the Chiang
and the lakes.

His men have no experience of marsh country and they

will certainly get sickness.

All these points are signs of danger in

war, yet Ts'ao is hurrying onwards. Now is the time for you to take
him.

Give me twenty or thirty thousand trained soldiers, and I will

go forward to stay at Hsia-k'ou.
you."

I guarantee I will defeat him for

Ch'üan said: "The old bandit [Ts'ao] has long wanted to end the

Han and take the empire for himself.

He only had the two Yüan and

Lü Pu and Liu Piao and me to worry about.
and I am the only one that remains.
us must lose out.
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This old bandit and me, one of

You say that I should attack and that is just what
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I think.

Heaven has sent you to me."

He drew his sword and

chopped the desk in front of him and said: "Any of my officers
who dares to say again that we should surrender will be the same
as this desk.”

Then he dismissed the assembly.

That night Yü saw Ch'üan again and said: ’’When those men
saw Ts'ao’s letter about eight hundred thousand soldiers and
sailors, they all became afraid.

They offered their advice

without thinking whether it was fact or whether he was only
boasting, and this is quite pointless.
situation:

Now check the real

the men that he led from China proper were no more

than a hundred and fifty or a hundred and sixty thousand, and
they have been worked hard for a long time.

Then he got the men

from Liu Piao, seventy or eighty thousand at the most, and their
loyalty is still suspect.

Now if he is using sick and weary

soldiers to keep control of an army with uncertain loyalty, then
even though there are big numbers in the army, it is certainly
nothing to be afraid of.

If I have fifty thousand good soldiers

I am sure I have enough to deal with them.
no worries!”

I want you to have

Ch'üan clapped him on the back and said: "Kung-chin,

you put things just the way I feel.

Tzu-pu [i.e. Chang Chao],

Yüan-piao [i.e. Ch'in Sung]^ and the others are all worried about
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their women and children, and they are thinking of their own
interests.

They make me disappointed.

Only you and Tzu-ching

[i.e. Lu Su] agree with me, and it is Heaven that has sent you to
help me.

Fifty thousand soldiers will be difficult to collect

right away, but I have already chosen thirty thousand men, and
boats, supplies and armour are all ready.

Then do you and

Tzu-ching and Lord Ch'eng [P'u] go out in the van, and I will
continue to send up men with large amounts of supplies as your
reserve.

If you can manage him, things will certainly be decided

in our favour, but if they turn out badly, come back to me and I
will myself fight the deciding battle against Meng-te [i.e.
Ts'ao Ts'ao]."

So he made Chou Yü and Ch'eng P'u Controllers of

the Left and of the Right, leading soldiers to join Pei against
T s ’ao.

He made Lu Su Colonel Who Assists the Army, to help in
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planning.
Liu Pei was at Fan-k'ou, and every day he sent a patrol by the
water to wait and watch for Ch'üan's army.

The scouts saw Yu's ships

in the distance, and they went fast to tell Pei; Pei sent men to
welcome them.

Yü said: "I am in command of the army and I cannot

leave my post.

If Pei will be good enough to come and see me, that

would be just what I expect!"

Then Pei went in a single boat to see

Yii and said: "Now, you have decided to oppose Lord Ts'ao, and that's
quite the best thing to do.
said: "Thirty thousand."

How many fighting men have you?"

Pei said: "I'm afraid they're too few".

Yü said: "That will certainly be enough.
him."

Yü

You just watch me defeat

Pei wanted to call Lu Su and some others for a council of war,

but Yü said:

"I have received my orders, and I'm not going to avoid

responsibility.
yourself."

If you want to see Tzu-ching, you can call on him

Pei was quite put out, but he was also very impressed.

They went forward and met with Ts'ao at the Red Cliffs.
At this time Ts'ao's army was already weary, and they had
sickness.

In the first attack, Ts'ao's men got nowhere, and they

went back to the north of the Chiang.

Yü and his forces were on the

south bank, and Yu's subordinate officer Huang Kai said: "The enemy
are many and we are few.
long.

It will be difficult to hold them off for

Ts'ao's army has joined his fleet, head touching tail.

burn them and make them fly."

We can

He took ten covered boats, filled them

with tinder grass and dried faggots, poured oil inside them, covered
them with tent curtains and set up flags on them.
fast boats and fastened them to the sterns.

He prepared light

First he sent a letter

to Ts'ao pretending that he wanted to surrender.

At this time the

wind was blowing strong from the southeast, and Kai collected his ten
ships and put them in the front. Half-way across the Chiang he set
sail, and all the other boats followed after them in order.

The

officials and soldiers of Ts'ao's forces all came from the camp to
look,

and they pointed and said that Kai was coming to surrender.

When he was about two li away from the northern army, he set them all
on fire.

The fire was fierce and the wind was strong, and the ships

went like arrows.
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reached the camps on the bank.

In a very short time the smoke and

flame were stretched across the sky, and a whole multitude of men
and horses were burned or drowned and died.

Yü and the others led

a light-armed force to follow this up, and they beat their drums
with a mighty roar and the northern army was utterly smashed.
Ts'ao led his forces on foot in flight by the Hua-jung
road.

They met with mud and mire and the road was impassable.

Heaven sent a grbat wind, and all the sick soldiers had to carry
grass on their backs to fill up the road before the horsemen could
get across.

They were trodden down by the men and horses, sunk

into the mud, and a whole mass of them died together.

Liu Pei and

Chou Yü came forward by land and water, and they chased Ts'ao to
Nan commandery.

All Ts'ao's force was starving and sick, and the

greater part of them died.

Then Ts'ao left the General Who

Subdues the South Ts'ao Jen with the General Who Traverses the
Open Country Hsu. Huang to hold Chiang-ling, and the General Who
Breaks the Enemy Line

Yüeh Chin to hold Hsiang-yang.

He led the

rest of his army back to the north.
Chou Yü and Ch'eng P'u had an army of several ten thousand
men, but the river held them away from Ts'ao Jen and they had not
been able to attack.

Kan Ning asked to go forward by an indirect

route and seize Yi-ling.
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He attacked the city successfully and

went in to occupy it.
Hsiu Su, an officer from Yi Province, brought his army to
surrender, and Chou Yü recommended that Su's soldiers go to
increase the command of Lü Meng, the General of the Gentlemen of
the Household Who Traverses the Open Country.

Meng said

generously: "Su is a brave man and can be of good service.
Besides, he has looked to us and come from far away.

In all

fairness we should add to his men, not take them away from him."
Chüan admired this, and he gave Su's soldiers back to him.
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Ts'ao Jen sent troops to besiege Kan Ning, and Ning was hard
pressed and asked help from Chou Yü.

The officers held that the

soldiers were too few to split them up, but Lii Meng said to Chou Yü
and Ch'eng P'u: "Leave Ling Kung-chi [i.e. Ling T'ung] at Chiang-ling.
If you and I go we can break up the siege and do away with the danger,
and it won't take long.
days."

Yü followed this.

I guarantee Kung-chi can hold out for ten
They completely defeated Jen's forces at

Yi-ling, captured three hundred horses and came back.

The confidence

of the officers and the soldiers was doubled, and Yü crossed the
Chiang and camped on the northern bank to face up to Jen.
In the twelfth month Sun Ch'üan himself led an army to besiege
Ho-fei, and he sent Chang Chao in an attack on Tang-t'u in Chiu-chiang.
It was not successful.
Liu Pei recommended Liu Ch'i as Inspector of Ching Province,
and he led his soldiers south to occupy four commanderies.

Chin Hsüan,

the Grand Administrator of Wu-ling, Han Hsüan the Grand Administrator
of Ch'ang-sha, Chao Fan the Grand Administrator of Kuei-yang and
Liu Tu the Grand Administrator of Ling-ling all surrendered.

Lei Hsü,

leader of a force in Lu-chiang, led several ten thousand followers
to come to Pei.

Pei made Chu-ko Liang General of the Gentlemen of

the Household Master of the Army and ordered him to take charge of the
three commanderies of Ling-ling, Kuei-yang and Ch'ang-sha and to levy
sufficient taxes for the needs of the army.

He had the Lieutenant30
General Chao Yün take over as Grand Administrator of Kuei-yang.
Liu Chang, Governor of Yi Province, heard that Ts'ao Ts'ao had
captured Ching Province, and he sent his Aide-de-Camp Chang Sung to pay
respects to Ts'ao.

Sung was a man of short stature and erratic

behaviour, but he had insight and he was shrewd and brave.

At this

time Ts'ao had captured Ching Province and put Liu Pei to flight, and
he did not show proper courtesy to Sung.

The Master of Records

Yang Hsiu told Ts'ao to give Sung some new appointment, but Ts'ao
would not agree.

So Sung became angry and went back and urged

Liu Chang to break with Ts'ao and ally with Liu Pei, and Chang did so.
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Hsi Tso-ch'ih discusses it:

31

In the past, Huan of

Ch'i once boasted of his own good work, and so nine
32
states turned rebel.
For a short time Ts'ao Ts'ao
made show of his pride, and so the empire divided
into three.

Both worked hard for several tens of

years, and yet they lost it in a nod.

Isn't that sad?

Ts'ao Ts'ao thought again of T'ien Ch'ou's good work, and
he was sorry he had allowed him to refuse any honours.

He said:

"It may have pleased the man himself, but it means that the royal
laws fail in their full enforcement."
more, with the same rank.

He enfeoffed Ch'ou once

Ch'ou sent in a memorial to explain

how he felt, and he swore that he would turn the offer down
though his life depended on it.
wanted him to accept.
Ch'ou refused.

Ts'ao would not listen, and still

This was repeated four times, but still

The high officials impeached him: "He stands

aloof and goes against the right Way of action, and he is
wrongfully using this opportunity to build up some petty name for
virtue.

He should be dismissed from office and punished."

Ts'ao

referred the question to his eldest son and his chief ministers
for their opinion, and Ts'ao P'i held that: "Ch'ou's case is the
same as Tzu-wen refusing official salary or Shen Hsu fleeing
33
away from wealth.
We should appreciate his feelings and should
not force him to accept."

The Master of Writing Hsün Yü and the

Colonel Director of the Retainers Chung Yao also felt that he
should be allowed to refuse, but Ts'ao still wanted to make him
a marquis.

Ch'ou had been on good terms with Hsia-hou Tun in the

past, and Ts'ao sent Tun, because of' their friendship, to explain
things to him.
2096

Tun went to Ch'ou's lodging and stayed all night

to persuade him.
to talk.

Ch'ou knew what he was going to say and refused

When Tun was about to go, he made one final attempt,

but Ch'ou replied: "I am a man who turned from his honour and
ran away like a rat.
good fortune.

To receive the favour of life, that is great

I didn't sell information about the Lu-lung r o a d ^

in order to get easy rewards and salary.
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Even if the state has

given me undue consideration, how can I face up to my own conscience?
You know me well, but you still go on like this.
I assure you I would rather cut off my head."
his tears flowed down.

Unless you stop,

Even as he was speaking,

Tun told all this to Ts'ao, and Ts'ao sighed

and realised that he could not be made to yield.

He appointed him a

Gentleman-consultant.
Ts'ao's young son Ts'ang-shu died, and Ts'ao was extremely hurt
and sad.

The daughter of Ping Yuan, a Head Clerk under the Minister of

Works, had also died young, and Ts'ao asked that she be buried with
Ts'ang-shu.

Yuan refused and said: "The marriage of dead children

would be quite improper.

The reason I can face you, and the reason

why you can deal with me, that is because we hold to the moral code
and we don't change it.
a common fellow.
35
the idea.

If I did what you ask, I would be acting like

What would you think of me then?"

So Ts'ao gave up

Sun Ch'iian sent the General of the Gentlemen of the Household
Who is Majestic and Firm Ho Ch'i to attack the bandits of Yi and She
in Tan-yang.

The leaders of the Yi group, Ch'en P'u and Tsu-shan,

with followers numbering twenty thousand families, were camped in the
36
Lin-li Hills.
There were cliffs on four sides that could not be
attacked and the army was held there for a full month.

Ch'i quietly

gathered light-armed and active men and brought them to a hidden pass.
They used iron halberds to climb the mountain and then hung down a
cloth to pull up the men below.

About a hundred men got to the top,

and he ordered them to split up and spread out in every direction and
to sound drums and horns.

The enemy were very startled and the men who

were guarding the road all ran back to their camp.

So then the main

body of the army was able to get up, and they completely defeated the
bandits.

Ch'üan divided Tan-yang to form the new commandery of
37
Hsin-tu, and Ch'i was made Grand Administrator.
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CHAPTER 66

Chien-an 14th year [22.II.209-11.II.210]
2097

In the spring, in the third month, Ts'ao Ts'ao brought
his army to Ch'iao.
Sun Ch'üan besieged Ho-fei, and his army had surrounded
the city for a long time, but it still did not fall.

C h ’üan

gathered light cavalry, planning to lead a charge against the
enemy.

Chang Hung, the Chief Clerk, objected: "Weapons are

evil and war is a dangerous business.

If you follow your

inclinations and display your courage, careless of the strength
and fury of the enemy, then everyone in the army will be
worried.

Even if you cut off their leader's head and captured

their flag, even though your authority shook the ground beneath
their feet, this would still be the job of a lower officer,
not something for the commander.

I beg you to restrain the

bravery of [Meng], Pen and [Hsia] Yü, and maintain your conduct
as a .hegemon king."

So Ch'üan gave up the idea.

Ts'ao Ts'ao sent his general Chang Hsi to lead
soldiers to break up the siege, but it was a long time before
he could get there.

The Aide-de-Camp of Yang Province,

Chiang Chi of Ch'u state,

spoke secretly to the Inspector and

pretended that he had received a letter from Hsi to say that
forty thousand horsemen and footsoldiers had already reached

2098

Hsü-lü.

The Master of Records was sent to receive Chang Hsi

and three sets of messengers were despatched, each carrying
letters to tell the news to the commander of the garrison at
Ho-fei.

One group got into the city, but the other two were

captured by Sun Ch'üan.

Ch'üan believed the story, and he
o

quickly burnt the siegeworks and went away.
In the autumn, in the seventh month, Ts'ao Ts'ao
brought his fleet from the Ko to the Huai, they followed the
3
Fei River to Ho-fei, and military colonies were established
at Ch'üeh-p'i.
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In the winter, in the tenth month, there was an earthquake in
Ching Province.
In the twelfth month Ts'ao's army returned to Ch'iao.
The men of Lu-chiang, Ch'en Lan and Mei Ch'eng, occupied Ch'ien
and Liu and made a rebellion.

Ts'ao sent the General Who Terrifies

Criminals Chang Liao to attack and behead them.

Then he sent Liao to

join Yüeh Chin and Li Tien and lead seven thousand men to camp at
Ho-fei.
Chou Yü had been fighting Ts'ao Jen for more than a year, and
a great many soldiers were killed or wounded.
the city and fled.

At last, Jen abandoned

Ch'üan named Yü as Grand Administrator of Nan

commandery and had him occupy Chiang-ling.

Ch'eng P'u was Grand

Administrator of Chiang-hsia, with his administration at Sha-hsien.
Lü Fan became Grand Administrator of P'eng-tse,

4

and Lü Meng was made

Prefect of Hsün-yang.
Liu Pei recommended Ch'üan as acting General of Chariots and
Cavalry with command as Governor of Hsü Province.

Then Liu Ch'i died,

and Ch'üan arranged for Pei to take over as Governor of Ching Province.
Chou Yü handed over all the territory south of the Chiang to Pei.

5

Pei set his base at Yu-k'ou, and changed the name to Kung-an.
Ch'üan gave his younger sister as wife to Pei. She was
quick-witted and brave, with spirit equal to her brothers.

She had

more than a hundred serving-maids, and they all carried swords in
attendance.

Pei was frightened every time he went in to see her.

Ts'ao Ts'ao sent Chiang Kan of Chiu-chiang on a secret mission
to win Chou Yü to his side.

For ability in debate, Kan had no equal

between the Chiang and the Huai, and in plain clothing and a linen
cap he went to see Yü as if on a private visit.

Yü came out to welcome

him, and he stood and said to Kan: "Tzu-yi, you must be very tired,
for you have come a long way across the rivers and the lakes.
just to be a mouthpiece for Ts'ao?"
inspect the whole of the camp.

Was it

Then he took Kan with him to

They saw the granary and the stores,

the arsenal and the accounts of armour and weapons.

They went back

to drink and feast, and he showed Kan his attendants and his things
of ornament and pleasure.
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world has met the master who can appreciate him.

Outwardly, we

behave with the courtesy of ruler and subject, but inside we are
joined as blood-brothers.

He approves anything I suggest and he

always agrees to my plans.

In fortune or misfortune, we share it.

If [Su] Ch'in or [Chang] Yi were born again, could they change my
c

feelings?"
again.

Kan only laughed, and the subject was never mentioned

He went back to report to Ts'ao, and he praised Yu's

behaviour and his high abilities, and said that this was a man
whom words could never lead astray.
Ho Hsia, Head Clerk under the Lieutenant-Chancellor, said
to Ts'ao Ts'ao: "All men vary in their abilities and their
characters, and you can't judge them from only one aspect.
Excessive economy and simplicity may be all right for one person,
but if you force others to fit the same pattern there will be a
great deal of injustice.

In your court at the moment, an officer

who wears new clothes and who rides in a fine carriage is
immediately called corrupt, and those who pay no attention to
their appearance and wear worn-out clothing and furs are all
considered upright and pure.

It's even got to the point where

your officials are compelled to dirty their clothes and hide
their carriages and fine robes.

Even the highest officers of the

court or in the government sometimes have to take their own food
and drink to eat at the office.

7

In setting up a teaching or in

establishing a custom, it is always best to keep to the middle
2100

path, for that is the easiest to follow.

But now you are

encouraging a form of behaviour that is difficult to follow, and
you are using it to keep a check on all sorts of different people.
When you force things on people like that, they will certainly
get tired and upset.

The great teachers of the past always laid

emphasis on human nature.

Anything that is extreme and difficult

will only encourage secrecy and deception."
argument very good.
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Ts'ao thought this

Chien-an 15th year [l2.II.210-31.I.21l]:

In the spring an ordinance was promulgated, saying: "Meng
Kung-ch'o was more than fit to be chief officer of Chao and Wei,
but he was not worthy of the highest post in T'eng or Hsieh.^

If a

man must be pure before he can be given office, then how would Huan
of Ch'i have become the hegemon?

2

You people must help me, and bring

to light the humble and the obscure.

Please recommend people simply

for their talents, and I can make use of them."

3

In the second month, on the day yi-ssu [l3.Hl], the first day
of the month, there was an eclipse of the sun.
In the winter Ts'ao Ts'ao built the Copper Bird Terrace
[T'ung-chüeh t'ai] at Yeh.
In the twelfth month, on the day chi-hai [1.1.211?]

Ts'ao

issued an ordinance: "When I was first recommended as Filially Pious
and Incorrupt, I realised that I was no scholar recluse with a fine
reputation, and I was afraid that people would think me simple.

I

wanted to do good work in government and make a name for myself that
way.

As a result, in Chi-nan I destroyed oppression and drove out

evil, and I satisfied myself that my appointment had been justified. 5
However, because of this, I made enemies of powerful men.

I was

afraid I would bring misfortune to my family, and so I pleaded sick
and went back home.

I was still young, I built a fine house fifty li

east of Ch'iao, and I planned that I would read books in the autumn
and summer, and shoot and hunt in winter and spring.

That was my plan

for twenty years; to wait until the empire had been reformed, and then
to come out and accept office.

Yet things didn't work out that way,

and I was called to the capital and made Colonel Who Arranges the Army.
So I changed my ideas again, and now I wanted to work for the nation,
to destroy the rebels and to gain some achievement.

I would have had

the stone tablet leading to my tomb inscribed with the words:

'The

former General Who Subdues the West, the Marquis Ts'ao of the Han',
and this was all my ambition.

But then there came the trouble with

Tung Cho, and I raised up loyal troops.

And later I took over in Yen

Province, and I destroyed or brought to surrender three hundred thousand
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of the Yellow Turbans; and I attacked the rebel Yüan Shu and caused
him to die poor and ruined; and I destroyed Yuan Shao and exposed the
heads of his two sons; and I also settled Liu Piao.
pacified the empire.

I am the chief.

So I have

I have the utmost honour that

a subject can hold, and this has already surpassed my hopes.
Supposing that the nation had not had me, who can say how many men
would have claimed to be emperor or how many men would have sought
to rule as kings?

Yet some people see my power increasing, and they

know that I am not the sort of a man who believes you can leave
everything to luck nor rely indefinitely on the favour of Heaven.
They may be foolish enough to think I have ambitions for the throne,
and this makes me worried.

So now I am telling you the way I really

feel, and these words come from the bottom of my heart.

Even so,

if anyone wants me to give up my army, hand over my power to someone
else and retire to my marquisate at Wu-p'ing, then that just isn't
going to happen.

Frankly, I'm afraid that once I left the

protection of my soldiers, someone would kill me, and I want to
arrange that even my children and grandchildren shall be secure.
Besides, if I should be destroyed, the whole nation will be in
danger.

I am not prepared to give up my life in exchange for a

meaningless reputation.

All the same, I hold a fief of four

prefectures, and I have a tax pension from thirty thousand house
holds; what have I done to deserve so much?

Since the rivers and

lake-lands of the south are still not settled, I cannot leave my
post, but I can certainly give up my cities and lands.

So now I

hand back the three prefectures of Yang-hsia, Che and K'u, with
twenty thousand households, and I shall keep only the pension from
the ten thousand households of Wu-p'ing.

By doing this, I shall give

less cause for the ugly rumours and slander, and I will be easing
myself from a few of my responsibilities."
Many of the officials and gentry who had formerly served
Liu Piao now turned to Liu Pei.

Pei felt that the territory

Chou Yü had given him was too small to support his army, so he went
2102

himself to Ching city to see Sun Ch'üan and to ask for appointment
as chief in command of Ching Province.
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Ch'üan saying: "Liu Pei is a cruel fierce leader and he has Kuan Yü
and Chang Fei as officers like bears or tigers.
consent to serve anyone else for very long.

They will never

I say that the best

plan would be to transfer Pei to some appointment in Wu, build him
lots of palaces and houses and give him plenty of women and numerous
pleasures to rejoice his ears and eyes.

Separate the other two so

that each holds office in a different place, and have somebody like
me to hold them down and force them to fight for us.
the great affair can be settled.

If we do that,

But if you are careless enough to

give him land of his own and if you let these three men stay together,
then I am afraid that the flood dragon will get to the rain, and in
the end he'll be more than just a minnow in a pond!"
urged Ch'üan to keep Pei near at hand.

Lü Fan also

Because Ts'ao Ts'ao was in

the north, Ch'üan felt that now was the time :he needed all the
allies he could find, and he would not follow their advice.
came back to Kung-an.

Pei

A long time afterwards he heard about this,

and he sighed and said: "Anywhere in the empire, wise men think alike.
K'ung-ming [i.e. Chu-ko Liang] warned me not to go, and that was what
he was worried about too.

My position was extremely difficult, and

I couldn't avoid going, but it was very dangerous, and I almost fell
into Chou Yü's clutches."
Chou Yü went to Ching city to see Ch'üan and said: "Ts'ao has
just been defeated, and he will be worried about the loyalty of even
his closest companions.
to come.

He can't do anything to you for some time

I beg to go forward with the General Who Displays Majesty

[Sun Yü], to seize Shu and take over Chang Lu.

Then I will leave

the General Who Displays Majesty to hold that territory in alliance
with Ma Ch'ao, and I will come back to join you and we will seize
Hsiang-yang and put the pressure on Ts'ao.
plans to deal with the north."

After that we can make

Ch'üan approved it.

The General

Who Displays Majesty, that was the son of Sun Chien's younger
brother, Sun Yü, who also held the post of Grand Administrator of
Tan-yang.
Chou Yü went back to Chiang-ling to pack for the road, but on
the way there he became seriously ill, and he sent a message to Ch'üan:
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"Whether life is long or short, that is fate, and nothing to make
a fuss about.

I only regret that my poor ambition is not yet

achieved, and that I will never again receive your teaching and
your commands.

Now Ts'ao Ts'ao is in the north, and our borders

are not at peace.
2103

feeding a tiger.

Liu Pei is lodging here, and that is like
We cannot know how things will turn out, for

this is a time when the men of the court eat late because they
are concerned about trouble to come, and the ruler has continual
anxieties.

Lu Su is loyal and honest, and he will never shirk his

responsibilities.

He can take my place.

I shall not die in vain."

If you accept what I say,

He died at Pa-ch'iu.

When Ch'üan

learnt of this he mourned and said: "Kung-chin had the ability to
assist a ruler and yet he has died so young.
now?"

Who can I trust

He went himself to Wu-hu to accompany the funeral.

a daughter and two sons.

Ch'üan

Yü left

had his eldest son Teng marry

the girl and he made the son Hsün Chief Commandant of Cavalry arid
gave him his daughter in marriage.

[Yu's other son] Yin became

Chief Commandant Who Carries on Tradition and married a woman of
the Sun clan.
Before this, Yü had been Sun Ts'e's friend, and Ch'üan's
mother always told him to serve Yü as an elder brother.

When

Ch'üan took position as a General all his officers and attendants
still treated him with ordinary courtesy, and Yü was the first to
pay him full respects and to observe the ceremonies as his minister.
Ch'eng P'u felt that he was senior to Yü [and should therefore be
given the higher post].

He often insulted Yü, but Yü disregarded

their official ranks and always treated P'u with respect.
never answered the taunts.
him of his own accord.

He

Later, P'u respected Yü, and obeyed

He became Yü's close friend and admirer,

and he would say to people: "Being with Chou Kung-chin is like
drinking strong wine without water.

You become drunk before you

realise it."
Ch'üan made Lu Su Colonel Who Displays Firmness to take
over Yü's soldiers, and he appointed Ch'eng P'u as Grand
Administrator of Nan commandery.
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Province to Liu Pei so they could face up to Ts'ao together, and
Ch'üan agreed.

He divided Yü-chang to make Po-yang commandery, and

Ch'ang-sha to make Han-ch'ang commandery, and Ch'eng P'u came back
to be Grand Administrator of Chiang-hsia again.

Lu Su became

Grand Administrator of Han-ch'ang and camped at Lu-k'ou.
Before this, Ch'üan had said to Lü Meng: "Now you have an
official position, you will have to study."
busy with the army.

Meng said he was too

Ch'üan said: "Why should I want you to study the

classics like an official scholar?

You just browse through some

books and get an idea of what has happened in the past.

You say you

have too many other things to do but you can't be as busy as I am.
I always read books, and I think they have had a lot to do with my
success."

So then Meng began to study.

When Lu Su passed by

Hsün-yang he talked with Meng, and he was very surprised and said:
"Now you are brilliant, you are no longer the A-Meng from Wu!"

7

Meng said: "When gentlemen have been away from each other for as
little as three days, they should still rub their eyes when they meet
again [to look carefully how each has changed].
why did you notice this so late?"

My elder brother,

Then Su paid his respects to Meng's

mother, and swore friendship, and went on his way.
Liu Pei appointed his Attendant Official P'ang T'ung to be
Prefect of Lei-yang.

The prefecture was badly governed and he

dismissed T'ung from office.

Lu Su sent Pei a letter: "P'ang Shih-yüan

is not the man to manage a hundred li, but make him your Attendant
Official at Headquarters or your Aide-de-Camp, and then he will be
able to find his feet."

Chu-ko Liang also advised this.

T'ung, and had excellent conversation with him.

Pei saw

He got a good opinion

of his abilities, and so he appointed him Attendant Official at
Headquarters.-

He confided in him and treated him just a little less

than Chu-ko Liang, and T'ung and Liang both became General of the
Gentlemen of the Household Master of the Army.
Before this, Shih Hsieh of Ts'ang-wu became Grand Administrator
of Chiao-chih.

The Inspector of Chiao Province, Chu Pu, was killed

by rebel barbarians and the province and the commanderies fell into
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disorder.

Hsieh recommended his younger brothers for office, and

Yi took over as Grand Administrator of Ho-p'u, Hui as Grand
Administrator of Chiu-chen, and Wu as Grand Administrator of
Nan-hai.
2105

Hsieh himself was a tolerant and generous man, and many

of the gentry from central China came to him.

The whole province,

ten thousand li from the court, was under his dominance, and he
had no rivals.

As time went by, his authority and the soldiers

under his command steadily increased, and all the barbarians
trembled and served him.
The court sent Chang Chin of Nan-yang to be Inspector of
Chiao Province.

Chin believed in spirits and worshipped demons.

He always wore a purple-red turban, he played drums and lutes, he
burnt incense, he read Taoist books and he said that this could
help his rule.

He was killed by his officer Ou Ching.

Liu Piao

sent Lai Kung of Ling-ling to take Chin's place as Inspector, and
since the Grand Administrator of Ts'ang-wu, Shih Huang, had also
died about the same time, Piao sent Wu Chü to take his place.

The

court awarded Hsieh a sealed document to appoint him General of
the Gentlemen of the Household Who Comforts the South, to govern
the seven commanderies while still keeping his position as
Grand Administrator of Chiao-chih.

Chü and Kung quarrelled, Chü

raised troops to drive Kung out, and Kung fled back to Ling-ling.

Q

Sun Ch'üan appointed Pu Chih of Lin-huai,

the Grand

Administrator of Po-yang, as Inspector of Chiao Province.

Shih

Hsieh led his brothers to attend him and obey his orders, but
Wu Chü only pretended to submit and secretly opposed him.
made Chü come to him and then cut his head off.
and authority made everyone tremble.

Chih

His reputation

Ch'üan promoted Hsieh to

General of the Left and Hsieh sent his sons to be hostages.
this means, Ling-nan first came under Sun Ch'üan's control.

By

9

Chien-an 16th year [l.II.211-19.II.212]:
2106

In the spring, in the first month, Ts'ao Ts'ao's eldest
son P'i was made General of the Gentlemen of the Household for
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All Purposes with subordinate officials, to act as Associate to
the Lieutenant Chancellor.^
In the third month Ts'ao sent the Colonel Director of the
Retainers Chung Yao to attack Chang Lu, and he sent the Commissioner
over the Army Who Subdues the West Hsia-hou Yuan and others to lead
soldiers out from Ho-tung and join up with Yao.

The Subordinate

Clerk in the Department of Granaries Kao Jou objected: "If great
forces go out to the west, Han Sui and Ma Ch'ao will suspect that
we are planning to attack them, and they will take joint action to
defend themselves.

You should first get control of the Three Adjuncts

When the Three Adjuncts are settled, then you can deal with Han-chung.
Ts'ao would not agree.
The leaders within the passes did have suspicions, and Ma Ch'ao
Han Sui, Hou Hsüan, Ch'eng Yin, Yang Ch'iu, Li K'an, Chang Heng,
Liang Hsing, Ch'eng Yi, Ma Wan and their followers, in ten divisions,
all rebelled.

Their force x^as a hundred thousand men, and they made

a camp to hold T'ung-kuan.

Ts'ao sent the General Who Gives

Tranquillity to the West Ts'ao Jen to take command of all operations
against the rebels, and an edict ordered the soldiers to strengthen
their fortifications and not to join battle.

The General of the

Gentlemen of the Household for All Purposes Ts'ao P'i was left to
hold Yeh with the General Who Displays Firmness Ch'eng Yü as
Adviser to his Army. The Commander of the Guard at the Gate Hsü
Hsüan of Kuang-ling became Commissioner over the Army of the Left
and stayed behind in charge of military affairs.

Kuo Yuan

of

Lo-an became Resident Chief Clerk and maintained the civil
administration.
In the autumn, in the seventh month, Ts'ao led an attack
on Ch'ao and the others.

Many of his advisers said: "The soldiers

of the west of the passes are trained in the long lance.

Unless

we train our advance guard and choose them carefully we won't be able
to cope with them."
the enemy.

Ts'ao said: "I shall be planning this war, not

Though the bandits are expert with long lances, I can

arrange things so they won't be able to use them.
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Just you watch!"
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In the eighth month Ts'ao came to T'ung-kuan and drew up his
lines across the pass from Ch'ao and the others.

While Ts'ao kept

their attention, he quietly sent Hsü Huang and Chu Ling away with
four thousand horsemen and foot-soldiers to cross the Po-pan Ford
and establish a bridgehead on the west of the Yellow River.
In the intercalary month Ts'ao went north from T'ung-kuan
to cross the Yellow River.

The main body of the soldiers went

across first, and Ts'ao stayed behind with a few hundred Tiger
2
Warriors on the south bank to hold the rear. Ma Ch'ao led some
ten thousand horsemen and foot-soldiers to attack them, arrows
came down like the rain, but Ts'ao sat on a folding chair and
3
made no move.
Hsü Ch'u helped Ts'ao onto a boat. The man who
worked the boat was hit by a flying arrow and killed, but Ch'u
held a horse's saddle to protect Ts'ao with his left hand and
with his right hand he managed the boat.

The Colonel Ting Fei

let loose cattle and horses to distract the pursuers, the enemy
milled about as they rounded the beasts up, and so Ts'ao got
across.

Then from

Po-pan he crossed to Hsi-ho, and he formed
4
a protected road to come south along the Yellow River.
Ch'ao
and the others fell back to hold the mouth of the Wei River.

Then Ts'ao despatched some of his soldiers on decoy expeditions,
but he secretly sent men into the Wei by boat.

There they made

a pontoon bridge, and at night he sent a detachment to set a
post south of the Wei.

Ch'ao and the others attacked the camp

in the darkness but soldiers from an ambush caught them by
surprise and defeated them.

Then Ch'ao made camp south of the

Wei and sent messengers offering to cede the area west of the
Yellow River and asking for peace.

Ts'ao would not agree.

In the ninth month Ts'ao brought all his army forward
across the Wei.

Ch'ao and the others challenged him several

times to fight, but he would not accept.

They repeatedly

offered to cede him the territory and even to send hostages.
Chia Hsü said that they could pretend to accept this.
asked him why.

Hsü said: "Only to divide them."

"I understand."
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Ts'ao

Ts'ao said:

Han Sui asked to see Ts'ao face to face.

Ts'ao and Sui had

known each other in the past, and now they met on horseback and talked
for a while.

There was no mention of military matters, they only spoke

of old times in the capital, and they clasped hands and laughed in
pleasure.

The soldiers from the west and the barbarians came in groups

to watch.

Ts'ao laughed and said to them: "You want to see Lord Ts'ao?

108 He is only a man too, he hasn't got four eyes or two mouths, just a
bit of intelligence!"

When they parted, Ch'ao and the others questioned

Sui: "What did he say?"

Sui replied: "Nothing worth repeating."

and the others were suspicious of him.

Ch'ao

A few days later Ts'ao wrote

Sui a letter, with many things struck out and altered, as if Sui had
changed it, and so Ch'ao and the others became still more doubtful of
him.

5

Then Ts'ao agreed on a day for battle.

At first he sent out

light troops to skirmish, and when they had fought for some time he let
loose his Tiger Cavalry to attack the enemy from both sides.

He

completely defeated them and cut off the heads of Ch'eng Yi and Li K'an
and others.

Sui and Ch'ao fled to Liang Province, and Yang Ch'iu fled

to An-ting.
His officers said to Ts'ao: "When we first arrived, the enemy
were holding T'ung-kuan, and they had no strong guard on the road north
of the Wei.

You did not go through Ho-tung to attack P'ing-yi, but

instead you stayed at T'ung-kuan and it was only after some time that
you crossed to the north.

Why was that?"

Ts'ao said: "The enemy were

holding T'ung-kuan, and if I had gone into Ho-tung they would certainly
have sent back guards to every crossing.
to get over into Hsi-ho.

I would never have been able

So I reinforced the soldiers facing T'ung-kuan.

When all the enemy were facing south the defences of Hsi-ho were left
empty and no more than two officers were needed to take Hsi-ho.

Later,

when I brought back my troops to cross to the north, those two officers
kept the enemy from fighting me for Hsi-ho.

Then I joined up'

carriages like a palisade and made a protected road to move south.
That way I couldn't be defeated, but it also seemed to show we were
weak.

I crossed the Wei and made a strong fort, and when the enemy

arrived and I didn't come out that was to make them feel superior.

So

they made no camp or fort of their own, but only asked to cede territory.
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I gave them favourable words and promises, and the reason I seemed
to accept their proposals was to have them feel at ease and not
make any preparations.

Then we collected our forces, and the day

we attacked them it was like ’when sudden thunder comes there is
no time to cover the ears’. The plans of war never follow a single
track.”
Earlier, as each group of the leaders within the passes came
up to fight him T s ’ao had a pleased expression on his face.

His

officers asked him why, and he said: "The land within the passes is
very broad.

If the rebels each kept to the difficult country and

made us come to attack them, it would take more than two years to
settle them.

Now they have all come together, and although they

make a big army, none of them will take orders from another.

So the

army will have no accepted leader and they can be destroyed with a
2109

single blow.

This makes the job easy, and naturally I am pleased."

In the winter, in the tenth month, Ts'ao went north from
Ch'ang-an to attack Yang Ch'iu, and he besieged An-ting.

Ch'iu

surrendered, and then Ts'ao gave him back his position and had him
stay to look after his people.
In the twelfth month Ts'ao came back from An-ting.

He left

Hsia-hou Yüan to camp at Ch'ang-an and made the Gentleman-consultant
Chang Chi Intendant of Ching-chao.

Chi received the refugees and

looked after them, he restored the prefectural cities, and the
people loved him.
When Sui and Ch'ao made their rebellion, many of the
prefectural cities of Hung-nung and P'ing-yi joined

them, while

only the people of Ho-tung had always remained loyal.

When Ts'ao

fought with Ch'ao and the others on the banks of the Wei, the army
supplies were all based on Ho-tung.

When Ch'ao and the others

were defeated, there were more than two hundred thousand bushels

ß

left over.

Ts'ao increased the salary of Tu Chi, the Grand

Administrator of Ho-tung, to fully two thousand piculs.

7

Fa Cheng of Fu-feng was Colonel Consultant of the Army to
Liu Chang, but Chang never paid any attention to what he said,
and he was held in contempt by all the people of his own district
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who had come to take refuge with him in Shu.
that he could not realise his ambitions.

Cheng was discouraged

The Aide-de-Camp of Yi

Province, Chang Sung, was a friend of Cheng.

He too was confident

in his own abilities and felt that Chang had failed to appreciate him,
and he was secretly very discontented.
Chang said: "Who can I send?"

Sung urged Chang to join Liu Pei.

Then Sung recommended Cheng, and so

Chang gave him the commission.

Before he left Cheng made all sorts of

excuses so that Chang would think it was only his orders that forced
him to go.

When he came back he said to Sung that Pei was a man with

great ideas.

Together they made secret plans to invite Pei in to take

over the province.
About this time Ts'ao Ts'ao sent Chung Yao against Han-chung.
Chang heard about this and became worried.

Then Sung said to Chang:

"Lord Ts'ao's soldiers have no match in the empire.

If he uses

Chang Lu's resources and then takes over Shu territory, who can resist
him?

Liu of Yü-chou [i.e. Liu Pei] is a fellow clansman of yours and

a confirmed enemy of Lord Ts'ao.

He is extremely good at using

soldiers, and if you send him to attack Lu then Lu is sure to be
defeated.

Once Lu is defeated then Yi Province will be strong.

Even

though Lord Ts'ao should come, there would be nothing he could do.
.0

Now the officers of this province, P'ang Hsi, Li Yi and the others,
are all proud of their good work and they act arrogant and boastful.
They aren't really reliable.

Unless you get Liu of Yü-chou, then the

enemy will be attacking outside and the people will be in rebellion
within, and that is the way to certain destruction."

Chang agreed

with this, and he sent Fa Cheng with forty thousand men to ask Pei
to come.

The Master of Records Huang Ch'üan of Pa-hsi objected:

"Liu the General of the Left has a tremendous reputation for bravery,
and now you invite him here.

If you treat him as a dependent, that

will never satisfy his ambitions.

If you treat him with the ceremony

of a guest, then it will not be easy for the one state to hold two
lords.

Even if the guest were as safe as Mount T'ai, yet the ruler

has danger like eggs piled up.

It would be far better to close your

borders and wait till things sort themselves out."

Chang would not

listen, and he sent Ch'üan out to be Prefect of Kuang-han.
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The

Attendant Official Wang Lei of Kuang-han hung himself upside down
at the gates of the capital in protest, but Chang would not be
influenced.
Fa Cheng came to Ching Province and secretly offered his
plan to Liu Pei, saying:

"With your bravery and ability you can

take advantage of Governor Liu's lack of energy.

Chang Sung is

the legs and arms of that province, and he will be like an echo
to you within the court.
you turn your hand."
mind.

You can take Yi Province as easily as

Pei was uncertain and could not make up his

P'ang T'ung said to him: "Ching Province is in disorder

and ruins, people and property are all exhausted.

In the east

there is Sun the Chariots and Cavalry General and in the north
there is Ts'ao Ts'ao.
your ambitions.

It will be difficult for you to obtain

Now Yi Province has a population of a million.

The soil is fertile and the people are wealthy.

If you can

actually get this treasure for yourself, than the great design
may be achieved.,r

Pei said: "Ts'ao Ts'ao is the man different

from me as water from fire.

Ts'ao is mean and I am generous,

Ts'ao is cruel and I am kind, Ts'ao is deceitful and I am loyal.
If I make myself the opposite of Ts'ao in everything, then the
affair can be successful.

But now if I take a small advantage,

and yet lose my name for faith and honour, what's the good of
that?

T'ung said: "In times of disorder, you must be adaptable.

Besides, you will annex the weak and attack the stupid, and what
2111

you may take by rebellion you will keep by good actions.

Q

what the men of the past have always respected.

This is

Once the

business is settled, you can enfeoff him with a great state and
that will avoid any charge of disloyalty.

If you don't take

him today, in the end he will only fall to someone else."

Pei

felt"this was true, so he left Chu-ko Liang and Kuan Yü and
others to hold Ching Province, with Chao Yün as Major at the
Base Camp, and he himself led several tens of thousands of footsoldiers into Yi Province.
When Sun Ch'üan heard that Pei had gone to the west, he
sent boats to collect his sister, and she planned to take Pei's
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son Shan back to Wu.

Chang Fei and Chao Yün brought soldiers to

intercept them on the river and had Shan go back with them.
Liu Chang ordered preparations to welcome Pei, and Pei entered
the borders as if he was coming into his own home.

As he passed by,

he received tremendous presents amounting to hundreds of millions of
cash.

Pei came to Pa commandery, and Yen Yen the Grand Administrator

laid his hand on his heart and sighed: "This is what is called 'a man
who sits on a poor hill alone and lets loose a tiger to defend himself.'
9
Pei went north from Chiang-chou along the Tien-chiang River to Fu.
Chang led more than thirty thousand horsemen and footsoldiers, with all
the chariots and canopies brilliant as the sun, to come and meet him.
Chang Sung told Fa Cheng that he should advise Pei to capture Chang by
surprise when they met.

Pei said: "We can't act so soon."

P'ang T'ung

said: "If you take the opportunity to seize him at this meeting, then
you will never have to fight him and you can settle the whole province
at your leisure."

Pei said:

"I have just come into a strange state

and my favour and faith have not yet been shown.

I can't do that."

Chang promoted Pei to acting Commander-in-Chief with additional office
as Colonel Director of the Retainers, and Pei on his side proposed
Chang as acting General-in-Chief Who Maintains the West in Peace with
command as Governor of Yi Province.

The officers and soldiers that

they led went to meet one another, and they made merry and drank for
more than three months.
and generous gifts.

Chang gave Pei more soldiers to his command,

Then he sent him to attack Chang Lu and ordered

him also to take command of the army already at Po-shui.

Pei's

combined force was more than thirty thousand men, and he had plenty
of armour and

equipment and supplies.

and Pei went north to Chia-meng.

Chang went back to Ch'eng-tu

Before he went to attack Lu he

acted with generosity and grace to win the hearts of the people.

Chien-an 17th year [20.II.212-7.11.213]:

In the spring, in the first month, Ts'ao Ts'ao returned to
Yeh.

An edict ordered that Ts'ao might have the right to perform
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obeisance without calling his own name, to enter court without
hastening step, and to be in the hall of audience with sword
and shoes, following the precedent of Hsiao H o .
When Ts'ao was on his campaign in the west, T'ien Yin
and Su Po of Ho-chien had made a rebellion, and both Yu and
Chi Provinces were disturbed.

The General of the Gentlemen of

the Household for All Purposes Ts'ao P'i wanted to attack them
himself, but Ch'ang Lin, the Officer of the Department of Merit,
said: "The civil officers and the people of the north love
peace and are weary of disorders.

They have long accepted our

government, and most of them are loyal.

Yin and Po are like

dogs or sheep joining in packs, they will never be a danger.
Just now, when the main army is far away and there are strong
enemies outside, you are the security of the empire.

If you

move carelessly to make an attack a long way off, it would not
be good strategy even if you proved successful."

So they sent

the General Chia Hsin to attack them, and the rebels were soon
defeated and destroyed.

Some thousand of the remaining bandits

wanted to surrender, but all the advisers said: "The Duke has
an established custom: people who surrender only after they
have been surrounded are never pardoned."

Ch'eng YÜ said:

"This was made in a time of trouble and only as a temporary
expedient.

Now that the empire is being set in order, you can't

execute them.

If you do want to kill them, you should report

first and ask about it."
controlled by one man.
Yü said:

The advisers said: "An army must be
There is no reason to ask for approval."

"When an independent command is given, it is granted

only for one particular situation.

Now the rebels are in Chia

Hsin's hands, and I would not want you to take action in this."
P'i said: "Agreed, very good."

He told Ts'ao, and in the event

Ts'ao did not have the rebels killed.

When Ts'ao learnt of

Yü's planning he was extremely pleased and said: "Not only do
you understand military matters, you are also an expert in
dealing between a father and his son!"
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There is the story:

In reports of defeats of rebels, one was

counted as ten, but when Kuo Yüan sent up his tallies of heads they
always followed the actual figures.

Ts'ao asked him why.

Yüan said:

"When I am attacking an enemy from outside our borders, I exaggerate
the numbers killed and captured because I want to make it a great
military achievement and inspire the people.
3

But Ho-chien is our own

territory, and though it is an achievement to announce that Yin and
his fellow rebels have been defeated, I am ashamed that the rebellion
should have happened in the first place."

Ts'ao was very pleased.

In the summer, in the fifth month, on the day kuei-wei [?]
the Commandant of the Palace Guard Ma T'eng was executed and all his
family was destroyed.
In the sixth month, on the day keng-jen [l4.VIIl], the last day
of the month, there was an eclipse of the sun.
In the autumn, in the seventh month, there were caterpillar
moths.
Ma Ch'ao and his remaining forces were camped at Lan-t'ien.
Hsia-hou Yuan attacked them and pacified them.
4
Liang Hsing, the bandit from Fu, plundered P'ing-yi and all
the prefectural officials were afraid.

They moved their offices to

the shelter of the commandery city, and there were several who thought
they should move to some place still more secure in order to escape him.
Cheng Hun of Tso-p'ing-yi

5

said:

"If Hsing and his fellows were

defeated and scattered, they would hide in the mountains and valleys.
Although he has a following, he only holds them together by force.
Now we should make it easy for them to surrender, and we should show
authority and fair dealing.

If we run to the wilderness to save

ourselves, that will only be a sign of weakness."

So he collected

the officers and people together, arranged the walls and outworks
and made preparations for defence.

And he called on the people to

drive away the bandits and to capture their treasure and their women,
and he rewarded them with seven-tenths of whatever they got.

The

people were very pleased, and all wanted to capture the bandits.
Those of the bandits who had lost their families came back and asked
to surrender, but Hun told them to rescue some more women held by the
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other bandits before he returned them their own.

At this they

turned to fight and steal from each other and the group broke up
and scattered.

Hun also sent those of the officers and people

who were generous and faithful to make proclamations telling of
this in all the hills and valleys.

People who had run away came

back again, and he sent all the prefectural officers back to
their own administrations to settle them and collect them.

Now

Hsing and his fellows were frightened, and they led the remainder
of their forces against Fu city.

Ts'ao sent Hsia-hou Yiian to

help Hun attack them, they took off Hsing's head and the rest of
his party were all pacified.

Hun was a younger brother of T'ai.

In the ninth month, on the day keng-hsü [2.Xl] the Emperor's
sons \tfere enfeoffed: Hsi was made King of Chi-yin, Yi became King
of Shan-yang, Miao became King of Chi-pei and Tun became King of
Tung-hai.
Before this, Chang Hung had urged Sun Ch'üan to put his
centre of administration at Mo-ling because it was a fine site
among the rivers and hills.
2114

When Liu Pei went east he passed

Mo-ling, and he also urged Ch'üan to live there.

So then Ch'üan

built the Shih-t'ou Citadel and shifted his capital to Mo-ling.
He changed the name from Mo-ling to Chien-yeh.
Lü Meng heard that Ts'ao Ts'ao was intending to bring
soldiers east, and he urged Ch'üan to establish a fortified
dockyard near the mouth of the Ju-hsü River.

All the officers

said: "We climb the bank to attack the enemy, and we wade in the
water to go aboard our ships; how can we make use of a dockyard?"
Meng said: "Soldiers may win or lose, and war is never a hundred
percent certain of success.

If something unexpected happens,

and the enemy press on us closely, and the men haven't the time
to reach the water, then how will they get into the boats?"
Ch'üan said: "Excellent."

So he built the Ju-hsü Dockyard.

6

In the winter, in the tenth month, Ts'ao Ts'ao went east
to attack Sun Ch'üan.

Tung Chao said to Ts'ao Ts'ao: "From

ancient times, of all the great ministers who have saved the
empire, never has there been an achievement which compares to
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yours today.

With such great work as this, never has there been a

man in the past who would consent to serve another for so long.
Your excellency is modest, you are afraid to make a mistake you
might regret, and you are glad to maintain your honour and loyalty.
Nevertheless, if a man stays too long as a great servant, people
will always suspect that he is planning to take over.
consider this carefully.”

You must

Then there was a discussion among the

marquises and the military leaders, and all agreed that the
Lieutenant-Chancellor should be raised in honour to be made Duke of
the State, and all the Nine Distinctions of imperial favour should
show his special merit.

7

Hstin Yu said: "From the very beginning,

when Lord Ts'ao raised loyal troops to save the Emperor and to give
peace to the state, he has always kept the faith with loyalty and
honesty and has maintained his honour by withdrawing and yielding.
A gentleman shows his love for others by his virtuous advice, and
so I must speak out now.
was not pleased.

Our master should not act like this."

Ts'ao

When he attacked Sun Ch'üan he recommended that Yu

should be sent to give rewards to the army at Ch'iao.

Then he acted

on his own authority to keep YÜ back, making him Palace Attendant,
Imperial Household Grandee holding credentials, and Adviser to
the Army of the Lieutenant-Chancellor.

Ts'ao's army came to face

Ju-hsu, but Yü stayed behind at Shou-ch'un because of illness.

Q

drank a potion and died.

He

Yü had always acted with honour, his

conduct was upright and he was wise in counsel.
worthy men and to advance scholars.

He loved to recommend

All the people of the time

mourned for him.
Your servant Kuang says:

When Confucius spoke of humanity and love

he gave it great importance.

From Tzu-lu, Jan Ch'iu, Kung-hsi

Ch'ih, the highest of his followers, the high minister Tzu
Wen, Ch'en Wen-tzu and, the worthy grandees of the feudal lords;
none of them qualified for that description.
the humanity and love of Kuan Chung.

He only praised

Wasn't that because Kuan

Chung was assistant to Huan of Ch'i and gave great relief to
living people?
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Huan of Ch'i behaved like a dog or a pig, and
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yet Kuan Chung did not feel ashamed to act as his Chancellor.
It is obvious that he saw Duke Huan as the only way the
people could be saved.

In the great disorders at the end of

Han the people lived in extreme misery, and without unusual
ability they could never be given help.

And if Hsün Yü had

left Emperor Wu of Wei [i.e. Ts'ao Ts'ao], whom should he
have served?

In the time of Huan of Ch'i, although the

house of Chou was weak, it was not as bad as the state of
Han at the beginning of

Chien-an.

At the beginning of

Chien-an the whole world was in turmoil and overturned and
the Han had not a foot of ground nor a single person under
command.

Hsün Yü assisted Wu of Wei to restore it.

He

promoted the worthy and gave work to the able, he trained
soldiers and he drilled troops, he seized opportunities and
he made plans, he fought and was successful in every
direction, and so he was able to make weak into strong and
to change disorder into good government.
of the empire the Wei had eight.

Of the ten parts

How does Hsün Yü's

achievement fall short of Kuan Chung's?

Kuan Chung did not

die for [Kung-]tzu Ch'iu, but Hsün Yü died for the house of
Han.

So his humanity and love are superior to Kuan Chung's.
And yet Tu Mu says:^ "When Yü encouraged Wu of Wei

to take Yen Province he compared him to Kao-tsu and
Kuang-wu, when Ts'ao was at Kuan-tu and he didn't want him
to come back to Hsü he made the comparison with Ch'u and
Han.

Then, when the affair was ended and the work was

achieved, he wanted to take the credit for the Han dynasty.
This is like telling a thief to bore through a wall and
empty another man's cupboards but then not helping him
carry away the spoil.

Isn't that being a robber too?"

I recollect that Confucius said:
reality, that is a scribe."^

"Literature over

Whenever a historian records

men's words he is sure to give them a literary touch.

So

the comparison of Ts'ao Ts'ao with Kao-tsu and Kuang-wu
and with Ch'u and Han is the literary work of some historian.
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Are we sure Hsün Yü really said that?
him is hardly fair.

To use this to disparage

Besides, if Wu of Wei had become Emperor,

then Yü would have possessed much of the credit for bringing ^
this about and he would have had the same reward as Hsiao Ho.
Yet Yü took no advantage from this.

Instead, he was prepared

to give up his own life that the Han might have the credit.
Isn't this rather exceptional conduct?
13

In the twelfth month there was a comet in the Wu-chu-hou.
Liu Pei was at Chia-meng and P'ang T'ung said to Pei: "Now,
quietly collect your best soldiers and march direct day and night to
surprise Ch'eng-tu.

Liu Chang is hot a man of.: war and he had no

preparations before, so if a great army comes up fast the affair will
be easily settled in a single blow.

This is the best plan.

Yang Huai

and Kao P'ei are famous officers under Chang, each has strong forces
14

guarding Kuan-t'ou. ' I have heard that they have sent several letters
of protest to Chang, that he should send you back to Ching Province.
You send reports saying just what they want you to: that Ching
Province is in danger and you want to go back to help.
packing and pretend you're leaving.

Then start

These two men will respect your

great reputation, they will be pleased that you are going away, and
they are sure to come and see you with a very small escort.

Take

the opportunity to arrest them, go forward and take over their
soldiers, and then turn against Ch'eng-tu.
plan.

Go back to Po-ti,

make plans to return.

15

This is the second-best

join up with Ching Province, then gradually

This would be the worst plan.

If you hesitate

without making some move, you will bring on great difficulties.
can't wait too long.”

You

Pei approved the middle plan.

When Ts'ao Ts'ao attacked, Sun Ch'üan called Pei to help him.
Pei sent the letter to Chang and said: "Sun and I are just like lips
and teeth, but Kuan Y u ’s forces are weak.

If I don't go to help him

now, then Ts'ao will certainly take Ching Province and will turn to
invade us here.

This danger is more pressing than Chang Lu. Lu is

a bandit who will keep to himself, he is not worth worrying about."
Then he asked for ten thousand more soldiers and for money and
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provisions.

Chang allowed him only four thousand soldiers and

only half the other things he had asked for.

Pei appeared very

angry before his soldiers and said: MI have attacked strong
2118

enemies for Yi-chou, my officers and men have worked till they
are exhausted.
in rewards.
battle?"

Yet he hoards up his treasure and he is mean

How will this encourage you to die for him in

Chang Sung wrote to Pei and to Pa Cheng: "Everything

is ready.

How can you leave us now?"

Sung's elder brother Su,

the Grand Administrator of Kuang-han, was afraid that he would
be implicated, and so he revealed the plan to Liu Chang.

Chang

arrested Sung and beheaded him and sent letters to all the
officers guarding the passes that they should not have any
further contact with Pei.

Pei was very angry.

He summoned

Yang Huai and Kao P'ei, who were in command of Chang's army at
Po-shui, charged them with a lack of courtesy, and cut off their
heads.

He urged his soldiers to go quickly to Kuan-t'ou, joined

the Po-shui forces to his own, and went forward to capture Fu
city.

Chien-an 18th year [8.I I .213-28.I .214]:

In the spring, in the first month, Ts'ao Ts'ao advanced
to Ju-hsü-k'o u , with footsoldiers and horsemen described as
four hundred thousand.

He attacked and defeated Sun Ch'dan's

camp on the west of the Chiang, and captured his Chief
Controller Kung-sun Yang.

Ch'üan led a force of seventy thousand

to attack him, and they faced one another for more than a month.
Ts'ao saw how well-organised were Ch'üan's ships, equipment,
weapons and soldiers, and he sighed and said: "Sons should be
like Sun Chung-mou.

When they are like Liu Ching-ch'eng's

children [i.e. Liu Piao's sons Tsung and Ch'i] they are no more
than piglets or puppies."

Ch'üan sent a message to Ts'ao to

say: "The spring floods are rising.
here."

You'd better get away from

And he wrote on a separate page: "Until you are dead I
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can never "be at peace.”

Ts'ao said to his officers: "Sun Ch'üan

does not take advantage of me.”

He withdrew his army and went back.

[in the third month] on the day keng-yin

[ll.iv]

an edict

combined the fourteen provinces to make nine again.1
In the summer, in the fourth month, Ts'ao came to Yeh.
Before this, when Ts'ao Ts'ao was stiil at Ch'iao, he was
afraid that the people of the commanderies and the prefectures along
the Chiang would suffer from Sun Ch'üan's raids, and he wanted to
shift them closer in.

He asked Chiang Chi, the Aide-de-Camp of

Yang Province, about it: "Once before, when Yuan Pen-ch'u and I
faced each other with our armies at Kuan-tu, I shifted the people of
Yen and Po-ma.

The people couldn't run away, and the enemy did not

dare to attack them.
of the Huai.

2

Now I want to shift the people from the south

What do you think of it?”

Chi replied: "At that time

your soldiers were weak and the enemy were strong, and if you hadn't
shifted the people you would certainly have lost them.

Since the

defeat of Yüan Shao, your authority makes the empire tremble and the
people have no ideas of opposition.

It is in the nature of men that

they should love their land, they will not be pleased if you move
them about, and I am sure they will become restless."
not accept his advice.

Ts'ao would

Then the people were frightened, and more

than a hundred thousand households from Lu-chiang, Chiu-chiang,
Ch'i-ch'un

3

and Kuang-ling all went east across the Chiang, so that

the territory west of the Chiang was left empty,.
there was only Wan city.

From Ho-fei south

Later Chi came with some dispatches to Yeh,

and when Ts'ao received him he gave a great laugh and said: "I really
only wanted to keep the people safe from the enemy, but then they all
ran away!"

He appointed Chi Grand Administrator of Tan-yang.

4

In the fifth month, on the day ping-shen [l6.Vl] Ts'ao Ts'ao
was enfeoffed as Duke of Wei,

5

still dontinuing as Lieutenant-

Chancellor and Governor of Chi Province.

He also received the

Nine Distinctions: the Great Carriage and the War Carriage, one of
each, with two Black Stallions; Clothes and Bonnets of Honour, with
Red Slippers to match; Suspended Musical Instruments and the Six
Rows of Dancers; the Vermilion Door behind which to dwell; the
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Inner Staircases by which to ascend; the Gentlemen as Rapid as
Tigers, three hundred men; the Ceremonial- and Battle-axes, one
of each; one Scarlet Bow with a hundred Scarlet Arrows, and ten
2120

Black Bows with a thousand Black Arrows; one goblet of the
Black Millet Herb-flavoured Liquor, with a Jade Libation-cup to
match.^
There was great rain.
The Attendant Official of Yi Province, Ch'eng Tu of
Kuang-han, heard that Liu Pei had raised troops and said to
Liu Chang: "The General of the Left [Liu Pei] is attacking us
with an isolated army, he has no more than ten thousand soldiers
and his officers and men are not yet attached to him.

His army

has no baggage train and his soldiers must live off the country.
-f

The best plan is to drive all the people in Pa-hsi and
7
8
Tzu-t'ung to the west of the Nei and Fu Rivers.
Burn all
their granaries and destroy all the grain in their fields.

We

can make firm defences behind high walls and deep ditches, and
when the other fellow comes up and offers battle, we shall
refuse.

When he has to wait without supplies, he will be

compelled to retreat of his own accord in no more than three
months.

When he retreats, then we attack him.

certainly deal with him."

Liu Pei heard of this and was

worried about it, and he asked Fa Cheng.
will never use such a plan.

This way we can

Cheng said: "Chang

Don't worry."

And in fact Chang

said to his followers: "I have heard that one may face the foe
to give peace to the people, but I have never heard of shifting
the people to avoid an enemy."

He would not use Tu's plan.

Chang sent his officers Liu Kuei, Leng Pao, Chang Jen,
Teng Hsien, Wu Yi and others to oppose Pei.
defeated and came back to hold Mien-chu.
to surrender.

They were all

Yi went to Pei's camp

Then Chang sent Li Yen of Nan-yang and Fei Kuan

of Chiang-hsia as Commissioners over the Army to take control
of all the forces at Mien-chu, but Yen and Kuan also led their
armies to surrender to Pei.

Pei's army became stronger and

stronger, and he despatched some of his officers to pacify and
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overcome the subordinate prefectures.

Liu Kuei, Chang Jen and [Liu]

Chang's son Hsün retreated to hold Lo city, but Pei led his army
21

forward and surrounded them.

Jen made a stand at the Yen Bridge,

9

his army was defeated and he himself was killed.
In the autumn, in the seventh month, the Wei first set up
[altars to the] gods of the earth and grain and a princely ancestral
temple.
Duke Ts'ao of Wei had three of his daughters taken to the
Emperor's harem as Honoured Ladies.
Before this, when Duke Ts'ao of Wei had chased Ma Ch'ao to
An-ting, he heard that T 'ien Yin and Su Po were in rebellion, and he
drew off his army and came back.

Yang Fu, Adviser to the Army of

Liang Province, said to Ts'ao: "Ch'ao has the courage of [Han] Hsin
and [Ying] P u ^ and he is extremely popular with the Ch'iang
barbarians.

If your imperial army should leave before you have made

preparations to deal with them, all the commanderies west of the
Lung Mountain will fall from our c o n t r o l T s ' a o went back, and
Ch'ao did indeed lead the Ch'iang barbarians to attack the
commanderies and prefectures west of Lung.

All the territories

joined him and only Chi city, which contained the headquarters of
the province and of [Han-yang] commandery, held firm.
Ma Ch'ao then collected all the forces west of Lung Mountain,
and Chang Lu sent his high officer Yang Ang to join him.

He had

ten thousand men altogether, and they attacked Chi city, and from
the first month till the eighth month the relief did not come.
The Inspector Wei K'ang sent his Aide-de-Camp Yen Wen to tell of
the danger to Hsia-hou Yüan.

The siege works lay in several rings

about the city, and Wen followed the river to go out secretly
under cover of night.

Next day Ch'ao's soldiers saw his tracks,

and they chased^ him and captured him.

Ch'ao brought Wen below

the walls to have him tell the people inside: "There is no help in
the east," but Wen faced the wall and shouted: "A great army will
be here in no more than three days.
comes."

Fight your hardest till it

All those in the city wept for joy and called out: "Ten

thousand years." Though Ch'ao was angry, yet he had been besieging
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the city for a long time without success, so he kept himself under
control and tried to persuade Wen to change what he had said.
said: "If a man serves a lord, he can only die once.
man and you want me to tell a lie."

Wen

I am an old

So Ch'ao killed him.

Nevertheless, no help came from outside, and Wei K'ang and
the Grand Administrator decided to surrender.

Yang Fu wept and

cried in protest: "We brought fathers and elder brothers, our sons
and younger brothers, and we urged them to fight for glory.
only die once.
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We believed that you would hold this city.

We can
How can

you abandon a good work on the point of success, and get yourselves
a name for dishonour?"

The Inspector and the Grand Administrator

paid no attention, and they opened the gates of the city to receive
Ch'ao.

Ch'ao came in, and he killed the Inspector

Grand Administrator.

and the

He named himself General Who Subdues the West

with command as Governor of Ping Province and Controller of the
Military Affairs of Liang Province.
Duke Ts'ao of Wei sent Hsia-hou Yuan to relieve Chi, but
before they arrived: Chi had fallen, and Yuan, wascstilllmore than
two hundred li from the city when Ch'ao came to fight him.
attack had no success.

Yuan's

Ch'ien-wan, King of the Ti barbarians,

rebelled to join Ch'ao and camped at Hsing-kuo.

Yuan led his army

back.
About this time Yang Fu's wife died, and he went to Ch'ao
to ask leave to bury her.

Fu's brother-in-law Chiang Hsü was

General Who Cherishes the Barbarians commanding troops in camp
at Li-ch'eng.

Fu saw Hsü and his mother and he sobbed in the

extremity of grief.

Hsü said: "Why like this?"

Fu said: "I was

holding a city and I could not keep it, my lords are dead and I
did not die.

How can I face the world even for a moment?

Ma Ch'ao has turned his back on his father and rebelled against
his lord.

He mistreats and kills the leaders of the province.

Am I the only man who feels upset about this?
the province are shamed.

All the gentry of

You hold soldiers with an independent

command, and yet you have no intention of attacking those bandits»
This was \?hy Chao Tun was recorded as the murderer of his master.
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Ch'ao is strong, but he is a dishonourable fellow.

There are many

people with grievances and it is easy to plan against him.”
mother burst out: "Right!

Po-yi, when Commissioner Wei was in

trouble you should have done something to help.
die?

Hsü's

What man does not

And to die for loyalty and for honour, that is something you

can do.

You have only to act quickly, and forget about me.

I can

decide this for you now and I will be no trouble to you in my
remaining years."

So Hsü made plans with Chao Ang and Yin Feng of

his own commandery and with Li Chun of Wu-tu for a joint attack on
Ch'ao.

He also sent men to Chi city to make contact with Liang Kuan

of An-ting and Chao Ch'ü of Nan-an to have them act as allies from
3

within.

Ch'ao had taken Ang's son Yiieh as a hostage, but Ang said to

his wife Yi: "I have made my plans, and the affair will certainly
be successful.

What shall we do about Yiieh?"

Yi replied firmly:

"If it should clear the shame of one's lord and father, losing one's
head is not important.

That is even more true for a son."

In the ninth month Yang Fu and Ch'iang Hsü brought their army
forward and entered Lu-ch'eng while Chao Ang and Yin Feng occupied
Ch'i-shan and attacked Ma Ch'ao.

When Ch'ao heard of it he was very

angry, and Chao Ch'ü persuaded him to go straight out and attack them.
As soon as Ch'ao had gone C h lü and Liang Kuan barred the gates of
Chi city and killed all his family.

Ch'ao had lost his base and had

nowhere to move, but then he made a surprise attack on Li-ch'eng and
captured Hsü's mother.

Hsü's mother abused him: "You are a rebellious

son who has turned away from his father, you are a cruel brigand
who has murdered his lord.

How can Heaven and earth put up with you

for long? And unless you die soon, how will you dare to face the
sight of men?"
Yüeh.

Ch'ao killed her, and he also killed Chao Ang's son

Yang Fu fought Ch'ao.

He was wounded five times, but Ch'ao's

forces were defeated, and he fled south to Chang Lu.
Libationer and Expositor.15

Lu made Ch'ao

He intended to give his daughter in

marriage, to Ch'ao, but someone said: "A man like this, he does not
love his own family, so how can he love others?"

Lu gave up the idea.

Ts'ao gave honours for the good work of defeating Ch'ao and eleven
men were enfeoffed as marquises.
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Yang Fu was awarded the rank of

Marquis of the Imperial Domain.
In the winter, in the eleventh month, the Wei established
for the first time Masters of Writing, Palace Attendants, and
six ministers.
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Hsiin Yu was made Prefect of the Masters of

Writing, Liang Mao was made their Supervisor, Mao Chieh,
Ts'ui Yen, Ch'ang Lin, Hsu. Yi and Ho K'uei became Masters of
Writing.

Wang Ts'an, Tu Hsi, Wei Chi and Ho Hsia became
14
Palace Attendants. Chung Yao became Grand Judge,
Wang Hsiu
became Grand Minister of Agriculture, Yuan Huan became Prefect
of the Gentlemen of the Palace acting as Imperial Clerk Grandee,
14
and Ch'en Ch'ün became Palace Assistant Imperial Clerk.
Yüan Huan was given rewards and presents, but he always
spent everything.

Nothing was ever kept by in his house, and

he had constantly to beg things from others.

He never made

harsh investigations, yet all the people of that time respected
his integrity.
was dead.

On one occasion someone reported that Liu Pei

All the ministers gave their congratulations; only

Huan refused to do so.
Duke Ts'ao of Wei thought to reintroduce the mutilating
punishments, and an ordinance was issued, saying: "Some years
ago, the Grand Herald Ch'en argued that the punishment of death
was lacking in humanity.

Can the Palace Assistant Imperial

Clerk explain his father's reasoning?"

Ch'en Ch'ün replied:

"My father Chi pointed out that when the Han did away with the
punishment of mutilation they increased it in flogging.

The

idea began with love and pity, but it actually killed more
people.

This is a case where:

reality is heav}^.
easy to offend.

'the name is light but the

When the name is light then it is only too

When the reality is heavy it .will harm people.

Besides, when one man kills another he has forfeited his life,
and it is fitting that he should have harsh punishment.

But

sometimes, in a case of simple wounding, the criminal destroys
a man's body yet only has his hair cut off. This is not the
15
right pattern.
If we used the old punishments, and sent
adulterers to the silkworm house for castration and had robbers'
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feet cut off, then there would be neither immorality nor burglary
for a very long time.

At present, although we cannot restore all the
16
grades of three thousand,
yet these few proposals may fairly be

reintroduced, for a beginning.

They are necessary at this time,

and you should put them in practice first.

According to the laws of

Han, when great crimes were punished by death, there was no question of
human feeling.

Lesser crimes, however, even when they amounted to the

death penalty, could still be changed to mutilation.

In this way the

proportions were maintained between those who were executed and those
who were allowed to live.

Now, on the other hand, death by flogging

has taken the place of a less fatal punishment.
for a man's limbs but thinks little of his life."

This shows respect
Of those who

discussed the matter, only Chung Yao agreed with Ch'ün, but no-one else
felt his proposals were practicable.

Because military affairs were

still unsettled, Ts'ao accepted the majority position and took no
action.
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CHAPTER 67

Chien-an 19th year [29.I .214-16.II.215]
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In the spring Ma Ch'ao asked Chang Lu for soldiers so that
he could

go north and recapture Liang Province, and Lu sent him

off to besiege Ch'i-shan.

Chiang Hsü told Hsia-hou Yuan of their

danger, but Yüan's officers advised that they should wait for
Ts'ao’s orders.

Yüan said: ’’The Duke is at Yeh and it’s four

thousand li there and back.

By the time a report reaches him,

Hsü and his fellows will already be destroyed.
to bring help when it is needed.”

That is no way

So he marched, and he sent

Chang Ko with five thousand horse and foot as the advance guard.
Ch'ao was defeated and fled.
Han Sui was at Hsien-ch'in.

Yüan planned a surprise

attack to capture him, but Sui fled and Yüan chased him to
Lüeh-yang city.

He was only about thirty li behind Sui and his

officers wanted to maintain the pursuit, but then someone
suggested they should attack the Ti barbarians at Hsing-kuo.
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Yüan thought: ’’Sui's soldiers are well-trained and Hsing-kuo
has strong walls, whichever we attack, we won't defeat them
quickly.
Ch'ang-li.

It would be much better to attack the Ch'iang at
Many of those tribesmen have joined Sui’s army,

but they will certainly come back to help their families. If
Sui lets the Ch'iang go to look after their families by
themselves, then he will be left without support.

If he goes

to help Ch'ang-li, then our government troops will be able to
fight him on open ground and we are sure to take him.”

So

Yüan left officers to guard the baggage while he led light
armed troops to Ch'ang-li.
Shao-[tang] Ch'iang,

They attacked the camp of the

and Sui sent help to Ch'ang-li.

All the

officers saw the mass of Sui's army, and they wanted to form a
camp and make a moat for a defensive battle.

Yüan said: "We

have marched and counter-marched now for a. thousand li.
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If we start work again to make camp and a moat, our soldiers will be
exhausted and useless.
deal with."

Though the bandits are many, they are easy to

He beat the drums, and completely defeated Sui's army.

Then he went forward to besiege Hsing-kuo.

Ch'ien-wan, King of the

Ti, fled to Ma Ch'ao, and all the rest of his forces surrendered.
[Yüan] turned to attack Kao-p'ing and the Chü-ko barbarians and he
destroyed both of them.
In the third month an edict established Duke Ts'ao of WEI
above all the kings, and changed his insignia to a seal of gold,
with a red tassel, and a Cap of Distant Journeys.

3

In the summer, in the fourth month, there was a drought.
In the fifth month there were great rains.
Before this, Duke Ts'ao of WEI had sent Chu Kuang, as
Grand Administrator of Lu-chiang, to camp at Wan and to set out a
4
great number of paddy fields.
Lü Meng said to Sun Ch'iian: "The
fields at Wan are rich and fine, if they are once collected and
prepared, our enemy's military strength will be sure to increase.
We must destroy them quickly."
In the intercalary fourth month Ch ’üan led an attack on Wan
city.

All his officers wanted to make earth mounds and prepare

equipment for assault, but Lii Meng said: "If we organise all these
engines and earthworks, it will certainly take several days before
we are ready.

The city will have made preparations, the relief

force will be upon us, and we won't be able to do anything more.
Besides, the rain and floods have helped us to move in, but if we
stay too long the water will disappear and the road back will be
difficult.

It is my humble opinion that the whole thing would

become dangerous.

Now look at this city.

It can't be very secure.

If our army fights fiercely and attacks on four sides together,
we can storm it quite quickly.
still water.
27

approved.
force.

Then we can get back while there is

This is the way to certain victory."

Meng recommended Kan Ning take command of the assault

Ning held a sash in his hand and climbed the walls.

He was the first man into the city.

304
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Meng followed close behind

with well-trained troops and beat the drum himself.
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The officers

and soldiers all leaped up.

They advanced to the attack just at

daylight, and by breakfast they had taken the city, capturing
Chu Kuang and several ten thousand men and women.

When Chang Liao

came to Chia-shih he heard that the city was fallen and he went
back.

Ch'iian appointed Lü Meng Grand Administrator of Lu-chiang,

and he himself went back to camp at Hsün-yang.
Chu-ko Liang left Kuan Yii to hold Ching Province, and with
Chang Fei and Chao Yün he led troops upstream to take Pa-tung.
They came to Chiang-chou and defeated the Grand Administrator of
Pa commandery, Yen Yen, and they captured him alive.

Fei shouted

at Yen: "When a great army comes up, why do you not surrender.
How could you dare to fight against us?"
cause to complain.

Yen said: "You have no

You have invaded our province, but our

province has only generals who cut off heads, not generals who
surrender."

Fei was angry and he ordered his attendants to lead

Yen out and cut off his head.

Yen kept his expression still

without change, and said: "To cut off the head is to cut off the
head.

Why make such a fuss about it?"

Fei recognised his

courage, set him free, and kept him as a guest.

Chao Yün was

sent off along the Wai River to settle Chiang-yang and Chien-wei,
and Fei settled Pa-hsi and Te-yang.
Liu Pei besieged Lo city for more than a year.
was hit by a flying arrow and died.

P'ang T'ung

Fa Cheng wrote to Liu Chang,

pointed out the situation, and said: "Since the General of the
Left [Liu Pei] raised troops he has always thought well of you.
He is really not a man with a mean nature.

I think it should be

possible to organise a transfer of power and still protect your
honourable house."

Chang made no reply.

and Pei went on to besiege Ch'eng-tu.

Lo city was destroyed

Chu-ko Liang, Chang Fei

and Chao Yün brought their soldiers back to come and join him.
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Ma Ch'ao realised that Chang Lu would not support him in
his plans.

Lu's officers, Yang Ang and others, were jealous of

him, and Ch'ao was discouraged.

Pei sent the Investigator of

Chien-ning,^ Li Hui, to go and talk to him.
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Then Ch'ao fled from

Wu-tu to the territory of the Ti barbarians, but he wrote in secret
to ask to surrender to Pei.

Pei sent men to call him back, and

secretly supplied him with soldiers.

Ch'ao came, and he was ordered

to lead his army into camp north of Ch'eng-tu.

Inside the city

there was shaking and surprise.
Pei besieged the city for several weeks, and then he sent his
Gentleman of the General Staff Chien Yung of Cho commandery to go in
to talk to Liu Chang.

At this time there were still thirty thousand

trained soldiers inside the city, and grain and treasure to last for
a year.

The officers and people were all prepared to fight to the

death, but Chang said: ’’Father and son, my family has been in the
province more than twenty years, yet we have shown the people neither
grace nor virtue.

The people have suffered warfare three years, and

their bodies are scattered in the wilderness.
because of me.

How can my mind be at rest?”

Thig has happened
So he opened the gates

and rode out in a carriage with Chien Yung to surrender.
attendants were weeping.

All his

Pei shifted Chang to Kung-an, restored all

his treasure and allowed him to wear the seal and tassel of
General Who Inspires Awe.

7

When Pei entered Ch'eng-tu he held a banquet for all his
officers and men.

Q

He took the gold and silver of the cities of SHU

and divided it out to be rewards for his officers, but he returned
the grain and the cloth to their owners.
Governor of Yi Province.

Then Pei took over as

He made the General of the Gentlemen of

the Household Master of the Army Chu-ko Liang General Master of the
Army, the Grand Administrator of Yi-chou, Tung Ho of Nan commandery,
became General of the Gentlemen of the Household Manager of the
Army and also deputy in charge of the offices of the General of the
Left.

The Lieutenant-General Ma Ch'ao became General Who Pacifies

the West; the Colonel Consultant of the Army Fa Cheng became
Grand Administrator of Shu commandery and General Who Manifests
Firmness; the Major-General Huang Chung of Nan-yang became General
Who Exterminates the Caitiffs; the Gentleman of the General Staff

29

Mi Chu became General Who Gives Tranquillity to the Han; Chien Yung
became General Who Shines in Virtue; Sun Ch'ien of Pei-hai became
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General Who Maintains Loyalty; Huang Ch'iian, Prefect of
Kuang-han, became a Lieutenant-General; Hsü Ching of Ju-nan
became Chief Clerk to the General of the Left; P'ang Hsi became
a Major; Li Yen became Grand Administrator of Chien-wei; Fei Kuan
became Grand Administrator of Pa commandery; Yi Chi of Shan-yang
became Gentleman of the General Staff; Liu Pa of Ling-ling
became Head Clerk of the Department of the West; P'eng Yang of
Kuang-han became Attendant Official at Headquarters of Yi
Province.
Before this, when Tung Ho was in his own commandery, he
was honest and temperate, honourable and upright.
and trusted by the people and the barbarians.

He was loved

In Shu he was

honoured as an upright official, and so Pei chose him for office.
When Pei fled south of the Chiang from Hsin-yeh, the immense
majority of the officials from Ching Province had followed him
like a cloud.

Only Liu Pa went north to Duke Ts'ao of WEI*

Ts'ao appointed him a Head Clerk, and sent him to organise the
takeover of Ch'ang-sha, Ling-ling and Kuei-yang.

Then Pei

seized the three commanderies, Pa's work was undone, and he
planned to go back to the capital district by way of Chiao
Province.

At this time Chu-ko Liang was at Lin-cheng, and he

wrote to call him, but Pa would not come.
annoyed.

Pei was extremely

From Chiao-chih, Pa went to Shu to join Liu Chang.

But then Chang invited Liu Pei, and Pa protested: "Pei is an
ambitious man.

If he comes here he will certainly cause harm."

When Pei came, Pa protested again: "If you send Pei to attack
Chang Lu, you will be letting a tiger loose in the mountains
and the forests."

Chang would not listen, and Pa closed his

gates and said he was sick.

When Pei attacked Ch'eng-tu he

gave orders to his army: "The man that harms Pa will be
executed with all his family."

So he captured Pa, and he was

extremely pleased.
All the commanderies and prefectures had seen how the
wind was blowing and had made their peace with Pei.
Huang Ch'iian closed his city and held firm.
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Only

He waited until

Chang surrendered, and not till then did he submit.

Tung Ho,

Huang Ch'üan, Li Yen and others who had originally been given posts
by Chang; Wu Yi, Fei Kuan and others who were related to Chang by
£

marriage; P'eng Yang who had been expelled by Chang; Liu Pa who had
an old enmity; all were given honourable positions by Pei and did
their utmost to serve him.

Men of ambition vied with one another

to join his government, and so the people of Yi Province were very
content.
Before this, Liu Chang had made Hsu Ching Grand Administrator
of Shu commandery.

Just before Ch'eng-tu surrendered, Ching was

planning to cross the wall and take sides with Pei.

For this

reason, Pei thought little of Ching and gave him no post.

Fa Cheng

said: "Many man obtain an empty reputation and have no real worth.
Hsü Ching is one of these.

But now that your lordship is beginning

to build your government, you cannot go from house to house in the
empire to explain yourself.

You must show him some respect or many

of the people will be surprised and disappointed."

So Pei treated

Ching with courtesy and gave him office.
When Ch'eng-tu was besieged, Pei had promised his officers
and soldiers: "If we should be successful, I have no record of the
things in the treasury."

When they took Ch'eng-tu, all the men

discarded their weapons to go to the storehouses, and they struggled
together for the treasure.

Money was short for the army and Pei

was extremely anxious about it.

Liu Pa said: "This is easy.

Just

coin the chih-po money, bring down the prices, and order your
9
officers to set up official monopolies."
Pei did so, and in a
few months the treasury was full.
At this time advisers wanted to share the famous estates
about Ch'eng-tu among Pei's officers.

Chao Yün said: "Because the

Hsiung-nu were not destroyed, Huo Ch'ü-p'ing had no use for a house.^
Now the enemies of the state are greater than the Hsiung-nu and
there is still no sign of peace.

Quite soon, when all the empire

is settled, each man will be able to go back to his native place
and plough his own soil, and that's the way things should be.
people of Yi Province have suffered warfare for the first time.
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The

You must give them back all their fields and houses and order them
to live in peace and renew their occupations.

Later, you can get

labour-service and taxes from them, and you will have their
affection, but you cannot steal from them to give presents to
your own favourites."

Pei accepted this.

When Pei attacked Liu Chang, he left the General of the
Gentlemen of the

Household Huo Chiin of Nan commandery to hold

Chia-meng city.

Chang Lu sent Yang Ang to pretend to Chün that

he was coming to

help hold the city.

head, but you cannot have the city."

Chiin, said: "You may have my
So Ang went back.

Later

Chang's officers Fu Chin and Hsiang Ts'un and others led some ten
2131

thousand men up from the Lang River,^ a n d they attacked Chiin and
besieged him for a full year.
hundred men.

In the city Chiin had only a few

He waited for a chance when the besiegers were off

their guard and chose his best men to make a sortie.

They

completely defeated the enemy and cut off Ts'un's head.

When

Pei settled SHU, he divided Kuang-han to make Tzu-t'ung commandery,
and he made Chiin Grand Administrator of Tzu-t'ung.

12

Fa Cheng was in charge of the capital domain [Shu
commandery], and inside he was counsellor.

Favour shown to him

as slight as a single meal, hatred as little as a doubtful look,
he repaid everything
injured.

There were several people that he killed or

Someone said to Chu-ko Liang: "Fa Cheng is too powerful

in every way.
authority."

You should tell his lordship to restrain Cheng's
Liang said: "When his lordship was in Kung-an, in

the north he was facing Ts'ao's strength and in the east he
shrank from Sun Ch'üan's oppression, while near at home he was
afraid that the Lady Sun would cause trouble in his own house.
Fa Hsiao-chih brought him help and had him soar and fly high so
that nothing can hold him back.

Why should he now restrict and

confine Hsiao-chih, and deny him the few things he asks?"
Chu-ko Liang was assistant to Pei in the government of
SHU,

His rule was stern, and many of the people resented it.

Fa Cheng said to Liang: "In the past, when Kao-tsu entered the
passes, he made laws of three paragraphs, and the people of Ch'in
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recognised his virtue.

13

Now you take advantage of your power, and

you embrace the whole province and hold it.

This is the first time

that you have governed this state, and you have yet to show any
favour or kindness.

Besides, the right dealings between host and
14
guest require that the visitor should give way.
I ask you to reduce
the punishments and ease the restrictions, and so you would soothe the
people.”

Liang said: "You understand one part, but you do not

understand both.

The Ch'in acted against the true Way.

Their

government was cruel and the people were angry, so a common fellow
gave one cry and their empire was crumbled earth.
following this and he could use great leniency.

Kao-tsu was
But Liu Chang was

dull and weak, and since Liu Yen's time father and son have long been
favoured [by the court].

The central government has had very loose

control, and official dealings have only been formalities.

True

administration has never got organised, and the majestic punishments
fail to command respect.

The people of SHU territory do as they

please, and the code of behaviour between ruler and subject has
gradually come to decline.

If we favour them with positions, even

the highest ranks will be held in disrepute.

If we grant them our

grace, the greatest kindness will be held in contempt.
destruction lies in this.

The cause of

I show our authority by use of the law,

and when they see the full rigour of law they will appreciate my
gracious leniency.

I will grade them by the degrees of nobility

and when they are granted such ranks they will recognise the honour.
When honour and grace are both completed and when high and low have
their regulations, these are the essential points of good government."
Liu Pei made Chiang Wan of Ling-ling Prefect of Kuang-tu.
Pei happened to go on tour of inspection, and when he came to
Kuang-tu, he saw that all Wan's administration was out of order,
and right at that time he was dead drunk as well.
and was going to execute him.

Pei was furious

Chu-ko Liang pleaded with him and

said: "Chiang Wan is a worthy servant of the state, but he's no good
as a local administrator.

His government keeps the people at peace,

he doesn't pay much attention to superficial things.
lordship to think it over."
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not carry out the punishment.

The only thing he did was to dismiss

Wan from office on the spot.
In the autumn, in the seventh month, Duke Ts'ao of WEI
attacked Sun Ch'üan, and he left his younger son, the Marquis Chih
of Lin-tzu, to hold Yeh.

Ts'ao chose good men as subordinate

officers for all his sons, and he made Hsing Yung Household
Assistant to Chih.

Yung was punctilious on matters of ceremony,

he would never let anything slip by him, and he never let Chih
get away with anything.

The Retainer Liu Chen wrote beautiful

essays, and Chih loved him, but Chen wrote to admonish him: "You,
Marquis, choose the spring flowers of your Retainer, and you
neglect the autumn fruits of your Household Assistant.
bring slander on you and the penalty will not be light.

This will
I am

really afraid of it."
Hsun Yu, Prefect of the Masters of Writing of WEI, died.
Yu was very quiet, but he was wise and prudent.

He always

followed Duke Ts'ao of Wei on his campaigns, and made plans with
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him in his tent.

No-one, not even his sons and nephews, ever

knew what he proposed.

Ts'ao once said: "When Hsün Wen-jo

[i.e. Hsün Yu] recommended a good thing, he would keep on until
it was done.

When Hsün Kung-ta [i.e. Hsün Yu] disapproved a bad

thing, he would never stop until it was finished." He also said:
15
"The two prefects Hsün
became ever more reliable in their
judgement of men.

I shall never forget them."

Before this, Sung Chien from Fu-han had taken advantage
of the disorders in Liang Province to name himself King of the
Sources of the River Who Will Pacify Han.

He proclaimed new

reign-titles and he appointed the hundred officials, and his
16
rebellion lasted for more than thirty years.
In the winter,
in the tenth month, Duke Ts'ao of WEI sent Hsia-hou Yüan from
Hsing-kuo to attack Chien.

They besieged Fu-han and took it and

cut off Chien's head.

Yüan sent a detachment under Chang Ko to
17
cross the Yellow River into Hsiao-huang-chung.
The Ch'iang
tribesmen west of the Yellow River all surrendered, and the
lands west of the Lung Mountain were pacified.
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From the time that the Emperor set his capital at Hsü, he had
held his position and no more.
of the Ts'ao clan.

His attendants and guards were all men

The Gentleman-consultant Chao Yen used to tell the

Emperor about current affairs and policies, but Duke Ts'ao of WEI
disapproved of this and killed him.
the Emperor in the Palace.

Later, Ts'ao went to audience with

The Emperor could not bear the anxiety, so

he said: "If you can assist me that would be generous.
have pity on me and do not oppress me."
and down, and asked permission to leave.

If you cannot,

Ts'ao turned pale, looked up
According to the old system,

if [any of] the three Dukes held control of troops, when they came to
audience the Guards As Rapid A.s a Tiger were ordered to hold naked
18
swords against his side.
As Ts'ao came out and rejoined his own
people the sweat was pouring down his back.

From this time on he went

no more to audience.
A daughter of Tung Ch'eng had been made an Honoured Lady, and
when Ts'ao executed Ch'eng [in 200], he asked for the woman, to kill
her.

Because she was pregnant, the Emperor interceded with Ts'ao,

but it was no avail.

From this, the Empress nee Fu also became

afraid, and she wrote to her father Wan, accusing Ts'ao of oppression
and cruelty, and ordering him to make secret plans against him.

Wan

did not dare to act, but then the story leaked out, and Ts'ao was
very angy.
In the eleventh month he sent the Imperial Clerk Grandee
Ch'ih Lü with authority to receive the seal and tassel of the Empress.
The Prefect of the Masters of Writing Hua Hsin accompanied him and
they

led soldiers into the palace to arrest the Empress.

The Empress

closed the doors and hid among the walls, but Hsin broke down the
doors, destroyed the walls and led the Empress out.

The Emperor was

still in the outer courts, giving audience to Ch'ih Lü, when the
Empress, with her hair dishevelled, barefoot and weeping, went past
and said farewell: "Could you not save me this once?"

The Emperor

answered: "I don't even know when my turn will come!"

He turned to

Lü and said: "My lord Ch'ih, how could this happen?"

So they led the

Empress down to the harem jail and there she pined away.
imperial children born to her
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hundred of her close relations and her clanspeople died.
In the twelfth month

Duke Ts'ao of WEI came to Meng-chin.

Ts'ao made the Gentleman of the Masters of Writing Kao Ju
19
Head Clerk of the Department of Justice.
According to the old
laws, if the army was on campaign and a soldier deserted, his
wife and children were examined with torture.
still did not stop.

But the desertions

Ts'ao wanted to make the punishment heavier,

so as to implicate the father, mother and brothers of the
deserter, but Jou said:
certainly wrong.

"If a soldier deserts the army, that is

Yet I have heard that some of these men may

repent, and I suggest that in future we let the wife and
children go free.
come back.

For one thing this would encourage them to

If we keep just the same rule as before, that will

certainly discourage them, but if you make the penalties
heavier, I am afraid that when the soldiers see one man desert
they will be afraid that the executions will reach to
themselves, and then they will all run away.
everyone.

You can't kill

Heavier punishments won't stop the desertions,

will only make the situation worse!"

they

Ts'ao said: "Excellent."

And so he stopped, and he did not kill.

Chien-an 20th year [17.11.215-5-II.216]

In the spring, in the first month, on the day chia-tzu
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[6.Ill] the Honoured Lady nee Ts'ao was established as Empress.
She was the daughter of Duke Ts'ao of

WEI.

In the third month Duke Ts'ao of

WEI led an attack on

Chang Lu, and he went from Wu-tu into the territory of the
Ti barbarians.

The Ti people blocked the roads, but Chang Ko,

Chu Ling and others were sent to attack them and defeat them.
In the summer, in the fourth month Ts'ao came from
Ch'en-ts'ang through the San Pass and reached Ho-ch'ih.
Tou-mao, King of the Ti, had a force of more than ten thousand
men, he relied on the difficulties of the terrain, and he
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refused to submit.

In the fifth month they attacked the barbarians

and slaughtered them.

The leaders in Hsi-p'ing and Chin-ch'eng,

Ch'ü Yen, Chiang Shih and others, cut off Han Sui's head and sent it
to Ts'ao.
Before this, when Liu Pei was still in Ching Province, Chou YÜ,
Kan Ning and others had often urged Sun Ch'üan to take over Shu.
Ch'üan sent messengers to Pei to say: "Liu Chang is no real leader.
He won't last long.
in danger.

If Ts'ao gets Shu, then Ching Province will be

I want to attack Chang first, and when I've dealt with

him I will go on and deal with Chang Lu.

Once the south is united,

then even if there were ten Ts'ao's we would have nothing to worry
about."

Pei replied: "The people of Yi Province are prosperous, and

their territory is hard to approach.
is well able to keep his position.

Though Liu Chang is weak, he
Leading an army into the open

spaces of Shu commandery and Han-chung with lines of communication
over ten thousand li, and fighting successfully to conquer the whole
province all without a reverse, this is something that Sun Wu and
Wu Ch'i would have found difficult.

Your advisers see that Ts'ao Ts'ao

was unsuccessful at the Red Cliffs, and so they say that his power
has declined and that he can no longer have any influence on what
goes on in the more distant parts of the empire.
holds two-thirds of the empire.

But Ts'ao already

He still plans to water his horses

at the ocean shore, and to review his troops in Wu and K'uai-chi.
Why should he be willing just to keep what he has and wait for old
age?

Besides, if allies attack one another without some good reason,

they are only giving Ts'ao a lever and letting their enemy take
advantage from their quarrel.

This is not a far sighted plan.

Moreover, Chang and I belong to the same clan, and we hope to use
the authority and inspiration of our ancestors to revive the Han
dynasty.
56

If Chang should have offended any of your followers, then I

am most upset about it.

I do not presume to question your judgement

but I do ask you to be lenient."

Ch'üan would not listen, and he

sent Sun Yü to lead a fleet and camp at Hsia-k'ou.
let the army go past, and he said to Yü:
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Pei refused to

"If you insist on taking

Shu, then I will go with dishevelled hair into the mountains.
cannot lose faith before the empire.”

I

He sent Kuan Yü to camp

at Chiang-ling, Chang Fei to camp at Tzu-kuei, Chu-ko'Liang to
occupy Nan commandery, and he himself stayed at Ch'an-ling.
Ch'üan had no choice but to call Yü back.

Later, when Liu Pei

went west to attack Liu Chang, Sun'Ch'üan said:

”The cunning

slave, that he should dare take advantage of a trick like this!”
Pei left Kuan Yü to hold Chiang-ling, and Lu Su had borders
touching Yü's territory.

Yü often suspected treachery, but Su

always behaved in the most friendly fashion.
When Pei had taken over Yi Province, Ch'üan sent his
Major Attached to Headquarters, Chu-ko Chin,
back all the commanderies of Ching Province.
agree, and said:

to ask Pei to hand
Pei would not

"Right now I am making plans for Liang Province.

When Liang Province is settled, then I will hand over all of
Ching province."
returning."'-

Ch'üan said:

"This is borrowing and not

He's just trying to gain time with empty excuses.”

He appointed officials for the three commanderies of Ch'ang-sha,
Ling-ling and Kuei-yang, but Kuan Yü drove them away.

Ch'üan

was extremely angry, and he sent Lü Meng with twenty thousand
soldiers to seize the three commanderies.
Meng sent letters to Ch'ang-sha, Ling-ling and Kuei-yang,
and all those who saw how things were going came to submit.
Only the Grand Administrator of Ling-ling, Ho P'u, held to his
city

2

and would not surrender.

Liu Pei heard of this, and

he came himself from SHU to Kung-an, and set Kuan Yü to fight
for the three commanderies."

Sun Ch'üan came forward to Lu-k'ou

and gave orders to all his armies.
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Lu Su was sent to lead ten

thousand men to camp at Yi-yang to face Kuan Yü, and a letter
was sent post-haste telling Lü Meng to leave Ling-ling and come
back quickly to help Su.
secret.

Meng got the letter, but he kept it

That night he called his officers and told them his

plans: at dawn he would attack Ling-ling.

He turned to a former

follower of Ho P'u, Teng Hsüan-chih of Nan-yang, and said:
"Ho Tzu-t'ai has heard stories of loyalty and honour,
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and he

wants to imitate them.

He doesn't realise what he's up against.

Now the General of the Left [Liu Pei] is besieged in Han-chung by
Hsia-hou Yuan, Kuan Yu is in Nan commandery and our lord [Sun Ch'üan]
is close by him.

Everywhere they are hanging in even balance, in

desperate situations with nothing to spare.
anything extra to deal with this?

I have reckoned my force and I

have made careful plans for attack.
will be destroyed.

How can they manage

In no more than a day the city

After the city has fallen, and Ho P'u is dead,

what use is thax to anyone? And isn't it pitiful to have old women,
perhaps a hundred years old, done-' to death in such old age?
think his people have heard anything from outside.

I don't

They thought that

they would be relieved, but now they have come to this.

You go and

see him, and tell him what's going to happen.” Hsüan-chih saw P'u and
gave him all Meng's arguments.
surrendered.

P'u was afraid, and he came out and

Meng welcomed him and took his hand and they went down

into a boat together.

When they had finished their conference, Meng

took out the letter and showed it to him, and he clapped his hands
and roared with laughter.

P'u saw the letter, and he realised that

Pei was at Kung-an and Yü was at Yi-yang, and he was so ashamed he
wished for death.

Meng left Sun Ho to take charge of things there,

and that same day he led his army back to Yi-yang.
Lu Su wanted to talk with Kuan Yü.

His officers were

suspicious and afraid there would be some trick, and advised him not
to go.

Su said: "At times like these, men should be prepared to

face one another.

Liu Pei owes a great deal to our state, our

positions are not yet settled, and how could Yü dare to refuse our
invitation?"

So he invited Yü to a meeting.

Each side halted their

troops, the generals came forward a hundred paces, and they met alone,
armed only with their swords *

Then Su scolded Yü that he had refused

to hand back the three commanderies. Yü said: "In the campaign at
Wu-lin the General of the Left fought in the ranks, destroyed the
powerful and defeated the enemy.

Why should he have his labours for

nothing, and not receive a single clod of earth? Yet you have come
and want to take his territory."

Su said: "That's not true.

When

I first saw Yü-chou [i.e. Liu Pei] at Ch'ang Slope, his forces were
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no more than a colonel's command, he was at the end of his
resources and he was extremely worried.

His hopes were down,

his power was weak, and he was planning to creep off and go far
away.

He had completely lost heart.

My master had pity for

Yü-chou, that he had no place to rest.
2138

He was generous with land

and fighting men, and he let him have what he needed to protect
himself and to relieve his danger.

But now Yü-chou is acting

selfishly and glosses over the facts.

He offends virtue and

disregards good conduct. He has already put his hand on the
western province, and he wants to steal Ching territory from us
as well.

Even a common fellow would be ashamed to do that, and

still more so a ruler who arranges and orders men and things!"
Yü had no way to reply.

About this time they heard that

Duke Ts'ao of WEI was coming to attack Han-chung, and Liu Pei
was afraid that he would lose Yi Province, so he sent messengers
to ask Sun Ch'üan for peace.
of

Ch'üan sent Chu-ko Chin in embassy

reply, and they renewed their covenant of goodwill.

Ching

Province was divided, with the Hsiang River as the border.
Ch'ang-sha, Chiang-hsia, and Kuei-yang to the east were under
Ch'üan,

while Nan comraandery, Ling-ling,and Wu-ling to the west

remained with Pei.

Chu-ko Chin was always sent with messages to

SHU, but he only spoke to his younger brother Liang in public
assembly, and he never asked for a private meeting.
In the autumn, in the seventh month, Duke Ts'ao of WEI
came to Yang-p'ing.

Chang Lu was prepared to surrender Han-chung

but his younger brother Wei would not agree.

He led several ten

thousand men to guard the passes, and he built fortifications
for some ten li across the mountains.

Ts'ao had relied on

reports from the Attendant Officials of Liang Province and from
men surrendered in Wu-tu.

They said: "It is easy to attack

Chang Lu, the northern and southern ridges of the mountains
about Yang-p'ing are a long way apart, and the pass is quite
indefensible."

Ts'ao believed this to be true, but then he came

to the place, and it was quite different to the way they said.
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He sighed and said: "When other people discuss plans, they seldom
look at things the same way as one does oneself."

He attacked the

camps in the Yang-p'ing hills, but the slopes were steep and difficult
to climb and they could not take them on the first assault.

Many of

the soldiers were killed or wounded, and the supplies for the army
were exhausted.

Ts'ao's plans were spoilt, and all he had left to do

was draw back his men, leave a defence line behind him, and retreat.
He sent his General-in-Chief Hsia-hou Tun and the General Hsü Ch'ü to
call the soldiers back from the hills.

But then the advance guard

lost its way in the dark, and they came into one of Chang Wei's pickets
by mistake.
retreat.

There was great confusion and the defenders scattered in

The Palace Attendant Hsin P'i and the Master of Records

Liu Yeh and others in the rear of these troops reported to Tun and Ch'u
"The official forces have already taken the chief camps of the enemy,
and the rebels are scattered in flight."
believe it.

The generals couldn't

Tun went forward to see for himself and then he came

back and told Ts'ao, and they sent soldiers forward to attack Wei.
Wei and his officers fled during the night.
Chang Lu heard that Yang-p'ing had fallen, and he wanted to
surrender.

Yen P'u said: "Now if you go under pressure, there will

be no great credit for it. The best thing to do is to join up with
4
Tu-hu and go to Fu-hu.
Oppose Ts'ao together, and then send tribute.
He will be all the more pleased when you do submit."
the southern hills into Pa-chung.

5

So they fled by

Lu's attendants were going to

burn all the treasure-stores and granaries, but Lu said: "The thing
I really want to do is to hand over government to the central
authority, but so far I just haven't been able to arrange it.

I am

fleeing now to escape from sharp-pointed weapons and I have no
intention of making trouble.
state."

Treasure and granaries belong to the

So he sealed up the stores and went away.

Ts'ao entered

Nan-cheng, and he was extremely pleased with this.

He heard that

Lu meant well, and he sent men to speak to him and set him at peace.
The Master of Records to the Lieutenant-Chancellor Ssu-ma Yi
said to Ts'ao: "Liu Pei has captured Liu Chang by deceit and force,
and the people of SHU are not yet attached to him.
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Now that he is

fighting far away in Chiang-ling, this is too good a chance to miss.
You have conquered Han-chung, and Yi Province is trembling.

Send

your soldiers against them, and their position will disintegrate.
The sage does not oppose the time, and he cannot let such
opportunity slip."

Ts'ao said: "If a man is not satisfied, he will
r

get Lung and look to Shu."

Liu Yen said: "Liu Pei is a hero

among men, he has the generosity of a ruler, but he has come too
late.

He has only held SHU for very few days, and the people do

not yet trust him.

Now that you have destroyed Han-chung, everyone

in SHU will be shaken and frightened and their power will fall of
itself.

With your spiritual understanding, taking advantage of

their own weakness to destroy them, there will be nothing you
can't manage.

However, if you should delay even for a little

while: Chu-ko Liang understands the good ordering of a state and
he will be the chancellor, Kuan Yü and Chang Fei excel in bravery
over all armies and they will be his officers; the people of Shu
will soon be settled, and they will hold the passes and guard the
important positions.

Then we can never attack them.

If we don't

take them now, they will certainly cause trouble later."
would not agree.

T s ’ao

They stayed for seven days, and the men from

SHU that surrendered said: "In a single day in SHU there are
scores of alarms, and although the officers on guard behead the
troublemakers they cannot set the people at peace."
Yeh: "Can we still attack them?"
settling down again.
Hsia-hou Yuan

T s ’ao asked

Yeh said: "Now they are already

You cannot attack."

So the army went back.

was made General and Chief Commissioner, with

command over Chang Ko and Hsu. Huang and others to hold Han-chung,
and the Chief Clerk to the Lieutenant-Chancellor Tu Hsi became
Chief Commandant of Attendant Cavalry in charge of the
administration.

Hsi gave peace and encouragement, and more than

eighty thousand of the people were glad to migrate to Lo-yang
and Yeh.^
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In the eighth month Sun C h ’üan led a force of a hundred
thousand men to besiege Ho-fei.

Chang Liao, Li Tien and Yü Chin

commanded some seven thousand men stationed at that city.
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When

Duke Ts'ao of WEI attacked Chang Lu, he had given instructions to
the Commissioner over the Army at Ho-fei, Hstieh T'i, sending him an
envelope labelled: "If enemies come, open this."

When Ch'üan came

up, they opened the instructions and read: "If Sun Ch'üan should come,
Generals Chiang and Li go out and fight, General Yüeh keep guard,
the Commissioner over the Army does not fight."

The officers felt

that their men were too few and no match for the enemy, and they were
very dubious.

Chang Liao said: "The Duke is on campaign a long way

outside, and by the time help reaches us it is certain that the enemy
will have destroyed us.

This letter is to remind us that if we

attack them before they have surrounded the city, we will reduce
their early strength and set our own army's mind at rest.
will be able to hold out."

Then we

Chin and the others made no reply.

Liao

became angry and said: "The chances for victory or defeat are in this
one battle.

If you are all so hesitant, I will settle it alone."

Li Tien had formerly been Liao's enemy, but now he was enthusiastic
and said: "This is a great affair of state.

When I see you planning

like this, how can I maintain a personal grudge and neglect the
public good?

I beg that I may follow you in the sortie."

Then Liao

collected volunteers, he got eight hundred soldiers and he killed
oxen and held a feast at night.
The next day, wearing armour and carrying a two-point lance,
Liao was the first to break the enemy lines.

He killed several tens

of men, cut off the heads of two high officers, and gave a great
shout to make known his name.
Ch'üan's standard.

He crossed the rampart and came to

Ch'üan was very startled, could not think what

to do, but ran to a high mound and defended himself with a long
lance.

Liao called Ch'üan to come down and fight but Ch'üan did

not dare to move.

Then he looked and saw how few soldiers Liao was

leading, and he surrounded Liao with several rings of men.

Liao

attacked fiercely, broke the circle and made his escape with several
score soldiers following his standard. The rest of his men cried out:
"Does our general desert us?"

Liao returned to the fight, charged

the ring and brought out the rest of his company.

All Ch'üan's men

and horses were scattered and none dared oppose them.
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They fought

from morning to midday, and the men from WU

lost heart.

They

went back to reorganise their defences, and so the hearts of
the [WEl] forces were set at ease.
Ch'üan stayed at Ho-fei for more than ten days, but the
city resisted all his assaults and he finally had to retreat.
When the soldiers were on the road, Ch'iian and his officers
were halted at the north of the Hsiao-yao Ford.

Chang Liao

was watching and noticed this, and he led infantry and cavalry
in a swift attack.
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Kan Ning, Lü Meng and others fought strongly

to hold the enemy off.

Ling T'ung led Companions

9

to help Ch'üan

break out from the circle, and then returned to fight with Liao.
All those about him were killed and he himself was wounded.
he thought that Ch'iian had escaped he made his way back.
rode a swift horse to the bridge of the ford.

When

Ch'iian

The southern end

of the bridge had broken down, and there was a gap more than ten
feet wide.

The Inspector of Companions Ku Li was following him.

He told Ch'üan to grasp the saddle and reins, while he used a whip
from behind, and in this way they managed to get across.

Ho Ch'i

led three thousand men to the southern bank to meet Ch'üan, and
so he was able to escape.
Ch'üan gave a feast on one of his warships.

Ho Ch'i got

down from his mat and wept and said: "Your honour is a ruler of
men.

You should always be heavily guarded.

In today's affair,

when you almost came to misfortune, your servants were frightened
and afraid as if Heaven and Earth were fallen.
this as the warning for a lifetime."

We beg you take

Ch'üan came forward and

wiped his tears away for him, saying: "I am grateful and
ashamed.

Caution is now engraved on my heart, not just written

on a girdle.",,!0
•

In the ninth month the leaders of the Tsung barbarians of
Pa, Fu-hu, Tu-hu and Jen Yüeh, each brought their forces and came
to join Ts'ao Ts 'ao.

Then Ts'ao divided Pa commandery, and made

Fu-hu Grand Administrator of Pa-tung, Tu-hu Grand Administrator
of Pa-hsi, and Yüeh Grand Administrator of Pa commandery."^
were enfeoffed as marquises.
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All

In the winter, in the tenth month, there were for the first
time appointed Marquises of Title,

12

.

.

.

as a reward for military service.

In the eleventh month Chang Lu led his family and dependents
and came to surrender.

Duke Ts'ao of WEI welcomed Lu and made him

General Who Maintains the South in Peace, treated him with the
courtesy of a guest and enfeoffed him as Marquis of Lang-chung with
appanage of ten thousand households.

He gave marquisates to Lu's

five sons and also to Yen P'u and some others.
13
Hsi Tso-ch'ih discusses it:

Yen P'u advised Lu not

to name himself king, and Ts'ao remembered this and
enfeoffed him.

What man of future time will not be inspired

to follow the right Way?

Block up the source and the

furthest end of the stream will stop, isn't this the meaning
of it!

If the ruler does not appreciate this, but gives all
14
his praise to the man of physical bravery,
and if the great
fiefs and rich rewards are reserved only for the soldiers,
then the people will find advantage in disorders, they will
learn to compete in killing and warfare, and they will rely
on military power and trust to strength.

This means that

shields and weapons will never be put away.

When Lord Ts'ao

enfeoffed Yen P'u, we may say that showed true recognition
of the basis for reward and punishment.
Ch'eng Yin, Hou Hsüan and P'ang Te all followed Lu to surrender.
Duke Ts'ao of WEI restored Yin and Hsüan to official rank, and appointed
Te as General Who Maintains Righteousness.
When Chang Lu fled to Pa-chung, Huang Ch'üan had said to Liu Pei:
"Once we lose Han-chung, the Three Pa will be insecure.
off the rump and the back of SHU."

This would cut

So Pei made Ch'üan Commissioner

over the Army, to take command of all the officers and receive Chang Lu.
Lu had already surrendered, but Ch'üan attacked Fu-hu, Tu-hu and Jen
15
Yüeh and destroyed them.
Duke Ts'ao of WEI sent Chang Ko to take
command of all the armies in the region of the Three Pa, and he planned
that all their people should be shifted to Han-chung.
his army forward to Tang-ch'ü.
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Liu Pei sent Chang Fei, the Gtand
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Administrator of Pa-hsi, to face K o .

After almost two months Fei

caught Ko by a surprise attack and completely defeated him.

Ko

retreated to Nan-cheng, and Pei went back to Ch'eng-tu.
Ts'ao collected some five thousand soldiers who had
formerly served Han S u i , Ma Ch'ao and the other generals,

and he

put them under the command of Yin Shu, as General Who Pacifies
Disorder.

The Grand Administrator of Fu-feng, Chao Yen,

was made Commissioner over the Army Within the Passes and ordered
to raise twelve hundred soldiers to help in the defence of
Han-chung.

With Yin Shu in command, the troops moved off, but

the men were angry when they were told to march.

Yen escorted

them as far as the Hsieh-ku Pass,but as soon as he went back, and
before they had even reached

their camp, Shu's army mutinied.

Following Yen there were a hundred and fifty footsoldiers and
horsemen, all of them relatives or fellow-townsmen of the
mutineers.
disturbed,
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When these men heard the news they too were very
they put on armour and took up weapons, and they would

not calm down.

Yen carefully explained the situation to them,

consoled them and encouraged them, and then they all responded to
him and cried:

"For life or death we will follow the Commissioner.

We would not dare to be disloyal."

They all went forward to the

rebel camps.
When a count was made it was found that eight hundred of
the mutineers had scattered in the countryside, but Yen sent down
orders:

"Take only the ringleaders for punishment.

of the others."

Ask nothing

Those who had been captured by the commandery

and prefectural administrations were sent back, and all the rest
came to give themselves up.
that:

Yen made a secret report, saying

"Someone must go to [Ts'ao T s 'aofe] headquarters and ask that

experienced and reliable soldiers be sent to garrison the region
within the passes."

Duke Ts'ao of WEI

sent General Liu Chu

with

two thousand men, and he ordered that no further transfers be
made until these men arrived.

This became known, and all the

camp was in a great fluster, and no words would settle them.
Yen announced:
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"We will choose one thousand of the peacable and
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trustworthy men among the newly joined soldiers to stay and guard
16
Kuan-chung. All the rest will be shifted east."
The officers
submitted lists of names of all the soldiers in the camp, and Yen
inspected them and made immediate selection.

The men that were to

stay were quite content and agreed with Yen, and the ones that would
have to go did not dare to object.
road in a single day.

Yen sent them all off along the

The thousand men supposed to stay were told

off to escort the travellers and keep them in order.

Later Liu Chu's

soldiers from the east came up and at last Yen could enforce his
orders once more.

So he shifted the remaining thousand as well, and

they caught up with the rest and all went»together.

In

total, he

transferred more than twenty thousand people.

Chien-an 21st year [6.II.216-26.I .217]:

In the spring, in the second month, Duke Ts'ao of WEI returned
to Yeh.
In the summer, in the fifth month, Duke Ts'ao of WEI was
advanced in fief to become King.
Before this, the Commandant of the Capital''" Ts'ui Yen had
recommended Yang Hsün of Chü-lu to Ts'ao.
courtesy and gave him office.

Ts'ao treated him with

When Ts'ao was made King,Hsün published

a eulogy of his achievements and his power.

Some people sneered at

Hsün for a time-server and a hypocrite and said that Yen had made a
mistake in his recommendation.

Yen borrowed Hsün's draft of the

memorial, read it through, and then wrote a letter to Hsün saying:
"I have examined your memorial and the thing is excellent.
time, it takes time!

Soon there will be changes."

It takes

All Yen meant

was that those who had made fun [of Hsün] were carping critics, and
were being unreasonable.

But there were some people who had been on

bad terms with Yen in the past, and they reported: "Yen is arrogant
and speaks slander.
angry.

He does not intend to stay loyal."

2

Ts'ao was

He arrested Yen and put him in prison, his head was shaven and

he was sent away to forced labour.
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The people who had informed against

Yen now reported again: "Even while serving his sentence Yen
sticks out his beard and glares at those who visit him.
angry.”

He looks

So Yen was granted death.

The Supervisor of the Masters of Writing Mao Chieh held
that Yen had been injured without cause, and he was most upset.
Once again, someone reported that Chieh had a grudge and spoke
slander.

Ts'ao arrested Chieh and put him in prison.

The Palace

Attendants Huan Chieh and Ho Hsia both tried to explain what was
happening, but T s ’ao would not listen.

Huan Chieh asked for a

re-examination of the case, but the King said: "My informants
tell me that Chieh has not only criticised me, but that he has
regrets for Ts'ui Yen.

He rejects the grace and loyalty between

master and servant, and he holds unreasonable resentment for the
fate of a dead friend.

I cannot tolerate such behaviour."

Hsia

said: "If what they tell you is true, Chieh's fault is extremely
serious and an offence to the sight of Heaven and Earth.

I could

never lie to save Chieh, for I would betray the ruling principles
if I did so.

3

Yet Chieh has received honour and favour for many

years, he has been upright and loyal, and everyone has held him
in awe.

It is surprising that he should act like this now.

True,

it is always hard to be sure of a man's real character, but that
makes it all the more important to examine the case thoroughly,
to hear both sides, and to determine the real facts.

At present,

in your wisdom and generosity, you cannot bear to hand him over
to the judges, but as a result of this there is no way to decide
if he is innocent or guilty."

Ts'ao said: "The reason I make no

investigation is that I want to protect both Chieh and his
accusers."

Hsia replied: "If Chieh is really speaking against

his lord, then his body should be exposed in the market-place or
4
in the court.
If he has not spoken against you, then those who
informed have made false accusations against a great minister and
have tried to deceive their master.
examined I cannot feel at ease."
a complete investigation.

Unless this is fully

In the end, Ts'ao never made

Chieh was dismissed, and he died at his

own home.
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At this time the Head Clerk of the Department of the West,
Ting Yi of P'ei state, was in Ts'ao Ts'ao's favour.

He had some

influence in arranging C h i e h ’s arrest, so all the ministers feared him
and eyed him askance.

The Supervisor of the Masters of Writing Ho K'uei

and the Subordinate Clerk of the Department of the East, Hsü Yi of
Tung-kuan,

5

were the only ones who would not submit to Yi.

_.

Ting Yi

spoke against Hsü Yi, and Hsü Yi was sent from the court to be

ß

Grand Administrator of Wei commandery.

It was only through Huan

Chieh's intercession that he escaped serious punishment.
of Writing Fu Hsüan said to Ho K'uei:
Mao Chieh.

"Ting Yi has already injured

You should show him a little more courtesy."

"To do the dishonourable thing, that only harms oneself.
harm other people?

The Master

K'uei said:
How can he

Besides, a heart that holds to vice and deceit,

if it stands in a brilliant court, how can it last for long?"
Ts'ui Yen's younger cousin Lin once discussed the scholars of
the men of Chi Province with Ch'en Ch'ün.

Lin praised Yen most

highly, but Ch'ün disparaged him, because for all his wisdom he could
not save himself.
misfortune.

Lin said:

"A great man stands firm against

Can people like you be called great?"

In the fifth month, on the day chi-hai, the first of the month
[3.VIl], there was an eclipse of the sun.
Three chieftains of the Wu-huan in Tai commandery all styled
themselves Shan-yü.

They relied on their strength, they acted

arrogantly and wilfully, and the Grand Administrator could not keep
them under control.

King Ts'ao of Wei appointed P'ei Ch'ien,

Subordinate Clerk of the Department of Granaries under the Lieutenant Chancellor, as the new Grand Administrator.
soldiers,

but Ch'ien said:

acting badly.

He offered him good

"The Shan-yü know that they have been

If I go with an army they will certainly be afraid and

they will defend the borders against us.
escort they will not be frightened.

If I take only a small

We will have to show some strategy."

So he went to the commandery in a single carriage, and the Shan-yü
were surprised and pleased.

Ch'ien treated them with grace and

authority, and the Shan-yü respected and submitted.
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Before this, the Southern Hsiung-nu had lived for a long
time within the borders.

They were much the same as the registered

inhabitants, but they did not send in tribute or tax.

Many people

were afraid that their numbers were becoming too great and that it
would become increasingly difficult to keep them under control; some
protection should be made against them.
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In the autumn, in the

seventh month, the Southern Shan-yu Hu-ch'u-ch'iian came to attend
the WEI court.

King T s 'ao of WEI kept him at Yeh and had the Worthy

King of the West Ch'ü-pei look after the state.

Each year the

Shan-yü was allotted floss-silk, silk cloth, cash and grain like a
marquis, and his sons and grandsons inherited the title.

The

people were separated into five divisions, each with one of their
nobles as chief, and a Chinese was chosen as Major to keep control
7
of them.
In the eighth month the Grand Judge Chung Yao became
O

Chancellor of State of Wei.'.
In the winter, in the tenth month, King Ts'ao of Wei led
his army for an attack on Sun Ch'üan, and in the eleventh month
they came to Ch'iao.
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CHAPTER 68

Chien-an 22nd year [25•I .217-12.I I .218]:
8

In the spring, in the first month, King Ts'ao of WE3! brought
his army to Chü-ch'ao.

Sun Ch'üan guarded Ju-hsü.

In the second

month, Ts'ao went forward and attacked him.
Before this, when the Commissioner over the Army of the
Right Chiang Ch'in had been camped at Hsüan-ch'eng, Hsii Sheng, Prefect
of Wu-hu, had arrested one of Ch'in's officers and recommended that
he be executed.

When Ch'üan was at Ju-hsü, Ch'in and Lü Meng held the

command of all the armies, and Ch'in always praised Hsü Sheng.

Ch'üan

asked about it, and Ch'in said: "Sheng is loyal and works hard.
•9

He is

capable, he has courage and planning, and he could take command of ten
thousand men.

While the great affair is still not settled, it is my

duty to help find competent ministers for you.
a private quarrel and conceal a worthy man?"

How could I think of
Ch'üan thought this

excellent.
In the third month, Ts'ao led his troops away, but the
General Who Calms the Waves Hsia-hou Tun, in supreme command over
Ts'ao Jen, Chang Liao and others, remained behind with twenty-six
armies in camp at Chü-ch'ao.

Ch'üan ordered the Chief Commandant

Hsü Hsiang to go to Ts'ao and ask for terms.

Ts'ao agreed to restore

friendly relations, and they swore a renewed marriage alliance."*"
Ch'üan appointed the General Who Pacifies the Caitiffs,
Chou T'ai, to hold command of Ju-hsü.

Chu Jan, Hsü Sheng and

others were all under his orders, but because T'ai came from a humble
family, they refused to obey him.
to a great feast with wine.

Ch'üan invited all his officers

He ordered T'ai to open his clothing,

and with his own hand Ch'üan pointed to the scars of his wounds and
asked him how they came.
and the fighting.
again.

T'ai replied and told frankly of the wars

When he had finished Ch'üan had him get dressed

He took him by the arm and wept, saying: "Yu-p'ing, you are

my brother.
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take no thought for your own safety.

You have been wounded scores

of times and your skin is like an engraving.

In my heart, it is

natural that I should look on you as a brother, and surely you
deserve your high command."

When the feast ended he made his own

carriage wait, while T'ai went with soldiers and horsemen in
front and behind, beating drums and blowing horns to make a fanfare
as he left.
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Then Sheng and the other generals respected him.

In the summer, in the fifth month, an edict granted
King Ts'ao of WEI the banners and flags of the Son of Heaven;
when he went out or in the road should be cleared of all other
traffic.
In the sixth month WEI appointed the Master of the Army
Hua Hsin as Imperial Clerk Grandee.
In the winter, in the tenth month, it was ordered that
King Ts'ao of WEI should have a ceremonial hat with twelve strands
of pearls, that he should ride in a gilded chariot drawn by six
horses, and have chariots of the five seasons to escort him.

2

WEI appointed the General of the Gentlemen of the
Household for All Purposes, Ts'ao P'i, as Heir-apparent.
Before this, King Ts'ao of WEI. had taken a wife of the
Ting clan, and they had no children.

His concubine nee Liu gave

birth to a son Ang, and his Lady Pien had four sons, P'i, Chang,
Chih and Hsiung.

The King had the Lady Ting nurse Ang as if she

was his true mother.

When Ang died at Jang,

3

the Lady Ting

refused to stop crying, and Ts'ao became angry and sent her away.
He appointed the Lady Pien as his second wife. Chih was cunning
and clever, with considerable skill and ability.

His literary

talents were fine and he was learned and quick witted.
loved him.

Ts'ao

Ts'ao had wanted to give his daughter in marriage to

Ting Yi, but since Yi had only one eye, P'i objected and
prevented it.

So Yi had a grudge against P'i.

With his younger

brother the Gentleman in Attendance of the Yellow Gates I

4

and

the Master of Records to the Lieutenant-Chancellor Yang Hsiu he
often praised the abilities of Chih, Marquis of Lin-tzu, and they
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all urged Ts'ao to make Chih his successor.

Hsiu was the son of Piao.

Ts'ao wrote letters to make a private canvass of opinion, but
the Master of Writing Ts'ui Yen sent an open reply:

"It is the

principle of the Ch'un-ch'iu that in establishing a son you take the
eldest.

The General of the Gentlemen of the Household for All

Purposes is loving and filial, intelligent and wise, well worthy to
maintain the line of succession.

I will hold this to the death."

Chih had married the daughter of Yen's elder brother.
of the Masters of Writing Mao Chieh

The Supervisor

said: "A little while ago,

Yüan Shao made no distinction between the sons of the legal wife and
those of the concubine.
state.

He overturned his clan and destroyed his

To set aside the rightful heir is a thing of great moment.

I don't want to have anything to do with such a plan."

Bß.ingiYung,

Head Clerk of the Department of the East said: "To replace the true
wife with a commoner, that is what men of ancient times avoided.
I beg your majesty to reconsider."
P'i sent a man to ask the Grand Palace Grandee Chia Hsü of a
way to keep himself secure.

Hsii said: "I ask that you pay great

attention to the measure of your virtue, observe the manners of a
simple scholar, be diligent day and night, and do not offend against
the right conduct of a son.

That's all."

carefully cultivated a good character.

P'i followed this, and he

On a later occasion, Ts'ao

sent everyone else away and asked Hsü about the succession.
remained silent and made no reply.
you did not answer me.

Ts'ao said: "I spoke to you but

Why is it?" Hsü said: "I was busy thinking

of something, and so I did not answer at once."
were you thinking?"

Hsü

Ts'ao said: "What

Hsü said: "I was thinking of Yüan Pen-ch'u and

Liu Ching-sheng, fathers and sons."

7

Ts'ao gave a great laugh.

On another occasion, Ts'ao was going out on campaign, and
P'i and Chih were both present at the farewell ceremony.
of merit and virtue, and his speech was elegant.
turned their eyes to him and Ts'ao was pleased.

Chih spoke

All the attendants
P'i was upset and

at a loss but Wu Chih of Chi-yin whisphered to him: "When the King
is about to go, you cry."

As they said their farewells P'i wept

and made obeisance, and Ts'ao and his attendants all wept in sympathy.
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Everyone felt that Chih had splendid words but no real feelings to
them.

Chih often acted on impulse, and paid no attention to his

conduct, while the General of the Gentlemen of the Household for
All Purposes [Ts'ao P'i] could manage situations by trickery and
could act against his true nature.

The maidservants and

attendants of the palace all praised him and spoke for him, and so
he was established as Heir-apparent.
The attendants of the harem
said:

8

congratulated the Lady Pien and

"The General of the Gentlemen of the Household has been

appointed Heir-apparent, and everyone in the empire will be pleased.
You should pour out treasure to bestow gifts."

The Lady said:

"The King named P'i as successor because he is the eldest.

I

should simply be content to have borne a son without fault in
teaching or guidance.

How can I give great presents?"

The

attendants went back and told all of this to Ts'ao, and Ts'ao was
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pleased and said:

"In anger not to change expression, in happiness

not to lose control.

These are the really difficult things.

The Heir-apparent embraced the Gentleman-consultant Hsin P'i
around the neck and said:"Mr Hsin, can you imagine, how happy I am?"
P'i told this to his daughter Hsien-ying, and she sighed and said:
"Heir-apparent, that is a man who must take the place of the lord
and master in the ancestral temple and the ceremonies for the
gods of the soil and the grain.
serious duty.

To take the ruler's place is a

To be master of a state is a fearful task.

should be sober and anxious, but yet he is happy.
survive for long?

He

How can this

The WEI, here lies its failure!"

Sometime afterwards, Marquis Chih of Lin-tzu rode a carriage
fast on the imperial highway, and he had the Ssu-ma Gate opened to
let him out.

Ts'ao was very angry, and the Prefect in Charge of

9
Official Chariots was put to death.

The regulations for the

feudal lords were made still more strict, and C h i h 's favour
declined every day.

C h i h 's wife wore embroidered clothing, and

Ts'ao climbed a tower and happened to see it.

Because she was

disobeying the sumptuary regulations she was sent back to her home
and allowed to commit suicide.
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Fa Cheng said to Liu Pei: "With a single blow Ts'ao Ts'ao brought
Chang Lu to surrender and settiedHan-chung, but he did not follow up
this advantage to invade Pa and Shu.

He has only left Hsia-hou Yuan

and Chang Ko as guards, while he himself goes quietly back to the north.
It is not that he is foolish, or that he is not strong enough, but he
must have some hidden cause for anxiety.
They are no match for our officers.

Now you think about Yüan and K o .

If you raise an army and go to

attack them you will certainly defeat them.

When you have defeated them,

encourage farming and build up stores of grain, look for some grievance
and wait for opportunity.

The best you may obtain is to overturn the

enemy and preserve the royal house; for second choice, you can make
steady encroachment on Yung and Liang provinces to broaden and enlarge
your territory; at the least, you can set firm guard on the vital points
and make yourself secure for a long time to come.
from Heaven.

You cannot let it slip!"

This chance comes

Pei was very pleased at the

plan, and he led all his officers into Han-chung, sending Chang Fei,
Ma Ch'ao, Wu Lan and others to camp at Hsia-pien.

King Ts'ao of WEI

sent the General and Chief Commissioner Ts'ao Hung to face them.
Lu Su died, and Sun Ch'üan ordered the Gentleman of the
General Staff Yen Chun of P^eng-ch'eng to take Su's place with command
of ten thousand men in garrison at Lu-k'ou.

All the people were

pleased for Chün, but he refused to take office, saying: "I am a simple
scholar with no experience in military affairs."
and even wept.

He spoke honestly,

Then Ch'iian appointed the Commissioner over the Army

on the Right General Majestic as a Tiger Lü Meng to act concurrently
as Grand Administrator of Han-ch'ang and to take his place.
admired the

The people

way Yen Chün declined office with such sincerity.

The Colonel Who Settles Majesty,

Lu Hsün of Wu commandery, said

to Sun Ch'üan: "To defeat the enemy and to settle disorder we need a
great many soldiers.

The hills bandits have long made trouble and

they take shelter in deep and difficult country.

If the belly and heart

are not at peace, it is difficult to make plans for distant places.
But if we can organise our people into administrative divisions and
family groups, we will find good soldiers among them."

Ch'üan

followed this suggestion and appointed Hsün Controller of the Division
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of the Right at Headquarters.

When the bandit leader of

Tan-yang, Fei Chien, made a rebellion, and encouraged the
Shan-yüeh to join him, Ch'üan sent Hsün to attack Chien, and he
defeated him.

He then arranged the eastern three commanderies

10

in divisions and groups, so that the strong became soldiers
and the weak were made to fill up the vacancies in the registers
of households.

He got several tens of thousands of good

soldiers, the evils of the past were ended, and wherever he went
all was orderly and clear.

He returned to camp at Wu-hu.

The

Grand Administrator of K'uai-chi, Ch'un-yü Shih, sent in a
memorial saying: "Hsün oppresses and kidnaps the people.
is misery and trouble everywhere he goes."

There

Later, Hsün went to

the capital, and when he made his report he praised Shih as an
excellent official.

Ch'üan said: "Shih informed against you,

but you recommend him.

Why is this?"

Hsün replied: "Shih wants

to care for the people, and that is why he made.accusations
against me.

If I slandered Shih in return, to confuse your

sage's hearing, that would not be right."
fine.
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Ch'üan said: "Very

Not many people could be so generous."
King Ts'ao of WEI put the Chief Clerk to the Lieutenant-

Chancellor Wang Pi in command of troops and general administration
around Hsü city.

At this time Kuan Yü [in Ching Province] was

growing stronger.

Chin Wei of Ching-chao,

realising that the

Han Emperor was in danger of being deposed, arranged a plot with
the Privy Treasurer Keng Chi, the Director of Uprightness

12

Wei Huang, the Prefect Grand Physician Chi Pen, and also Pen's
son Miao and Miao's younger brother Mu.

They planned to kill

Ts'ao, seize the Emperor to attack the Wei, and go south to get
help from Kuan Yü.
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Chien-an 23rd year [l3-II•218-2.I I .219]:
In the spring, in the first month, Chi Miao and his party led
about a thousand followers to attack Wang Pi by night.
his gate and shot Pi in the shoulder.

They burnt down

One of his command helped Pi

escape to the southern part of the city, and when dawn came, Miao's
party was in disorder.

Pi, with the General of the Gentlemen of the

Household in Charge of Agriculture of Ying-ch'uan, Yen K'uang, attacked
them and cut off their heads.
In the third month there was a comet in the east.

1

Ts'ao Hung led an attack on Wu Lan and Chang Fei in camp at
Ku-shan.

There was a rumour that the enemy intended to cut off the

rear of the army, and all the military advisers were uncertain.

The

Chief Commandant of Cavalry Ts'ao Hsiu said: "If the enemy had really
cut the road, they would have hidden their soldiers and moved in secret.
Since we have already heard of the threat, it is clear that they were
incapable of doing such a thing.
forces, hurry to attack Lan.
retreat."

Hung did so.

and cut off his head.
retreated.

Now, before they have gathered their

When Lan is destroyed, Fei will have to

He went forward to attack Lan, defeated him
In the third month

2

Chang Fei and Ma Ch'ao

Hsiu was a junior clansman of King Ts'ao of WEI,

In the summer, in the fourth month, Wu-ch'en-ti and others, the
Wu-huan of Tai commandery and Shang-ku, made a rebellion.

Before this,

King Ts'ao of WEI had summoned the Grand Administrator of Tai
commandery, P'ei Chien, to be Head Clerk of the Department of Justice
under the Lieutenant-Chancellor.

When Ts'ao praised his good government

of Tai commandery, Ch'ien replied: "Although I acted generously to the
people, I was stern to the barbarians.

My successor will certainly

think I was too strict, and he will treat them more gently.

The

barbarians have always acted proudly and wilfully, and too much leniency
will make the administration go slack.

When things have become slack

and then you try to re-apply the law, this will bring hatred and
rebellion.

Look at the situation in this light, and there will soon be

another revolt in Tai commandery."
brought Ch'ien back so fast.
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Then Ts'ao regretted that he had

A few weeks later there came the news of
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the rebellion of the three Shan-yü.

Ts'ao appointed his son

Chang, the Marquis of Yen-ling, as acting General of Resolute
Cavalry and sent him to attack them.

When he was young, Chang

was extremely good at archery and at driving a chariot, and he
was stronger than most men.

Ts'ao cautioned him: "We live at

home as father and son, but we attend to affairs as ruler and
subject.
law.

If anything goes wrong, I will punish you by the royal

Be careful."
Liu Pei camped at the Yang-p'ing Pass.

Chang Ko and Hsu Huang faced up to him.

Hsia-hou Yuan,

Pei sent, his officers,

Ch'en Shih and others, to cut the road to Ma-ming-ko. Hsu Huang
attacked them and defeated them.

Chang Ko camped at Kuang-shih.

Pei attacked him but had no success, and he hurriedly sent back
orders to call up all the forces in Yi Province.

Chu-ko Liang

asked the Attendant Official Yang Hung of Chien-wei about it.
Hung said: "Han-chung is the vital thoroughfare into Yi Province.
This is the turning point of survival or destruction, for unless
we have Han-chung, we haven't got SHU,,

Here is a danger at the

very door of the house, and how can you have doubts about
raising soldiers?"

At this time Fa Cheng was with Pei's army,

so Liang recommended Hung act for him as Grand Administrator of
Shu commandery.

All the affairs of the people were well-managed,

and he then gave him permanent appointment.
Before this, the Grand Administrator of Chien-wei,
Li Yen, had appointed Hung Officer of the Department of Merit.
Before Yen left Chien-wei, Hung was already at Shu.

Hung

recommended his Assistant Clerk at the Gate Ho Chih as a man of
2156

3

ability in planning.

While Hung was still in Shu commandery,

Chih was already Grand Administrator of Kuang-han.

This is why

the western lands admired Chu-ko Liang's ability to put the
talents of all men into service.
In the autumn, in the seventh month, King Ts'ao of Wei
came himself to lead an attack on Liu Pei, and in the ninth
month he reached Ch'ang-an.
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Ts'ao Chang attacked the Wu-huan of Tai commandery, and he
himself joined the battle.

His armour was hit by several arrows but

his spirit was relentless.

He followed his victory with pursuit, and

he came to the north of Sang-kan.

He completely defeated the rebels

and the men whose heads he cut off and the people that he captured
were numbered by the thousands.

The chieftain of the Hsien-pi,

K'o-pi-neng, had brought several ten thousand cavalry to watch events.
He saw Chang’s might in battle, and how those that he faced were all
destroyed.

He asked to submit, and all the north was pacified.

The civil officers and people of Nan-yang were suffering under
the forced labour services.

In the winter, in the tenth month, the

officer of the garrison at Wan, Hou Yin, rebelled.

The Grand

Administrator of Nan-yang, Tung-li Kun, and the Officer of the
Department of Merit Ying Yü fought fiercely and managed to escape.
Yin sent horsemen to pursue them and arrows came from every direction.
Yü protected Kun with his body, he was wounded seven times, and he
died.

Yin's horsemen captured Kun and came back.

At this time the

General Who Subdues the South Ts'ao Jen was camped at Fan to guard
Ching Province, and King Ts'ao of WEI ordered him to go back and
attack Yin.

4

The Officer of the Department of Merit Tsung Tzu-ch'ing

said to Yin:

"You accord with the people's hearts, and you have

taken up a great affair.

All men far and near attend to your actions.

Yet you still hold the leader of the commandery.
rebellion which gains you nothing.
followed this.

That is an act of

Why not send him away?"

Yin

Then Tzu-ch'ing climbed the city wall by night,

joined the Grand Administrator, and together they collected the rest
of the people to besiege Yin.

Soon afterwards Ts'ao Jen's army

also arrived to reinforce the attack.

Chien-an 24th year [3.II.219-21.II.220]
In the spring, in the first month, Ts'ao Jen stormed Wan
and sacked the city, cut off Hou Yin's head, and returned to camp
at Fan.
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Before this, Hsia-hou Yuan had been successful in many
battles, but King Ts'ao of WEI always warned him: "The commander
of an army should sometimes be timid and weak; you cannot always
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rely on your courage.

The commander should take courage as the

basis, but he must always act with wisdom and planning.

If he

thinkg only of physical bravery, a common fellow will be match
for him."

When Yuan and Liu Pei had faced one another for more

than a year, Pei came south from Yang-p'ing across the Mien River.
He climbed the hills, brought his army a little further forward,
and then made camp at Ting-chün Mountain.

When Yuan led

soldiers to contest the position, Fa Cheng said: "We can attack."
Pei sent the General Who Exterminates the Caitiffs Huang Chung
to attack them from above with drums and war-cries, and Yüan's
army was utterly defeated.

They cut off Yüan's head and also

the head of Chao Yung, the Inspector of Yi Province [appointed
by Ts'ao Ts'ao].
Chang Ko led the army back to Yang-p'ing.

They had only

lately lost their leader, and the soldiers were troubled and
could not think what to do.

The Controller of the Army Tu Hsi

and Yüan's Major Kuo Hai of T'ai-yüan collected the scattered
troops and gave orders to all the army:

"General Chang is a

famous leader of the state and Liu Pei is afraid of him.

With

the whole situation becoming more and more critical every day,
our minds cannot be at rest unless General Chang

takes command."

So for the time being Chang Ko became head of the army.

He went

out to encourage the soldiers and inspect the lines, all the
officers accepted his orders, and the morale of the soldiers
was restored.

The next day Pei wanted to cross the Han River

and come to attack.

The officers held that the army was weak

and no match for the enemy, and they wanted to form ranks to
guard the river bank against him.

Kuo Hai said: "This shows our

weakness but still fails to give us a strong enough position
against the enemy.

It is not well planned.

The best thing to do

is to form the lines some distance from the river to entice
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them across.

When they are half over we can attack them.

Pei can be defeated.”

This way,

When they drew up their line of battle, Pei

was suspicious and did not come across. Then Huai set a firm guard
to show that he had no intention of retreat and he sent a report of
the situation to King Ts'ao of WEI.

Ts'ao fully approved.

He sent

messengers to grant Ko credentials and he confirmed Huai's position
as Major.
In the second month, on the day jen-tzu

[2.iv], the

last of

the month, there was an eclipse of the sun.
158

In the third month King Ts'ao of WEI came through the Hsieh-ku
Pass from Ch'ang-an and had his army cover the important points on
the approaches to Han-chung.

Liu Pei said: "Even if Lord Ts'ao does

come there is nothing he can do.

We have captured the Han River."

He collected his forces to face the passes, but no fighting took place.
Ts'ao's grain supplies came down through the mountains in the north,
and Huang Chung planned to intercept them.

He was away longer than

he had said and he had still not returned, so Chao Yün, General of
the Flying Army, led several score horsemen out of the camp to look
for him.

Just at this time Ts'ao had brought out a considerable

number of soldiers, and Yün suddenly met up with this force.
forward to charge their lines and then fought his way back.

He went
The WEI

soldiers scattered and formed again, and pursued him to his camp.
Yun went into the camp, threw open the gates, put the flags away and
kept the drums silent.

The WEI soldiers suspected that Yün had set

an ambush, so they went away.

Then Yün had the drums beaten to shake

the heavens, and he ordered his men to shoot only with strong bows,
to take the WEI soldiers from behind.

The enemy were startled and

terrified, and they trampled one another down.
them fell into the Han and died.

A great number of

The next day, when Pei came himself

to Yün's camp, he saw the battle-field and said: "Tzu-lung is all
bravery!"
Ts'ao and Pei faced one another for several months, and many
of the soldiers of Ts'ao's army deserted.

In the summer, in the

fifth month, Ts'ao drew off all his armies in Han-chang and returned
to Ch'ang-an.
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Ts'ao was afraid that Liu Pei would come north, take over
the Ti barbarians of Wu-tu, and so threaten the lands within the
passes.

He asked the Inspector of Yung Province, Chang Chi,

about it.

Chi said: "Encourage the people to go north for

harvests and to keep away from the enemy.
to the ones that arrive first.

Give generous rewards

When the first-comers appreciate

the advantages, others will be sure to follow them."
this.

Ts'ao did

He sent Chi to Wu-tu to transfer some fifty thousand of

the Ti into the territory of Fu-feng and T'ien-shui.^
Yen Chun of Wu-wei, Ho Luan of Chang-yeh, Huang Hua of
Chiu-ch'üan and Ch'ü Yen of Hsi-p’ing each controlled their own
commanderies.
one another.

They called themselves

generals

and they fought

Chun sent his mother and his children as hostages

to King Ts'ao of WEI and asked help.

Ts'ao asked Chang Chi.

Chi said: "Chun and the others pretend to respect the authority
of the state, but inwardly they are proud and rebellious.

When

they have decided their plans and when they feel strong enough,
they will all rebel together.

Now, while you are still occupied

with SHU, you should keep both sides fighting.
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Pien Chuang-tzu destroying tigers,
worn out."

The King said:

2

Just like

sit and wait till they are

"Excellent."

In the course of that

year Luan killed Chun and was in turn destroyed by Wang Pi of
Wu-wei,
Liu Pei sent the Grand Administrator of Yi-tu,

3

Meng Ta
4
of Fu-feng, to go north from Tzu-kuei to attack Fang-ling.
The Grand Administrator of Fang-ling, K'uai Ch'i, was killed.
Then Pei sent his adopted son Liu Feng to go downstream from
Han-chung along the Mien River, to take command of Ta's army,
and join Ta in an attack on Shang-yung.

The Grand Administrator

of Shang-yung, Shen Tan, surrendered with all his commandery.

5

Pei promoted Tan to be General Who Subdues the North with command
as Grand Administrator of Shang-yung, and he made Tan's younger
brother, Yi, General Who Establishes Trust and Grand
C

Administrator of Hsi-ch'eng.
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In the autumn, in the seventh month, Liu Pei named himself
King of Han-chung.

He set up an altar at Mien-yang, drew up his

soldiers and collected a crowd, all the ministers were set in place.
He read out a memorial to Heaven, he took up seal and tassel, and he
put on a cap of royalty.

Then he sent couriers to return the seals

and tassels of the General of the Left and Marquis of Yi-ch'eng which
he had been granted [by Ts'ao Ts'ao's government].
Shan Heir-apparent to the kingdom.
Standard, Wei Yen of Yi-yang,

7

He made his son

He promoted the General of the

to be General Who Maintains Distant

Lands in Peace with command as Grand Administrator of Han-chung to
guard the Han River.
Ch'eng-tu.

Pei went back and set up his administration at

He appointed Hsü Ching Grand Tutor, Fa Cheng became

Prefect of the Masters of Writing, Kuan Yu became General of the Van,
Chang Fei became General of the Right, Ma Ch ’ao became General of the
Left and Huang Chung became General of the Rear.

All Pei's officers

were granted some promotion.
The Major of the Forward Division of Yi Province, Fei Shih of
Chien-wei, was sent to take the seal and tassel to Kuan Yu.

When Yü

heard that Huang Chung had been given the same rank as himself he was
very angry and said: "I'm better than that dunderhead!"
to accept the appointment.

He refused

Shih said to Yü: "When a man must

establish a royal work, he cannot make use of only one comrade.

In

earlier times Hsiao [Ho] and Ts'ao [Ts'an] were Kao-tsu's boyhood
friends, and Ch'en [P'ing] and Han [Hsin] were refugees who came
later.

When their ranking was discussed, Han occupied the highest

place, but I have never heard that Hsiao or Ts'ao were angry about

Q

it.

If the King of Han-chung rewards good work, to honour the

house of Han, why should you feel he is treating you just like the
others?

You and the King are so close that you might have a single

body, you feel the same joys and the same sorrows, in fortune or
misfortune you share it.

I say that you should not judge his

feelings by the highs and lows of official titles nor by the size
of fiefs and gifts.

I am a mere errand-boy, a man acting on orders.

If you refuse the appointment, I will simply go back.

But all the

same, I will be sorry about it, and I am afraid that you will regret
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it,too.”

Yü appreciated his advice, and he immediately accepted

the appointment.
An edict appointed the wife of King Ts'ao, the Lady Pien,
as Queen of WEI.
Sun Ch'üan attacked Ho-fei.

The soldiers of several [WEI]

provinces were stationed on the frontiers in Huai-nan.

The

Inspector of Yang Province Wen Hui said to the Inspector of Yen
Province P'ei Ch'ien:

"Though the enemy come against us, there

is nothing to worry about here.

On the other side, however,

with the river floods rising, Tzu-hsiao [i.e. Ts'ao Jen] still
keeps his army hanging about and has no plans made in advance.
Kuan Yü is brave and cunning.

If he should attack I am afraid

that the General Who Subdues the South [Ts'ao Jen] will be in

q

trouble.”

In the event, Kuan Yü sent the Grand Administrator

of Nan commandery, Mi Fang, to guard Chiang-ling, the General
Fu Shih J e n ^ to guard Kung-an, and he himself led an army to
attack Ts'ao Jen at Fan.

Jen stationed the General of the Left

Yü Chin with the General Who Maintains Righteousness P'ang Te
and others in camps north of Fan.
2161

In the eighth month there were great rains, the Han
River flooded and the level ground was several score feet under
water.

All seven armies under Yü Chin and his fellows were

flooded out.

Chin and his officers climbed high ground to avoid

the water, and Kuan Yu's soldiers sailed in great ships to attack
them.

Chin and the others were completely exhausted, and they

surrendered.

P'ang Te was on an embankment.

and held a bow,

and he hit his mark

He carried armour

with every shot.

From

morning till the sun had passed midday he continued the battle.
Kuan Yü attacked more and more fiercely, Te's arrows were
finished and he continued the struggle hand to hand.

He fought

on, quite unafraid, but the water rose further and his officers
and soldiers all surrendered.

Te took a small boat to go back to

Jen's camp, but the water rose still higher, and the boat
overturned.

He lost all his weapons and he held on alone to the

upturned boat in the water.
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still carried himself straight and would not bow.

Yü said:

"You have a cousin in Han-chung,^ and I would like to have you
as one of my officers.

Why didn't you surrender earlier?"

Te cursed

him and said: "Slave, why speak of surrender? The King of WEI holds a
million men in armour, and his authority shakes the empire.

Your

Liu Pei is nothing special, and how can he match my master?

I would

rather be a martyr of my statd than a leader of rebels."
him.

Yü killed

King Ts'ao of WEI heard of this and said: "I knew Yü Chin for

thirty years, and I never believed that when danger came he would
show himself inferior to P'ang Te."

He enfeoffed Te's two sons as

marquises.
Yü attacked Fan city hard.

The fortifications were affected

by water, and they gradually crumbled and fell.
nervous and afraid.
can cope with.

All the army was

Some people said to Jen: "This is more than we

Yü's siege-circle is not yet joined, so take the

chance, get on a light boat and escape in the night."

The Grand

Administrator of Ju-aan, Man Ch'ung, said: "The mountain waters came
fast, and we can hope they will not last too long.

I have heard

that Yü has already sent a detachment towards Chia, and the people
are in disturbance everywhere south of Hsü.

The reason Yü doesn't

want to go forward is that he is afraid our army \fould cut off his
rear.

Once we run away, we will have lost everything south of the

Yellow River.

You must stay here."

Jen said: "Excellent."

He

drowned a white horse and made covenant with his troops that they
should join hearts and hold firm.

The men and the horses in the

city were several thousands, but the fortifications stood only a few
feet above the water.

12

Yü sailed his ships to the walls, set up

several lines of siege, and the city was cut off from outside.

Yü

also sent detachments to besiege the General Lü Ch'ang at Hsiang-yang
The Inspector of Ching Province, Hu Hsiu, and the Grand Administrator
13
of Nan-hsiang,
Fu Fang, both surrendered to Yü.
Before this, Wei Feng of P'ei state had made a great show to
impress people, everyone at Yeh admired his brilliance, and
the Chancellor of State cf WEI, Chung Yao, appointed him Head Clerk
of the Department of the West.
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Jen Lan of Jung-yang was a very good

friend of Feng, but Cheng Mao, from the same commandery,
T'ai, had always said to him: "Feng is a master of deceit.
certainly cause trouble."

a son of
He will

In the ninth month Feng collected secret

followers and made plans to attack Yeh with Ch'en Wei, the Commandant
of the Ch'ang-lo Palace Guard.

Before the appointed time had come

Ch'en Wei became frightened and told about it.

The Heir-apparent

[Ts'ao] P'i executed Feng, several thousand men died because they
were implicated, and Chung Yao was dismissed from office.
Before this, the Master of Records under the LieutenantChancellor, Yang Hsiu, with Ting Yi and his brother, had planned to
arrange for Ts'ao Chih to succeed his father.
Gentlemen of the Household for All Purposes,
about it.

The General of the
Ts'ao P'i, was anxious

He took a chariot, filled it with empty baskets, and had

the Prefect of Ch'ao-ko, Wu Chih, hide in it to come and advise him.
Hsiu told King Ts'ao of Wei about it but Ts'ao made no immediate
investigation.

P'i was.afraid and asked Chih, but Chih replied:

"Nothing to worry about."

Next day they had baskets containing silk

and sent them in, Hsiu reported it again, the baskets were examined,
and there was no-one inside.

Ts'ao became suspicious of Hsiu.

Some time later, when Ts'ao Chih became estranged from his father
because of his pride and foolish behaviour, he began to rely more
and more on Yang Hsiu, and Hsiu dared hot fail to help him. Whenever
there was something Chih did not understand they would try to work
out what Ts'ao wanted, and prepare ten or more paragraphs for reply.
[Chih] said to his attendants: "When [my father] gives instructions,
choose the appropriate answer and send it in."

By this means the

order was scarcely out when the answers had already come back.

Ts'ao

was amazed at the speed, he made investigations, and the trick was
discovered.

Ts'au Had always disliked Hsiu because he was a nephew

of Yuan Shu, and when he found out that Hsiu had been passing on
everything that he said, and had been communicating with the feudal
lords [i.e. with Chih], he arrested him and killed him.
King Ts'ao of WEI made Tu Hsi Chief Clerk on Station for the
land within the passes.
2163

Hsu. Yu, commander of a small force in that

territory, refused to submit to Ts'ao and sent insulting messages
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instead.

Ts'ao was very angry.

He wanted to attack Yu, but all

his officers objected: "You should invite him to join you, and
together you can attack stronger enemies.”

Ts'ao laid his sword

across his knee, coloured up, and refused to speak.

Hsi came in

and wanted to protest, but Ts'ao interrupted him and said: "My plans
are decided.

Don't you say anything more."

Hsi said: "If your

majesty's plans are right, I will help you perfect them.

If your

majesty's plans are wrong, even though they are decided you should
still change them.
speak.

Yet your majesty interrupts me and orders me not to

Isn't that an unworthy way to behave to your servants?"

said: "Hsü Yu has insulted me, how can I disregard that?"
"Will your majesty say what sort of a man is Hsü Yu?"
common fellow."

Ts'ao

Hsi said:

Ts'ao said: "A

Hsi said: "Now only a worthy man can recognise a worthy

man, only a sage can recognise a sage.
his true superior?

How can a common fellow appreciate

Now when wolves are on the road and the fox is taken

first, then people will say that your majesty is avoiding the strong
to attack the weak.

You cannot show your courage if you attack him,

and you are not unduly generous if you leave him alone.

I have heard

that a crossbow of thirty thousand catties is the wrong weapon to shoot
a mouse, and a bell weighing five hundred tons does not sound to the
touch of a stem of grass. 15 Now this miserable Hsü Yu, is he enough to
trouble your spiritual warfare?"

Ts'ao said: "Excellent."

He treated

Yu generously and behaved well to him, and Yu submitted at once.
In the winter, in the tenth month, King Ts'ao of WEI came to
Lo-yang.
Sun Lang, a man from Lu-hun, made a rebellion.

He killed the

Master of Records of the prefecture and went south to join Kuan Yü.
Yü granted Lang a seal and gave him soldiers, and he came back as a
bandit.

In the area from Hsü southwards there were also others who

acted as allies to Yü behind the enemy lines.China tremble.

Y ü fs power made central

King Ts'ao of WEI even considered shifting the capital

from Hsü to avoid his attacks, but the Major to the Army of the
Lieutenant-Chancellor Ssu-ma Yi and the Head Clerk of the Department
of the West Chiang Chi said to Ts'ao: "Yü Chin and the others were
destroyed by water, they were not lost in war.
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There is no real

injury to the great plans of our state.

Liu Pei and Sun Ch'üan

may seem to be close allies, but they are privately estranged.
If Kuan Yü has ambitions, Ch ’üan will never be willing that he
should achieve them.

Send a man to encourage Ch'üan

to close

on his rear, and promise in return to enfeoff him with all the
lands south of the Chiang.
broken."

The siege of Fan will certainly be

T s ’ao followed this.

Before this, Lu Su had urged Ch'üan that so long as
Ts'ao Ts'ao lived he should stay in harmony with Kuan Yü and
maintain the alliance.

They should never break off with him.

Then Lü Meng took Su's place and camped at Lu-k'ou.

He held that

Kuan Yü had always been an ambitious general, that he planned to
take over everything, and that he already controlled the upper
reaches of the state.
situation for long.

It would be difficult to accept this
Secretly he said to Ch'üan: "Order the

General Who Subdues the Caitiffs [Sun Chiao] to hold Nan
commandery, P'an Chang to go to Po-ti, and send Chiang Ch'in with
ten thousand soldiers raiding up and down the Chiang to harass
the enemy wherever he turns.
Hsiang-yang for our state.

I will go forward and occupy
After that, what have we to fear

from T s ’ao Ts'ao and why should we trust ourselves to Kuan Yü?
Besides, though Yü and his master may boast of their pretended
strength, they are very unstable and we can't trust them.

The

reason that Yü has not yet turned against us, that is because
of your honour's spiritual understanding, and because I and some
others are still here.

If you fail to act while we are strong,

then one day we may be gone and if you wanted to muster your
forces again, how would you manage it?"

Ch'üan said: "I meant

first to go and take Hsü Province, then deal with Yü.
that?"

How about

Meng replied: "Now Ts'ao is a long way off to the north

of the Yellow River, collecting Yü and Chi provinces.
yet had time to look to the east.

He has not

I have been told that the

soldiers guarding Hsü territory are too few to be of any
significance.

If you go you can take them.

land, and good cavalry can gallop there.
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But that is all dry

If your honour now

takes Hsü Province, then in ten days time Ts'ao will certainly come
to fight for it.

Even if you defended it with seventy or eighty

thousand men it would still be a worry.

The best thing to do is to

take Kuan Yu and seize all the Long River.

We can extend our territory

even wider, and it will always be easy to defend."

Ch'üan thought

this was excellent.
Ch'üan once asked a marriage alliance for his son with Yu, but
Yü insulted his messenger and refused the marriage.

Ch'üan was angry.

When YÜ attacked Fan, Lü Meng sent in a memorial: "Yü has attacked
Fan tut he has left a great number of soldiers on guard.
afraid that I will make plans against his rear.

I am often sick, and

I beg to bring some of my forces back to Chien-yeh.
5

that it's for reason of my health.

He must be

We can pretend

When Yü hears of this, he will

certainly call his guard troops back to Hsiang-yang.

If a great army

sails fast day and night up the Chiang and attacks his empty places,
then Nan commandery can be captured and Yü can be taken."

So he

announced that he was dangerously ill, and Ch'üan sent an open summons
to call him back, and made plans with him in secret.
Meng came down as far as Wu-hu, and the Colonel Who Settles
Majesty

Lu Hsün said to Meng: "You guard the border against Kuan Yü,

why come such a long way down here?

Won't that cause us worry later?"

Meng answered: "What you say is true, but I am very ill."
"Yü boasts of his courage, and he oppresses others.

Hsün said:

He has lately

gained great success, and now he has proud ideas and unbridled ambition.
He thinks only of advancing to the north, and he has yet no suspicion
of us.

When he hears that you are sick, he will certainly make no

preparations, and if we break out now when he is not expecting us,
that is the way to capture him.

When you go down to see his honour

[Sun Ch'üan] you should make good plans."

Meng said: "Yü is brave

and fierce, so it is difficult to match him.

He already holds Ching

Province and he governs with great favour and loyalty.

Now he has

started to have success, and his courage and strength are growing.
It will not be easy to deal with him."

Meng came to the capital,

and Ch'üan said: "Who could take your place?"

Meng replied: "Lu Hsün

thinks deep and far, and he could bear heavy responsibility.
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I have

seen how he plans things, and he will be able to hold great office.
But he is not yet widely known, and Yu. will give little thought to
him.

He would be quite the best choice.

If you use him, tell him

to stay very quiet, but to make secret reconnaissance.
win."

Then we can

So Ch'üan summoned Hsün and appointed him Lieutenant-General

and Controller of the Division of the Right to replace Meng.
Hsün came to Lu-k'ou, and he wrote a letter to Yü to praise
the beauty of his achievements.

He was very humble and restrained

and sounded utterly reliable and loyal.

Yü felt quite easy in his

mind, he. had nothing to be suspicious of any longer, and he drew
more and more soldiers away to Fan.

Hsün found out all the

situation, and he prepared a master-plan how Yü should be taken.
When he captured Yü Chin and the other generals, Kuan Yü
had also taken several tens of thousand men and horses, and his
supplies of food were now running low.

Without asking permission,

he seized Ch'üan's grain store at Hsiang-kuan.^ Ch'üan heard
about it, and then he raised troops to attack Yü.

He planned to

appoint the General Who Subdues the Caitiffs Sun Chiao to act
with Lü Meng as Chief Controllers of the Left and Right Divisions.
Meng said: "If you feel the General Who Subdues the Caitiffs is
the right man, then give him the job.
suitable, then use me.

2166

If you think that I am

Once before, when Chou Yü and Ch'eng P'u

were controllers of divisions on the left and right, they led
17
soldiers to attack Chiang-ling.
Though affairs were decided by
Yü, P'u relied on his long experience and shared the command.
They often disagreed and they almost ruined the affairs of our
state.

This is a warning for you."

Ch'üan took the point,

thanked Meng and said: "I give you full command, and I will order
Chiao to act as your support in the rear."
When King Ts'ao of WEI came back from Han-chung, he had
sent the General Who Pacifies Criminals Hsü Huang to camp at
Wan and help Ts'ao Jen.

When Yü Chin and the others were destroyed,

Huang went forward to the Yang-ling Slope.

Kuan Yü had sent

soldiers tc camp at Yen-ch'eng, but as soon as Huang came up he
made ramparts and ditches on a side-path to show that he planned
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to cut off their rear, and Yü's soldiers burnt their camp and fled.
Huang gained Yen-ch'eng, made a line of camps and slowly moved
forward.

Ts'ao sent Chao Yen to accompany Huang as Gentleman-

consultant and Adviser to the Army of Ts'ao Jen.

The other

detachments had not arrived and Huang's command was too small to
break the siege, but all his officers kept urging him to hasten to
Jen's relief.

Yen said to them: "The enemy have set a strong siege

and the river floods are still rising.

I brought very few soldiers

with me and Jen is quite cut off and can't join forces with us.

An

attack now will only cause difficulty both inside and outside.

The

best thing to do for the time being is to bring the

army forward to

keep pressure on the besiegers, and send spies through to Jen so that
he knows relief is coming and can encourage his officers and men.
I reckon that the northern army will arrive in no more than ten days,
and he can hold out that long.

Then we can make a joint attack inside

and out, and the enemy are sure to be defeated.

If there is any

punishment on us for bringing help too late, I will
responsibility."

take all

The officers were pleased, and Huang set his camp

no more than thirty feet from Yu's siegeworks.

He dug tunnels into

the city itself and shot letters to Jen on arrows, and news and
reports were exchanged several times.
Sun Ch'üan sent a letter to King Ts'ao of WEI, offering to
attack Kuan Yii with his own forces, but asking him to keep it quiet
so that Yu would have no chance to make preparations.

Ts'ao asked

his ministers, they all agreed he should keep it secret, then Tung
Chao said: "Military affairs must work on expediency, and we should
choose the most suitable plan.

Let us promise Ch'üan to keep it

secret, but privately let the news out.

When Yü hears Ch'üan is

coming, he will go back to protect himself and the siege will soon
be broken.

We will get the advantage, and we can harness the two

enemies against each other and sit and wait till they are weakened.
If we keep quiet, then Ch'üan will get what he wants.
the best plan.

This is not

Besides, the officers and soldiers in the siege do

not know if there is any relief on the way, and I suspect their
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supplies are low enough to make them worried.

If they decide to

surrender, that will cause considerable trouble.
it be known.

Much best let

Moreover, Yü is a stubborn man, and he thinks he

can hold two places at once.
Ts'ao said: "Excellent.”

He will not retreat quickly.”

So he ordered Hsü Huang to publish

Ch'ban's letter both to the men inside the siege and to those in
Yü's camp.

The people in the siege heard about it and their

spirits were doubled a hundred times, but Yü actually thought it
was a trick and he did not go away.
King Ts'ao of WEI planned to come south from Lo-yang to
help Ts'ao Jen, and all his servants said: "Unless the King goes
quickly, they will be defeated."

Only the Palace Attendant

Huan Chieh said: "Does your majesty consider that Jen and the
others can deal with the matter?"

Ts'ao replied: "It is possible.

"Is your majesty afraid that those two men [Ts'ao Jen and
Hsü Kuang] will not use their utmost strength?" Ts'ao replied:
"No."

"Then why go yourself?"

Ts'ao replied: "I am afraid

the enemy have a great army, and that Hsü Kuang's force is in
danger."

Chi said: "Now Jen and the others are placed in a heavy

siege, they hold to the death and they do not turn traitor.

This

is because your majesty shows strength for them in a distance.
They hold a place with only one chance in ten thousand of life,
and surely they have spirit to fight to the death.

If inside

they have spirit to fight to the death, and if outside there is
strong help, then let your majesty hold back the imperial army
and display the power you possess in reserve.
of defeat that you go yourself?"

Why be so anxious

Ts'ao thought his words

excellent, so he halted his army at the Mo Slope.

One after

another he sent Yin Shu, Chu Kai and ten other divisions to go
to Huang.
Kuan Yü had a camp at the chief point of the siege, and
he also had separate camps on four small hills.

Huang made a

rumour that he was going to attack the principal camp, and then
he made repeated attacks on the four hills.

Yü saw that the

four hill camps were in danger and he himself led five thousand
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horsemen and footsoldiers to defend them.
chased them away.

Huang attacked them and
18
Y u ’s siege-moat had ten rings of abatis
but

Huang pursued Yu right into the siege-works and defeated him.
Fu Fang and Hu Hsiu both died.
retreated.

Then YÜ broke off the siege and

His boats, however, still controlled the Mien River, and

Hsiang-yang remained isolated with no communication.
When Lu. Meng reached Hsün-yang, he hid all his best troops in
barges and had men in plain clothes rowing so they looked like traders.
They travelled day and night, and one by one they captured the
outposts that Kuan YÜ had set to guard the river banks.
nothing of it.

YÜ learnt

Mi Fang and Shih Jen both resented the casual way Yu

had treated them, but when YÜ went off with his army Fang and Jen were
left in charge of transport arrangements.

The supplies did not arrive

regularly, and YÜ said: "When I come back I will deal with them."
So Fang and Jen were both afraid. Lü Meng ordered Yü Fan, former
19
Chief Commandant of Cavalry,
to write to Jen, setting out the
situation.

Jen got the letter and surrendered at once.

Meng: "This is a tricky business.

We should bring Jen back with us

and leave soldiers to guard the cities."
Nan commandery.

Fan said to

Mi Fang held the city,

20

So they brought Jen to
but Meng showed Jen to him,

and Fang opened his gates and surrendered.
Lü Meng entered Chiang-ling, released Yü Chin and captured the
families and dependants of Kuan Yü and of his officers and soldiers.
He comforted them all and looked after them, and gave orders to his
army: "No plundering of private houses".

One man under Meng's command,

who came from the same commandery, took a straw rain-hat from a family
of the people to protect a coat of mail belonging to the government.
Though the government armour was public property, Meng still held that
he had disobeyed orders.

He would not remit the law simply because

the man came from his own district, so he wept and beheaded him. In
the army there was fear and trembling, and no-one even dared to pick
things up that were dropped on the roads.

Meng sent Companions

morning and evening to ask after the old people, to enquire what they
lacked.

He gave medicine to the sick, and clothing and food to the

hungry and cold.
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with a seal to wait till Sun Ch'üan arrived.
Kuan Yü heard that Nan commandery had fallen, and he
hurried back south at once.

Ts'ao Jen collected all his officers

to discuss plans, and everyone said: "Yü is in danger and anxiety.
We can chase him and capture him."

Chao Yen said: "Ch'üan took

advantage of Yu's difficulty when he had soldiers committed
elsewhere, and he made a surprise attack on Yu's rear.
2169

When he

sees Yü coming back to the relief he will be afraid we will
take advantage of both of them, so he will speak very politely
to us and hope for our full support.

Then he will let our

people do the fighting and simply watch the result.
isolated and in flight.

Nov; Yü is

We should preserve him as a menace to

If we push his retreat too hard, then Ch'üan will

Ch'üan.

change his plans and will turn against us.

The King will

certainly give deep thought to this question."
his orders.

So Jen cancelled

King Ts'ao of WEI heard that Yü had fled, and he

was afraid that his officers would pursue him.

He actually

sent orders to Jen post-haste just the way Yen had said.
Kuan Yü sent several messengers to Lü Meng to exchange
news, and Meng treated them very generously.

He took them

around the city and every household sent word [to their
relatives with Yü's army], some writing in their own hand to
shew it was trustworthy.

Yü's men went back, and they also

told what they had seen to their friends.

All knew that their

families had come to no harm, and were even treated better
than in peacetime.

So Yü's soldiers became less interested in

fighting.
About this time Ch'üan came to Chiang-ling, and all the
military and civil officers of Ching Province came to him.

Only

the Attendant Official At Headquarters P'an Chün of Wu-ling said
that he was sick ard refused to come to audience.

Ch'üan sent

men with a stretcher to go to his house and bring him, but Chün
lay face down on the mattress of his bed and would not come out.
His tears flowed in all directions, he wailed and could not
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control himself.

Ch'üan called to him, spoke to him by his style,

comforted him in sincerity, and ordered Companions to wipe his
face with a hand-cloth.
asked for pardon.

Chün sat up, bowed down to the ground, and

He was at once reappointed Attendant Official at

Headquarters, and his advice was sought on all the military affairs
of Ching Province.
Fan Chou, the Attendant Official in Wu-ling,allied with the
barbarians and planned to take the commandery for the King of
Han-chung, [Liu] Pei.

Someone suggested that a high-ranking officer

should be chosen and sent to attack him with ten thousand men.
Ch'üan was reluctant, and he made particular point of calling Chun
in to ask him about it.
That will be enough

in Nan-yang.

"Send five thousand men.

to deal with Chou."

treat him so lightly?"
.70

Chün replied:

Ch'üan said: "How can you

Chün said: "Chou comes from an old family

He makes good speeches, but he has absolutely no idea

about planning.

The reason I know this is that Chou once arranged a

feast for some people of the province.

It came to midday, there was

no food to be had and more than ten of the guests have to make
apologies and leave.

Like a dwarf's performance on the stage, you

see one part of his act and you immediately know the rest."

Ch'üan

laughed aloud, and he sent Chün off with five thousand men, and they
cut off heads and pacified Wu-ling.
Ch'üan appointed Lü Meng Grand Administrator of Nan commandery
and enfeoffed him as Marquis of Ch'an-ling.
cash, and five hundred catties of gold.

He awarded him a million

Lu Hsün was appointed

Grand Administrator of Yi-tu.
In the eleventh month Fan Yu, the Grand Administrator of Yi-tu
appointed by King Pei of Han-chung, fled the commandery.

The prefects

and civil officers and the leaders and elders of the barbarians all
surrendered to Hsün.

Hsün asked for gold and silver and bronze seals

to bestow on those who came to him first.

He attacked Chan Yen and

other officers of SHU and also the great clans of Tzu-kuei.
defeated and surrendered.

All were

From start to finish, those who were

killed or captured or brought to submit were numbered by the tens of
thousands.
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and General Who Maintains the West in Peace.
fief to be Marquis of Lou.

He was advanced in

He camped at Yi-ling to guard

Hsia-k'ou.
Kuan Yü realised he was cut off and went west to hold
Mai-ch'eng.

Sun Ch'üan sent envoys to win him over.

Yü

pretended to surrender, set pennons and flags on the wall to
look like men, and then fled away.

All his soldiers scattered, he

had hardly more than ten horsemen with him.

Ch'üan had already

sent Chu Jan and P'an Chang to cut off every sidepath of escape,
and in the twelfth month Chang's Major Ma Chung captured Yü
and his son P'ing at Chang-hsiang, and beheaded them.

So Ching

Province was settled.
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Before this, the Lieutenant-General Ch'üan

Tsung of Wu

commandery had sent in a memorial with a plan by which Kuan Yü
might be defeated.

Ch'üan was afraid that the affair would leak

out, so he kept it and made no reply.

Later, when Yü had been

taken, Ch'üan set out a feast at Kung-an.

He turned and said to

Tsung: "You planned this too, and although I did not reply,
today's success is your good work as well."
as Marquis of Yang-hua t'ing.

He enfeoffed Tsung

Ch'üan also made Liu Chang

Governor of Yi Province, with temporary residence at Tzu-kuei.
Not long afterwards Chang died.
Before Lü Meng had received the fief his sickness broke
out violently.

Ch'üan took him in, set him next to his own

lodging and sought for every way that could cure him.

When

acupuncture was applied, Ch'üan was miserable for him.

He often

wanted to see Meng's face, but he was afraid to be a bother, so
he would peer through a hole in the wall to look at him.

If he

saw that Meng could eat something he would turn and smile to
those about him and talk and laugh.

If Meng refused his food,

Ch'üan would sigh, and at night he could not sleep.

Then Meng

got better, an amnesty was given for it and all Ch'üan's
ministers sent in their congratulations.
died, forty-two years old.
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But in the end he

was in the greatest grief
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and pain, and three hundred families were set to maintain Meng's tomb.
Years later, Ch'üan talked with Lu Hsün about Chou Yu, Lu Su
and Lü Meng.

He said: "Kung-chin [i.e. Chou Yu] was brave and fierce,

his courage and planning surpassed others.

So he defeated Meng-te

[i.e. Ts'ao Ts'ao] and extended our territory into Ching Province.
He stands alone and no-one can match him.
was introduced to me by Kung-chin.

Tzu-ching [i.e. Lu Su]

I spoke with him at a banquet and

he talked of the great plan for imperial rule.
that caused me pleasure.

This was one thing

Later, when Meng-te had seized Liu Tsung's

power and boasted that he would lead hundreds of thousands of sailors
and soldiers together down the river, I asked my officers what I
should do, and not one of them came forward to reply.

Chang Tzu-pu

[i.e. Chang Chao] and Ch'in Wen-piao [i.e. Ch'in Sung] both said we
should send tribute and receive Ts'ao.

Tzu-ching contradicted them

and said we mustn't do any such thing.

He urged me to call Kung-chin

and give him command of the army to face them and attack them.
This was his second thing that caused me pleasure.

Though he later

encouraged me to cede territory to Hsuan-te [i.e. Liu Pei], this
was his only weakness, and not enough to discount his two fine actions.
The Duke of Chou did not look for everything in one man,

21

and so I

disregard Su's shortcomings and only remember his greatness.
compare him to Teng Yü.

I always

When Tzu-ning [i.e. Lü Meng] was young,

I always said that he was not a man to hesitate whether a task would
prove difficult or easy.

He had bravery and courage, and as he grew

up his learning steadily increased.

In making plans and schemes he

was particularly good, and I would set him next to Kung-chin.
in argument and debate did he fall short of him.

Only

It was he who

planned the destruction of Kuan Yü, and in this he was better than
Tzu-ching.

Tzu-ching would always reply to my letters:

'When an

emperor comes to power, someone must clear the way for him.
is nothing to worry about.'

23

Kuan Yü

This was only because Tzu-ching felt

that he could not cope with Kuan Yü, so he showed off and talked big.
Still I can excuse him and I do not blame him.

In his management of

armies in camp, he never failed to have his orders acted on, and when
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he prohibited something it always stopped.

In the territory under

his command no-one could evade their duties, and things that were
dropped on the roads were not picked up.

He was certainly a fine

commander."
Sun Ch'üan rode together with Yii Chin.
"You are a surrendered prisoner.
level with our lord's?"

Yii Fan said to Chin:

How dare you keep your horse's head

He raised a whip and was going to strike

Chin, but Ch'üan called out and stopped him.
When Sun Ch'üan returned to his allegiance,

24

King Ts'ao of

WEI called Chang Liao and the others back [from Ho-fei] to relieve
Fan.

Before

they had arrived the siege was broken.

Hsü Huang

brought his troops in order back to the Mo Slope, and Ts'ao came
seven li from the camp to welcome him.

The King held a great

banquet, raised a toast to Huang and said: "It was your good work
that saved Fan and Hsiang-yang." He also gave generous rewards to
Huan Chieh and appointed him Master of Writing.
Ts'ao was suspicious of the people still under his control
in Ching Province and of the men in the military colonies along
the Han River.

He wanted to shift all of them.

Ssu-ma Yi said:

"The southerners are fickle and easily influenced.

Wow Kuan Yü

is so newly defeated, all the trouble-makers are keeping their
distance.

You will be shifting the loyal ones, you will make them

resentful, and the ones that have gone away will never dare to come
back."

Ts'ao said: "That is true."

Later, all those who had run

away came out of hiding and returned.
King Ts'ao of WEI recommended Sun Ch'üan as General of the
Agile Cavalry, granted him credentials as Governor of Ching Province,
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and enfeoffed him as Marquis of Wan-ch'ang.

Ch'üan sent the Colonel

Liang Yü to take in tribute, and he sent back Chu Kuang and the
others.

He also sent up a message calling himself subject to Ts'ao,

and discussing the mandate of heaven.

Ts'ao showed Ch'üan's letter
25
around and said: "This boy wants to put me on top of the fire."
The Palace Attendant Ch'en Ch'ün and others all said: "The honour
of Han is ended, and the dynasty is now quite meaningless.
majesty's achievements and virtue, how truly imposing!
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Your

Everyone

looks to you.

Even Sun Ch'üan, so far away, calls himself your subject

This is the accord of Heaven and man, differing spirits sounding in
harmony.

Your majesty should take the great position.

How can you

hesitate?”

Ts'ao said: "If the mandate of heaven rests with me,
26
then I am King Wen of Chou."

Your servant Kuang says:

Teaching, that is of great importance to the

state, yet common officials treat it with contempt.

Custom,

that is the great matter for the empire, yet a stupid ruler will
neglect it.

Only a gentleman wise and understanding, with a

deep insight and planning far ahead, only such a man can
recognise the greatness of their advantages and the far-reaching
effects of their achievement.

Kuang-wu met a time of decline

in the middle of Han, with all the bold men bubbling up like a
porridge.

He raised up from among the common people and he
27
carried the greatness of the past.
He waged war in all four
directions, and he took no free time on any day; but he could
still appreciate the learning of the classics.

He invited

scholars to be his guests, he opened schools everywhere, he
restored the rites and music and made them clear.

His

achievements in war were complete, and his virtue in civil
pursuits in harmony.
One after another Hsiao-ming and
28
Hsiao-chang
followed the ideals of the past. They came to
school buildings and paid respect to the great teachers, and
they would study the classics and enquire the Way of right
action.

For ducal ranks, ministers, grandees, down to the

civil officers of commandery and prefecture, men were chosen
for appointment by their understanding of the classics and by
the quality of their bearing.
a Tiger

The palace Guards As Rapid As

were all learned in the Classic of Filial Piety, and

the sons and younger brothers of the Hsiung-nu barbarians came
to the Imperial University for education.

This was teaching

established above and custom completed below.

The scholars

of loyalty and generosity, purity and culture, not only were
they respected by the ministers and gentry, but they were
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appreciated even among the common people.

Men of stupidity

and meanness, dirt and disgrace, not only were they kept
from the court, but they were banished from the villages and
districts.

From the time that the three dynasties were
29
destroyed,
the beauty of teaching and custom had never
reached to the bloom of Eastern Han.

Hsiao-ho onwards,''

But then, from

the imperial relatives by marriage

seized power, and eunuchs had control of affairs.

Rewards

and punishments were without any rule, bribery was a public
business, worthy men and fools were mixed together, right
and wrong were confused.

This may be called disorder.

The

reason that the state continued and did not fall into
2174

destruction, above there were dukes, ministers and grandees,
such men as Yüan An, Yang Chen, Li Ku, Tu Ch'iao, Ch'en Fan
31
and Li Ying, who would argue in the imperial presence and
stand against their

danger with justice and honour.

And

below there were the scholars of plain clothing, such as
Fu Jung, Kuo T'ai, Fan P'ang and Hsu Shao,

who held

private discussions to help in this time of chaos.

So,

although the government was corrupt, the customs were not in
decline.

They would even come against axe and halberd, and

loyal honourable men followed in each other's footsteps on the
road to execution.

They saw death as a return.

Was it just

the courage of these few worthy scholars? No. It was the
inherited influence of Kuang-wu and Ming and Chang that
brought such sense of duty.

Just at that time, if only an

understanding ruler had appeared to save them, then the
fortune of the Han clan could still be unmeasured.

Yet sadly

enough the remnant of ruin and disorder which was handed down
rZ rZ

was only added to by the stupid tyranny of Huan and Ling. J
They protected and nourished the evil-doers and the vicious
ones as if they were their own flesh and blood.

They killed

and destroyed the loyal and the good more diligently than
rebels and enemies.
CA24:219

The gentry stored up anger, and hatred
357

was bred within all four seas.

Then Ho Chin made call to

fighting, Tung Cho took advantage of grievances, and men like
Yuan Shao made trouble everywhere.

So the Emperor came to be

a'homeless wanderer, the temples of the imperial house were
laid waste, the royal clan was destroyed and overturned and
all the people were in mud and ashes.
fallen and ended never to be restored.

The great mandate was
Nevertheless, the men

of the provinces and commanderies who held troops in their own
territories, although they swallowed one another up they had
to take the honour of Han as their excuse.

Though Wu of Wei

[i.e. Ts'ao Ts'ao] was cruel and strong, with great
achievements in the empire, and though he long had planned to
be his own master, yet even to his death he did not dare do
away with Han and set himself upon the throne.

That was

surely what he wanted, but he still respected the honour of
the name, and he curbed himself.
can teaching be neglected?
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34

We can see it from this: how

How can custom be despised?

NOTES, INDEX and GLOSSARY

Notes to Kuang-ho 4:
1.

There was no keng-tzu

ffc^

day in the fourth month of this year.

There was a keng-tzu day in the third month, being equivalent to the
western 9 April, and another in the fifth month (8 June).

However,

since TCTC and HHS annals are clear that this event took place in the
summer and in the fourth month, it seems most likely that the
character tzu

is an error for wu_

^

.

Such a mistaken transcription

is fairly common, for the two characters are easily confused, and a
keng-wu day appears in the fourth month of this year, being equivalent
to the western 9 May.
2.

On the significance of the amnesty and its function in Han China,
see Hulsewe, Remnants of Han Law, pp. 225-250.

Although it is clear

that the proclamation gave some general remission of punishment
throughout the empire, the effect of any one amnesty is impossible to
determine.

As Hulsewe has remarked (pp.244-5):

"Of course we should

not forget that we are dealing with historical works, not collections
of documents, and that when the historian notes that on a certain date
there was an amnesty, he actually summarises in very few words a
complete edict of a form and content which may have been current
knowledge among the historian's contemporaries and which it therefore
was unnecessary to quote literally."
Earlier in the dynasty, amnesties had been relatively uncommon,
but by the end of the reign of Emperor Ling they had effectively
become an annual event, and their value was very likely debased by
this frequency.

In the sixth year of Chung-p'ing (l89/l90),

admittedly under unusual circumstances, there were three amnesties
in a single year, and this spate of generosity continued until Ts'ao
Ts'ao, who disapproved of the practice, gained control of the person
of the Emperor in 196.

For the last years of the dynasty, no further

amnesties are recorded.
In his discussion, as cited above, Hulsewe made some attempt to
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(l859-6l)

distinguish between "great amnesties" (
"amnesties" (ifl4C she).

ta-she) and simple

In the texts of this time, however, there does

not appear to be any particular distinction in the historians' minds,
and the two terms are used indiscrimately.
3*

Under the Han dynasties, the characters Chiao-chih denoted two
geographical entities:

firstly, the southernmost province of the

empire, occupying roughly the area of present-day Kwangtung, Kwangsi
and northern Vietnam; secondly, a commandery within that province,
occupying roughly the area of the Red River basin around Hanoi in
present-day North Vietnam.
The Wu-hu barbarians gained their name from a mountain now in
Henghsien / f ^ ^ \ i n Kwangsi, and thus although their rebellion may
have had repercussions over a wide area, their territory was officially
under the control of the commandery of Yü-lin

.

The rebellion

had begun three years earlier, in the first year of Kuang-ho (178/ 9).
4.

Under the Han dynasties, Inspectors of provinces held comparatively
low rank:

their nominal salary was 600 piculs, while the head of a

commandery or kingdom was ranked at 2000 piculs.

An Inspector was

primarily appointed to supervise the administration, and in most
provinces he could report to the throne on any wrongdoing but could
not take action without further authority.

In Chiao-chih, however,

the Inspector was granted special credentials ( ^

chieh), which gave

him the right to make executive and legal decisions and take action
on his own initiative (Han shu 28A, p.lOb, commentary quoting
Hu Kuang

[91-172]).

Apart from these civil arrangements, in all provinces the
Inspector was responsible for the raising of an army to deal with
any rebellion or banditry which might be more than an individual
commandery could handle.
5-

Under the Han dynasties, marquis

hou or

lieh-hou) was

the highest rank of nobility that could be granted to a man who was
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not a close imperial relative.

The title carried no feudal power,

but a marquis received a proportion of the tax revenue from his
fief, and on occasion the value of the fief was stated by the
number of households that were to be taxed for his pension.
In many cases, a marquis was enfeoffed with a prefecture,
but there were lesser units of territory, districts and communes,
and this marquisate of a chief commune awarded to Chu Chiin
indicates that the fief comprised a village or township larger
than average, probably the headquarters of a district or a
prefecture.
6.

The Prefect of the Lateral Courts and the Prefect of the Long
Lanes were eunuch officials, responsible for the good order of
the imperial harem.

7*

T ’an-shih-huai had been chief of the Hsien-pi, a barbarian
people whose homelands at this time were about the borders of
present-day Mongolia and Manchuria.

T 'an-shih-huai himself

had conquered an empire described as stretching from Manchuria
to Lake Balkash, he had defeated several Chinese armies, and he
had led constant and devastating raids into the northern
provinces (HHS 80, pp.8a-11b).
8.

The term shang-fang is rendered by Dubs as the office of
"Recipes’'.

It describes, in fact, the palace workshop where

articles were prepared for the use of the Emperor and of his
palace.

For this reason, I have here given it a more

straightforward translation and I do not follow Dubs.
9.

The Western Garden was evidently an enclosed pleasure-ground
attached to the harem apartments of the imperial palace, and
the preceding paragraph describes an occasion when the Emperor
used

it for just that purpose.

However, at this time the

Emperor had also established administrative offices connected
to the Western Garden and taking their name from it, and he
was using these offices as a private treasury for himself and
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(1859-61)
In the chronicle that follows,

successive

references to the Western Garden describe how the sale of offices
was organised from this centre, and finally, in 188, a palace army
of eight regiments was set up.

It seems that Emperor Ling planned

the Western Garden administration to be under his personal control,
organised by his favourites, and in some respects to rival the
official bureaucracy of the imperial capital.
10.

The Grand Minister of Agriculture was the public treasurer of the
empire.

The Grand Coachman was responsible for the horses of the

imperial stables and also for the cavalry supplies of all the
imperial armies.
11.

The three Dukes are the Grand Commandant, the Minister over the
Masses and the Minister of Works, the highest administrative
officers of the empire.

The Masters of Writing are the imperial

secretariat, responsible for drafting and publishing imperial
decrees.

The Commandant of Justice is the minister responsible

for all legal administration and for prisons.

What Lii Ch'iang is

complaining about is that the Emperor, through his personal
attendants, is making appointments and sending out orders without
due process through the proper channels.

By removing their proper

duties from his high officials, he is frustrating them in their
work and encouraging them to be irresponsible.
12.

The Grand Prolonger of Autumn was the official, generally a
eunuch, who acted as chamberlain to the Empress.

He arranged for

her instructions to be carried out within the palace, he arranged
audience for her relatives on the occasions they were allowed to
see her, and he accompanied her when she went out (HHS treatise
27, p.2a).
A'k'

The residence of the Empress was called Ch'ang-ch'iu

, meaning literally "Long Autumn*.

C h 1ang was used as

a favourable omen of long life; ch1iu was used either because growing
things come to fruition in the autumn, or else because autumn is the
season when all things close up for winter, and the harem apartments
are the most secluded section of the palace.
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(1859-61 )

of the C h ’ing scholar Hui Tung to HHS treatise 27, quoting the
Shih ming -#j|[ %2

of Liu Hsi ^ ‘
J $?;

of the second century A.D.

and the supplementary commentary (pienfoK also w r i t t e n ^
of Wei Chao if

(also known as Yao

) of SKWu.

(Totes to Kuang-ho 5:
I.

)

(1862-65)

The Yung-lo Palace (lit. Perpetual Coy) was the residence
of the Lady Tung, the mother of Emperor Ling.

1.

The T'ai-wei

constellation is composed of ten stars

in the western groups of Virgo and Leo (Schlegel 565).

In

Chinese astrology this constellation represented the emperor
and his court.

HHS treatise 12, p.4b, refers to the comet and

interprets it as ’’the empire changing rulers".
5.

The Pan-shun barbarians have a short memoir in HHS 76, pp.10a
ff.

According to that text, they lived in and around the

Yu>^3 River in Lang-chung
now Langchung in Szechwan.

^

prefecture in Pa commandery,

These people had served Kao-tsu

» first Emperor of Former Han, and the seven leading
families had been exempted from taxation as a reward (see text
below).

As Ch'eng Pao says, the Pan-shun people had been

valuable allies of the imperial armies in several campaigns
in the south and west of the empire.
4.

Each year, every province and commandery in the empire was
required to send in a report and account of its administration.
(HHS treatise 28, pp.2b and 4b).

5.

The campaign of Feng K'un

(biography in HHS 28) against

the rebel barbarians of Wu-ling took place in 160 A.D.
annals 7, p.10a).

(HHS

It appears that the Pan-shun people were

prepared to accompany the imperial armies some distance from
their native districts, presumably as mercenaries like the
Gurkas in the modern British army.
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(1862-63)

The Shang-lin Park was the great hunting reserve and pleasure
ground of the emperors of Former Han and it lay west of Ch'ang-an
in the valley of the Wei River.

With the transfer of the capital

to Lo-yang under Later Han, the park was naturally used less often
and became less important, but it was still to some extent
maintained.
7*

The Attendant Imperial Clerk was an officer of the censorate,
whose duties required him to report irregularities and wrongdoing
in official documents and public conduct.

8.

These two lines, the first of four characters, the second of
five, rhyme.

The character

and the character
9.

Huan Yen

was sounded tjag/tsi;/chl (GSR 961 )

was sliag/si:/shi (GSR 975).
had been Grand Commandant in the reign of

Emperor Shun.
Notes to Kuang-ho 6:
1.

(1864-65)

The punctuation here indicates Huang(-ti)
^

'jj?

and Lao(-tzu)

as two separate deities in Chang Chueh's religion, and

this translation follows.

Many scholars, however, argue that the

early popular Taoists worshipped a composite god called Huang-lao
to whom they ascribed the attributes of the legendary sages and
supernatural powers beside.

(See, for example, Maspero,

Le Taoisme, p .121).
2.

The characters chia-tzu

^ -J- , being the first of the "ten

celestial stems" combined with the first of the "twelve earthly
branches", represent the first position in the sexagenary era
used by the Chinese for their calendars.

The year after Kuang-ho

6, 184 A.D. by western reckoning, was attributed with the
characters chia-tzu and thus marked the beginning of a new cycle.
For a millenary doctrine such as Chang Chüeh's, this was a most
suitable omen for the beginning of the rebellion that was to
overthrow the established order of the world.
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1.

(1865-76)

The Colonel Director of the Retainers (ssu-li hsiao-wei)
was responsible for the supervision and censorate of the seven
commanderies about the imperial capital of Lo-yang and the city
of Ch'ang-an.

He had authority to investigate and impeach any

inhabitants of this territory, including the officials of the
court and the attendants of the palace.

His powers, though

more extensive, were thus analogous to those of an Inspector
in a province, and this area under his supervision was sometimes
referred to as the province of Ssu-li
2.

By the time of Later Han, the government of a kingdom was as
much under the control of the central administration as that
of a commandery.

Only members of the imperial clan could be

enfeoffed as kings, and such a ruler was normally given a
commandery as his fief.

The kings were required to live on

their states, and they were granted a proportion of the tax
revenue, but they had no authority in the government.

Where a

Grand Administrator was the civil head of a commandery, a
Chancellor was appointed by the imperial court to govern a
kingdom, and a few minor changes were also made in the titles
of lower officials in the local administration, but for all
practical purposes there was no real difference between a
commandery and a kingdom.
Liu Hsü

, King of An-p'ing, and Liu Chung &

,

King of Kan-ling, were both descendants of Emperor Chang.
Until 146 A.D., when the name was changed, Kan-ling had been
known as Ch'ing-ho
3.

.

The General-in-Chief was the senior ranking general of the
imperial army and had authority to command the Northern Army
(

^

pei-chün), which was the central strategic reserve of

the empire, .comprising five regiments (-**- ’g” wu-ying) under
the command of the Colonel of the Garrison Cavalry, the
Colonel of the Elite Cavalry, the Colonel of the Ch'ang River
Encampments, the Colonel of the Archers Who Shoot at a Sound
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(qq.v. index) and the Colonel of Footsoldiers (
pu-ping hsiao-wei).

■£:

The divisions of the Right and of the Left

and the Feathered Forest troops were part of the Southern Army
( >$7

nan-chün), and were primarily responsible for guarding

the palace and person of the Emperor.
Ho Chin was the brother of the Empress nee Ho, and it had
become accepted practice under the Later Han dynasty for the head
of the clan of the imperial relatives by marriage to be appointed
General-in-Chief.
The tu-t1ing

^

referred to here was probably an area of

open ground outside the walls of the city which acted as a staging
post and terminus for travellers to Lo-yang.

It had been used as an

assembling place for an army in the past, for example on the occasion
of Tou Wu's attempted coup in 168 (HHS 59, p.5a).
The eight passes were natural defensive positions surrounding
Lo-yang and guarding the approaches to the capital.

In normal times

they could serve as customs barriers, but their fortifications were
now put into repair and their garrisons were reinforced.

Chief

Commandant was the title of a military administrator, such as the
head of a dependent state

l^l shu-kuo), chief military assistant

in a commandery on the frontiers of the empire, or, as here, officer
in command of a local fortress and garrison.
4.

At the beginning of the reign of Emperor Ling, following an unsuccessful
resistance to the power of the eunuch attendants of the Emperor, edicts
had been issued to prohibit members of the opposition faction from
holding office in the bureaucracy.

A list of these proscribed men was

kept in the offices of the three dukes (HHS 57, p.3h).

Since that time,

the accusation of faction (’f% tang) had often been sufficient to bring
about the exile or punishment of other officials whom the eunuchs felt
could be a threat to their privileged position.

By this time, more than

ten years after the earliest proscriptions, there were many leading
scholars and gentry in the empire who had been barred from office in
this way, and as Lü Ch'iang points out, their disaffection could be
dangerous to the government if they decided to join with the Yellow
Turban rebels.
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(1865-76)

TCTC commentary to this passage identifies the Western Garden
stables with those under the control of the Assistant of the
Stables for Splendid Horses, appointed in the fourth year of
Kuang-ho (see p.1859 above).

6.

Huang-fu Kuei

biography in HHS 55, had been one of the

great Chinese generals against the barbarians of the northern
borders in the reign of Emperor Huan and the early years of
Emperor Ling.
7.

According to HHS treatise 25, pp.3b-5a, there were five Generals
of the Gentlemen of the Household, being the General of the
Gentlemen of the Household for All Purposes and his colleagues
on the Right, on the Left, As Rapid As a Tiger (qq.v. index)
and of the Feathered Forest (

yü-lin chung-lang-chiang);

each was in charge of a group of palace guardsmen.

This dispatch

of Lu Chih, Huang-fu Sung and Chu Chün was unusual for two reasons:
firstly, because it was not common for Generals of the Gentlemen
of the Household to take active military command outside the
capital; and secondly, because General of the Gentlemen of the
Household of the North was not a recognised title of the Later
Han system.

The appointment and the title, however, were to prove

a popular precedent, and from this time on General of the Gentlemen
of the Household could be the title of a chief of the palace guards
or, generally with some distinguishing attribute, a commander of
troops in the field.
8.

The commentary to HHS 68, pp.20af, notes that the apochryphal
book Ch'un-ch'iu ch'ien-t'an pa

had the saying:

"The Son of Heaven should not climb a tall tower.
a tall tower a revolt will break out below".

If he climbs

This may have been

the basis for Shang Tan's warning.
9.

Wang Fu

and Hou Lan ^

^

(biographies in HHS 68) were

two eunuchs who dominated the court in the early years of
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Hou Lan had been impeached and compelled to commit

suicide in 172 and Wang Fu had been imprisoned on a charge of
corruption in 179 and died in jail.

The Emperor's attendants

are evidently using their dead and discredited colleagues as
scape-goats, implying that Feng, Hsü and the other traitors were
Wang's and H o u 's proteges and had no connection with themselves.
10.

Huo Kuang^_^L-> > as General-in-Chief in 74 B.C., arranged the
deposition of the heir to the throne, Liu Ho

, and his

replacement by Emperor Hsuan jtL of Former Han (see Dubs II,
pp.181-184 and 205-204).
11.

Huang-men pei-ssu yii, the Northern Jail of the Yellow Gates,
was the prison controlled by the eunuchs.

Several official styles

of the palace eunuchs contained the phrase "Yellow Gates", for the
imperial harem, with which eunuchs were particularly concerned,
had gates and doorways painted yellow.
12.

Ten Regular Attendants: the highest rank that could be held by
a eunuch was Palace Regular Attendant (chung-ch'ang-shih, translated
by Dubs as Regular Inner Palace Attendant), and there were twelve
such posts at this time.

In his memorial, as TCTC commentary points

out, Chang Chiin is giving only an approximate number.
It may be noted here that the phrases "Regular Attendants"
(c h 1ang-shih) and "Yellow Gates" (huang-men, see note 11 above) were
used at this time either separately or in combination as a general
description of the eunuch officials of the imperial palace.
13*

The Palace Assistant Imperial Clerk was head of the consorate,
with power to impeach any official for wrongdoing.

14.

Both TCTC and HHS annals 8, p.11a, agree that the day should be in
the third month, but in this year the third month had no keng-tzu
day.

It seems likely that keng-tzu

^

should read keng-wu

the keng-wu day in the third month is equivalent to the western
25 April, 184 (cf. note 1 to KH4).
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I5»

Hsü Hsiin had held ducal rank some ten years earlier.

16.

From his title, Fu Hsieh was probably serving Chu Chün as an
adjutant.

17 •

Yü/j?^ was the dynastic designation of the legendary Emperor Shun ^

.

In the Shu c h i n g , Part II, Book I, Chapter III, translated by
Legge III, pp.39-40, it is said that "He banished the minister
of Works to Yew island; confined Hwan-tow on Mount Tsung; drove
the chief of San-meaou and his people into San-wei, and kept
them there; held K'wan till death a prisoner on mount Yu.

These

four criminals being thus dealt with, universal submission prevailed
throughout the empire.1'
In the T so-chuan, eighteenth year of Duke Wen, it is told
how sixteen worthy descendants of ancient rulers were given
office by the future Emperor Shun at the time he came to serve
as minister to Yao

.

The text notes:

"when Yaou died, all

under heaven, as if they had been one man, with common consent
bore Shun to be emperor, because he had raised to office those
sixteen helpers, and had put away the four wicked on e s . "

(See

Legge V, pp.282/2-282/1).
18.

TCTC chapter 3» p.102, contains an anecdote of the mother of
Tseng Ts'an

, a man of Lu *ff* .

Someone else, with

exactly the same name as her son, killed a man.

As she was

weaving outside her house, three passers-by in succession told
her that "Tseng Ts'an has killed a man".

At first the mother

refused to believe it, but when she heard the mistaken take for
the third time, she threw down her shuttle in belief and despair
(See also Chan-kuo ts'e 3, p.22a).
In Chan-kuo ts'e 7, pp.6b-7a, an adviser asks a ruler:
"If a man says there is a tiger in the market-place, would you
believe him?"

The king replies:

"If three men came and said so?"

"No".

Then the sage asks:

The king replies:

"Yes".

Even if a story is false, enough liars can sometimes make it
appear true.
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Po Ch'i

(1865-76)

& Mz

(biography in Shih chi 73) was a general of the

state of C h'inJ^ in the third century B.C.

In 257 he fell out

of favour with the king and was degraded to become a common
soldier.

Later, he was sent out from the capital to Tu-yu

a village outside the wall.

The king and

,

his advisers

convinced themselves that Po Ch'i must feel resentment for the
way they had treated him and they satisfied themselves that some
of his statements had shown a rebellious spirit, so they sent him
a sword and compelled him to commit suicide.

(See TCTC chapter 5,

pp.182-3, where Po Ch'i is described by his title as Lord of
Wu-an
20.

.)

The first, second and fourth of these lines rhyme, the final
characters being

(GSR 222: miwan/miwon:/wan),

piwan/piwnn:/fan) and
21.

(GSR 262:

(GSR 262: b 1iwan/b'iwon:/fan).

In his k 1ao-yi commentary to this 1passage, Ssu-ma Kuang has
observed that there is considerable disagreement on the identity
of Chang Hsiu and on his significance in the wu-tou-mi rebellion.
The sources may be summarised as follows:
1.

HHS annals 8, p.11b, refers to Chang Hsiu of Pa commandery
as the leader of the wu-tou-mi sect in rebellion in this
year;

2.

the Ling-ti chi ^
Liu Ai

ft

of the contemporary historian

>1 (quoted in the commentary to the passage in 1 .

above) and the Tien liieh

of Yü Huan

of the

third century (quoted in SKWei 8, pp.23a-b) refer to Chang
Hsiu as a leader of the wu-tou-mi both in the reign of
Emperor Ling (Liu Ai) and during the Hsi-p'ing period
(Yü Huan);
3.

the main text of the biography of Chang Lu

in SKWei 8,

p.22b, states that Chang Lu was actually a man from P'ei
state, but that his grandfather Lingf*^L migrated to Shu, and
had been the leader of the wu-tou-mi sect.
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his son

(1865-76)
had carried on

hsing) the teaching,

and when Heng died, Lu had taken over.
Based on the statements in 3* above, P'ei Sung-chih, compiler of
the commentary to San-kuo chih, has added a note to his citation
of Tien lüeh (2. above) saying that the personal name Hsiu has
been miswritten and should read Heng.

He thus assumes that

Chang Heng, father of Chang Lu and leader of the wu-tou-mi sect,
was also the leader of rebellion, and that his name has been
miswritten by Yu Huan, Liu Ai, and presumably Fan Yeh.
Ssu-mu Kuang, noting that there are several further
references to Chang Hsiu, that he was an associate of Chang Lu,
and that he was finally killed by Lu (TCTC p.2040), naturally
doubts that he could be the father from whom Chang Lu was
supposed to inherit authority over the wu-tou-mi sect.

On

TCTC p.1928, however, he appears to accept the idea that Chang
Lu had inherited authority from his

grandfather Ling, and he

adapts the version of SKWei 8 without mentioning Chang Heng.
The problem may be resolved, perhaps, by interpreting the
character hsing in SKWei 8, p.22b (in 3* above) as indicating
that Chang Heng had merely maintained the teachings of the
wu-tou-mi sect but had not been an active leader; and that
Chang Hsiu, who was perhaps no close relation (he came, according
to HHS annals and Liu Ai, from Pa commandery, not from P'ei state
or Shu commandery), had usurped authority among the rebel group.
Later, Chang Heng died, and Chang Lu, as the direct descendant
of the founder of the sect, might well resent Chang Hsiu's
authority, and would seek, with gradual success, to restore his
own.
For further discussion of this question, see, in particular,
Fukui Kochun, Dokyo no kiso teki kenkyu, pp.2-8.
!2.

TCTC here gives the traditional account of the origins of the
name of the wu-tou-mi J*- >f ßf*

sect.

However, in his Hai-.iih

lou cha-ts'ung. p.230, Shen Tseng-chih notes that the Chinese

/
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recognise

five constellations called tou (the Pei-tou

•4' is

the western Big Dipper), and he suggests that wu-tou refers to
the five groups of stars and not to a measure of grain.

Wu-tou

rice was then "rice offered in sacrifice to the five constellations".
23.

This edition of TCTC mistakenly writes £

Ssu for the personal

name of the rebel, but HHS 61, p.2b, and also the Po-na edition,
clearly give the character as 5» Yi.
24.

Prefect Controller of the Left (

tso-hsiao ling) was one

of the officers in charge of convict labourers under the Court
Architect (HHS treatise 27, p.5b).
25

Li Hsieh was the son of Li Ku
Grand Commandant in 144.

4#L

who held the position of

On the death of Emperor Shun, Liang Chi

, who was General-in-Chief and brother of the Empressdowager, used his authority to set children on the throne in order
that he might rule as regent with his sister.

Li Ku objected to

this, and urged that one of the adults of the Liu clan should be
chosen.

Shortly after the appointment of Emperor Huan, Li Ku and

his candidate were destroyed by Liang Chi.

Li Ku's biography is

in HHS 53.
26.

Until the reforms of Liu Yen were adopted in 188 (see TCTC
pp.1887-8 below), the head of a province was an Inspector and the
title of Governor was not officially recognised.

The appointment of

Huang-fu Sung as Governor of Chi Province was a mark of particular
favour, but it is unlikely that the title gave him any greater
power than an ordinary Inspector.
27.

The Obedient Barbarians from Huang-chung was a force of Ch'iang
tribesmen who acted as mercenary auxiliaries to the imperial army
in the northwest.
Koko

28.

Huang-chung described an area southeast of the

Nor in Tsinghai.

See also note 17 to CA19.

Though an Inspector had the power to report to the throne on the
misconduct of a Grand Administrator, his rank was very much lower
(see note 4 to Kh4).

It can readily be imagined that some
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inspectors would be afraid to present.adverse reports against
their superiors lest they make powerful enemies who would
harm them later.

On the other hand, Liang Ku would be

extremely embarrassed if his own junior officer sent in a
report when he himself had been afraid to do so.
29.

Ssu-ma Jang-chu

$\

(biography in Shih chi 64) was

made general of the armies of the state of Ch'i | ^ i n the fifth
century B.C.
army.

Chuang Chia

^

was a courtier appointed to the

Jang-chü waited to receive him, but he arrived late and

Jang-chii had him executed by military law.

When messengers

arrived from the Duke of Ch'i to ask for mercy, Jang-chii
answered them:

"When a commander is with his army, he need

not accept all the orders of his sovereign."
30.

According to HHS treatise 25, p.10a, there was a park for
horses in Han-yang commandery which was administered by the
department of the Grand Coachman.

The Herding Office was

presumably the administrative compound attached to this park.
31.

Po C h ’i

&

and Yiieh Yi ^

were generals of the warring

states period at the end of the Chou dynasty.

Po Ch'i served

the state of Ch'inJj^ , and in a military career of thirty-five
years he captured more than seventy cities from the neighbours
and rivals of that state.
of Yen

.

Yüeh Yi served the northern state

The King of Yen wanted to make an attack on C h ' i ^ %

but Yiieh Yi first went round on embassy to other states to gain
allies for the campaign, and only then did he lead a combined
army to a great victory for his master.

The biography of Po Ch'i

is in Shih chi 73, the biography of Yiieh Yi is in Shih chi 80
(on Po Ch'i see also note 19 above).
52.

The Hsiang family, of whom the greatest was Hsiang Yii
(biographies in Shih chi 7 and Han shu 31), took command of
the rebellion which overthrew the empire of Ch'in in 207 B.C.
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Hsiang Yü was eventually defeated by Kao-tsu

» first

Emperor of the Han dynasty.
33*

Up to this time, the current year had been counted as the seventh
of the Kuang-ho period.
that the reign-title
became

It was only now, two days before the end,
nien-hao) was changed and the year

known as the first of the Chung-p'ing period.

The proclamation of a reign-title was an imperial prerogative
and these slogans could be adopted on any occasion that seemed
suitable.

An emperor would expect to proclaim his first reign-

title as soon as he entered the first full year of his reign, but
the title could be changed on any such occasion as the coming of
age of the emperor, the appearance of a favourable omen
other event important to the dynasty.

or some

It was not until the

beginning of the Ming dynasty in the fourteenth century that the
principle was established whereby each emperor had one nien-hao for
the whole of his reign.
In this year, the adoption of the title Chung-p'ing

>

which may be translated as "Achieving Peace", marked the triumph
of the imperial armies over the main forces of the Yellow Turbans
of Chang Chüeh.
Notes to Chung-p'ing 2:
1.

Under the Han dynasty the area of a mou ( w r i t t e n o r 'fjty
0.11391 English acres.

2.

(1876-82)

Kung-yang £ ^

) was

(See Swann, p.364).

commentary to the Ch'un-ch'iu^ ^ c h r o n i c l e for the

fifteenth year of Duke Hsiian ascribes a plague of locusts to the
Duke's increased taxes (see Shih-san ching chu-su 7, pp.208-9, and
also Legge V, p. 329/ 2).
3.

In the Tso-chuan, eleventh year of Duke A i , it is told how the
Duke of Lu on the advice of his minister Chi-sun

, proposed

to increase the land tax and sent a messenger to ask Confucius for
his opinion.

Confucius gave no official reply, but said privately
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to the messenger:

"...If [Ke-sun] be not governed by the

rules of propriety, but by a covetous daring and insatiableness,
though he enact this taxation of the lands, it will still not
be enough.

If you and Ke-sun wish to act according to the laws,

there are the statutes of the duke of Chow still existing.

If

you wish to act in an irregular manner, why do you consult me?"
(Legge V, p.826/2).
Lu Hsü
Ming

tiff

was a junior officer in the reign of Emperor
who was arrested on a charge of treason.

His mother

came to the prison but was prevented from seeing her son and
could only send in some food for him.

Although Lu Hsü had

remained unmoved by the torture which was applied to him, he
wept when he saw the dish of food, for he recognised his mother's
style of preparing it.

In respect for this mark of filial piety,

pardon was granted to Hsü and his associates, although they were
proscribed from holding office again for the rest of their lives.
Lu Hsu's biography is in HHS 71.
These cavalry-men of the Western Garden were members of a corps
of eunuch guards which had been in existence for some years:
early in the reign of Emperor Shun, the eunuch Ts'ao Chieh
had been a member of this body, known as Hsi-yüan chi
or Hsi-yüan tsou
6.

^ fjj

t*7

(cf. HHS 68, p.12b).

With the possible exception of Ox-horn Chang and Flying
Swallow Ch'u, the names and nicknames of these bandit leaders
indicate fairly clearly that they were of peasant origin.
The rendering of these styles presents some difficulties:
tso-hsiao, translated as Controller on the Left, probably
reflects the man's earlier career as a convict labourer under
the Court Architect (see note 24 to CP1),

although it

could be a corruption of the military title tso hsiao-wei
Colonel on the Left.

Ti-ken

was almost certainly a

nickname given to the man whose surname was Yü, but it is
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difficult to translate:

ti may refer to one of the Five Barbarian

tribes of that name in the time of the Shang dynasty, but it may
also be translated simply as "foundation", or something "hanging
down".

With this latter meaning, in combination with ken, it can

refer to a root, and the nickname was perhaps a reference to Yu's
genitals.
The characters wu-lu

, here translated as "Five Deer"

and regarded as a nickname, were also known as a double-character
surname under the Han, held in particular by Wu-lu Ch'ung-tsung ^
who became Privy Treasurer in 38 B.C.

(Han shu 19B, p.13b).

text, however, the immediately following three characters

,

In this

^

cannot possibly be treated as a personal name, so Wu-lu must refer to
one of the leaders, perhaps in reference to some badge that he bore.
7.

Hei-shan

^

or Black Mountain, describes a ridge of the

Taihang sbannear present-day H o p i ^ ^

in Honan.

It may be noted

that the term "Black Mountain bandits" was used not only for the
forces under the direct control of Chang Yen but also the assorted
minor groups described in the preceding paragraph.
8.

The Reporting Officer, as mentioned in note 4 to KH5, was a junior
official of a province or commandery who was sent to the capital
with the annual report.

Where Filially Pious and Incorrupt candidates

were official nominees for office, the Reporting Officer could also
be noticed and gain appointment at the capital.

Thus Chang Yen,

leader of bandits, had the power to place his nominees into the
imperial administration just as if he was the Grand Administrator
of a commandery.
9.

Ts'ui Shih
in HHS 42.

^

, author of the Cheng-lun

,has

a biography

On the legalist philosophy of the Cheng-lun, see the

article by Balazs, "La crise sociale et la Philosophie politique a
la fin des Han".
10.

From the context, the Lady Ch'eng had evidently nursed the Emperor
when he was a child, she was now treated with favour similar to that
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of the eunuchs, and she had acted as the intermediary in
extracting the fee from Ts'ui Lieh for

his appointment as a

duke.
11.

TCTC p.41 3 tells how Mo-t'u 1§

%%

Shan-yii of the Hsiung-nü,

sent an insulting letter to the court of Emperor Hui

at

Former Han.

Fan K'uai ^

i%

of

urged that the imperial armies

should attack the Hsiung-nu, but Chi Pu ^

^

pointed out that

the last time they tried that, when Fan K'uai was one of the
generals, they had not been successful.

What Fu Hsieh means

is that when a minister suggests a really stupid and dangerous
policy, suggestions for his execution, even from the body of
the court, are quite justifiable.
12.

On the expedition of Li Shang J ^ p ] ^ see his biographies in
Shih chi 95 and Han shu 41.

13.

The four commanderies of Chiu-ch'uan
Wu-wei

and Tun-huang

reign of Emperor Wu

, Chang-yeh

were all established in the

of Former Han (commentaries to Han shu

28B, pp.3a, 2a, 2a, and 3b).

Epochal Exemplar (*t£ If* Shih-

tsung) was the temple-name of Emperor Wu.

14.

Hsü H s ü n ‘^l|»,J had been Minister over the Masses from 169 to
171.

15.

On the Huang-men pei-ssu y ü , the jail controlled by the
eunuchs of the imperial palace, see note 11 to CP1 .

16.

Yi Yin

ft

was the great minister and counsellor of King

T'ang^-^» founder of the Shang dynasty.
was a great minister of kings Wen

Lü Shang

%Sr

and Wuj^', founders of the

Chou dynasty.
17.

Analects, Book XVIII, Chapter I reads:
withdrew from the court.
to Chau.

"The viscount of Wei

The viscount of Chi became a slave

Pi-kan remonstrated with him and died.
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said,

'The Yin dynasty possessed these three men of virtue' ."

(Legge I , p.331).
18.

TCTC here has the characters ts *an-chün-shih

, which

is a title appearing frequently towards the end of Han and during
the Three Kingdoms.
Chin shu 24, p.3a.

It is discussed briefly, as t s 1an-chün, in
TCTC commentary quotes Tu Yu, author of the

T'ung tien, who suggests (p.189/3) that this is an early reference
to the office, and HHS 62, p.2a, would appear to support that
interpretation.
However, in SKWu 1, p.2b, it is said that Chang Wen
recommended Sun Chien yü ^

ts'an chün-shih, and this means

"to take part in the affairs of the army1*.

Thus Sun Chien was a

member of Wen's staff, but ts'an-chün-shih was not necessarily an
official military title at this time.
T'ung tien, as cited above, and also the T 'ung chih of Cheng
Ch'iao (p.693/2) both refer also to the appointment of T'ao Ch'ien
as t s 'an-chün-shih under Chang Wen at about this time, following
the text of SKWei 8, p.9a ( ^

)•

This,

too, could be read simply as a sentence and not as a formal title,
though it is certainly possible that Chang Wen was the first to
appoint officials with this style.
19.

TCTC here follows HHS 62, p.2a, but the Shan-yang kung tsai-chi
of 'the Chin dynasty historian Yüeh Tzu ^

^

, quoted

in the commentary to SKWu 1, p.6b, has the name as Ts *a i - y ü a n ^ - ^ j
There is no way to tell which alternative is correct,, and the place
cannot now be precisely identified.

20.

An axe

yüeh was the ancient symbol of military authority; see,

for example, the Shu ching Part V, Book II, Chapter I, translated
by Legge III, p.300.

Axes were among the Nine Distinctions

( ^ j / 4 ^ ch.iu hsi) awarded to Tung Cho in 189 (HHS 62, p.5a) and to
Ts'ao Ts'ao in 213 (SKWei 1, p.27a), and, according to. the
commentator Sung C h u n g ^ o f
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had the right to execute on their own initiative.

(See also

the introduction to Tjan Tjoe Som's translation of the Po hu t 1ung
volume 1, pp.24-29.)
1.

Emperor Ling came originally from Ho-chien commandery, where he
had been Marquis of Chieh-tu t 'ing

(now northeast of

Ankwo-^l^j in Hopeh) before his accession to the throne.
otes to Chung-p'ing 3:

(1882-83)

For this incident, see above TCTC pp.1870-71.
gate,

The P'ing Gate here indicates the P'ing-ch-eng

the main gate in the south wall of Lo-yang, leading directly to
the Southern Palace of the Emperor (HHS treatise 27, p.6a).
The Heavenly Deer (

t 'ien-lu) are described by the third

century commentator Meng K'angvj^.,^

, quoted in Han shu 96A,

p.13b, as similar to ordinary deer, but with long hair and only
one horn.
The "thirsty crow"
for lifting water.

k 1o-wu) is evidently some device
It is traditionally described as a form

of syphon, but in this context it was most probably some form
of pump, possibly an Archimedes screw.

(cf.

Needham and

Wang Ling, Science and Civilisation in China, volume IV, Part 1,
P.323, and IV, 2, p.131).
(1884-86)

[otes to Chung-p’ing 4:

The capital of Lung-hsi commandery was at Hsiang-wu
now southwest of Lungsi

in Kansu.

The capital of Han-yang commandery was at Chi

, now south

of Kanku'^'/^- in Kansu.
From the Tso-chuan, sixteenth year of Duke C h ’eng, translated
by Legge V, p.388/2:
positions;

"a sage is equal to the duties of all

...a man of the second class maintains the duty of

his positions;

...one of the lowest class fails in the duty

of his."
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4.

(1884-86)

P o - y i ^ ^ ^ i s the posthumous title of the elder son of the King of
Ku-chu

, who reigned towards the end of the Shang dynasty.

According to legend, Po-yi's father said that the younger son should
succeed to the kingdom, and Po-yi faithfully carried out the
instruction.

In the event, the younger son, known as Shu-ch'i

f

refused to take the throne from his brother, and they both resigned
their inheritance.

Later, when King Wu of Chou attacked the Shang,

the brothers protested, and when the conquest was complete they died
of hunger rather than live under the new dynasty
Shih chi 61).

(biography in

For Confucius' admiration of them, see the Analects,

translated in Legge I, p .181 , but for Mencius' opinion, see Legge II,
pp.193-4.
5«

The phrase here:
Part I, Chapter II.

^

, is discussed by Mencius, Book II,

The phrase is rendered by Legge II, pp.189-191,

as "nourishing my vast, flowing, passion-nature."
6.

Shih chi 43, p.4b, tells how Ch'eng Ying

preserved the infant

heir of the noble Chao^£l family after the head of the clan had been
assassinated.

Thus Yang Hui was to act as guardian of Fu K'an.

It may be noted that thirteen sui^j^ by Chinese reckoning
indicates only eleven or twelve years of age by western count.

In

China, a child is regarded as one sui at the time it is born, and one
sui is added to a person's age on the first day of each new year.
7.

The Chii-ko (written

) were a clan of the Southern

Hsiung-nu.
8.

Marquisates of the Imperial Domain (kuan-nei hou) were one rank lower
in the nobility than Full Marquises (lieh-hou) which are discussed in
note 5 to KH4.

The term kuan-nei j

rty , literally "land within the

passes", refers to the territory about the imperial capitals of
Ch'ang-an and Lo-yang.

Unlike Full Marquises, the Marquises of the

Imperial Domain were not necessarily granted a tract of land as a
titular fief, although it seems probable that they were generally
awarded a pension from the imperial revenues.
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Ch'en Shih had been involved in the proscriptions at the
beginning of the reign of Emperor Ling, so he had been out of
office for almost twenty years at the time of his death.
According to his biography in HHS 52, pp.12b f f ., Ch'en Shih
had once attended the funeral of the father of Chang Jang, the
powerful eunuch, when other officials had boycotted the
ceremony, and Chang Jang was grateful to him.

When the

accusations of faction were made in 169, and Ch'en Shih was in
prison awaiting execution, Chang Jang arranged his reprieve
and release.
Chief of T'ai-ch'iu was the highest rank that Ch'en Shih
obtained in the imperial service, but his native prefecture was
Hsiij^ in Ying-ch'uan commandery, and it was there that most of
his good work and influence were displayed.
tfotes to Chung-p'ing 5:
1.

(1887-92)

TCTC commentary identifies the Tzu-kungHß ^
with the T'ai-wei-huan

constellation

, being ten stars in western

Leo and Virgo (Schlegel 363); normally, however, Tzu-kung is
recognised as the Tzu-wei-huan

^

,a

large group of

stars about the area of Cepheus, Draco and the Great Bear
(Schlegel 699)*

In Chinese astrology, the constellation

represents the emperor and his court, and HHS treatise 12, p.5a,
interprets this comet as "the empire changing rulers".
2.

TCTC here miswrites for Hsi-ho, a commandery in Ping Province;
Po-po is now southeast of Fencheng in Shansi.

3.

The nine Ministers were the Grand Master of Ceremonies, the
Superintendant of the Imperial Household, the Commandant of
the Palace Guard, the Grand Coachman, the Commandant of
Justice, the Grand Herald, the Superintendant of the Imperial
House, the Grand Minister of Agriculture and the Privy
Treasurer (qqv.).

Next to the three Dukes, the nine Ministers'

were the highest posts in the imperial bureaucracy.

The

Masters of Writing, also referred to in Liu Yen's memorial,
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held much lower rank, but their responsibility and importance as
members of the emperor’s secretariat have been discussed in note
11 to KH4.
All these first three Governors had held ministerial posts,
and they outranked the heads of commanderies and kingdoms.

From

this time on, where a Governor was appointed, the provinces
became recognisable political units rather than

loose

circuits

of inspection, and where individual heads of commanderies or
local bandits had often defied the government, the new heads of
the provinces were able to mobilise greater resources and
authority to crush rebellion.
Under Former Han, the office of Provincial Governor
(translated by Dubs as Shepherd) had been adopted from time to
time towards the end of the dynasty, but Emperor Kuang-wu had
reverted to the inspectorate system.

Even after this restoration

in 188, the office of Inspector continued to be used where a
unified provincial government did not appear necessary or
desirable, or where a semi-independent ruler such as Yüan Shao or
Kung-sun Tsan appointed a subordinate to control a separate
provincial district.
4.

The Respectful King of Lu.^^Cji,

was Liu Yi /£‘J

, the fifth

successor to a kingdom granted posthumously to Liu Chung ^
elder brother of Emperor Kuang-wu ^
King of Tung-hai

jjüsJp

^

, in 39 A.D.

, the

The Respectful

was Liu C h ’i a n g ^ ^ , son of Emperor

Kuang-wu, who was enfeoffed in 43 A.D.
5-

The Yu-pu Hsi-lo were the clan of the Hsi-lo-shih-chu-ti Shan-yü
^ 'J* , personal name Pi
the Han as Southern Shan-yu in 50 A.D.

, who was supported by
The clan took their name

from his style and adopted the prefix y u - p u ^ J p from their
position in the western part of the Hsiung-nu territory.
6.

The Privy Treasurer of the Yung-lo Palace was the officer in
charge of the residence of the Empress-dowager, the Lady Tung.
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( c f . th e P riv y T r e a s u r e r o f th e C h1a n g -lo

P a la c e , d e sc rib e d ,

i n HHS t r e a t i s e 2 7, p .3 b ) .
7.

%

A cco rd in g to th e Hou Han shu

o f Yuan S h an -su

o f th e f o u r t h c e n tu r y th e s e com m anderies and kingdom s w ere S hany a n g ,:L ia n g , P 'e i P ' e n g - c h 'e n g , H s i a - p 'i , T u n g -h a i and L an g -y eh .
HHS t r e a t i s e 15, p . 4 b ., m e n tio n s o n ly s i x com m anderies, b u t HHS
a n n a ls h a s se v e n .
8.

C h 'e n Fan

(b io g ra p h y i n HHS 56) had s h a re d th e governm ent

w ith Tou Wu'ij'iMj a t th e b e g in n in g o f th e r e ig n o f Emperor L in g ,
and had been d e s tr o y e d w ith Tou Wu when th e e u n u c h 's coup
su c c e e d e d .
9.

H sian g K 'a i was famous f o r h i s a b i l i t y to f o r e t e l l th e f u t u r e .
H is b io g ra p h y i s i n HHS 20B, w ith o th e r e x p e r ts i n d i v i n a t i o n .

10.

The c i t y o f H o -fe i i s now n o r th o f H o fei i n Anhwei, and th e
m a rq u is a te had b een g r a n te d to C h ien H sin

^

, a s u p p o r te r

o f Em peror Kuang-wu, i n th e e a r l y y e a rs o f L a te r Han.

Only

f o u r s u c c e s s o r s a r e r e c o rd e d a f t e r H s i n 's d e a th i n 50 A .D .,
th e l a s t b e in g H s i n 's g r e a t- g r a n d s o n .

Thus a lth o u g h th e r e was

a M arquis o f H o - f e i i n 188, i t seems m ost l i k e l y t h a t th e C hien
l i n e h ad d ie d o u t and some c a d e t of th e im p e r ia l L iu c la n had
been a p p o in te d .

T here a r e no f u r t h e r d e t a i l s o f Wang F e n 's

c a n d id a te f o r th e th r o n e .
11 .

Yi Y in 'if -f was c h i e f m i n i s t e r to T 'a n g J ^ , th e f i r s t r u l e r
o f th e le g e n d a ry Shang d y n a s ty , and Huo K u a n g /j^ ;^ was c h i e f
m i n i s t e r d u rin g Form er Han.

Yi Y in b a n ish e d T ' a i - c h i a y ^ ’f* ,

th e H e ir - a p p a r e n t to the th r o n e , and Huo Kuang d eposed L iu Ho/I l' J ^
from th e im p e r ia l p o s i t i o n and gave h i s p la c e to Em peror Hsüan ;§£ .
(S ee Legge I I I , p .2 0 3 ; n o te 10 to CP1 a b o v e .)
12.

Ma Ju n g

(79-166 A. D. ) , a g r e a t s c h o la r and i n f l u e n t i a l

te a c h e r o f L a te r Han, h as a b io g ra p h y i n HHS 50A.
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13*

(1887-92)

The various sources in HHS do not all agree on the titles of the
eight Colonels of the Western Garden.
of the Shan-yang kung tsai-chi iXi

TCTC has followed the list
(Parallel Annals of the

^

Duke of Shan-yang, which was the title of Emperor Hsien of Han after
his abdication in favour of Wei in 220), a work composed by Yüeh Tzu
^

of the Chin dynasty.

This book no longer survives, but it is

quoted by the commentary to HHS annals 8, p.14b.

In HHS 59, p.6b,

two titles are given differently, and in HHS 64A, p.2a, Yuan Shao
appears as Colonel Aiding the Army (M X ^

tso-chün hsiao-wei) .

This

latter version is followed by HHS 48, p.12a and HHS treatise 13, p.4a,
but the Shan-yang kung tsai-chi is the only source that gives a list
of all the eight officers.
There is a discussion of.the Western Garden regiments as a
palace army in the commentary to Table XLVII of the Li-tai chih-kuan piao.
It may be noted that Chien Shih, a eunuch, could now hold supreme
military command in the capital by virtue of his position as the senior
colonel.
14.

The seven other colonels were all full men.

According to Shui-ching chu 16, p.21a, the P'ing-lo Observatory was
outside the Shang-hsi Jl &

15-

Gate, to the west of the city of Lo-yang.

The dependent state of Liao-tung lay north of the Gulf of Liaotung,
between the two commanderies of Liao-hsi and Liao-tung.

Commentary

to HHS 63, p.5a, explains Shih-men as hills lying southeast of
Liu-ch'eng

, near present-day Chaoyangchen

Notes to Chung-p’ing 6:
1.

in Kirin.
(1892-1908)

In this one calendar year three reign-titles were proclaimed.

In

the fourth month, on the day wu-wu (15 May), the year was proclaimed
as the first of the Kuang-hsi

period.

In the eighth month, on

the day hsin-wei (25 Sep.), the reign-title was changed to Chao-ning
.

In the ninth month, on the day chia-hsü (28 Sep.), the title

was changed to Yung-han

.

Finally, in the intercalary twelfth month, on the day wu-hsin
(19 Feb. 190), these three reign-titles were all cancelled and the
year was again calculated as the sixth of the Chung-p'ing period.
(See TCTC p.1906.)
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2.

According to the commentary to HHS 61, p.5b, Tung Cho is
here quoting from the Ssu-ma Ping-fa^ l ^ J ^ ^

(also known as

Ssu-ma fa) being the book of the art of war ascribed to Ssu-ma
Jang-chü

of the fifth century B.C.

(See note 29 to CP1 .)

These words, however, are missing from the present-day text of
that work.
The disagreement between Tung Cho and Huang-fu Sung came
because Tung Cho claimed that the bandits were defeated, but not
broken, and that they were retreating to their home ground.
If the imperial army pursued them, the bandits would have the
advantage of the terrain and would fight the more fiercely as
they were pressed harder on the defensive.

Huang-fu Sung,

however, believed that the enemy were so demoralised they could

now offer.no effective resistance, and it was important to follow
the pursuit and crush them completely.

(For other examples of

these opposing strategical theories at different times, see
TCTC pp.2003-4 and note 2 to CA3, and also TCTC p.2054 and notes
7 and 8 to CA9.)
It may be noticed that this is the second campaign that
Tung Cho has shown himself reluctant to engage the enemy
(cf. TCTC pp.1881-2 and Tung Cho's self-justification on
pp.1920-21).

The historian, probably by design, shows the

future usurper as a soldier, guilty on occasion of caution
verging towards cowardice.

The interpretation may not be

entirely fair.
3.

This ecJipse is mentioned in HHS treatise 18, p.8b, and also
in HHS annals 8, and in both places the day is given as
ping-wu, which was the first day of the fourth month of this
year.

TCTC has confused the two characters tzu

and wu

.

HHS treatise remarks that the Emperor died ten days after
the eclipse.
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4.

(1892-1908)

Like Chang Wen in 186, Liu Yü held the office of Grand Commandant
without leaving his post as Governor of Yu Province (cf. TCTC p.1882
above).
Under Former Han, Jung-ch'iu had been a prefecture in Tung-hai
(Han shu 28A, p.31b), though it does not appear in the Later Han
treatise.

The city had evidently lost its prefectural status in

140 A.D. , but it is likely that it had been restored by the time
Liu Yü was awarded the territory as a marquisate.
5.

Although infant mortality was naturally high, when a number of
children died it was sometimes suspected that an evil influence
might be operating, and children were sent to live somewhere else
for a time in order that they might escape it.
On the birth of Liu Hsieh and the murder of his mother the
Lady Wang, see TCTC p.1861.

6.

Although it was common for the heir-apparent to be the eldest
son of the emperor by his chief wife, the emperor had undisputed
authority to choose whichever of his sons he preferred.

7.

Po-chun-ti ^

: ti were the lodging houses kept by the

governments of commanderies and kingdoms for their messengers to
the capital.

These were grouped together in one part of Lo-yang,

and it was to this quarter that Ho Chin brought his troops.
8.

Liu Pien was born in 176 and was twelve or thirteen years old
by western calculations.

Liu Hsieh, born in 181, was seven or

eight years old.
9.

The expression lu shang-shu shih

^

"to control the

affairs of the Masters of Writing" is the Later Han equivalent of
the Former Han Intendant of the Affairs of the Masters of Writing
{tyL*

chih shang-shu shih).

Dubs II, pp.10f, explains how the

Masters of Writing were responsible for all official communication
between the emperor and the outside administration, while the
authority of

this imperial secretariat developed even further
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during the Later Han dynasty (and see note 11 to K H 4 ) .

As a

result, the p w e r of any high-ranking official lay in his
authority *'to control the affairs of the Masters of Writing",
no matter what other title he might hold.

The man that

controlled the imperial secretariat could issue commands in the
emperor's name and was thus empowered to govern the empire.
(See also Li-tai chih-kuan p i a o , commentary to Table II.)
According to the commentary to TCTC p.1802, the character
t s 1an

in this context, which I have translated as "to take

part (in the control of the affairs of the Masters of Writing)*,
indicates only that the authority was shared.
10.

In the official administration of Later Han, the Yiian family
of Ju-nan commandery had risen to extraordinary heights.

In

was first appointed to ducal rank as

86 A.D. Yiian

Minister of Works (HHS annals 3> p.16b).

Later, his son Ch'ang'^L

also became Minister of Works, and his grandson T ' a n g ' ^ held all
three ducal offices.

T'ang's son Fengfc£_ became Minister of Works,

and a younger son Wei FlL became Minister over the Masses.

These

promotions to the very highest official ranks give an indication
of the influence that the Yiian clan held in the beaucracy and in
the empire as a whole.
Yiian Shu was the son of Peng.

Yiian Shao was a grandson of

T'ang, father of Feng, but his parenthood is a matter of dispute.
At the beginning of his biography in HHS 64A, the main text
states that he was the son of Ch'eng
of T'ang.

The commentary to this passage, however, notes that

other sources, the Wei shu
Wang Shen

, who was the eldest son

A % l.% of the third century historian

>%-> (quoted in the commendary to SKWei 6, p.12a) and

the Hou Han shu

%

of Yiian Shan-sung ^

of the fourth

century, describe Shao as the adopted son of Ch'eng and add that
he was really the son of Feng by a concubine.
On TCTC p.1927, quoting the main text of HHS 65, p.6b, it'
is recorded that Yiian Shu described Yiian Shao as the " family
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(1892-1908)

Tsan saying that Shao was not a true son of the Yiian clan.

If

this text is correct, and if Shu had any grounds for his accusation,
it seems that Shao must have been the son of a concubine, and he
may have been Shu's half-brother by birth and his cousin only by
adoption.

(Compare, however, the alternative view of the Ch'ing

scholar Hung Liang-chi in his commentary to HHS 64A.)
11.

The Palace Captain of the Northern Army was responsible to the
General-in-Chief for the five regiments of regular troops stationed
at the capital (see note 3 to CP1).

The Gentlemen in Attendance of

the Yellow Gates were among the few officials of the outside
bureaucracy who were granted right of access to the palace.

We

have already discussed the importance of the Masters of Writing,
the imperial secretariat (see note 9 above).

These three officials,

though comparatively low in rank, were essential to the maintenance
of Ho Chin's chain of command in the palace and the army.
12.

The Prefect of the Yellow Gates had police and disciplinary
authority over all the eunuchs of the imperial palace (HHS treatise
26, p.5b).

13*

The Empress-dowager nee Tung had been given the title of Hsiao-jen
Empress at the beginning of the reign of her son Emperor
Ling.

Ling's father, the former Marquis of Chieh-tu t'ing, was

honoured postumously as Emperor Hsiao-jen, and his widow became the
Hsiao-jen Empress-dowager (HHS annals 8, pp.2a-2b).
The western palace was the Yung-lo Palace, the residence of
the Lady Tung.
14.

The retired empress

fan-hou: commentary to HHS annals 10B,

p.8b, identifies this as a reference to the concubine nee Wei
mother of Emp
plot against

of Former Han.

She was implicated in a

in 3 A.D. and was kept in exile in

Chung-shan (see Dubs III, pp.47-48).
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15-

(1892-1908)

The floods recorded here and the rain mentioned on TCTC
p.1905 below are both referred to by HHS treatise 13
(the Treatise on the Five Elements

^

), p.4a,

where they are seen as a portent of the massacre of the
eunuchs.
16.

The five regiments (-%-

wu-ying) were the troops of

the Northern Army ( 3t. ^

pei-chun), normally stationed

at the capital (see note J> to CP1).

All were under the

formal command of the General-in-Chief, but when the
eunuchs organised their coup against General-in-Chief
Tou Wu and Grand Tutor Ch'en Fan early in the reign of
Emperor Ling, the soldiers had refused to support Tou Wu.
17.

The phrase used is
the Three Divisions).

san-shu lang (Gentlemen of
The term describes the court

attendants commanded by the three Generals of the Gentlemen
of the Household for All Purposes, on the Right and on the
Left.

These court attendants were young men on probation for

office in the bureaucracy.
18.

None of them were eunuchs.

The proverb "closing the eyes to catch a bird" implies
self-deception.

A man closes his eyes in the hope that as

he cannot see the bird, the bird cannot see him: the same
argument as an ostrich uses.
19.

The territory of Huang-chung

«j7 , southeast of the Ko Ko

Nor in Tsinghai, was inhabited during Han times by Ch'iang
barbarians, and auxiliary troops, known as Obedient Barbarians
(
20.

yi-ts’ung) , were recruited from the tribesmen.

TCTC commentary notes several examples of the expression
tseng-yi fu-shang “P g

or some similar phrase as a

formula for the end of a memorial.
Chief Commandant was normally a title for the head of a
military administration, as in a dependent state

j^) shu-kuo).

or the chief military assistant in a commandery on the frontiers
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of the empire.

It could, however, be a military rank on active

service, as a Chief Commandant of Cavalry, and it appears here
that Ting Yüan held his title simply as the commander of a
military force.
21

0-heng

:

the title held by Yi Y i n ^ ^

the beginning of the legendary Shang

22.

chief minister at

dynasty.

The example of the Yin is not far off

: the Tang

poem of the Greater Odes in the Shih ching reads (Legge IV,
p.510 ) :
“The beacon of Yin is not far-distant:"It is in the age of the [last] sovereign of Hea."
According to Chinese tradition, Chieh

, the last king of the

Hsiaj|dynasty, ruled as a tyrant, and he was destroyed by
T ’angi^, first king of the Shang dynasty, in 1766 B.C.

Six

centuries later, T'ang's successor King Chou,^ of Shang (also
known as the Yin dynasty) again ruled badly, and the dynasty was
ended

King Wut^ of Chou

%\

.

Thus the fall of Hsia was a warning

of the fate that would come to Shang/Yin, and Cheng T ’ai is saying
that the fate of Tou Wu shows Ho Chin what can happen to him.
23.

Meng-chin: the settlement by the Meng Ford, a crossing of the
Yellow River now south of Menghsien ^ ^ | ; i n Honan.

24.

Tung Cho is here referring to a memorial of Mei Sheng?M[4s. to
King P'i>j^of Wu ^ on the eve of the rebellion of the Seven States
in 154 B.C:

"If you want to cool soup, and one man blows on it

while a hundred others are fanning the fire, you will get nowhere.
The best thing to do is to take away the firewood so as to stop
the fire"
25-

(Han shu 51, p.22b).

Chao Yang was a servant of the C h i n s t a t e during the Chou
dynasty.

Two wicked ministers Hsiin Yin

'47

and Shih Chi-she

(also known as F a n ^ Chi-she) controlled the government, but in
497 B.C. Chao Yang seized the armoury at Chin-yang-fj
the two ministers and drove them into exile.
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was virtuous, it was technically regarded as a rebellion,
for he had no proper orders.

(See the Tso-chuan

chronicle for the thirteenth year of Duke Ting, translated
by Legge V, p.784/2, and also the Kung-yang 4\Jj£ commentary
in Shih-san ching chu-su.)

The Han dynasty set up a prefecture

called Chin-yang, now Taiyuan

in Shansi.

The bells and drums were a symbol of punishment.

In the

Analects, Book XI, Chapter XVI, translated by Legge I, p.243:
“The Master said,

'He is no disciple of mine.

children, beat the drum and assail him'."

My little

Legge explains

that this refers to the practice of executing criminals in the
market-place and beating a drum to have the people collect and
hear of their crimes.
26.

The Lady Ho and her family were descended from butchers.
an account of their origins, see HHS annals 10B, p.9b.

For

The

future Empress was brought into the palace by a common
recruitment, and gained the Emperor's favour when she bore
him a son.

Obviously, the influence of the eunuchs would be

most important to any ordinary concubine seeking to share the
Emperor's bed long enough to conceive by him, and on TCTC
p.1895 it is said that the eunuch Kuo Sheng had played some part
in the fortunes of the Ho clan; this may have been the occasion.
Later, in 181, when the Lady Ho murdered the Beauty nee Wang, it
is described how the eunuchs persuaded the Emperor to pardon her
(TCTC p.1861).
27.

Ch'ung Hao^J^, biography in HHS 46, had been Minister over
the Masses in the reign of Emperor Huan.

28.

The Colonel Director of the Retainers supervised the officials
and people of the seven commanderies about the imperial capital,
but for most of Later Han he had been employed to report
misdeeds to the throne and had no right to take direct action:
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(1892-1908)

The grant of imperial credentials (

chieh) meant that Yuan Shao

could carry out sentence against any criminal without prior
approval from the court.
29-

The C h 'ang-lo

Palace was the residence of the Empress-

dowager (HHS treatise 27, p*3a).
30.

At this time, in Lo-yang, there were two imperial palaces, one
in the north and one in the south of the city.

These complexes

of buildings were connected to each other by fu-tao

%

, which

were elevated passage-ways, like the Bridge of Sighs, giving a
private route from one palace to the other and removing the need
for an imperial progress through the city.

(See also TCTC p.1810

commentary.)
31.

The Ku Gate was the main north gate of the city of Lo-yang.

32.

The six imperial seals of Han were carved from white jade and
were used for various classes of documents:

the enfeoffment of

kings, the enfeoffment of other feudal lords, for raising troops,
for writing to ministers, for writing to foreign nations and for
seals on sacred documents.

These six seals ( 7^ ^

not include the Great Seal of State (

liu hsi) did

JiL ch'uan-kuo-hsi),

which was inherited from the Ch'in empire and was the mark of
imperial rank.

(See also my translation of The Biography of Sun

Chien, pp.48ff and 78ff.)
33«

TCTC commentary quotes the Han kuan yi 'Jt

^

of Ying Shao

of the second century A.D., which notes that each commandery
administration appointed Investigators (•^0 “

tu-yu) to

supervise the prefectures of the commandery, and in each
commandery there were five such officers, controlling precincts
north, south, east, west and one in the centre.

In the capital

commandery of Ho-nan, however, the officer of the central precinct
was not called tu-yu, but yuan

Thus Min Kung held a police

appointment under the Intendant of Ho-nan.
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34.

( 1892- 19 0 8 )

Tung Cho was a c t u a l l y no c lo s e r e l a t i o n o f th e E m pressdowager nee Tung.

H is f a m ily came from L u n g -h si and th e

Em press-dow ager came from H o -ch ien ; th e surname was
p ro b a b ly th e o n ly th i n g th e y had i n common.
35.

On th e G reat S e a l o f S t a t e , compare n o te 32 ab o v e.

36.

T in g Yuan had b een I n s p e c to r o f P in g P ro v in c e , had fa v o u re d
Lü Pu, and had g iv e n him ra n k u n d er h i s command.
h as th e p h ra se p u - c h 'ii

The t e x t h e re

1$7 , im p ly in g t h a t Lü Pu owed some

p e r s o n a l l o y a l t y to T in g Yuan as w e ll a s h i s m i l i t a r y a l l e g i a n c e .
37.

Wang Fu

was one o f th e eunuchs t h a t d e s tr o y e d Tou Wu a t

th e b e g in n in g o f th e r e i g n o f Emperor L in g .

When T s 'a i Yung had

been pardoned and was ab o u t to r e t u r n , Wang C h i h ^ h e ld a b an q u et
i n h i s h o n o u r.

Yung t r e a t e d him v e ry r u d e ly , and i t was f o r t h i s

re a s o n t h a t C hih r e p o r te d a g a i n s t him (HHS 50B, p .1 8 a ) .

Yung’s

f i r s t e x i l e was i n 175, h i s am nesty and th e b e g in n in g o f h i s
second e x i l e , i n th e s o u th , were i n 176.
38.

At t h i s p e r io d , th e o f f i c e o f L i b a tio n e r was n o t u s u a l l y
aw arded w ith o u t f u r t h e r d e f i n i t i o n .
a p p o in te d E r u d it L i b a ti o n e r (

T s 'a i Yung was p ro b a b ly
f

a s e n io r p o s t a t th e I m p e r ia l U n iv e r s ity

po- s hi h c h i - c h i u ) ,
:.(HHS t r e a t i s e . 25,

S* 2 a ) .
39*

As TCTC commentary re m a rk s , Tung Cho hopes to remove th e Han
and s e t h im s e lf up i n s t e a d .

40.

The S h an g -tu n g G ate was th e n o rth e rn m o st g a te on th e e a s t w a ll
o f L o-yang c i t y .

Up to t h i s tim e , Yuan Shao had c o n tin u e d i n

th e p o s t o f C o lo n e l D ir e c t o r o f th e R e ta in e r s w hich he had h e ld
from Ho C hin.
41.

T 'i e n Y en -n ien

s u p p o rte d Huo Kuang when i t was f i r s t

s u g g e s te d t h a t L iu Ho be d ep o sed (Dubs I I , p .1 8 2 , and se e n o te 11
to CP5 a b o v e ).
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42.

(1892-1908)

T'ai-chia ^ ^

was the grandson of King T'ang of Shang and was

banished by Yi Yin to reform him.

Ch'ang-yi

was the royal

fief of Liu Ho, who was deposed by Huo Kuang in 73 B.C., and
replaced by Emperor Hsüan (see also note 11 to CP5 above).
43«

The Lady of the Yung-lo Palace refers to the Empress-dowager nee
Tung,

*$^3 fu is the term for a man's wife;

his mother.

ku is a term for

By rites the wife should serve her mother-in-law, and

her wishes would be subordinated to her mother-in-law's.

The

persecution of the Empress-dowager nee Tung by the Empress-dowager
nee Ho was utterly unfilial.
44.

For the death of an empress the court was expected to wear plain
linen instead of silk during the time of mourning, but on this
occasion they made no attempt to do so.

At the burial ceremony

the members of the court simply wore white, they did not put on
coarse and rough clothes, nor disarray themselves to show their
grief.
45.

In the first years of Later Han, the title of Commander-in-Chief
had been held by the highest of the three dukes, but in 51 A.D.
the title Grand Commandant had taken its place.

The appointment

of Liu Yü appears to have been intended as an honour to keep him
quiet and as a means to clear the Grand Commandant's office for
Tung Cho.

Although Liu Yü had been appointed Grand Commandant in

the fourth month (TCTC p.1893)» Be held the office without coming
to the capital.
46.

The Battle-axe and the Ceremonial Axe (
Gentlemen As Rapid As a Tiger ( jrL
Distinctions (

chiu hsi) .

fu-yüeh) and the

hu-pen) are two of the Nine
Dubs III, pp.208-211, translating

Han shu 99A, describes the grant of the Distinctions to Wang Mang
in 5 A.D.

Among the awards at that time were a vermilion axe of

authority (yüeh) to be held on the left and a metal battle-axe
(Jj^ ch'i) to be held on the right (p.209), together with three
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hundred men of the Gentlemen As Rapid As a Tiger
(hu-pen) to guard the gates of his office and
residence.

In TCTG p .2119 below, there is an extract

from an edict granting the Nine Distinctions to Ts'ao
Ts'ao in 213; the original source is SKWei 1, p.27a.
There the battle-axe is called ^[^fu.
In the introduction to Tjan Tjoe Som's translation of
the Po hu t 'ung

$3

. volume I, pp.24-29 and 37-39, he

discusses the various versions and explanations of the Nine
Distinctions with reference to the edict granted to Ts'ao
Ts'ao in 213 and to the commentary of Sung Chung
of SKWei.

For further details and discussion, see Dubs III,

p .211, note 23-3 and Tjan Tjoe Som I, loc.cit.

In general

terms, it may be noted that the award of the axes conferred
the right to execute without reference back to the throne
(cf. note 20 to CP2), and Gentlemen As Rapid As a Tiger was
the title of a corps of the imperial guards.
As for the Seal and Credentials of Authority (

fp ^

chieh-ch'uan) , chieh is equivalent to tallies and credentials,
while c h 'uan originally meant a password.

The two characters

here have no particular significance, but indicate that Tung
Cho had taken special powers normally reserved to the emperor
along.
47.

Ssu &

"Thoughtful" was the postumous title awarded to the

Empress-dowager nee Ho.
48.

Chancellor of State was a title held by Hsiao Ho
Emperor Kao-tsu

of Former Han.

I0J under

The name of the office

was later changed to Lieutenant-Chancellor.

The Later Han

dynasty did away with the office of Lieutenant-Chancellor and
had the three Dukes, the Grand Commandant, the Minister Over the
Masses and the Minister of Works, as the joint chiefs of the
administration.

Tung Cho's appointment changed the previous

practice of the dynasty and proclaimed his extraordinary powers.
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49.

( 1892- 1908)

On C h 'e n S h ih

,- s e e TCTO p .1 8 8 7 .

Han Shao jjf^jg w as

a n o th e r famous s c h o la r who n e v e r r o s e to h ig h o f f i c e .

B oth men

have b io g r a p h ie s i n HHS 52, and th e y w ere two o f th e "F our
M a ste rs o f Y in g -c h 'u a n " ;^ |)

(s e e a ls o n o te s 2 and 22 to

ChP3, c o n c e rn in g Hsün Shu 'gjSffL an(* Chung H ao^Jp^Jjr).
50.

Tung Cho claim ed t h a t h i s physiognom y f o r e t o l d he was w o rth y
o f th e th r o n e .

51*

E a s t o f th e m o u n tain s (
to a r e th e T a ih a n g

^

s h a n - tu n g ) : th e m o untains r e f e r r e d

Shan , ^ - f f i h , and " e a s t o f th e m o u n tain s"

i s a g e n e r a l term f o r th e Y ellow R iv e r p l a i n and th e e a s t e r n
p a r t s o f th e em p ire.

The same a r e a i s a ls o known as th e " e a s t

o f th e p a s s e s " ($£1 ^

k u a n -tu n g ) , b e in g e a s t o f th e p a s s e s w hich

p r o te c te d th e im p e r ia l c i t y o f L o-yang.

(N ote t h a t t h i s a r e a i s

f a r l a r g e r th a n th e p r e s e n t p ro v in c e o f ShantUJftg,

w hich ta k e s

i t s name from th e m a s s if ab o u t Mount T a i ^ L j J f .
F o r th e n e x t few y e a r s , " e a s t o f th e m o u n tain s" r e f e r s to
th e a rm ie s g a th e re d i n th e g r e a t p l a i n o f th e Y ellow R iv e r to
a t t a c k Tung Cho.
52.

A tte n d a n t O f f i c i a l s were s u b o r d in a te o f f i c e r s o f a p r o v i n c i a l
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n , and i t was e s t a b l i s h e d p r a c t i c e t h a t some sh o u ld
be s e n t o u t to s u p e r v is e th e com m anderies and kingdom s

(HHS

t r e a t i s e 27, p .8 b ) . Han Fu i s u s in g th e s e o f f i c e r s to keep Yüan
Shao i n ch ec k .
N otes to C h 'u - p 'in g 1:
1.

(1 908-17)

S in c e Tung Cho c o n t r o l l e d th e Em peror, Yuan Shao and h i s a l l i e s
had no im p e r ia l a u t h o r i t y to ta k e th e s e t i t l e s .

They claim e d

t h a t th e y d id no o n ly f o r th e d u r a tio n o f th e cam paign.
I t may be n o te d h e re t h a t from t h i s p o in t onwards th e whole
sy stem o f a p p o in tm e n ts to o f f i c e g e ts q u ite o u t o f h an d , and new
t i t l e s a r e in v e n te d o r a d a p te d w henever some w a rlo rd f in d s them
a p p r o p r ia te .

In alm o st e v e ry c a s e , how ever, th e a p p o in tm e n ts a r e
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dignified by the use of the term piao^^^ "recommended to
the throne".

In fact, the expression was meaningless, since

the Emperor could do nothing about recommendations made by
men who were technically in rebellion.

Nevertheless, the

warlords evidently felt that such a harmless formality gave a
tint of legality to their naked power.
2.

Although neither TCTC nor HHS annals indicate when the new
reign-title of Ch'u-p'ing was proclaimed, it seems very
likely that the announcement took place at the same time this
amnesty was issued.

3*

Although the beginning of the second month is not mentioned
in TCTC until the end of p.1910, and although this date is
listed in HHS annals under the first month, the kuei-yu day
was actually the third day of the second month.

4'.

The Prefect of the Gentlemen of the Palace was the supervisor
of the household of a king (HHS treatise 28, p.12a).

5-

The land within the passes

kuan-chung) refers

specifically to the territory about the Former Han capital
of C h ’ang-an in modern Shensi province.

However, in the same

way as the complementary expression kuan-tung (east of the
passes), it can in some contexts also be used as a description
of the territory about both capital cities, Lo-yang as well
as C h ’ang-an (cf. note 51 to CP6).

In this discussion, Tung

Cho is using the term in its more restricted sense.
6.

Shih-pao shih ch'an

1 a work of fortune-telling,

not one of the apochryphal books 0 $ ^ wei) to the Confucian
canon of the New Text scholars, but evidently very popular
at the end of Han.

The work appears in none of the

bibliographies of the standard histories and is no longer
extant today.
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P'an-keng

, traditional dates of reign 1401-1373 B.C.,

changed the title of his dynasty from Shangl^to YinJ^.

He

transferred the capital of the kingdom from Kengj^to Po

,

and with the change of capital and the change of name the
dynasty gained a new lease of life.
Shu ching, Part IV, Book VII, tells of the people's
opposition to the move of the capital, and records P'an-keng's
rebuke to them (Legge III, pp.220 ff).

The point that Yang

Piao makes here is that the common people object to such
unsettling changes even when there is good reason for them.
They would object very strongly to an unnecessary move.
8.

Wu-ting jj^ ~f was a king of the Shang/Yin dynasty.
his dates of reign are given as 1324-1265 B.C.

Traditionally,

In the Yüeh-mlng

chapter of Shu ching (Part IV, Book VIII) it is told how
Wu-ting (also named K a o - t s u n g ^ ^

) appointed his minister

Fu Y ü e h ^ ^ ^ a n d commanded him to give advice to make him act
correctly (Legge III, pp.259 ff).
Hu San-hsing, in his commentary to TCTC, suggests that
Wu-ting should read Wu-kung 1?l ^
of Wei

, being a reference to Duke Wu

(reigned 812-757 B.C.) who was humble enough to

accept criticism even though he was ninety-five years old and
well experienced in government (Kuo yü 17, p.11b).

Hu San-hsing1s

main argument is that a loyal minister such as Ho Hsün could
hardly have compared the usurper Tung Cho to the great King Wu-ting
of Shang.

However, the parallel passage in HHS 48, p.13b also

refers to Wu-ting, and it is difficult to support a change in the
text on such a delicate interpretation of Ho Hsün's politics.
9.

This was the second month of spring, a time for sacrifice to the
God of the Soil (see Po hü t'ung, translated by Tjan Tjoe Som II,
p.380).

10.

It appears that the soldiers interrupted the ceremony.

The headquarters of the Inspector of Ching Province were at Hanshou

in Wu-ling commandery, now northeast of Changteh in Hunan.
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M a g is tr a te ( fu - c h ü n ) was a term o f a d d re s s f o r th e Grand
A d m in is tr a to r o f a commandery.

12.

The c a p i t a l o f N an-yang commandery was a t W an^J?, now Nanyang
i n Honan.

13 .

HHS t r e a t i s e 22 l i s t s o n ly sev en com m anderies u n d e r Ching
P ro v in c e :

N an-yang, Nan, C h ia n g - h s ia , L i n g - lin g , K u ei-y an g ,

W u -lin g and C h 'a n g -s h a .

However, i n th e commentary to HHS

t r e a t i s e 28, p p .1 b -2 a , th e r e i s an e x t r a c t from th e
H s i e n - t i c h 'i- c h ü - c h u

> w hich d e s c r ib e s th e

a l t e r a t i o n s i n th e p ro v in c e p ro c la im e d by T s 'a o T s 'a o i n 213 A.D.
T h is l i s t s a y s t h a t b e f o r e 213 C hing P ro v in c e had e i g h t com m anderies:
th e sev en m entio n ed above and a l s o C h a n g -lin g

.

C h a n g -lin g

i s l i s t e d i n HHS t r e a t i s e 22 a s a p r e f e c t u r e i n N an-yang, b u t i t
a p p e a rs t h a t a t some tim e to w ard s th e end o f L a te r Han a new
commandery was s e t up w hich was b a se d on t h a t p r e f e c t u r e .

The

a n c i e n t s i t e o f th e p r e f e c t u r a l c i t y i s now e a s t o f T saoyang ^
i n Hupeh.
14.

I t may be remembered t h a t th e s e p a s s e s ab o u t L o-yang were
p o s i t i o n s o f some m i l i t a r y s t r e n g t h , and th e y had b een new ly
f o r t i f i e d a t th e tim e o f th e Y ellow T urbans r e b e l l i o n (TCTC p .1 8 6 6 ).

15.

T hree A d ju n c ts

s a n - f u , a l s o t r a n s l a t e d a s T h ree C a p i ta l

D i s t r i c t s ) : th e t e r r i t o r y ab o u t th e Form er Han c a p i t a l o f C h 'a n g -a n ,
b e in g th e th r e e com m anderies o f C h in g -c h ao , Y u -fu -fe n g and
T s o - p 'i n g - y i .
16.

T s ’ao T s 'a o 's p la n i s to keep up th e p r e s s u r e on Tung Cho w ith o u t
c o m m ittin g th e a l l i e d a rm ie s to any m ajo r a s s a u l t .

A f te r a tim e ,

Tung Cho's govern m en t, d e p riv e d o f th e i n i t i a t i v e , w i l l become
o v e r s tr a i n e d and c o l l a p s e .
17«

O b v io u sly , a lth o u g h Chang C h ü eh 's r e b e l l i o n had been c ru s h e d and
th e le a d e r s k i l l e d , th e r e were s t i l l s e v e r a l g ro u p s o f b a n d its who
to o k th e badge and th e name o f Y ellow T u rb an s.
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to the influence of Chang Chüeh's party, but it is hard to tell
how much of his religious and philosophical teaching was
remembered or respected by these later disciples.
18.

Shang-ku commandery was on the frontier of the empire with
the northern barbarians.

Yü-yang commandery had its chief

prefecture at Yü-yang, now southwest of Miyun

in Hopeh.

The two prefectures of Yü-yang and Ch'üan-chou (now southeast
of Wutsing

Hopeh) both produced iron (HHS treatise 23B,

pp*17a f), and there was a salt office in Ch'üan-chou under
Former Han (Han shu 28B, p.8a).
19«

The five-shu J X ^ ^ c a s h was the traditional currency of Han.
It was first circulated in 118 B.C. under Emperor Wu

and

was restored after Wang M a n g - ^ ^ ^ b y Emperor Kuang-wu
40 A.D.

in

(For discussion and description, see Dubs II, pp.66-67,

Dubs III, pp.482 ff, and Swann pp,377-384).
20.

The Tung-jen

were bronze human figures which had first been

made under the Ch'in dynasty.

The Chung-chu

were bronze

images of mythical creatures.

The Fei-lien||/i were also images

of mythical animals, described as having a deer's body, a snake's
tail and a panther's skin; they were cast at Ch'ang-an in 109 B.C.,
when the Fei-lien Lodge was built for Emperor Wu/j^^Dubs II, p.90).
The Tung-ma

were bronze horses.

21.

TCTC commentary identifies the Ho-yang Ford with the Meng Ford.

22.

The character tsung
with tsun

"Exemplar" is identified by the Po hu t 'ung

"to honour" (Tjan Tjoe Som II, p.574).

Ts'ai Yung is

suggesting that Emperors Ho, An, Shun and Huan, who had been awarded
temple-names

iao-hao, did not in fact deserve them, that they

should not be ranked with the great rulers of the past, and that
they should be known simply by their postumous titles.

Since this

was the mood of the court, Emperor Ling was presumably never even
considered for a temple-name.

For details of the temple-names of
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these rulers,

see the record of the d iscussion and the

commentary in HHS annals 9, p.2b.
temple-names,

the postumous titles awarded to the mothers of

E m p erors Ho^tf,
23.

(Besides these

A n -^^and Shun^j^fwere also removed.)

Kao-chü-li here refers to a b a rbaria n k i n g d o m about the north
of m o d e r n Korea.

The capital of H s ü a n - t commandery

was also called Kao-chü-li,

but this prefecture took its n a m e

fr o m the barbarian state close by.
24.

TCTC here has the character cheng
to correct the s i t u a t i o n ”.
have the character wang
SKWei 8, p.13a,

25.

which means "[to p lan]

The two S u n g editions,

however,

, and this re a d i n g is supported by

so I have followed it here.

It appears from this passage that there were n o w two
commanderies called Liao-hsi:
dynasty,

the commandery u n d e r the Han

on the wes t e r n shore of the Gulf of Liaotung;

and

the commandery set up by K u n g - s u n T u in his independent state,
close to the L i aotung Peninsula,

but probably separated from

the Liao-hsi of H a n by the b a r b a r i a n territories of the
dependent state of L i ao-tung (on which,
26.

see note 15 to CP5).

T u ng-lai c o m m a n d e r y u n d e r Ch'ing Province of Later Han, was
o n the n o r t h e r n coast of the S h a n t u n g Peninsula.

27.

The sacrifice to H e a v e n and Earth,
imperial field,

the p l o u ghing of the

the phoenix chariot and the C a v a l r y of the

Y a k - tail Banner and the F e a t h e r e d Forest were all imperial
prerogative.
For a discussion of the p loughin g of the sacred field as
a ceremony to open to agricultural season and ensure good
harvests,

see Dubs I, pp.281-283.

The phoenix ( ^ ^

luan) was a fabulous bird,

and the

(%7

phoenix chariot was a p r incely carriage w i t h bells h a n g i n g
f r o m it.

W h e n the chariot m o v e d the bells were b e l i e v e d to

give the same sound as the bird.
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The Feathered Forest Cavalry (pffi^ Sy~ü-lin) were part of the
imperial body-guard of Han.

The men of the Yak-tail Banner

( ^ £ ^ f | mao-t1ou) had been the title of a group of imperial guards
under Ch'in, and according to HHS annals 1B, the right to such
guards was granted to the King of Tung-hai in 52 A.D.
to that passage quotes the Han kuan yi >j
of the second century A.D.,

'g

Commentary

by Yine Shao

7

saying that these men were a troop

of soldiers distinguished by their long and unkempt hair who rode
at the front of the royal carriage.
By these actions and appointments Kung-sun Tu set himself in
defiance of the central government, although by taking up the
worship of the two great ancestors of Han he evidently planned to
make his government appear a legitimate successor to that
dynasty.
Notes to Ch'u-p'ing 2:

(1918-50)

1.

On the fate of Liu Ho, see note 11 to CP5.

2.

The Marquis of Chiang

refers to Chou

in Shih chi 57 and Han shu 40).

(biographies

In 180 B.C., Chou Po

and Kuan

Y i n g ^ ^ f (biographies in Shih chi 95 and Han shu 41), who had been
one of the chief generals of Emperor Kao-tsu^7^jL, were two
leaders in the conspiracy which destrQyed the Lü & clan and
restored the Han under Emperor Wen*^C.

King of Tai'R/ £- was

the title held by Emperor Wen before his accession.

Under the

reign of the Empress-dowager nee Lü of Kao-tsu, there was a
definite threat that the imperial Liu clan would be deposed by
the Lü, but the success of Chou Po's coup re-established the power
of the Han dynasty.

It was this precedent that Han Fu and Yuan

Shao proposed to follow against the Millegitimate" Emperor Hsien.
(On the conspiracy against the Lü clan, see Dubs I pp.172-173*)

3.

Tzu-hsü

the style of Wu Y ü n ^ ^ j ^ .

Wu Yün was a subject

of the Ch'uJ^state of the Ch'un-ch'iu period, but his father and
brother were put to death by King P'ing
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.

He came to high office in that state,

and he arranged for a war against Ch'u.

King P'ing had

died, but the Wu forces captured the Ch'u capital, and Wu Yiin
had the body of his enemy dug up and publicly flogged.
4.

King Ch'eng of the Chou dynasty

^

i£- , traditional dates

of reign 1115-1078 B.C., was the son of the first king of the
Chou dynasty, King Wut^/.

He succeeded to his father while

still a child, and the Duke of Chou

0}'£

, his uncle, acted

as regent.
5.

The title Grand Master had been used under Wang Mang, but it
was not continued by the Later Han dynasty.

However, in the

commentary to the office of Grand Tutor, in HHS treatise 24,
p.2a, there is mention of Tung Cho's appointment as Grand
Master, ranking higher than the Grand Tutor or the three dukes.
The change was made rather for an increase in prestige than
for administrative purposes.
6.

Commentary to HHS 62, p.7a, says that the settlement of
Yang-jen lay to the west of Liang.

7.

The office of Chief Controller was at this time generally a
fairly low-ranking post, responsible for the internal discipline
and administration of an army in the field.

8.

Ta-ku

is another name for the T'ai-ku Pass, south of

Lo-yang.
9.

The t 'a i - l a o ^

sacrifice (or suovetaurilia) consisted of a

bull, a ram and a pig.

For a discussion in Po hu t 1ung, see

Tjan Tjoe Som II, p.380.
10.

The Great Seal of State had been lost in 1Ö9 (TCTC p.1902 and
note 32 to CP6).

11.

For an account of this campaign, see TCTC pp.1881 f.
of Tung Cho's and Sun Chien's

The basis

strategy was that the enemy
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should, be t i e d down by a la r g e and unknown f o r c e k e p t i n r e s e r v e
w h ile th e s m a lle r s t r i k i n g f o r c e c o u ld th e n g a in freedom to
manouvre u n o p p o sed .

(A cco rd in g to SKWu 1, p .2 a , Sun C hien was

a c t u a l l y a M ajor w ith a S e p a ra te Command a t th e tim e o f th e
L ian g P ro v in c e e x p e d i tio n s , h o t an A s s o c ia te M a jo r.)
12.

A cco rd in g to t r a d i t i o n , th e Grand Duke Wang
Wang), a ls o known a s Wang from Lii (<S

T 'a i- k u n g

) o r Grand Duke C h 'ia n g

C ||, C h 'i a n g b e in g th e surnam e o f h i s c l a n ) , was c h i e f m i n is te r
to K ings Wen and Wu o r Chou, and a id e d them a t th e tim e o f th e
c o n q u est o f Shang Y in.
G reat F a th e r (
15*

He was a ls o h o n o u red w ith th e t i t l e

shang- f u) .

The Chang ( o r C ho-chang >$}
dj

) R iv e r ru n s from th e T aih an g Shan

e a s t to^ j o i n th e Y ellow R iv e r , and one o f i t s u p p er

c o u rs e s flo w s from th e v i c i n i t y o f C h a n g t z e i n

S h a n s i.

In

Han tim e s , th e c h i e f p r e f e c t u r e o f S h a n g -ta n g commandery,
C h a n g -tz u , la y w est o f th e modern tow n, and th e c i t y o f Yeh, where
Han Fu had h i s h e a d q u a r te r s , was on th e lo w er re a c h e s o f th e r i v e r .
14.

The t e x t h e re .reads Yen and T ai

^

, w hich w ere n o r th e r n s t a t e s

d u rin g th e Chou d y n a s ty ; h e re th e y i n d i c a t e th e g e n e r a l a r e a o f
n o r th e a s t C h in a.
i n S h an tu n g i s th e g r e a t s a c r e d m o u n tain o f C h in a.

15.

T ’a i Shan

16.

TCTC commentary n o te s t h a t th e C h 'in g R i v e r r i s e s
b u t does n o t p a ss Ch’a o -k o .
C

i n H o -n ei

The r i v e r t h a t i s in te n d e d i s th e

h ' i , and C h 'ao -k o s to o d a t th e ju n c t i o n o f th e C h 'i w ith th e

Y ellow R iv e r; now n o r th e a s t o f C h ih s ie n i n Honan.
17.

As TCTC commentary p o in ts o u t, an A tte n d a n t Over th e O f f ic e r s o f
th e C a p ita l was n o t n o rm a lly a p p o in te d i n a p r o v i n c i a l g o vernm ent,
b u t was u se d o n ly u n d e r th e C o lo n e l D ir e c t o r o f th e R e ta in e r s i n
S s u - l i (HHS t r e a t i s e 27, p .8 b ) .

P erh ap s Yüan Shao was a ls o

r e c la im in g h i s fo rm er a u t h o r i t y as C o lo n e l D ir e c t o r o f th e
R e t a in e r s , w hich he had h e ld u n t i l he f l e d Tung Cho i n 189.
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TCTC commentary describes the stylus
as a means of writing.

7J shu-tao)

Although paper was in use at this

time, some writing was still done by engraving on a wooden
board.
19.

The Pan River-^ky^] (also written^^ ) was a branch of the
old course of the Yellow River.

Shui-ching chu 5, p.24a, says

that the Yellow River flowed northeast and passed the old city
of Hsi-p' i n g - c h ' a n g *b

to the north.

There it divided,

and one branch flowed into the territory of PanJ$^_prefecture:
this was the Pan River.

The site of Hsi-p'ing-.ch'ang is now

northwest of Teh-ping/^.-^ in Shantung; Pan prefecture is now
northeast of Tehping.

Shui-ching chu notes that this Pan River

was the place where Kung-sun Tsan had defeated the Yellow
Turbans.

20 .

Yuan Shao had been appointed Grand Administrator of Po-hai by
Tung Cho just before he made his rebellion at the end of
Chung-p'ing 6 (TCTC p.1907).

Although he had taken to himself

the titles of General of Chariots and Cavalry and later of
Governor of Chi Province, he had still kept the
with him.

Po-hai insignia

Now he gave it to Kung-sun Fan, in an unsuccessful

attempt either to make peace or to cause division in the Kung-sun
family.

21 . •

3t,

Liu Pei claimed to be descended from Liu Chen 7< , Marquis of
Lu-ch'eng t 'ing

who was a son of Liu Shang W# .

^

Shang was the ninth son of Emperor Ching-^ of Former Han; he was
made King of Chung-shan and had the postumous title of

Ching

"Tranquil". The relationship is possible but without any real
dynastic significance.
family, see
,22.

(For further details of Liu Pei's

SKShu 2,p.la.)

By Chinese measure, there were 10 tsun *\ inches to one ch1ih
foot, and Swann, p.362, gives the value of a Han foot as
9.094 English inches.
inches tall.

Liu Pei was therefore about five feet eight

In descriptions of this kind, some historians will
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often emphasise or invent curious physical appearance for the
future rulers of an empire, and these are usually rather colourful
exaggerations than accurate pieces of reporting.
23.

Filially Pious and Incorrupt was the formal title of a
candidate recommended for office by the head of his commandery.
Huan Chieh had been recommended by Sun Chien while Chien was Grand
Administrator of Ch'ang-sha before 190.

Although he was now

serving Liu Piao, he was still under obligation to Chien, and it
was very suitable that he should negotiate the recovery of Chien*s
body.
24.

The ch'eng-yü ^ ^ ? a n d the chü-chü ^ w e r e

imperial carriages

whose use was reserved to the imperial court.
25.

Tzu-hsia
Confucius.

was the style of Pu Shang
In the Li c

h

i

disciple of

, Chapter II, Part I, Article I,

as translated by Couvreur, volume I, p.138, it is told how
Tzu-hsia's son died, and he wept so much that he himself lost his
eyesight.

Another of Confucius' disciples, Tseng Ts'an^fj

went to see him to commiserate; however, when Tzu-hsia exclaimed
that he had done nothing to deserve such misfortune, Tseng Ts'an
became angry and reproached him, saying:

"Chang, comment

(pouves-vous dire que) vous n'avez commis aucune faute?

Vous

et moi nousavons re<ju les lemons du Maitre (Confucius) dans le
pays compris entre la Chou et la Seu (dans la principaute de Lou).
Vous vous etes retire et cous avez veilli (au tournant de la)
partie occidentale du Fleuve-Jaune.

Vous avez laisse ignorer aux

habitants de ce pays si la doctrine que vous enseignez etait de
vous ou de votre maitre, (vous n'avez pas rendu gloire a votre
maitre)."

(See also Legge, Li chi, p. 135»)

that Liu Piao's report refers:

It is to this passage

Liu Yen was taking the attributes

and the prestige of the Emperor and was confusing the people of his
territory about who was running the government and to whom they
should owe allegiance.
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26.

(1918-30)

In the tradition of China, a merchant was of the lowest class,
and a man who became a merchant would disqualify himself as too
base for office.

Wang Lieh was prepared to submit to this

indignity rather than serve Kung-sun Tu.
Notes to Ch'u-p'ing 3:

1.

(1931-42)

Both TCTC and HHS annals give this day as ting-ch*ou, but there
was no ting-ch*ou day in the first month of this year.

When the

character hsin ^ is defaced in an old manuscript, it is
sometimes misread as ting

T

, and the day hsin-ch* ou in this

month was 12 February (cf. note 6 below).

2.

Hsün S h u ^ i ^ , biography in HHS 52, a great scholar of Later
Han, was known as one of the Four Masters of Ying-ch'uan (cf.
note 49 to CP6 and note 22 below).

3.

Tzu-fang

fas was the style of Chang Liang

a great minister of Emperor Kao-tsu
Former Han.
4,

(died 187 B.C.),

at the beginning of

His biographies are in Shih chi 55 and-Han shu 40, .

The three terraces

were the offices of the Masters of

Writing, the office of Insignia and Credentials and the
censorate under the Palace Assistant Imperial Clerk.

The,

officials were supposed to report direct to the Emperor and should
have remained within the palace.

5.

From the fact that Shih-sun Jui later composed an imperial
order for Tung Cho's assassination, it seems that he was
Supervisor of the Masters of Writing.

6.

The fourth month of this year had no ting-ssu day.

In HHS annals

the day is given as hsin-ssu, and this would be correct (cf. note
1 above).
7.

Ts'ai Yung, with Lu Chih and Yang Piao, had been working on the
continuation of the basic annals and biographies of the work
which became the Tung-kuan Han~chi
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notes to ChP3:

of the Eastern Observatory", so called from the Tung-kuan library
of

the Southern Palace at Lo-yang).

Ts'ai Yung on his own had

composed several treatises for the history.

(See Bielenstein I,

p. 1 1 ).
8.

of. Tao te chi riff 46:

A.'F

:

When the empire has lost the Way, warhorses are reared in the
suburbs.
9.

Hegemon

pa) describes a vassal lord who gains supremacy

among his fellows and uses his power to support the rightful ruler.
Tradition generally refers to five hegemons, but there is
more than one list.

According to the Po hu t'ung, translated by

Tjan Tjoe Som I, p. 236f, the so-called Five Hegemons of the Three
Dynasties were K'un-wu
dynasty, Ta-p'eng

"K-fy and

Huan of C h ' i ^ f - ^ ^

, hegemon under the legendary Hsia
Shih-wei

and Wen of Chin

of Shang/Yin, and Dukes

■%

under the Chou.

In

further discussion, however, Po hu t 1ung gives an alternative set
of names, the Five Hegemons of the Ch'un-ch'iu Period, being Duke
Huan of Ch'i (who reigned 685-642 B.C.), Duke Wen of Chin
(635-628), Duke Mu of Ch'in
Ch'u

X f c '

(659-621 ), King Chuang of

(613-591) and King Ho-lu of Wu

(514-496).

In later writings, it appears to be the Five Hegemons of
the Ch'un-ch'iu Period that are most commonly referred to,
particularly Dukes Huan of Ch'i and Wen of Chin, although
scholars sometimes differ over the identity of the other three.
For example, Po hu t 'ung notes that there are some who
substitute Duke Hsiang of Sung

for King Ho-lü of Wu;

the book of the philosopher Hsün-tzu (in the W a n g - p a ^

section,

chapter 7» p.4a) adds King Kou-chien of Yüeh
(496-465) in place of Duke Mu of Ch'in; and the commentator Yen
Shih-ku, in a note to Han shu 14, p.1b, has Huan of Ch'i, Wen of
Chin, Mu of Ch'in, Hsiang of Sung and King Fu-ch'ai of Wu
(496-473).
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(1931-42)

All these rulers were celebrated for their military
success, save one, Duke Hsiang of Sung, whose chief claim to
fame was a disastrous defeat at the hands of the army of Ch'u
in 638 B.C.

Though he several times had the foe at his mercy,

he refused to take advantage of them, faced them on even
ground, and succumbed to superior numbers (see, for example,
Tso-chuan, twenty-second year of Duke Hsi, translated in
Legge V, p . 183 /1 > and. Shih chi 38, translated in Chavannes
IV, p.239).

His inclusion in the lists evidently reflects the

concern of the Confucian school that might should also be
morally right: though a hegemon was admired for his power, he
was expected to show virtues in government only a little less
than a consecrated king or emperor.

Most theorists, however,

leaving personal morality aside, were chiefly concerned with
the realities of power (and see also Ssu-ma Kuang's opinion of
Duke Huan of Ch'i in TCTC p .2116 below).
In the time of disorder at the end of Han, the comparison
with the traditional history of Eastern Chou was very tempting,
and few of the contending warlords failed to claim that they
sought only to show their loyalty to the Emperor by defeating
his enemies and bringing them back into obedience.

Officially,

they showed respect for the Han, and there was nothing in the
theory to embarrass them in seeking their own aggrandisement.
10.

Yün felt that since the army had only followed orders, they
did not need to be pardoned, and a pardon would in fact imply
that they had done something wrong.

Such a suggestion would

upset the whole structure of military discipline and Wang Yün
•hoped to keep the soldiers from questioning their orders on
political grounds.
11.

It is difficult to see why Wang Yün should have said this.
Three years before, in Chung-p'ing 6, three reign-titles had
been proclaimed and three amnesties granted, and it is
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(1931-42)

arguable that the destruction of Tung Cho could have been the
occasion of another reign-title and another amnesty.

Moreover,

twice before in Han history there had been two amnesties in a
year: once in 205 B.C., when the future Emperor Kao-tsu

>

then King of Han, had proclaimed amnesties in the first and
sixth months (Dubs I, pp.74 and 81); and once in 87 B.C., when
Emperor Wu

had proclaimed an amnesty in the second month, and

then he died and Emperor C h a o ^ succeeded him and proclaimed an
amnesty in the sixth month (Dubs II, pp.118 and 152).

If Wang

Yün had wanted to grant the amnesty, he could easily have found
a precedent or an excuse.
It may be noted that HHS annals 9, p.3b, has record of an
amnesty in the fifth month of this year, but in his k'ao-yi
commentary to TCTC p.1936, Ssu-ma Kuang has pointed out this
statement of Wang Yün, and observed that since there was an
amnesty in the first month of this year, Yün would never have
granted another in the fifth.

In fact, a major reason for the

rebellion of Li Chüeh and his allies was that Wang Yün refused
to grant any amnesty at this time.
12.

(See also note 10 above)

According to the commentary of Hui Tung of the Ch'ing dynasty
to HHS 62, p.10b, Yang Cheng-hsiu is another name of Yang Ting.

13*

In this context, "east of the passes" refers to Li Chüeh and
his group, who had been guarding the eastern approaches to Ch'ang-an
and the land within the passes, not to the original alliance against
Tung Cho (cf. note 51 to CP6).

14.

During Han, the character jC s o u commonly describes the region of
Shu, in the west of the empire.

15*

The Ch'ing-so Gate was an entrance to the imperial palace in
Ch'ang-an, so called for the dark colours of its decoration.

16.

The Hsüan-p'ing Gate was the north gate on the east wall of
Ch'ang-an city.
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17.

(1931-42)

Ssu-ma Kuang is quoting here from the Book of Changes,
Yi ching

, Hexagram 15 Ch'ienM , Modesty, line three

undivided, translated by Legge, p.90, as
man of (acknowledged) merit.

" ...the superior

He will maintain his success to

the end, and have good fortune".
A related passage in the Hsi-tz'u
translated by Legge, pp.362-363:

appendix is

’He toils with success, but

does not boast of it; he achieves merit, but takes no virtue
to himself from it.... he who is so humble, carrying his
respectfulness to the utmost, will be able to preserve himself
in his position.'
Cf. also Wilhelm II, p.102 and Wilhelm I, p.330.
18.

The mission of Ma Mi-ti and Chao Ch'i is similar to the
embassies sent out by the Keng-shih
gain support for

Emperor in 25 A.D. to

his government from wavering local officials.

Bielenstein II, pp.35-40, has described the methods of these
expeditions, and Ma Mi-ti and Chao Ch'i appear to have been
given very much the same task and authority.
(

The credentials

chieh, or "Staff of Authority") gave them special

plenipotentiary powers and a theoretical legal authority to
decide cases and order executions on their own initiative.
However, it is obvious that the way such a mission was received
depended very much on the personal quality of the emissary, and
the different treatment of Ma Mi-ti and Chao Ch'i at the hands
of Yuan Shu shows how little real strength the imperial messengers
could gather to their support once they had left the immediate
vicinity of the capital.
19.

(See TCTC p.'1957.)

HHS annals and HHS 62 say that Chang Chi was made General Who
Maintains the East in Peace, not General of the Agile Cavalry.
TCTC here has followed SKWei 6, p.8a, but it seems more likely
that the HHS versions are correct.
his party,

should

take

Li Chüeh, as the leader of

the highest rank,
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(1931-42)

HHS t r e a t i s e 24, p .6 b , th e G en eral o f th e A g ile C av alry took
p re c e d e n c e o v e r th e G e n e ra l o f C h a r i o t s and C a v a lry .
20.

From th e rew ard s and honours g r a n te d to Liu P ia o , i t can be seen
how e a g e r th e new regim e was to g a i n even to k e n acknowledgement.
L

21 .

C h 'in g - c h o u fj

t r o o p s from th e f a c t t h a t t h e s e r e b e l s had

o r i g i n a l l y come from C h 'in g P ro v in c e (TCTC p.1935 a b o v e ).
22.

Chung Hao

, b io g r a p h y i n HHS 52, was a famous s c h o l a r o f

L a t e r Han, one o f th e F our M a s te rs o f Y in g - c h 'u a n ( s e e n o te 2
above and n o te 49 to CP6).
23«

T h is s u g g e s te d a p p o in tm e n t o f Chu Chün as Grand M aster f o llo w s
Tung C h o 's r e v i v a l o f th e t i t l e i n 191 (TCTC p .1919)-

The Grand

M a s te r ra n k e d h i g h e r th a n th e Grand T u t o r and would b e , i n t h e o r y ,
th e c h i e f a d v i s e r to th e Emperor.
N otes to C h ' u - p ' i n g 4:
1.

(1942-48)

S h o u - c h 'u n was th e h e a d q u a r t e r s o f C h 'e n Yu as I n s p e c t o r o f Yang
P ro v in c e .

2.

A 4“

The i n s tr u m e n t r e f e r r e d to h e r e i s th e cheng ,1p z i t h e r o f tw elv e
s t r i n g s , a s p e c i a l t y o f th e n o r t h w e s t e r n p a r t o f China from which
Lii Pu came.

3-

The p u n c t u a t i o n o f t h i s e d i t i o n o f TCTC s u g g e s ts t h a t th e name o f
S u n g 's son was T e - c h 'i u , b u t th e W ei-ch in s h ih - y u - 4 ^ - ilr
by Kuo Sung

'/»fj

io

o f th e Chin d y n a s ty , q u o te d i n SKWei 1, p .9 a

PC, makes i t c l e a r t h a t th e name was Te, and th e c h a r a c t e r c h ' i u
b e lo n g s to th e n e x t s e n t e n c e .
4.

C h 'ii - lu p r e f e c t u r e was i n H s i a - p ' i commandery.

The p u n c t u a t i o n

o f TCTC h e r e i n d i c a t e s o n ly th e c h a r a c t e r l u as a pla ce-n am e ; t h i s
i s wrong.
5.

T ' ie n -sh ih

(The H eavenly M arket) can r e f e r to t h r e e C hinese

c o n s t e l l a t i o n s ; F a n g - h s iu

, b e i n g th e s t a r s

ß b

7t p

of

w e s te r n S c o r p io ; W e i - h s i u T ^ ^ , b e i n g th e s t a r s a o f A q u ariu s
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(1942-48)

and 6 and Ö of Pegasus;

and T s'an-hsiu - ^ 4 ^

of O rion (Schlegel 55, 711

, b e i n g the m ajor stars

and 647).

This comet is described in HHS treatise 12, p.5b, wh i c h says
that it first appeared between L iang-c h ü e h
to disappear in the T'ien-shih.
constellation Chüeh-hsiu,
Virgo

(Schlegel 165).

of Virgo,

m o ving northeast

These "Two H o r n s " are the

being the two stars a and £ of w e s t e r n

Aquarius and Pegasus are rou g h l y northeast

so T ’ien-shih here refers to the Wei-hsiu.

The prognostication for this comet in HHS treatise says that
it shows the Emperor will shift his capital.
Emperor was in C h ’ang-an,
he came east to Lo-yang,

At this time the

but in the seventh mo n t h of the next year
and in the eighth month Ts'ao Ts'ao

received him and set the capital at Hsü.
6.

Chi was the chief prefecture of Ku a n g - y a n g commandery,
headquarters of the Governor of Y u Province.

and the

K u n g - s u n T s a n evidently

built a fortified post actually w i t h i n the walls of the city.
It may be remembered that m i l i t a r y a u t h ority in Y u Province
was divided between Liu Yü and K u n g - s u n Tsan.

As Governor,

Yii had considerable civil powers and also the right
in time of rebellion or other disturbance.

Liu

to raise troops

K u n g - s u n Tsan, however,

ha d been in charge of the regular mili t a r y forces stationed in Yu
Province since 189 (TCTC p.1893) and he had been promoted to General
after his defeat of the Y e llow Turbans in 191

(TCTC p.1925 and HHS

63, p.5b).
7.

TCTC commentary identifies the we s t e r n pass as the Chii-yung Pass

M-7 ^

, northwest of Peking on the road from C h a n g p i n g towards

Yenking

.

The southern end of the pass is k n o w n as N a nkow $ 7 0

TCTC commentary identifies the no r thern mountains w i t h Yi n
Shan

^

range of Inner Mongolia.
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(1942-48)

Shuo-fang commandery was in the region of the Ordos, about
the far northern loop of the Yellow River.
8.

Yen^fc and Chao^S

here refers to the north of the empire.

The

expression comes from the names of two feudal states which
occupies the northern part of China during the late Chou.
9-

Hsü-wu prefecture in Yu-pei-p'ing is now north of Yutien in
Hopeh.

The hills rise from the coastal plain east of Peking

towards the line of the Great Wall.
Notes to Hsing-p'ing 1:
1.

(1949-59)

The phrase used here, literally "to put on a black robe"
(

chia yüan-fu) refers to the ceremony of coming of

age, see Yi li

. the Confucian classic of etiquette and

ceremonial, Chapter 1 , "On the Capping of a Gentleman".

For a

reconstruction of the ceremony as it was performed for the
emperors of Later Han, see HHS treatise 4, p.4b.
According to the Po hu t *u n g , translated by Tjan Tjoe Som II,
p -613s

"A male belongs to the yang, (but) completes (his manhood)

in (the number of) the yin.

Therefore he is capped at twenty."

Emperor Hsien, however, was at this time aged only fourteen sui,
and such youthful coming of age had been common for the emperors
of Later Han:

Emperor Ho had been capped at thirteen, Emperor An

at sixteen, Emperor Shun at fifteen, Emperor Huan at seventeen and
Emperor Ling at fifteen.

So the arrangements for the emperors did

not follow the theories of the Po hu t'ung.
2.

C h ’ang-ch'iu-'ipL/^vwas the title of the palace of the empress
and her attendants (HHS treatise 27, pp.2a f and see also note 12
to KH4).

In other words, the Emperor had now come of age and it

was time for him to get married.
5.

TCTC commentary here quotes from the Hsiao c

h

i

n

(The

Classic of Filial Piety), translated by Legge in Texts of Confucianism,
Part I, pp.487-488:

"They consult the tortoise-shell to determine

the grave and the ground about it, and there they lay the body in
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peace.”

(1949-59)
Traditional China had the custom of a temporary burial

before omens were taken to determine the auspicious site of the
tomb.

In the case of the Lady Wang, however, through the

enmity of the late Empress nee Ho and by subsequent neglect,
the final burial had been inordinately delayed.

Now, at the

urging of Emperor Hsien, the Lady Wang was formally interred
and was given the postumous title of H u a i ' f ^ "Affectionate".
4.

Commentary to HHS 46, p.12b, says that the Ch'ang-p'ing
Observatory was fifteen li west of Ch'ang-an.

5*

The fighting between Li Chüeh's party and Han Sui and Ma
T'eng is described in HHS annals for the third month of this
year, and also in HHS 46 (the biography of Ch'ung Shao), HHS 62
and SKWei 6 (the biographies of Tung Cho and his successors).
None of these texts, however, give details of particular days.
Yuan
fourth century, ch.27, p.14a, the two days jen-shen and keng-shen
are given, in the same order as this TCTC passage.

Both were in

the third month, but keng-shen actually came before jen-shen,
and it seems probable that Hou Han chi has reversed the order of
the two.

This would mean that Ma T ’eng came to the Ch'ang-p'ing

Observatory on the day keng-shen (21 Apr.), and the edict of
pardon which ended the skirmishing was issued on the day
jen-shen (3 May).
6.

yu-hsia

knight-errant” is a general term for free-lance

fighters; as in the tradition of the west, the knight-errant
claimed to follow a code of honour.

The introduction to Shih chi

124, translated by Watson II, p.453> described the Wandering
Knights:

"Saving others in distress, helping those who cannot

help themselves - is this not what a benevolent man does?

Never

betraying a trust, never going back on one's word - this is the
conduct of a righteous man".

Although an impartial observer

would often have found it difficult to tell the difference between
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(1949-59)

a knight-errant and a romantic thug, the ideal and the legend have
left their mark on Chinese history and literature, just as they
have in Europe,

See, in particular, the recent work by James

J.Y. Liu.
Commissioner (shih-chün) was a term of address for the ruler of
a province, Inspector or Governor.
T'ien Tan

was an officer of the Ch'i^'state in the third

century B.C.

His country was invaded by the armies of Yen

and T'ien Tan was in the defence of Chi-mo
Ch'i cities which had not been captured.

,

> one of the few
He defeated the invaders

and so led to the recovery of seventy cities of Ch'i.
This comment by the fifth century historians Hsü Chung
taken from his San-kuo p'ing

quoted in the commentary to

SKWei 14, p.2b.
10.

TCTC commentary here quotes a passage from Shih chi 32, translated
in Chavannes IV, p.58:
K'ai-fang?'

"Le due reprit:

Koan Tchong repondit:

'Que diriez-vous de

'll a abandonne ses parents

pour plaire a Votre Altesse; ce ne sont pas la des sentiments
humaines; il serait difficile de l'admettre dans votre intimite.'"
11.

This affair is described by TCTC p.2084, in the chronicle for
Chien-an 13, 208 A.D.

12.

TCTC p.1940 has already said that Kuo Ssu and Fan Ch'ou were
appointed General of the Rear and General of the Right in Ch'u-p'ing 3,
in 192.

For this extra promotion, the present text follows the

Hou Han chi of Yuan Hung, ch.27, pp.14b-15a, but the Hou Han chi also
records the earlier change in Ch'u-p'ing 3*

Kuo Ssu and Fan Ch'ou

are not described anywhere else as General Who Manifests Firmness and
General Who Gives Tranquillity and Collects the Empire, so the record
is probably mistaken.
The important change that took place in this fifth month of
Hsing-p'ing 1 was not a change of title but a change of function, for
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(1949-59)

this appears to be the first time that Li Chüeh and his allies
had taken full powers to rival the chiefs of the civil
administration by "opening offices like the three dukes"
(
13.

J£s

k* ai fu ju san-kung) .

The headquarters of the Inspector of Liang Province had been at
Lung/^^prefecture in Han-yang commandery (HHS treatise 23A,
p.30b), but from the Chung-p'ing period on the headquarters was
shifted to Chi ^
p.30a).

, the capital of Han-yang (HHS treatise 23A,

Lung was north of Tsingshui

south of K a n k u ’^*/^- in Kansu.

J^Cin Kansu and Chi was

Both sites are in the Wei River

valley, south and east of the upper reaches of the Yellow River.
14.

Both TCTC and the parallel passage in HHS annals 9, p.5a, refer
to the separation of four commanderies west of the Yellow River
to form Yung Province, but there is disagreement as to which
these commanderies were.

Commentary to HHS annals says that the

commanderies were Chin-ch'eng, Chiu-ch'uan, Tun-huang and
Chang-yeh, but TCTC commentary says that the headquarters of the
new province was in Wu-wei.
On this point, TCTC commentary appears to be following a
story of uncertain authenticity preserved in the Tien lüeh
of Yü H u a n J & ^ ^ of the third century, quoted in the commentary
to the biography of Han-tan Shang in SKWei 18, p.12b.

From the

map, however, five commanderies, including Wu-wei, form a
logical unit of administration, and the concept of five commanderies
is supported by Chin shu 14, p.17a:

"The Han set up Chang-yeh,

Chiu-ch'uan, Tun-huang and Wu-wei commanderies.

Later they also

set up Chin-ch'eng, and they called these the 'five commanderies
west of the River'

(

rt&_

2 L Ho-hsi wu-chün)1'♦

TCTC commentary's

identification of the capital cannot be certain, but it is clear
that by the end of Later Han the “four commanderies west of the
River" were actually five.
The administrative geography of the northwest at the end of
Later Han is quite confused:

in 194 the commanderies west of the
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(1949-59)

Yellow River were separated from Liang Province and grouped as
Yung Province; in 213, Ts'ao Ts'ao made a new organisation and
combined Yung Province, Liang Province and part of Ssu-li to form
an enlarged Yung Province; in 220, Ts'ao P'i again divided off the
five commanderies west of the Yellow River, this time calling them
Liang Province and settling the Inspector's headquarters at
Ku-tsang-^?
now Wuwei

, the chief prefecture of Wu-wei commandery (and
in Kansu).

Thus the commanderies west of the Yellow River were grouped
in a separated province between 194 and 213 and again after 220;
the first time the province was called Yung, and the second time
it was called Liang.

The fact that the headquarters of the

province was in Wu-wei after 220 is further evidence, though still
inconclusive, to support TCTC commentary's statement concerning 194.
15-

Both HHS annals and HHS treatise 18, p.9a refer to this eclipse,
and both give the day as yi-ssu, which was in fact the last day of
the month.
In his commentary to the treatise, Ch'ien Ta-hsin of Gh'ing
cities the general prognostication that an eclipse on an yi-ssu day
tells of a military rising in the east.

16.

10 bushels (5j- tou) equalled 1 picul
therefore 12.1856 cu.in.

(&

shih) .

A bushel was

See Yang Lien-sheng, "Notes on the

Economic History of the Chin Dynasty", p.137,/hote 90.
bushel

17.
cu.in.

See Yang Lien-sheng, "Notes on the Economic History of the

Chin Dynasty", p.137, note 90.
On p.157 of the same article, Yang Lien-sheng translates the
parallel passage from Chin shu 26, p.2b.

In that version the

Emperor simply had the food given out in his presence and so
prevented pilfering.

TCTC has followed the story in HHS annals 9,

while Chin shu agrees with the story in HHS 62, p.12a.
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(1949-59)

Han H s i n ^ ^ / f ^ and P'eng Yüeh
Kao-tsu

were supporters of Emperor

at the beginning of Former Han.

Han Hsin was a

great general, but he was executed for treason after the dynasty
was established.

P'eng Yüeh aided the Liu clan and was made

King of Liang, but he was suspected of treason and was executed
with all his family.

Both are examples of great servants of a

ruler removed once their usefulness is past.

Han Hsin's

biographies are in Shih chi 92 and Han shu 54, P'eng Yiieh's
in Shih chi 90 and Han shu 54.
19.

K'ung Jung is saying that Yuan Shu'is proud of himself and of
his great family, and he will consider his own ambitions before
the good of the empire; yet the great officials of his family
are dead, and the fame of the past is no use for the present.

20.

Ma Mi-ti and Chao Ch'i had been sent out from the capital in
192 as envoys from the imperial government, bearing credentials,
to settle the lands east of the passes (TCTC p.1940).

21.

Master of the Army is not listed by HHS treatise as a regular
official post.

Early in Later Han a certain Fang Wang

^

held the title from the war-lord Wei Aojj^.%^ , and TCTC p.1988
describes how Ts'ao Ts'ao in 196 summons Hsün Yu to be Master
of Writing and also Master of the Army.

At this time, *Master

of the Army" may not have indicated a formal position but
rather a general term for an adviser on policy.
22.

Heng-chiang and Tang-Yi-k'ou (also known as Tang-li-p'u

)

are reaches and crossing-places of the Yangtse River southeast
of Hohsien in Anhwei.
It appears that Liu Yao pretended friendship with Wu Ching
and Sun Pen, but that he privately stirred up trouble between
the men of his army and theirs.

As a result, the other two led

their troops out of Ch'ü-a, and set up camp on the other side of
the Yangtse.

Only then did Liu Yao show his true colours by

sending officers to guard the two main crossings and keep them
from coming back.
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N otes to H s in g - p 'i n g 2:
1.

(1 9 5 9 -7 8 )

I t i s h a rd to see why Yuan Shao sh o u ld have r e c e iv e d t h i s t i t l e
a t t h i s tim e .

TCTC h e re f o llo w s S h a o 's b io g ra p h y i n HHS 64A, p .7 b ,

b u t i f an e d i c t was is s u e d , i t m ust have b een w ith th e c o n s e n t o f
Li C h ü e h 's p a r ty a t C h 'a n g -a n , and one o f th o s e g e n e r a ls , Fan C h 'o u ,
a lr e a d y h e ld th e t i t l e

G en eral o f th e R ig h t (TCTC p . 1953)-

M oreover,

a lth o u g h L i Chiieh and h i s f r i e n d s had made some o v e r tu r e s to th e
le a d e r s e a s t o f th e p a s s e s , th e y w ere now i n a l l i a n c e w ith Yuan Shu
(TCTC p .1 9 4 3 ) > and Shao and Shu w ere d e c la r e d en em ies.
The Hou Han shu

Yuan S h an - sung

o f th e f o u r th

c e n tu r y and th e Hou Han c h i ^ £ / J ( ^ f j o f h i s co n tem p o rary Yuan Hung
^

, c h .2 8 , p . l a , g iv e Yiian S h a o 's t i t l e a s G en eral o f th e R e a r,

and Yuan Hung adds t h a t Shao was a ls o e n f e o f f e d a s M arquis o f
K 'a n g -h s ia n g .

T h is , how ever, i s s t i l l more u n l i k e l y , f o r th e t i t l e

o f G en eral o f th e R ear was c u r r e n t l y h e ld by Kuo S su i n C h 'a n g -a n ,
and HHS 64A, p .3 b , makes i t c l e a r t h a t th e f i e f o f K 'a n g -h s ia n g had
b een g ra n te d to Yuan Shao by Tung Cho e a r l y i n 190 (TCTC p .1 9 0 7 ).
The e d i c t may have r e p r e s e n te d some o v e r tu r e o f f r i e n d s h i p
from th e g e n e r a ls a t C h 'a n g -a n to w ard s Yuan Shao; b u t i t i s a ls o
p o s s i b le t h a t Yiian Shao to o k th e t i t l e

f o r h im s e lf and o n ly p re te n d e d

to have been g ra n te d i t by im p e r ia l d e c r e e .

The r e c o r d s a r e to o

c o n fu se d to ju d g e any p o l i t i c a l s i g n i f i c a n c e from th e a c t i o n , and
th e r e i s no way ev en to d e c id e w hich g e n e r a l 's t i t l e was in v o lv e d .
2.

Han S u i was from C h in -c h 'e n g commandery, and Fan C h 'o u was a ls o from
L ian g P ro v in c e .

3.

The e x a c t p r e f e c t u r e s th e y came from a r e unknown.

I t seems t h a t Kuo Ssu s t r a i n e d w a te r th ro u g h a c l o t h c o n ta in in g
human f a e c e s , and th e n d ran k th e m ix tu re to make h im s e lf vom it up
th e s u s p e c te d p o is o n .

4.

T h is name s h o u ld r e a d Teng Yiian

.

TCTC h e re fo llo w s Yiian H u n g 's

Hou Han c h i 28, p .2 b , w hich re a d s L iu Y i i a n » 1>u t on p .1 9 6 7 below ,
TCTC g iv e s th e surnam e a s Teng.

I n HHS a n n a ls 9 , p .6 b th e

S u p e rin te n d a n t o f th e I m p e r ia l H ousehold i s c a l l e d Teng C h 'iia n ^ p > ^ [ _ ,
b u t HHS t r e a t i s e 13, p .8 a h a s th e name a s Teng Yiian.
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The commentary

notes to HP2:

(1959-78)

to HHS annals by Ch'ien Ta-hsin of Ch'ing explains that the
leading was changed in the seventh century to avoid the tabu on
the personal name of Emperor Kao-tsu

of the T'ang dynasty

and later editors had failed to restore the original text at
this point.
HHS annals has chia-wu ^ w h i c h

would be correct, since there

^ ^ day in the fourth month of this year.
Fort (
%%Pei-wu) had been built by Li Chüeh

was no chia-tzu
The Northern

as a strongpoint inside Ch'ang-an.

As TCTC commentary points

out, the Emperor did not leave the city until the seventh month
(TCTC p.1965 below).

So the Northern Fort was an earthworks

inside the walls of the capital, similar to that constructed in
Chi city by Kung-sun Tsan in 193 (cf. TCTC p.1946).
Shui-ching chu 19, p.24b, notes that Huang-po-ch'eng was the
site of the Ch'ii-liang

Palace of the Ch'in dynasty.

It lay

several li north of Ch'ang-an, and the site is now northeast of
Sanyuan ^ / ^ i n Shensi.

8.

This is based on the Yi ching ^

hexagram 28 Ta Kuo

Preponderance of the Great, line six divided, translated by
Legge, p .117, as "The topmost line, divided, shows its subject
with extraordinary (boldness) wading through a stream, till the
water hides the crown of his head.
ground for blame".

There will be evil, but no

See also Wilhelm I, p .121.

The characters here,^^,

Sp

are used in the

Yi ching to describe a man who continues his labours, for the
highest motives, beyond the point of safety and prudence, and
although he may fail he is given credit for his fine intentions.
Chao Wen, however, has adapted the expression to describe stubborn
stupidity bringing on disaster.
9.

The text says literally that the sacrifices were made with the
"three different kinds of beasts"
sheep and pigs.
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n o te s to HP2:
10.

(1 9 5 9 -7 8 )

Y in g -h s iu n g c h i ^
T s 'a n i

i.'jj

, by th e co n tem p o rary h i s t o r i a n Wang

, q u o te d i n th e commentary to SKWei 6 , p .8 a , sa y s

t h a t Kuo Ssu had a seco n d p e r s o n a l name o f To ^
11

.

TCTC commentary i d e n t i f i e s Wei'ftf'J w ith P 'u -y a n g yfpi [ ^ p r e f e c t u r e
i n Tung commandery, and s u p p o r ts t h i s by r e f e r e n c e to Tu Yü
o f th e t h i r d c e n tu r y , q u o te d i n com mentary to HHS t r e a t i s e 21,
p .4 a .

However, s in c e Wei was a ls o th e name o f a p r e f e c t u r e i n

Tung commandery, th e r e seems no p a r t i c u l a r re a s o n why Hsiin Yü
s h o u ld n o t have r e f e r r e d d i r e c t l y to t h a t c i t y , r a t h e r th a n
m aking an a l l u s i o n to P 'u - y a n g .
12.

Lü Pu was from Wu-yüan i n P in g P ro v in c e ; L iu P e i was from Cho
commandery i n Yu P ro v in c e .

B oth p ro v in c e s were on th e n o r th e r n

f r o n t i e r s o f th e e m p ire .

13 .

I n b o th TCTC and HHS a n n a ls , th e d a te s g iv e n f o r t h i s and th e
n e x t two days r e f e r r e d to do n o t f i t w ith t h e i r su p p o sed m onths;
keng-w u

i s number s e v e n te e n i n th e se x a g e n a ry c y c l e , th e

day c h i a - t z u ^ m e n t i o n e d below i s th e f i r s t o f th e c y c le , and
th e day p in g - y in (%) ^

i s number t h r e e .

I n t h i s y e a r , th e s i x t h

month began on th e t h i r t y - s e v e n t h day o f th e c y c le , and th e s e v e n th
month began on th e s e v e n th day.

So keng-w u c an n o t have f a l l e n i n

th e s i x t h m onth, and c h i a - t z u and p in g - y in were n o t i n th e s e v e n th
m onth.
I t seems most l i k e l y t h a t keng-wu h a s been m is w r itte n f o r
k e n g - s h e n , th e f i f t y - s e v e n t h day o f th e c y c l e , w hich d id
f a l l i n th e s i x t h m onth.
ft

I t i s a ls o p o s s i b le t h a t th e c h a r a c te r s

" I n th e autum n, i n th e s e v e n th month" a r e a m ista k e n

a d d i t i o n , so th e d ay s c h i a - t z u and p in g - y in a r e c o r r e c t l y c i t e d ,
b u t s h o u ld be i n th e s i x t h m onth.
Thus a l l th r e e days were i n th e s i x t h month: k e n g -s h e n ,
14 August} c h i a - t z u , 18 A u g u st; p i n g - y i n , 20 A u g u st.
15.

T h ere was no p in g - 1 zu X%)

day i n th e e ig h th month o f t h i s y e a r ,

b u t tz u can be m ista k e n f o r wu Jp- , and th e day ping-w u fo llo w s
n e x t a f t e r th e day c h i a - c h 'e n .
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notes to HP2:
16.

(1959-78)

TCTC commentary explains that the ‘'southern hills" refers to
the high ground southeast of Ch'ang-an, evidently the lower
slopes of Chin Ling Shan and Hwa Shan.

17.

Liu Ai is giving the Emperor an open choice, whether he should
join Yang Feng, Yang Ting and Tung Ch'eng, who are prepared to
take him to the east, or whether he should go to Kuo Ssu, who
plans to lead him back towards Ch'ang-an.

The Emperor chose

Yang Feng's party.
18.

In HHS treatise 28, p.6b, the commentary quotes the Han-kuan yi

fyof

Ying S h a o o f

the second century A.D. , which

says that each commandery appointed Investigators (tu-yu) to
supervise the prefectures.

Five such officers acted as police

controllers with precincts north, south, east and west, and one
in the centre.
19*

The dating for all this period is somewhat uncertain, but HHS
annals 9» p.6a, says that the Emperor came to Hung-nung and the
battle was fought on the keng-wu

4^

day of the eleventh

month (22 Dec).
20.

The day keng-shen cannot be correct.

It is number fifty-seven

of the sexagenary cycle and has no relevance to the other dates
recorded here.

Indeed, all the dates on the next two pages are

difficult to read in a meaningful pattern.
We may accept that the Emperor reached An-yi on the day
yi-hai &

(cyclical number 12), which fell in the eleventh

month and was equivalent to 27 December in the west (TCTC p.1969)
However, if Chang Yang came from Yeh-wang to see the Emperor on
the day yi-mao

^

(cyclical number 52), this would indicate a

very long delay, for the next yi-mao day was not until the
twelfth month, on 5 February, 196.
is a mistake for chi-mao

tyj)

It is possible that yi-mao

(cyclical number 16), for that day

fell on 51 December.
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n o te s to HP2:

(1959-78)

I n su ch a c h ro n o lo g y , th e day k e n g -s h e n i s q u i t e o u t o f
p la c e .

I t i s p o s s i b l e t h a t k e n g -s h e n ^/jf ^

keng-wu ^

^

i s m isw ritten f o r

and t h a t t h i s d a t e i n t u r n h as been m i s t a k e n l y put

i n t o th e t e x t f o r th e b a t t l e a t T s 'a o - y a n g i n s t e a d o f f o r th e
b a t t l e a t T u n g -ch ien ( c f . n o te 19 a b o v e ).
I n t h i s way, a m o d ifie d ch ro n o lo g y f o r th e E m p ero r's
f l i g h t to th e e a s t would ru n :
e l e v e n t h month, keng-wu day (22 Dec)

b a t t l e a t T u n g -c h ie n

j e n - s h e n day (24 Dec)

Emperor to T s 'a o - y a n g

y i - h a i day (27 Dec)

Emperor to A n-yi

chi-mao day (31 Dec)

Chang Yang v i s i t s A n-yi

The b a t t l e a t T s 'a o - y a n g must have ta k e n p la c e on 26 December, and
th e p r e l i m i n a r y d e f e a t o f L i Chüeh and h i s p a r t y on th e day b e f o r e .
Hung-nung commandery j o i n e d th e s o u th o f H o-tung, so i t was
p o s s i b l e f o r Tung C h 'en g and Yang Feng to have c a l l e d i n t h e i r new
a l l i e s betw een t h e i r d e f e a t on th e 22nd and t h e i r s h o r t - l i v e d
v i c t o r y on th e 2 5 th .
T i - c h u i s th e name o f a m ountain e a s t o f P in g lu

i n S h a n s i.

The c o u r s e o f th e Yellow R iv e r ru n s b o th s i d e s o f t h e mountain;,
and th e Meng F o rd , gateway to th e e a s t e r n p l a i n s , i s w e ll
downstream.
22 .

TCTC h as h e r e combined two v a r i a n t a c c o u n ts o f th e same i n c i d e n t .
HHS a n n a l s 10B, p . 1 2 a , s a y s t h a t th e Empress h e r s e l f was c a r r y i n g
some c l o t h , and Sun Hui was s e n t to t h r e a t e n h e r and s t e a l i t ; i n
d o in g s o , he k i l l e d one

of her a tte n d a n ts.

T h is v e r s i o n has been

f o llo w e d by Chin shu 24, t r a n s l a t e d by Yang L ie n - s h e n g i n h i s
"N o tes on th e Economic H i s t o r y o f th e Chin D y n a sty " , p .1 5 8 , b u t
Yang adds a n o te c a s t i n g doubt i n t h i s s t o r y , s i n c e i t throw s an
u n f a v o u r a b l e l i g h t on t h e l o y a l t y o f Tung C h 'en g t o th e i m p e r i a l
fam ily .
The Han shu

o f Hua C h ' i a o ^ «l»^^of th e t h i r d c e n t u r y

s a y s t h a t th e c l o t h was s e i z e d from Fu Te i n o r d e r to make th e
s l i n g f o r th e Emperor to g e t down th e bank; t h e r e i s no r e f e r e n c e
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notes to HP2:

to the threat to the Empress, nor to any killing.

This text is

preserved in T 1ai-p1ing yii-lan 817, pp.1a-1b, and is cited in
the commentary by the Ch'ing scholar Wang Wen-t'ai to HHS annals
9,p.6b.
The biography of the Empress nee Fu in HHS annals 10B
obviously shows the imperial relatives in the most favourable
light, while Hua Ch'iao's version clearly justifies the actions
of the Tung Ch'eng and Sun Hui and makes no mention of any
brutality.

In combining the two stories, TCTC has thoroughly

confused them, leaving the strong impression that Sun Hui killed
both Fu Te and the unknown attendant.

Certainly Fu Te is not

heard of again, but there is no proof that he was killed by
Sun Hui; and it was, after all, a dark and confusing night.
23*

This reference to the death of Shih-sun Jui is misplaced.
According to HHS annals 9, p.6b, Shih-sun Jui was killed in the
battle at Tung-chien, and TCTC p.1967 above refers to Chou Chung
as Commandant of the Palace Guard, obviously as replacement to
Shih-sun Jui.

24.

Credentials (chieh) gave the right to make decisions in
criminal cases and to carry out executions without first reporting
to the throne.

The right to open offices ( j^j

k'ai fu)

implies the authority to nominate candidates for posts in the
administration (cf. TCTC p.1954 and note 12 to HP1).
25.

Yeh-tu

26.

"The Ch'in have lost the deer, and the first to catch it will
rule as king":

•

Yeh prefecture, the capital of Chi Province.

in one form or another the phrase was in common

use in Han times, being first coined at the end of the Ch'in
dynasty, when the power of the imperial house had gone, and anyone
in the empire could try to gain the throne. (See, for example,
Shih chi 92, translated by Watson I, p.231.)
27.

Soldiers at this time often wore small daggers in a sheath at
the back of the neck.
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notes to HP2:
28.

(1959-78)

Chief Controller here describes an officer responsible for the
internal administration and discipline of an arpiy, similar to an
adjutant in a modern regiment.

Compare, however, the higher rank

and responsibilities associated with the same title in the armies
of Ts'ao Ts'ao and Yuan Shao as TCTC pp.2013 and 2015 below.
29*

Lü Fan's biography, in SKWu 11, p.7b, says that Fan had brought
more than a hundred retainers to join Sun Ts'e.

Later, be became

Prefect of Wan-ling j ^ $ ^ i n Tan-yang commandery and there defeated
a force of bandits.
30.

Chung was the personal name of the great minister Kuan Chung
of the ancient state of C h ' i ^ i n the seventh century B.C., and
Chung-fu'ftJ*

(Father Chung) was a term of respect for him.

Sun Ts'e is quoting from the Hsin hsü
of the first century B.C.

Chapter 4, p.1b, reads:

ministers asked Duke Huan of Ch'i
of an official.

of Liu Hsiang

The Duke said:

%

'j \*J

"The chief

about the appointment
'Talk to Father Chung about it.’

The chief ministers asked about something else.
'Talk to Father Chung about it.'

The Duke said:

Someone standing by said:

'In one thing it is Father Chung, in a second thing it is Father
Chung; surely it is easy to be a ruler.'

The Duke said:

'Before I

had Father Chung I had troubles, now I have got Father Chung why
shouldn't it be easy?’

So a man that rules as king puts his energy

to looking for a good man, and he takes his ease when he has found
him. *
31•

Since Yü-chang was south of the Yangtse and the commanderies of
Yü Province were north of the Hwai, the connection was not very
good, but it was certainly better than the communications from
K'uai-chi, and, as Hsü Shao foretold, the power of Yuan Shu between
the Yangtse and the Hwai was soon to fail.

32.

The biography of Chai Jung is given as a supplement to that of Liu
Yao in SKWu4.

Zürcher, in Chapter 2, pp.27-28 and notes 48 to 56,

uses the sources of HHS 63 and SKWu 4 to discuss Chai Jung as an
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notes to HP2:
early example of popular Buddhism.

As he points out, Chai Jung

did not follow many of the present forms of that religion, and in
the early fourth century the career of Chai Jung was "triumphantly
mentioned" by opponents of Buddhism "as an example of moral
depravity coupled with Buddhist devotion".
33.

According to TCTC commentary, Hsi-ch'eng describes a fortified
town west of Nan-ch'ang

tf; , the capital of Yü-chang commandery

(now east of Nanchang in Kiangsi).
34.

According to SKWu 11, p.1b, Chu Chih was Chief Commandant of Wu
commandery.

The Chief Commandant was responsible for all military

operations, under the Grand Administrator, and since Chu Chih came
from Tan-yang it would be unusual for him to hold such a high post
in his native commandery.

TCTC is probably mistaken here, and

Chu Chih actually led a mutiny in Wu commandery against his own
Grand Administrator.
35.

Tsang Hung had once held office under Chang Ch'ao when Ch'ao
was Grand Administrator of Hung's native commandery Kuang-ling.

36.

The penalty of "destruction of the three clans"

san tsu)

has been discussed by Hulsewe, Remnants of Han Law, pp.112-122.
The term "three clans" has various explanations, but Hulsewe
suggests that in Han times the term means: "the extermination
of the extended family, including the culprit's parents,
presumably also his paternal grandparents; his wife and children,
and presumably his grandchildren; his brothers and sisters, and
presumably even his married sisters; of course all depending on
the age and situation of the person concerned....

It remains

possible that the extermination of the three clans did actually
embrace even more persons than those enumerated above; in that case
the limit which suggests itself is the group affected by the
rules for mourning, which may include an important part of the
culprit's own clan and members of both his mother's and his
wife's clan.*
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(1959-78)

In the bloody history of this period, however, the expressions
tsu or san tsu seldom refer to legal formalities but rather to a
general slaughter of any relatives unfortunate enough to be
available.

Chang Ch'ao, brother of Chang Miao, had been closely

involved in the mutiny of Yen Province against Ts'ao Ts'ao in 194,
and although Miao was now dead, most of the surviving members of
the family were inside Yung-ch'iu (TCTC p.1964).

So T s ’ao had

material for his vengeance.
37.

Tsang Hung is referring first to Ts'ao Ts'ao's attack on Hsü
Province and secondly to Ts'ao's siege of Chang Ch'ao, who had
evidently retained his title of Grand Administrator of Kuang-ling.
Yung-ch'iu itself was a prefecture of Ch'en-liu in Yen Province,
so Tsang Hung's proposed relief expedition would not in fact have
had very much connection with his homeland, Kuang-ling commandery
in Hsü Province.

38.

Chang Miao had been Grand Administrator of Ch'en-liu in 189
(TCTC p.1906).

39

There was no kingdom or commandery called Yen

in the official

geography of this time, so the term here is a general reference
to the northeast of the empire.

According to HHS 80, p.4b, Yen

Jou came originally from Kuang-yang

commandery in Yu Province,

but he had lived among the Wu-huan and the Hsien-pi when he was
young, and so he was trusted by them.
40.

TCTC commentary quotes here from the Han kuan yi
(sometimes abbreviated as Han kuan) by Ying Shao

^
of the

second century A.D., which refers to two majors under the Colonel
Protector of the Wu-huan (quoted in commentary to HHS treatise
28, p.10a).

However, although Yen Jou gained his title from this,

he does not appear to have had an immediate superior officer and
he was able to frame his own policy and act independently.
41.

Pao-ch'iu is the name of a river in modern Hopeh.

Shui-ching

chu 14, p.7b, notes that the place where the river passes to the
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(1959-78)

south of the old city of Yii-yang
battle.

^

was the site of the

Yii-yang was at that time the chief prefecture of

Yii-yang commandery; now southwest of Miyun
42.

in Hopeh,

In this verse there are three rhyming lines, the first of six
characters and the second and third of seven characters each.
The final characters arej^^~(GSR 337, tsiad/tsiäi-/tsi)
(GSR 340, liad/liäi-/ li)
and(GSR

43-

339, siad/siäi-/ shi).

Yi prefecture was in Ho-chien commandery in Chi Province; now
northwest of Hiunghsien

in Hopeh.

Kung-sun Tsan had

been enfeoffed as Marquis of Yi in 193*
Notes to Chien-an 1:
1.

(1979-93) '

Kao Shun's position as Ghief Controller under Lii Pu was
probably similar to the administrative post held by Lii Fan
under Sun Ts'e in the previous year (TCTC p.1972 and note 28
to HP2).

2.

The Battleaxe (^i^yiieh) was a distinction which, like the
imperial credentials ( ^ p chieh) gave the right to carry out
judgment and execution without prior reference to the Emperor.
(See also notes 20 to CP2 and 46 to CP 6 ).

3.

The two characters of the prophecy are t 'u
"road*) and kao

ifr) ("high“).

(‘mud“, and hence

The character shu

can mean a road

or path, and Yiian Shu's style was Kung-lu
and hence "high-road").
to himself.

public road",

So Shu thought the prophecy referred

Commentary to this passage notes that the

character Wei^£^, the name of the dynasty founded by Ts'ao
Ts'ao, has the meaning of "high", and this can also fit the
prophecy.

4.

According to Shih chi 36, translated by Chavannes IV, p .169,
a

the descendants of the legendary Emperor Shun»^jp had been
enfeoffed with the state of Ch'en
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Chou d y n a s ty .

The Yuan fa m ily c la im e d t h e i r d e s c e n t from a

g ran d ee o f C h 'en named Yuan T 'a o - t 'u
In th e o rd e r o f p r o d u c tio n o f th e f iv e ele m e n ts (JZ,
w u -h sin g ) , f i r e was s a id to p ro d u ce e a r t h , and so th e r e d o f
f i r e s h o u ld e v e n tu a lly g iv e way to th e y ello w o f e a r t h .

The

c o lo u r a s s o c ia t e d w ith Em peror Shun was y e llo w , and th e c o lo u r
a d o p te d by th e Han d y n a s ty was r e d .

The u s u r p e r Wang M an g jJ^ ^^ -

a t th e end o f Form er Han had c laim e d to r u l e by th e c o lo u r o f
y e llo w , and when Emperor K u a n g - w u ^ j ^ a s c e n d e d th e th ro n e
he r e a f f ir m e d th e Han c o lo u r o f r e d (s e e B i e l e n s t e i n I I , p .2 3 3 )*
5.

The G re a t S e a l o f S ta t e (

j f , c h 1u a n - k u o - h s i) had been

re c o v e re d by Sun C hien a t L o-yang i n 191 (TCTC p .1 9 2 0 ).
6.

Hou Chi

( l i t : P r in c e M i l l e t ) was th e t i t l e

o f th e

M in is te r o f A g r ic u ltu r e u n d e r th e le g e n d a ry Emperor Shun ' fjf .
The o f f i c e was h e ld by a man c a l l e d C h ' i ^ - , who had b een g iv e n
th e p o s t by Em peror Y a o j^ and was c o n tin u e d in i t by Emperor Shun.
Shun gave C h 'i th e f i e f o f T ' a i a n d
a s a p r in c e .

so he c o u ld be d e s c r ib e d

The house o f th e k in g s o f Chou cla im e d d e s c e n t from

him (s e e S h ih c h i 4, t r a n s l a t e d by C havannes I , p p .2 0 9 f f ) .
I n th e A n a le c ts , C o n fu c iu s s a i d :

"K ing Wan p o s s e s s e d two o f

th e th r e e p a r t s o f th e e m p ire , and w ith th o s e he s e rv e d th e d y n a s ty
o f Y in.

The v i r t u e of th e h o u se o f Chau may be s a i d to have

re a c h e d th e h ig h e s t p o in t in d e e d "

(Book V I I I , C h a p te r XX,

t r a n s l a t e d by Legge I , p .2 1 5 )*
7.

Tan S- and S h ih 3$/^ were th e p e r s o n a l names o f th e Duke o f Chou
and th e Duke o f Shao ^5 & .

The Duke o f Shao was th e son o f a

c o n c u b in e , and h a l f - b r o t h e r o f K ing W uZ^'of th e Chou d y n a s ty and to
th e Duke o f Chou.

W ith th e Duke o f Chou he to o k p a r t i n th e re g e n c y

f o r K ing C h 'e n g ^ , son o f K ing Wu.
8.

Duke Wen o f C h i n - ^ S C ^

r u le d from 636 to 628 B.C.

I n 636 K ing

H sian g J ] ^ o f Chou ( r e ig n e d 651-618) was f o r c e d from h i s c a p i t a l by
a r e v o l t and came to C hin f o r h e lp .
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back to bis kingdom (Shih chi 39, translated by Chavannes IV,
pp.294ff).
9.

The "Provisional Emperorn

a? was the title of HsinA->’, a

grandson of King Huai of Ch'u

' ( ^ i (reigned 328-299), who

was set on the throne of Ch'u by the Hsiang*^ clan, to be
figure-head for the fight against Ch'in when that dynasty fell
at the end of the third century B.C.

In 208 B.C. he was also

proclaimed as King Huai, and in 206 the warlord Hsiang Yü
raised him to be Provisional Emperor (yi in this context is
equivalent to chia^j^l "temporary").
Soon afterwards, on Hsiang Yu's orders, the Provisional
Emperor was murdered, and in the third month of 205 the King
of Han (later to become Emperor Kao-tsu) learnt of the news.
He proclaimed mourning for three days, and announced his
campaign against Hsiang Yü as an act of vengeance against an
assassin.

(See Chavannes II, p.364; Watson I, pp.96f; Dubs I,

pp.75-77).
10.

The marquisate of Pi-t'ing was first awarded to the eunuch
Ts'ao T 'eng ^

in 147, and i,t passed to Ts'ao T'eng's

adopted son Sung, Ts'ao Ts'ao's father.
11 .

Both TCTC and HHS annals 9 have the day chi-ssu (L>
the beginning of the ninth month.

before

However, the first day of

the month was k u e i - h a i number 60 in the sexagenary cycle;
and since the day chi-ssu is the sixth of the cycle it must
have fallen in the ninth month.
12.

Cha-tu is now identified with C h a - p ' u , a crossing of
the Fuchun river near Siaoshanjf|

in Chekiang.

In his

commentary to the original passage in SKWu 6, pp.la-lb,P'ei
Sung-chih notes that there was a Kao-ch'ien Bridge in the
prefecture of Yung-hsing
earlier known as Yü-chi
end of Later Han.

.

Yung-hsing prefecture was

, the name being changed at the

The former city is now west of Siaoshan.
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For the identification of Tung-yeh, I follow Bielenstein's
article on "The Chinese Colonisation of Fukien until the end
of T'ang".

He notes on pp.121-122 that Tung-yeh had been

founded under Former Han, that the reference to the prefecture
in HHS treatise 22, 47a, had been partially omitted, but the
prefecture actually existed until the second half of the third
century.

Its site is now unknown, but Bielenstein observes on

P-103, note 1, that SKWu 15, p.1b, describes how the Prefect of

Hou-kuan

gave support to Wang Lang after his flight.

Tung-yeh was evidently quite close to Hou-kuan, and Hou-kuan is
now west of Foochow.

So it appears that Wang Lang sailed south

along the coast after his defeat near Hangchow, and that he
landed near the Min River in Fukien.
14.

According to an anecdote in the Shuo yuan «t/L

of Liu Hsiang

of the first century B.C., ch.9, p.23b-24a, Yü Chü was a
fisherman of the state of Sung

in Ch'un-ch'iu times.

The

White Dragon came down to the water in the form of a fish and Yü
Chü shot him in the eye with an arrow.

When the dragon asked

vengeance of the ruler of Heaven, he was told that it was only
natural for men to attack fish, and that if he had kept his true
shape he would have come to no harm.

(Cf. Shih chi 128, pp.6a ff.)
A

was the name of Emperor Kao-tsu
Han (who later took the personal name Pang

).

of Former
In the annals

of Han shu (translated by Dubs I, pp.34-36), it is told how the
future Emperor was crossing a marsh one night when he was drunk,
and he killed a magic serpent, described as the son of the White
God, which had blocked his path.

When he became Lord of P'ei in

209 B.C. he had standards and penons of red "because the serpent
he had killed was the son of the White god and the killer was the
son of the Red god"
16.

(Dubs I, p.41).

This reference to Ch'un-yu Chia leaving the office of Minister
of Works is not correct.

TCTC p.1956 above mentions Chia leaving
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office and. Chao Wen taking his place in the twelfth month of
Hsing-p'ing 1 , and in this it follows the Hou Hah chi
of Yuan Hung

> ch.27 p.15b.

HHS annals 9 agrees that Chia

left office in Hsing-p'ing 1, but says his departure took place
in the ninth month.

No source supports this entry for Chien-an 1,

and it seems that it must be a mistaken repetition of the
incident two years earlier.
17.

The text of Shao’s letter is given in his biography in HHS 64A,
pp.8b ff.

18.

Both the day wu-ch1en and the day ping-hsü below should be in
the eleventh month.

They are numbers 5 and 23 of the sexagenary

cycle, and the eleventh month of this year began on the fiftyninth day (.jen-hsü).

HHS annals 9 has the day ping-hsü in the

eleventh month, but TCTC has omitted the indication.
19.

Master of the Army was a general advisory post.

See also note

21 to HP1.
20.

As commentary to this passage points out, Kuo Chia's appointment
is mentioned in SKWei 14, p.6b, as "Libationer to the Army of
the Minister of Works"(ssu-k'ung chün

chi-chiu).

The title

is described in Chin shu 24, p.1b, and it is said there that
when the Wei government of the T s ’ao family took over the empire,
they had an officer called Master of the Army and Libationer
(chün-shih chi-chiu) to assist in military organisation.

Kuo T'u,

like Hsün Yu, was an adviser on Ts'ao Ts'ao's staff.
21.

K'ung Jung is here described as Grand Administrator of Pei-hai,
but the kingdom of Pei-hai was given to the nephew of Emperor
Kuang-wu

, Liu Hsing

ijj , and the succession was

maintained until the state was ended in 206 (HHS annals 9, p.9b).
K'ung Jung should therefore be called Chancellor, and he is
always given that title in HHS.
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22.

£

^

\h

This appears to be a reference to the c h 1ing-tan > g £ '/£ school
of ‘'pure conversation" taught by the Neo-Taoist H s ü a n - h s ü e h ,
the "Mysterious Learning".

The philosophy was most influential

in the third century A.D. , and the technique of "pure conversation",
the art of discussing nothing but philosophy and abstract subjects,
as a feature of the school. See, for example, Fung Yu-lan II, p.206.
23«

The Village of Lord Cheng:

Cheng-kung hsiang.

There is

a village of this name in the present-day county of Ankiu
in Shantung.
24.

This appointment is also mentioned in Chin shu 26, translated by
Yang Lien-sheng in "Notes on the Economic History of the Chin
Dynasty", p.163*

According to the Wei shu

Wang Shen

of the third century, quoted in HHS treatise 26, p.2a, the post
of General of the Gentlemen of the Household in Charge of
Agriculture under Ts'ao Ts'ao had the high salary of 2000 piculs.
In fact, there had been earlier appointments of officials concerned
with agricultural production: in 194j

Ch'en Teng was Colonel in

Charge of Agriculture under T'ao Ch'ien in Hsü Province (TCTC p .1956).
The most important point of Ts'ao Ts'ao's policy at this time was
not the official posts that he created, but the expansion of military
agricultural colonies to develop the lands laid waste by war.
t'un-t'ien fa ^

The

had been used as early as the Warring States period

at the end of Chou, and under the Han this system was the basis for
Chinese military settlement in the Western Regions (
in Central Asia.

hsi yü)

The technique was now adapted to the devastated

territory of China Proper.
25*

Tsang Pa, Sun Kuan, Wu Tun, Yin Li and others commanded various
groups of bandits in the region of Mount T'ai, in the western part
of the Shan-tung peninsula.

According to his biography in SKWei 18,

p.5a, Tsang Pa was originally a man from T'ai-shan commandery, but he
quarrelled with the administration and fled to Tung-hai.

By now he

was the chief of the bandits in this territory, with his base at
K'ai-yang

the chief prefecture of Lang-yeh (now north of
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in Shantung).

So Mount T'ai in the text refers in

general terms to the mountain massif in the west of present-day
Shantung province rather than to the Later Han commandery called
T'ai-shan.
26.

(See also below TCTC p.2007 and note 6 to CA5*)

This is a play on the literal meaning of "Shepherd" for the
character mu

27.

here translated as the official title "Governor".

TCTC commentary here cites Ts'ai Yung^^- ^ o f

the second

century A.D., who said that the Han dynasty had four styles of
music; for state sacrifice and worship of Heaven; for the ritual
archery, sacrifice to the lesser gods and sacrifice to the gods
of the soil and grain; for the state banquets; and for the army.
Of these, the second was called Chou-sung ya-yüeh

•

The office of Gentleman of the Sacred Music (ya-yüeh lang)
does not appear in HHS treatise, but it is listed in Li-tai
chih-kuan piao, Table

x/4,

and the commentary to that table

suggests that a number of the music offices are missing
from the surviving text of HHS.

HHS treatise 25, p.2b, mentions

only one officer of music and his assistant, under the Grand
Master of Ceremonies, but it is possible that the details of
other officers of music were omitted or lost from HHS treatise.
28.

Lord of the West (
father of King Wu.

hsi-po) refers to Wen^L.of Chou,
The title was awarded him by King Chou

of the Shang/Yin dynasty (see Chavannesil, pp.205 and 217).
(1994-2002)

Notes to Chien-an 2:
1.

According to Shui-ching chu 51 > p.9b, the Yü River flowed to
the south of Wan prefecture (present-day Nanyang), and it was
here that Ts'ao Ts'ao met Chang Hsiu.

2.

The Ch'ing-chou troops were the force formed by Ts'ao Ts'ao
from the Yellow Turban rebels he had defeated in 192 (TCTC p.1940
above).

5.

S h u ^ a n d H a n ? i s here a general term (Shu commandery and the
Han River) for the territory of Yi Province, controlled by Liu Chang.
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Chung

(1994-2002)
was th e name o f Yuan S h u 's new d y n a s ty i n th e same way

t h a t Han was th e name o f th e d y n a s ty o f th e L iu c la n , and H sin 5^/jp
and C h 'e n g ^ * were th e t i t l e s o f th e d y n a s tie s p ro c la im e d by
th e u s u r p e r Wang Mang

and th e w a rlo rd K ung-sun Shu ^

d u rin g th e in te rre g n u m b etw een th e two Han d y n a s ti e s .

A ll th e s e

th r e e nam es, how ever, had been b ased on t e r r i t o r i a l p o s s e s s io n s
of th e fo u n d e r o f th e h o u se:

Emperor K a o -ts u had been K ing o f

Han, Wang Mang had been M arquis o f H s in - t u

, and K ung-sun

Shu had h i s c a p i t a l a t C h 'e n g - tu ^ ( ^ p ( H H S 5, p .1 5 a com m entary).
Yuan Shu,

on th e o th e r h an d , had no ap p a re n t, c o n n e c tio n w ith any p la c e

c a l l e d by th e c h a r a c te r Chung.
Commentary to Yuan S h u 's b io g ra p h y i n HHS 65, p .8 a , s u g g e s ts
t h a t chung ^ i s sim e tim es w r i t t e n a s
i s c o n firm ed by th e T ie n lü e h ^

, th o u g h th e f i r s t r e a d in g

^ - - o f YÜ H u an J^

c e n tu r y , q u o te d by SKWei 6 , p .5 4 a PC.

— o f th e t h i r d

T h is seco n d a l t e r n a t i v e ,

e q u a l ly , seems to have no t e r r i t o r i a l s i g n i f i c a n c e f o r Yuan Shu.
T here i s , th e n , no o b v io u s re a s o n f o r Yuan S h u 's c h o ic e o f
Chung a s a d y n a s tic t i t l e .

I t i s p o s s i b le t h a t s in c e th e

c h a r a c te r ^ T means th e seco n d b r o t h e r , i t was in te n d e d a s a s ig n
o f r e s p e c t to th e f a d in g h o u se o f Han.
5.

I n te n d a n t was th e t i t l e

g iv e n to th e h ead o f th e commandery

c o n ta in in g an im p e r ia l c a p i t a l .

Yuan S h u 's h e a d q u a r te r s w ere a t

S h o u -c h 'u n , c h i e f p r e f e c t u r e o f C h iu -c h ia n g , so th e name o f th e
commandery was changed and th e Grand A d m in is tr a to r was g iv e n a
new t i t l e .

6.

C h 'e n C h 'iu

, b io g ra p h y i n HHS 46, had been a man o f Tou

Wu and C h 'e n F a n 's p a r t y , and was k i l l e d by th e eunuchs i n th e
purge o f 168.
7-

A f te r h i s d e f e a t o f L iu P e i i n th e p r e v io u s y e a r , Lü Pu had g iv e n
h im s e lf th e t i t l e G overnor o f Hsii P ro v in c e (TCTC p .1 9 8 0 ).

He now

e x p e c te d T s 'a o T s 'a o to a r r a n g e f o r th e t i t l e to be co n firm ed by
th e Em peror.
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H siao C hien s h o u ld

p ro b a b ly be d e s c r ib e d a s Grand A d m in is tr a to r ,

n o t C h a n c e llo r, o f L an g -y eh .

A cco rd in g to HHS a n n a ls 9 , p .5 a , th e

K ing o f L ang-yeh had d ie d i n C h 'u - p 'in g 4 (193)> and HHS 32, p .2 1 a ,
say s t h a t he had no c h i ld r e n by h i s p ro p e r w ife and so th e s t a t e
was en d ed .

L a t e r , i n C h ie n -an 11 (2 0 6 ), th e son o f one o f th e

l a t e K in g 's co n cu b in es was made K ing o f L ang-yeh and so th e s t a t e
was r e s t o r e d (HHS a n n a ls 9 , p .9 b , and TCTC

p .2 0 6 8 ).

However,

th e r e was no k in g o f L ang-yeh betw een 195 and 206, and th e t i t l e
o f th e head o f t h a t t e r r i t o r y sh o u ld have been Grand Commandant.
The Y in g -h s iu n g c h i ^ ^ j ^ ^ o f

th e co n tem p o rary h i s t o r i a n

Wang T s ' a n ^ " ^ , q u o te d i n th e commentary to SKWei 7 , p . 6a ,
m is ta k e n ly d e s c r ib e s H siao C hien a s C h a n c e llo r , b u t adds th e
in f o r m a tio n t h a t Lü Pu had e a r l i e r w r i t t e n to him to demand
s u p p o rt and a l l i a n c e .

H siao C hien had been r e l u c t a n t , so Lü Pu

had a grudge a g a i n s t him and e v i d e n tly f e l t he had some c la im on
h is tr e a s u r e .
9.

Shock T roops \ ^ )

^ *h s ie n - c h e n y in g d e s c r ib e s a f o r c e w hich

b re a k s i n t o th e b a t t l e - l i n e o f th e enemy and f i g h t s c o m p le te ly
s u rro u n d e d , q u it e c u t o f f .
10.

The m a rq u is a te o f W u-ch'eng had been aw arded to Sun C h ie n , Sun
T s 'e 's f a t h e r , f o r h i s s u c c e s s e s a g a i n s t th e r e b e l s o f C h 'a n g -s h a
commandery i n 187 (TCTC p .1 8 8 6 ).

11

The te rm t s u - l u ^ j l T ^ r e f e r s to th e rev en u e o f a k in g o r m a rq u is,
w hich was a p r o p o r tio n o f th e ta x e s c o l l e c t e d from h is f i e f and
r e tu r n e d to him by th e im p e r ia l governm ent.

12.

TCTC commentary s u g g e s ts t h a t th e c h a r a c te r yang ^ 7 i s a
m is ta k e n a d d i t i o n , and t h a t th e p la c e o f T s 'a o T s 'a o 's v i c t o r y was
a c t u a l l y C h 'i p r e f e c t u r e i n P 'e i .
( o r C h 'i - c h 'u n
v a lle y o f th e Y a n g tse .
Anhwei.

T h is w i l l be c o r r e c t .

C h 'i- y a n g

) i s now c lo s e to K ichun i n Hupeh i n th e
C h 'i p r e f e c t u r e i s now S u h s ie n ^ J ? « ^ i n

A cco rd in g to th e h i s t o r y , Yuan Shu f l e d from C h 'en s o u th

a c r o s s th e Hwai, so h i s r e a r - g u a r d must have been l e f t n o r th o f
th e r i v e r .
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Fan K ’uai

(biographies in Shih chi 95 and Han shu 41 )
>

'

was one of the great lieutenants of Emperor Kao-tsu

at

the beginning of the Former Han dynasty.
14.

Tiger Warriors was evidently the title of Ts'ao Ts'ao's
personal guard.

15*

On the significance of the expression t a - n i (lit.“Great
Refractoriness", here translated simply as "treason”), see
Hulsewe, Remnants of Han L aw, pp.156 ff.

He remarks (p .156):

"Mostly we find [this and other similar terms] ... added to
qualify a crime which is fully mentioned, though sometimes we
find the terms used by themselves.

They give the impression of

being not so much indications of well-defined transgressions, but
rather of categories".

Here, Yang Piao was accused of plotting

against the Emperor, and his accusers claimed that his crime was
of *great refractoriness” in order to have him punished more
severely.
16, , Four generations: Yang Piao's great-grandfather Chen
grandfather Ping

, father Tz'ujjf^and Piao himself.

,
All four

had held the post of Grand Commandant, the highest in the
bureaucracy.
17.

Their biographies are in HHS 44.

This quotation comes by a somewhat roundabout route.

The

Tso-chuan chronicle for the twentieth year of Duke C h ’ao,
translated by Legge V, p.682/2 reads

"In the Announcement to

the prince of K'ang, it is said, The crimes of father or son,
younger or elder brother, do not reach beyond the individual’s
self".

In a note to the translation, Legge remarks that the

words quoted are not in the text of the Shu ching as cited
(i.e. The Books of Chouj^| ^

, Part V, Book IX) and they are a

very roundabout deduction from what it says.

Indeed, the only

part of that chapter that refers to family relationships is Section
16, which discusses "cases in which severe punishment may be
inflicted without hesitation - the case of the unfilial and the
unbrotherly" (Legge III, p.392).
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Thus the speech by K'ung Jung quotes the Tso-chuan, which
claims to paraphrase a teaching of the Shu ching; yet those
characters do not appear in the present-day text of that classic.
The traditional Confucian attitude towards the involvement
of relatives was uncertain.
Hsia

The Shu ching, in The Books of

,"The Speech at Kan," (Part III, Book II, translated

by Legge III, p .155)» says:

H ...you who disobey my orders shall

be put to death before the spirits of the land, and I will also
put your children to death." Mencius, more humane, describes the

>
golden age of King W e n ^ o f Chou as a time when "the wives and
children of criminals were not involved in their guilt" (Book I,
Part II, Chapter V, translated by Legge II, p.162).

In fact,

in the Han dynasty, it was recognised in practice that men could
be involved in the crimes of their relatives and often shared
their punishments.

See for example, note 36 to HP2 on the

penalty of "destruction of the three clans".
18.

On the relationship of these gentlemen, see note 7 to CA1 .

19.

Hsü was now the capital of the empire, and the Prefect of the
capital prefecture had particular responsibility for the imperial
court of justice.

20.

Man Ch'ung had given Yang Piao the full legal examination,
evidently including some torture, and had shown him no special
consideration.

As a result, when he spoke to Ts'ao Ts'ao in

Yang Piao's favour, Ts'ao had no reason to suspect him of bias
and was prepared to listen to his argument.
21 .

Chin Shang had been offered the post of Grand Commandant in the
rebel government of Yüan Shu and was killed when he refused
(TCTC p.1996).

Position as Gentleman of the Palace gave Chin

Wei his formal entry at the lowest rank of an official career.
(On Chin Wei, see also note 11 to CA22.)
22.

The biography of Li T'ung in SKWei 18, p.2a, says that early in
the Chien-an period Ts'ao Ts'ao separated two prefectures
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notes to Ca2:

(1994-2002)

(Lang-ling and Yang-an, formerly in Ju-nan) and formed Yang-an
commandery from them, putting Li T'ung in charge as Chief
Commandant.

Commentary to HHS treatise 28, pp.1b-2a, quotes

the Hsien-ti c h 1i-chü-chu

, which lists the

commanderies of the empire in the year 213, and there is no
mention of Yang-an.

It appears that the commandery was set up

on the borders of Ts'ao Ts'ao's territory with Ching Province,
and that it was naturally done away with after the conquest of
Ching Province in 208.
As Chief Commandant, Li T'ung was primarily responsible
for the military defence of his locality, but there were
occasions (e.g. HHS 71, p.6b) when a commandery could be
governed by a Chief Commandant in the absence of a Grand
Administrator.

In a marcher territory such as Yang-an at this

time, it is very likely that there was no Grand Administrator
appointed and Li T'ung, as Chief Commandant, was the head of a
military administration.

As a result, the appeal against a

death sentence, referred to later in the chronicle, naturally
lay with Li T 'ung.
(The Wei lüeh^ J ^ ^j^-by Yü Huan,^% ^

of the third century,

quoted in SKWei 23, p.11a, describes Li T'ung as Grand
Administrator of Yang-an, but in the light of the discussion
above this is probably not correct.)
Notes to Chien-an 3:
1.

(2002-11)

An-chung prefecture was in Nan-yang; now southwest of Chenping
in Honan.

Shui-ching chu 29, p.24b, remarks that a dam had been

made in the Nieh^l- River, forming a lake called the An-chung
chiang --£■ /)<

.

The Nieh River joined the T'uan>,^ below

An-chung, and Shui-ching chu says that it was between these two
rivers that the battle took place.
2.

A "death-place" (

ssu-ti): where a retreating army's road

is cut off, the soldiers have to fight for their lives, and
through desperation they are more likely to win.
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notes to CA3:
"The Book of the Art of War* (
general Sun

^

Ping-fa), ascribed to the

^ , o f the fourth century B.C., ch.10, translated

by Griffith, p.133:

"In death ground I could make it evident that

there is no chance of survival.

For it is the nature of soldiers

to resist when surrounded; to fight to the death when there is no
alternative, and when desperate to follow commands implicitly".
On the other side to this policy, TCTC commentary also quotes
chapter 7, translated by Griffith, p.109:
enemy returning homewards".

"Do not thwart an

The theory of the "death-place" is

discussed in several other places of that work,' and also in
particular in the biography of the great general Han Hsin
in Shih chi 92, translated by Watson I, p.217*
3.

TCTC commentary notes that this was only a small success in
comparison with Chang Hsiu's earlier defeat at An-chung.

4.

According to TCTC commentary, this T u n g - s h i h , or Eastern
Market, was in the prefecture of Yeh-wang in Ho-nei commandery.

5*

According to Shui-ching chu 25, p.20b, the Po-men Tower was the
south gate-tower of the city wall of Hsia-p'i.

6.

According to SKWei 1, p.14a, the three new commanderies were
organised from prefectures formerly controlled by the commandery
of Tung-hai and the kingdoms of Lang-yeh and Pei-hai.

It seems,

then, that this re-arrangement affected all the west of the
present Shantung peninsula, the eastern slopes of the massif
about Tai Shan.
Ts'ao Ts'ao was actually doing no more than giving formal
recognition to the territorial possessions of the bandit groups
under the general hegemony of Tsang Pa.

At this time, the

Shantung peninsula from the Tai Shan range eastwards was largely
under the control of rebels and bandit groups, but they were no
real threat to Ts'ao Ts'ao's position in central China, and his
appointment of Tsang Pa and the others secured their alliance
and stabilised the frontier.

(On the earlier history of these
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(2002-11)

"Bandits of Mount T'ai", see TCTC p .1991 and note 25 to CA1 .)
The biography of Tsang Pa, in SKWei 18, p.5b, says that Pa
became Chancellor of Lang-yeh, while Wu Tun, Yin Li, Sun Kuan
and Sun Kuan's elder brother Sun K'ang
Jr

became Grand Administrators
^ "

of Li-ch'eng, Tung-kuan

, Pei-hai and Ch'eng-yang respectively.

Li-ch'eng (now east of Lini

in Shantung)had been a prefecture

under Tung-hai commandery and Ch'eng-yang was the name of a kingdom
under Former Han which had been absorbed into Tung-hai early in
Later Han.

However, SKWei 1, p.14a, infers to a new Ch'ang-lu

commandery, and is followed by TCTC, while SKWei 18, p.5b, refers
to Tung-kuan commandery.

Ch'ang-lu was a prefecture in Tung-hai

(now southeast of Tenghsien
was in Lang-yeh (now Ishui S/f

in Shantung), while Tung-kuan

7^

i*1 Shantung).

It seems most

likely that the three former territories of Lang-yeh, Pei-hai and
Tung-hai were in fact divided into seven new commanderies or
kingdoms: three with the original names, together with Li-ch'eng,
Ch'eng-yang, Ch'ang-lu and Tung-kuan.

These seven formed a line

from the north of the Shantung peninsula to the south, but it is
not possible to tell the exact sites of their capitals nor the
prefectures that they controlled.
7.

As TCTC commentary remarks, T s ’ao Ts'ao planned to hold Sun Ch'üan
and Sun Yi as hostages.

From their biographies in SKWu 2 and SKWu

6, it does not appear that they accepted the invitation.

Chang Hung,

however, did go to the north and took the post of Attendant Imperial
Clerk under Ts'ao Ts'ao at Hsü.
8.

According to Lu Su's biography in SKWu 9, he was a man from
Tung-ch'eng prefecture in Lin-huai commandery.

Under Later Han,

Tung-ch'eng was in Hsai-p'i, and Hsia-p'i had been called Lin-huai
until 72 A.D. (HHS treatise 21, p.22a).

It appears that the old

name for the commandery was still in occasional use at this time.
It may be observed that Yuan Shu appointed Lu Su head of his
native prefecture; this was contrary to Han custom.
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notes to CA3:
9.

Wang Lang was the former Grand Administrator of K'uai-chi
defeated by Sun Ts'e in the previous year (TCTC p.1987).
Adviser to the Army (t s 'an-chün-shih, lit. ”to take part in the
affairs of the army") is a title which appears frequently in
Ts'ao Ts'ao's command from this time on.

It is discussed and

described in Chin shu 24, p.3b, and was evidently an advisory
post on the general staff.

Ts'ao Ts'ao at this time held the

title of Minister of Works.

(For a possible earlier occurrence

of this title, see TCTC p.1881 and note 18 to CP2.)
10.

Shan-yüeh

11 .

Sun Ts'e thus controlled all the territory south of the Yangtse,

C : hill tribes of barbarians south of the Yangtse.

north of the mountain massif about Hwang Shan

IVj , and east of

the path of the modern railway line south of W u h u ^ * ^ ^
Yangtse.

on the

T'ai-shih Tz'u was operating in the foothills of the

Hwang Shan range.
12.

For this earlier attack, in 195» see TCTC p.1958.

13*

Thfe 'prefix "at the Gate" was sometimes added to the titles of
certain posts at central offices of a commandery of prefecture.
Here, both Tsu Lang and T'ai-shih T z ’u (see below) were trusted
with command of guards at Sun Ts'e's own headquarters.

14.

For Sun T s ’e ’s earlier encounter with T ’ai-shih T z ’u in 195» see
TCTC p.1972.

15»

The gates called Ch'ang-men were the northwestern gates of the
wall of Wu city, and a Ch'ang-men gate still stands in Soochow
in Kiangsu.

16.

Po-yang and Hai-hun prefectures were both in Yü-chang, on either
side of the Poyang Lake.

Shui-ching chu 39, p.17b, remarks that

the Liao River was called Shang-liao

jt

where it flowed near

Hai-hun prefecture.
17*

Western hills here refers to the main range west of Yi, the
Taihang Shan

iLi.
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Notes to Chien-an 4:
1.

(2012-24)

Some editions omit the characters for "the third month", but they
are included in the earliest available texts of TCTC and supported
by the parallel passage in HHS annals 9, p.8a.

2.

Chief Controller in this instance is evidently a high office with
authority as a military governor.

Elsewhere (e.g. TCTC p.1972)

the title has described a comparatively low rank in the administration
of an army.

The office does not appear in the system described by

HHS treatise of officials, and there was obviously at this time
wide variation in the possible significance of an appointment with
this style.

Later, during the Three Kingdoms period, Chief

Commandant generally indicates a high military and territorial
authority, and not the lower rank that has been noticed before.
3.

Yen Jou had a good name with the Wu-huan, and he had joined in the
earlier rebellion against Kung-sun

4.

Tsan in 195-196 (TCTC p.1977).

These C h ’ien hills are the eastern extension of the Tapieh Shan in
Anhwei.

Ch'ien prefecture is now northeast of H w o s h a n ^

in

Anhwei, and the mountains, also known as Hwoshan, are south of that
county and northeast of Tsienshan
5.

df.

During the reign of Emperor Huan, the name of the kingdom of
Ch'ing-ho had been changed to Kan-ling, and it was not until the
very last years of Chien-an that the former name was restored.

For

this period, the reference to the place of origin of Chu Ling is an
anachronism.

6.

The Great Seal of State

j|^ c h 1uan-kuo-hsi) had been lost

in the disturbance of 189 (TCTC p.1902) and found by Sun Chien at
Lo-yang in 191 (TCTC p.1920).

Later, it was seized by Yuan Shu

(TCTC p.1981).
It should be noted that TCTC is mistaken in describing Hsü
C h ’iu as a former Grand Administrator of Kuang-ling.

Ch'iu actually

came from Kuang-ling, and he had held posts as Grand Administrator
and Chancellor, but never in his native commandery (see his biography
in HHS 38, pp.17a-18a).
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notes to CA4:
7.

(2012-24)

The conquest of the Shang~t$] (also known as Y i n / ^ ) dynasty by
King Wu “
jß\j of Chou/lj

is the traditional example of a just war in

China, and Chou^'cj’ , last King of Shang, is an archetype of the
evil tyrant.

8.

In 494 B.C. the kingdom of Wu ^
at the battle of Fu-chiao

defeated the kingdom of Yüeh
, pursued the remnants of the

Yüeh forces to the mountain of Huichi
completely at their mercy.

-Mr. and held

them

The King of Yüeh managed to beg for

peace and escape his predicament, and with the advice of his
minister Fan Li

he waited the opportunity to attack Wu.

After more than twenty years, when Wu had been weakened by wars
to the north, Yüeh made a great attack and destroyed her enemy.
When the King of Wu asked for quarter, Fan Li replied that at
the time of Huichi, Heaven had given Yüeh into the hands of Wu,
and Wu had rejected the gift.

Now that Heaven had put Wu into

the hands of Yüeh, how could Yüeh oppose the will of Heaven?
Disaster would surely come to Yüeh instead.
by Yüeh in 473*
9.

So Wu was destroyed

(See Chavannes IV, pp.421 ff and 430 f.)

Chü Shou had been appointed by Yüan Shao as Superintendant and
Commissioner for all the leaders of his army (
chien-hu chu-chiang).

<I

Here he is called chien-chün

■Superintendant”.
10.

Chang Liang

^-(biographies in.Sh.ih chi 55 and Han shu 40),

was a man from the state of Han-^^- at the end of the third
century B.C. who made an unsuccessful attempt to assassinate the
First Emperor of C h ' i n ^ - ^ ^

•

He fled to Hsia-p'i, where

he met an old man, who tested him for his courtesy, and then gave
him a book called

"The Grand Duke's Art of War'4 (

T 'ai-kung ping-fa).

^

With this as his guide, Chang Liang became

a leading adviser to Emperor Kao-tsu

of Former Han.

Thirteen years after the first meetings, the old man was revealed
IJL

to Liang in the form of a yellow stone (
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huang-shih) at the

notes to CA4:

(2012-24)

foot of Mount Kucheng
Shantung.
11 .

(also known as Hwang Shan ^

) in

Liang worshipped the stone and had it placed in his tomb.

Chief Controller here describes the high-ranking head of an armygroup.

Compare earlier references, as TCTC p.2013 with note 2 above

and TCTC p.1972.
12.

which originally referred to
a military organisation, but here seems to indicate a form of
servitude.

On the development of pu-ch'ü as a description of serfs

or household slaves, see the article by Yang Chung-yi on the
evolution of the status of ‘'dependants”.
13*

From the Tso-chuan, fifteenth year of Duke Ch'eng, translated by
Legge V, p.388/2:

"It is contained in the books of an earlier

time, that a sage is equal to the duties of all positions; that a
man of the second class maintains the dignity of his position; and
that one of the lowest class fails in the duties of his."
14.

From the Tso-chuan, twenty-third year of Duke Hsi, translated by
Legge V, p .186/1:

"The ancient rule was that when a son was fit

for official service, his father should enjoin him to be faithful.
The new officer, moreover, wrote his name on a tablet, and gave the
pledge of a dead animal to his lord, declaring that any wavering in
his fidelity should be punished with death.”
15.

What Han Sung means is that he has held office under Liu Piao only
as a subordinate minister of the Han Emperor.

If the Emperor gives

him another office independent of Liu Piao, Sung will no longer be
under Piao's authority and any direct link between them will be
broken.
16.

Ch'ujc^_ is a literary reference to the territory of the middle
Yangtse valley, from the state of that name in the time of the Chou
dynasty.

17.

Yüeh cloth

ko-yiieh):

a light cloth woven in the south of

China from the dolichos plant (cf. Legge IV, p.6).
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notes to CA4:
18.

(2012-24)

Liu-yi is identified by TGTC commentary as a district
near Sisai- Shan

19*

tAj , now east of T a y e h ^ ^ in Hupeh.

The capital of Yü-chang commandery was at Nan-ch'ang
now east of Nanchang in Kiangsi.
Sinkien

,

Chiao-ch'iu, now west of

, was a few miles west of Nan-ch'ang, on the

bank of the Kan River (Shui-ching chu 39» p.16b).
20.

Magistrate Wang:

i.e.

Wang Lang, the Grand Administrator

of K'uai-chi defeated by Sun Ts'e in 196.

Yü Fan had

formerly served Wang Lang as Officer of the Department of
Merit in K'uai-chi.
21 .

(TCTC p.1987).

The term ko-chin

describes a shawl made out of light

cloth (see note 17 above) and draped loosely about the head.
This was elegant, but not part of official costume, and Hua
Hsin wore it to show that his meeting with Sun Ts'e was an
affair between gentlemen and that he was now in retirement
from public life.
22.

Sun Sheng<j^

(c.302-373), wrote several books and

essays on the history of the Three Kingdoms.

This opinion

is quoted in the commentary to Hua Hsin's biography in
SKWei 13, p.9b, probably from his "Miscellaneous Essays"
(
23.

Tsa-chi) .

Po-yi
( /^

and the Four Old Men of the Shang Mountains
t£7-^|r Shang-shan ssu-hao) were famous for their

rejection of the world.

On Po-yi and his cession of the

throne of Ku-chu, see note 4 to CP4.
The Four Old Men of the Shang Mountains were T 'ang
Hsüan-lang

(or Tung-yüan kung

Kuangy^y^
J 7^

(or Hsia-huang kung

and Chou Shu ]$\
)•

^

), Ts'ui

)> Ch'i Li-chi
(or Lu-li hsien-sheng

At the end of the Ch'in dynasty they retired

into the mountains, now northeast of Shanghsien ~f#j Jf^in
Shensi, and remained there ^.s hermits.
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Emperor Kao-tsu $fj'/

notes to CA4:

(2012-24)

of Han was known to admire them, and at the end of his reign,
through a plan of Chang Liang .^J^J^and the Empress nee LÜ %r ,
they were persuaded to come to the capital in support of the
Heir-apparent against rivalry for the succession from one of his
brothers (Shih chi 55, translated by Watson I, p.146, and Han shu
40, p.8b f).
Sun Sheng is saying that an honourable man in Hua Hsin's
position had two courses open to him:

he could follow the

example of Po-yi and the Four Old Men by retiring from the world;
or, if he continued to hold office, he should fully accept the
responsibilities.

Failure to maintain honour as a royal minister

is a re^erence to the Yi ching, hexagram 39 Chien
Obstruction, line two divided, translated by Legge, p.142, as
"...the minister of the king struggling with difficulty on
difficulty, and not with a view to his own advantage"

’

Cf. also Wilhelm II, p.228.
24.

It seems most likely that the capital of the new commandery of
Lu-ling was at the prefecture of that name, now south of Kian
in Kiangsi.

The territory around Lu-ling had earlier been taken

under the control of the warlord T'ung Chih and had for some time
been independent of the central administration of Yii-chang commandery
(TCTC p.2011).
25-

Chia-hsing^
^ —

was the name given by SKWu to the former Yu-ch'iian

prefecture of Later Han in Wu commandery.

changed the name from Yu-ch'uan to H o - h s i n g ^ ^ ^

In 232 Sun Ch'üan
, but in 245 the

name was changed to Chia-hsing in order to avoid to close a
resemblance to the personal name of the newly-appointed Heir-apparent,
Sun H o ^ p ^ y .
name.
26.

The text here is describing the place by its later

The prefecture is now south of Hashing in Chekiang.

This phrase appears in the Analects of Confucius, Book X, Chapter
XVI, translated by Legge I, p.236.

Liu Pei was startled at Ts'ao

Ts'ao's words because he felt that Ts'ao regarded him as a rival and
because he already had a guilty conscience about the plot with Tung Ch'eng.
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Notes to Chien-an 5:
1.

There was no jen-tzu~£
.jen-wu

2.

(2024-40)

Yang Hsiung

work.

HHS annals has

, and this would be correct.

^

Fa-yen

day in this month.

(53 B.C. - 18 A.D.) was the author of the
•

&

This quotation is from chapter 10, p.3a, of that

The six kingdoms were Han 4^- , C h a o y ^ * WeiJ^^ , Ch'i

Ch'ujq^and Y e n ^ ^ of the Warring States.

They quarrelled among

themselves and weakened the power of the royal house of the Chou
dynasty, and so they fell a prey to the new empire of Ch'in.
Chi-^J. was the surname of the house of Chou, Ying

was the

surname of the rulers of Ch'in.
3.

Meng PenJ^ ^

from the state of Ch'i

the state of W e i w e r e

and Hsia Yü

from

both men of the Chou period, famous for

their feats of strength and daring.
4.

During Later Han, the General Who Crosses the Liao River was
responsible for the defences against the Hsiung-nu (HHS treatise
24, p.8a).

The Liao River flows through southern Manchuria, but

the title had long ceased to have any specific geographical
significance, and the general could station his troops anywhere
along the northern borders.
5.

Sun Ch'üan had been given two recommendations as a candidate
for government office:

Filially Pious and Incorrupt by his

commandery and Accomplished Talent by the provincial administration
(SKWu 2, p.1a).
6.

Chang Chao here addresses him by the former title.

In the military organisation under the Sun family there were
Commissioners over the Army of the Centre, of the Right (e.g. Lu
Hsün in SKWu 15, p.3a) and of the Left (e.g. Lü Meng in SKWu 9, p.15a).
(Compare the position of Pang Chi under Yian Shao, note 14 below).

7.

Ch'ang-kuang commandery was set up by Ts'ao Ts'ao in the early years
of Chien-an.

Under the Chin dynasty, the capital of the commandery

was at Pu-ch'i
Tsimo

(Chin shu 15, p.1b), which is now southwest of

, near Tsingtao on the southern coast of the Shantung
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n o te s to CA5:
p e n in s u la .

T h is new e s ta b lis h m e n t r e p r e s e n te d an e x te n s io n o f

T s 'a o T s 'a o 's a u t h o r i t y in t o th e c o n fu se d and d is o r d e r e d t e r r i t o r i e s
o f th e p e n in s u la , and was e v i d e n tly a v e ry r e c e n t e x p a n s io n from th e
m arch er t e r r i t o r i e s c o n t r o l l e d by T sang Hung and h i s a l l i e s (s e e
n o te 6 to CA3).
8.

TCTC commentary h e r e q u o te s from th e Confu c i an c l a s s i c Chou l i
c h a p te r 33, t r a n s l a t e d by B io t I I , p p .27 6 -2 7 7 , d e s c r ib in g th e
d i v i s i o n o f th e em pire i n t o n in e r e g io n s , each more d i s t a n t from th e
c a p ita l.
W ith r e f e r e n c e to th e th r e e r u l e s o f g o v e rn in g , TCTC commentary
q u o te s from Chou l i 35, t r a n s l a t e d by B io t I I , p p .307-308:
MCe f o n c ti o n n a ir e [ i . e . th e Grand D ir e c t o r A g a in st B rig a n d s

>

t a - s s u - k ' o u ~] e s t c h arg e d ' e t a b l i r l e s t r o i s re g le m e n ts s p e c ia u x ,
r e l a t i f s aux royaum es, p o u r a i d e r l'e m p e r e u r ä p u n ir l e s royaum es
f e u d a t a i r e s , a i n s t r u i r e l e s q u a tr e s r e g io n s de 1 ' em p ire.
"Le p re m ie r (de c e s t r o i s ) e s t a p p e le , c h ä tim e n t des nouveaux
royaum es.

On l e u r a p p liq u e

l e re g le m e n t l e p lu s l e g e r .

"Le seco n d e s t a p p e le , c h ä tim e n t des royaum es a l ' e t a t de p a ix .
On l e u r a p p liq u e le re g le m e n t moyen.
"Le tr o is ie m e e s t a p p e le c h ä tim e n t d es royaum es tr o u b l e s p a r l e s
d e so rd re s.
9.

On l e u r a p p liq u e l e re g le m e n t le p lu s s e v e r e ."

In t h i s c o n te x t, n o r th r e f e r s to th e army o f Yuan Shao and s o u th to
th e f o r c e s o f T s 'a o T s 'a o .

10.

T hunder c a r s ^ y ^

p 'i - l i :

b a l l i s t a s on w h e e ls , g iv e n th e name

b eca u se o f th e r o a r l i k e th u n d e r t h a t th e y p ro d u ced when th e y were
f i r e d (com m entary to HHS 64A, p .1 8 b ) .
11

Ju n g -y an g

and Ch' eng-kao

th e same name i n Honan.

were n e a r th e modern p la c e s o f

A d e c is iv e cam paign betw een th e K ing o f Han,

th e f u t u r e Emperor K a o -ts u

and H sian g Yu

, th e n K ing

o f C h 'u ^ j ^ , was fo u g h t i n 203 w ith b a t t l e s and s ie g e s a t b o th
c itie s .
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notes to CA5:
12.

(2024-40)

Ku-shih had been a prefecture under Former Han, but the prefecture
as discontinued by Later Han.
'Mj in Honan.

The city was north of Chengchow •

Wu-ch'ao Marsh is now southeast of Yentsingj^\£j|t

in Honan.
13.

The text has the characters fu-chin y\$) Ij? .
the Fu-tzu

^

of Fu Hsiian

The commentary quotes

of the third century, which

explains that commanders and high military officers of that time
wore silken cloth for elegance and distinction.
14.

The office of Commissioner over the Army had been used in the
civil war early in Later Han, but it does not appear in HHS
treatise of officials and was evidently not a regular post in the
Han military organisation.

In Yuan Shao's army it seems that

P'ang Chi served as a high military adviser but did not command
forces in the field.

(Compare the system under Sun Ch'üan in the

south, note 6 above.)
15*

This sentence has been lifted complete from HHS annals 9, p.8b,
but since winter and the tenth month have already been chronicled
on p.2033 above, they should not have been repeated here.

16.

The Ta-liang

(The Great Bridge) constellation (Schlegel 349)

is the same group of stars as the Wei-hsiu ^ 'jfc) (Schlegel 710),
represented in western astronomy by the small group Musca
Borealis, east of Hamal in Aries.
This comet is mentioned in HHS treatise 22, p.5b, where the
Ta-liang constellation is equated with Chi Province, and the comet
is held to foretell the defeat of the Yuan family by Ts'ao Ts'ao
and
17.

the later conquest of the province.

Lu-chiang, and all the commanderies south of the Yangtse nominally
under Yang Province, were

18.

now controlled by Sun Ch'üan.

Sun Ts'e had sent Chang Hung with tribute to Ts'ao Ts'ao two years
before, and at that time Ts'ao had appointed Hung Attendant
Imperial Clerk (TCTC p.2008).
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19«

(2024-40)

Although a Chief Commandant was generally appointed as the military
head of a whole commandery under the Grand Administrator, some
border areas, K'uai-chi in particular, had Chief Commandants appointed
to regions within the commandery as a means of strengthening the
defence of the frontier.
The headquarters of the Chief Commandant of the Eastern Region
of K'uai-chi were probably at Chang-an

prefecture, which is now

southeast of Linhai ^fr^jj-in Chekiang (see SKWu 3, p.3a, and Chin shu
15, p*7a sub Lin-hai).
20.

Duke Huan of Ch'i
Chin

XL &

(ruled 685-643 B.C.) and Duke Wen of

(636-628) were two of the great hegemons (paJ^j ) of the

Eastern Chou period, so called because they achieved pre-eminence
among the other feudal lords and used their authority to maintain
and support the weakened royal house of Chou.

At this time, in the

civil war at the end of Later Han, this romantic tradition was
frequently cited for propaganda purposes by the rival warlords

(see

also note 9 to ChP3).
21 .

On the Provisional Emperor, see note 9 to CA1 .

22.

Lu Su's biography in SKWu 9, p.7a, says that his family had been
very rich but they lost their property in the troubles.
man from Tung-ch'eng

Su was a

prefecture in Hsia-p'i commandery

(anachronistically cited as Lin-huai $J^>|j|in his biography).
23-

Lo Chun was the Chancellor of Ch'en kingdom assassinated at Yuan
Shu's orders in 197 (TCTC p. 1999).

24.

Li Shu had been appointed Grand Administrator of Lu-chiang by Sun
Ts'e in 199 (TCTC p.2020).

25.

0-heng /^<*j '
fjjfcf : the title held by Yi Yin

^^

» chief minister

at the beginning of the legendary Shang dynasty.
26.

Chang Hsien, Grand Administrator of Ch'ang-sha, had rebelled
against Liu Piao and allied with Ts'ao Ts'ao in 198 (TCTC p.2003).
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27.

(2-24-40)

Chang Lu was the leader of the Wu-tou-mi rebels of Yi Province
(TCTC pp.1928-29).

28.

The Tsung people

^

were barbarians of

the hill country on

the eastern borders of Yi Province, so called because they
presented tribute of cloth to the Han government each year, and
this tribute was known as tsung (HHS 76, p.2b, and see also the
discussion of T'ang Chang-ju in his Wei Chin nan-pei-ch'ao shih
lun ts'ung, p.4).
29.

Tung-chou troops

i.e. soldiers from the eastern

provinces.
Notes to Chien-an 6:
1.

(2041-43)

The eclipse is recorded in these terms in HHS annals 9, hut
HHS treatise 18, p.9a, says it took place on the kuei-wei day
of the tenth month.

The commentary of the Ch'ing scholar Hung

Liang-chi points out, however, that HHS treatise has duplicated
the date given in the immediately succeeding entry, describing
an eclipse in the thirteenth year of Chien-an; so it seems HHS
annals are largely correct.
However, the text should probably read "second m o n t h " ^
instead of "third month" is* ßj .

There was no ting-mao day in

the third month, but the second month did begin with a ting-mao
day, equivalent to 22 March, 201, in the western calendar.

2.

TCTC commentary quotes Shui-ching chu 8, p.7a, to show that
An-min t'ing was to the west of S h o u - c h a n g ^ * p r e f e c t u r e .
Shou-chang is now the southwest of Tungping in Shantung.

3.

Yüeh Yang

^ was a military commander of the Marquis Wen

of Wei

in the "ti1116

‘the Chou dynasty.

Chung-shan

, and his son was in the city.

He besieged
The ruler of

Chung-shan killed Yang's son, boiled the body and sent the soup
to Yang.

Yang drank it.

rewarded for his

loyalty

The city was taken and Yang was
(Chan-kuo ts'e
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4.

(2041-43)

It appears that Chiang-yang commandery was now set up for the first
time.

Under Later Han, Chiang-yang >■£

wei commandery; now Luchow
5.

'Wj in

prefecture was in Chien-

Szechwan.

The office of Libationer (chi-chiu) reflects the religious nature
of Chang Lu's government.

The title, however, had been used already

under the Han administration, and Ts'ao Ts'ao established several
new offices with that style (e.g. TCTC p.2081).
6.

Chang Lu changed the name of this commandery from Han-chung to
Han-ning,and until his surrender to Ts'ao Ts'ao in 215, either name
could be used to describe the independent state.

In 215, the

territory again appears as Han-chung, but, according to the Hou Han shu
of Yuan Shan-sung

of the fourth century, as quoted

by TCTC commentary, Han-chung was divided, and a new commandery called
Han-ning was then set up about An-yangJ^T J ^ 1 prefecture, now east of
Chengku
7-

f/fyjf}

in Shensi.

On Dukes Huan of Ch'i and Wen of Chin, see note 20 to CA5.
Tou Jung

biography in HHS 13, ruled the northwest of the Empire

as a warlord at the time of the civil war at the beginning of Later
Han.

He allied himself with Emperor K u a n g - w u i n

recognised as one of his most valuable supporters.

29 A.D. and was

His family held

great power for generations afterwards.
Notes to Chien-an 7:

1.

(2044-48)

Sui-yang prefecture was in Liang; now south of Shangkiu
Honan.

TCTC commentary explains that Sui-yang Canal

1$

)

in

ch'ii) was

the name for the Sui River where it flowed east past that prefecture.
Ts'ao Ts'ao was re-establishing his lines of communications with the
east and south.
2.

Ch'iao Hsüan came from Sui-yang prefecture, and his biography is in
HHS 41.

He held all three ducal offices in the reign of Emperor Ling,

and he had recognised Ts'ao Ts'ao early in his career and favoured
him (TCTC p.1869).
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3.

These are the words of the San-lao X
to the future Emperor Kao-tsu

4.

"tjfy

Han in 205 B.C. (Dubs I,p.75).

At this point in the text, two Sung editions include the characters
^

5.

of Hsin-ch'eng

^

j) •

This translation follows.

At this point in the text, two Sung editions include the characters
This translation follows.

Ch'u/^was the name of

the great southern kingdom in the Yangtse valley at the time of
the Chou dynasty.
6.

Six commanderies:

K'uai-chi, Wu, Tan-yang, Lu-chiang, Yü-chang

and Lu-ling.
7.

The ruler of an independent state sat in court with his back to
the north.

In referring to himself, he used the term ku

"the solitary man", like the royal "we" in the west.
Notes to Chien-an 8:
1.

(2048-52)

This phrase follows the Tso-chuan chronicle for the eighth year
of Duke Ai, translated by Legge V, p.816/2:

"When a superior man

leaves his own state, he does not go to one that is at enmity
with it."
2.

This phrase comes from a letter of Yüeh YiJ^-^j^ to his former
master King Hui of Yen

, quoted in Shih chi 80, p.6a.

On Yüeh Yi, see also note 31 to CP1.
3.

Sharer in the oaths

the oath of alliance against Yuan Shao and

Liu Piao against Tung Cho in 191 (TCTC p.1927).
4.

In the theory of the "Five Elements" (

wu-hsing), metal

can cut wood and water can put out fire.

However, a metal axe is

incomplete without a wooden handle; and moreover if there was no
wood to chop an axe would be much less useful.

Similarly, if

there was no fire, water could not be boiled for cooking.

The

essence of the passage is to show that opposing elements may also
be complementary.
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5.

Han Lu

(2048-52)
was the finest dog in the world and Tung-kuo Suan

was the most cunning rabbit.

Han Lu chased Tung-kuo Suan over hill

and dale until they both collapsed of exhaustion.

A farmer working

in the fields saw them fall, and he was able to walk up and take
them both
6.

(Chan-kuo ts'e 4, p.11a).

From the Shu ching, Part IV, Book II, translated in Legge III,
p.181, in "The Announcement of Chung-hwuy":

"take their states from

the disorderly, and deal summarily with t hose going to ruin.*'
7.

TCTC here reads "Po-yang and K'uai-chi", following SKWu 2, p.2b,
but this translation omits the reference to K ’uai-chi and follows
the alternative reading in SKWu 11, p.8b.

K'uai-chi was too far

from Po-yang for the appointment to be meaningful.
8.

Ho Ch'i was a native of K'uai-chi commandery, and a particular
ally of the Sun family in that area.

The headquarters of the

Southern Region of K'uai-chi commandery was probably at the newly
established prefecture of Chien-an now Kienow in Fukien.

(SKWu 3»

p.9b, records that the Southern Region of K'uai-chi was made into
Chien-an commandery in 260, and Chin shu 15, p.6b, notes that the
capital of Chien-an commandery was at the prefecture of that name.)
Although the text of this paragraph seems to indicate that Ho
Ch'i and the other leaders were engaged in putting down rebellion,
the territory had been until very recently outside the borders of
Chinese control.

This campaign and settlement was an early state in

a steady progress of military expansion and colonisation on the
southern frontiers that was to be a feature of the later development
of the state of Wu.
Notes to Chien-an 9:
1.

(2052-59)

According to Han shu 28A, p.16a, the Ch'i River at this time .ioined
the Yellow River near Li-yang
in Honan.

(now northeast of Sunhsien

According to Shui-ching chu 9, p.24b, the Ch'i flowed to

the south of Nei-huang (now northeast of Neihwang in Honan) and then
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formed the Po Canal.

(2052-59)
Ts'ao Ts'ao made a dam on the Ch'i River

to direct some of the water into the Po Canal, and used that
route to carry his supplies towards Yeh (now west of Linchang
in Honan).
2.

According to Shui-ching chu 9, p.36a, the Yuan River at this
time flowed just south of. Yeh.

3-

She was the name given to Sha“"^* prefecture in Wei commandery
at the end of Later Han; now northeast of Shehsien

in Honan,

(in this I follow Wang Hsien-ch'ien's commentary to HHS treatise
20, p.20b, and not TCTC commentary, which suggests that She was in
Shang-tang commandery, near Lu>/^» prefecture which is now
northeast of Lucheng>J^-i^ in Shansi.)
4.

According to Shui-ching chu 10, p.6a, the Chang River flowed to
the west of Yeh.

5.

The office of Chief Controller in Ts'ao Ts'ao's army, to which
Li Fu pretended, was evidently a minor post responsible for
discipline in the camp, similar to the position of Lü Fan under
Sun Ts'e in 196 (TCTC pp.1972f).

Both Ts'ao Ts'ao and the Yuan

family, however, had sometimes appointed Chief Controllers with
much higher authority and rank (cf. TCTC pp.2013 and 2015)*
6.

The city of Yeh had seven gates.
the Chung-yang 'j*

7.

The Chang Gate, also called

Gate, was the main gate of the southern wall.

The Book
This is translated

of the fou
by Griffith, p.109:
8.

"Do not thwart an enemy coming homewards".

TCTC commentary explains Ts'ao Ts'ao's meaning:

if Yuan Shang

brought his men by the main road, his army would be in the open
and making a direct attempt to retrieve their territory; but if
they came through the hill, then they would think of the
advantages of the terrain, they could choose whether to .advance
or to retire, and so they would become more concerned with their
own safety and would be less desperate in attack.
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9.

(2052-59)
.•& &

The Wei-tu fu

of Tso Ssu4X

in Wen hsüan 6, p .118, says

that the Fu River was north of the city of Yeh.
10.

Ch'ü-chang

11 .

At this point the parallel text in SKWei 1, p.22b, has the place as

'$0

Ch'i-shan^fp

: a bend of the Chang River.

; but SKWei 6, p.30a, has Lan-k'ou^^XZ , and HHS 64B,

p.5b, has Lan-k'ou^^
Lan-ts'o shan

'Q .

Commentary to HHS notes that there is a

elf close to Yeh, and theCh'ing scholar Ku Tsu-yü

says that the hill lay west of the city and was also called Ch'i-shan
12.

The text at this point has the characters mou-chia ^

^

"so-and-so"

The chronicler evidently respected the taboo on Ts'ao Ts'ao's name
and showed his respect by not recording it.
Ts'ao Man chuan ^

According to the

, by an anonymous author of the state of

Wu of the Three Kingdoms, quoted in the commentary to SKWei 1, p.1a,
Ts'ao Ts'ao's childhood name

15 .

hsiao-tzu) was A-man

This comet is recorded in HHS treatise 12, p.5b, but it is dated
there in the eleventh month, while HHS annals 9 has the tenth month.
According to the treatise, the comet appeared in the area of the
Tung-ching

and Yü-kuei

Jpjfc and

the Hsüan-yüan
’ a^ou^

constellations, and then went into

T ' a i - w e T u n g - c h i n g is the Ching-hsiu

western group Gemini; the Yü-kuei constellation is

the Kuei-hsiu

, about the western group Cancer; Hsüan-yüan is

in the western group Leo, with Regulus as the principal star;
T 'ai-wei-huan^^-^is ten stars in Leo and Virgo (Schlegel 642,
754, 93 and 363).
14.

The Fu-yü and the Hui-mo were barbarian peoples in the area of
Hsüan-t'u commandery.

15«

There is a description of them in SKWei 30.

From the context, it seems that Kuei Lan, as Grand Chief Controller,
held a post in Tan-yang commandery similar to that of a Chief
Commandant, responsible for military and police work under the Grand
Administrator.

As Commandery Assistant, Tai Yüan was the second-in-

command to the Grand Administrator for civil affairs.
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16.

(2052-59)

Ching-ch’eng

, about this time, was the name for the Han

prefecture of Tan-t'u^J-^^in Wu commandery; now southeast of
Tantu in Kiangsu.

Although Sun Ch'uan at one stage had his

capital in this city, it appears that the alternative name was
taken from the nearby hills called Ching-hsien shan
17.

.

According to SKWu 6, p.8b, Sun Yi was actually killed by his
attendant Pien Hung | ^ > ^ 7 , and then Sun Ho was killed by Kuei
Lan and Tai Yüan.

The full story is told in the biography of

Sun Shao in SKWu 6, pp.10b-11a, and in the commentary to that
passage on pp.11a-11b, quoting the Wu lij^/ffi of Hu Ch'ung 'tfßyif*
of the Chin dynasty.
18.

Li-yang, a prefecture in Chiu-chiang, now Hohsien in Anhwei,
was on the northern bank of the Yangtse, just across from
Tan-yang commandery.

When Liu Fu took up his appointment in

200, he had set his headquarters at Ho-fei (TCTC p.2037).
Notes to Chien-an 10:

(2059-65)

1.

Three commanderies: Liao-hsi, Liao-tung and Yu-pei-p’ing.

2.

The pass called Hukwan is now south of Changehih^j^i^ in Shansi.

5.

The Hsiao^x^ hills are northeast of L o n i n g in Honan and
south of the M i n ^ ^ River.

4.

Hsi-p'ing commandery had been set up about this time from the
area of Chin-ch'eng.
Hsi-tu

5.

Chin shu 14, p.15a, lists the capital as

Jjji:

, now Sining

in Tsinghai.

The Shan Ford, also called the Mao Ford^*
of the Yellow River near Shanhsien

6

.

in Honan.

At this point in the text, two Sung editions include the
characters

7.

was a crossing

This translation follows.

According to Shui-ching chu 4, p.19a, the Tou Ford >jj5jp(or_t£ )
crossed the Yellow River northeast of .the city of Hui^j , which
is now east of Wensiang /ci
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8.

(2059-65)

TCTC commentary p o i n t s ou t t h a t i f th e s o l d i e r s were to he p a i d ,
t h e i r numbers would be l i m i t e d by th e money a v a i l a b l e to th e
commandery a d m i n i s t r a t i o n ; and t h e r e was n o t much money l e f t .

9.

SKWei 18, p .7 b s a y s t h a t White Horse Chang, who was m entioned
e a r l i e r a s one o f th e b a n d i t l e a d e r s a t th e end o f Emperor L i n g 's
r e i g n (TCTC p .1 8 7 8 ) , now made a r e b e l l i o n i n Hung-nung.

White

Horse Chang was e v i d e n t l y th e n o m -d e-g u e rre o f Chang C h 'en g .
10.

o f Hstin Yüeh was o r i g i n a l l y w r i t t e n i n f i v e

The S h e n -c h ie n

Modern e d i t i o n s a r e d i v i d e d i n t o f i v e c h u a n ^ - , and
t n e work i s e s s e n t i a l l y co m p le te .

The S su -p u t s ' u n g - k ' a n e d i t i o n

i s based on th e t e x t and commentary o f Huang H s i n g - ts e n g
(1 490-1 740) , p u b lis h e d i n 1 b>1 9 •
11 .

T h is r e f e r s to th e p o l i c y o f Kuan Chung
V,

> th e g r e a t m i n i s t e r
'

o f Duke Huan o f C h 'i

i n th e s e v e n th c e n t u r y B.C.

See

Kuo yu 6, p . 6 a .
(2066-69)

N otes t o C h ie n -a n 11:
1.

T h is comet i s re c o rd e d i n HHS t r e a t i s e 12, p .6 a ; i t a p p e a re d i n
th e P e i - t o u

, w ith th e head i n t h e m iddle o f th e c o n s t e l l a t i o n

and th e t a i l s t r e t c h i n g i n t o Tzu-kung ^

and P e i - c h e n i |^ p ^ _ .

The P e i - t o u i s th e seven s t a r s o f th e Big D ipper i n th e c o n s t e l l a t i o n
o f th e G reat B ear; T zu-kung, o r T zu-w ei-huan

, i s a la rg e

group o f s t a r s about, th e a r e a o f w e s te r n Cepheus, Draco and th e
G reat B ear; P e i- c h e n i s th e p r e s e n t P o le S t a r ,

i n th e L i t t l e B ear.

( S c h le g e l 280, 699 and 2 7 4 ).
The p r o g n o s t i c a t i o n c la im s t h a t th e comet f o r e t o l d th e s e i z u r e
o f th e em pire by th e T s 'a o f a m i ly .
2.

S h a n g -lo was a p r e f e c t u r e i n C h in g -c h ao ; now S h a n g h sie n i n S h e n s i
The Yao P a s s i / ^ $£|

was i n th e n o r th w e s t o f th e p r e f e c t u r e , and a

C h ie f Commandant was s t a t i o n e d t h e r e .
3.

The Ch1an g -y en

o f C h u n g -ch 'an g T 'u n g was o r i g i n a l l y w r i t t e n

in t h i r t y - f o u r p 'ie n ^

No more t h a n two c h a p t e r s ( \j^Lchiian)
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(2066-69)

now survive in the Yü-han shan-fang chi yi shu compiled by Ma
Kuo-han of the Ch'ing dynasty.
For a discussion of Chung-ch'ang T'ung's philosophy, see
Balazs' article on "La crise sociale et la Philosophie politique
a la fin des Han.”
4.

Chang Huan^iJj^ was one of the great border generals in the
reigns of Emperors Huan and Ling.

His biography is in HHS 55*

On the establishment of Yung Province in Hsing-p'irig 1,
see TCTC p.1954.
5-

Liu Jung /§\J ^

was the great-great-grandson of Liu Chin

who was the son of Emperor K u a n g - w u ^ j ^ of Later Han.
Jung died in 193, his kingdom had been ended, but
restored and Jung's son was granted the succession.

,
When

it was now
Liu Jung's

biography in HHS 32, p.21a, tells how when Ts'ao Ts'ao was Grand
Administrator of Tung commandery (191-192), Jung's brother Miao
had visited Ch'ang-an and recommended Ts'ao's loyalty to the
Emperor.

Ts'ao Ts'ao was grateful, and the family was now given

its reward.
6.

In HHS annals 9, p.9b, this list of#kingdoms is given as Chi-pei,
Pei-hai, Fu-ling, Hsia-p'i, Ch'ang-shan, Kan-ling, Chi-yin and
P'ing-yiian, but the commentary of Ch'ien Ta-hsin of the Ch'ing
dynasty notes that the text should read Ch'i'^^-for Chi-pei.
This is confirmed by the Palace Edition (j^^/Jfj^Wu Ying Tien)
and agrees with TCTC.

Ch'ien Ta-hsin further notes that Chi-yin

was not a kingdom at that time; there had been no such
enfeoffment since Liu PaoJ^j Yi'fi > King of Chi-yin, became
Emperor Shun

of Later Har in 126.

Ch'ien suggests that

Chi-yin should read Chi-pei; and this amendment is confirmed by
HTTS 45, p.7b, which says that Chi-pei was ended as a kingdom in
this year.
All but one of the kingdoms were of commandery size.
however, was the name of a prefecture in Chiu-chiang.
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notes to CA11:
Liu Yen

, Marquis of Fu-ling and a son of Emperor Kuang-wu,

was finally promoted, after a chequered career, to "be King of
Fu-ling, with five prefectures in his state and Shou-ch'un as his
capital

(HHS 32, p.17a).

The kingdom of Fu-ling therefore

comprised a part of Chiu-chiang commandery.
7»

SKWei 1, p.25a says that the P'ing-lu Trench was built to
connect the Hu-ch'ih0^

and the Ku River SflKyjC. •

The Hu-ch'ih

can be identified as a widening of the Hu-t'o River
(first character also written)^ ) near the city of Jao-yang
(now southeast of Jaoyang m

Hupeh), for the commentary to HHS 1A,

p.9b, notes that Ts'ao Ts'ao carried out works at this point to
bring the course of the river from the south of the city to the
north.

The Ku River, according to the Shuo-wen dictionary,

ch.'HA..p.’3b, line 9» rose m

the Snu-fu Shan

(also known

now

as the T'ai-hsi Shan

in Shansi, and flowed northeast to the sea.
SKWei, in the same citation, says that the Ch'üan-chou Trench
ran from the mouth of the Chü R i v e r ^

into the Lu River

,

while according to Shui-ching chu 14, p.11a, the two rivers were
joined near P'ing-ku

(now northeast of Pingku in Hopeh), and

the Ch'üan-chou Trench carried them further to meet the Ju River
Afi? 7)C near Hai-yang

(now southeast of Lwanhsien

in Hopeh).
By this means, Ts'ao Ts'ao had arranged a system of water
transport to bring his supplies from central Hopeh to the foot of
the high ground in the north of the province near the borders of
modern Manchuria.
8.

According to Shui-ching chu 35, p.5a, these camps were close to
the Yangtse east of Lu-k'ou

<2. (now southwest of Kiayu in Hupeh).

(2070-76)

Notes to Chien-an 12:
1.

P'ing-kang was a prefecture under Former Han and the capital of
Yu-pei-p'ing commandery, but it was disestablished under Later
Han.

The city is now Pingchuan in Hopeh.
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2.

(2070-76)

Po-t'an had been a prefecture under Former Han, but was
disestablished in Later Han.

The city was west of Chengtehshih

in Hopeh.
3*

Ts'ao Ts'ao's forces had been halted by the floods while they
were attempting to make their way northeast along the coast by
Shanhaikwan.

Under T'ien Ch'ou's direction, instead of leading

his men back to the south, Ts'ao Ts'ao marched north into the
high ground now known as the Yen Shan, crossed the line of the
Great Wall, reached the old road near present-day Chengtehshih
and then turned east to come down again to the coastlands well
north of Shanhaikwan and behind the main body of the Wu-huan.
4.

TCTC commentary here notes that the chief of the Wu-huan in
Yu-pei-p'ing was called Wu--yen (TCTC p.2013)> and suggests that
Neng-ch'en-ti-chih was another name or title for the same man.
M-

Su-p'u-wan

5.
6

,

is a variant for the name of Su-p'u-yen^sj^jJ^ .

This comet is recorded in HHS treatise 12, p.6a.
is the constellation Yi-hsiu

C h 'un-wei

Xfj , a group of stars in the

western constellations Crater and Hydra (Schlegel 51)•

The

treatise says that this part of the sky indicates Ching Province,

f

and the comet is seen as an omen of the death of Liu Piao,
Governor of Ching, and the loss of his territory.

7.

On T'ien Ch'ou's earlier career, see TCTC pp.1947 f.

8.

A mountain called Lungchung is west of present-day Siangyang.

9.

On the great ministers Kuan Chung ^
# $ £ o f

Yen

o

f

Ch'i ^ ^ a n d Yüeh Yi

, both in the time of the Chou dynasty, see

their biographies in Shih chi 62 and 80, and also notes 30 to
HP2 and 31 to CP1 .
.10.

"Three of his family", literally three generations in succession

1 but actually two:
Chiian.

Sun Chien and his sons Ts'e and

This, of course, is not quite correct, for although the

family came from that region, Sun Chien never held any
territorial power in the region of the lower Yangtse.
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notes to CA12:
11.

Han and Mien refer to the same stream.

The river was generally-

called Mien above Han-chung and Han below it, but either name
could be used to describe the whole length.
12.

P'ang Te-kung and Chu-ko Liang greeted one another as superior
men.

P'ang Te-kung, as the senior, was prepared to receive

oheisance from Chu-kro Liang.
Notes to Chien-an 13:
1.

Hsia-k'ou

(2076-96)
was the place where the Han River entered the

Yangtse; Hsia was a name sometimes given to the lower reaches of
the Han.

2.

Ch'u-kuan, also known as Han-kuan^f
Changyang

in Hupeh.

, is now west of

Kan Ning was urging that Sun Chüan

should occupy the whole course of the middle Yangtse as far as the
Gorge Mountains in western Hupeh.
3

-

On Hsiao Ho

, Chancellor of State to Emperor Kao-tsu

of Former Han, see his biographies in Shih chi 53 and Han shu 39.
4.

Mien-k’ou is an alternative name for Hsia-k'ou, at the mouth of
the Han River (see note 1 above and note 11 to CA12).

5.

Dare-to-dies:

a term often used for soldiers who have volunteered

for dangerous duty.
6.

During Later Han, the highest posts of the state had been the
three Dukes: the Grand Commandant, the Minister over the Masses
and the Minister of Works.

Ts'ao Ts'ao now restored the positions

of Lieutenant-Chancellor and Imperial Clerk Grandee from the system
of Former Han administration.

The three Dukes had generally shared

responsibility, but the Lieutenant-Chancellor held supreme power
over the whole imperial government.
7.

Under the three Dukes, the Head Clerk of the Department of the
West was responsible for the recommendation and promotion of officials
in the central administration, and the Head Clerk of the Department
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notes to CA13:

of the East was responsible for all other clerical and military
posts (HHS treatise 24, p.3b).

This was continued under Ts'ao

Ts'ao's government, and from examples below (eg. TCTC pp.2082 and
2129) it appears that local provincial war-lords were also setting
up similar departments.
8.

According to Chou li

(translated by Biot II, p.167),

territory for a thousand li around the royal capital was known
as the zone of the state(delimitation de l'etat principal
kuo-chi) and the next five hundred li outside this district was
the zone of supervision (delimitation de surveillance
hou-chi).

The commentator Cheng HsüanJ^p”^

of the second century

A.D. explains that the character hou was equivalent to hsien
(limit, restriction), and says that according to the system no
enfeoffment was to be held within one thousand li of the imperial
capital.
9.

By this, Ts'ao Ts'ao had no right to live at Yeh.

K'ung Jung had been Chancellor of Pei-hai in the early years of
Chien-an (TCTC pp.1957 and 1989).

10 .

Chung-ni

^ Jb

was the style of Confucius; Yen Hui

was one

of Confucius' great disciples.

11

Shen-sheng

$ JjL was

the elder son of Duke Hsien of Chin'^’^ V ^ ,

and he was slandered and destroyed by the duke's concubine nee
LiJ^^.

Ch'ung-erh

was the younger son, and he went away to

avoid the danger and only came back when his father had died.
Ch'ung-erh became Duke Wen ^Lof Chin, one of the great hegemons of
the Chou period.
12.

(See Legge V, pp.141, 144 and 186, ff.)

It seems most likely that Chang-ling commandery was established
in Ching province in the time of Liu Piao.

The prefecture of

Chang-ling, formerly in Nan-yang, is now east of Tsaoyang
in Hupeh.
13.

Ch'u^

See also note 13 to ChP1 .
is used here as a general term for the southern lands

about the Yangtse, referring to the state of that name in the time
of the Chou dynasty.
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notes to CA13:
14.

Credentials fn chieh:

Liu Tsung's insignia as ruler of Ching

Province for the Han dynasty, which he had inherited from his
father Piao.
15»

This is a summary of Hsi Tso-ch’ih's

,ff;

comments to the

"biography of Liu Pei, quoted in SKShu 2, p.7h PC.

Hsi Tso-ch'ih,

who died about 383, has a biography in Chin shu 82.

He wrote

several books on the Han, Three Kingdoms and Chin periods, but
P'ei Sung-chih’s commentary does not indicate the source of this
quotation.
16.

At this point in the text, some editions have the characters

^

this translation includes the phrase.
17.

The biography of Confucius in Shih chi 47, translated by
Chavannes V, pp.351-353, tells how the master was planning to
visit the state of C h i n ^
Chao C h i e n - t z u h a d

when he heard that the great minister
killed the counsellor Tou Ming-tu '

^

Confucius turned back, and explained to his disciples that "le sage
s'eloignera de celui qui fait du mal a ceux qui lui sont semblables...".
18.

: from Mencius, Book III, Part I, Chapter IX,
translated by Legge II, p.207:

"Hui of Liu-hsia was not ashamed to

serve an impure prince, nor did he think it low to be an inferior
officer.

When advanced to employment, he did not conceal his virtue,

but made it a point to carry out his principles.
and left without office, he did not murmur.
poverty he did not grieve.
you, and I am I.

When neglected

When straitened by

Accordingly he had a saying,

'You are

Although you stand by my side with breast and arms

bare, or with your body naked, how can you defile me?'

Therefore,

self-possessed, he companied with men indifferently, at the same
time not losing himself."
19»

Fan L ±

was minister of the state of Yüeh/^6 in the fifth

century B.C. and masterminded the conquest of W u ^ in 473«

After

the final victory, he retired into private life, explaining that while
the ruler of Yüeh was a good man to deal with and to serve in
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difficult times, he would he hard to manage now that success had
come.

He went to live in the state of T'ao

near the great

lakes by the junction of the Han River and the Tangtse, and
there he made himself a great fortune.

His biography is in

Shih chi 129, with another reference in Han shu 91.
20.

Shan-tu prefecture was northwest of Siangyang.

21.

The text criticism of Chang Yü notes that the character tzu ^ r
"son" should read s u n " g r a n d s o n h (cf. SKWei 21, p.1a).
Wang T s ’an's grandfather C h ' a n g ^ ^ a n d Ch'ang’s father Kung
both rose to ducal office under the Later Han;' their biographies
are in HHS 46.
Hegemon

pa was a term used in Chou times to describe the

rulers of great states who gained supremacy among their fellow
feudatories and compelled them to keep the peace and support
the royal house (see note 9 to ChP3).
Lord of the West
)*]

hsi-po refers to King Wen of Chou

w^om it is said that he held two-thirds of the

empire but still served the rightful King of the Shang (
Yin

or

) Dynasty so long as he ruled with justice and virtue

(eg. Legge I, p.215).
23.

Liu Pei had been made Inspector of Yü Province by T ’ao Ch'ien
in 194 (TCTC P.1949) and was recognised as Governor by Ts'ao
Ts'ao in 197 (TCTC p .1991), hence this term of address.

24.

T'ien Heng \&

styled himself King of Ch'i-j^ in the time

of disorder at the end of the Ch'in dynasty.
to surrender to Emperor Kao-tsu

He was brought

of Former Han in 202 B.C.,

but he committed suicide before he reached the capital, and all
his attendants and followers took his example.

His biography

is in Han shu 33*
25.

The quotation is from Han shu 52, pp.18a-b:

"the fading breath

of a rushing wind cannot stir fur or feathers; the last flight
of a strong crossbow has not the strength to pierce plain silk
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notes to CA13:
from Lu'4.

Yen Shih-ku's commentary to the Han shu passage notes

that the people of Ch'ü-fu tÄ?
, in the ancient territory of
A
'
the state of Lu
of the Chou period, wove a particularly fine

*7
silk.
26.

TCTC text and commentary here quote the Ping-fa

book

ascribed to the fourth century general Sun W u ^ ^ - j ^ ,

but the

passage is not quite the same in present-day editions.
p.103, translated the modern text as

Griffith,

"...marching at double time

for a hundred li, the three commanders will be captured".
On this passage, and its significance for the study of the
chiu-p'in c h u n g - c h e n g

i-

system of recruitment of the Wei

state, see Holzman'3 article on "Le3 debuts du Systeme medieval de
choix et de classement des fonctionnaires:

Les neuf categories et

1'Impartial et Juste", pp.392-3.

if

During the Han dynasty, a carriage drawn by oxen'
the privileges of an official.
TCTC here writes Yüan-piao ^

was one of

, but this is a mistake for the

style of Ch'in Sung, actually Wen-piao ££j^^(SKWu 8, p.4b).
30.

We may note here, from the preceding paragraphs, that the allies
had gone separate ways after their defeat of Ts'ao Ts'ao at the
Red Cliffs.

Sun Ch'üan's main force, under Chou Yü and Ch'eng

P'u, had fought its way up the valley of the Han but was now
brought to a halt by the defences of T s ’ao Ts'ao's rear-guard under
'Ts'ao Jen at Hsiang-yang.

Sun Ch'üan had led a second army to

besiege Ho-fei and attempt a breakthrough in Chiu-chiang commandery
in the east, but the campaign was not proving successful.

In

contrast, Liu Pei had turned to the south of Ching Province, and he
was successfully mopping up isolated commanderies and prefectures
around the Tung Ting Lake and the valley of the Siang.
31.

This is quoted from Hsi Tso-ch'ih'3 comments to the biography of
Liu Chang, in SKShu 1, p.4b PC.

On Hsi Tso-ch'ih, see note 15 above.
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The s o u rc e o f t h i s q u o ta tio n i s n o t i n d i c a te d by P 'e i S u n g - c h ih 's
com m entary.
32.

The Kung-yang commentary to th e Ch’u n - c h ’i u c h r o n ic le f o r th e
n i n t h y e a r o f Duke H s i f $ ( 6 5 0 B .C .) r e a d s :

"A t th e assem b ly

o f K 'u e i - c h ’i u

, Duke Huan b u l l i e d th e o th e r r u l e r s and

th e n b o a s te d o f i t .

Nine s t a t e s r e b e l l e d . "

(S h ih -s a n c h in g

c h u -su 7 , p . 1 3 4 ).
33.

Tzu-wenwas

th e s t y l e o f T o u -k u -w u -t 'u

,

who was c h i e f m i n i s t e r o f th e s t a t e o f C h ' u j ^ i n th e s e v e n th
c e n tu ry B.C.

Kuo yü 18, p .7 a , t e l l s how Tzu-wen was o f f e r e d

h onours and rew ard s b u t would alw ays r e f u s e them .

He was

ask ed why he r e j e c t e d a l l th e s e th in g s t h a t o th e r men so u g h t
f o r , and he r e p l i e d t h a t i t was th e d u ty o f a m i n is te r to c a re
f o r h i s p e o p le , t h a t th e r e w ere many p eo p le s t i l l in need o f
c a r e , t h a t i f he a c c e p te d g i f t s he would be p r o f i t i n g h im s e lf
a t th e expense o f o t h e r s , and t h a t su ch a c t i o n would soon b r in g
d e s tru c tio n .

" I am tu r n i n g away from d e a th , n o t from w e a lth ."

In f a c t , i n th e g r e a t pu rg e a t th e tim e o f K ing C h u a n g ^ t. o f
Ch’u

(613-591 B .C .) , th e d e s c e n d a n ts o f Tzu-wen were l e f t

unharm ed.
A c co rd in g to th e T so -ch u an c h r o n i c l e , t r a n s l a t e d by Legge V,

P.757/2, when th e s t a t e o f C h’u was d e f e a te d by W u.^ i n 506 B .C .,
and th e c a p i t a l Y ingj^* was l o s t to th e in v a d e r s , Shen P ao -h sü
^

went to C h ' i n ^ - a n d su ccee d ed i n g e t t i n g an army to

b r in g h e lp .

When Wu had been d r iv e n o f f , Shen would have b een

re w a rd e d , b u t he s a id :
m y s e lf.

” 1 a c te d f o r th e r u l e r , and n o t f o r

S in c e you a r e now [ r e - ] e s t a b l i s h e d what h a v e !I to s e e k ? ”

34.

On T ’ie n C h 'o u 's e a r l i e r c a r e e r , see TCTC p p.1947 f and 2071 f .

35*

Though P in g Yuan d is a p p ro v e d , i t may be n o te d t h a t th e m a rria g e
o f d e c e a se d c h i ld r e n was re g a rd e d a t t h i s tim e a s a p r a c t i c a b l e
custom .
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36.

( 2076 - 96 )

The L i n - l i H i l l s , s o u th e a s t o f I h s i e n i n Anhwei, a r e p a r t o f th e
P a i t s i Shan.

37.

A c c o rd in g to SKWu 15, p.3a-> th e new commandery co m p rised s ix
p r e f e c t u r e s w ith th e c a p i t a l a t S h ih - h s in -tyQ
Shunan

^

i n C h ek ian g .

now w est of

The t e r r i t o r y o f th e commandery

c o n t r o l l e d th e v a l le y o f th e S in a n R iv e r s o u th o f Hwang Shan.
TCTC commentary s u g g e s ts t h a t th e c a p i t a l o f th e commandery
was c a l l e d H s i- h s in

b u t t h i s i s an e r r o r .

SKWu 15 i s

q u i t e c l e a r , and i s co n firm ed by C hin shu 15, p .6 b .
N otes to C h ie n -a n 14:
1.

(2097-2100)

C hiang C h i 's b io g ra p h y i n SKWei 14, p .2 8 a , d e s c r ib e s him a s a
man o f P 'i n g - a ^

i n C h 'u s t a t e

was i n C h iu -c h ia n g commandery.

.

U nder L a te r Han P 'i n g - a

In 197 Yuan Shu changed th e name

o f C h iu -c h ia n g commandery to H u ai-n an (TCTC p .1 9 9 6 ) and Wei
c o n tin u e d th e new^name.

I n 232 T s 'a o T s 'a o 's son P iao was made

K ing o f C h 'u w ith t h i s t e r r i t o r y a s h i s f i e f (SKWei 20, p .1 0 b ).
The kingdom was ended i n 249 and th e name was r e s t o r e d to H u ai-n an
(SKWei 20, p .1 1 a ) .

Thus C h 'u s t a t e h e re r e f e r s to th e t e r r i t o r y

a l s o known a s H u ai-n an o r , f o r m e r ly , C h iu -c h ia n g .
2.

As th e t e x t s ta n d s i n TCTC, i t i s h a rd to see what C hiang Chi was
d o in g , and t r a n s l a t i o n i s n o t h e lp e d by th e f a c t t h a t th e e d i t o r s
have h e re made one o f t h e i r few m is ta k e s and i n d i c a t e d two c l a u s e s ,
q u i t e w ro n g ly , as d i r e c t sp e e c h .
The p a ssa g e from w hich t h i s t e x t i s ta k e n , th e b e g in n in g o f
C hiang C h i 's b io g ra p h y i n SKWei 14, p .2 8 a , e x p la in s t h a t Chang H si
had a c t u a l l y o n ly a th o u sa n d horsem en u n d e r h i s command, so th e
r e l i e f f o r c e was n o t o n ly slow to a r r i v e , b u t i t would have been
q u it e in a d e q u a te to d e a l w ith Sun C h 'ü a n 's army camped o u ts id e H o - f e i.
A lth o u g h L iu F u ^ j ^ J ^ h a d made H o - f e i h i s h e a d q u a r te r s w h ile he
was I n s p e c to r o f Yang P ro v in c e , he had d ie d i n th e p re v io u s y e a r
(SKWei 15, p .1 b ) , and i t seems t h a t C hiang Chi a rra n g e d f o r th e new
I n s p e c t o r , whose name i s n o t known, to c a r r y o u t th e d e c e p tio n .
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new appointee had obviously no opportunity to get into Ho-fei
while the siege was still on, but was evidently camped some
distance outside.

So Chiang Chi told a false tale to his

superior, presumably to make the deception more effective,
and as a result letters were sent to the commander of the
garrison in Ho-fei.

The whole manoeuvre served a double purpose,

for those messengers who got through encouraged the defenders of
the city, and those who were captured brought convincing
misinformation to Sun Ch'üan.
3*

According to Shui-ching chu 23, p.8b, the Ko River flowed into
the Huai at Sui-ling prefecture in Hsia-p'i, and according to
Shui-ching chu 32, p.8a, the Fei River flowed north from Ho-fei
to join the Huai near Shou-ch'un.

4.

This new commandery of P ’eng-tse was probably no more than a
temporary arrangement to guard communications at the junction
of the Po-yang Lake and the Yangtse.

The capital was presumably

at P ’eng-tse prefecture, now east of Hukow
5*

in Kiangsi.

The commanderies of Ching Province south of the Yangtse were
Wu-ling,

6.

X2

C h ’ang-sha, Ling-ling and Kuei-yang.

Su C h ' i n j ^ ^ " and Chang Yi

(biographies in Shih chi 69

and 70) were great strategists and politicians of the Warring
States period at the end of the Chou dynasty.
7.

Ho Hsia's criticism of the new and excessive official morality
is a contrast to the praise which had been given Ts'ui Yen and
Mao Chieh for their work of reform in the previous year
(cf. TCTC p.2079).

Notes to Chien-an 15:

(2100-05)

This is based on the Analects, Book XIV, Chapter XII, translated
by Legge I, p.279.

Legge's note to the passage explains that the

government of the state of Chin
three great clans of Chao

was then controlled by the

&,

Wei .^^and Han^j^ , which later
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divided the whole state among themselves.

At this time, however,

they were not states, and Meng Kung-ch'ojf?^
manage their internal affairs.

T'eng

was competent to

and Hsieh^j^ , however,

were small independent states, and their chief officers would also
be responsible for foreign policy and relations with the powerful
states around them.

Meng Kung-ch'0 was not equal to that kind of

responsibility.
Meng Kung-ch'o was a member of a great family in Confucius'
own state of Lu

, and in Chapter XIII of the same book in the

Analects, Confucius praises him as a man free from covetousness.

2.

Kuan Chung

'j^^the great minister of the state of Ch'i

wealthy and extravagant.

, was

Duke H u a n ^ ^ , however, used him in

office without concern for his moral behaviour, and so Ch'i became
the most powerful state under the Chou dynasty.

For Confucius'

disapproval of Kuan Chung's extravagance, see Analects, Book III,
Chapter XXII, translated by Legge I, pp.162-165.
5.

It may be seen from this ordinance that Ts'ao Ts'ao has adopted
the policy of recruitment proposed by Ho Hsia in the previous year,
and is largely rejecting the system encouraged by Ts'ui Yen and Mao
Chieh (see note 7 to CA14).

4.

There was no chi-hai £ > &

day in the twelfth month of this year,

but the chi-hai day (number 38 in the sexagenary cycle) was the
second-last day of the eleventh month.
5.

Ts'ao Ts'ao had been appointed Chancellor of Chi-nan about the time
of the Yellow Turban uprising in 184 (SKWei 1, p.2b).

6.

TCTC commentary quotes P'ei Sung-chih's notes to the biography of
Chou Yü (SKWu 9, p.6b), pointing out that this Pa-ch'iu is not the
same place as the Pa-ch'iu prefecture set up in Lu-ling in 198
(TCTC p.2022).

That was near Siakiang in Kiangsi, and Chou Yü was

travelling from Tantu in Kiangsi to Kiangling in Hupeh.

He died

near Pa-ch'iu Mountain, which is now southeast of Yoyang jffo
in Hunan.
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7.

(2100-05)

"A-meng from Wu" ^

T

prefix to a personal name.

: the character A is a meaningless
Lü Meng originally came from Ju-nan

commandery, but Lu Su is evidently referring to the time he and
Lü Meng had known each other in the early years with Sun Ts'e and
Sun Ch'üan.
8.

SKWu 7, p.18a, says that Pu Chih came from Huai-yin-^ "^"in
Lin-huai

•

Huai-yin prefecture is listed in HHS treatise

21, p.23a, under Hsia-p'i, and Hsia-p'i commandery had been known
as Lin-huai until 72 A.D.

It appears that the old name was still

in occasional use at this time, and Chin shu 15, pp.2a-b, lists
both a Hsia-p’i commandery and a Lin-huai.
9.

Ling-nanJ^fj \if] is the region south of the Nan Ling Range, the
modern provinces of Kwangtung and Kwangsi.

Sun Ch'üan now

controlled most of the Later Han Yang Province together with
Chiang-hsia commandery in Ching Province.
the rest of Ching Province.

Liu Pei controlled

In Chiao-chih, however, through the

agency of Pu Chih and the alliance of Shih Hsieh, Sun Ch'üan had
extended his influence in despite of Liu Pei and the imperial
court controlled by Ts'ao Ts'ao.
Notes to Chien-an 16:
1.

(2106-12)

According to the system described in HHS treatise 25, the General
of the Gentlemen of the Household for All Purposes commanded a
troop of guards under the Superintendant of the Imperial
Household and had no administrative subordinates.

The post was

now raised to be directly under the Lieutenant-Chancellor, and
ras provided with a secretariat.
2.
5.

Tiger Warriors was the style of Ts'ao Ts'ao's own bodyguard.
Hu-ch'uang ^/] 4 ^ was a light folding chair.
Barbarian Beds, particularly p.23.
unconcern to reassure his troops.
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Ts'ao Ts'ao was showing his

notes to CA16:
Yung-tao

(2106-12)

M

a defensive system which guarded the flanks as the

the army marched in enemy territory.

In this instance, Ts'ao Ts'ao

was marching his force south along the Yellow River, protected on
the east by the river itself and on the west by a heavy screen of
waggons.
It seems only fair that Han Sui should suffer this suspicion, for
years earlier, in 194, he had brought about the destruction of
Fan Ch'ou by similar means (TCTC p .1959)-

There is the possibility,

however, that the two similar stories in fact refer to the same
incident, and that some early historian took the occasion of Han Sni's
meeting with Fan Ch'ou, altered it, and added the anecdote as an
embellishment to the legend of Ts'ao Ts'ao.
A hu

, the term used here, was a measure of capacity one-tenth

of a tou >f" bushel, and a bushel was 12.1856 cu.in.

See Yang

Lien-sheng, "Notes on the Economic History of the Chin Dynasty",
p.137> note 90.
Two thousand piculs

erh-ch'ien shih was the salary of the civil

head of a commandery or kingdom.

This award to Tu Chi kept him at his

post as Grand Administrator of Ho-tung, but raised his salary to the
level of a minister

ch'ing.

According to HHS treatise 28, p.14b, the salary of fully two

^

thousand piculs
hu

chung erh-ch'ien shih paid the equivalent of 180

of grain a month, half in cash, half in grain.

two thousand piculs paid 120 hu.
Chin Po-kuan piao

^ ^

in the Yen-p'ing

The salary of

Commentary on p.15a quotes the

by Hsun Ch'o

£)

, which says that

period (the one year 106/107) officials at

fully two thousand piculs were paid 9,000 cash

ch'ien and 72 hu

of grain each month, while those at two thousand piculs were paid
6,500 cash and

%

hu of grain.

Note that according to Yang Lien-sheng, "Notes on the Economic
History of the Chin Dynasty", p.137> note 90, a hu and a shih were
both one-tenth of a bushel; hu was a measure of capacity and shih was
a measure of weight.

See note 6 above and also Swann, pp.364-5*
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notes to CA16:
8.

(2106-12)

From the "Announcement öf Chung-hwuy", Shu ching Book II,
Chapter IV, translated by Legge III, p .181:

"Absorb the weak

and punish the wilfully blind."
9.

The Tien-chiang River

refers to the Fou

River,

taking that name from the former Tien-chiang prefecture, now
Hochwan

in Szechwan.

Notes to Chien-an 17:
1.

Hsiao Ho

(2112-18)
was one of the great ministers of Emperor Kao-tsu

founder of the Former Han dynasty.

His biographies are

in Shih chi 53 and Han shu 39«
2.

What Ch'eng Yu is saying is that the question of executing the
surrendered rebels should either be left to Chia Hsin, as the
man on the spot, or should be referred to Ts'ao Ts'ao, since he
is the supreme authority.

In no circumstances should Ts'ao P'i

take the responsibility on himself.

P'i was responsible for

the central administration at Yeh, but he would be exceeding
his instructions if he interfered in a military and political
decision outside.
3.

The day kuei-wei

, which is number 20 in the sexagenary

cycle, did not fall in the fifth month of this year, for the
first day of the fifth month was jen-yin~^
number 29*

, cyclical

TCTC has followed HHS annals 9> p.10a, but there is

obviously some error.
4.

Under Former Han, Fu had been a prefecture in Tso-p'ing-yi, but
it was not maintained by Later Han.

The site of the city is now

southeast of Lochwan in Shensi.
5.

Cheng Hun is described below as the younger brother of Cheng
T'ai, who was a man from Ho-nan, and Hun's own biography in
SKWei 16, p.21a, confirms that Ho-nan was his native commandery.
The reference to Tso-p'ing-yi is therefore mistaken.
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(211.2-18 )

notes to CA17:
6.

The Ju-hsü Dockyard was established at the junction of the Ju-hsü
River with the Yangtse at Ju-hsü-k'ou
Anhwei.

; now Yukikow in

This fortified post on the northern bank of the Yangtse,

some sixty miles from Ts'ao Ts'ao's city of Ho-fei, became an
essential base for Sun Ch'üan's military operations against Wei.
7.

On the Nine Distinctions

^

^

7

chiu hsi see Tjan Tjoe Som I,

pp.25-29 and TCTC p .2119 below.
8.

There is some disagreement among the histories whether Hsün Yü
was poisoned by Ts'ao Ts'ao or merely died of discouragement and
frustration.

9.

TCTC commentary here cites passages from the Analects, which are
severally translated by Legge I, pp.175, 179* 180, 282 and 283.
On his disciple Tzu-lu
Confucius said:

(also named Yu

^

7

), for example,

"In a kingdom of a thousand chariots, Yu might be

employed to manage the military levies, but I do not know whether
he be perfectly virtuous"

(Analects, Book V, Chapter VII, in

Legge I, p.175).
On the other hand, when one of his disciples criticised Kuan
Chung

for serving Duke Huan of Ch'i

after Huan had

killed his own brother Kung-tzu Ch'iu (Prince Ch'iu) ^
Confucius replied:

^

A * f

*

*Kwan Chung acted as prime minister to Duke

Hwan, made him leader of all the princes, and united and rectified
the whole kingdom.

Down to the present day, the people enjoy the

gifts which he conferred.... Will you require from him the small
fidelity of common men and common women, who would commit suicide
in a stream or ditch, no one knowing anything about them?" (Analects:,
Book XIV, Chapter XVIII, in Legge I, pp.282-3).
10.

Tu Mu

f

a

(803-852), a scholar and poet of the T'ang dynasty;

biographies in Chiu T 'ang shu ^
11.

jlr 147 and Hsin

T 'ang shu 166.

From the Analects, Book VI, Chapter XVI, translated by Legge I:
’’where the accomplishments are in excess of the solid qualities, we
have the manners of a clerk."

Legge explains the clerk (■£ shih) as
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notes to CA17:

(2112-18)

"one that is of a class sharp and well-informed, but insincere.
12.

On Hsiao Ho, see note 1 above.

13.

The comet is recorded in HHS treatise 12, p.6a.

The Wu-chu-hou

(The Five Feudal Lords) can describe either of two groups
of five stars, one in the western constellation of Gemini, the
other in Coma Berenicis (Schlegel 718 and 719).

It is probably

the former that is referred to here.
HHS treatise suggests that the comet foretold the destruction
of independent war-lords in the west:

Liu Chang in Yi Province,

Chang Lu in Han-chung, Han Sui in Liang Province, and Sung Chien
at Fu-han.
14.

Kuan-t'ou:

the head of the Po-shui Pass

prefecture; northwest of Chaohwa
15.

Po-ti was the chief city of Yü-fu
now east of Fengkieh ^

Emperor ^

li:

prefecture in commandery,

In the early years of Later Han,

had proclaimed himself as the White

, and the name of the city was taken from his title.

Notes to Chien-an 18:
1.

in Szechwan.

in Szechwan, on the Yangtse and close

to the border of Hupeh.
Kung-sun Shu 4%

in Po-shui

(2118-24)

This reorganisation was proclaimed in the third month, and the
new arrangement is described in Hsien-ti- ch7 i-chü-ohü'
quoted in the commentary to HHS treatise 28, pp.1b-2a.

fc/k '/£ ,
The main

effect of the changes was to make Chi Province very much larger
than before, thus setting new territory under Ts'ao Ts'ao's direct
control as Governor.

It should be noticed, however, that an edict

issued by the Emperor in Ts'ao Ts'ao's control would have no
effect on the territories outside Ts'ao Ts'ao's borders, and much
of the system preserved by Hsien-ti ch'i-chü-chu represents little
more than a juggling with place-names and a belated recognition
of changes already carried out by independent war-lords.
2.

For these manoauvres in Chien-an 5, see TCTC pp.2026f.
Po-ma were neighbouring prefectures in Tung commandery.
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Yen and

notes to CA18:
3*

(2118-24)

Under Later Han, Ch'i-ch'un prefecture was in Chiang-hsia
commandery in Ching Province, but it seems that by this time there
was a commandery established near the border between Ts'ao Ts'ao's
territory and Sun Ch'üan's.

The site of the prefecture is now

northwest of Kichun in Hupeh.
4.

This appointment of Chiang Chi by Ts'ao Ts'ao may have been
intended as a compliment, but since Tan-yang was in the hands of
Sun Ch'üan the title gave Chiang Chi no real authority.

5*

The fief of the Duke of Wei comprised the ten commanderies of
Ho-tung, Ho-nei, Wei, Chao, Chung-shan, Ch'ang-shan, Chu-lu,
An-p'ing, Kan-ling and P'ing-yuan.
Note that from this point in the translation the name WEI
written in capital letters refers to the state governed by Ts'ao
Ts'ao and not just to the commandery of that name.

6.

On the Nine Distinctions ^ ^ ^ chiu hsi, see Tjan Tjoe Som I,
pp.25-29, and compare also Dubs III, pp.208-210.

7.

On the establishment of Pa-hsi commandery, see note 11 to CA20
below.

Under Later Han, Tzu-t'ung had been a prefecture in

Kuang-han commandery, but although TCTC p .2131 below seems to
refer to the first establishment to a Tzu-t'ung commandery under
Liu Pei, it is very likely that a commandery of that name had
already been divided off from Kuang-han in the time of Liu Chang.
The city is now Tzetung in Szechwan.
8.

Nei is another name for the Pou River

7jC in Szechwan.

9.

The Yen Bridge was in the south of Lo prefecture.

10.

Han Hsin

, biographies in Shih chi 93 and Han shu 33, was a

great general of Emperor Kao-tsu

of Former Han.

Ying Pu

(also known as C h i n g "Branded" Pu), was another fighting man of
the time at the end of Ch'in and early Han, who served both Hsiang
Yü

^i] and his rival, the future Emperor.

in Shih chi 91 and Han shu 34.
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His biographies are

notes to CA18:
11.

(2118-24)

Under Later Han, the group of commanderies in the region of
Lung-shang

> also known as Lung-yu

/^|j£jo , west

of the

Lung Mountain, were Lung-hsi, Nan-an and Han-yang.
12.

Chao Tun

was chief minister of the state of Chin^j" in

the seventh century B.C.

Marquis Ling

of Chin tried three

times to kill him, but Chao Tun fled the capital.

In 606 B.C.

the Marquis was killed by Chao T u n ’s cousin Chao C h ’uan ^
and Tun came home.

,

In the Tso-chuan. translated by Legge V,

P.290/2, the story continues:

"The Grand Duke wrote this entry, -

’Chao Tun murdered his ruler,’ and showed it in the court.
Seuen [i.e. Chao Tun] said to him, ’It was not so;’
replied,

’You are the highest minister.

but he

Flying from the state,

you did not cross its borders; since you returned, you have not
punished the villain.

If it was not you who murdered the marquis,

who was it?’ "
13.

TCTC p.2043 described how Chang Lu established a religious
government in Han-chung commandery, with officials called
Libationers.

The phrase tu-chiang

translated here as

Expositor, was used at this time as the description of a teacher,
and TCTC commentary states that Ma C h ’ao, with this rank, was
second only to Chang Lu.
14.

Grand Judge was the equivalent of the Later Han Commandant of
Justice; Prefect of the Gentlemen of the Household was equivalent
to the Superintendant of the Imperial Household.

On the Imperial

Clerk Grandee, see note 6 to CA3; the phrase ts *an..♦ :shih
(

) used here indicates that Yuan Huan held the powers of

tf^e office without the rank.

Under the Han dynasty, the Palace

Assistant Imperial Clerk was the chief of the censorate.
15.

Emperor Wen

of Former Han had abolished the mutilating

punishments in 167 B.C. (see Hulsewe, Remnants of Han Law, pp.124
and 334-6).

What C h ’en C h ’un objects to is that those who used

to lose only a limb or some other physical feature are now
punished by flogging or bastinado, and such a beating too
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notes to CA18:

(2118-24)

frequently results in death.

On the other hand some cases of

assault, nominally liable to the death penalty, are in practice
commuted to convict service, which costs a man his freedom, and
means that his head is shaven, but still does not award the
criminal any injury comparable to that which he has inflicted.
16.

Grades of three thousand
Lu-hsing 2

san-ch'ien chih shu: in the

chapter of the Shu chipg (Part V, Book XXVII) there

is account of the numbers of crimes which can fall under the five
categories of punishments, but which can be remitted by fines.
Legge III, pp.605-606, has:

"Of crimes that may be redeemed by
■f^J ] there are 1000, and the same

the fine in lieu of branding

number of those that would incur cutting off the nose
The fine in lieu of cutting off the feet [
cases; that in lieu of castration
lieu of death [

] to 200.

]

[ ^']

]•

extends to 500

] to 300; and that in

Altogether, set against the five

punishments there are 3000 crimes."

This system of fines, an

early record of money commutation, was to be applied when there
was some doubt of the justice of inflicting the punishment itself.
Of the five punishments listed above, the firßt only three were
recognised as the "mutilating punishments" (

\%) ft*]

jou hsing) .

Castration was regarded as a special category (Hulsewe, Remnants of
Han Law, p.127).
Notes to Chien-an 19:
1.

(2125-34)

The Ch'ang-li Hills are now in Tsinan

in Kansu.

2.

Shao-tang

was the name of a tribe of the C h ’iang barbarians.

3.

The Cap of Distant Journeys I ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ytian-yu kuan, with the gold
seal and the red tassel, was one of the insignia of a king under
the Han empire.

4.

The cap is described in HHS treatise 30, p.6b.

When Sun Ts'e died in Chien-an 5, he had controlled Lu-chiang
through his nominee, Li Shu.

After Ts'e's death, Li Shu rebelled

against Sun Chüan, but Ch'iian stormed Wan city, killed Li Shu, and
presumably re-established his own authority (TCTC p.2039).
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In

notes to CA19:

(2125-34)

Chien-an 18, when Ts'ao Ts'ao made his campaign against the east,
TCTC p .2118 records that all Sun Ch'üan's camps north of the
Yangtse were destroyed, and this must mean that Lu-chiang was lost
once more.

Shortly afterwards, when Ts'ao attempted to migrate

the people forcibly to the north, they fled instead across the
Yangtse to Sun Ch'iian, and only Wan city remained in Ts'ao Ts'ao's
possession (TCTC p.2119).

Ts'ao Ts'ao was now attempting to

restore his position by a new settlement with government works.
5-

The sash

^ lien was a strip of cloth with a hook at one end.

It was thrown up to catch on the ramparts of a city and so used
to scale the wall.
6.

Chien-ning was the name given by the Shu state to the Later Han
commandery of Yi-chou in 225»

As TCTC commentary points out, the

use of the name here is an anachronism.
7*

SKShu 1, p.4a, notes that when Ts'ao Ts'ao invaded Ching Province
in 208, Liu Chang sent messengers to him, and Ts'ao awarded Chang
the title of General Who Inspires Awe (cf. TCTC p.2095).

8.

From this point on, where the translation has SHU in capitals, it
refers to the state founded by Liu Pei in Yi Province, and not
only to the commandery of that name.

9.

The chih-po

*13 money was inflationary.

value of 100 cash
value.

The coins had a face

ch'ien), but they did not have that intrinsic

The inflation which resulted was controlled by a price

fixing scheme.
10.

Huo C h 'u - p 'ing

biographies in Shih chi 111 and Han shu

55, commanded armies for Emperor Wu
Hsiung-nu.

of Former Han against the

TCTC p.644 records the anecdote that on one occasion

Huo Ch'u-p'ing was offered a residence by the Emperor as a reward
for his good work, but refused the gift, saying:

"The Hsiung-nu

have not yet been destroyed, what would I do with a house?"

11

Lang River describes the Kialing River ^
Langchung in Szechwan.
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where it flows by

notes to CA19:
12.

(2125-34)

It is, in fact, quite likely that Tzu-t'ung commandery had already
been established in the time of Liu Chang.

Compare TCTC p.2120

and

note 7 to CA18.
13.

Liu Pang

Lord of P'ei s ^ /Ly

'and later. Emperor Kao-tsu

Jfy/fS.of Former Han, captured the land within the passes in 20b
B.C., and he agreed with the elders that the druel. laws of the C h ’.in
. dynasty should be done away with, and a straightforward code
of three articles (

^

san chang) should be proclaimed in their

stead, to deal simply with cases of murder, wounding or robbery.
Then the people "only feared lest the Lord of Pei should not become
king of Ch'in" (Dubs I, pp.58-59).
14.

Fa Cheng means that Chu-ko Liang has come from outside the province
and should pay respect to the local custom and the lenient system
of government that he has taken over.

15.

Hsün Yü had been Prefect of the Masters of Writing of Han, and
Hsün Yu had been Prefect of the Masters of Writing at the Wei court.

16.

Sung Chien had maintained his independence since the great
rebellion in Liang Province in 185 and 186 (see TCTC p.1873 and also
Haloun, "The Liang-chou Rebellion", p.123).

17.

The territory called Hsiao-huang-chung is the same region as
Huang-chung (note 27 to Chung-p'ing 1), southeast of the Koko Nor
in Tsinghai.

The name is taken from the Huang River, which flows

from the Koko Nor to the Yellow River, and the prefix Hsiao is
sometimes added on account of the barbarian people known as the
Hsiao Yüeh-chih
18.

, who at one time inhabited the area.

When a high official of the civil administration also held
military command, there was always danger that such great power
in the hands of one man might encourage him to attempt a coup.
To avert any chance of treachery when the Emperor and his minister
were face to face, and also to show the imperial authority, the
officer was escorted in such a way that the slightest false move
would cause his death.
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notes to CA19:
19.

(2125-34)

Later Han had various organisations to deal with legal administration,
in particular the ministry under the Commandant of Justice, but there
was no specific Department of Justice among the offices of the three
dukes.

The post appears to have been introduced by Ts'ao Ts'ao as

a means to centralise his control of the administration.
Motes to Chien-an 20:
1.

(2135-44)

From Mencius, Book VII, Part I, Chapter XXX, translated by Legge II,
p.466:

"Having borrowed them long and not returned them, how can it

be known that they did not own them?"
2.

The capital of Ling-ling at this time was Ch'üan-ling
north of Lingling ^

3.

; now

in Hunan.

This refers to the Battle of the Red Cliffs in Chien-an 13, 208
A.D.

Wu-lin is the name of the northern bank of the Yangtse opposite

the Red Cliffs.
4.

Tu-hu was a leader of the Tsung barbarians (see note 28 to
CA5),- and Fu-hu was chief of the sevfen clans of the Pan-shun
people in Pa commandery (see note 3 to KH5).

5.

Pa-chung refers to the mountainous region in the territory of the
Later Han Pa commandery.

Chinese settlement in this area was largely

confined to the valleys of the Yangtse and Kia-ling

rivers and their

tributaries (cf. note 11 below), but there was a considerable area
which was still inhabited by barbarians.

Chang Lu evidently crossed

the Mitsang hills south of Hanchung and took refuge with the
non-Chinese people living about the headwaters of the Chu River.
6.

This follows the words of Emperor Kuang-wu ^
Ts'en P'eng /\

7.

of Later Han to

and others (cf. HHS 7, p.l5a).

This was a common policy of Ts'ao Ts'ao, to move people from his
border areas back to profit his central bases of power, leaving his
frontiers bare and unrewarding to attack (cf. TCTC pp.2118-19).
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(2135-44)

notes to CA20:
8.

From this point in the translation, the name WU written in capital
letters refers to the state governed by Sun Ch'iian, and not just to
the commandery of that name.

9*

Companions was the title of the personal bodyguard of Sun Ch'üan
and his generals.

Ku Li, mentioned below as Inspector of Companions,

was an officer in this corps.
10.

Analects, Book XV, Chapter V, translated by Legge I, p.296, describes
how the disciple Tzu-chang

noted down Confucius' teachings on

the end of his sash.
11.

Ts'ao Ts'ao did not control these "Three Pa" commanderies, and the
reorganisation merely gave formal recognition to a re-arrangement
which had begun in the time of Liu Chang and had been continued by
Liu Pei.

The changes are described in Hua-yang kuo chih 1, p.9b:

In 190, Ch'u-p'ing, the Later Han Pa commandery was divided into
three:

Ku-ling if]

, with its capital at Yü-fu.^^|^ prefecture

(or Po-ti k] 'tj? city q.v.), controlled the territory of the Yangtse
River just west of the gorges; Yung-ning
at Chiang-chou

^

, with its capital

, the headquarters of the Later Han Pa

commandery, controlled the Yangtse River around present day Chungking;
the third commandery, still called Pa, with its capital at An-han
now north of Nanchung, controlled the Kialing Kiang and its tributaries
In 201, Chien-an 6, the name of Ku-ling was changed to Pa-tung
, Yung-ning was now called Pa

commandery, and the Pa

commandery which had been set up in 190 was now known as Pa-hsi
12.

1**

.

Marquises of Title held the rank of nobility, and probably received
some pension from the government, but they had no rights to any
specific territory as a fief.

See SKWei 1, p.41b, and the commentary

of P'ei Sung-chih quoting the Wei shu
13.

This

of Wang Shen

.

is a summary of Hsi Tso-ch'ih's comments to the biography of

Chang Lu, in SKWei 8, p.25a PC.

On Hsi Tso-ch'ih, see note 15 to CA15-

The source of this quotation is not indicated by P'ei Sung-chih's
commentary.
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notes to CA20:
14.

(2135-44)

The phrase used here, chiao-lan chih kung

, literally

"the achievements of (those who have) received burns", refers to
a story quoted in TCTC, pp.819-820 from Han shu 68, pp.19b-20a.
A certain man was warned about the dangerous way he stored his
firewood, close to a fierce-burning stove, and later his house
caught alight.
out.

His neighbours came and helped him put the fire

When he gave a feast to reward those who had assisted him,

he graded their rank at table by the number of burns they had
received in fighting the blaze.

He was rebuked, because he forgot

the men who warned him of the danger in the first place, and if
he had attended to that advice in the beginning he would have
suffered no fire and no loss and would have been saved the
expense of the feast.

The comparison is drawn between soldiers,

who put down rebels and enemies, and wise councillors, who
prevent rebels and enemies from appearing.
15.

On the Three Pa, see note 11 above.

Tu-hu and Jen Yiieh, the one

clearly non-Chinese and the other bearing a Chinese-style name,
were leaders of the Tsung people.

With Fu-hu, leader of the

Pan-shun people, they had been made Grand Administrators of
Pa-tung, Pa and Pa-hsi commanderies in Ts'ao Ts'ao's service
(TCTC pp.2139 and 2142 and note 4 above).
16.

Chao Yen felt that if these new recruits from former rebel armies
were left in the west, they would always be liable to mutiny.
If they were moved to the east, out of the: passes, they would be
isolated from their own country and people, they could be kept
under the eye of Ts'ao Ts'ao's central government, and they would
be less likely to rebel.

So the defence of the frontier in

Han-chung commandery could not be maintained with levies from
Liang Province, and experienced soldiers had to be brought in
from the east to control the potential rebels and mutineers and
to take the place of the unreliable soldiers who were being
shifted out.
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Notes to Chien-an 21:
1.

(2144-47)

In Ch'in and early Han, the Commandant of the Capital had been a
high official of the imperial court, but from the time of Emperor
Wu /H of Former Han, the title had been changed to Bearer of the
Golden Mace, and under'Later Han a Commandant of the Capital was
chief of the military administration in a kingdom, the equivalent
of a Commandant in a commandery.

At this time, however, it

appears that Ts'ao Ts'ao had restored the old title, and Ts'ui
Yen's post was now the same as that formerly called Bearer of
the Golden Mace, responsible for the police and guard outside the
imperial palace.
2.

Commentary explains that Ts'ui Yen meant there would be changes
in the attitude of the critics and the fuss would die down.

It

was suggested by his enemies, however, that he was really thinking
of a change of government through rebellion.
3*

From Mencius, Book II, Part I, Chapter II, translated by Legge II,
p.212:

"In the family, there is the relation of father and son;

abroad, there is the relation of prince and minister.
father and son the ruling principle is kindness.
and minister the ruling principle is respect."

Between

Between prince
Ho Hsia is explaining

that his loyalty to Ts'ao Ts'ao takes precedence over his friendship
for Mao Chieh.
Analects, Book XIV, Chapter XXXVIII, translated by Legge I, p.289,
has the phrase "expose his corpse in the market-place and in the
court."

Legge notes that "Exposing the bodies

after their execution, was called

.

) of criminals,

The bodies of great officers

were so exposed in the court, and those of meaner criminals in the
market-place.

$f\

came to be employed together, though the

exposure could take place only in one place..."

Compare also Li chi,

translated in Couvreur, Memoires sur les bienseances et les ceremonies,
volume I, p.238.
Tung-kuan

commandery had been established in Hsü Province early

in the Chien-an period.

The capital was at Tung-kuan prefecture, in

the Later Han commandery of Lang-yeh, now Ishui
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in Shantung.

notes to CA21 :
6.

(2144-47)

leh, Ts'ao Ts'ao's capital, was also the chief prefecture of
Wei commandery.

As a result, the character ch'u

"to go out",

which appears in this text, does not actually mean that Hsü Yi
was sent out of Yeh.

He was dismissed from the central offices

under the Lieutenant-Chancellor, and became an official of the
provincial administration..

Under the Later Han system, a Grand

Administrator was much higher in rank than a Subordinate Clerk,
but the Department of the East had responsibility for all
imperial appointments outside the central administration (note 7
to CA13) and so carried great influence.

Even as Grand

Administrator, Hsü Yi had been removed from the centre of affairs,
and he was now only one of many officials in the outer administration.
7.

For further details of the division and settlement of the Southern
Hsiung-nu, see Boodberg,

"Two Notes on the History of the Chinese

Frontier", p.292.
8.

It can be seen from this and other similar appointments that
Ts'ao Ts'ao is steadily building a Wei administration under his own
control to supplant the formal Han administration of which he is
the nominal head.

The government of the state is carried on more

and more by Ts'ao Ts'ao as King of Wei, and less and less by Ts'ao
Ts'ao, Lieutenant-Chancellor of Han.
Notes to Chien-an 22:
1.

(2148-54)

This surrender of Sun Ch'üan was no more than a formality,
acknowledging the suzerainty of the Han government under Ts'ao Ts'ao's
administration, and putting the state of Wu in a position of vassalage.
The relationship officially continued until Sun Ch'üan proclaimed
his independence of Ts'ao P'i, successor to Ts'ao Ts'ao and Emperor
of Wei, by proclaiming his own
5 of Wei, Huang-wu '%

1 of W u ) .

Cf. note 24 to CA24, and also

Fang I , p .109•
2.

The ceremonial

mien was rather like a mortar-board, with the

flat upper surface rounded at the front, straight at the back, and
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notes to CA22:

(2148-54)

longer than it was wide.

The twelve s t r a n d s liu of white jade

beads, hung six at the front and six at the back, were the prerogative
of the emperor.

High nobility and the three Dukes had a total of seven

strands and the beads were green in colour

(HHS treatise 30, p.4b).

The gilded chariot, and the six horses to pull it, were also
imperial prerogatives, together with the escort of chariots of the
five seasons ^

^ ^

wu-shih chü , being five pairs of carriages, each

painted and decorated in one colour of the five elements ( 3*
wu-hsing), green, red, yellow, white and black

(HHS treatise 29,

p.7b, and Chin shu 15, p.5b).
3*

Ts'ao Ang was killed in battle against Chang Hsiu in Chien-an 2, 197
(TCTC p.1994).

4.

The characters for the personal names of the two brothers Ting can
be written in modern transcription with the sajEme syllable, although
they are sounded in different tones.

Originally, the sounds were

quite distinct, for GSR 2 reconstructs the elder brother’s name
as ngia/ngjie-/yi, now sounded in the second töne of Mandarin, and
the younger brother's namey^

, now sounded in the fourth tone, is

reconstructed in GSR 954 as giek/jak/yi.

In this translation, the

elder brother's name is given as Yi and the younger brother's as I.
5.

The Kung-yang commentary to the Oh'un-ch'iu chronicle for the first
year of Duke Yin reads:

"When setting up an heir from the sons of

the true wife, take the eldest and do not make comparison of their
virtue; when choosing between sons, take the children of the true
wife and do not make comparison of their age."

(See Shih-san ching

chu-su 7, p -11, with Legge V, Pyolegemona, :pp.54-55,)
6.

Since Ts'ui Yen had been killed and Mao Chieh had been dismissed in
disgrace during the previous year (TCTC p.2145), Ts'ao Ts'ao must have
begun his enquiry about the succession a considerable time before he
took the final decision to appoint Ts'ao P'i.

7.

On the unfortunate precedents of Yuan Shao and Liu Piao, see TCTC
pp.2044 and 2081-82.
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notes to CA22:
8.

(2148-54)

TCTC commentary notes that c h 'ang-yii

I

at this time describes

the attendants of the inner palace of Wei.
9.

The Ssu-ma Gate was a palace gate at Yeh, guarded by a detachment
of soldiers under a Major (ssu-ma).

Ts'ao Chih rode in the centre

of the highway and had the main gate opened to let him through:
both were imperial prerogatives (cf. Ts'ao Chih's biography in
SKWei 19, p.4a, and also the commentary quoting the anonymous
Wei-wu ku-shih

7^, tfet^ ) •

10.

The eastern three commanderies: Tan-yang, Hsin-tu and K'uai-chi.

11 .

TCTC commentary notes that the personal name of Chin should be
pronounced wei

fan-ch*ieh), and this may be the same

man as Chin Wei

, the son of Shang $T) from Ching-chao

who was appointed a Gentleman of the Palace in 197 (TCTC p.2001).
The present text is based on the San-fu chüeh-lu chu
being the commentary and continuation by Chih Yü
312) to the San-fu chiieh-lu of Chao C h ’i

(d. about
201 A.D.), and

the extract is preserved in the commentaries to HHS annals 9,
p .11 b and to SKWei 1, p.44b; both citations have the personal
>

L

name

.

The text of p.2001 above is based on the Tien lüeh

of Yü H u a n ^ H ^ of SKWei, and is quoted in SKWei 7,
p.4b PC; this gives the personal name a

s

•

However, though

T

there is no clear reference from one text to the other, it seems
possible that one of the sources may have miswritten the radical
of the personal name.
12.

The Director of Uprightness was an officer of the censorate
under the Lieutenant-Chancellor.
(2154-56)

Notes to Chien-an 23:

1.

This was Halley's comet.

HHS treatise 12, p.6b, says that it

shone brightly and moved from east to west for more than twenty
days and nights.
Wu-chu ix

jj?

It appeared successively in the constellations

(in western Auriga and Taurus), Tung-ching
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notes to CA23:

(2154-56)

(in Gemini), Wu-chu-hou

(in Gemini), Wen-ch'ang

(in the Great Bear), Hsuan-yuan^j'j*^ (in Leo), Hou-fei
(in the Little Bear), T 'ai-wei
tail reached to Ti-tso

^

(in Virgo and Leo), and the

, which is Ras Alhague in Ophiucus.

(Schlegel 716, 642, 718, 712, 93, 86, 563 and 426).
The prognostication in the treatise says that the comet
shows the old giving place to new.
2.

Since the previous paragraph has already indicated the third
month, the phrase is unnecessary here.

3*

Assistant Clerk at the Gate was a junior secretarial post at the
headquarters of the commandery.

4«

Tsung Tzu-ch'ing had evidently been appointed Officer of the
Department of Merit immediately after Ying Hsii's death.

He was

Hou Yin's own nominee, but his advice and subsequent conduct soon
showed his loyalties lay elsewhere.
Notes to Chien-an 24:
1.

(2156-74)

Until 72 A.D., Han-yang commandery had been known as T'ien-shui,
and Chin shu 14, p.16a, notes that the name was later changed back.
It seems likely that T'ien-shui here is a direct reference to
Han-yang commandery.

2.

Pien Chuang-tzu 'y

was a man of L u &

in the Ch'un-ch'iu

period of the Chou dynasty and was famous for his strength and
courage.

On one occasion, with the advice of Kuan Shu-tzu

he killed two tigers at the same time.
the tigers came and fought over it.

’

He set an ox as bait, and

The strong tiger killed the

weaker one, but it was so wounded after its victory that Pien easily
dispatched it
3-

(Shih chi 70, pp.21a-b, where Pien is written

At the time of Ts'ao Ts'ao's conquest of Ching Province in 208, he
established a new commandery named Lin-chiang
capital as Yi-tao

, now northwest of I t u ^ ^ p

, with its
in Hupeh.

After the Battle of the Red Cliffs, the commandery was taken by Liu
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notes to CA24:

(2154-74)

Pei, renamed Yi-tu, and remained in the possession of the Shu
state until the defeat of Kuan Yu in 219 (TCTC p.2170).

The

territory of the commandery controlled the course of the Yangtse
River east of the Gorges.

(See Shui-ching chu 34, p.10b, and

Chin shu 15, p.3b)
4.

Under Later Han, Fang-ling was a prefecture in Han-chung; now
Fanghsien ^ j j l ^ i n Hupeh.

Ts'ao Ts'ao had evidently established

this commandery, in the mountainous country south of the middle
course of the Han River, to reinforce his border defences against
Shu.
5.

Under Later Han, Shang-yung was a prefecture in Han-chung; now
southeast of Chushan

[ jXj in Hupeh.

The new commandery lay

northwest of Fang-ling, and was evidently established by Ts'ao
Ts'ao for the same reasons.

With the capture of Fang-ling and

Shang-yung, the armies of Shu had now gained control of the
high ground north of the Yangtse and had access to the middle
reaches of the Han River above Siangyang.
6.

Under Later Han, Hsi-ch'eng was a prefecture in Han-chung; now
northwest of A n k a n g ^

in Shensi.

The new commandery, with

its capital on the Han River, controlled the eastern approaches to
the Hanchung valley.

7.

Yi-yang ^

was the name of a commandery established in the

reign of Ts'ao P'i, Emperor Wen of Wei (Sung shu 36, p.39b), and
also a prefecture which was the capital of that commandery; now
east of Tungpeh^f^ ^ 0 in Honan.

During the Han dynasty, the

territory of Yi-yang had all been under Nan-yang, and there is a
slight anachronism in citing Wei Yen's native commandery by the
later name.
8.

from

Both
_>

as did Emperor Kao-tsu

N

of Former Han.

They joined his party

early, and later they became Chancellors of the State, one after
another.

Ch'en P'ing j1

and Han Hsin
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notes to CA24:

(2156-74)

Kao-tsu from the C h ' u ^ £ party of the Hsiang

clan.

Han Hsin

became King of Ch'i^j^and then King of Ch'uja^under the Han, but
Hsiao Ho and Ts'ao Ts'ao were never given higher rank than marquis.
The biographies of Hsia Ho are in Shih chi 53 and Han shu 39, of Ts'aO
Ts'an in Shih chi 54 and Han shu 39, of Han Hsin in Shih chi 93 and
Han shu 33; of Ch'en P'ing in Shih chi 5§ and Han shu 40.
9.

Ho-fei was in Chiu-chiang commandery, also known by Wei as Huai-nan,
in Yang Province, and Wen Hui was confident that he would be able to
defend his position in the valley of the Hwai against any attack from
Sun Ch'üan.

The area he was concerned about was the Han valley, far

to the west, where he suspected that Ts'ao Jen was insufficiently
prepared for an attack by Kuan Yu, who controlled the Shu armies in
this theatre from a base near Hankow.
10.

The name is written here a s /j^ ' ■

on p.2168 below there is

£ • :

mention of Shih Jen *£ "J— and also a reference to the single personal
name Jen

.

SKShu 6, p.3b, gives the name as

page refers to the single personal name Jen.

, and the same
SKShu 15, p.18a, SKWu

2, p.6b, and SKWu 9, p.22a, all refer to Shih Jen.

It seems possible

that the character F u / ^ is a mistaken addition, that the man's
surname was Shih and his personal name Jen.
11

According to the Wei lüeh^t^ff^by Yü H u a n , ^ ^ < ^ o f the third
century A.D. quoted in the commentary to SKWei 18, p.15b, P'ang Te
had a cousin, P'ang Jou 7J? , who was a subject of Shu.

12

The unit of measurement used here, pan/^j^, was the height of two
ch'ih

13.

feet, about 18 English inches.

Under Later Han, Nan-hsiang was a prefecture in Nan-yang; now
southeast of Sichwan

)‘J

in Honan.

The commandery appears to have

been set up in 208, being at that time on the borders of Ts'ao Ts'ao's
territory with Ghing Province under Liu Piao.
14.

Jung-yang prefecture was in Ho-nan.
K'ai^-feng

prefecture in Ho-nan,
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The Cheng family came from

notes to CA24:
15.

(2156-74)

The text refers to a bow of a thousand chün
thousand tan

.

and a bell of ten

Such measurements, of course, are purely

rhetorical, but TCTC commentary notes that 50 catties ( ^ chin)
made a chün, and 120 chün made a tan.

In Han times, a catty was

equivalent to 8.6 ounces avoirdupois.
16.

The Hsiang River had been recognised as the border between Wu
and Shu by the treaty of 215 (TCTC p.2138).

Hsiang-kuan was a

frontier post of Sun Ch'üan's state.
17.

Lü Meng refers to the campaign of the Red Cliffs and after, in
208 and 209, when Ch'eng P'u and Chou YÜ were appointed joint
commanders (TCTC p.2092).

Though Ts'ao Ts'ao’s great army was

destroyed at the Red Cliffs, and the Wu forces captured Chiang-ling,
their campaign was not so successful as the victory seemed to
deserve, there were several dangerous incidents (TCTC p.2093-94),
and Ts'ao Jen maintained a successful rearguard action for more
than a year (TCTC p.2098).

> y
18.

An abatis

(

lu-chüeh, literally: "deer-horns") is an

obstacle formed of trees cut down whole and laid with their top
branches against the enemy.
19*

Yü Fan had formerly been Chief Commandant of Cavalry, but had
later been dismissed and sent to Tan-t'u.

Lü Meng asked that he

be pardoned and allowed to join him, but Yü Fan had not yet
received a new commission (SKWu 12, p.Jb).
20.

The capital city of Nan commandery was Chiang-ling.

21 .

In the Analects of Confucius, Book XVIII, Chapter X, translated
by Legge I, p.538, it is said that the Duke of Chou )f| ^
his son the Duke of L u » ^

^

told

: "The virtuous prince.... does not

seek in one man talents for every employment."

22 .

Teng Yü
K u a n g - w u 7^

, whose biography is in HHS 16, advised Emperor
of Later Han on the conquest of the empire, but he

suffered several defeats at the hands of the Red Eyebrows rebels
in 26 A.D. (Bielenstein II, p .117)-
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notes to CA24:
23.

Lu Su meant that Kuan Yü's victories were doing Sun Ch'üan's work
for him, and Kuan Yii himself could always be dealt with later.

24.

The phrase used here, ch 1eng fan
oneself as subject".

, means literally

"to name

In theory,' Sun Ch'üan had surrendered to

Ts'ao Ts'ao some two years earlier (TCTC p.2149)«

This was never

more than a formality, for no hostages were exchanged, Sun Ch'üan
gave up none of his powers and he still made attacks on the Wei
positions near Ho-fei, but in theory at least Wu remained a vassal
of Wei until Sun Ch'üan's formal proclamation of his own reigntitle and his independence from the empire of Ts'ao P'i in 222 A.D.
(Hung-ch'u 3 of Wei* Hung-wu 1 of Wu; see TCTC p.2208, translated
by Fang I, p.109)•
25»

As in the westerb proverb, Ts'ao Ts'ao's words could readily be
interpreted as implying that Sun Ch'üan's suggestion put him in
the hot seat, an uncomfortable position.
five elements (

In the theory of the

wu-hsing) , however, the Han dynasty had

ruled by the element of fire, so Ts'ao also implies that he might
take over the throne.

He is using the letter from Sun Ch'üan as a

means of suggesting to his ministers that the Han dynasty should
be replaced by Wei.
26.

According to the Analects of Confucius, Book VIII, Chapter XX,
translated by Legge I, p.215> King Wen of Chou

held two-thirds

of the empire, but he did not take the throne from the dynasty of
Shang/Yin.

Only when the last king of Yin acted as a tyrant was it

time for the ruler of the Chou state, Wen's son King Wu
take over.

, to

Ts'ao Ts'ao is saying that although he holds the greatest

power in the empire, he has no good cause to claim the throne for
himself.

In the first month of the next year, Ts'ao Ts'ao died,

his son Ts'ao P'i succeeded him as King of Wei, and in the tenth
month Ts'ao P'i accepted the abdication of Emperor Hsien of Han and
proclaimed himself Emperor of the Wei dynasty.
$nd 2182, translated by Fang I, pp.1 and 10).
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notes to CA24:
27.

(2156-74)

Emperor Kuang-wu

, founder of the Later Han dynasty,

reigned from 25 to 57 A.D.
28.

Emperor Ming (full posthumous title Hsiao-ming ^
58-76 A.D.

Emperor Chang jj? reigned 76-89.

) reigned

The prefix Hsiao

"Filial" was added to the posthumous titles of all emperors of
the Han dynasties except Kao-tsu and Kuang-wu, the two founders.
29.

The three ^dynasties (
and Shang

(or Yin

^

san-tai):

the legendary Hsi a ^ J ^

, and the Chou

30.

Emperor H o ?£& reigned 89-106 A.D.

31.

Yiian

dynasty.

, biography in HHS 55, Yang ChenJ^j||. , biography
Li Ku ^

in HHS 44;

)f] , biography in HHS 53;

biography in HHS 53;

Ch'en Fan

Tu Ch'iao

» biography in HHS 56;

Li Ying '■jf fife , biography in HHS 57.
'f t

32.

^

Fu Jung ^ ^ j ^ a n d Kuo T'ai
P ’ang

JL

» biographies in HHS 58;

^ biography in HHS 57, Hsü Shao ^

Fan

, biography in

HHS 58.
33-

Emperor Huan^*^ reigned 146-167 A.D.; Emperor Ling ^

reigned

168-189.
34.

In the following year Ts'ao Ts'ao died, and his son P'i succeeded
him as King of Wei.

A few months later, when T s ’ao P 'i. proclaimed

himself Emperor of Wei,

he gave his father the posthumous title

Emperor Wu jä' of Wei.
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Introduction to the Index:
The Index is divided into three parts, dealing with Personal
Names, Official Titles and Place-names.

References are made to the

pagination of the Chinese text of TCTC, as indicated in the margin
of the translation.
Each entry in the Index of Personal Names is arranged to present
information, where possible, on the individual's surname and personal
name, followed (in brackets) by. his style, when it has actually
appeared in the present text, the chapters of HHS or SKC which
contain his biography, and the commandery, family or barbarian tribe
from which he came.

Citations are made only to those people who

were alive at the time of the chronicle; references after a semi
colon are posthumous.
The Index and Glossary of Official Titles is arranged, by
alphabetical order of the translated titles, and these renderings,
with few exceptions, follow the system of Professor H.H. Bubs.
of them

Many

are self-explanatory, but where appropriate there is a

reference to the Treatise of Officials (po-kuan chih

) of

HHS treatise 24-28, with a brief explanation of the functions of the
office, or a reference to the notes.
The Gazetteer and Index of Place-names shows the significance
of each place as a unit of local administration, a physical feature,
or some other nature.

Where identification to the m o d e m map is

straightforward, this appears in brackets, but where some discussion
has been necessary in the notes, the reference is given.

For a few

smaller places, it is impossible to supply further details of their
site than those already contained in the body of the text.
Of the place-names to appear in this index, by far the most
common are prefectures, which are indicated as P and then cited by
the commandery and the province where they are listed in the
geographical treatise (chün-kuo chih
19-23B.

) of HHS treatise

Modern identifications for the chief cities of prefectures
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are based on the geographical dictionary Chung-kuo ku-chin ti-ming
ta-tz'u-tien, and references to place-names of the present day, as
is the practice in the whole of this work, are given for distinguishing
purposes in the transcription system of the Chinese Post Office, as
used in The Times Atlas of the World.

Commanderies and kingdoms

(indicated as C) are cited, where appropriate, by the province under
which they are listed in HHS treatise, and Map 2 of this work shows
the sites of the capitals of each commandery in the empire at the
beginning of the sixth year of the Chung-p'ing reign period (l89 A.D.),
the last year of Emperor Ling.

Entries for provinces, in the same way,

include a reference to HHS treatise, and Map 1 shows their approximate
area of control.
Besides references in the Glossary, certain official titles of
local importance are also cited in the Gazetteer; thus Governors (Gov)
and Inspectors (ins) are indexed under their respective provinces,
Grand Administrators (GA) and Chancellors (Ch) under their commanderies
and kingdoms, prefects and chiefs under their prefectures, and kings
and marquises appear with their fiefs.
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Index of Personal Names:
Black Mountain
bandits 1877-78,
1925,42-44,2011-12

Chang H s i ^ ' i (ju-nan) 1948,60,
88,2097-98

Chai Jung
1971-74

Chang H s i e n ^ ^ ^

Chan Yen
Chang Chang

(SKWu 4, Tan-yang)

(Nan-yang)2008,39

Chang Hsiu f&^£-(Pa) 1872,1928-29,
2040 y 7

2170
1901

Chang Hsiu
(SKWei 8, Wu-wei)
1992-94,2001-04,2016-17

Chang Chao
(Tzu-pu -?
, SKWu
7, P'eng-ch'eng) 1973,2029-30,
38,47,74,77-78,89,91,94

Chang Hsüan

51 2001

Chang Hsün

Chapg Ch'ao
(younger brother of
Miao) 1875,1908,51,64-66,75

1997-98,2001

Chang Hung
(SKWu 8, Kuangling) 1958,73,1008,37-38,
97,2113

Chang Ch'en g ?{</& (or White Horse
4/jfrtj
, Ho-nei) 1878,2061-63
Chang Ch'eng
(SKWei 11 , younger
brother of Fan) 1982

Chang Jang ^£v ^JL(HHS 68, eunuch,
Ying-ch'uan) 1866-67,76,798 0 ,98-1902

Chang Chi

Chang Jen

I 1862,68

Chang Chi
II (Wu-wei) 1931,40,
62,64-67,92

Chang Ko
f (SKWei 17, Chingchao) 2034-35,2125,33,35,
40,43,52,55,57

his wife 1994

Chang Liang
(younger brother
of Chüeh) 1865,72

Chang Chi
(SKWei 15, Tso-p'ingyi) 2045,63,80,2109,58
Chang Ch'i

(Nan-yang) 1894,2105

Chang Ch'un
92-93

(Yü-yang) 1885-86,89,

Chang Chü

Chang Liao
(SKWei 17, Yenmen) 2004,07,26-27,42,72,80
98,2127,41-42,49

i)f^M919

Chang Chin

Chang Lu
(SKWei 8, P'ei)
1928-29,2040,43,75,2102,06

09 ,11-12 ,17 ,21 ,23 ,25 ,28-30 ,

1886,93

35,38-43,52

Chang Chüeh f k % (Chü-lu) 1864-68,
70-72;1878-80
Chang Chün
Chang Fan

1982

Chang Meng

Ho-nei)

/

Chang Fei
(Yi-te
, SKShu 6,
Cho) 1927,80,2075784,2202,11,27,
36,40,43,53-54,60
Chang, Flying Swallow
Yen
Chang Heng

fa. Nan-yang)

Chang Man-ch'eng
1868,71;74

(Chung-shan) 1867-68
(SKWei 11,

2120-21

see Chang

(Tun-huang) 2068

Chang Miao ^ J ^ L ( M e n g - c h o
,'
SKWei 7, Tung-p'ing) 1906,
08-09,14-15,24,50-52,64,66;
76
Chang Nan

2061

Chang, Ox-horn ^
1878

_,

2106

Chang
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% (Po-ling)

W
(younger brother
of Chüeh) 1865,73

Chang Pao

Ö

1961

Chao C h ’i e n ^ ^ N I 1868

Chang Su
(elder brother of
Sung) 2118

Chao Ch'ien
39-40 ^

Chang Sung

2095,2109,11,18

Chao Ch'ien

Chang Tsan

1946

Chao Chih 4 3 4^* 1889

Chang Tzu
1906,13

(Ying-ch'uan)

Chao Chung 4i-j
(HHS 68, eunuch,
An-p’ing) 1861,66-67,70-71,
76,80,82-83,94-95,1901; 1924,
81

Chang Tzu-chien

mil

2055

Chang Wei
(younger brother
of Lu) 2138-39

Chao Chii

(Shu) 1910,22,
^^
(Ching-chao) 1939

fijfj (Nan-an) 2122-23

Chang Wen
(Nan-yang) 1868,
74,78,80-83,85,1920-21 ,25

Chao F a n ^ g j S l 2094

Chang, White Horse
see Chang Ch'eng

Chao H u n g 4 | [ ^ > 1874-75

Chao Fu 4 ^ 3 ^ 1923-24

Chao Jung ßrjjj

Chang Yang ^ 0 ^ ? ( S K W e i 8, Yünchung) 1922,24-25,39,41,
45,51,69,79,81,84,2005

Chao Tu 4 3 Jfjr(Cho) 2061
Chao T z ’u^fl^t

Chang Yen
(or Flying
Swallow & ^
, SKWei 8,
Ch'ang-shan) 1878, 1944,
2012,53,61

(Hung-nung)2062-

Chang Yi

1887;1888

(Chiang-hsia) 1882-83

Chao Wei 4 ä i i _ 1889,1956,2040,42
Chao Wen 4 8 3j& ( younger brother of
Ch'ien II) 1946,48,56,61,66-67,

2076

Chang Yen ^pO^__(Ho-nan) 1879,
82-83
Chang Yen
63

1891

Chao Yen 4*2 ££— (younger brother of
Chung) 1883
Chao Yen 4 3 7#4(SKWei 23, Ying-ch'uan)
2002,30,80,2143-44,66,68,69
Chao Yen 4 M

Chang Yi 2|li|Lj946

Chao Yi

Chang Yi

1967

Chang Yi
2040

(son of Hsien)

7

2133

^ ( w i f e of Chao Ang) 2123

Chao Yung

21 57

Chao YÜ 4 8 jg. (Lang-yeh) 1943,74
Chao Yüeh 4 3 $

Chang Yi ^ 1 ^ ^ 2 0 5 5

(son of Ang) 2122-23

Chang Yün

2081 -82

Chao Yün 4 3
(Tzu-lung
,
SKShu 6, C h ’ang-shan) 1927,2084,
94,2111,27,30,58

Ch'ang Hsi

(Tung-hai) 2004,

Ch'e Chou

Chang Ying

1969-71

ff

2023

Chen Chü ft Ui 1882

24-25 d 2:^8
23’ H °"nei)

C h i ^ f e I (Tan-yang) 1958

rru
a
^
, .\ 0100 07 Ch'en Chi
Chao A n g ^ ^ (T’xen-shux) 2122-25
Chao C h ’i 4 ? ^X-(HHS 54, Ching-chao)
Ch'en Chien
1940,43,57,79

500

}

II (HHS 52, son of

BMS5

2014

C h 'e n C hiu

C h 'en g C h 'i
2042-43

2078

C h 'e n C h ' ü n (SKWei 22, son
o f Chi I I ) 2 0 0 7 ,2 1 2 4 ,4 6 ,7 3

C h 'en g Huan

1923

C h 'en g Pao

C h 'e n K uei lyfc-fjL ( H s i a - p 'i ) 1996-97

(H an-chung) 1862

C h 'en g P 'u 4 ^ ^ (SKWu 10, Y u -p e ip 'i n g ) 2 0 2 3 ,5 2 ,9 2 -9 4 ,9 8 ,2 1 0 3 -0 4

C h 'e n Kung
( K u n g - t'a i 4a 'j £
,
Tung) 1 9 3 5 ,5 1 -5 3 ,6 4 ,2 0 0 5 -0 7

C h 'en g Yi $

( L u -ch ian g ) 2 037,98

2106,08

C h 'en g Y i n ^ f ^ 2 1 0 6 ’4?

C h 'en L in
(Kung- chang
^
,
K u a n g -lin g ) 1 8 9 6 -9 7 ,1 9 7 5 ,2 0 6 0
C h 'e n P 'u

/

C h 'en g Ch' iu J $ L 1884

C h 'e n Ju n g
(SKWei 7 , Kuangl i n g ) 1977

C h' en Lan

so n o f Chi)

C h 'en g Yü
JL ( SKWei 14, Tung)
1 9 3 2 ,5 0 ,5 2 -5 3 ,5 5 ,2 0 2 3 ,2 6 ,2 1 0 6 ,
12

(T an-yang) 2096

C h 'e n S h ih
1886

(HHS 52, Y in g -c h 'u a n )

C h’en S h ih

2155

Chi L i n g ^ £ | [

1991

Chi M i a o ^ i |^ _ ( s o n o f Pen) 2154

C h 'e n Tan
81 ;1886

Chi Mu

(T u n g -h a i) 1 8 6 0 ,6 2 ,

Chi Pen % ^

C h 'en Teng
(SKWei 7 , son o f K uei)
1 9 5 6 -5 7 ,9 7 -9 8 ,2 0 0 4 ,0 8 ,2 8
C h 'e n Tuan

(K u a n g -lin g ) 1973

C h 'en Wei

1933

C h 'en Wei

2162

-jfir (s o n o f Pen) 2154
2154

C h ia H s i n i | / f ^

2048,2112

C hia Hsü
(SKWei 10, Wu-wei)
1 9 3 7 ;3 9 ,4 1 ,5 9 ,6 4 -6 5 ,6 7 ,9 2 -9 3 ,
2 0 0 3 -0 4 ,1 6 -1 7 ,2 6 ,2 1 0 7 ,5 1
C hia K 'u e i
2045 *

(SKWei 15, H o-tung)

C h 'en Wen f^iyjSL (J u -n a n ) 1942

C hia Lung

C h 'e n Yi 7 ^ £ & 1 873-74

C hia Tsung

C h 'e n Yi f ^ ' ^ 1 8 9 0

C hiang C h i ^ i f ^ (SKWei 14, C h iu c h ia n g ) 2 0 9 7 ,2 1 1 8 -1 9 ,6 3

C h 'en Yii
Cheng Hsüan
1989

/ 4 ? ( H s i a - p 'i ) 1942,99

Cheng Hun
(SKWei 16, y ounger
b r o th e r o f T 'a i ) 2113

C hiang Hsü
( P o -y i ^
T ' i e n - s h u i ) 2 1 2 2 -2 3 ,2 5

Cheng Mao 3 ^ > ^ _ ( s o n o f T 'a i ) 2162

C hiang Hsüan

2019

Cheng T ' a i w ^ i (HHS 60, H o-nan) 1894,
9 8 , 1 9 0 6 ,^ ,3 5

C hiang Kan 4^

Cheng Tu

C hiang Wan
lin g )

C h 'en g Chi

2033

C hiang C h 'in ^ ^ _ ( SKWu 10, Chiu-«
c h ia n g ) 2148,66

'

/£ jK u a n g -h a n ) 2120

C h 'e n g , th e Lady

(Tung) 1871

C hiang C h 'i

-fa (HHS 25, P e i- h a i )

Cheng Pao J&r, ^

1889,1929

879

C hiang S h ih

C hiang Y i- c h 'ü

2042-43

501

,

1960
(C h iu -c h ia n g ) 2099
fa

21 35
( s KS^u 14, L in g -

4H

2036

C h 'ia n g / L j b a r b a r ia n s (HHS 80)
1 8 6 3 ,7 3 -7 4 ,8 0 -8 1 ,9 7 ,1 9 0 9 ,
2 0 ,5 5 ,6 1 ,6 4 -6 5 ,9 6 ,2 1 2 1 ,
•
2 6,33
C h 'ia n g - c h 'ü
1889

(Wu-huan) 1 9 7 7 ,2 0 5 7 -

C h 'ia o H süan ^ § 7 ^

1933

%

tr o o p s 1940,94

f g j f y ( K 'u a i- c h i) 1926
Chou Chung I& J *•; (L u -c h ia n g ) 1940Chou Ang

1915

Ch' ia o
58

,

C h 'i u - l i - c h u - i ^ y ^ (Wu-huan) 1886,
9 2 -9 3 ,2 0 1 3

2061

Chiao Ho

C h 'in Yi
C h 'in g -c h o u

(H siu n g -n u )

Chiao C h 'u

C h 'in S u n g /^ M ^ (W en-piao
K u a n g -lin g ) 1973,1047,91

(L ian g ) 1869

4 1 ,4 4 ,6 7
Chou H sin

) $ \ f l k ( K 'u a i- c h i) 1957,

86

C h 'ia o J u i

1997,2000

Ch’ia o Mao ^ ^ 7
1907-08,15

(L ian g ) 1898,

C hien S h ih
92-95 '

(eunuch) 1890,

)fj
(Y u -fu -fe n g ) 1938
Chou P i f ä ] f j L ' o r ^ Z .'
(Wu-wei)

(SKShu 8 , Cho)

Chou Shang

^

Chou Hsün
Chou Huan

1906-07,11

y

C hien Yung flfl
2128-29

(u n c le o f Yü) 1970,

Chou Shen jS] ‘('J^ 1880-81 ,1 920

C h 'ie n Chao
f a (SKWei 26,
A n -p ’in g ) 2 0 5 6 -5 8 ,7 3

Chou T 'a i $ \ t >
(Y u -p 'in g
,
(SKWu 10, C h iu -c h ia n g ) 2052,
2149

C h 'ie n T 'u n g J^ ^ /& ) (Wu) 2023
C h 'ien -m an ^

(so n o f Yü) 2103

( H s ie n - p i) 1860

ß]
Chou Yü ß j ^ J

(so n of Yü) 2103

Chu C h ih J ^ > £
1970,75

(SKWu 11, T an-yang)

C hih H si

C h 'ih Lü
81 ,2134

Chu Chün
(HHS 61, K 'u a i- c h i )
1 8 5 9 ,6 6 ,6 8 -7 1 ,7 4 -7 5 ,7 7 ,1 9 0 9 -1 1 ,
2 8 ,3 1 ,4 1 ,4 4 ,5 4 ,6 0

s f y (T i b a r b a r ia n )

Ch’ie n -w an
2122,26

(K u n g -ch in ^
,
SKWu 9, L u -c h ia n g ) 1957, 7 0 ,7 3 ,
2 0 0 9 ,2 0 ,2 2 ,2 9 -3 0 ,3 8 ,4 7 - 4 8 ,7 7 ,
9 0 -9 4 ,9 8 -9 9 ,2 1 0 1 -0 3 ;2 1 35

C h ih -c h ih -s h ih -c h u - h o u sh an -y ü
see Y ü -fu -lo

Chou Y in

ff

f f e % (C h in g -ch a o ) 2081
C h 'ih C hien j i p s f ä ; 1888-89
(S h an -y an g ) 2080-

C hin Hsüan /^ " '^ _ 2 0 9 4

Chu Fu

C hin Shang k - »«O (C h in g -ch ao )
1936,96,2001

Chu Han ^

C hin Wei ^
2001

2104
(H o -n ei) 1924

Chu H a o ( W e n - m i n g
son o f Chün) 1974

(so n o f Shang)

,

C hin Wei

(C h in g -ch ao ) 2154

Chu Ja n ^
(SKWu 11 , nephew o f
C hih) 2 149,70

C hin Yün

1952-53

Chu K ai

C h 'in H sie h
7 5,82

Chu Kuang

(Nan) 1 8 7 1 ,.

*

N

Chu Kung- ta o
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2167
2 1 2 6 -2 7 ,7 3
(Ho- n a n ) 2045

M

Chu L in g ^7^
(C h 'in g -h o ) 2014,
2 3 ,2 1 0 7 ,3 5
Chu-ko C h i n l l j ^ f . (T zu-yü ^
SKWu 7 , e l d e r b r o th e r o f
L ian g ) 2 0 8 8 ,2 1 3 6 ,3 8
Chu-ko Hsüan
1974

Ch’ü - p e i
2147

,

( u n c le o f L iang)

C o lo n e l on th e L

Dry Crab

»

f

t

1878, 1944

f>jf] 1878

Emperor H s i e n ,^ ^
(HHS a n n a ls 9)
1 9 0 4 ,1 2 ,3 3 ,3 8 ,4 9 - 5 0 ,6 0 ,6 4 - 6 9 ,
7 9 -8 1 ,2 0 1 8 ,2 3 ,5 3 ,6 5 ,2 1 3 3 -3 4 ,
54 and see a ls o L iu H sieh

Ch’u n -y ü C hia^i-^-J^; (C h i-n a n ) 1922,
4 0 ,5 6 ,8 8

C h 'u n -y ü S h ih

e

1944

D ir e c to r o f R e ta in e r s Who Clim bs
th e g C ify W all

1868

Ch’u n -y ü C h 'iu n g
2 0 1 5 ,3 3 -3 4

(SKWu 15, Wu)

'M. ( H s i a - p ’i )

Ch’üeh Hsüan

Chu-ko L ian g
( K 'u n g -m in g ^ L ^ ,
SKShu 3, L ang-yeh) 2074-76,
8 1 -8 2 ,8 4 ,8 7 - 8 9 ,9 4 ,2 1 0 2 ,1 1 ,2 7 2 9 ,3 1 -3 2 ,3 6 ,3 8 ,4 0 ,5 5 - 5 6

Ch1u Kung

(H siu n g -n u ) 1967,

C h’üan Tsung £
2171

1

Ch.’u , F ly in g Swallow
se e Chang Yen

ifo 1922,31 ,77

C h’ü Yi

Emperor L ing
’rt? (HHS a n n a ls 8)
1 8 6 0 -6 3 ,6 5 -6 8 ,7 1 -7 2 ,7 5 -7 9 ,
8 2 -8 3 ,9 0 -9 1 ,9 3 -9 5 ;1 8 9 7 ,1 9 0 3 ,

1891 ,1 9 7 0 ,
fA j 2153

05
^
Em peror, th e L i t t l e /
L iu P ie n

Chung Y a o I t ty\ (SKWei 13, Y ingc h ’uan) 1 9 4 1 ,9 6 ,2 0 4 5 -4 6 ,6 2 ,
8 0 ,9 5 ,2 1 0 6 ,0 9 ,2 4 ,4 7 ,6 2

see

C h u n g -ch ’ang T 'u n g 'H ^ ^ L . (HHS 39,
SKWei 21, S han-yang) 2067

Fa Cheng >A jl?L ( H s ia o - c h ih ^ 4 jL
,
SKShu 7 , Y u -fu -fe n g ) 2109-11,
1 8 ,2 0 ,2 7 - 2 9 ,3 1 ,5 2 ,5 5 ,5 7 ,6 0

C h 'u n g C h i;f

Fan Chou

1 9 3 5 ,6 5 -6 6 ,2 0 2 3 -2 4

(N an-yang) 2169-70

C h 'u n g Fu
(HHS 46, L o-yang)
1916 , 2 2 ,3 8

Fan C h’o u ^ ^ l 1 9 3 7 -3 8 ,4 0 ,5 0 ,
5 3 -5 5 ,5 9 -6 0

Ch’ung Shao
1899,1950

Fan F ang

Chü C hüniS
Chü Ku 7-0

(HHS 46, son o f Fu)

1

Fan H s i e n j ^ ^ ^ (H o -tu n g ) 2062-63

1967:1984

Fan L in g
1900-01

(s o n o f Shou) 2053

Chü S h o u M -i^ L ( C h ü - lu ) 1 9 2 4 ,6 9 ,2 0 1 5 ,
2 5 -2 6 ,3 1 ,3 3 ,3 5 :2 0 4 4
Chü T su n g > Ü /f> (y o u n g er b r o th e r o f
Shou) 2025

Fan Yi

It

1952-53

Fan Yu
F e i C hien

Ch’ü KungjUJb- 2030

F e i S h ih
21 60

Ch’ü Yen ^

N an-yang) 1889,

Fan N e n g ^ f £ 1959,70-71

Chü-ka j%ä %2~ (H siu n g -n u c la n ) 18868 7 ,8 9 ,1 9 4 4 ,2 0 1 3 ,2 1 2 6

Ch' ü Mu

1932

2170
(T an -y an g ) 21 53

F e i Kuan

( eunuch) 1 900

( C h ia n g - h s ia ) 21 2 0 ,2 9

™

Feng Fang 7 % -^

2135,58

503

(SKShu 11, C h ien -w ei)
1891

Feng Hsü £ f ^ f l 8 6 5 ;1 867
Feng S h i h ^ > j | 1984

Han H sie n
(H si-h o ) 1 9 6 7 ,7 9 SI ,8 3 -8 4 ,9 7 -9 8 ,2 0 0 1

F iv e D eer

Han Hsiian

2094

Han Ju n g Jft
6 0 ,6 9

(N an-yang) 1906,1 6

1878

F l o a t i n g Clouds

^

1878

F u, th e L a d y ^ ^ /( p e r s o n a l name
Shou^p , HHS a n n a ls 10B,
L ang-yeh) 1 9 6 0 ,6 8 ,2 1 3 3 -3 4
Fu C hin

21 30

Fu Fang

2162,68

Han Meng

_JL 2033

Han S ui
C h in g -ch ’ eng) 1873,
8 1 ,8 5 ,9 3 ,1 9 2 0 -2 1 ,4 0 ,5 0 ,5 9 ,
9 6 ,2 0 8 0 ,9 1 ,2 1 0 6 -0 9 ,2 5 -2 6 ,3 5 ;
2143

Fu H sieh^^T
(N an -ju n g
&— ,
HHS 48, P e i - t i ) 1 8 7 0 -7 1 ,7 9 ,
82-84

Han Sung
84

(N an-yang) 2018-19,

Fu Hsüan 4^i^f_^21 46

Han T a n g ^ 'n j ? (SKWu 10, L ia o - h s i)
1972,2052

Fu K a n ^ l j ^ r - (so n o f H sieh ) 1884,
2045 1

Han Y in

Fu S h ih J e n

se e S h ih J a i

Fu S u n ^ ^

Fu T e 'R .'d t- ( b r o th e r o f th e Lady
Fu) 1968
Fu Wan 4k^
( f a t h e r o f th e Lady
Fu) 1960,2135-34

F u -h u

2059

Ho Ch, i </^
(SKWu 15, K 'u a i - c h i )
2 0 5 2 ,9 6 ,2 1 4 2
Ho C h i h / f c j ^ (Shu) 2155-56

b a r b a r ia n s (SKWei 30)
2058

Grand D esign to P a c if y Han -f ;
1878

K%]

G reen O x-horn
Han Chi
2086
Han Chung ^
Han Chung

( P o - lin g ) 1944
(SKWei 24, N an-yang)
%2> I
II

1875

Ho C hin
(HHS 59, b r o th e r o f
th e Lady Ho i ) 1 8 6 6 ,7 6 ,9 1 ,9 3 1901,03
Ho H sia
SKWei 23, H s i - p 'i n g )
2 0 8 5 ,9 9 -2 1 0 0 ,2 4 ,4 5
Ho Hsün
(HHS 48, Tun-huang)
1 8 7 3 -7 4 ,9 1 -9 2 ,1 9 1 1
Ho J u n g yA*J'$^| (HHS 57, N an-yang)
1 8 6 9 ,9 4 ,1 9 0 6 ,3 1

2057-58

Han Fan ^ ^ 2 0 5 3

Ho K ' u e i ^ ^ f c (SKWei 12, C h 'en )
2 0 0 0 ,3 0 ,2 1 2 4 ,4 5 -4 6

Han Fu ^ r ^ ^ Y i n g - c h 'u a n ) 1906-08,
1 8 -1 9 ,2 2 -2 5 ; 1931

Ho Luan J L Ä

Han Heng

Ho Meng tjfp ^

Han H si

1954,2068

Ho, th e L a d y 'l l I I (m o th er o f th e
Lady Ho i ) 1 8 6 4 ,9 6 ,1 9 0 0 ,1 9 0 4

(P an -sh u n b a r b a r ia n )
2 1 3 9 ,4 2 -4 3

F u-yü

H a n -ta n Shang

Ho, th e Lady4 ^ I (HHS a n n a ls 10B,
N an-yang Empress o f L in g ,
posthum ous t i t l e Ssu ß j ,
m other o f L iu P ie n ) 1 8 6 1 ,9 3 —
9 6 ,9 9 ,1 9 0 0 -0 1 ,0 4 ,1 9 0 5

(N an-yang) 2082

Fu Y ing

Jf{ ,1 996-97

(T a i) 2061

»

21 58-59

\y * j

(H o -n ei) 1980

Ho Miao
&7 (y o u n g er b r o th e r o f
C hin) 1 8 8 4 ,9 6 ,9 9 ,1 9 0 1 ;1 9 0 3 -0 4

^ p (N an -y an g ) 2021

504

Ho P'u
(Tzu-t 'ai 'f
2136-37

)

Hsiung-nu *fc4H^(i.e . the Southern
Hsiung-nu) barbarians 1889,
1905-06,19,22,25,32,42,67,78,
2045-46,66-67,2146

Ho Yi /»^/(i'1979
Ho-lien

(Hsien-pi) 1860

Hou C h 'eng /j^

see also Chü-ko, Yu-pu hsi-lo

2006

Hou Hsiian

Hsü, the L a d y ^ ~ (wife of Sun Yi)
2058-59

2106,43

Hou Wen 4 ^

Hsü Chao ^ | $ 1^ (K'uai-chi) 2023

954

Hou Yin^^;-^

Hsü Ching^f^fl (SKShu 8, cousin of
Shao) 1869,2129,60

2156

Hsi Su ^ ^ J 2 0 9 4
Hsia Mou

^

Hsü Ch'iu ^fr*|r(HHS 38, Kuang-ling)
1874,75,2014

1891

-A 1874,1966

Hsia Yü
Hsia Yün

Hsü C h ' u ^ f ^ (SKWei 18, P'ei)
2000,23,2107,39

(eunuch) 1866-67,

Hsü Feng ^
Hsia-hou Tun ^ ^ ^ ( S K W e i 9, P'ei)
1915,51-52,2004,47,62,95-96,

Hsü Hsi

t&Vi (SKWei
Yuan

2159,49

Hsia-hou
9, cousin
of Tun) 2042,2106,09,15,21-22,
25-26,33,57,40,52,55-57
Hsiang Hsü

(Ho-nei) 1867

(eunuch) 1865; 1867
2008

Hsü Hsiang
91,1900-01

(ju-nan) 1880,85

Hsü Hsiang

21 49

Hsü H s ü a n ^ — (SKWei 22, Kuangling) 2106

Hsiang K ' a iT^t^f (HKS 20B, P'ingyüan) 1890

Hsü Huang
(SKWei 17, Ho-tung)
2033,53,93,2107,40,55,66-68,72

Hsiang Ts 'un

Hsü Jung ^ ^ ( H s ü a n - t ' u )
17,19

2130-31

Hsiao Chien /^jJ^L_1998

Hsü Kung

Hsien-pi
^ barbarians (HHS 80,
SKWei 30) 1860,83,93,1948,77,
2156
,
Hsien-yü F u ’^

f

(Yü-yang) 1977—
(daughter of

Hsü Sheng
2148-49 7

,

(SKWu 10, Lang-yeh)

Hsü Shu^yfT^^ (Ying-ch'uan) 2074,84

Hsin P'i ^
(SKWei 25, younger
brother of P'ing) 2049-51,55,
2139,52^

Hsü Ssu

1951 ,2005

Hsü Tan

1980

Hsü T'o ^ ^ 2 0 2 3

Hsin P'ing ^
(Ying-ch'uan)
1922,88,2036,44,48-49,55
Hsin Tseng ^ ^

J? 1975,2023,28

Hsü Shao
(Tzu-chiang tf"
HHS 58, Ju-nan) 1869,1943,
72-74;2174

7 8 ,2 0 1 3 ,28,61

Hsin Hsien-ying
Hsin P 'i) 2152

1914,

Hsü Yi

1873-74

Hsing Yung
(SKWei 12, Ho-chien)
2071,2132,51

505

1999

Hsü Yi ^ ^ L ( S K W e i
2124,46

12, Lang-yeh)

Hsü Yu
L I (T zu-yüan
,
N an-yang) 1 9 2 4 ,2 0 1 6 ,3 3 -3 4 ,
57

Hu-wu P a n f f y J ^ ^ ^ T ' a i- s h a n ) 1916

Hsü Y u ^ ' ^ j L l I 2162-63

Hua H sin ^ " '^ ^ ( T z u - y ü ~f
,
SKWei 13, P 'in g - y ü a n ) 1 9 2 9 ,7 4 ,
2 0 1 0 -1 1 ,2 1 -2 2 ,3 9 ,2 1 3 4 ,5 0

Hsü Y ü ^ ' ^

Hua H siung

1 8 6 0 ,6 2 -6 3

J t ä 191 9

H s ü -p u -k u -tu -h o u i f l
(H siu n g -n u ) 1905-06

Huan C hieh
(C h 'a n g -s h a ) 1928,
2 0 0 8 ,2 1 4 5 -4 6 ,6 7 ,7 2

Hsüan Fan J l £^=7 1 960,67

Huan T i e n ^ t j ^

Hsüeh Lan

Huang Chung ^ / t j (SKShu 8 , N an-yang)
2 1 2 8 ,5 7 -5 8 ,6 0

0 1 1962

Hsüeh L i |§ L ;jjp 9 7 1 ,74

( P 'e i ) 1863

Hsüeh T ' i | | ]'|,2 1 4 1

Huang C h 'ü a n ^ ^ M
2 1 1 0 ,2 9 ,4 3

Hsün Shen
1922-24

Huang Hua

(Y in g -c h 'u a n )

Hsün Shuang*}
(HHS 52,
Y in g -c h 'u a n ) 1 8 9 4 ,1 9 0 6 ,1 0 ,1 6
Hsün Wei

Huang Wan ^ ^ / c ( H H S 51 , C h ia n g -h s ia )
1 8 8 9 ,1 9 0 5 -0 6 ,1 0 -1 1 ,3 3 ,3 8
Huang Yen

Hsün Yü &) ^ (W en-jo
,
HHS 60, SKWei 10, Y in g c h 'u a n ) 1 9 3 1 ,5 0 -5 2 ,6 2 ,8 3 ,
8 8 ,9 4 -9 6 ,2 0 0 1 -0 3 , 0 5 , 16- 1 8 ,
3 0 ,3 2 ,4 1 ,6 2 ,6 7 ,7 0 ,9 5 ,2 1 1 5 17; 2133

1885

H uang-fu L i
1897,1962

) ^ j (nephew o f Shuang)

Huo C h ü n ^ ^ ^ _ ( SKShu 11, Nan)
2130-31

2162,68

Hu T s 'a i
Ä
79,2002
Hu W en-ts ' a i

1959

Hui-mo
b a r b a r ia n s (SKWei 30
[a s E u ljjfc ]) 2058

Hu Chen tfiJfc- 1919
^

nephew o f Sung)

I

H uang-fu Sun gizJft
( Y i- c h e n J i
HHS 6 1, A n -tin g ) 1 8 6 6 ,6 8 -6 9 , '
7 1 -7 3 ,7 9 -8 0 ,9 2 ,9 7 -9 8 ,1 9 1 1 ,2 1 ,
3 6 ,3 9 -4 0
Hui G h 'ü

Hu C h 'e - e r h ^ f j J ^ 1994

Hu Mao ^

Huang K ai ^ j£2L (SKWu 10, L in g - lin g )
1 9 7 2 ,2 0 5 2 ,9 3
Huang Tsu
1 9 2 7 -28,1993,2020-21 ,
2 8 ,3 8 ,5 2 ,7 4 ,7 6 - 7 8

Hsün Yu 9 } ibL. (K u n g -ta
— ,
SKWei 10, c o u s in to Yü and
grand-nephew o f Shuang)
1 8 9 4 ,9 8 ,1 9 3 5 ,8 8 ,2 0 2 6 -2 7 ,
3 3 -3 5 ,5 0 ,7 0 ,2 1 2 3 ,3 2 -3 3

Hu H siu ^

(C h iu -c h 'ü a n ) 2158

Huang S h e ^ ^ . j ' (so n o f Tsu) 2020

(H o -n ei) 2067

Hsün Yüeh
2064

^

(SKShu 13, P a - h s i)

(Y in g -c h 'u a n ) 1956

Huo Nu % _ 2 0 6 1

(H si-h o ) 1 9 6 7 ,6 9 ,

J a o - lu n g T s u n g ^ J ^ I ^ I 907
J e n C h 'i

f 1937

Hu- c h ' u - c h ' üan /P f ^ (Hs iu n g - n u ,
y o unger b r o th e r o f Y ü -fu -lo )
1978,2146
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«^1929

J e n Chün ^ ^ J l _(SKWe i 16, Ho-nan)
1990-91
J e n Lan

(H o-nan) 21 62

a _>

,

Jen Yüeh^i
2142-43

(Tsung barbarian)

Juan Yü %J&) (SKWei 21, Ch'en-liu)
2060

Kuan Yü
^
(SKShu 6, Ho-tung)
1927,2023-24,26-27,75,83-84,
89,2102,11,17,27,36-38,40,54,
60-7032171

Jung Ko

Kuei Lan ^ ^ 2 0 5 8 - 5 9

1960

K'uei-t'ou^ ^

Kan Ning
(Hsing-pa-^^ ,
SKWu 10, Pa) 1956,2076-79,
93-94,2127,35,41
Kao Hsiang

Kung Tu

Kao Jou $7"J, (SKWei 24, Ch'en-liu)
1951^,2106,34
Kao Kan
(cousin of Jou) 1922,
51,2044-45,56-57,61-63,66
2034

Kao P' ei

2117-18

Kao Shih

1966

Kao Shun ^

(Wu) 2023

Kao-chü-li^^,§|^ barbarians (HKS
75, SKWei 30) 1917

Keng P a o jjlL & j 2014

(Hsien-pi) 2156

Ku Li &■£') 2142

(Nan-yang) 1913

K'uai Yüeh^'J^lc (Nan-yang) 1913-14,
2018,82,84-85
Kuan C h ’eng

2068

Kuan Ching 0J
Kuan Ko

(T'ai-yüan) 2011-12

Kuan P'ing

(SKWei 11, Pei-hai)

^

Kung-sun T s a n ( P o - k u e i
, HHS 63, SKWei 8,
Liao-hsi) 1886,92-93,192223,25-27,31-52,41-43,46-47,
77-78,90,95,2011 -15;2025

(cousin

K ’ung C h ' a n g ^ t ' ^ 1873

K'ung Jung
(Wen-chü
,
HHS 60, SKWei 12, Lu) 1957,
89-90,93,96,2000-01,16,81
Kuo Chia
(SKWei 14, Yingch'uan) 1988-89,91,94-95,2005,
23-24,48,51,60,70
Kuo Great-virtue ^ > ^ ^ " 1 9 4 4

1967

Kuan Ning
^
1929-30

(brother of

K'ung Chou %1 » (Kung-hsü & && ,
Ch'en-liu) 1906,08,09

2159

K'uai Liang$‘j

Kung-sun K ' a n g ' ^ f c ^ (eldest son
of Tu) 2057,72-73

Kung-sun Yüeh £ f t
of Tsan) 1926

1923-24

K ’uai Ch'i

[(son of Tsan)
"

2 0 1 1 -1 3

Kung-sun Y a n g ^ ^ ^ 2 1 1 8

Keng Pi J f t j b p i 884; 1888

K ’o-pi-neng^^

Kung-sun Hsü

Kung-sun T u S K W e i 8, Liao
tung) 1917,29-30,57

Keng Chi J f A & L 2154

Keng Wu

1886

Kung-sun Fan
(younger
cousin of Tsan) 1926

Kung-sun K u n g
K'ang) 2057

Hj$ 1980,98,2004-07

Kao Tai

f p (Ju-nan) 2031 ,41

Kung-ch'i C h 'ou Ja b

jft*J 2052

Kao Lan %j

(Hsien-pi) 1860

(son of Yü) 2170

Kuo Hsün
Kuo Huai
2157 '
Kuo Kung

Kuan T'ung ^ ^ ^ 2 0 4 9 , 6 0
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1869

1952

Kuo Sheng
1866,95

(eunuch, Nan-yang)

LiLo'f*^

(Hsi-ho) 1967-69,79-80,

2002

Kuo Ssu
(also To % , Changyeh) 1931 ,38,40-41', 55-55,
59-62,64-69,2002

Li Meng ^ '^L 1937

Kuo T 'ai f p j j h

Li Su

j

Li Shu

(Hsi-ho) 1887

(Ju-nan) 2020,37,39
(Wu-yüan) 1933,37

Kuo T'u I p l ß (ling-ch’uan) 1922,
88,2015,26,34,36,44,48,60

Li Tien 4 ^
(SKWei 18, Chü-lu)
2047,61,68,98,2141

Kuo Yuan

Li T'ung
(SKWei 18, Chianghsia) 2002,30

2045-46

Kuo Yuan fä js f c j (Lo-an) 2106,
12-13
1
Lai Kungjsj[j | ( L i n g - l i n g )

Li Wen-iiou
1873,84

J.

2105

Li Yen -3"
(SKShu 10, Nan—yang)
2120,29,55

Lai Ta jjlvf ,1871
Lei Hsü

(Lu-chiang)

Lei P'u

2014

Leng Pao> ^ £ }

2037,94

Li Yi 4 - ^

Liang Ch'i-^J*M£_2053

1878,1944

Liang Hsi
•2Q66-67

Li Chin % iÜ__ (Chi-yin) 1955
Li C h ' ü a n ^ | j c

2110

Li Ying 4* ®
(younger brother of
Chüeh) 1961

2120

Li, Big-eyes

(Ch'iang barbarian)

(SKWei 15, Ch'en)

1929
Liang Hsi ng

2106,13

Li C h ü e h ^ ^
(Pei-ti) 1920,31,
37-43,50,54,56,59-62,64-66,
68-69,2003

Liang K'uani^ ^

Li Chün % \ \

(Wu-tu) 2122

Liang Lung

Li Peng ^

1962

Liang^Mao yjfl pjj^ (SKWei 11, Shan-yang)

Li Fu

Liang Ku

1873
(An-ting) 2122-23
(Chiao-chih) 1859

(Chii-lu) 2053-54,60

Li Hsiang-ju ^

Liang S h a o ^ ^ p

1884

1960,66

Li Hsieh ^

(Han-chung) 1872

Liang Yen

1911

Li Hsien
I960

(nephew of Chüeh)

Liang Yü f ^ $ ^ 2 1 7 3
Ling C h e n g 1873

Li Hui % t f i L (SKShu 13, Yi-chou)
2128

Ling T s ’a o / ^ J ^ , (father of T'ung)

Li Ju

2077
Ling T ' u n g ^ ' ^ (Kung^chi ^ ^
,
SKWu 10, Wu) 2078-79,94,2142

1909

Li Jung ^

1863

Li K ' a n ^ ^

2106,08

Li Li 4 ^
Li Li

Ä '\

Liu, the Ladyf’ll^I (wife of Yüan Shao)
2044,56

1923
(nephew of Chüeh)

Liu, the Lady^^II (concubine of Ts'ac
Ts'ao) 2150

1950,59
Liu Ai
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5 C 1920,65-66

L iu Chang 4 ’J (SKShu 1 ,
son o f
Yen) 1 9 2 9 ,5 6 ,2 0 4 0 ,4 2 -4 3 ,7 5 ,
9 5 ,2 1 0 9 -1 2 ,1 7 -1 8 ,2 0 ,2 7 -3 0 ,
3 2 ,3 5 ,4 0 ,7 1

L iu K’uan
L iu K uei % j

L iu Miao
(so n o f Emperor
H sien ) 2113

886

4

L iu Pa
]
(SKShu 9 , L i n g - lin g )
2129-30

L iu C h 'i
^ ( s o n o f P ia o ) 20818 2 ,8 9 ,9 9
L iu Chu
# .2 1 43

L iu P e i 4 'J ^ ^ (H siian -te ^
,
SKShu 2, Cho) 1 9 2 6 -2 7 ,4 9 -5 0 ,
5 6 - 5 7 ,6 4 ,8 0 ,9 1 - 9 2 ,2 0 0 1 ,0 4 ,
0 6 - 0 8 ,1 4 ,2 3 - 2 5 ,2 7 ,3 0 - 3 1 ,4 1 ,
4 7 ,7 0 ,7 4 - 7 6 ,8 2 - 8 4 ,8 7 - 8 9 ,
9 2 -9 5 ,9 9 ,2 1 0 1 -0 4 ,0 9 -1 3 ,1 7 1 8 ,2 0 ,2 7 3 0 ,3 2 ,3 5 - 3 7 ,4 0 ,4 3 ,
5 2 -5 3 ,5 5 - 5 9 ,6 1 ,6 4 ,6 9 - 7 0

L iu Ch’u n g # ] 4 | j (HHS 40, C h 'en )
1999
L iu Fan ;£■'] j f ej ( s on of Yen) 1929,
50,56
L iu Fang ^ j ^ L ( S K W e i

14, Cho) 2061

L iu Feng
(SKShu 10, adopted,
son o f P e i) 2159

L iu P ' i

(so n o f Yü) 1925-26,

L iu H si /$,rJ

I (so n o f Ju n g ) 2068

L iu P i e n ( t h e L i t t l e Em peror)
1 8 9 3 -9 4 ,1 9 0 1 -0 4 ,0 9

L iu H si % j
I I (so n o f Emperor
H sie n ) 2113
L iu H siao 4

L iu P 'ln g4']'^ $& (so n o f Em peror
H sien ) 2030

* 1921
» <L

tffr 1 8 6 1 ,9 4 ,9 6 ,1 9 0 1 r 04
L iu H sieh
th e n see a s Emperor H sien
L iu H sie h
2019

(c o u s in o f Hsiin ^

L iu Hsü

L iu Shan
(SKShu 3, so n o f
P e i) 2 0 8 4 ,2 1 1 1 ,5 9
)

L iu S h ih

1878,1944
.
L iu T a i
* I*** I ( e l d e r b r o t h e r o f
Yao) 1 8 7 7 ,1 9 0 6 ,0 8 ,1 5 ,3 2 ,3 5

J

L iu H s i e n ( L i n g - l i n g )

2018,85

J ijt(A n -p ' in g ) 1872

L iu T a i # » ] $

L iu Hsiin ^J^ 4 b 1 9 58,2014,19-21
lw I
L iu Hsiin ^

^4?2049

L iu Hsiin ^

^ j ( s o n o f Chang) 2120

L iu Hung
1903

I I ( P 'e i ) 2024

L iu Tan ^ j^ i£ _ ( s o n o f Yen) 1929,56
L iu T 'a o ^ r ] ^ * ] ( Y in g -c h 'u a n ) 18646 5 ,6 8 ,8 0
L iu T s u n g ^ 'J
8 4 ,8 7 ,8 9

L iu Hu /^b] //L(nephew o f P ia o ) 2021
L iu Hung

( J u -n a n ) 2030

L iu P ia o ^ f'
(HHS 64B, SKWei 6,
A n -tin g ) 1 9 1 3 -1 4 ,2 7 -2 9 ,4 0 ,
4 2 ,5 6 ,7 9 ,9 2 -9 4 ,2 0 0 1 - 0 3 ,0 8 ,
1 8 - 1 9 ,2 1 ,3 0 - 3 1 ,3 8 - 4 2 ,4 7 ,4 9 5 0 ,6 2 ,7 0 ,7 4 ,7 6 - 7 7 ,8 0 - 8 2 ,
2 0 8 3 }8 5 -8 7 ,2 1 0 1 ,0 5

L iu Fu ^ j4 JL (S K W e i 15, P 'e i )
2037,58
L iu Ho
77-78

21 20

L iu Mei J[ ' ] f j £ ( s o n o f Yen)
1929

L iu Chen ^ ’] ^ f(S K W e i 21, TungP 'in g ) 2132
L iu Cheng

j & (H ung-nung) 1860

see a s Em peror L in g
I I (N an-yang) 1891 ,

(so n o f P ia o ) 2081-

L iu Tu ^ 1 ^ 2 0 9 4
L iu T u n ^ J ^ L ( s o n o f Em peror
H sien ) 2113
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L iu T z u -h u i

^1908

Lu K ' a ( H H S
1 8 7 6 -7 7 ,1 9 5 8

L iu W a n g -c h ih ^ ‘] ^ £_( N an-yang)
2085-86
L iu Wei

fi•

Lu K' u e i

1869

Lu Su

L iu Yao
(SKWu 4 , T u n g - la i)
1 9 5 8 -5 9 ,7 0 -7 4 ,2 0 0 9 -1 0 ,2 0 2 1 22

21, Wu)

f

j gj

1938

$A (T z u -c h in g
,
SKWu 9, H s i a - p 'i ) 2 0 0 9 ,5 8 ,
8 7 -8 8 ,9 0 ,9 2 ,2 1 0 5 -0 4 ,5 6 -5 7 ,
5 5 ;2 1 6 4 ,7 1 -7 2

L iu Y e h 'i j ^
(SKWei 14, C h iu c h ia n g ) 2 0 1 9 -2 0 ,5 9 -4 0

Lu Yü
SKWei 22, son o f
C hih) 2079

L iu Y e n ^ ' ] ^ (HHS 65, SKShu 1 ,
C h ia n g -h s ia ) 1 8 8 7 -9 0 ,1 9 2 8 2 9 ,5 6 ;2 0 4 0

Lü C h 'an g %. ^

L iu Yen $ £ ] & . 2026

Lü Fan i
(T zu-heng
, SKWu
11, J u -n a n ) 1 9 5 8 ,7 2 -7 5 ,9 9 ,
2 0 5 2 ,9 8 ,2 1 0 2

Lü C h 'ia n g & ^ jS , HHS 68, eunuch,
H o-nan) 1 8 6 1 ,6 6 -6 7

L iu Y i y f r f |$ J 9 1 7
L iu Yi

1951

Lü K’u an g

L iu Yi
SKWei 21 , y ounger
b r o th e r o f W ang-chih) 2086

L iu Yü
(HHS 65, T u n g -h a i)
1 8 8 9 ,9 5 ,1 9 0 5 ,1 5 ,1 8 -1 9 ,2 5 2 6 ,4 6 ^1 9 4 7 ,7 7
L iu Yuan
( f 0r Teng Yuan
q . v . ) I 960

0 ^ 5 2052

Lü Meng i .
(Tzu-m ing
,
SKwu 9 , J u -n a n ) 2 0 5 9 ,5 2 ,7 7 -7 8 ,
9 4 ,9 9 ,2 1 0 4 ,1 4 ,2 6 - 2 7 ,5 6 - 5 7 ,4 1 ,
4 8 ,5 5 ,6 4 -6 6 ,6 8 ,7 1 ,2 1 7 2

L iu Yi
son o f Em peror
H sien ) 2115
L iu Y i- h s ü n ^ ’]j(i& 1 9 9 0

2162

Lü Pu
(HHS 65, SKWei 7 ,
Wu-yiian) 1 9 0 5 ,1 2 ,1 9 -2 0 ,5 3 -5 4 ,
5 6 - 5 9 ,4 4 - 4 5 ,5 0 - 5 5 ,5 5 ,5 9 ,6 2 ,
6 4 ,8 0 ,9 1 -9 2 ,9 5 -9 9 ,2 0 0 1 ,0 4 -0 7 ,
( h i s w ife 2005)

Li u Y ü n i j ^ ( C h i - n a n ) 2075

Ma Ch' a o, %/ f c £ (SKShu 6 , son o f
T ' eng) 2 0 4 6 ,8 0 ,9 1 ,2 1 0 2 ,0 6 -0 9 ,
1 5 ,2 1 -2 5 ,2 5 - 2 6 ,2 8 ,4 5 ,5 5 - 5 4 ,6 0

Lo Chün J ^ - ^ ^ ( K i u a i - c h i ) 1999

Ma Chung

Lo T 'u n g
(SKWu 12, son o f
Chün) 2059
X7 , \
Lord, o f Thunder ^7
1878

Ma H sian g

Lou F a ^ . ^ ^ 1 9 5 6

Ma T ' eng
fife ( L u n g -h si ) 1885,1940,
5 0 ,5 6 ,5 9 ,9 6 ,2 0 4 5 -4 6 ,6 5 ,8 0 ,2 1 1 5

Lou K uei j f j£ ,

2082

L o u -p an ^ 4 ^ , (Wu-huan, son o f
C h 'i u - l i - c h ü ) 2015,72
Lu C h ih li? y fj|.(H H S 54, Cho) 1866,
7 1 -7 2 ,9 8 ,1 9 0 1 -0 2 ,0 4 ,2 7
Lu Chü

2081

Lu Hsün fijt& J S K W u 15, Wu) 2155,
65,70-71

2170
1889

Ma M i- ti
® ^ ( Y u - f u - f e n g ) 1890,
9 5 ,1 9 2 2 ,5 4 -5 5 ,3 9 -4 0 ,5 7 ;2 0 0 1

Ma Wan ^ ^ ^ , 2 1 0 6
Ma Yen , # 7 ^ 2055
Ma Yü

1950

Ma Yüan-yi*^\7X»J^ 1865
Man C h 'u n g -^^ -^l^ (SKWei 12, Shan-yang)
1989,2001 ,2161
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Mao Chieh -C ^
(SKWei 12, Ch'enliu) 1940,2079,2124,45-46,51
Mao Hui

P'ang T'ung/^.^ (Shih-yüan

4 *$2008

Mei C h ’e n g i # / ^ (Lu-chiang) 2098

,

SKShu 7, Nan) 2074,76,
2104,10-11,17,27

Pao Hsin

(T 'ai-shan) 1898,
1902-03,08,25,35-36

Mei Ch ’ien/f^-j^L (Lu-chiang) 2037

Pao Hung

Meng Ta (Yu-fu-f eng) 2159

Pei-kung Po-yü ^
(Ch'iang
barbarian) 1873,79-80,84

Meng T

a

i

2036

/^^(Yu-fu-f eng) 1881,91

Mi Chu
/~1 (SKShu 8 , Tung-hai)
1956,80,2128

P'ei Ch'i e n ( S K W e i
2086,2146,55,60

Mi F a n g / ^ J ^

P'ei Mou

2160,68

Mi Heng
(HHS 70B, P ’ingYtian) 1993;2081
Min Ch'un jjf

1923-24

Min Rung fi?

(Ho-nan) 1902

P' eng Po

23, Ho-tung)

(Ho-tung) 2003

jfcß/fa1904

P'eng T'o J4]|£j871
P'eng Yang
^_(SKShu 10, Kuanghan) 2129

Nan-lou -|f£v£4-(Wu-huan) 201 3

Pi Lan ^

Neng-ch'en-ti-chih$b ^ ^ ( i . e .
,jfe?JLWu-yen q.v.) 2072

Pien, the Lady“f ft (SKWei 5,Lang-yeh,
wife of Ts'ao Ts'ao) 2150-51,
60
^ ^

Niu Fu

Zf

1905,21,31,37

Niu Tan ^

Pien Changi^L*^ (Chin-ch'eng) 187374,80-81 ,84

2043

No-lou

(Wu-huan) 2073

Ou C h i n g l J ^

2105

Ou Hsing

(Ch'ang-sha) 1886

^

Pan-shun ^ L ^ § barbarians (HHS 76)
1862-63
P'an Chang ^
2164,70
P'an Chün ^ 7
2169-70
P ’an Yin

N ? (SKWu 10, Tung)
'

Pien Jang jt|^^_(Ch'en-liu) 1951
Ping Yuan
(SKWei 11 , Pei-hai)
1929-30,2096
Po Jao

1878,1925

Po Ts'ai'j^.^ (Ying-ch'uan) 186869,71
Po-yang people, the
19-20

SKWu 16, Wu-ling)

in,

2011

,

P'o C h 'in ^ 4 ^ s ( S K W e i 21, Yingch'uan) 2002

1894

P'ang Chi j£it 1922,24,2016,36-37
P ’a n g H s i / ^ ^ (Ho-nan) 1956,2040,
42-43,2110,29
P'ang T e ^ L ^ > ' (also written 'C.'
,
SKWei 18, Nan-an) 2046,2143,
60-61
P'ang T e - k u n g ^ * ?
2075-76

(eunuch) I883

Pu ChihjMjr
2105

(SKWu 7, Hsia-p'i)

Pu Ssu

\&

Pu Yi

t'£• see Pu Ssu

1872

Pu-tu-kenJ^y^^XHsien-pi) 1860
/ , , j,

(uncle of *''“ «) ^ - f u - l o ^ J ^ W u - h u a n ) 2073
Rice Rebels
1 87 2 , 1 929 and see
» n*
Chang Lu-

m
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Shan Ching
S han-yüeh
lM

1926

Ssu-ma Wei 4
Nan) 2074-76

( o r h i l l s b a n d its
) 2 0 0 9 ,5 2 ,6 9 ,2 1 5 3

( Te - t s ' ao

Shang Tan X&)A~ (eunuch) 1867

Ssu-ma Yi
(C hin shu 1 ,
y o u n g er b r o th e r o f Lang) 20798 0 ,2 1 4 0 ,6 3 ,7 2

S h a n g -lia o p e o p le , th e X2011 and see P o-yang p eo p le

Su Cheng-ho

Shen Ju n g ^
2055
Shen Mi

Su F e i

(nephew o f P 'e i )

(W u-tu) 1873
2077-78

Su Ku , 4 - i ] 1929
Su Po ^
\ 2112;21 21

1956

Shen P 'e i ^ ffa , (C heng-nan
,
Wei) 1 9 2 4 ,2 0 1 5 -1 6 ,3 3 ,3 6 -3 7 ,
4 4 ,4 8 ,5 3 -5 6

Su Yu ^

S u -p 'u -w a n

see S u - p 'u -y e n

Shen Tan

S u - p 'u -y e n
72-73 '

(Wu-huan) 2013,

2159

£

2053

Shen Yi & ' ! $ ' ( b r o th e r o f Tan)
2159'

S u i Ku i f i j f J 1 8 7 8 ,1 9 2 5 ,3 2 ,2 0 0 5 ,1 3

S h e n - t 'u P ’a n ^ ^ ^ l
C h 'e n - l i u ) 1906

Sun, th e L a d y ^ £ ^ { s i s t e r o f Sun
C h 'ü an ) 2096,2111,31

Sheng H s i e n J & f
2023

(HHS-.43,

Sun C h i a o - f # , ^ (SKWu 6 , Wu) 2164-66

( K 'u a i- c h i)

S h ih H a i e h ^ ^ . (SKWu 4, T s 'a n g wu) 2104-05
S h ih H u a n ^ ^

Sun C h i e n l ^ ^
(SKWu 1, Wu) 1875,
8 1 -8 2 ,8 6 ,1 9 1 2 - 1 3 ,1 7 ,1 9 - 2 1 ,2 6 28;1957,81
Sun C h * i e n ^ f t > (SKShu 8 , P e i - h a i )
2129

( P 'e i ) 2013,33

S h ih Huang

,

2105

Sun C hin

S h ih Hui ^ && ( b r o th e r o f H sieh )
2104 / n
S h ih J e n ^ ^ i - 2 1 6 0 ,6 8

1946

Sun C hing
(SKWu 6 , y o u n g er
b r o th e r o f C hien) 1985

S h ih Yi ^ 'JiT ( b r o th e r o f H sieh )
2104

Sun C h 'ü a n 4 ff*-£$f_ ( C h u n g - m o u > ,
SKWu 2 , seco n d son o f C hien)
1 9 5 7 ,2 0 0 8 ,2 9 -3 0 ,3 7 -3 9 ,4 7 -4 8 ,
5 2 ,5 9 ,6 9 ,7 4 ,7 6 -7 9 ,8 1 ,8 7 -9 1 ,9 4 ,
9 6 - 9 9 ,2 1 0 1 -0 5 ,1 1 ,1 3 -1 5 ,1 7 -1 8 ,
2 6 -2 7 ,3 1 -3 2 ,3 5 -3 6 ,3 8 ,4 1 - 4 2 ,4 7 4 9 ,5 3 ,6 0 ,6 4 -7 3

S h ih -s u n
(Y u -fu -fe n g )
1 9 3 3 ,3 6 ,3 9 ,6 0 ,6 8

Sun Fu 3^ , <^ J (SKWu 6 , nephew o f C hien)
2 0 2 0 ,2 2 ,3 9

S o u th e rn H siu n g -n u i i j ^ h k ^ s e e
H siu n g -n u

Sun Eo M -? * ) I (Wu) 1958,2058

S h ih T z u -m ia o ^ 'f’
S h ih Wu
2104

1893

( b r o th e r o f H sieh )

Sun Ho

Ssu-m a Chih<JjjbJ|_ (H o -n e i) 1877

2137

V-»UJLA H
u o s
x ia a ^ ^
* \%J t /g ^
I KJ I
Sun
1875

SSU" ^ 0 8 6 - 8 7 f l ^ ^ (SKWei 1 2 ’ H0_Uei)Sun Hui
Ssu-m a Lang «1
H o -n ei) 2079

II

JbfyS
( KWei 15,
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1968

Sun Ka0 ^ ^ 2059
Sun K u a n 2004, 07

Sun K ' u a n g ^ ’ 1^- (SKWu 6 , so n o f
C h ie n ) 1 9 5 7 ,2 0 0 8
Sun L a n g ( H u n g - n u n g )

2163

Sun P en ^4'. ^
(P o -y an g ^
,
SKWu 6 , nephew o f C h ie n )
1 9 2 8 ,5 8 -5 9 ,2 0 0 8 ,2 0 ,2 2
Sun Shao
(SKWu 6 , s o n o f
Ho I ) 2059
Sun T e n g '^ ^ ’ ^ r (SKWu 14, s o n o f
C h 'ü a n ) 2103
Sun T s ' e ^ ’ yjf^ ( P o - f u ^ Ö ^ ,
SKWu 1, e l d e s t s o n o f
C h ie n ) 1 9 5 7 - 5 8 , 7 0 - 7 2 , 8 2 8 3 ,8 5 -8 7 ,9 9 ,2 0 0 8 -1 1 ,2 0 -2 3 ,
2 8 - 2 9 ,2 0 3 7 - 3 8 1 2 1 0 3

Sun Y ü j & r f j (SKWu 6 , nephew o f
C h ie n ) 2 1 0 2 ,3 6
(L u n g -h si)

Sung Chung j j ;

2083

Sung H s i e n

2006

Sung T i e n %
8 3 ,9 4

2133

(e u n u c h ) 1866,
( T 'a i- y ü a n )

T 'a - tu n
72

(Wu-huan) 2 0 1 3 ,6 9 - 7 0
V^J

T ' a i , Mount

1938-39

b a n d i t s 19 9 1 ,2 0 0 7

T ' a n - s h i h - h u a i ^ ] |/ 6 ^ f c ^ ( H s i e n - p i )
1860
/£]

( C h i - n a n ) 1865

T 'a o C h ' i e n ^ ^ K ( K u n g - tz u
HHS 6 3 , SKWei 8 , T a n -y a n g )
1 9 2 8 ,4 1 ,4 3 -4 5 ,4 9 -5 1 ,5 6 ;1 9 7 4
80
T ' a o - c h ' i u Hung
1890

2 0 0 8 ,8 5

Teng H s i e n

21 20

Teng H s ü a n - c h i h
2137

(N an-yang)

Teng Sheng
79

( H u ng-nung) 1868,

Teng Yuan
Ti &

1 9 6 0 ,6 7

b a rb a r ia n s 2 1 2 2 ,2 5 -2 6 ,2 8 ,3 5 ,5 8

T i e n Wei $
1 9 5 5 ,9 4 1
T ie n -w u
1874

(SKWei 18, C h ' e n - l i u )
( C h 'i a n g b a r b a r i a n )

T ' i e n C h ' o u ' ^ * ^ (SKWei 11, Y u - p e i p •i n g ) 1 9 4 7 - 4 8 ,2 0 7 1 ,7 3 ,9 5 - 9 6
T 'i e n Pan < # ,^ - 1 9 6 7
T ' i e n Feng
^
( C h ü - lu ) 1 9 2 4 ,2 0 0 3 ,
1 6 ,2 4 - 2 5 ,3 6

P ' in g-yüan)
'

1 9 2 6 -2 7 ,4 3 ,4 9 ,9 0 ,

T ' i e n Y i # ) A $ ( 1933
T ' i e n Y in
T ' i e n Yu
2013

211 2; 21 21
(SKWei 2 6 , Y ü-yang)
^

T i n g , t h e L a d y ] X /v ( w if e o f T s 'a o T s ' a o )
2150

2058-59

T 'a i- s h ih T z 'u ^ S ^ ^ *
(T zu-yi
> SKWu 4 , T u n g - l a i )
1 9 7 2 ,2 0 0 9 - 1 0 ,5 2

T 'a n g Chou

Teng H s i

T 'i e n K 'a i ^
2012

Sung Yi

T a i Yuan ^

2001

T ' i e n c l a n , th e ^ tiV 1 955

Sun Y i ^ M ^ ? (SKWu 6 , s o n o f
C h ie n ) 1 9 5 7 ,2 0 0 8 ,5 8

Sung C h ie n

Teng Chi

T in g F e i ^ ^
T in g I

2107

( y o u n g e r b r o t h e r o f Y i)

2150,62
T in g K u n g 'X '^
T in g Yi

'S

( P 'e i)
( P 'e i)

1 8 8 5 ,9 1 ,9 6

2 1 4 5 - 4 6 ,5 0 ,6 2

T in g Yuan J
(C h ien -y an g ^J_ ?^
1 8 9 8 ,1 9 0 2 - 0 3 ;2 0 0 7
Tou-mao ^

( T i b a r b a r i a n ) 2135

T s ' a i , t h e Lady
2081
T s 'a i M a o ^ f ^
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,

( w i f e o f L iu P i a o )
2 0 81-82

T s ' a i Yang

2031

T s ' a i Yung
^ ( P o - c h ie h ^ 7
,
HHS 50B, C h 'e n - l i u ) 1903-04,
1 7 ,2 1 ,3 4 -3 5
Tsang Hung { /l\ 5:^ (Tzu-yüan
,
HHS 48, SKWei 7 , K u a n g -lin g )
1915,75-77

T s 'a o P ' i ^ ( S K W e i 2, son o f
T s 'a o ) 2 0 6 6 ,7 6 ,9 5 ,2 1 0 6 ,1 2 ,
5 0 -5 2 ,6 2

%

T s 'a o Sung # '#7 ( f a t h e r o f T s 'a o )
1 8 6 9 ,8 6 ,8 9 ,1 9 4 5
T s 'a o Te
(younger b r o t h e r
o f T s ' ao) 1945

Tsang Pa
(SKWei 18, T ' a i shan) 1 9 9 8 ,2 0 0 4 ,0 7 -0 8 ,1 6

T s 'a o T 'e n g ^
(HHS 68, eunuch,
a d o p t iv e f a t h e r o f Sung) 1869

Tsao Chih
(Y in g - c h 'u a n )
1953,90-91

T s 'a o Ts 'a n g - s h u ' ^ ^ 4 ' T >(s o n of
T s 'a o 2096
^

T s ' a o , t h e Lady' a (HHS a n n a l s
10B, d a u g h te r o f T s 'a o T s 'a o )
2121 ,35

T s 'a o T s 'a o ^ %?[, (Meng-te-^,
SKWei 1, P ' e i ) 1 8 6 9 ,9 0 -9 1 ,9 7 ,
1 9 0 7 - 0 8 ,1 4 - 1 5 ,1 8 ,2 5 ,3 1 - 3 2 ,3 5 3 6 . 4 0 - 4 3 , 4 5 ,5 0 - 5 1 ,5 5 - 5 6 ,5 9 ,
6 2 - 6 4 ,6 6 , 7 4 - 7 5 ,7 9 , 8 3 - 8 5 ,8 8 - 9 7 ,
9 9 - 2 0 0 9 ,1 3 - 2 0 ,2 3 - 2 8 ,3 0 - 3 9 ,4 1 - 4 2 ,
4 4 - 6 2 ,6 6 - 7 7 ,7 9 - 8 5 ,8 7 - 9 3 ,9 5 - 2 1 0 3 ,
0 6 - 1 0 ,1 2 - 1 4 , 1 7 - 1 9 ,2 1 , 2 3 - 2 6 ,3 1 3 5 . 3 8 . 4 0 - 5 8 ,6 2 - 6 4 ,6 6 - 6 7 ,6 9 ,7 2 - 7 3

T s 'a o Ang ^ ^ (SKWei 20, son of
T s 'a o ) 1994,2150
T s 'a o Chang ^
(SKWei 19, son
o f T s 'a o ) 2008 ,2 1 5 0 ,5 5 -5 6
T s 'a o Cheng C §
(SKWei 20, son
o f T s 'a o ) 2052
T s 'a o Chieh
1861
T s 'a o C h ' i e n ^

(eunuch,

P 'e i)

1

Tso Ch’ang fx f ?

1873-74

Tso Feng

3-

c o u s in

1966

jfy. 1 977

Tsou T 'o

1980

(eunuch) 1871

Tso L in g ^ w g r*
Tsou Tan

T s 'a o Chün ^
(SKWei 2 0 , son
o f T s 'a o ) 2017
T s 'a o H siu
SKWei 9,
o f T s 'a o ) 2154

989-90

Tso w ith t h e E i g h t y - f o o t Moustache
1878,1944:

T s 'a o C h'un ^ &t (SKWei 9,
younger b r o t h e r o f J e n ) 2059

(Wu) 2023

Tsu Lang
/fe (Tan-yang) 1958,99,
2 0 0 9 -1 0 I

dj (Tan-yang) 2096
T s ' u i C hou-p 'Irigyjfr 'jM^ (so n o f

Tsu Shan

T s 'a o H siung 'IP$ 7 (SKWei 19, son
o f T s 'a o ) 2150
T s 'a o Hung ^
(SKWei 9, c o u s in
o f T s 'a o ) 1 9 1 4 ,8 3 ,8 9 ,2 0 3 4 -3 5 ,
5 3 ,2153-54
T s 'a o J e n 'If7
(SKWei 9, c o u s in
o f T s 'a o ) 2 0 1 3 ,3 1 ,9 3 - 9 4 ,9 8 ,
2 1 0 6 , 4 9 ,5 6 ,6 0 - 6 1 ,6 6 - 6 9
T s 'a o Pao

1913

Tso C h 'e n g - t zu
1863

T s 'a o Chih ^ Ä%. (SKWei 19, son
o f T s 'a o ) 2 1 3 2 ,5 0 -5 2 ,6 2

T s 'a o H sing

T s 'a o Yin ' f 7

1980
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L ieh ) 2074
T s ' u i L ie h
8 5 -8 6 ,1 9 3 8
T s ' u i L in
Yen) 2146

'

11

( A n - p 'in g ) 1878-79,
SKWei 24, c o u s in of

T s ' u i Y en/ft
(SKWei 12, C h 'in g -h o )
201 5 , 5 6 ,6 6 ,7 9 ,2 1 2 4 ,4 4 - 4 5 ; 2 1 4 6 ,
50

Tsung

Tung-chou 3 ^ - ^ ”j tr o o p s 2040,42

b a r b a r ia n s 2 0 4 0 ,4 2 ,2 1 4 2

Tsung T z u - c h 'in g

T u n g - li K

2156

(SKWei 29, Ho-nan)

1 946

Tuan K uei
01

(eunuch) 1 8 6 6 ,1 9 0 0 -

1967

Wang Chung .£

(Y u -fu -fe n g ) 2024

Wang Fen

1890

Wang Fu A

20^3-24

Wang H sian g JE. &
2067
Wang H sie n

(SKWei 21 , H o -n ei)
1 929
11 , P e i- h a i )

1938-39

Wang J u i J L ^ ^ ( L a n g - y e h ) 1912-13
Wang K’a i

Tung C h 'en g 7^
1 9 6 5 -6 9 ,7 9 ,8 1 ,8 3 8 4 ,2 0 1 4 ,2 3 -2 4 ,2 1 3 3

1951 ,2005

Wang K 'u an g i£. ]$. ( T 'a i - s h a n ) 1898,
1 9 0 8 ,1 6 -1 7

Tung Cho
(HHS 62, SKWei 6,
L u n g -h si) 1 8 7 2 ,8 0 -8 2 ,9 2 -9 3 ,
9 7 -9 9 ,1 9 0 1 -2 2 ,2 5 -2 6 ,2 8 ,3 1 -3 4 ;
1982,2007
Tung Chung ^ ^ (nephew o f th e Lady
Tung i ) 1891,95
K uang-han) 1888-89

Wang K uei

1916

Wang Kung 3^

1915,25

Wang Kuo

(L u n g -h s i) 1 8 8 5 ,9 2 -9 3

Wang Lang
(SKWei 13, T u n g -h ai)
1 9 4 3 ,7 0 ,8 5 -8 7 ,2 0 0 9 ;2021
Wang L ei

(Nan) 2128-29

JE.

(K uang-han) 2110

Wang L ieh & •$* ( Y e n - f e n g ^
,
HHS 7 1 , T ' a i-y ü a n ) 1929-30

Tung H si j g j y ^ K 'u a i - c h i ) 2 0 3 8 ,7 8
(nephew o f Cho)
-g7

Tung Min
5L- (y o u n g er b r o th e r o f
Cho) 1 9 0 1 ,3 2 ,3 4
Tung Yüeh

Wang C hiang

Wang Hung

Tung Chao \
(SKWei 14, C h i-y in )
1 9 4 1 ,8 3 -8 5 ,2 0 2 3 ,2 1 1 4 ,6 6

Tung Huang
1932,34

1938

Wang H siu
(SKWei
2 0 4 9 ,6 0 ,2 1 2 4

Tung, th e Lady I I (d a u g h te r o f
C h 'en g ) 2133

Tung Ho

1893

Wang C h 'i

Tuan W e i $ l / $ J 9 2 1 ,6 6 ,9 2 -9 3 ,2 0 0 3
>*
Tung, th e Lady.
l(HHS a n n a ls 10B,
H o -c h ie n , E m press-dow ager,
m other o f Emperor L ing) 1 8 9 4 -9 5 \
1902

Tung Fu

W ang,B eauty n e e £ * A (HHS a n n a ls 10B,
Chao, m other o f L iu H sieh /j
posthum ous t i t l e Em press Huai
) 1860,1894;1949
Wang C h 'en g £

(HHS 55, Vu-wei)

Tuan Hsün

935

Wang C h 'an g JL. %j 1962

(T sung b a r b a r ia n )
2 1 3 9 ,4 2 -4 3

Tuan Chung
1878

21 56
(T an-yang) 2010,22

Wan C h 'ie n

Tu H s i ^ ^ _ (SKWei 23, Y in g -c h 'u a n )
2 0 0 2 ,2 1 2 4 ,4 0 ,5 7 ,6 2 -6 3

T u-hu

n

T 'u n g C hih y j f ^

Tu C h i'M J f c 1 (SKWei 16, C hingc h a o ) ^ 2062-63,2109

Tu K’u e i i ^ ^
1993 ^

u

1 921
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Wang L in g
2067

(SKWei 28, T 'a i-y ü a n )

Wang Lung

I960

Wang Min ^

883

Wang P i £

Wu C h in g
o , (b ro th e r of
th e Lady Wu) 1 9 5 7 -5 9 ,7 0

21 54

Wang P i £ £ / ' (W u-w ei) 2159
Wang P ’u £ 1 $

Wu C h' iu n g ^ £ -^ jjf^ ( J u -n a n )
1 9 0 6 -0 7 ,1 1

1999

Wang S h e n g i / j ^ '
Wang Sung £ ^

(Wu) 2025

Wu Chü £

(Y ü -y an g ) 2061

2085

Wang Yen £ £ ^

2066

Wang Y i £

^

Wu L a n ^ ]
Wu Tun ^

,,cy/w

2154

W u - c h 'e n - t i - ^ r ^ ^

21 2 1 -2 2

W u-tzu L a n ^ - ^ ^

(H o -tu n g ) 2 0 6 2 -6 5

^ 4 ^ 1946

Wei Tzu

1914

Wei Yen T ^ ^ J S K S h u
2159
Wen C h 'o u
Wen H ui
2 16°

Yang C h ' i

( i .e .Y a n g

1961 ,65

Yang C h’^ ^ ^ ^ 2 1 0 6 , 0 8 - 0 9
10, N an-yang)

Yang C h’ ou ^ ^ ^ 2 0 0 5

2 0 1 6 ,2 7
(SKWei 1 5 , T 'a i - y i i a n )

Wen P ' i n g ^ H
( C h u n g - y e h ^ f jf >
SKWei 1 8 , N an -y an g ) 2085
W hite S p arro w ^0 Jfe

2025

Yang C h e n g - h s i u ^ f ? ^ / 1^
T in g ? q . v . ) 1 957

2 0 1 7 ,8 0

Wei Tun

(W u-huan) 2154

Yang A n g y ^ ^7 2121 ,2 8 ,5 0

Wei T 1e n g ^ ^ f j ^ - ( K 'u a i - c h i ) 2022
Wei T uan

^

W u-yen
(W u-huan, a l s o known
a s N e n g -c h ’ e n - t i - c h i h q . v . )
2 0 1 5 ,7 2

1 9 9 8 ,2 0 0 6

Wei K u ^

2 1 2 0 ,2 9

W u-huan JjLj fäL b a r b a r i a n s
(HHS* 8 0 , SKWei 50)
1 8 8 5 - 8 6 ,9 2 - 9 5 ,1 9 1 7 ,4 4 ,
4 8 ,7 7 ,2 0 1 5 ,5 7 - 5 8 ,6 1 ,
6 9 - 7 5 ,2 1 4 6 ,5 4 -5 6

Wei F e n g j ^ ^ / P ’e i ) 2162

Wei K ' a n g ^ ^

2 1 5 5 -5 4

Wu-hu fUifffälhb a r b a r i a n s 1859

SKWei 2 1 , H o -tu n g )

#

1901

jjrj^ 2 0 0 4 ,0 7

Wu Yi

Wei C h 'u n g ^ j ^ f 'j '201 5-1 4

Wei Huang ^

1 91 6

Wu K ’u a n g ^ ]k

Wang Yiin £ ^ > (HHS 5 6 , T 1a i y ü a n ) 1 8 7 6 ,9 9 ,1 9 1 0 - 1 2 ,5 3 - 3 8 ;
1939

Wei Hsü

2002

Wu H s iu A

1 9 6 9 ,2 0 6 2

Wei C hi
2 0 1 7 ,2 4

2 0 8 7 ,2 1 0 5

Wu H si

Wang T s ' a n i ^
(SKWei 2 1 , S h a n y a n g ) 2 0 b 6 ,2 1 2 4
Wang Wei £ ^

£

,

1878

Yang Chung

1886

Yang Chün

SKWei 2 5 , H o -n e i)

Yang Feng^^P^f' 1 9 6 1 - 6 2 ,6 4 - 6 9 ,7 9 - 8 1 ,
8 5 - 8 5 ,8 8 ,9 7 -9 8 ,2 0 0 1
Yang

( Y i- s h a n zfi b , SKWei
2 5 , T ’i e n - s h u i ) 2 0 1 7 ,2 1 2 1 -2 5

Yang H siu/TfT^H ^ ( s o n o f P ia o ) 2 0 9 5 ,
Wu, t h e L ady^;
(SKWu 5 ,W u,w ife o f
2150,62
Sun C h ie n ) 1 9 5 7 - 5 8 ,2 0 2 2 ,5 8 ,4 7 Yang H sün
( C h ü -lu ) 2144
4 8 ,7 4 ;2 1 0 5
Wu C h ih A
2 1 5 1 ,6 2

(SKWei 2 1 , C h i- y in )
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Yang H u a i ^ ? ^ ^ ^ 2 1 17-1 8

Yang H ung'! b yA (SKShu 11 , C h ien w ei) 2155-56
Yang Mi

1961

Yang, P h o en ix

1871

Yang V l a o M A L (HHS 44, son o f
T z 'u ) 1 9 0 5 -0 6 ,1 0 -1 1 ,4 0 ,4 6 ,
5 4 ,6 0 -6 1 ,6 6 ,6 8 ,8 8 ,2 0 0 0 -0 1
Yang T i n g ' l l
( a ls o c a l l e d
C h en g -h siu ? q . v .) 1954,
65-69
Yang T san

2111,27

Yi Chi
2129

(SKShu 8 , Shan-yang)

Yin Feng F A - ( T 'i e n - s h u i ) 2122-23
Yin H siu j^ | ~ 1 9 1 6
Yin K ' a i

2053

Y in L i

2004,07

Y in Shu

2143,67

Y ing S h a o ^ ^ ^ (HHS 38, J u -n a n )

1955

Yang T z ( H H S
44, Hungnung) 1 8 6 0 ,6 3 -6 4 ,6 8 ,7 6 ,8 0 ;
1886
Yang Yi

1917

Yang Yung J f o jf e 1874
Y ellow D ra g o n J ^ ü

1878,1944

Y ellow T urbans ^
r e b e l s 1865—
6 6 ,6 8 -7 2 ,7 5 - 7 6 ,8 7 ,8 9 ,9 1 ,1 9 0 5 ,
1 5 ,2 5 ,2 8 ,3 5 ,4 0 ,6 2 ,6 7 ,7 8 - 7 9 ,9 0 ,
9 9 ,2 0 3 0 ,7 3

an1

Y ing Yü ^ v ^ ( N a n - y a n g ) 2156
Yu-pu h s i - l o ^ - ^ ^ ^ H s i u n g - n u c la n )
Yü T i- k e n 'J 'Ä j’^ J 878 ,1 9 4 4

Yang Y i ^ - f ? '^ , (Hung-nung) 1925

Yen Chung

Yen Y e n ^ | |

'

1893

t

Yü C hin 'f
(SKWei 17, T 'a i - s h a n )
1 9 9 4 ,2 0 1 6 ,4 7 ,6 8 ,8 0 ,2 1 6 0 -6 1 ,
6 4 -6 6 ,6 8 ,7 2
Yü F a n ( S K W u 12, K 'u a i- c h i )
1 9 8 5 -8 7 ,2 0 2 1 -2 2 ,2 1 6 8 ,7 2
Yü Mi

1959

Y u ,P o iso n ^ ^

1 8 7 8 ,1 9 2 5 ,3 2 ,4 3 -4 4

Yen Chün
(SKWu 8 , P 'e n g c h 'e n g ) 2153

Y u - f u - l o ^ ^ ^ - ^ ( H s i u n g - n u , son o f
C h 'ia n g - c h 'ü ) 1 8 8 9 ,1 9 0 5 ,2 2 ,
2 4 - 2 5 ,3 2 ,4 2 ,7 8

Yen Chün

Yuan C h i ^

"/^(W u-w ei) 2158-59

Yen H sian g j^J
Yen H sian g

1981
^

2037; 2039

Yen Jo u ß ] -jff" (K uang-yang) 1977,
2013,28
Yen Kang

1926,31

Yen K’u a n g ^ j ^

2154

Yen L ian g J g ^ 2 0 1 6 ,2 6 ; 2027
Yen P o-hu
2 023,28

(Wu) 1 9 7 5 ,8 5 ,9 9 ,

Yen P 'u fy 0

( P a - h s i) 2 0 4 3 ,21 3 9 ,42

Yen Wen ß
2121

(SKWei 18, T 'i e n - s h u i )
'

( ju - n a n ) 1912

Yüan H si ^
(so n o f Shao) 2044,
5 5 ,5 7 ,6 1 ,7 2 -7 3
Yuan H uan/&
(SKWei 11 , son o f
P 'a n g ) 1992,2124
Yuan P 'a n g J s

(C h 'e n ) 1880

Yuan S h a n g ^ v§7 (H s ie n - f u $ J [ ^ ,
SKWei 6 , y o u n g est son o f Shao)
2 0 4 4 -4 5 ,4 8 -5 6 ,2 0 6 1 ,6 9 -7 0 ,7 2 -7 3
Yuan S h a o ^ ^ '? z ( P e n - c h 'u y ^ ^ / 7 ,
HHS 64A, SKWei 6 , J u -n a n )
1 8 9 1 ,9 3 -9 4 ,9 6 ,9 9 -1 9 0 4 ,1 9 0 7 -0 9 ,
1 1 -1 2 ,1 4 -1 6 ,1 8 -1 9 ,2 2 -2 7 ,3 1 -3 2 ,
3 9 ,4 2 -4 6 ,5 1 ,5 5 ,5 9 ,6 9 - 7 0 ,7 5 - 7 7 ,
8 8 - 9 0 ,9 4 - 9 6 ,9 9 ,2 0 0 3 ,0 5 ,0 8 ,1 1 - 1 8 ,
2 3 -2 7 ,3 0 -3 7 ,3 9 ,4 1 ,4 4 ;2 0 5 6 ,8 5 ,2 1 0 1
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HHS 6 5 , SKWei 6 , c o u s in /
h a l f - b r o t h e r ? o f Shao)
1 8 9 4 ,1 9 0 1 ,0 7 -0 8 ,1 3 -1 9 ,1 8 -2 0 ,
2 5 - 2 8 ,3 9 ,4 2 - 4 3 ,5 6 - 5 9 ,6 6 ,7 0 ,
7 2 -7 3 ,7 9 -8 2 ,8 8 ,9 0 - 9 1 ,9 6 2 0 0 0 ,0 4 -0 5 ,0 9 -1 0 ,1 4 ;2 0 2 0 ,
22,24,2101
Yuan T 'a n ^ <
( H s i e n - s s u ü |J aL',
HHS 64B, 'SKWei 6 , e l d e s t
son o f Shao) 1 9 4 3 ,9 0 ,2 0 1 4 ,
2 5 ,3 4 -3 5 ,4 4 - 4 5 ,4 8 - 5 3 ,5 7 ,5 9
Yuan Wei ^
1869

P ^ L (u n c le o f Shao)
0A 1 am da \2

Yuan Yi
1908,42

Lao)

Yuan
Yiieh C hin 1 ?tiiL (S K W ei 17, Wei)
2 0 6 1 ,6 8 ,8 0 ,9 3 ,9 8 ,2 1 4 1

Index and Glossary of Official Titles:
Accomplished Talent
mou-ts'ai (candidate for
office recommended by a
province or by one of the
three Dukes) 1877,1992,2073
Adviser to the Army
ts1an chtin shih (note 18 to
CP2) 1881,2106,66
Adviser to the Army of Liang
Province 2121
Adviser to the Army of the
Lieutenant-Chancellor 2086,
2H5

sn

Adviser to the Army of the ^ ^
Minister of Works 2009,39,61
Aide-de-Camp
:-3hih Ä
f
pieh-chia ts'ung(assistant to the head of
provincial administration
while on tour: HHS treatise
27,p .8b)1884,1923-24,35,43,
56,2018,24,36,49,56,61,66,
79,95,2104,09,18,21
Assistant Clerk at the Gate
men-hsia shu-tso (note 3 to
CA23) 2155
Associate to the LieutenantChancellor
Äß
fu ch*eng-hsiang 2106
Associate Major
fa
tso chtin ssu-ma 1921
Attendant Imperial Clerk
shih-yü-shih (officer of the
censorate: HHS treatise 26,
p.11a) 1863,77,98,1907,54,58
2008
Attendant Official
ts'ung-shih (member of staff
in a provincial administration;
included Aide-de-Camp,
Attendant Official at Head
quarters, Attendant Over the
Officers of the Capital,
Officer of the Department of

Merit qq.v.: HHS treatise
27,p.8b and 28,p.3a) 1873,
89,1907,23,32,77,80,2017,
56,71,86,90,2104,10,20,38
55,69
Attendant Official at Headquarters
Uo- 't
chih-chung
ts'ung-shih (in a provincial
administration, responsible
for recommendations to office;
HHS treatise 28,p.3a) 1884,1908,
23-24,34,40,43,2008,2104,29,69
Attendant Over the Officers of the
Capital
tu-kuan
ts'ung-shih (note 17 to ChP2;
HHS treatise 27,p.8b) 1924
Bearer of the Golden Mace
chih-chin-wu (commander of the
imperial guard outside the
palace; HHS treatise 27,p*la)
1880,82,1902,16,60,2017
Beauty
mei-.jen (imperial
concubine, third in rank to
the Empress; HHS annals 10A,
p.2b) 1861,94
Captain J^f^; chün-hou (HHS
treatise 24,p.8a) 1991
Chancellory^@ hsiang (civil head
of a kingdom, equivalent to
a Grand Administrator in a
commandery; note 2 to CPI;
HHS treatise 28,p.4b) 1885,
1906,08,27,35,46,49,53,57,
71,74,80,96,99,2007
Chancellor of State^^ ^
hsiangkuo (note 48 to CP6) 1906,10,
2147,62
Chief
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chang (civil head of a
prefecture with less than
10,000 households; HHS
treatise 28,p.7a) 2052,61,
67 and see under individual
prefectures in Gazetteer

Chief of a Commune
t 1ing-chang (HHS treatise
28,p .8b) 1907
Chief Clerk JL
chang-shih
(assistant to the three
Dukes, to a general, or to
the head of a commandery
administration in time of
war; HHS treatise 24,
passim) 1873-74,1906,11,
20,23,30,73,2011 ,24,78,
88-89,97,2154
Chief Clerk to the General of the
Left 2129
Chief Clerk to the LieutenantChancellor 2140,54
Chief Clerk on Station
liu-fu chang-shih 2162
Chief Commandant ß & f y tu-wei
(head of a military
administration; notes 3 to
CP1, 23 to CP6 22 to CA2,
34 to HP2; HHS treatise 28,
pp.5aff) 1866,1955,58,75,
2000,02,30,38,2149 and also
with ornamental titles as
listed below:

Chief Commandant of the Emperor's
Equipages
feng-chii
tu-wei (HHS treatise 25,p.5b)
1901
Chief Commandant at Shang-lo
(note 2 to CA11) 2066

Jl

Chief Commandaiit of the Southern
Region (
nan-pu) of
K'uai-chi (note 8 to CA8)2052
Chief Controller
tu-tu (notes
7 to ChP2, 28 to HP2, 2 to CA4,
etcj 1919,72-73,80,2013,15,54,
63,77-78,2118
Chief of Police at the Gate
men-hsia tse-ts'ao 2009
Colonel4^^»i" hsiao-wei 1874,1906,
29,31,36,61,70,94,2023,46,77,
2107,73 and also with ornamental
titles as listed below:
...of the Archers Who Shoot at a
Sound j j - . j ' she-sheng hsiao-wei
(note 3 to*CP1; HHS treatise 27,
p.7b) 1890,1967,84
.. .Who Arranges the Army^\ ^ tienchün (note 13 to CP5) 1891,97,

2101

...of Attendant Cavalry J&MJb
fu-ma tu-wei 2140

...Who Assists the Army
tsan-chiin 2092

...Who Carries on Tradition
hsing-yeh 2103

...Who Breaks the Enemy Line
che-chung 1970

...Who Manifests Firmness
yang-wu 2038

...Who Brings the Caitiffs to
Surrender
hsiang-lu 1893

.. .Who is Martial and Brave
wu-meng 1898

...of the Centre Army ^
chung-chün
(note 13 to CP5) 1891,1932

...Who Pacifies the North jJ
p 'ing-pei 2078

...of the Ch'ang River Encampments
C h 'ang-shui (note 3 to CP1; HHS
treatise 27, p.7a) 2023
^ ^

Chief Commandant of the Agricult
ural Colonies ^
t 'un-t1ien tu-wei (note 24
to CA1) 1990
Chief Commandant of Cavalry jMj/^
o h 1i-tu-wei (HHS treatise
25, p.6a) 1869,92,1902,33,
47,90,99,2015,2103,54,68

A

...Who Cherishes Righteousness
huai-yi 1958
...Consultant of the Army
2109,28
Who Controls the Army
1911
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chün-yi
jp tu-chün
'

[Colonel] Who D is p la y s F irm n ess " I I 1A
fen-w u 2103
. . . o f th e E l i t e C av alry
y ü e h -c h i (n o te 3 to CP1 );
HHS t r e a t i s e 27, p .7 a )
1911 , 16,38
. . .Who E x te rm in a te s th e C a i t i f f s
t *a o - lu 1891 ,1937
. . .o f th e F i r s t Army -£•
sh an g -ch ü n (n o te 13to CP5)
1890
^
. . . o f th e G a rris o n C a v a lry ^
t 1u n - c h i (n o te 3 to CP1; HHS
t r e a t i s e 27, p .6 b ) 1891,1960

. . . o f th e L e f t ]k~ ts o (n o te 13 to
CP5) 1891
. . . o f th e L e ft A s s i s t i n g th e Army
^ fa . ch u -ch ü n ts o (n o te 13
to CP5) 1891
. . . o f th e Lower Army
chün (n o te 13 to CP5)

h s ia 1891

. . .Who P a c i f i e s th e C a i t i f f s
p 1in g - l u 1994
. . .Who’P a c i f i e s th e E a st
p ' i n g - tu n g 2052

. . . o f th e R i g h t y u
CP5) 1891

J
(n o te 13 to

. . . o f th e R ig h t A s s i s t i n g th e Army
ß /jtä fa x ch u -ch ü n yu (n o te 13
4 o CP5) 1891
. . .Who S e rv e s th e Army
fe n g -c h ü n 1 929

C o lo n e l a t th e e a s t e r n g a te ( J ^ f^ j
tu n g -m en ) a t Yeh 2055
C o lo n e l P r o t e c t o r o f th e O ^ 'ia n g
h u - C h 'ia n g h s ia o - w e i (HHS
t r e a t i s e 2 8 ,p .1 0 a ) 1873
C o lo n e l P r o te c t o r o f th e Wu-huan
hu Wu-huan h s ia o - w e i (HHS
t r e a t i s e 2 8 ,p .1 0 a ) 1886,2028
C o lo n e ls o f th e W estern G arden
h s i- y ü a n h s ia o - w e i (n o te 13
t o CP5) 1890

Commandant o f J u s t i c e
t ' in g -w e i (one o f th e n in e
m i n i s t e r s , r e s p o n s ib le f o r th e
l e g a l a d m i n i s t r a t i o n o f th e
e m p ire; HHS t r e a t i s e 25, p .1 0 a )
1 8 6 1 ,7 8 ,1 9 3 4 ,3 8 ,6 0 ,6 7
Commandant o f th e P a la c e Guard jifw ei-w ei (one o f th e n in e
J
m i n i s t e r s ; HHS t r e a t i s e 25,
p .8 a ) 1 8 6 0 ,9 1 ,1 9 2 5 ,4 8 ,5 6 ,6 0 ,
6 7 -6 8 ,2 0 8 0 ,2 1 1 3
C om m ander-in-C hief
ta -s s u -m a
(n o te 45 to CP6) 1 9 0 5 ,1 8 ,6 2 ,8 1 ,
2111

. . .Who S e t t l e s M ajesty &
tin g - w e i 2153,65
. . .Who U pholds Courage j t '
ch* e n g - l i e h 2059
" '
. . . o f U p rig h t C ounsel
c h e n g -y i 1973,2008

G o lo n el D ir e c to r o f th e R e ta in e r s /J
s s u - l i h s ia o -w e i ( n o te s 1 to
CP1, 28 to CP6; HHS t r e a t i s e
2 7 ,p .8 a ) 1865, 9 9 -1 9 0 0 ,2 1 ,3 3 ,
3 8 ,4 4 ,8 1 ,8 4 ,9 6 ,2 0 1 7 -1 8 ,4 5 ,6 2 ,
8 0 ,9 5 ,2 1 0 6 ,1 1

Commandant o f th e C h 'a n g -lo P a la c e
Guard
C h 'a n g -lo
w ei-w ei (n o te 29 to CP6)2162

T-'n

. . . o f R e s o lu te C a v a lry
h s i a o - c h i 1907

C o lo n e l o f th e C ity G ates
ch 'en g -m en h s ia o - w e i ( i n
ch arg e o f th e g a te s o f th e
c a p i t a l ; HHS t r e a t i s e 2 7 ,p .5 b )
1 8 8 3 ,1 9 0 6 ,1 1,38

vj

Commander o f th e Guard a t th e Gate
^
men h s i a tu (n o te 13 to CA3)
2010,2106
Comm andery^p ch ü n ; p assim

C o lo n e l i n Charge o f A g r ic u ltu r e
Jjptie n - n im g h s ia o - w e i 1 956
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Commandery Assistant
^
chün ch'eng (chief civil
official under a Grand
Administrator; HHS treatise
28, p.4a) 2058,63

Controller of the Right

yu tu

2092
Consultant Foreman Clerk in the
Department of Legal Administration
>£
fa-ts *ao yi-lingshlh 2079

Commissioner
shih-chün
(term of address for the
head of a provincial
administration) 1873,195152,57-58,70,2122

Court Architect
chiang-tso
ta-chiang (HHS treatise 27, p.5a)
1916,60,90,96,2000
Credentials gp chieh (i.e. the right
to take legal decisions and
carry out execution without prior
reference to the throne; notes
28 to CP6, 18 to ChP3) 1899,1934,
40,43,57,69,81,96,2001,19,2115,72

Commissioner over the Army ^
hu-chün 2036,2120,41,43-44
Commissioner over the Army of
the Centre ^
chung
hu-chün (note 6 to CA5) 2029
Commissioner over the Army of the
Left 2106

Dare-to-dies

Commissioner over the Army of the
Right 2148,70

Director of Uprightness ^ s s u - c h i h
(note 12 to CA22) 2154

Commissioner over the Army Who
Subdues the West
cheng-hsi hu-chün 2106

Division 3) fang (military unit of
the Yellow Turban rebels) 1865
Duke of the State ^ ^

Commissioner over the Armies
Within the Passes $£] 'f2
kuan-chung hu-chün 2143

kuo-kung 2115 •

Duke of Wei
4* i.e. Ts'ao Ts'ao
2119-44 see Index of Personal
Names

Companions
ch* in-chin
(note 9 toCA20) 2142,68-69
Inspector
chien 2142
Controller of the Army
tu-chün 2157

kan-ssu (volunteers)

2078

Dukes, the T h r e e ** san kung (i.e.
Grand Commandant, Minister
over the Masses, Minister of
Works qq.v.; note 11 to KH4)
1861,78,82,95,1902,49,54,2079

'

Controller of the Division of the
Right;f^3/J^ yu-pu tu 2165

Offices of the Three Dukes
san-fu 1861

Controller of the Division of the
Right at Headquarters *1^7*
chang-hsia yu-pu tu 2153

Offices like the Three Dukes
(note 12 HP1) 1953-54,65,69

Controller of the Left
tso-hsiao (note 24 to CP1; HHS
treatise 27, p.5b) 1872
Controller of the Left
2029

jxßfä tso

tu

Controller of the Military Affairs
of Liang Province
tu Liang-chou chün shih 2122

Eastern Supporter
tso-p'ingyi (administrator of Tso-p'ingyi commandery; HHS treatise 27,
p.9a) 1938-39 and see Gazetteer
Emperor %.
huang-ti: see Index of
Personal Names
Empress
huang-hou 1893-94,1905,
60,68,2133-35
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Empress-dowager
& huangt 'ai-hou 1891,94-96,99-1901,
04

[General] and Chief Commissioner
tu-hu 2140,53
...Who Destroys the Criminals
t'ien-k'ou 1972
X

Filially Pious and Incorrupt
hsiao-lien (candidate
recommended for
office by a commandery or
kingdom; notes 8 to CP2 and
23 to ChP2; HHS treatise 28,
p.4b) 1877-78,1928,2013,23,

...Who Displays Firmness
fen-wu 1924,2106
...Who Displays Majesty
fen-wei 1924,34,2102
.. .Who Establishes Loyalty
chien-chung 1992,2013

29,2100
'tt

^

Five Regiments
’g 7 wu ying
(of the Northern Army; note
3 to CP1) 1866,96

...Who Establishes Righteousness

chien~yi 1925
...Who Establishes Trust
chien-hsin 21 59

General
^ chiang-chün 1886,
1915,20,24,36,51,64,92,9697,99,2013-14,23,27,36,52,
58,71,97,2112,41,44,62 and
also with ornamental titles
as listed below:

...Who Exterminates the Caitiffs
t'ao-lu 2037-38,87,
2128,57
...Who Exterminates the Rebels
t 'ao-ni 2008,21,38

. ..of the Agile C a v a l r y , j M f
^
p'iao-chi chiang-chün
(second ranking general; HHS
treatise 24,p.6b) 1891,95,
1940,65,2172
...Who Breaks the Enemy Line
che-chung 2093

...Who is Firm and Majestic
wu-wei 2057
.. .of the Flying Army
yi-chün 2158

^

M
'

...Who Brings Righteousness to
Flourishj^
hsing-yi 1965

...Who Gives Tranquillity and
Collects the Empire
an-chi 1953,65

.. .Who Calms the W a v e s f u - p o
2008,2149

...Who Gives Tranquillity to the
Eastj^.^_ an-tung 1943

...of Chariots and Cavalry ^ ß frj
chü-chi (third ranking general;
HHS treatise 24, p.6b) 1873,
80,82-84,1901,08,22,36,40,62,
65,81,88,2014,23,44,99,2110

...Who Gives Tranquillity to Han
Jg
an-Han 2128

...of Chariots and Cavalry on the
Left £
tso chü-chi 1879-

...Who Gives Tranquillity to the
South
an-nan 2003
...Who Gives Tranquillity to the
S t a t e ^ an-kuo 1969,81

...of Chariots and Cavalry on the
Right
yu chü-chi 1877

...Who Gives Tranquillity to the
Submi ssive
|5jh an-hsiang
1950

...Who Cherishes the Barbarians

jfc

k.

fu - y i

...Who Gives Tranquillity to the
Northern Barbarians jjZ L ijf
an-ti 1950

^T

2122
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[General] Who Gives Tranquillity
to the West Jit ^
an-hsi
1954,2106
...Who Glorifies Han
Han 1999

[General] Master of the Army
^
chün-shih 2128
...Who Pacifies the Caitiffs
p'ing-lu 2149

ming-

M

7

.. .Who Pacifies the Criminals
p *ing-k'ou 2166
'

...Who Governs the Universe
mi-t'ien 1886

. ..Who Pacifies Disorder
p 'ing-nan 2143

...of the Guards
wei (fourth
ranking general; HHS
treatise 24, p.6h) 1984,
2014

...Who Pacifies the North Jp
p *ing-pei 2053
*

.. .Who Inspires Awe
wei 2026,2128

...Who Pacifies the West
p *ing-hsi 2128

chen-

'

ip ^7
»

...of Peace and Harmony ^
ning-chi 1966
^

...of the Left & tso (HHS
treatise 24,p.6b) 1892,1911»
32,43,97,2105,10,20,27,37,
59-60

j

.. .Who is Pillar of Heaven
chu-t1ien 1871

deputy in charge of the
offices of the' General of
the Left
shu tso chiang-chün fu shih)

2128

...Who Proclaims Majesty &
hsüan-wei 1 992
...Who Proclaims Righteousness
hsüan-yi 1964
...of the Rearf|e,hou (HHS treatise
24,p.6b) 1894,1907-08,40,53,
65,2160

...Who Maintains Distant Lands
in Peace A t [ f t chen-yiian
2159
— '

..of Resolute Cavalry
hsiao-chi 2155

.. .Who M a i n t a i n the East in
Peace
chen-tung 1964,
84-85,2002

..of the R i g h t ( H H S treatise
: .24,P :6Td ) 1940,53,59,2160

.. .Who Maintains Loyalty j p ^
ping-chung 2129

..Who Routs the Caitiffs
p'o-lu 1880,1913

...Who Maintains Righteousness
jLjl- li-yi 2143,60
...Who Maintains the South in
Peace
f a chen-nan 1940,54,
2142 ^

. .Who Shines in Virtue
chao-te 2129
..of the Standard

/S
/j?*,
ya-men 2159

..Who Subdues the Caitiffs if &
cheng-lu 2164-65
*

...Who Maintains the West in
Peace
chen-hsi 1940,
2080,2170

..Who Subdues the East
tung 1969

...Majestic as a Tiger
hu-wei 2153

..Who Subdues the North
pei 2159

.. .Who Manifests Courage
yang-lieh 1938
^47""

..Who Subdutes the South
2030,93,2156,60

.. .Who Manifests Firmness
yang-wu 1938,53,2017,2128

...Who Subdues the West
1936,40,2122
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chengchengcheng-nan
cheng-hsi

JU

I

[G e n e ra l] Supreme
1891

[G e n e ra l o f th e G entlem en o f th e
Household) Who M a in ta in s th e
P eo p le i n p eace
chen-m in 204^

w u-shang

...W ho T e r r i f i e s C rim in a ls
t a n g - k 'o u 1880,2098

^

. . .Who M a in ta in s th e R eb els i n
O rder Soffit c h e n - ts e 1871

. . .Who T r a v e r s e s th e Open C ountry
h en g -y eh 2093

. . .Who i s M a je s tic and Firm
wei-wu 2096

. . . o f th e Van Jrj c h 1ie n (HHS
t r e a t i s e 24, p .6 b ) 1892,1905,
3 9 ,4 6 ,2 0 8 0 ,2 1 6 0

Q
'

. . .M anager o f th e Army
c h a n g -chün 2128

A**

t a c h ia n g G e n e r a l-in - C h ie f
chün ( f i r s t ra n k g e n e r a l ; HHS
t r e a t i s e 24 , p .6 b ) 1 8 6 6 ,7 6 ,0
9 1 ,9 3 -9 4 ,9 6 ,1 9 0 0 - 0 1 ,8 1 ,8 5 ,8 8 ,
96,2139 and a ls o w ith
o rn a m e n ta l t i t l e s a s l i s t e d
below :

...W ho M a n ife s ts F irm n ess
yang-wu 1983

. . .Who M a in ta in s th e West i n Peace
£ £ £7 c h e n - h s i ta - c h ia n g chün 2111

. . .Who P a c i f i e s D is o rd e r
p *in g -n a n 1878

...W ho S u p p o rts H
1999

a

n

. ..M a s t e r o f th e Army Op
chün s h ih 2 0 9 4 ,2 1 0 4 ,2 1 2 8
. . . o f th e N o rth
CP1) 1866,71

G en eral o f th e G entlem en o f th e
H ousehold ^
c h u n g -la n g c h ia n g (n o te 7 to CP1; HHS
t r e a t i s e 25, p p .3 b f f ) 1906,
1 7 ,2 1 ,3 8 ,6 1 ,8 0 ,2 0 0 4 ,0 7 ,2 4 ,4 0 ,
62,2130 and a ls o w ith
o rn a m e n ta l t i t l e s a s l i s t e d
below :

on th e R ig h t ^ yu (n o te 7 to CP1;
HHS t r e a t i s e 25, p .4 a ) 1866
.Who Subdues th e C a i t i f f s
c h e n g -lu 2052
.Who Subdues th e E
tu n g 1956

. . . f o r A ll P u rp o se s
$
w u-kuan c h u n g -la n g -c h ia n g
n o te s 7 to CP1, 1 to CA16,
HHS t r e a t i s e 25, p*3b) 1906,
2 0 4 3 ,2 1 0 6 ,5 0 -5 1 ,6 2
c

. . . C o n t r o l l e r o f th e Army
tu -c h u n 1959

^M

f

. . .As R apid As a T ig e r
h u -p en (n o te 7 to CP1);
HHS t r e a t i s e 25, p .4 b ) 1891,
94,1901

f u- Han

. . .Who C om forts th e S o u th
s u i- n a n 2105

p e i (n o te 7 to

a

s t cheng-

.Who T e r r i f i e s C rim in a ls
t a n g - k 1ou 2052

)(■%,

. . .Who T r a v e r s e s th e Open C o u n try
h en g -y eh 2094
G e n e ra l o f th e G entlem en o f th e
H ousehold i n C harge o f
A g ric u ltu re -^
tie n - n u n g
(n o te 24 to CA1) 1990,2154

'

G e n eral o f th e R ig h t Who C ro sse s th e
L iao R iv e r rfz
yu tu - L ia o c h ia n g -c h ü n (n o te
4 to CA5) 2028

. . . o f th e E a s t j p tu n g 1872,80,1921
. . .Who E s t a b l i s h e s Awe
c h ie n -w e i 2009
. . . o n th e L e f t
ts o (n o te 7 to CP1;
HHS t r e a t i s e 25, p .4 a ) 1 8 6 6 ,1917,
2 9 ,3 4 ,5 0
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G entlem an
la n g ( im p e r ia l c o u r t i e r ;
n o te 17 to CP6) 1896,1905.

Gentleman in Attendance of the
Yellow Gates
.
huang-men shih-lang (note
11 to. CP6)1894,1935,41,2150

Grand Commandant
t 1ai-wei
(most senior of the three
Dukes q.v.; HHS treatise 24,
p.2b) 1860,62-64,68-69,79,
82-83,85-86,89-90,93,1900,0506,10,22,34,39,40-41 ,44-45,54,
60,66,88,96,2000

Gentleman-consultant
yi-lang (imperial courtier;
HHS treatise 25,p.7a) 1862,
72,79,86,90-91,1904,11 ,56,
83,99,2039,59,96,2109,33,52,

Grand Cranary, Prefect of the
t'ai-ts'ang ling (HHS
treatise 26, p.2a) 1889

66
Gentleman^of the General Staff
ts 'ung-shih
chung-lang (adviser to a
general; HHS treatise 24,
p.7b) 1899,1951,2018,2128-29,
53

Grand Herald
ta-hung-lu
(one of the nine ministers,
responsible for relations
with vassal kings and with
non-Chinese states; HHS
treatise 25, p.10b) 1906,16,
38,60,2084

Gentleman of the Palace ^ ^
lang-chung (imperial courtier;
note 17 to CP6; HHS treatise
25 ,p.4a) 2001

Grand Judge 5 ^ * ^ * ta-li (note 14 to
CA18) 2124,47
Grand Master
t'ai-shih (note
5 to ChP2) 1919,38,41,2007

Gentleman of the Sacred Music'ff^-$\
ya-yüeh lang (note 27 to CA1)
1993

Grand Master of Ceremonies ^ ^
t 'ai-ch'ang (one of the nine
ministers, responsible for
state religion and education;
HHS treatise 25, p.1a) 1860,
62-63,87,1922,38,46,54,67

Governor’^^-mu (notes 26 to CP1 , 3
to CP5) 1887-89 and see under
particular provinces in the
Gazetteer
Grand Administrator^“
* ^ t 1ai-shou
(civil head of a commandery;
HHS treatise 28, p.4a) see
under particular commanderies
in the Gazetteer
Grand Chief Controller
ta-tu-tu (note 15 to CA9) 2058
Grand Clerk
t 1ai-shih
(responsible for astrology and
the calendar, and for examin
ation of omens; HHS treatise
25, p.1b) 1890,1925
Grand Coachman ^ ' f t 'ai-p'u
(note 10 to KH4; HHS treatise
25, p.9a) 1861,68,79,89,190910,12,38,40-41,44,60,69,79

Grand Minister of Agriculture ^
ta-ssu-nung (note 10 to KH4;
HHS treatise 26, p.1b) 1861,68,
82,1960,67,2124
Grand Palace Grandee ^ ^
t'ai-chung ta-fu (imperial
courtier; HHS treatise 25,
p. 6b) 1905,2081,2151
Grand Prolonger of Autumn ^
ta-ch1ang-ch1iu (note 12 tö KH4;
HHS treatise 27,p-2a) 1861
Grand Tutor < ^ 4 ^ t *ai-fu (appointed
at the beginning of an emperor's
reign, in rank above the three
Dukes, to guide the new ruler's
administration; HHS treatise 24,
p.1b) 1894,1904,12,15,39-40,57,
2160
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Grandee Remonstrant and Consultant
chien-yi ta-fu
(imperial courtier; HHS
treatise 25, p. 6 b) 1859,80,91,
99,1950,2009

kK

m 4-

Guards of the Feathered Forest
yii-lin (note 3 to CP1 ) 1866,

1968

Heir-apparent [of Wei; i.e. T s ’ao
P ’i] 2150-52,62
Honoured Lady
kuei-.jen
(imperial concubine, second
in rank to the Empress; HHS
annals 10A, p.2b) 1960,2121,
33,25
Household Assistant
chiac h 1eng (at the court of a
feudal lord; HHS treatise 28,
p.13b) 2132
..
jl
jl
Imperial Clerk Grandee
yü-shih ta-fu (note 6 to CA13)
2079-80,2124,34,50

Inspector
chien (HHS
treatise 25, p.6b) 1990

±

Guards of the division of the Left
tso (note 3 to C P 1 ) 1866

-ft,

Guards As Rapid As a Tiger //L ^
hu-pen (note 3 to CP1) 1962,
68,2133

Imperial Clerk Preparer of
Documents
^__chih-shu
yü-shih (an officer of the
censorate supervising judicial
and legal administration; HHS
treatise 26, p. 11 a) 1929,2017

>£

Guards of the division of the
Rignt 5^ yu (note 3 to CP1 )

1866
Head of the Central Precinct
chung-pu yuan [of Ho-nan]
(note 33 to CP 6 ) 1902

Imperial Household Grandee
kuang-lu ta-fu (senior imperial
courtier; HHS treatise 25,
p- 6 a) 1880,1911,16,22,40,2115

Head C l e r k H ^ C yuan (head of a
department
ts *ao in the
central administration or a
senior clerical assistant in
a commandery) 1864,1974,2000,
60,62,96,99

^

Imperial Jail

chao-yü 1868

Imperial Palace Parks, Prefect
Intendant of the
kou-shun ling (HHS treatise
26, p.7a) 1883

Head Clerk of the Department of
the East
tung-ts 1ao
yuan (note 7 to CA13) 2079,82,
2151

Imperial Wardrobe, Office of the
yii-fu (HHS treatise 26,
p . 6 b) 1861

Head Clerk of the Department of
Justice
li-ts'ao yuan
2134,54
9

Insignia and Credentials, Prefect of
fu-chieh ling (note 4
to ChP3; HHS 26,p.10b) 1968

Head Clerk of^the Department of the
West
hsi-ts'ao yuan
(note 7 to CA1 3 ) 2079,2129,45,
62

Inspector yPj.xL tz'u-shih (note 4
to KH4; HHS treatise 28, p.1a)
see under particular provinces
in the Gazetteer

Head Clerk for Literary Scholarship
j'^Lwen-hsüeh yiian 2079

Intendant
yin (note 5 to CA2; HHS
treatise 27, p.9a) see under
Ching-chao, Ho-nan and Huai-nan
in Gazetteer

^

Heir-apparent
Han] 1894

t *ai-tzu [of

Ify

^

Investigator ^ f y p tu-yu (notes.33
to C P 6 ; 18 to HP2; HHS treatise
28,pp. 6af) 1966,2128

Heir-apparent [of Han-chung] 2159
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King 3- wang (note 2 to CPl) 1866,
72,94,96,01-02,04,09,19,99
2030,68,73,2113; also listed
under specific kingdoms in the
Gazetteer
King of An-ting

[rebel] 1886

King of Han-chung
Pei q.v.] 2159 on

Lord of Earth General
ti-kung chiang-chiin 1865

Magistrate
fu-chün (term of
address for a Grand Administrator)
1913,51,2021
Major &]
ssu-ma (HHS treatise 24,
pp.7a f) 1975,85,94,1903,15,50,
55,80,2129,57,70 and also with
ornamental titles as listed below:

King of Wei
[i.e. Ts'ao Ts'ao
q.v.] 2144 on
1977,

...to the Army of the LieutenantChancellor
ch'eng-hsiang chün ssu-ma 2163

kuo; passim

Lady of Wu-yang
[i.e. the
Lady Ho II] 1864 and see Index
of Personal Names

...Attached to Headquarters W

2136

chung

1

...at the Base Camp

^

liu-ying

2111

Lateral Courts
yi-t’ing (note
6 to KH4) 1860
Prefect ^ ling (HHS treatise
26, p.6a) 1883

...Commissioner over the Army ^
hu-chün (note 16 to CPl) 187Ö
...Who Controls Justice
tu-yi 1928

Libationer
>£) chi-chiu (notes
38 to CP6, 5 to CA6) 1903,2043

..Displaying Firmness ^
1931

Libationer and Expositor
%%tu-chiang chi-chiu (note 13 to
CA18) 2123
Libationer to the Minister of
1989

'

Lord of Man General A ^
jen-kung chiang-chün 1865

King of the T i & barbarians 2122,
26,35

Kingdom

Lord /\ty po [of Hsü Province] 1942

Lord of Heaven General X A
W"
t 1ien-kung chiang-chün 18b 5

[i.e. Liu

King of the Sources of the River_^
Who Will Pacify Han
/'* jJLho-shou p'ing-Han wang
2133

King of the Wu-huan
2013,57-58

Long Lanes
yung-hsiang (note 6
to KH4) 1860

fen-wu

...of the Forward Division
c h 'ien-pu 2160

Works

Major [at the Hsiung-nu courts] 2147

Libationer Planner
mou-chichiu [to the Army of the
Lieutenant-Chancellor] 2081

Major [under the Colonel Protector
of the Wu-huan] (note 40 to HP2)
1977

Lieutenant-Chancellor ^
ch'enghsiang (note 6 to CA13) [i.e.
Ts'ao Ts'ao] 2079,2119 and
see Ts'ao Ts'ao in the Index
of Personal Names

Major With a Separate Command v'j
pieh-pu ssu-ma (HHS
treatise 24,p.8a) 1920,27-29,
2039-40,52,66,78

Lieutenant-General
p 1ienchiang-chün 2033,78,80,95,
2128-29,65,71

Major-General
2047,2128
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pi-chiang-chün
I

Marquis'7^
hou (note 5 to KH4)
1880,82-83,1932,39,40,65,
69,2047,70,84,2115,42,47,61
and with varying fiefs, as
below:

Prefect ^ ling (HHS treatise
26,p.7b) 1988,2001,07,23,32,
34,60
Superv i s o r ^
p'u-yeh (HHS
treatise 26,p.8a) 1933,39,96,
2123,45,51

Marquis of a Chief Commune
tu-t1ing hou 1859,2017
Marquis of a Chief District^^ßife
/jjjf tu-hsiang höu 1869
' I
Marquis of a Commune
t *ing hou 1984,85,94,2073,
2159,71
Marquis of a District
hsiang hou 1868,71,1907,
2003,57
Marquis^of the Imperial Domain
kuan-nei hou
(note 8 to CP4) 1886,2053,
2123
Marquis of a Prefecture
hsien hou 1861,66,68,73,79,
80,86,91,93,1905,17,34,43,
46,85,88,99,2008,61,2101,
32,42,50,52,55,70,72; also
listed under place-names
in the Gazetteer
Marquis of Title
^
ming-hao hou (note 12 to CA20)
2142
Master of the Army
chiin-shih
(note 21 to HP1) 1957,88,2150

Masters of Writing, to control the
affairs of the ^
f
lu shang-shu shih (note 9 to
CP6) 1894,1919,34,39-40,44,46,
54,56,84
Ministers
chTing (i.e. Grand
Master of Ceremonies, Super
intendant of the Imperial
Household, Commandant of the
Palace Guard, Grand Coachman,
Commandant of Justice, Grand
Herald, Superintendant of the
Imperial House, Grand Minister
of Agriculture, Privy Treasurer
qq.v.; note 3 to CP5) 1888,2043
Minister over the Masses &]
ssu-t 'u (second of the three
Dukes; HHS treatise 24, p.4a)

1860 ,6 2 ,6 4 ,7 8 ,8 1 ,8 5 ,9 1 ,96 ,
1905-06,10-11,33,38-40,56,61,
66-67,88,2076
Minister of Works
-£• ssu-k'ung
(third of the three Dukes; HHS
treatise 24,p.5b) 1862,68,74,80,
85,91,1903,05-06,10,16,22,40,46,
48,60,88,2000

Master of Records
chu-pu
(secretary to the head of a
commandery or a high court
official) 1885,96,33,76,81,
2014,53,60,63,79-80,95,98,
2110,39-40,50,62-63

Northern Jail of^ the Yellow Gates
it -fj
huang-men pei-ssu yu
(note 11 to CP1 ) 1867,80

Masters of Writing '$0% shang-shu
(imperial secretariat; notes
11 to KH4 and 9 to CP6; HHS
treatise 26,p.8b) 1861,79,
88,94,98,1900-02,04,06,09,
32-33,35,39,60,66,84,88,
2085,95,2123-24,46,50,72

Officer of the Department of Merit ^ $3
f7 kung-ts'ao ts'ung shih (under
the Colonel Director of the
Retainers, responsible for
selection and recommendation for
office in the capital province;
also an officer in a commandery
with the same function; HHS
treatises 27, p.8b and 28, p.6a)
1869,1907,85,87,2021-22,39,43,
63,2155-56

Gentleman
2134

lang 1981 ,2067,
f

Obedient Barbarians of Huang-chung
Huang-chung yi-ts'ung
hu (note 27 to CP1 ) 1873
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Official Chariots, Prefect in
Charge of
^
kung-chü ling 2152

Prefect Grand Physician
t ’ai-yi ling (HHS treatise
26, p.5b) 2154

Palace Assistant Imperial Clerk
yü-shih chungch'eng (chief of the
censorate; note 14 to CP1 ;
HHS treatise 26, p.10b)
1868,1921,2124
Palace Attendant
'f shih-chung
(honorary title, no partic
ular duties, held concurrently
with substantive office; HHS
treatise 26, p.4a) 1867,87-88,
1905,06,25,55,50,60-61 ,64-66,
88,96,2109,64,85,2115,25-24,
39,45,67,75

Palace Captain of the Northern Army
jfY
pei-chün chung-hou
(note 11 to CP6; HHS treatise
27,p.6b) 1894,1915
Palace Commandant
chung-wei
(note 1 to CA21) 2144

Privy Treasurer /
shao-fu
(one of the nine ministers,
responsible for the finance
and administration of the
imperial household; HHS
treatise 26, p.5a) 1897,1900,
16,67,2154
Privy Treasurer of the Yung-lo
Palace
Yung-lo shao-fu
(note 6 to CP5) 1889
Province 'flj chou; passim
Queen 5 . ^

wang-hou [of Wei] 2160

Recipes, Office of: see Palace
Workshop
Reporting O f f i c e r ^ f ^ chi-li
(note 4 to KH5; HHS treatise
28, p.4b) 1862,78
Resident Chief Clerk
chü-fu chang-shih 2106

Palace Regular Attendant 'f’
chung-ch*ang-shih (note 12 to
CP1; HHS treatise 26, p.5a)
1861,65-66,68-69,76,78-80,82,
90,95-96,98-1900,24,81

Retainer
shu-tzu (at the
court of a feudal lord; HHS
treatise 28, p .1 5 b ) 2152

Palace Workshop, Office of the
shang-fang (note 8 to KH4) 1861
Supervisor
chien (HHS
treatise 26, p.12a) 1900
Prefect ^
ling (head of a prefect
ure with population more than
10,000 households; HHS
treatise 28, p.7a) 1926,2052
and see under individual
prefectures in Gazetteer
Prefect of the Gentlemen of the
Palace
^
lang-chung ling
[at the court of a vassal king]
(note 14 to CA18; HHS treatise
28, p.12a) 1909
Prefect of the Gentlemen of the
Palace -$p f
lang-chung-ling
(note 14 to CA18) 2124
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Shan-yii
'T of the Southern
Hsiung-nu (or Southern [t$]
nan]Shan-yü) 1889,1905-06,
22,25,78,2045-46,66-67,21 46
Shan-yü ^
of the Wu-huan
2015,57,58,69,72-75,21 46,55
Stables for Splendid Horses,/
Assistant of the
lu-chi chiu ch'eng 18597
Subordinate Clerk,of the Department
of the Eastj^'f'/Jlf tung-ts 'ao
shu (note 7 to CA15) 2145
Subordinate Clerk of the epartment
of Granaries
^
t s 1ang-t s *ao shu 21f ,2146
Subordinate Clerk of the Department
of Officials
Jy
shih-tsfao shu 2086

Superintendant of the Army
chlen-chün 2015,36
Superintendant of the Imperial
House
tsung-cheng
(one of the nine ministers,
responsible for discipline
of the imperial clan; HHS
treatise 26, p.1a) 1889
Superintendant of the Imperial
Hous eho 1d
kuang-luhsün (one of the nine
ministers, responsible for
the personal protection of
the Emperor; HHS treatise
25,p.3a) 1885,91,1906,10,
60,67,2080,85
Supervi

the Internuncios
yeh-che p'u-yeh
(responsible for the
ceremonial of the Emperor
receiving visitors and
messages; HHS treatise 25,
p.7a) 1962,2005

Yellow Gates, Junior Attendant
of the
hsiao huang-men
(notes 11 and 12 to CP1; HHS
treatise 26, p.5b) 1871,82,90,
99
Yellow Gates, Palace Attendant
Within the
chung
huang-men (notes 11 and 12 to
CP1; HHS treatise 26, p.6a)
1867,1900
Yellow Gates, Prefect of the ^
huang-men ling (note 12 to
CP6; HHS treatise 26, p.5b)
1895
Yung-lo Empress—dowager
^
Yung-lo huang-t1ai-hou [i.e.
the Lady TungJ (note 1 to KH5)
see Index of Personal Names

Supervisor of the Private Library
mi-shu chien 2064
Tiger Warriors
hu-shih
(Ts'ao Ts'ao's bodyguard;
note 14 to CA2) 2000,2107
Tiger. Cavalry

chi 2108

Western Garden
tfj hsi-yüan
(note 9 to KH4) 1861,66,77-78
Cavalrymen

tsou 1877

Colonels
hsiao-wei (note
13 to CP5) 1890
Western Sustainer
yu-fu-feng
(administrator of Yu-fu-feng
commandery; HHS treatise 27,
p.9a) 1938 and see Gazetteer
Worthy King of the East /$.
tso hsien wang [of the Southern
Hsiung-nuJ 1889
Worthy King of the West ^
yu hsien wang [of the Southern
Hsiung-nuj 1889,1967,21 47
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G a z e tte e r and In d ex o f P la c e -n a m e s:

1

A -yang 3
P i n H an-yang,
L ian g (s o f T s in g n in g
&
tK .
Kansu) 1873
7^
<

A n - c h u n g Sy" P i n N an-yang,
C hing (SE o f C henping
Honan) 2003
'
An-kuo t ' in g
An-min ^

Ü|

9

,

m arq u is 2061

(n o te 2 to CA6) 2041

C h 'an g S l o p e " ^ ^ '^ (NE o f Tangyang
, Hupeh) 2 0 8 4 ,8 7 ,9 8 ,2 1 3 7
C h 'a n g -a n
P i n C h in g -ch ao ,
S s u - l i (N¥ o f S ia n
, S h e n s i)
1 8 7 9 ,8 2 ,1 9 1 0 ,1 2 ,1 6 ,2 1 ,4 0 - 4 1 ,4 3 ,
4 5 ,4 7 ,5 0 ,5 4 ,6 9 ,7 6 :,9 2 ,9 6 ,2 1 0 9 ,5 6 ,
58 and se e C a p i ta l d i s t r i c t ,
T h ree A d ju n c ts , ( w ith in th e )
P a s se s

A n - p 'in g # ^ C i n Chi 1866,2057;
k in g 1866,72

Ch' a n g - k u a n g c o m m a n d e r y ( n o te 7
to CA5) GA 2030

A n -tin g
ßL. C i n L ian g 1886,
1920,2108-09,21

C h 'a n g - li

(n o te 1 to CA19) 2126

Ch' a n g -lo

P a la c e a t Lo-yang 1900

A n-yi

^ P i n H o -tu n g , S s u - l i
( n e a r A nyi, S h a n s i) 1921,69

Ao G ran ary , t h e ^ C ^ ^ " (S o f
S zeshui
, Honan) 1914,
2013

C h 'a n g - lu
commandery (n o te 6 to
CA3) 200T
C h' ang-men %

G ates a t Wu 2010

C h 'a n g - p 'in g O b se rv a to ry
$ n£ß
(n o te 4 to HP1 ) 1 9 5 0 ^ ' ^

B lack M ountain
^ ( n o te 7 to
CP2) 1878 and se e In d ex o f
P e rs o n a l Names
C a p i ta l d i s t r i c t , th e ^
18626 3 ,6 5 -6 6 ,7 1 - 7 2 ,7 6 - 7 7 ,8 0 ,8 2 ,
91 ,9 5 -9 6 ,9 8 ,1 9 0 2 - 0 3 ,0 5 ,0 9 - 1 1 ,
4 5 -4 6 ,5 4 ,5 9 ,6 1 ,6 9 ,2 1 2 9 and
s e e L o-yang, C h 'a n g -a n , T hree
A d ju n c ts , Hsü

Ch ' a n g - s h a C i n C hing 1 8 8 6 ,1958,
2 0 0 8 ,3 9 -4 0 ,8 6 ,9 4 ,2 1 0 3 ,2 9 ,3 6 ,3 8 ;
GA 1 8 8 6 ,1 9 1 2 ,2 0 0 8 ,2 0 9 4
Ch' a n g -sh a n ^
C i n Chi 1 9 2 7 ,4 4 ,
2068; Ch 1946
C h' a n g -sh e
P i n Y in g -c h 'u a n ,
YÜ (W o f Changko £ 3*. , Honan)
1868 6 9 ,2 0 8 0
-

C h a -tu ^

(n o te 12 to CA1) 1986

A ty

jk

C h 'a i- s a n g f?» £jp; P i n Y ü-chang,
Yang (SW o f K iu k ia n g
y£~ ,
K ia n g s i) 2088

Chang R iv e r
1922,2053

( n o te 13 to ChP2)

C h an g -h sian g ^

(NW o f Tangyang

. |upeh) 2170

C h 'ao -k o J ^ ^ ^ L p i n H o -n e i, S s u - l i
(NE o f C h ih s ie n
Honan)
1 9 2 4 ,4 4 ; c h i e f 2162
C h e/j^ P i n C h 'e n , Yü (N o f Checheng
Honan) m arq u is 2101
Che R i v e r 7JC 1985

C h a n g -lin g Jif
commandery ( n o te
12 to CA13) GA 2082
C nang-yeh

Chao C h u n g ^ l a L> m ansion o f , a t
Lo-yang 1981
Chao C h u n g m a n s i o n o f , a t Yeh
1880,1 924

Ch’a n - l i n g y ^ ^ ^ P i n W u -lin g ,
Ching (S o f Kungan
,
Hupeh) 2086 ,2 1 3 6 ; m arq u is
217°

»f

C h a o ^ C i n Chi 1870

i n L ian g 21 58
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C h 'e n f t ^ C i n Yü 1 8 7 1 ,1 9 9 9 ,2 0 0 0 ;
k in g 1999; Ch 1999

C h 'i M ountain
CA9) 2055

C h 'e n - l i u
& C i n Yen 1907,
3 1 ,5 1 ; k in g 1 8 9 6 ,1 9 0 1 -0 2 ,
04; GA 1 9 0 6 ,0 8 ,5 0 -5 1

C h 'i R iv e r
1924 ( m is w r itte n
C h 'in g ) , 2052
C h 'i - c h 'u n
commandery (n o te
3 to CA18) 2119

C h 'e n - t s 'a n g
M P i n Y u -fu fe n g , S s u - l i (E o f P ao k i
fg
, S h e n s i) 1892 ,1 9 5 9 ,
Cheng-kung h s ia n g

C h' i - s h a n
(M o f S i h o ^ ^ 17 ,
Kansu) 2123,25
C h 'i - m e n ^ p f ^ 2057

1989

C h 'en g -k ao
P i n H o-nan,
S s u - l i (NW o f S z e sh u i
Honan) 1898,1914

*1» (n o te 11 to

C hia^fS P i n Y in g -c h 'u a n , Yü
( K ia h s ie n , Honan) 2161

,

C h ia -h s in g ^
2023

C h 'e n g - tu
P i n Shu, Yi
(C h en g tu , Szechwan) 1956,
2 0 4 2 ,2 1 1 2 ,1 7 ,2 7 -3 0 ,4 3 ,5 9

(n o te 25 to CA4)

C hia-m eng fxP i n K uang-han, Yi
(SE o f Chaohwa
,
Szechwan) 2 1 1 2 ,1 7 ,3 0

C h'eng-w u A A P i n C h i- y in ,
Yen (Chengwu, S hantung)
m arq u is 1940

C h ia -s h ih J ^ ^

(N o f Tungcheng
Anhwei^ 2127
A p artm en ts a t Lo-yang

C h 'e n g -y a n g iA
commandery (n o te
6 to CA3) 2007

C h ia - te
1894

Chi P ro v in c e
(HHS t r e a t i s e
20) 1 8 6 4 -6 5 ,7 9 ,9 2 ,1 9 0 4 ,0 8 ,1 5 ,
2 2 -2 3 ,7 0 ,9 6 ,2 0 1 1 ,2 4 ,3 6 - 3 7 ,
5 6 ,6 0 ,7 0 - 7 1 ,7 9 ,8 5 ,2 1 1 2 ,1 9 ,6 4 ;
Gov 1 8 7 3 ,1 9 2 4 ,2 0 5 6 ,2 1 1 9 ; In s
\ 9 0 6 -0 7 ,1 7 ,2 6 ,3 1
Chi-J^: P i n H an-yang, L ian g (S o f
Kanku •$“
K ansu) 1874,
21 2 1 -2 2

C hiang
( i . e . th e Y an g tse) 1903,
7 1 ,7 4 ,9 0 ,2 0 0 9 ,1 8 ,2 9 ,3 7 ,4 1 ,5 0 ,
8 8 .9 1 .9 3 - 9 4 ,2 1 1 8 -1 9 ,6 4 -6 5
s o u th o f th e C hiang 1913-14,
2 0 1 9 ,2 1 -2 2 ,8 2 ,2 1 2 9
e a s t o f th e .C h ia n g 1 9 7 0 ,7 2 ,
2 0 2 9 ,3 8 -3 9 ,7 5 ,8 8 ,9 0
*
beyond th e C hiang
C h ia n g -p ia o ) 2088

C h i^ 'J P i n K uang-yang, Yu (SW o f
T ah in g
, Hopeh) 188586,1946

C h i a n g P i n H o -tu n g , S s u - l i
(SW o f Kuwo
, S h a n s i)
. 2045

Chi R iv e r

C h ia n g -c h 'e n g < ^
P i n T an -y an g ,
Yang (N o f C hujung
1sL ,
K ian g su ) 1972

1962

C h i-n a n
c i n C h 'in g 2100;
k in g 2073
C h i - p e i ^ f ^ C i n Yen 1 9 4 0 ,(2 0 6 8 );
k in g 2113; Ch 1908,35
C h i- y in ^ i f p l ^ C i n Yen 2068; k in g
2113
C h 'i

C i n C h 'in g 2068

Ch 'i f r j j ^ P i n P ' e i , Yü ( S u h s ie n jf #
Anhwei) 2000 ( m is w r itte n
C h i-y an g )
.± 1

J.

J

-A- ^

^

1

C h ia n g -c h o u t/2
P i n P a, Yi
(K ia n g p e i >2
, Szechwan)
2 0 4 2 ,2 1 1 1 ,2 7
C h ia n g - h s ia ^
C i n C hing 1882,
2 0 8 4 ,8 9 ,2 1 3 8 ; G A .1993,2082,85,98,
2104
C h ia n g - lin g >-£ !
P i n N an, C hing
(K ia n g lin g , Hupeh) 1 9 1 4 ,2 0 8 3 -8 4 ,
8 8 .9 3 9 4 ,9 8 ,2 1 0 2 ,3 6 ,4 0 ,6 0 ,6 8 - 6 9
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C h i a n g - t 'i n g y * ' ^ 2014
C h ia n g -tu
i n K u a n g -lin g ,
Hsii (SW o f K ia n g tu , K ian g su )
1957
C h ian g -y an g ^
commandery
(n o te 4 to CA6) 2127; QA .2043
C hiao P ro v in c e
(HHS t r e a t i s e
2:3B) I n s 2T04-Q5 and s e e
C h ia o -c h ih I
C h ia o -c h ih it.
I ( i . e . C hiao
P ro v in c e q . v . ) 1 3 5 9 ,7 1 ;
Gov ; 887
C h ia o -c h ih
I I (commandery)
i n C hiao 2129; GA.2104-05
C hiao-ch'ru>f<£*'-X (N o f S in k ie n
’ J ia n g s u ) 2021 ,59
C h 'ia o
P i n / ' e i , Yu
( Pohsien
, Anhwei)
2 0 4 4 ,9 7 -9 8 ,2 1 0 0 ,1 5 ,1 8 ,4 7
C hieh B rid g e

Ch' ih -y a n g /tfe l^7 P i n T s o -p ' i n g - y i ,
S s u - l i (NW o f K ingyang >
,
S h e n s i) 1961,65
C h in -c h 'e n g
£$1 C i n L ian g 1864,
7 5 ,1 9 2 0 ,4 0 ,2 1 5 5 ; GA. .1875
C h in - c h 'e n g
P i n C h in -c h 'e n g ,
L ian g ('SW o f L a n c h o w ^ # -| ,,
K ansu) 1 921,40
^
}

$1 *|(

C hing P ro v in c e
HHS t r e a t i s e
22) 1 8 6 4 - 6 5 ,1 9 1 4 ,2 8 ,4 0 ,5 6 ,6 6 ,
7 5 ,9 2 ,2 0 0 1 -0 2 ,1 7 -1 8 ,4 2 ,4 8 ,5 1 ,
6 6 ,7 4 - 7 5 ,7 7 ,8 5 ,8 5 ,8 7 - 8 9 ,9 5 ,
9 8 ,2 1 1 0 -1 1 ,1 7 ,2 7 ,5 5 - 5 6 ,5 8 ,5 6 ,
6 5 ,6 9 -7 0 ,7 2 ; I n s 1 8 7 4 ,8 5 ,1 9 1 2 1 5 ,4 0 ,2 0 9 4 ,2 1 6 2 ; Gov 1 940,2099,
2172
C hing t P i n H o-nan, S s u - l i (SW o f
Y ingyang
j!^- , Honan) p r e f e c t
■> ^

C hing

(N o f W eih sien
f Hopeh) 1951

C hien ^ P i n C h i-n a n , C h 'in g
(NW o f C hangkiu’ ‘jjzJL. ,
S h an tu n g ) p r e f e c t 2087

C hing H i l l s

C h ie n -n in g
( i . e . Y i-ch o u
commandery q . v . ) 2128

1875

C hing-chao
C in S s u -li
I n te n d a n t 1 8 9 2 ,1911,2109

C h i e n - a n ( p a r t o f Kienow
, F u k ien ) 2052
C h ien-ch'ang^L v= 7 P i n Y ü-chang,
Yang (W o f F e n g s in A i f t ,
K ia n g s i) 2052
' 1

P i n T an -y an g , Yang
(W o f K in g h s ie n , Anhwei) 1958,
2009

o f f i c i a l r e s id e n c y ( a t C h 'a n g -a n
q . v . ) 1912
C h in g -c h ' eng »Y» ^
( i . e . T a n - t 'u q .v .
n o te 15 to CA9) 2 0 5 8 -5 9 ,2 1 0 1 -0 2
C h 'in g P ro v in c e ^
(HHS t r e a t i s e
22) 1 8 6 4 ,9 2 ,1 9 1 5 ,2 5 ,2 7 ,5 5 ,9 0 ,
9 6 ,2 0 1 4 ,1 6 ,2 5 ,4 9 ,6 0 ,7 0 ; In s
1915 ,2 6 ,4 5 ,9 0 ,2 0 4 4 ,8 4

C h ie n -w e i4 ^ .
C i n Yi 1889,
2 0 4 0 ,2 1 2 7 ,5 5 ; GA1929,55

C h 'in g R iv e r

C h ie n -y eh
M o -lin g

C h' in g -h o
> 3 ( i* e . K a n -lin g q . v . ,
n o te 2 to CPl)

2114,65 and se e

C h ' i e n o r ? ^ * P i n L u -c h ia n g ,
Yang (ME o f Hwoshan
J. ,
Anhwei) 20 1 4 ,9 8
^

C h 'in g - s o
Ch' in g - s o
1957

if ^

2057

Ga t e a t L o-yang 1901
C ate a t C h 'a n g -a n

C h 'i e n - t 'a n g
c i t y (Hangchow,
C h iu -c h en
C i n C hiao GA2104
C hekiang) 1 999
C h iu -c h ia n g -/L
C :Ln Yang 1942,
C h 'i h - c h 'i u k &+ P i n W ei, Chi
20
5
7
,2
1
1
9
;
G
A
1 9 5 1 ,5 8 ,9 6 and see
(SE o f Chengan
*]L ,
H
u
ai-n
an
Hopeh) 1945
*
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Chiu-ch'üan >I^7jCC in Liang
2158; GA1885

Ch'ü-a 4b j^j P in ¥u, Yang
(Tanyang -£}
, Kiangsu)
1957-58,70,72,2009

Cho

Ch'ü-chang $ 0
CA9) 2055

Cho

C in Yu 2061; GA2061
P in Cho, Yu (Chohsien,
Hopeh) prefect 1885

Ch'ü-jen
P in Pa, Yi
(w of Yunyang t^7
,
Szechwan) 1956^* ^

Chu ^Tp
P in Chiang-hsia, a
Ching (NW of Hwangkang * rj ,
Hupeh) chief 2077
Chu-ch'iu Tower
Lo-yang 1901
Ch'u-kuan ^

Chüan-ch'eng
P in Chi-yin,
Yen (E of ruhsien ;
,
Shantung) 1942,50,52-53,55,
6 5 , 2005,26

at

C h ’u a n - c h ' e n g ^ ^ 2015

(W of Changyang
, Hupeh) 2077

C h 'un-yü ^
f P in Pei-hai,
Ch'ing (NE of Ankiu
Shantung) 2068,70

Ch'üan-chou Trench
^
(note 7 to CA11) 2069
,

Ch'üeh-pi h

Chung-li £ i t
P in Chiuchiang, Yang (NE of Fengyang
Chung-liao

'

(S of Showhsien
, Anhwei) 2098

Chün-yi'|^ ill' P in Ch'en-liu, Yen
(NW of K' aifeng
, Honan)
2044
™
J

Anhwei) 1998
commandery 1917

Chung-ling district
marquis 1868

(note 10 to

Cloud Terrace

iifa
X

rjT

at Lo-yang 1876

Copper Bird T e r r a c e & , \ r
2100

at Yeh

Chung-mou ^
P in Ho-nan,
Ssu-li (E of Chungmou, Honan)
1907,28,51; prefect 1884,1907

Fan

Chung-shan ^ d j
Ch 1885

Fanij^ city in Nan-yang, Ching
(N of Siangyang JJpjL » Hupeh)
1927,2085,2156,60^6 f; 64,66,72

Ch'ung-te
1904
Chü J

C in Chi 2055-57;
Palace at Lo-yang

P in Tung, Yen (SE of Fanhsien,
Shantung 1952-53,65; prefect
1952

Fan-k'ou

X7

2088,92

Fang-ling 7 ^ commandery (note 4
to CA24) 2159; GA 2159

P in Lang-yeh, Hsü
(Chuhsien, Shantung) 1998

Chü-ch'ao^
P in Lu-chiang, /
Yang (NE of Chaohsien Ä
,
Anhwei) 2148-49; chief 2009

Fei-ju
P in Liao-hsi, Yu
(N of Lutung^l
, Hopeh) 1886

Chü-lu/^g

Feng-ch'iu
P in Ch'en-liu, Yen
(Fengkiu, Honan) 1942

Fen River S jpsjC . 2046

C in Chi 1864; GA1877

ChU-yeh
P in Shan-yang,
Yen (S of Kuyeh, Shantung) 1962
Chü-yung %
P in Shang-ku, Yu
(E of Y e n k i n g ^ Ä
, Hopeh)
1946

Fuy%

p in Kuang-han, Yi (Mienyang
’ Szechwan) 2111 ,18

Fuy^p (SE of Lochwan
Shensi) 2112
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Jlj

,

Fu R iv e r ;,^~7]C 2054

U ] C i n Chi 1 8 8 2 ,9 0 ,
H o -ch ien
2057,2112

F u -fe n g see Y u -fu -fe n g
F u - h a n 'f e
( L in s ia
2133

H o -ch ’i h
i n W u-tu, L ian g
(W o f H w eihsien jA&
,
Kansu) 21 35

P i n L u n g -h s i, L ian g
, Kansu) 1873»

F u - lin g %
kingdom (n o te 6 to
CA11) 2068
H a i- h s i
tf 7 P i n K u a n g -lin g , Hsü
(S o f T unghai
^
, K ian g su )
1980,99
^
H ai-h u n
P i n Y ü-chang, Yang
(Y ungsiu
» K ia n g s i)
2 0 1 1 ,2 0
y
Han R iv e r
2018,41 ,51 »75,85:,
2 1 5 7 -5 9 ,7 2 ; s o u th o f 2088; and
se e M ien .R iv er
H a n -c h ’ang
^7 commandery 2103;
GA.2104,53

H o-kuanj^[
P i n L u n g -h s i, K iang
(W o f L i n s i a
^
, K ansu)
Ho-nan
'$7 G i n S s u - l i 1 8 9 9 ,1 9 0 2 ,
2 8 ,2 0 2 5 ; I n te n d a n t 1 8 6 6 ,8 4 ,
1 9 0 0 ,0 9 ,1 1 ,2 8
H o -n ei
r# C i n S s u - l i 189 8 ,1 9 0 8 ,
1 5 - 1 6 ,2 2 ,3 9 ,6 2 ; GA.1 9 0 8 ,2 5 ,4 1 ,
6 9 ,2 0 0 5 ,1 4
H o -p ei
P i n H o -tu n g , S s u - l i
(NW o f J u ic h e n g ^
S hansi

H a n -c h ’ang y j | %) P i n P a, Yi (N of
T san g k i
, Szechwan)
2040; p r e f e c t 2042
H an-chung / ^ ^ C i n Yi 2 0 4 0 ,2 1 0 6 ,
P 9 ,.58i 40V 43;5 2 - 5 3 ,5 5 ,5 8 - 5 9 ,6 6 ;
GSA.1929,2159; k in g 2159 and se e
H an-ning
H a n -h sin g

H o -fe i
P i n C h iu -c h ia n g ,
Yang (N o f H o fe i, Anhwei)
2 0 3 7 ,9 4 ,9 7 -9 8 ,2 1 1 9 ,4 1 ,6 0 ;
m arq u is 1890

p r e f e c t u r e (Pucheng

>©
'» ^
e n ) 2052
Han-ku P a s s ^ ’ ^ w l J (SW o f Lingpao
$ ^
» Honan 1863,66
H an -n in g
commandery ( n o te 6
to CA6) GA.2043 and see
H an-chung

H o -p ’u
2104

C i n C hiao GA_1871 ,

H o -tu n g 5*\
C i n S s u - l i 1 8 8 0 ,8 7 ,
9 8 ,1 9 0 5 ,2 8 ,6 7 ,2 0 0 2 ,4 5 -4 6 ,6 2 6 4 ,2 1 0 6 ,0 9 ; OL19 6 9 ,2 0 4 5 ,6 2 ,
2109
Ho-yang F o rd
( i . e . th e
Meng F o rd q . v . J 1917
H s i ^ f P i n N an-yang, C hing (NW o f
N e is ia n g
* Hohari}- 1915
H s i - c h ’eng *27 ^ $ 0 commandery (n o te
6 to CA24) GA-2159

H a n -ta n Ü & f p p i n Chao, Chi (SW
o f H antan, Hopeh) 2053

H s i-c h ’ eng &] Pfy 1974

H an-yang 7%
C i n L ia n g 18 7 3 -7 4 ,
84; GA-18 7 4 ,8 3 ,2 1 21 and se e
T ’.ie h - s h u i

H s i-e &
P i n N an-yang, C hing
(S o f Nanyang ^ pX , Honan)
1875
f
^

H en g -ch ian g
1959,70-71

H si-h o

(n o te 22 to HP1)

H erd in g O f f ic e , th e Qj ^
to CPO 1874

H s i- h s ia n g
( n o te 3

C i n P in g 1 8 8 7 ,2 1 0 7 -0 8
m arq u is 1871

H si-h u a
P i n J u -n a n , Yü (S o f
Sihw a,' Honan) 1871
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H s i - p 'i n g ^ 0 commandery (n o te
4 to CA10) 2-153,58; GA.2062
H s i - p 'i n g
P i n J u -n a n , Yü
(W o f S ip in g , Honan) 2049
H si-y a n g t ' i n g £
L oyang^^

(W o f
, Honan) 1899

H s i a - c h 'i u
P i n H s i a - p 'i ,
Hsü (S z e h s ie n ,>1*7 #4», Anhwei)
1945
'
H s ia - o h 'ü - y a n g T
^P in
C h ü -lu , C hi (W o f C h in h sie n

-fi|v H°p*h) 18^
H s ia - k 'o u ^ \7 (n o te 1 to CA13)
2 0 7 6 , 8T ,8 7 , 9 1 , 2136,70 and see
M ie n -k 'o u

H s i a o - p 'in g F o rd ^ ^
0n e a r
M enghsien
, Honan)
1866,1901-52
K
H siao -y ao F o rd V
( e o f H o fei
’ Anhwei) 2141
H sie h -k u P ass
M eih sie n *r 1
2 143,58
H sie n H i l l s

(SW o f
”, S h e n s i) 1929,

^ (S o f S iangyang

%%

1928
H s ie n - c h ' in
P i n H an-yang,
L ian g (NW o f T ie n s h u i
7*v 7K
Kansu) 2125

H s i e n - li e n
1920

H s i a - p 'i "f
C i n Hsü 1 9 4 2 ,4 4 ,7 4 ,
9 7 ,2 0 0 1 ,1 4 ,6 8 ; Ch 1 9 7 1 ,7 4 ,8 0

(n o te 11 to ChP2)

H s ie n - p i t 'i n g
( i . e . th e
t e r r i t o r y o f th e H s ie n -p i)
2072

H s i a - p 'i
P i n H s i a - p 'i , Hsü
(E o f P ih s ie n
,
K ian g su ) 1 9 8 0 ,2 0 0 4 -0 5 ,2 3 -2 4

H sie n -y a n g P ark

^

1 902

H s ia - p ie n
P i n W u-tu, L ian g
(W o f C h en g h sien
» Kansu)

H s in -a n
P i n Hung-nung, S su l i (E o f M ienchih yjfai
,
Honan) 1920

H sian g R iv e r

H s i n - f e n P i n C h in g -c h ao ,
S s u - l i ( e o f L in tu n g
,
S h e n s i) 1965; p r e f e c t 2045

21 38

H s ia n g - f e i
P i n T u n g -h a i,
Hsü (SW o f L in y i
/ / j ”,
S h an tu n g ) m arq u is 1905
H sia n g -k u a n
2165

H s in - tu
commandery (n o te 37
to CA13) 2096; GA .2096

j£|1 (n o te 16 to CA24)

H s in - tu
P i n A n -p '.in g , Chi
(C h ih s ie n
, Hopeh)
p r e f e c t 189^
'

H sia n g -y a n g
P i n Nan, C hing
(S ia n g y a n g , Hupeh) 1 9 1 4 ,2 8 ,2 0 7 4 ,
8 3 - 8 4 ,9 3 , 2 1 0 2 ,6 2 ,6 4 - 6 5 ,6 8 ,7 2

H sin -y e h
P i n N an-yang,
C hing (S in y e h , Honan) 2042,
82,2129

H s ia n g -y i Jk JLj P i n C h 'e n - l i u , Yen
(W o f S u ih s ie n
, Honan)
H siao

h ills

H sin g -k u o
ft) (]kNE o f T sin a n
Kansu) 2 1 2 2 ,2 5 -2 6 ,3 3

(n o te 3 to CA10)

Hsü P ro v in c e
(HHS t r e a t i s e 21 )
1 8 6 4 ,9 2 -9 3 ,1 9 2 8 ,4 1 ,4 3 ,4 5 ,5 6 -5 8 ,
6 2 - 6 3 ,7 4 ,8 0 ,9 6 ,2 0 0 1 ,2 1 6 4 ; In s
1 9 2 8 ,4 1 ,4 3 ,2 0 2 3 ; Gov 1 9 4 3 ,5 6 ,8 0 ,
9 7,2099

20 62
H sia o -h u a n g -c h u n g
to CA19) 2133

4 (n o te 17

H s i a o - p 'e i
( a l t e r n a t i v e name
f o r P 'e i p r e f e c t u r e q . v . ) 1949,
80 ,2 0 2 3

Hsü
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P i n Y in g -c h 'u a n , Yü (-SW o f
H suchang "1^
, Honan) 1983-85,
8 9 -9 0 ,9 4 ,9 6 ,2 0 0 1 - 0 4 ,0 7 ,1 5 - 1 9 ,2 5 ,
3 1 -3 3 ,3 6 ,4 1 ,4 8 ,7 0 ,7 4 ,2 1 3 3 ,5 4 ,6 1
64; p r e f e c t 1989,2001

Hsü Chao
tfb house o f , in
Yü-hang 2023

Hua-yin^T ^ P in Hung-nung, Ssu-li
(SE of Hwayin, Shensi) 1921,66,
92

Hsü-lü
P in Lu-chiang,
Yang (NE of Shangcheng
, Honan) 2097

Huai River ^
^
1942,63,90,98,2000,
04,30,37,98; south of 1982,2119
Huai-li^\&fP in Yu-fu-feng,
Ssu-li (SE of Hingpi-ng
Shensi) 1950,2080;
marquis 1873

Hsü-vru
P in Yu-pei-p'ing,
Yu (N of Yutien
#7 ,
Hopeh) 1947,2072

^T

Hsü-yi
P in Hsia-p’i, Hsü
(NE of Chuyi, Anhwei) 1980
Hsüan-ch'eng
Nanling
2009,2148

Huai-nan
(i.e. Chiu-chiang q.v.
note 9 to CA24) 2160; Intendant
1996

city (E of
, Anhwei)

Huai-yin 7 ^
P in Hsia-p1i , Hsü
(SE of Hwaiyin, Kiangsu) 1980

Hsüan-men -IfjgJ*I pass (near
Szeshui ~£ 7}C , Honan) 1866
Hsüan-p'ing %. ^
an 1938,65

Gate at Ch'ang-

Hsüan-wu Lake ^
2076

at Yeh

Hsün-yang
»'#7 P in Lu-chiang,
Yang (N of Hwangmei
,
Hupeh) 2104,27,68, prefect

2099*
Hu-kuan
P in Shang-tang,
Ping (SE of Changchih
, Shansi) 2045,66
Hu-kuan-k’ou
CA10) 2061
Hu-p’an

a

(note 2 to

18r74'

Hu-shu
P in Tan-yang,
Yang (SE of Nanking,
Kiangsu) 1972
Hu-yang yty
p in Nan-yang,
Ching (S of Piyuan 'a&
,
Honan) 2001
Hua Mountain

(S of Hwayin

u J&fttf Shensi) 1944
Hua 7

city (NE of Feihsien
» Shantung) 1945

Hua-jung ^ ^
P in Nan, Ching.
(NW of Kienli
,
Hupeh) 2093; marquis 1861,
2053
•; ■:

,

H u a n - y ü a n J ^ ^ i ^ Pass (near Tengfeng
% % % » Honan) 1866,1914,85
Huang-chung
1873,97

(note 27 to CP1)

I

Huang-po-ch’eng
HP2) 1961

•

<

&

(note 7to

Hung-nung
C in Ssu-li 1940,
64-67,69,2109; king 1904,09
Hung-nung
P in Hung-nung, Ssu-li
(S of Lingpao^r
, Honan 1937,
65,2018
s? %
H u o - t s e ^ ^ ^ P in Ho-tung, Ssu-li
(W of Yangcheng
Shansi)
2063
Imperial University
1863
Jade Hall i
Jang

^

at Lo-yang

at Lo-yang 1883

P in Nan-yang, Ching
('tfenghsien
, Honan) 1992,
94,2002-03,21 50*'

Ju River 7 ^ " 2 0 0 0 , 3 0 - 3 1
Ju-hsü
Dockyard (note 6 to
CA17) 2114-15,18,48-49
Ju-nan
C in YÜ 1868-69,71,1979,
2030-31,41,85; GA.1868,2161
Jung-ch'iu
P in Tung-hai, Hsü
(near Pihsien
> Kiangsu)
marquis 1893
' '>
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M

Ju n g -y an g
«ib P i n H o-nan,
S s u - l i (SV o f Y in g ts e
Honan) 1884,1914
^ ^

,

K a n -lin g H ^
C i n Chi 1 866,2057,
68; k in g 1866
>

I ••

K 'a n g -fu / I A - P i n J e n - c h 'e n g ,
Yen (S o f T s in in g
^ ,
S hantung) 1953
• *
K’ a n g -h s ia n g /b ^ 6 m arq u is 1 907
K a o - c h 'ie n - t 'u n y § 7 \ $
to CA1 ) 1986 ^
K a o -c h ü -li % J
ChPl) 1917

(n o te 12

(n o te 23 to

K a o -lin g
m L p i n T s o - p '.in g - y i,
S s u - l i (SW o f K a o lin g , S h e n s i)
1965
Kao-mi rl7
P i n P e i - h a i , C h 'in g
(SW o f Kaomi, S h an tu n g ) 2060
K ao -p ’in g x f ) ^
P i n A n -tin g ,
L ian g (Kuyuan
, N in g s ia
Hui Autonomous R egion) 2126
Ku Grate

a t L o-yang 1901

K u an g -ch ’eng P ass
(w o f
L in ju Jljr,
, Honan) 1866
K uang-han ^
C i n Yi 2040,
2131; GA.2118,56
K uang-han
P i n K uang-han,
Yi (NE o f S u in in g
,
Szechwan) c h i e f 2110,29
K u a n g -lin g ^
C i n Hsü 1943,
74,211 9; GA .1 9 0 8 ,4 3 ,7 4 ,9 7 ,
2 0 0 4 ,1 4 ,2 8
K u a n g -lin g ^ J ^ j L p i n K u a n g -lin g ,
Hsü (NE o f K ia n g tu y Z -T fe a , ,
K ian g su ) 1980
/
K u an g -sh ih

/^z 21 55

K u an g -tsu n g
P i n C h ü -lu ,
C hi (E o f W eih sien
,
Hopeh) 1871-72
K u an g -tu
P i n Shu, Yi (SE
o f C höngtu
, Szechwan)
2132; c h i e f 2132
K uang-yang ^ f4|?C i n Yu 1869,
1978; GA .1869

K u-an i b J $ r P i n Cho, Yu (SE o f
Kuyuan ß l s f t , , N in g s ia Hui
Autonomous R egion) 2057

K u e i-y a n g
C i n Ching 1912,
2 0 0 8 ,4 0 ,9 4 ,2 1 2 9 ,3 6 ,3 8 ; GA
2094-95

K u -lin g I?)
(W o f SiaoshanJ^fj i/-# ,
C hekiang) 1985

K 'u e i- y ü a n Gorge # s - /f ] & ß c (n o te 19
to CP2) 1881
"J

K u-shan f jf j L lj

21 54

K u -s h ih ^ t^

( n o te 12 to CA5) 2034

K ung-an
(NE o f Kungan, Hupeh)
2 0 9 9 ,2 1 0 2 ,2 8 ,3 1 ,3 6 -3 7 ,6 0 ,7 1

K ' u - ^ P i n C h’e n , Yü (E o f Luyi
1 Honan) m arq u is 2101

Kung-p ’ i n g ^ t
P i n Y ü-yang, Yu
(NE o f Miyun
r ^ 7 f Hopeh)
2061 ^
^ ^

K 'u a i-.- c h i ^ ^ 3 C i n Yang 1 9 6 9 ,7 3 ,
8 5 ,2 0 2 1 ,2 9 ,3 8 ,7 5 ; GA19 4 3 ,8 5 ,8 7 ,
9 9 ,2 0 3 7 ,2 1 5 3

L a n - lin g $ jß
P i n T u n g -h a i, Hsü
(E o r Y ih s ie n
S h an tu n g ) p r e f e c t 1859

K u a n - t' ou ß

L a n -t' ie n ^
P i n C hing-chao
(W o f L a n tie n , S h e n s i) 1966,
2113

2117

£
>

j (n o te 13 to CA17)
*

K u an -tu ^ 7 ^ (NE o f Chungmou
f
,
Honan) 2 0 1 6 ,2 3 ,2 5 -2 6 ,2 8 ,3 2 -3 3 ,
44,2119
K u an -tzu c h 'e n g

f o r t r e s s 1892

K u a n g -c h 'e n g P ark
^ ^ (w o f L in ju
- Honan)' 1863

jk i

Lang R iv e r f # [ ^ - ( n o t e 11 to CA19)
2130
L ang-chung
^ P i n P a, Yi (W o f
Langchung, Szechwan) 2040;
m a rq u is 2142
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L a n g -lin g
^
P i n J u -n a n ,
YÜ (SW o f K ioshan
,
Honan) c h i e f 2002,30

L in - c h in
p m T s o -p 1i n g - y i
( T a li J- ^
, S h e n s i) m arquis
1868,80

L ang-yeh
C i n Hsü 1945,
5 0 , 2007; k in g 2068;
Ch 1998

L in -h u a i
( a l t e r n a t i v e name f o r
H s i a - p 'i q . v . ; n o te 8 to CA3)
L i - li H ills
2096

L e i-y a n g
P i n K u ei-y an g ,
Ching (L e iy a n g , Hunan)
p r e f e c t 2104

L in - tz u
$ P i n C h ' i , C h 'in g
( L in tz e , S h an tu n g ) m arquis
2132,52

L i- c h 'e n g £ ]
commandery
(n o te 6 to CA3) 2007
L i - c h 'e n g

ll ) (n o te 36 to CA1 3 )

(N o f C henghsien
, Kansu) 2122-23

L i-y a n g ""§> ?^> P i n Wei, Chi
(HE o f S u o h sien
Honan) 1 9 2 5 ,2 0 1 5 -1 6 ,2 5 ,3 6 ,
4 4 ,4 8 ,5 2

L in g - lin g ^ / ^ L 0 i n C hing 1912,2008,
4 0 ,9 4 ,2 1 2 9 ,3 6 -3 8 ; 0 1 ,2019,94,36
L in g -n a n ^ 0

(n o te 9 to CA1 5) 2105

Ling-yang^ / ^ L ? ^ P i n T an-yang, Yang
(NE o f S h i h t a i y ^ ^ , Anhwei)
2009

L i - y a n g ; | ^ P i n T an -y an g ,
Yang (NW o f L iy an g , Yang)
m arquis 1943

L iu

L i - y a n g j ^ 7 P i n C h iu -c h ia n g ,
Yang (H ohsien
Anhwei) 1 9 5 8 ,7 0 ,2 0 5 8

L i u - c h 'e n g - ^ ^ ^ ^ ( S W o f H ingcheng
» L ia o n in g ) 2057,71

L ian g P ro v in c e
(HHS
t r e a t i s e 23A; n o te 14 to
HP1) 1 8 7 3 ,7 9 ,8 1 ,8 5 ,1 9 0 9 ,2 1 ,
3 6 -3 7 ,5 0 ,5 4 ,2 1 0 8 ,2 1 -2 2 ,2 5 ,
3 3 ,3 6 ,3 8 ; In s 1 0 7 3 -7 4 ,8 4 ;
2080^2121-22; Gov 2017
L ian g
L ian g

( a ls o c a l l e d L iu -a n a >-^C') P
i n L u -c h ia n g , Yang (N o f L iu a n ,
Anhwei) 2098

L iu - y i

P i n K uang-han, Yi (Kwanghan
> Szechwan) 2120,27
L o-an
C i n C h 'in g 2 0 4 9 ,6 0 ;
0 1 1 8 7 6 ,2 0 6 0
L o-an

C i n Yü 2000
P i n H o-nan, S s u - l i
(E o f L in ju
Honan)
1 9 1 9 ,8 1 ,8 5 ,8 8 ,2 0 0 4

L ia o -h s i^ ^ p

C i n Yu 1892

L ia o -h s i? # *
commandery (n o te
25 t o t J h P l ) 1917
L ia o - tu n g ^ ^ /J ^ L C i n Yu 1917,
2057-58; GA-1886,1917;
m arquis 1917

(n o te 19 to CA4) 2020

c i t y (E o f T ehhing
K ia n g s i) 2052

Lo-ch'engjjfjf
Lo- lang

G ate a t Lo-yang 1876
i n Yu GA1919

Lo-yang ^ f ^ P i n H o-nan, S s u - l i
(NE o f Loyang, Honan) 1 8 6 5 ,9 9 ,
1 9 0 7 ,1 0 -1 2 ,1 4 ,1 6 ,1 9 - 2 0 ,2 8 ,4 4 - 4 5 ,
6 4 ,7 9 -8 1 ,8 3 -8 5 ,2 0 0 3 ,2 1 4 0 ,6 3 ,7 6
and se e C a p i ta l d i s t r i c t
Lou ^
L

L in -c h e n g jX

Lu.)% c i t y (SW o f I s h u i
■ ^ S h an tu n g ) 1945

& {% ,

’ Sonan) 2129
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u

P i n Wu, Yang (NE o f Kunshan
, K ian g su ) m arq u is 2170

L ia o -tu n g dependen t s t a t e
^ Yu 1892
c i t y (Hengyang

,

P i n Y ü-yang, Yu (E o f Tungchow
i & ' f r ] , Hopeh) 1977
,
‘

Lu R iv e r

2061

M eiy fp P i n Y u -fu -fe n g , S s u - l i
(NE o f M eih sie n , S h e n s i)
1 9 3 2 ,3 4 ,4 0 ; m arq u is 1095

L u - c h ' a n g ^ ^ H i l l s 1944
L u -c h ’eng ijj f g f o 2123

M e i-lin g ^ ^ 1 9 7 1

L u -c h ia n g
i n Yang 1958,
2 0 1 0 ,2 9 ,3 7 ,2 1 1 9 ; ffA-1958,
2 0 1 4 ,1 9 -2 0 ,3 9 ,2 1 2 6 -2 7

M ei-yang ^ f ^7P i n Y u -fu -fe n g ,
S s u - l i (SW o f Wukung
,
S h e n s i) 1881

Lu-hun f i
P i n H ung-nung,
S s u - l i (NE o f S u n g h sien
M . Honan) 2163

Meng F o rd
(s o f M en g tsin g ,
Honan) 1 8 6 6 ,1 9 1 4 ,2 4 ,6 8 ,7 8

L u -k 'o u ' f f c tz (SW o f K iayu -Jfe
Hupehj 2 1 0 4 ,3 6 ,5 3 ,6 4

M eng-chin % 2# c i t y a t th e Meng
F o rd 1 8 7 7 ,9 8 ,2 1 3 4

,

Mien R iv e r
( i . e . th e Han R iv e r
q . v . ; n o te 11 to CA12) 2075,
8 4 ,2 1 5 7 ,5 9 ,6 8

L u - lin g
t^Lcom m andery (n o te 24
to CA4) 2 0 2 2 ,2 8 ,3 0 ; GA2022,39
L u - lin g J ^ f ^ J P i n Y ü-chang, Yang
(S o f K ian
, K ia n g s i)
2011,22

M ien-chu
P i n K uang-han, Yi
(N o f Tehyang
Szechwan)
188 9 -9 0 ,2 1 2 0
1 ^

L u - l u n g ^ § 7| e j (NW o f T sie n a n
, Hopeh) 2 0 7 1 -7 2 ,9 6
r

M ie n -k 'o u } f j C? (n o te 4 to CA13)
2078

L u-yang &
P i n N an-yang, C hing
(L ushan > < & iX ) , Honan) 1908,
1 3 ,1 7 ,2 1 ,85

M ien-yang
f^ jr ? P i n H an-chung, Yi
(SE o f M ien h sie n , S h e n s i) 2159
M in> e^ R iv e r (n o te 3 to CA10) 2062

L u n g Mount ai n ( i n L iupan Shan,
e a s t o f K ansu, n e a r S h e n s i)
1879, 8 2 ; w est o f
(n o te 11 to CA18) 212 1 ,3 3
Lung-chung

M in - c h 'ih
P i n H ung-nung,
S s u - l i (M ien ch ih , Honan) 1899,
1920-21

J* (w o f S ian g y an g
, Hupeh) 2074

L u n g -h si p'Jj^ &
GA 4884 r

M in -h sia n g
fy jr p

C i n L ian g 1884;

M o -lin g
i n T an -y an g , Yang
(H anking, K ian g su ) 1 9 7 1 ,7 4 ,
2113-14 and see C h ie n -y e h

L u n g - ts ’ou 7^ ^ ^ c i t y (NE o f
Tehchow ' f & i H , S hantung)
1942,2057
L üeh-yang
P i n H an-yang,
L ian g (NE o f T sin a n
K ansu) 2125

Mo S lo p e M W L (SE o f K ia h s ie n
Honan; 2167,72

M yriad Cash H a ll
1882:

M a-ming-ko » % ^ / ^ h (NW o f Chaohwa
» Szechwan) 2155

Nan

(NE o f Tangyang
Hupeh) 2170

M ao -ch 'en g
(W o f Wuan
Honan) 2053

,
’

M o u n tain s, e a s t o f th e
(n o te
51 to CP6 ) 1 9 0 7 ,0 9 -1 0 ,1 6 ,1 8 ,2 1 ,
2 8 ,3 6 ,3 8 ,4 0 -4 1 ,4 3 ,6 2 - 6 4 ,8 3 ,2 0 1 7

,

M a /^ ^ ( n o te 8 to CA11 ) 2069

M a i-c h 'e n g ^

(w o f W ensiang
, Honan) m a rq u is 2003

a t L o-yang
^

i n C hing 2 0 8 7 ,9 3 ,2 1 3 6 -3 8 ,
6 4 -6 5 ,6 8 ; GA.2098,210 3 , 6 0 ,7 0

N a n -c h 'a n g ' f y j \ ? J P i n Y ü-chang,, Yang
(E o f N anchang, K ia n g s i)
m arq u is 2172

,
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N an-cheng r f j ^ p P i n H an-chung,
Yi (E o f Hanchung
,
S h e n s i) 2140 ,4 5
’

P a - c h 'i u
m o u n tain (SW o f
Yoyang
, Hunan; n o te 6
to CAI5 ) 2103

N an -h ai
GA2104

P a-ch u n g & f (n o te 5 to CA20)
2 139,43

i n C hiao 2075;

N an -h sian g &
commandery
(n o te 13 to CA24) GA2162

P a - h s i t??
commandery (n o te 11
to CA20) 2 1 2 0 ,2 7 ; GA.2142-43

N a n - p 'i
i n P o - h a i, Chi
(E o f N anpi, Hopeh) 2 0 4 8 ,5 7 ,
59

P a -lin g ^
P i n C h in g -ch ao ,
S s u - l i (E o f S ia n
,
S h e n s i) 1965

N a n -p 'in g
p r e f e c t u r e (SW o f
N anping, F u k ien ) 2052

P a -tu n g
commandery (n o te 11
to CA20) 2127;GA.2142

N an-yang
C i n C hing 1868,71 ,
9 9 ,1 9 0 7 ,1 3 ,2 6 -2 7 ,3 9 ,5 8 ,2 0 4 0 ,
2156; GA1868,7 1 ,7 5 ,8 2 ,1 9 0 6 ,
13,2156; k in g 2030

Pan R iv e r f f e y #f (n o te 19 to ChP2)
1926 ^
J

Nei R iv e r
2120

yfo

(n o te 8 to CA18)

P a n - s h u n ( n o t e 3 to KH5)
1862 and s e e In d ex o f P e rs o n a l
Names
P a o v j-^ \(n o te 8 to CA11 ) 2069

N ei-h u an g ^
P i n W ei, Chi
(NW o f Neihwang, Honan) 1932

P a o - c h 'iu

N in g -lin g * ^
P i n L ia n g , Yü
(S o f N in g lin g , Honan) 1942

1977
v
P a s s e s , e a s t o f th e
see
M o u n tain s, e a s t o f th e

N iu -ch u
T angtu

m ou n tain (W o f
> Anhwei) 1971

N o rth e rn F o r t -ip
a t C h 'a n g -a n
1961
C*
N o rth e rn P a la c e
1860,1901

^

N o rth e rn S id e - g a te ^
Ch1an g -a n 1933
0

a t Lo-yang
at

P i n C h ia n g - h s ia , C hing
( O c h e n g ^ p ^ j^ , Hupeh) 2088

P a, th e T hree S ( i . e . P a,
P a -tu n g and P a - h s i commande r i e s , n o te 11 to CA20) 2143

J L (n o te 41 to HP2)

P a s s e s , w ith i n th e
o r w est o f
th e <*? (n o te 5 to ChP1 ) 1910,
2 2 ,2 8 ,6 2 -6 3 :,9 2 -9 3 ,9 6 ,2 0 0 3 ,
2 0 1 7 -1 8 ,2 0 4 5 ,6 2 -6 3 ,2 0 9 1 ,2 1 0 6 ,
0 8 ,4 4 ,5 8 ,6 2
P e i - h a i )Y . C
i n C h 'in g 2068,81 ;
Ch.1957; GA.1989
P e i-ti
i n L ian g 1 8 8 4 ,6 0 ,7 3 ;
GA 1866,2004
P 'e i

C i n Yü 194 2 ,9 2 ; Ch 1996

P 'e i 7^7 P i n P 'e i , Yü (E o f P e ih s ie n ,
K ian g su ) 1 9 4 9 ,8 5 ,9 1 ,2 0 0 1 ,0 4 ,2 3
and se e H s i a o - p 'e i

Pa (^J commandery i n Yi (n o te 11 to P ' e n g - c h ' eng ß f
C i n Hsü 1973;
CA20) 1 8 6 2 ,7 1 ,8 9 ,2 0 4 0 ; GA1863,
Ch 1971,74
2040 and se e P a - h s i
P 'e n g - c h 'e n g
i n P 'e n g - c h 'e n g ,
Hsü (Suchow
, K iangsu)
Pa
commandery (n o te 11 to CA20)
1945,2004
'
2 0 4 3 ,7 7 ,2 1 1 1 ; GA211 1 ,2 7 ,2 9 ,
■k!
42
P 'e n g - t s e
commandery (n o te 4
to CA14) C ..2098
P a - c h 'i u
p r e f e c t u r e (N o f
S ia k ia n g /i/i* yX , K ia n g s i)
2022,29
^
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P 'e n g - t s e $ y y % P i n Y ü-chang,
Yang (E o f Hukow ß&A Q >
K ia n g s i) 1974,2020 "

P o - h a i ^ f e ^ C i n Chi 1 9 0 7 -0 8 ,2 5 -2 6 ,
2057; k in g 1 8 9 4 ,9 6 ; GA.1907-08,
26

Pi ^

P o -la n g M o u n ta i n ^ ^ f ^ 2^ (SW o f
L ingyuan
, L ia o n in g ) 2072

P i n T 'a i - s h a n , Yen
% (NW o f F e ih s ie n ,
S han tu n g ) 1945

P i- k u e i P ark
1912

,

P

i

-

t

'

Po—lo F o r d ^ j ^ j ? i £ a c r o s s th e Chang
/J k R iv e r q .v . ( n e a r Kwangtsung
/1
, Hopeh) 1943

Lo-yang
i

(NW of Y u ta i
S hantung) m arq u is

Po-ma ^ 7 ^ P i n Tung, Yen (E o f
H w a & s i e n , Honan) 2 0 2 6 -2 7 ,

1984-85
P ie n R iv e r

1914

Po-men

P in g P r o v i n c e ^
(HHS t r e a t i s e
23B) 1 8 6 0 ,8 2 ,1 9 0 9 ,2 2 ,9 6 ,
2 0 0 1 ,5 6 -5 7 ,6 0 -6 1 ,6 6 -6 7 ;
In s 1 8 8 7 ,2 0 4 4 ,5 7 ,6 6 -6 7 ;
Gov 2122

P o -p an F o rd
c r o s s in g o f th e
Y ellow R iv e r ( w o f Y u n t s i ^ i ^ ,
S h a n s i) 2107
r
Po-po v a l l e y k]
1887

P 'i n g P ro v in c e
(e s ta b lis h e d
by K ung-sun Tu i n L ia o tu n g )
Gov 1917
P ' in g

P o - t ' an
,

I

P o-yang ^

commandery 2103; GA2105

P o-yang ^ ^ P i n Y ü-chang (E o f
Poyang, K ia n g s i) 2 0 1 1 ,5 2 ,9 0
P o t t e r y O f f ic e $ 9 ^ %

a t L o-yang 1920

( not e 7 to

P 'u - y a n g 7 ^ |f ^ P i n Tung, Yen (S o f
Puyang, Hopeh) 1 9 2 5 ,5 1 ,5 3 ,5 5

H o -tu n g , S s u - l i
, S h a n s i)

Red C l i f f s
(on th e Y an g tse NE
of K ia y u ^
, Hupeh) 2092
S a n -fu

P 'i n g - y i se e T s o - p 'i n g - y i

J see T hree A d ju n c ts

San P a ss
(SW o f P ao k i % j f a
S h e n s i) 2135
” *

P 'in g - y ü a n
C i n C h 'in g 1927,
9 0 ,2 0 6 8 ; Ch 1 9 0 6 ,2 7 ,4 9

S an-kung H i l l

P 'in g - y ü a n
P i n P 'in g - y ü a n ,
C h 'in g (S o f P in g y u an , S h an tu n g )
2 0 4 9 ,5 2 -5 3 ,5 7
Po C anal & ßßjsß. (n o te 1 to CA9) 2052
P o - c h ü n - ti
to CP6) 1894

(n o te 14 to CA17) 2117,
64

P 'i n g - l o O b se rv a to ry
a t L o-yang 1891 ,99

P 'in g - y a n g ^
P in
(S o f L in fe n
1 9 0 5 ,7 8 ,2 0 4 5 -4 6

(n o te 2 to CA12) 2072

P o -ti

P ’i n g - l i n g
P i n Y u -fu -fe n g ,
S s u - l i (NW o f S ien y an g
^L ,
S h e n s i) p r e f e c t 1959
™

P 'i n g - l u T ren ch &
CA11) 2069

( n o te 2 to CP5)

P o -s h u i
P i n K uang-han, Yi
(NW o f Chaohwa
, Szechwan)
2111 ,18

G ate a t L o-yang 1885

P 'in g - k a n g
(P in g ch u an -4^
Hopeh) 2071-72
1

Tower a t H s i a - p 'i 2006

a t L o-yang ( n o te 7
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2042

S a n g - k a n ^ J ^ P i n T a i, Yu (NE o f
YuhsienJrV^I^» , Hopeh) 2156
S h a - h s ie n
Jßi_ P i n C h ia n g - h s ia ,
C hing (SW o f W u c h a n g J L ,
Hupeh) 2 0 2 1 ,9 8
^ ^

,

Shan

P i n Hung-nung, S s u - l i
(S h a n h s ie n , Honan) 1920,
3 1 ,3 6 -3 7 ,6 4 ,6 8

Shan F ord
2062

(n o te 3 to CA10)

S h e n - t’i n g

'

S h a n -tu
p h ills
CA13) 2086

(n o te 20 to

S han-yang
C i n Yen 1955;
GA.1 908; k in g 2113
S hang-ku 3
78,2154

C i n Yu 1 9 0 4 ,1 5 ,

S h a n g -lia o -£■
2011 , 19-20

(n o te 16 to CA3 )

S h a n g - lin P ark
j ^ L j ^ n o t e 6 to
KH5) 1863 ’
S h a n g -lo
P i n C h in g -c h a o ,
S s u - l i (S h a n g h sie n
,
S h a n s i) 2066
S han g -sh u
1901

Shen'l*^ P i n J u -n a n , Yü (NW o f
Y i n g s h a n g > Anhwei)
m arq u is 186b

||

G ate a t L o-yang

S h a n g -ta n g -^ ^
C i n P in g 1922,
2053 ,5 6 ; GA.2061
S h a n g -tu n g J: 4 * G ate a t L o-yang
1904
^

S h e n g -s h ih
P i n .C h i-y in , Yen
(SW o f K u y eh i"^
, S h an tu n g )
1955,62
S h ih - c h ' eng
P i n T an-yang
Yang (w o f K w eichih
,
Anhwei) 2020
%
Shih-m en

She4
P i n N an-yang, Ching
''*(S o f Y e h sie n , Honan) 2047
S h e /V ( a ls o w r i t t e n Sha t y " )
^ P i n Wei, Chi (NW o f S h e h s ie n ,
Hopeh) c h i e f 2053

(n o te 15 to CP5) 1892

S h o u - c h a n g i n T u n g - p 'in g ,
Yen (SW o f Tungping J k i p ,
S h an tu n g ) 1935; p r e f e c t ' 1950
S h o u -c h ' un
P i n C h iu - c h ia n g ,
Yangl (S how hsien
, Anhwei)
1 9 4 3 ,5 6 -5 8 ,9 6 ,987COV4,2115
SHU

( i . e . th e s t a t e o f L iu P e i
i n Yi P ro v in c e : n o te 8 to CA19)
2 1 2 9 ,3 1 - 3 2 ,3 6 ,3 8 ,4 0 ,4 3 ,5 5 ,5 8 ,
70

Shu

C i n Yi 1 8 8 9 ,1 8 2 8 ,3 7 ,5 6 ,2 0 7 7 ,
2 1 0 2 ,0 9 ,2 8 -2 9 ,3 1 , 3 5 , 5 5 ; CÜL1 988,
2 1 2 8 -2 9 ,5 5 ,

S h u ^ ’ P i n L u -c h ia n g , Yang, (w o f
L u k ia n g ^ ||| y X . , Anhwei) 1957
Sh u - c h ' i
u
P
T a n g s h a n ^ j^
S h u o -fan g
Sou ^

^

(NE o f T sin y a n g
, Honan) 2013

S h e-y an g
i n K u a n g -lin g ,
Hsü (SE o f Hwaian
^
,
K iangsu) 2028
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i n P ' e i , Yü (E o f
, Anhwei) 2001

C i n P in g 1 947

( a l t e r n a t i v e name f o r Shu
commandery q . v . ) 1937

S o u th e rn P a la c e 1$ ] ^
1938

She^|A-.P i n T an-y an g , Yang
( S ih s ie n , Anhwei) 2096
S h e -c h 'u a n
y /d

f^

S h i h - t 'o u C ita d e l/? * ß § /
at
M o -lin g /C h ie n -y e h 2114

S h a n g - y u n g - t '^ commandery (n o te
5 to CA24) 2159; GA2159
S h a o - lin g
P i n J u -n a n , YÜ
(E o f Yencheng »tu
,
Honan) 1868
’T ^

i f 7 (N W o f K in ta n
, K ian g su ) 1972

Ssu R iv e r ^

t] C

a t C h 'a n g -a n

1 9 4 5 ,6 3 ,2 0 0 4 ,0 6

S s u -li
(n o te 1 to CP1 ) and see
C o lo n e l D ir e c t o r o f th e R e ta in e r s
in O ffic ia l T itle s
S u a n - t s a o P i n C h 'e n - l i u , Yen
(N o f Y en tsin g jJ, Honan)
1 9 0 8 ,1 4 -1 5
\

Sui-ling
P in Hsia-p'i,
Hsü (Suining
$ ,
Kiangsu) 1945
^
Suiiy^ng C ana 1 #fi J

Tang-ch'ü/6 / A P in Pa, Yi
(NE of Chuhsien ?JßJi, ,
Szechwan) 2143

^

Tang-li-k'ou
HP1) 1959,71

(n§W- 1 to CA7) 2044
Ta-ku

(i.e. T'ai-ku Pass
q.v.) 1920

Tang-t'u ' ^ P i n Chiu-chiang,
Yang (SE of Hwaiyuan
,
Anhwei) 2094
'KM —

Ta-yang
P in Ho-tung,
Ssu-li (NE of Pinglu -4^7^,
Shansi) 1969

Tang-yang
P in Nan, Ching
(E of Tangyang, Hupeh) 208384,87

T'a-yin>jf%j ^ P in P'ing-yüan,
Ch'ing (W of Lini
f ,
Shantung) 2049

Te-yang -fe f e P in Kuang-han, Yi
(near Suining
^ ,
Szechwan). 2127

Tai J V C in Yu 1978,2146,54-55;
GA.2146,54
T ’ai, Mount
CA1) 1991

T e n g ^ f t P in Nan-yang, Ching
(N of Siangyang jfe
,
Hupeh) 1927
^
**

(note 25 to

Three Adjuncts
(i.e. Chingchao, Tso-p'ing-yi and
Yu-fu-feng commanderies qq.v.;
note 15 to ChP1) 1879-80,85,
1915,2040,2106

T'ai-ch'iu A ^ P in P'ei, Yü
(NW of Yungcheng
,
Honan) chief 1886
T'ai-ku

Pass (S of Loyang
Honan) 1866,1915
and see Ta-ku

Three Capital Districts see Three
Adjuncts

T'ai-shan
C in Yen 1898,
1902-05,55,98,2004;GA 1886,
1945
T 'ai-yiian

Ti

(barbarian territory) 2135

T i - c h u M / ^ i , mountain (note 21 to
HP2) 1968

, C in Ping 1887

Tan-shui - f ^ ^ P in Nan-yang,
Ching (lif of Sichwan
?*l
Honan) 1915
1 1

<*■ (note 22 to

Ti-tao
P in Lung-hsi, Liang
(SV of Lintao )f|£
Kansu)

,

Tan-t 'u -)*}
in Wu, Yang
(SE of Tantu, Kiangsu) 1972—
75,2028 and see Ching-ch'eng

T 'iao //»£ o r ^ r P in Po-hai, Chi
(near Kinghsien
, Hopeh)
marquis 1891; prefect 2071

T a n - y a n g C in Yang 1949,58,
75,2009,29,58-59,96,2153;

Tien-chiang River ^ > 77)C_(note 9
to CA16) 2111

GA.19 5 7 -5 8 ,7 0 ,7 3 ,8 6 ,2 0 0 9 ,2 1 0 2 ,
19

T'ien-shui jA-7K-(note 1 to CA24)
2158 and see Han-yang.

Tan-yang
fSp P in Tan-yang, Yang
(E of Tangtu
, Anhwei)
1950

Ting-chün M o u n t a i n ^
lU (NE of
Mienhsien
, Shensi) 2157

Ting-t'ao/^JW P in Chi-yin, Yen
T'an 'If P in Tung-hai, Hsü (SW of
Tancheng^.k
, Shantung)
1945,50 T ^

(NW of Tingtao, Shantung) 1943,
59,64
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Tou Ford ji\
2062

f sf- (n o te

Ts 'a n g -t 'in g '
F aniisien
1872

ftT
^

7 to CA10)

(N oi
, Shantung;

T u n g -la i
72,2049

Ts 'a n g -t 'in g Ford
a cro ss
th e Y ellow R iver (HE o f
F anhsien f*
, Shantung)
1953,2041 "k'5™ '
Ts'ang-w u
2105

Tung-kuang faßt* P in P o -h a i, Chi
(E o f Tungkwang). Hopeh 1925

C in Chiao GA_2087,
*

in C h'ing 1917,

Tung-min
P in Shan-yang, Yen
(HE o f K in sian g
,
Shantung) 1964 '
T u n g-p 'in g
Ch 1953

C in Yen 1953;
’

T u n g - s h ih J ^ ^

(n o te 4 to CA5) 2005

T s'a o -y a n g 3
(E o f Lingpao
^ fjjg? , Honan) 1967

Tung-wu-yang
(W o f Chaocheng

T s o - p 'in g - y i
C in S s u - l i
1 9 5 5 ,2 1 0 8 -0 9 ,2 1 1 5 and see
E astern Supporter in
O ffic ia l T itle s

T u n g -y e h ^ ^ & P in K 'u a i-c h i, Yang
(n o te 15 to CA1) 1956

T u - c h 'a n g ^ p ^ 7 P in P e i- h a i,
C h 'in g (W o f Changi 3, &
Shantung) 1990
0

,

Tung-yüan
v i l l a g e E or Yuan
p r e fe c tu r e in H o-tung, S s u - l i
(n ear Yuanku
An , S h a n si)
2065
,
T 'ung-kuan ^
p ass (NE o f Tungkwan,
S h en si) 2106-08

T u - l i n g ^ f ^ P in C hing-chao,
S s u - l i (SE o f S ia n
,
S h en si) 1910
T u - t 'in g ; ^ .^

P in Tung, Yen
, Shantung)

Tzu-Jmei
P in Nan, Ching
(T zekw ei, Hupeh) 2 1 5 6 ,5 9 ,7 0 -7 1

at Lo-yang 1866

f*\ B u ild in g s at
Tuan-men
Lo-yang 1 901

T zu -t 'ung
commandery (n o te 7
to CA20) 2120,51 ; GA.2151

T u n -ch 'iu ^f^-i^-P in Tung, Yen
(SW o f Tsingfeng^jfe-^/ ,
Honan) 1932
n

Wai R iver

W a n P in Nan-yang, Ching
(Nan-yang
, Honan) 1871 ,
7 4 -7 5 ,1 9 9 2 ,2 0 1 4 ,2 0 ,2 2 ,5 9 ,8 5 ,
2156,66

T u n g ^ C in Yen 1 8 7 1 ,1 9 2 5 ,5 1 ;
GA.1 8 9 8 ,1 9 0 8 ,1 5 ,1 9 ,2 5 ,5 1 ,
75,2026

Wan

Tung-a
P in Tung, Yen
(NE o f Yangku f4p$$Lf
Shantung) 19 5 2 -5 3 ,5 5 ; p r e fe c t
1952
T ung-ch' eng
P in H s ia -p ' i ,
Hsü (SE o f Tingyuan
,
Anhwei) c h ie f 2009
T u n g-chien
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Commanderies and Kingdoms at the death of Emperor Ling (lö9 A.D.)
Three commanaenes in the south of the empire are not shown on the map:
Chiao-chih, Chiu-chen and Jih-nan in Chiao Province.

Their territory

ran southwards along the coast of present-day Vietnam, but the exact
sites of their capitals cannot now be determined.
Another commandery, Kao-liang

jj^ , was established in 170 A.D.

(HHS 76, p.8b), probably on the West River south of Yü-lin.

The

capital, however, cannot be identified, and the commandery is not me
mentioned again in Han records.

It seems likely that it was abolished

soon after this first foundation, and was only restored by the state of
Wu.

It is therefore not included on the map.
In the northwest of the empire, within the loop of the Yellow

River, evidence can be seen of the Chinese retreat before barbarian
raiding and encroachment.

Since 140 ana 141, Shuo-fang commandery had

been administered from Wu-yüan, while Shang and Pei-ti commandery head
quarters had been brought back to prefectures in Tso-p'ing-yi (HHS
annals 6, pp. llb-12a).

The capital of Hsi-ho was still in the

territory of that commandery, but had been shifted southeast across the
Yellow

River.

All four administrations had ceased to exist by the end

of the dynasty.
The capital of An-ting commandery, however, which had also been
shifted southeast into Yu-fu-feng, appears by lö9 to have been restored
to its former territory.

In the time of Emperor Huan there are

references to a Dependent State of An-ting,
HHS 55, p.7b).

(e.g. HHS annals 7, p.7b,

This was probably an emergency arrangement until the

commandery could be re-established, and it is not likely that the
Dependent State was maintained once the capital of the administration
had returnea to the north.
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